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Dedicated co Khaled al Asaad, 5yrian 

archaeologist, "example of a hero of our times", 

brutally murdered by 1515 in the extreme 

attempt to defend Palmyra from the iconoclastie 

fury. 

 

Dédié à Khaled al Asaad, arcbéologue syrienne, 

"exemple d'un béros de notre temps»,brutalement 

assassinés par ISIS dans la tentative extreme pour 

défendre Palmyra de la furie iconoclaste. 
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The Florence Declaration 
on Heritage and Landscape as Human Values (2014) 
Declaration of the principles and recommendations on the value of cultural heritage and landscapes 

for promoting peaceful and democratic societies 

 

Preamble 
 
Over 1,650 participants from 94 countries came together in Florence from 9-14 November 2014 for the 18th 

General Assembly of the International Council on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS). 1300 technical 

proposals and the exchange between heritage specialists have culminated in the following Declaration of 

principles and recommendations on the value of cultural heritage and landscapes for promoting peaceful and 

democratic societies. 

All individuals and communities have the right to benefit from cultural heritage and landscape to the same 

extent that they have a duty to preserve its authenticity and cultural diversity as a human right. This 

declaration encourages deep reflection on heritage management ethics and practices so that the challenges 

facing present and future generations can be addressed. ICOMOS can steer this process thanks to a holistic 

vision of harmonious development focused on the potential of cultural heritage as a testimony of peace and 

cohesion. In 2014 ICOMOS celebrated its 18th General Assembly and Scientific Symposium dedicated to 

the theme of “Cultural Heritage and Landscape as Human Values”. This declaration reflects the aims of 

ICOMOS and its work with UNESCO in assessing tangible and intangible values associated with World 

Heritage properties, and is an opportunity to bring together the organisation’s specialist skills. 

Among other discussions that took place at the Florence Symposium, it was suggested that evaluating and 

assessing a site as World Heritage should be considered as an ethical commitment to safeguarding and 

respecting human “values” in order to protect the spirit of place 1 and people’s identity so as to improve  

their quality of life. This is also an extraordinary occasion for the ICOMOS community to celebrate the 50th 

Anniversary of the Venice Charter and the 20th Anniversary of the Nara Document. We therefore celebrate 

both our own founding act, demonstrating its potential, and also a key document resulting from many 

scientific and philosophical debates on authenticity 2 , that has promoted the diversity of cultural expression 

3. In response to today’s challenges, the main aim of the 2014 Symposium was to facilitate the inclusion and 

participation of people and groups from a variety of cultures and to move forward in defining principles, 

strategies, standards and practices that can contribute both to the recognition of the human values of cultural 

heritage, as well as to safeguarding and encouraging cultural diversity, working together to develop the 

necessary organizational frameworks and skills 4 . These principles have been well expressed in previous 

international documents 5 and founding charters on safeguarding and protecting human rights and cultural 

heritage 6 . 

ICOMOS views the Symposium theme in the context of sustainable development (UN Sustainable 

Development Goals), making up for the lost opportunity caused by the exclusion of culture from the UN 

Millennium Development Goals. UNESCO is already working towards this end through its contributions to 

the Post-2015 Development Agenda, which were discussed in October 2014 in Florence 7. 

ICOMOS, together with some of the world's largest cultural, intergovernmental and non-governmental 

organizations, has discussed these issues, presenting its reflections on them at the recent Symposium. 

 

The Symposium Declaration 
 
The ICOMOS 2014 Florence Declaration promotes a broad debate that will enable ICOMOS to provide 

insights for encouraging sustainable, harmonious and intercultural development, placing people at the centre 

of the cultural debate where cultural diversity is expressed through heritage and landscape values. 

We recognize our responsibility for fully integrating culture into society and the need for shared tools that 

can be used to translate ICOMOS’s ethical commitment into concrete action. We recognize the responsibility 

of ICOMOS members to cooperate actively in the development of resolutions, documents and conventions to 

improve quality of life through the management of the world’s cultural heritage, producing shared technical 

resources that contribute to integration and interculturality. We acknowledge that landscapes are an integral 

part of heritage as they are the living memory of past generations and can provide tangible and intangible  
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connections to future generations. Cultural heritage and landscape are fundamental for community identity 

and should be preserved through traditional practices and knowledge that also guarantees that biodiversity is 

safeguarded. Landscapes currently face unexpected threats that need be managed by applying new 

approaches to safeguarding the relationship between cultural and natural heritage by sharing practical 

experiences. An approach is needed that is based on the protection of human rights and on strengthening new 

and traditional knowledge and local governance. 

 

The participants at the 18th General Assembly address this Declarationto intergovernmental 
organisations, national and local authorities and all organizations and specialists, recommending the 
following actions: 
 

1. Sharing and experiencing community identity through tourism and interpretation 
 

1.1 Sharing community identities: opportunities to empower communities and tourists 

 
a. Community identity is rarely uniform or static but is a living concept that is constantly evolving thanks to 

an interplay of past and present in the context of current geo-political circumstances. 

Around the world, contrasting - and often conflicting - community identities are expressed through (and can 

be shaped negatively or positively by) the range of activities and service provision offered at cultural 

heritage tourist destinations that are intended to take advantage of the economic, social and cultural benefits 

of tourism. 

 

b. Community engagement in tourism through service provision, entrepreneurship, cultural production or 

volunteer activities can mediate an appreciation of their cultural heritage and provide opportunities 

(supported by capacity building) for promoting the diverse identities of resident communities in a positive 

way. 

 

c. Community traditions - festivals, dances and culinary traditions - shared with visitors subtly change over 

time and this can lead to an inferior experience for residents and visitors alike. A community with highly-

developed cultural awareness and the capacity to identify unique cultural values within their community is in 

a position to be empowered to protect the integrity, authenticity and continuity of the cultural heritage 

recognised within that community. 

 

d. Community involvement with cultural heritage sites affected by disaster and conflict offer opportunities 

for healing and reconciliation. In rebuilding the fabric of their own lives in the face of painful memories, 

communities retain or create physical memorials in the landscape recording the psychological damage of 

‘crimes against humanity’ or devastation of disasters in terms of human lives lost. In turn, as visitor 

attractions, opportunities arise for a range of community interpretations and ongoing dialogue with tourists. 

e. Increasing knowledge and cultural awareness of the heritage of a place - tangible and intangible - 

among a host community and visitors fosters meaningful inter-cultural dialogue, engenders respect for 

cultural differences at a personal level and enhances the quality of the tourist experience, linked to the 

concept of travel for knowledge. It is the foundation for peaceful co-existence. 

 

1.2 Cultural interactions and communication: building knowledge and changing 

perceptionsthrough experience 

 
a. Sustainable conservation and safeguarding intangible cultural heritage in a local tourism context can be 

achieved only by fostering awareness, in-depth knowledge and understanding among local communities of 

the significance of their heritage and diverse influences that have come together to create - and continue to 

create - a unique culture. 

 

b. Building intergenerational capacity among local community members, especially in young people, to 

support them in engaging with and interpreting their heritage and in communicating successfully with 
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visitors, has the dual benefit of enhancing visitor experiences and strengthening their own sense of self-worth 

and identity. 

 

c. Two-way communication between visitors and communities can also stimulate curiosity, allow multiple 

interpretations (when appropriate), and enable hosts to recount their own stories in a personal way. 

 

d. Community-based tourism development responds to increasing visitor expectation for more personalized 

and life-enhancing experiences. Collaborative and ethical local tourism networks are drivers of specialist 

tourism where cultural interactions are central to active visitor participation. 

 

e. Authentic holistic immersive experiences of cultural heritage are a key component of intercultural 

dialogue through tourism and an important element of a community’s diaspora reengaging with its past 

as tourists. 

f. Cultural events are strategic tools for many communities seeking to attract tourism. Sharing and enhancing 

the balance of mutual knowledge, sorrow and enjoyment through a carefully structured inclusive approach to 

local rituals - religious or secular - and entertainment through cultural festivals can, if well managed, lead 

incrementally towards an enhanced territory. 

 

1.3 Cultural places: finding frameworks for cultural heritage developments 
a. Creative solutions to planning the physical environment can lead to a deeper symbiotic relationship 

with a place for both visitors and communities. Cultural corridors, for example, can highlight the value of 

historic research and cultural significance with the sensitive reinstatement of traditional routes. 

 

b. Access to cultural heritage places at tourist destinations requires a multi-layered approach to planning and 

interpretation in order to be effective. Physical, intellectual, emotional and economic access need to be 

reconciled within bespoke strategies for interpretative planning and quality assurance mechanisms. 

 

c. Creative spaces - virtual and real - are dependent on the interwoven interrelationship between tangible and 

intangible cultural heritage. Memories of the ephemeral is itself an integral part of the visitor experience and 

new methods must be found to preserve them and enhance them for the future. 

 

d. Coherent community-led strategies for cultural tourism development depend on the recognition of the 

significant nexus between places and dynamic cultural traditions. 

 

e. Governance related to safeguarding, protecting and managing cultural heritage sites within tourist 

destinations requires a holistic set of integrated plans, policies, regulations and practices that embrace but go 

beyond conservation planning. 

 

f. Integrated spatial and tourism planning can: promote the role of communities; set an agenda for the co-

creation of quality cultural products and cultural heritage experiences; support innovation and adaption to 

changing priorities across the global tourist and heritage industries in a particular place at a specific moment 

in time, thereby reinforcing community identities. 

 

2. Landscape as cultural habitat 
 

2.1 A community-based approach 
a. The concept of landscape, whether urban or rural, is increasingly becoming a new paradigm for 

harmonious development, offering an approach that can integrate economic, social and environmental 

processes. 

b. There are multiple interrelationships between urban and rural landscapes related to cultural, socio-

economic and environmental processes, as well as to the well-being of the population. 

c. The involvement of local communities, the recognition of, and respect for, their cultural heritage, as well 

as innovative and traditional practices can favour more effective management and governance of 

multifunctional landscapes, contributing to their resilience and adaptability. 
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2.2 Landscape as a fusion of culture and nature 

 
a. Cultural landscapes should not only be interpreted as conservation areas but also as places where 

sustainable development strategies can be successfully applied. 

b. In many landscapes, concepts such as “natural” and “cultural” have lost much of their meaning, being 

replaced by a biocultural understanding, where not only settlements and agriculture, but also species and 

habitats are determined and preserved by people. 

 

c. The time has come to challenge the artificial separation between conservation and innovation, seeing 

cultural landscapes as lessons to be learnt in light of new models of economic development, responses to 

climate change, risk management, biodiversity conservation and the human wellbeing. 

 

2.3 The landscape as a driver for growth a. In order to gain a better understanding of the interplay 

between biological and cultural diversity at a landscape level and its implications for livelihood 

and wellbeing, further interdisciplinary and trans-disciplinary research is needed. 

 
b. It is necessary to overcome major intellectual differences arising from the distinction between the natural 

sciences and the social sciences and humanities. Wide-ranging cooperation between these disciplines is 

needed in order to develop new tools for landscape planning, management and conservation. c. Public 

awareness and political action are needed to implement effectively national and international commitments 

related to cultural landscapes. 

 

3. Sustainability through traditional knowledge 
 
3.1 Quality of daily life produced by traditional knowledge 
a. Study and awareness raising of the role of traditional knowledge systems for development that are based 

on what has been handed down from previous civilizations should be promoted. 

 

b. The importance of identities, social cohesion, community involvement and quality of life produced by 

traditional knowledge should be recognized. 

 

c. Further research is required into the meaning, symbolism and rituals related to traditional techniques and 

procedures. 

 

d. Traditional systems held by communities with regard to well-being, nutrition and ways of life should be 

identified. 

 

e. Support is required for the rights of local communities and indigenous people who are the holders of 

traditional and indigenous knowledge and systems. 

 

3.2 The value of traditional knowledge and practices as the basis for balanced technological,  

innovative development programmes and sustainable development 

 
a. Knowledge of traditional systems should be enhanced in order to promote a new technological paradigm. 

 

b. A typology identification system for traditional knowledge should be created, as should a database of case 

studies and best practice. 

 

c. A balanced use of traditional and modern techniques and technologies should be promoted using a holistic 

non-invasive and sustainable approach. 

 

3.3 Respect for sites and the decision processes that safeguard communities and people 

 
a. Methods should be assessed for the protection of traditional knowledge that can be implemented by 
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individuals, communities, disseminators and innovators of traditional techniques. 

 

b. Resilient traditional techniques should be promoted, as should their use in every country in order to face 

global challenges and risks, such as climate change, natural catastrophe, migration, 

and poverty. Identify resilient technologies and promote the use of traditional knowledge to achieve energy 

efficiency and reduce CO2 emissions. 

 

c. The emergence of virtuous collective responses and participatory actions for the prevention of catastrophes 

should be encouraged, in order to better protect those heritage sites and properties at greater natural and 

anthropic risk. 

 

d. Communication and interpretation should be facilitated in order to create sustainable policies and 

programmes supported by learning systems and legislation. 

 
4. Community-driven conservation and local empowerment 
 
4.1 Community engagement in the enhancement of heritage 

 
a. The connection between communities and their heritage should be recognized, respecting the community’s 

right to identify values and knowledge systems embodied in their heritage. Heritage places, be they sites or 

landscapes, may take on different values for the various communities associated with them and the process 

of value identification must take each group into consideration. 

 

b. Collaborative networks should be set up at different levels among multiple stakeholders in order to address 

issues related to heritage and create new value chains through innovative synergies. 

 

c. Dynamic, flexible, inclusive and integrated processes of engagement need to be employed for assessing 

long-term social impacts of heritage conservation programmes. 

 

4.2 Bottom-up approach for effective conservation and management of heritage 

 
a. It is important to establish an active role for communities within formal planning/management systems 

giving the community a voice within conservation decision-making processes. 

 

b. The role of heritage professionals should be recognized as being that of providing technical advice in 

community-led conservation initiatives and that of a facilitator when a community’s engagement with its 

heritage is fragmented. 

 

c. The ‘human’ scale of development as a foundation for creative bottom-up approaches should be 

reinstated. 

 

4.3 Linking heritage conservation and sustainable local socio-economic development. 

 
a. Heritage conservation should contribute to sustainable development objectives. 

 

b. Good practices (based on measurable evidence) should be promoted, connected to the contribution of 

heritage to well-being, social cohesion, and sustainable economic development. 

 

c. Innovative approaches and tools, such as crowd-funding, should be used that can stimulate a proactive 

role for community networks, transforming desirable future visions into reality. 

 

5. Emerging tools for conservation practice 
 
5.1 Cultural heritage objectives need to drive the development of emerging tools, not vice versa, 
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so they can consolidate the centrality of cultural heritage 

 
a. New tools and technologies should support the various steps of the conservation process, as a means and 

not an end, promoting the centrality of cultural heritage as a human right. 

 

b. Guidelines and networks should be drawn up and shared for theoretical and methodological objectives and 

applications to ensure authenticity in conservation practice. 

 

c. Guidelines should be developed for interdisciplinary research (including those related to funding policies) 

in a collaborative way in order to fill gaps - technological, but primarily cultural – between technology 

specialists and heritage practitioners, between managers and users of information. 

 

5.2 Promote new technologies that are accessible and inclusive for shared cultural growth 

 
a. Local and traditional knowledge should be respected in order to ensure a fair and profitable balance 

between cultures, knowledge, materials, traditional and innovative technologies. 

 

b. The key role of non-governmental organisations in strategic partnerships should be recognized in order to 

improve conservation outcomes. 

 

c. Platforms and tools for the dissemination of knowledge should be consolidated and shared in order to 

overcome cultural and social inequalities. 

 

d. There should be an active contribution to the exchange of best practice in conservation processes through 

debate and discussion in professional communities, while seeking to avoid the duplication of efforts. 

 

5.3 Facilitate collaborative standardization and simplification of procedures and tools 
a. Internationally recognised and applicable tools should be developed in order to ensure accuracy,  

reliability, and verifiability of results and ensure the possibility of comparative analysis both geographically 

and over time. 

 

b. Priority should be given to user-friendly and low-cost technologies to ensure the adoption of tools that can 

be used for cultural heritage documentation, conservation and monitoring, as part of a virtuous circle. 

 

c. On-line toolkits and open source platforms should be developed as a priority, to provide access to 

standards and procedures in cultural heritage conservation practice in a democratic way. 

 

d. It should be ensured that the application of technologies to cultural heritage responds to welldefined key 

objectives, avoiding the risk of only making progress in the technological sector without improving 

conservation practice. 
Florence, 14 November 2014 
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Abstract 
Caribbean historic heritage is still an unknown equation. This world of gigantic cruise ships, airplane travel, 

and turquoise colored water, the exploration ground of the first conquistadors, still keeps many of its secrets 

well-guarded.  Disfranchisement of this rich legacy, encompassing Native Caribbean, European, and African 

influences, which served for centuries as the linchpin to Europe, Africa, and the Americas is a sorry state of 

affairs. 

One of the multiple dimensions that characterize human value in the Caribbean basin is the common past that 

demands to be preserved even if deconstructed by time and politics.  Once the doorway to a western 

hemisphere that enriched the coffers of a handful of European empires, the region exhibits a unique 

personality expressed via the historic urban landscapes and military architecture that dot its archipelago.  

Interpreting the Caribbean holistically by means of serial nominations to the World Heritage List would 

empower heritage tourism, allowing for the correct interpretation to the basin’s human and historical values. 

The tendency has been to analyze each component on its own without specific reference to its immediate and 

regional contexts, obliterating the human value factor.  One example of this approach is the listing in the 

UNESCO World Heritage List of sections of a particular historic urban landscape’s defensive walls while the 

city the stone wall protected is not. Walls do not defend themselves: they guard urban cores, their people and 

their dreams including the ambitions of the rulers that envisioned them.  

The same applies to all the Caribbean defenses in the region, each example is interpreted on its own without 

reference to the political context they shaped and belonged to. San Juan without Charlotte Amalie or Havana 

makes no sense. The trio is incomplete if there is not consideration of Santo Domingo or St Kitts.  Florida’s 

St Augustine is also part of this silent choir, as are the dozens of other historic urban cores scattered around 

the isles. They were once a cultural unit with a special vocation: to serve European empires. Whether 

Spanish, French, Dutch, Danish, or British they were links in the chain European powers were trying to 

create across the globe. In a sense, it matters little which country was in charge during the varied periods. 

One idea and one idea alone shaped the region, regardless where the swords that fought to make it happen 

were forged.  As a result, to this day, one architectural military personality characterizes the basin in spite of 

the many languages spoken and denominations used.  By not bringing to light this intimate relationship were 

are presenting only a selective part of the history that is, unfortunately, subject to much distortion. 

There is a need to bring into focus the reality of the mosaic that is the Caribbean personality by means of 

serial nominations of historic urban landscapes and their defenses that correctly interprets the history of the 

American hemisphere and its intimate, centuries-old relationship with the so-called Old World.  Only in this 

manner the unique bonds of human values the basin gave birth to will be finally understood and appreciated. 

Keywords:  Caribbean Defenses; Spanish 16
th
 Century Historic Urban Landscapes; Serial Nominations 

 

 

1. Introduction  
This paper is an outgrowth of a paper presented by the authors during the 2013 US ICOMOS conference that 

took place in Savannah, Georgia, at which it was recommended that the most appropriate manner to identify 

internationally significant properties for UNESCO World Heritage Sites (WHS) was through serial 

transnational nominations.
1
  The development of this type of nominations cross cuts present day host nations 

                                                           
1
 Arleen Pabón Charneco and Mark Barnes, “Looking to Leap, Initial Steps to WHS” (MS: Tallahassee, Florida and 

Marietta, Georgia, 2013).  We would like to thank the Puerto Rico State Historic Preservation Office and the Florida 

A&M University’s School of Architecture for their support regarding research activities.  
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emphasizing shared cultural heritage.  Endorsed by the 2010 UNESCO Recommendations, this interpretative 

stance is a powerful instrument that empowers the appreciation and, thus, conservation of significant urban 

and architectural internationally-significant resources.  In addition, it also fosters the correct thematic study 

of the cultural assets characteristic of a region, culture and/or an architectural or urban typology.  Finally, 

serial nominations have the potential to reap tourism benefits of spectacular dimensions, in this case, for the 

Caribbean basin.  

 

2. The Caribbean  

Defined by scholars as the initial wave of the Conquest in America, European settling of the Caribbean 

region started on 12 October 1492.
2
  The wandering ground of Christopher Columbus and the first 

conquistadors, the turquoise waters and golden beaches became the American mare nostrum and doorway to 

the western hemisphere.  A few decades after 1493 the picturesque archipelago was acknowledged as unique 

portal to untold riches that enriched the coffers of varied European countries.  This present world of gigantic 

cruise ships and airplane travels that connect scattered islands that seem so different truly became the heart 

of Europe and its link to both the American hemisphere and Asia.  

The original plans for innovative ciudades de la paz (cities of peace), unwalled ciudadterritorios and 

ciudadpuertos, could not be sustained for long.
3
  The pretensions of mercantile centers open to all, needing 

no defenses, were quickly dispelled.  In fact, as early as the late 15
th
 century the archipelago was dotted with 

small bastions; by the 16
th
 century the exceptional unwalled cores reverted to the millennia-old walled cities 

tradition. Cyclopean walls, sashaying their sinuous way for miles, massive forts, state-of-the art bastions, 

dainty yet deadly garites and cavernous moats were some of the solutions against greedy pirates and enemies 

hailing from other European nations.  Spanish, British, Dutch, Danish and French military artifacts became 

the distinctive marks in many cities of the urbanized green and blue paradise.  A unique fulcrum around 

which the principal commercial activities of the planet took place for several centuries, the regions’ potential 

transformed from a peaceful mercantile center into the spear’s end of mighty empires.  This transformation 

was accomplished by means of architectural and urban artifacts many of which have been preserved.   

 

American unfathomable richness and European dependence on it resulted in the Caribbean becoming the 

most heavily defended area in the world.  Myriad of defensive structures were created to protect its historic 

urban landscapes as well as the extraction of American resources.  Originally, a country’s military artifacts 

were meant to work together and the best and brightest of military architects were charged with the creation 

of defensive master plans for the Caribbean.  Around 1587, for example, Juan de Tejada and Juan Bautista 

Antonelli established the basic morphological solutions for Spain. Seventeenth and eighteenth centuries’ 

fortifications in Cuba, Santo Domingo, San Juan de Puerto Rico, Veracruz, Acapulco, and Portobello, among 

many others including St. Augustine in Florida, are but products of the precedents created by these and other 

military experts.   

The portentous and costly structures defended each urban core individually while protecting the whole 

hemisphere in a concerted effort that was a first in history.  For example, just as a series of lineas avanzadas 

(advanced defensive lines) and a formidable citadel defended the San Juan military plaza, each island created 

its own defensive line protecting the continent.  In order to get to the citadel, the Castillo de San Felipe del 

                                                           
2
 European-American acculturation, the process of cultural transformation as a result of two or more cultures’ 

intersection, started with surprising celerity.  Scholars agree that the first Taino word adapted to Spanish, canoa (canoe), 

appears in Columbus’ diary as early as 13 October 1492.  Humberto López Morales, La andadura del español por el 

mundo (Madrid: Santillana Ediciones Generales, 2010). 
3
 The concept ciudad de la paz (city of peace) to describe urban experiences experimented within the Canary Islands 

during the second half of the 16
th

 century was authored by Professor María Isabel Navarro Segura.  We thank Professor 

Navarro Segura for clarifying the concept and its application to Old San Juan and, thus, the Caribbean.  María Isabel 

Navarro Segura, “Las fundaciones de ciudades y el pensamiento urbanístico hispano en la era del Descubrimiento,” 

Scripta Nova: Revista electrónica de geografía y ciencias sociales, Extraordinary Number, 218, 2006.  Electronic 

source: dialnet.uniroja.es/servlet/articulo?codigo=2109003.  For an analysis of how the concept was used in the 

Caribbean see: Arleen Pabón Charneco, “First Phase Puerta de Tierra, Puerto Rico General Reconnaissance A Place of 

Memories and Meanings A 1519-1910 Historic Context” (MS: Tallahassee, Florida, 2014). 
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Morro,
4
 by land the enemy had to traverse and conquest five such lines, one of which included the 

formidable Castillo de San Cristóbal and its impregnable Puerta de Santiago.
5
  Then and only then, after all 

five lines were conquered, could fighting commence in order to gain the citadel.  Not even the American 

forces in 1898 could handle such a daunting task.  In a similar manner, San Juan served Spain as one of the 

hemisphere’s líneas avanzadas, a component of the defensive master plan which originally also included 

Santo Domingo, Cuba, Florida, and Mexico, among others.  The varied military artifacts defended the urban 

centers where the European future, as well as America’s, was forged.   

The four centuries fluid nature of Caribbean politics made possible for some of the artifacts to be associated 

to more than one European power.  Some islands, originally discovered or settled by the Spaniards, became 

British, French, or Dutch at a later time.  Denmark’s colonies, on the other hand, in 1917, became a territory 

of the United States.  San Juan de Puerto Rico and St. Augustine in Florida ended up as part of the United 

States while La Habana and Santo Domingo, intrinsic components of an original foursome, are now the 

capital cities of two republics.  Regardless of the present political status or whether they were part of one 

country’s military strategic plan or isolated defensive artifacts, the structures all share the exact final 

objective: to defend varied historic urban landscapes from foreign predators.  This common vocation and 

urban and architectural typology similarity is more than enough to interpret them as a holistic conglomerate 

using serial nominations.   

This historic deployment of myriad defensive morphologies makes the Caribbean inventory a unique and 

exceptionally relevant conglomerate.  Its communal history, however, has been forgotten as has been the fact 

that the Caribbean region represents a complex historical picture involving several European powers that 

depended on the basin’s strategic and economic importance for their survival.  Interpreted as scattered 

isolated regions the basin’s full historic relevance is lost.  Since their past is veiled, important human values 

characteristic of the Caribbean are deleted.  Since they are perceived as individual territories, tourism 

strategies fail to include the common historic binds they share which may be of interest to visitors.  In spite 

of the present political isolation, each entity – whether located in one of the islands or continental terra firme 

– shared the same goals as producers of tropical resources (gold during the very early years and, at a later 

time, sugar, tobacco, indigo, and coffee, among others) and the defense of their colonial possessions.  The 

Caribbean demands to be interpreted as one holistic historic unit if we are to truly understand its outstanding 

contributions to the culture of the world.  Obstructing correct interpretation of these invaluable resources is 

the tendency to analyze each one on its own not only without specific reference to its immediate context but 

without any recognition of its regional context.  San Juan without Charlotte Amalie or Havana makes no 

sense.  The trio is incomplete if there is not consideration of Santo Domingo or St Kitts.  Florida’s St. 

Augustine is also part of this silent choir, as are the dozens of other examples scattered throughout the 

Caribbean region.  By focusing on the tree rather than the forest, the human value factor is obscured and 

defensive structures become icons of war disassociated from the dreams and nightmares that created them.  

Past efforts to develop WHS nominations – such as Brimstone Hill in St Kitts
6
 and Old San Juan in Puerto 

Rico – follow another traditional approach with sad consequences.  In addition to their isolated 

interpretation, these nominations concentrate on the defensive walls and/or military artifacts disregarding the 

urban historic landscapes they were intended to protect.  Isolated from their urban context these nominations 

omit an essential component of their personality for their most important function (defending an urban core) 

was not recognized at the time of their nomination (fig. 1).  Walls do not protect themselves. They were, in a 

sense, the oyster that sheltered the pearl each urban core was.  When defensive artifacts’ intimate urban and 

                                                           
4
 The Castillo de San Felipe del Morro in the Old San Juan Historic District, named in honor of Emperor Charles V of 

Germany and Carlos I of Spain, is listed in the UNESCO World Heritage List since 1984.  The Castillo de San Cristóbal 

and sections of the stone defensive circuit are part of this nomination.  The whole system is a National Historic 

Landmark of the United States.  Arleen Pabón Charneco, “Old San Juan Historic District/Distrito Histórico del Viejo 

San Juan National Register of Historic Places Nomination” (MS: San Juan de Puerto Rico, 2012) and “Old San Juan 

Historic District/Distrito Histórico del Viejo San Juan National Historic Landmark Nomination” (MS: San Juan de 

Puerto Rico, 2012). 
5
 The Puerta de Santiago, also known as the Puerta de Tierra (Land’s Door) due to it being the only door in the 

defensive stone circuit that opened unto land, was destroyed during the 1890s by the Spanish government in an effort to 

modernize the city by allowing for an ensanche (widening) to take place.  It is interesting to consider that during the late 

19
th

 century many defensive artifacts were interpreted as urban nuisances that impeded healthy urban growth and 

development.  
6
 Brimstone Hill Fortress, located on St Kitts, was inscribed as a World Heritage Site in 1999. 
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architectural relationship with the city they protected is severed the nomination is an incomplete exercise that 

fails to highlight the unique creative and aesthetic reciprocity which characterizes such historic conversation.  

This omission veils the significance of the historic precedent (both architectural and political) that made 

possible their development as well as the unique “brand” that distinguished them as part of an entity.   

In order to better understand how this commonality cross cuts European historic colonial regions of influence 

and how this unity of purpose possesses international cultural significance we are proposing a completely 

new Caribbean approach: the development of serial nominations for specific historical resources in the 

region that would treat as a holistic entity fortified historic urban landscapes regardless of their location, 

political association, current national standing and/or historic provenance.  The sisterhood between the 

islands and regions bordering the Caribbean is self-evident: the same approach could be used to study and 

interpret prehistoric cultural resources, among many other shared cultural expressions, in the archipelago.  

This would be done with the consent of various host nations which are currently developing umbrella 

resource programs, such as the Organization of Eastern Caribbean States.  Mutually benefitting work would 

highlight the relevance of the region and, most importantly, its reality as one mosaic of which each 

component is but a tesserae.  Tourism could tap into these cultural links and present the region as one and not 

as a puzzle of varied nations that apparently have little in common except for the beaches and weather.   

 

3. Conclusion 
One of the multiple dimensions that characterize human value in the Caribbean is the common past that 

demands to be preserved even if deconstructed by time and national boundaries.  The Caribbean exhibits a 

unique personality expressed via its historic urban landscapes and military architecture.  Interpreting the 

region holistically by means of serial nominations to the WHL would empower heritage tourism, allowing 

for the correct interpretation of the basin’s amazing architectural and urban heritage.  The silent choir of 

historic urban cores and defensive structures that once served European empires can now help sustain 

tourism’s interpretative activities allowing for the complex Caribbean personality to emerge and be enjoyed 

by all.  Whether Spanish, French, Dutch, Danish or British these resources were links in the chain European 

powers tried to create across the globe.  This intimate relationship needs to be highlighted not only to present 

the whole picture and a more inclusive history with as little distortion as possible but to tie less known 

locales and their resources to tourists’ favorite ones around the region.    

 

There is a need to bring into focus the reality of the mosaic that is the Caribbean personality by means of 

serial nominations of historic urban landscapes and defenses that correctly interprets the history of the 

American hemisphere and its intimate relationship with Europe and Asia.  Plans to identify groups who 

would be willing to work on a serial nomination and sources of funding are needed urgently in order to 

comply with the UNESCO’s Recommendations in order to highlight the unique bonds of human values the 

basin gave birth to so they can finally be understood and appreciated.  
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Figure 1:  Aerial view of Old San Juan, Puerto Rico.  World Heritage Site consists of only the areas owned 

and managed by the US National Park Service.  The city and other elements of the fortifications are not 

included in the WHS. 
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Abstract 

The purpose of this paper is to investigate the interrelation between tourism, underwater cultural heritage 

(UCH) and sea. It focuses on a case study methodology with a view to ascertain the cultural tourism value of 

WW II’s UCH in Algarve seas – Portugal. Content analysis of interviews applied to Algarvian public 

stakeholders contributes to the statement that UCH is a tourist niche market in the region, although it has not 

yet been integrated in an effective regional tourism planning and management.  

Keywords: Cultural Tourism; Underwater Cultural Heritage; World War II; Algarve (Portugal)  

 

 

1. Introduction  
The present paper aims to highlight the touristic importance of underwater cultural heritage (UCH) 

associated with the sinking of vessels, submarines and planes by Allies and Germans during the World War 

II (WWII), in Algarve seas, a region in the south of Portugal. At the same time it seeks to determine future 

policies and measures that can contribute to the enhancement of this heritage through tourism. 

Firstly, it advances with a theoretical model for understanding the interrelation between tourism, UCH and 

sea, in the context of touristification processes of culture and places. Next, it presents a case study 

methodology, beginning with the consideration of how UCH in integrated in tourism planning and 

management in Portugal and Algarve.  

This paper also presents an inventory of UCH’s resources and an exploratory analysis of UCH 

attractiveness. What follows is the discussion of the results based on a content analysis of a set of interviews 

addressed to Algarvian public entities associated respectively to tourism, culture and territory/sea. Finally, 

the main findings of this exploratory study are brought forward.  

 

2. Tourism and Underwater cultural heritage – conceptual background 

UCH is understood to mean the “archaeological heritage that is in, or has been removed from, an underwater 

environment. It includes submerged sites and structures, wreck-sites and wreckage and their archaeological 

and natural context" (ICOMOS, 1996). This heritage begins to attract more attention after the 1990’s, namely 

with ICOMOS Charter for the Protection and Management of Archaeological Heritage (1990) and ICOMOS 

Charter on the Protection and Management of Underwater Cultural Heritage (1996). The adoption of the 

Convention on the Protection of the Underwater Cultural Heritage (2001) and the recognition of UNESCO as 

a responsible entity, reinforced the recognition of its importance as “an integral part of the cultural heritage 

of humanity and a particularly important element in the history of people, nations, and their relations with 

each other concerning their common heritage” (UNESCO, 2001). 

As culture and heritage acquire new uses, of which economic is one, the touristification processes of culture 

and places has been reinforced. These processes lead to the strengthening of the relationship between tourism 

and culture but also between tourism and the sea/ocean (UNESCO/IOC, 2013). The 1996 ICOMOS Charter 

points out that UCH "contributes to the formation of identity and can be important to people’s sense of 

community. If managed sensitively, underwater cultural heritage can play a positive role in the promotion of 

recreation and tourism "(ICOMOS, 1996). 

During World War II (WW II), “over 9,000 military, auxiliary, and merchant marine vessels were sunk or 

lost between” (Monfils, 2005), mainly in the Pacific and Atlantic oceans, of which resulted in numerous 

“archeological sites to dive on, research and analyze” (Neylan, 2011). Diving for the secrets of WW II 

hidden in the wrecks, these tend to be “remainders of a forgotten theater” (Morrison, 2012). Each downed 

ship, submarine or plane represents a piece of the owning country’s history, heritage, identity and collective 

memory (Claudino/CNU, 2012: 64) while repositories of value (Jeffery, 2007).  
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In this context, the framework associated with UCH tourism takes us to a conceptual interrelation model 

based on three major research dimensions (fig. 1). The first one related with tourism, the second referring to 

culture /heritage namely UCH of WW II, and the third one associated with the sea.   

Figure 1. Tourism and UCH Framework 

Tourism, and namely cultural tourism, recognizes tourists as being one of the most important markets for 

culture (ICOMOS, 1999). Cultural tourism is related with visits motivated (in whole or in part) by interests 

in the history, arts, and sciences (stricto sensu), but also with the way of life of a community, region, group 

or institution (lato sensu) (Group 106, 2013). Regarding the war, as a historical moment to be (re)visited “… 

the memorabilia of warfare and allied products…probably constitute the largest single category of tourist 

attractions in the world (Smith, 1996: 248; in Nash, 2003). These attractions are associated with cultural 

tourism and its segments, such as dark tourism, military tourism and battlefield tourism (Ryan, 2007; Miles, 

2012), with tendencies of growth (Baldwin and Sharpley, 2009).  

The wrecks arising from the war zone were considered in the Historic Shipwrecks Act of 1982, “recreational 

and educational assets”, in a pioneer perspective (in Nash, 2003). These assets can raise visits to 

museums/centers of interpretation but also, in situ visits, through practices of scuba diving, whether its closer 

to sports activities or wreck diving, underwater photography or archaeological diving. The latter are 

associated to the maritime archaeology, as a branch of archaeology (Ford, Hamilton and Catsambis, 2011) 

and they are getting more and more important (Abejes, Izquierdo and Tresseras, 2013). When tourism and 

UAH are interconnected, there are some attributes and activities that should be considered, namely: 1) 

Institutions involved in the research, management, conservation and protection of the UCH, 2) Museums, 3) 

Heritage artefacts linked to maritime and underwater archaeology, and 4) areas of maritime and 

archaeological heritage (ARQUA, 2008). The goal is to provide an authentic touristic experience, where we 

cannot neglect the patrimonial interpretation joining together historical narrative and place (Miles, 2012). 

 

3.    Methodology 

This paper’s main objective is to determine the touristic valorisation of WW II’s UCH in the Algarve, by 

relying on the method of the case study, which is based on an intensive analysis of a particular situation with 

flexibility in the use of a multiplicity of techniques (Sekaran and Bougie, 2010) . 

The article begins by doing a literature review of the topic, which contributed to delimit a conceptual 

framework. This framework then leads to the case study referring to the Algarve, beginning with the research 

of WW II’s UCH resources and its attractiveness. Accordingly, the Inventory of UCH through the database 

of the DGCP (2014)
1
 and PORTISUB (2012), among others, is ensued. The exploratory evaluation of 

attractiveness is based on the analysis of a set of indicators, suggested from the literature review. They are: 

number of wrecks; number of wrecks of WW II; underwater routes associated with the wrecks of WW II or 

marine parks; the existence of diver training and promotion of wrecks through dive centres; the existence of 

interpretation of shipwreck related material and information; the existence of interpretive infrastructures such 

as museums or interpretation centres; inclusion of shipwrecks in policy development and increasing 

preservation and conservation in situ. Its clearance uses a multitude of secondary sources as well as the 

analysis of the sites of Algarvian diving schools/centres of the region. What follows is the analysis of UCH’s 

importance in Algarve’s tourism management and planning based on the National Strategic Plan of Tourism.  

At the same time, the qualitative interview survey methodology, including representatives of three regional 

public bodies with responsibilities in the areas of tourism (Região de Turismo do Algarve - RTA), culture 

(Direção Regional de Cultura do Algarve - DRCA) and territory/sea-region (Comissão de Coordenação e 

Desenvolvimento Regional - CCDR), takes place. The interviews were applied in January 2014 and sought 

to find out which resources and cultural-tourism products, as well as the policies/measures/challenges that 

give more leverage valuing cultural tourism, focusing on the UCH. The processing of the results was done 

through the analysis of categorical content (Bardin, 1995). Additionally, secondary sources were used to 

include the perspective of private stakeholders. 

 

4. Case study: Touristic valorisation of Algarve´s underwater cultural heritage of World War II  

4.1. The importance of UCH Tourism in Portuguese Tourism Planning and Management  

                                                           
1 Database entitled "Archaeological Sites of Algarve in an Underwater Environment" given after request in the context of the present 

study, having been only available those records that (from the point of view of this entity) are perpetuated as works of "having 

interest to visit" and has archeological value. 
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Tourism in Portugal is considered a strategic sector since the first touristic plan in 1986. The current national 

strategic plan of tourism (PENT, 2006-2015), based on 10 products, reaffirms it as a “Vision” of “Portugal 

Destiny” in line with the principles of sustainable development (Turismo de Portugal, 2013). For the 

Algarve, the product “sun and sea” is classified as “consolidated”, being what attracts more tourists to the 

region. As for the product “cultural circuits”, it is seen as complementary and associated to the structuring of 

“experiential itineraries and routes based on anchor themes of Portuguese identity and distinctive cultural 

factors. In the enhancement of a synergy between these two products, the emphasis on themes associated 

with market niches related to the regional territory, such as military and scientific heritage, among others, is 

advanced. As for underwater tourism and diving, it is only referenced to in PENT, for one region - the 

Azores (in the context of the development of the strategic product 'nature tourism” (ibid.). 

This analytical approach shows that UCH tourism still has a modest integration in Portuguese tourism 

planning. This fact is explained if considered that only recently the sea policy or cultural/archaeological 

policy began to affirm the importance of underwater cultural resources associated with tourism. The current 

national strategy for the sea 2013-2020 (Governo de Portugal, 2013) stresses the importance of ‘sun and sea’ 

tourism that, associated with nautical activities, can have a high increase in the coming years. It also 

reinforces the idea that the creation of underwater archaeological parks could promote the development of a 

tourist sector that adds value to the local scale.  

Cultural policy associated with underwater archaeology was born in Portugal in the eighties (DLn° 13/85, of 

6 July establishes the Bases of the National Cultural Heritage). However, it is only in the following decade, 

in particular, with the creation of the National Centre of Nautical and Underwater Archaeology (CNANS) 

and the DLnº 164/97 of 27 June that it gains a new momentum.  

4.2. UCH of WW II in the Algarve: characterization and tourism potential in stakeholders’ perspective 

With the outbreak of WWII, under the dictatorial regime of Salazar, Portugal declares its neutrality. 

However, although neutral, “the war came to Portugal” positioning the country in one of the centres of the 

“economic war”, thus the need to reconcile the objectives of maximizing the economic survival of the regime 

and national integrity (Telo, 1991). As expected, the conflict spread to its coastal waters resulting in 

numerous wrecks, particularly in the so-called “Portuguese strategic Triangle” (located between continental 

Portugal, Azores and Madeira) (Bello, 2006). As for the Algarve region, located in the south of Portugal, 

with almost 200 kilometres of coastline and close to the Strait of Gibraltar (fig. 2), a significant density of 

UCH of scientific interest and tourist and cultural potential stands out. 

Figure 2. Map of the Algarvian coast 

The DGCP (2014) points out 330 records of UCH of which 3 are associated to WW II. They are the B 24 

Liberator (aircraft), Bomber B-26 and the Empire Warrior Cargo Ship. The PORTUSUB (2014) advances 

with 82 records of which 24 related to WW II (Five aircraft crashed and the sinking of 5 cargo ships, 1 ship 

for transporting troops, 3 submarines and 10 steamers)
2
.  

In accordance with the criteria set out in the methodology to assess the attractiveness of this heritage, it is 

worth pointing out the existence of a significant number of wrecks throughout the centuries, although the 

number associated to the WW II’s UCH is more limited. In fact, if we look at the icons of UCH Algarve, 

under regional stakeholders’ (with emphasis on diving Schools/Centres) perspective, they are, in descending 

order of importance, the L’Ocean, Artificial Reefs Complex Ocean Revival, Willhelm Krag, Nordsoen, 

Torvore, the itinerary of Faro A, Maritime Cultural Heritage of Lagos,  Arade Complex and Quarteira 

Submerged (Roeder, 2013). The "museums of the Algarve" and notably the Museum of Portimão and the 

Underwater Museum of Navy vessels/MUSUBMAR (2011) were also a target of reference (Roeder, 2013). 

As to the existence of itineraries or UCH sites, the underwater archaeological itinerary of L'Ócean, S. 

Lourenço da Barra Fort and the Arade River 1 (Claudino, 2012), the Maritime Archaeological Heritage 

Route of Spain and Portugal (ARQVA, 2008) and the Ocean Revival/MUSUBMAR, are highlighted. 

Marinas and recreational ports with good accessibility and a significant number of diving Schools/Centres 

allow the promotion and interpretation of wrecks. For instance, the Subnauta (2009) diving center, in its 

Guide of Algarve’s scuba diving, has 14 references to UCH, of which two are WW II’s UCH, in particular 

the Bomber B-24 and the Empire Warrior Ship, classified as 'very good' assets and of a complex “diving”.  

                                                           
2 The SS Orav, Dagmar, SS Baron Lovat, Empire Warrior, U-127, Leadgate, Hollinside, Penrose, Ettrick, HMS Avenger, U-98, USS 

Almaack, Grangepark, twin-engine Fighter, Fort Battle River, Consolidated Catalina, Alpera, Llancarvan, SS Shetland, SS Volturno, 

Focke-Wulff 200 c, Martin B-26 Marauder, B-24 Liberator and U-300.  
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In addition, the touristic value of Algarve’s UCH should have in consideration the significant regional 

touristic importance (see IMPACTUR, 2014)
3
 and namely of underwater tourism. MUSUBMAR (2011) 

estimates more than 89,000 underwater tourists in Algarve in 2021. It takes in account the number of PADI 

worldwide members and certifications
4
 (PADI, 2013). 

As for the interviews carried out by those responsible for RTA, DRCA and CCDR, they imply the consensus 

of the respondents regarding the consideration of cultural tourism in the Algarve as a supplementary product 

of sun and sea. Respondents gave more importance to regional and architectural icons related to the 

Discoveries period, but also to historical urban centres, traditional villages, castles, religious heritage, 

gastronomy and wines, cultural events, usages and customs. Regarding UCH and its valorisation in the 

context of cultural tourism, modest importance was given to it, as it is viewed as niche tourism in the region. 

Although there is the recognition that the focus should be in tourism products with greater added value and 

of which UCH can be associated with the country’s historical interface in recovering its image and maritime 

tradition, oceanic and Atlantic.  

One of the interviewees made reference to a study that includes a SWOT analysis of Maritime Cultural 

Heritage in the Algarve. In this context, he reaffirmed that UCH holds strong points, such as the diversity of 

relevant historical and archaeological heritage resources; the existence of underwater archaeological 

itineraries and initiatives of valorisation of archaeological or industrial structures related to maritime 

activities. However, he also highlighted, equally evident, weaknesses, namely the difficult economic 

environment experienced in the country, which results in a lack of technicians in the region to perform 

regular work in research, study, conservation and restoration of archaeological findings and works. This 

leads to the difficulty of having greater visibility from the touristic point of view. 

Regarding the identification of the main challenges of cultural tourism in the Algarve (including 

underwater), respondents were thorough in their statements (tab. 1). 

Table 1.  Challenges of UCH tourism in the Algarve 

Respondents advanced with the delimitation of 4 broad challenging categories for the valorisation of the 

Algarve’s cultural resources (namely UCH), focusing on areas such as the “performance of the 

stakeholders/agents”, “planning, financing and management”, “innovation and creativity” and emphasis on 

cross-sectorial relations. 

 

 

 

5. Conclusions 

Culture, as an aspect of regional identity, tends to assert itself as a factor of competitiveness of territorial 

basis since its resources are taken as “key drivers of attractiveness”. UCH has been recognised as a growing 

asset from a touristic point of view and this recognition has contributed to the recently continuous increase of 

scuba diving as a touristic activity. 

In the Algarve, although WW II’s UCH has a set of valuable resources, they have not yet been integrated in 

an effective regional tourism and management plan. However, from the point of view of public entities, UCH 

tourism is a niche market with relevant ongoing attractive projects but still lacking important challenges in 

terms of developing strategic actions and measures in order to move towards the possibility of WW II related 

to UCH, contributes to the enhancement of a touristic experience, which by definition can be best enjoyed in 

the context of its theme, aestheticisation, and educational aspects. 
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Figure 1. Tourism and UCH Framework (Source: Own elaboration) 

 

 

Figure 2. Map of Portugal and the Algarvian coast (Source: https://www.google.pt/maps/@39.7880585,-

14.7082822,5z) 
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Stakeholders

’ role 

• promote articulation between entities and establishment of public-private partnerships 

• enhance a strategic vision shared among the stakeholders associated with cultural heritage 

• promote the involvement of the corporate sector in the promotion and development of   

cultural tourism products (UCH) 

 organize an events program catalyst of cultural tourism and UCH tourism 

• encourage the participation of the community in the recognition and valorisation of the 

territory 

Planning, 

financing 

and 

management 

• create initiatives leading to the structuring of the cultural offer of the Algarve in order to 

increase its touristic attractiveness, the focus in the regional tourism planning 

• attract financing to stimulate the investment capacity to enhance a visit to the historical 

heritage, at a time when it's difficult to maintain its preservation (interpretation, 

communication, programming and promotion  needs...)  

• coordinate the various levels of administration in the territory with competences 

compartmentalised (major obstacle the consultation of efforts and joint strategy definition) 

Innovation 

and 

creativity 

• promote initiatives with local identity and no copying or reproduction of other 

• attract and retain a creative class associated with the cultural and creative sector and tourism 

• foster a dynamic cultural environment enhancer of innovation 

Emphasis on 

cross-

sectorial 

relations  

• strengthen cross-sectorial relations under the assumption that it is necessary to integrate 

heritage and creative industries in tourism promotion 

 

Table 1. Challenges of UCH tourism in the Algarve (Source: Own elaboration) 
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Abstract 
Paper aims to offer analyses of some ongoing projects in mainly rural areas of Western Balkans - various 

construction projects initiated on local levels in order to promote tourism and stimulate economy. However 

complexes are realized in various ways with various implications, performed using typically local material in 

typically local style often coinciding with affirmation of local identity. Some of structures are carried out 

after important national monuments. Paper attempts to present background of those projects and their 

meaning for local communities and analyse its aesthetic values. 

Key words: post-conflict recovery, transitional society, rural development, construction, landscape 

 

Introduction  
The Western Balkans

1
 countries are going through significant ideological and economic changes and 

challenges in previous decades. After the fall of communism and devastating conflicts the region entered a 

very long and painful process of transition, aiming to develop its countries into the modern European 

democracies. This process is characterized by various phenomenon with certain aspects now typical for 

Balkan societies, one of them definitely is a need to define the proper identity and that process is 

appropriately reflected in culture.  

For peoples of Balkan the life has been organized for many decades under the specific ideological 

circumstances – the styles of governance often determined as regime. Together with the collapse of 

communism, dissolution of Yugoslavia, turbulences on the market the peoples from Western Balkan states 

are experiencing chaotic building of collective identities, often sadly accompanied by dramatic ethnic 

conflicts. In order to have functional and efficient care of patrimony the management of cultural heritage 

certainly has to be democratically reorganized. In many decades previous to the fall of communism the 

monuments were strongly affected, as follows: - In accordance with political circumstances new monuments 

have been built (mostly performed in a manner typical for socialist republics: functionalist and socialist-

realism buildings, futuristic structures, commemorative sites, statues of political leaders and national heroes, 

military infrastructure buildings etc.) and such construction had a significant and long-lasting visual impact 

on cities, building units and landscapes.  

- Many important monuments were intentionally neglected due to the political reasons, often those 

monuments that are significant for religious communities; certain important aspects of monuments were also 

intentionally unattended and deprived from their real historical meaning.  

- The institutions responsible for monument protection functioned with important difficulties – the budget 

was not sufficient and the organization was too bureaucratic in order to guarantee a sufficient level of the 

monument protection and their promotion. Particular impact had the passive attitude applied in the 

monuments rehabilitation and management, where they were recovered to serve only for being visited 

without any particular interaction with the society, the role of the monuments was not at all being designed to 

take a sustainable and active place and role in the society.  

Consequently after the fall of communism many monuments were in a critical condition and at that moment 

the attitude in monument protection entered the transition. First of all, the local economies have found 

themselves in the process of profound reorganization – suddenly with no centralized market and slowly 

opening towards free-market economy. On the other side those countries that were affected by the military 

                                                           
1 Western Balkans as a geo-political term is frequently used in previous years mainly in the context related to European Union 

Institutions and Euro-Atlantic integration of the region of Southeast Europe. 
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conflict have irreversibly lost their key monuments and cultural institutions (such as the Old Bridge in 

Mostar
2
).  

The new era in the region’s patrimony offered new challenges demanding adaptations and taking into the 

consideration different approaches and concepts in monument protection. At the same time this process 

perfectly illustrates the renaissance of affirmation of local and ethnic/national identity and a need for its 

determination. In the professional field the new period is characterized by the lack of heritage experts and 

appropriate legal regulation that would ensure the efficient protection and recovery projects of monuments. 

Sometimes long waited recovery of certain monuments was never performed (even though the objects were 

in obvious need for interventions); other issues appearing were making the inadequate decisions, financial 

malversation (with very present conflict of interest), then intentional neglect of monuments and their 

inappropriate recovery afterwards and further abuse, illicit trading of cultural goods, unregulated property 

documents etc.  

Recoveries of some monuments of big international value were performed in circumstances that raised 

controversies, such was the case of the World Heritage site Monastery of the Patriarchate of Peć whose 

recovery according to experts
3
 wasn’t well performed (the color of façade of historical church was radically 

changed). Certainly more tragic example is the one of the synagogue in historical town of Travnik (Kalkados 

synagogue) in Bosnia and Herzegovina – the decision was made on the local level and shortly after the 

building was razed to the ground… not long afterwards a new shopping mall has been built on the place of 

historical synagogue.  

Least, the economic potential of monument recovery, promotion and activation was hardly ever recognized 

or promoted – it can be easily concluded that there was no will on local a level for such investments and 

promoting the awareness of their positive income for the society.  

 

Rural Heritage Development  
In Western Balkans there is a high percentage of rural population (approximately over 40%

4
), which is one 

of the highest in Europe. Obviously for creating the local visual identity one engage not exclusively in urban 

centres but also in rural areas, which is typical for Balkans. Very famous landscape expression of the region, 

spontaneously created during the centuries is consisted of the interaction of local communities with rural 

surroundings and landscape. Monuments are praised for their interrelationship with the landscape: bridges 

and buildings are giving stunning visual impression in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Albania, Kosovo, 

Macedonia (FYR) due to their design and thanks to the use of local material (mostly stone and wood) and 

authentic local techniques of construction.  

Rural ambient in recent years is emerging more intensively. Local economies are profoundly in process of 

consolidation after the traumatizing changes on a political-economic plan: Western Balkans are among the 

poorest countries in Europe with huge unemployment rates. Local communities and individuals are more 

recognizing the potential of investing in rural tourism.  

As it was mentioned earlier in this paper there are big challenges when it comes to legal regulation and 

property rights. Notably in the region there are increasing environmental challenges and issues: the region 

that is traditionally rich with forests has to empower immediately the laws and, what is more important, the 

control in rural areas in order to ensure the protection of forests, stop illicit wood trafficking and destruction 

of forests. The very poor forest management and preservation are threatening to develop into the ecological 

catastrophe
5
, aside of that the authentic visual scope (for what the region is so well known) could be lost 

entirely together with its local cultural identity. Particularly endangered are also the rivers. 

Generally speaking there is no enough political will expressed in order to deal with environmental problems 

in the region nor there is any particularly active civil sector organization that would take this initiative. 

However, as all these countries are recognized by European Union as its potential members
6
 and they are 

already in the process of integration (some even negotiating the accession holding the official EU Candidate 

                                                           
2 The historical bridge in Mostar was destroyed in 1993. Previously it was the most photographed monument in former Yugoslavia 

after the historical city of Dubrovnik. The bridge was reconstructed and opened in 2004 and inscribed on a World Heritage list in 

2005.   
3 http://www.politika.rs/rubrike/Kultura/Fasada-gotova-spasavaj-shta-se-moze.lt.html, accessed on May 30, 2014 at 3:15 PM.   
4 http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SP.RUR.TOTL.ZS, accessed on June 12, 2014 at 4 PM.   
5 The region is well known for summer blazes that occur during the dry and hot periods. In previous seasons huge surfaces covered 

with forests were lost due to the fire. 
6
 http://ec.europa.eu/economy_finance/international/non_eu/western-balkan/index_en.htm, accessed on July 3, 2014 at 5 PM.   
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status
7
) they will have to go through radical adaptation of environmental policies (for instance, in the 

negotiations between Serbia and EU and Montenegro and EU the chapters that concern environment is stated 

that considerable efforts and time are needed in order to acquire the minimum requested level
8
 
9
). 

 

Major Cases and Ethno Village; Emir Kusturica Construction Projects  

Being recognized as a potential source of income during the long-lasting economic crises the rural 

development comes to the centre of attention of certain communities and individuals; sometimes the 

realization of these projects is supported by local communities.  

There is a term used for those building structures now being frequently used with its more or less strict 

determination in local languages: Ethno village
10

 
11

. The term is very indicative spontaneously developed in 

the region: ethno due to its ‘ethnological value’ – it comes out from the people, in architecture it tempts to 

imitate the original vernacular building style, culture and tradition. It strongly refers to the local, even in 

some cases ethnic (and/or national) identity. Term village refers not only to the rural determination of this 

construction unit, but also to the fact that they are composed of various buildings and objects making the 

ensemble that is clearly distinguished from urban structures. As it was previously explained the region of 

Western Balkans is going through the period of particular national identity consolidation, the ethno village is 

one very illustrative example of these complex and often turbulent processes.  

Basically there are two types of units that we can identify as ethno villages:  

- The first kind are the ancient structures that are being transformed into the new sustainable tourism 

infrastructure – those villages are keeping the original main features, the authenticity of village is 

preserved
12

.  

- The second type are the completely or almost entirely new built structures, however, they are often 

consisted of various object dislocated from other areas (the type of villages that is key case study presented 

in this paper, due to their complexity and specific cultural influence).  

Emir Kusturica is a well known and widely celebrated film director as well as locally influential figure. For 

having a clear picture of cultural changes in Balkans in previous decades the personality and commitment of 

Emir Kusturica is very useful: as a director he is very dedicated and well known for the cinematographic 

interpretations of Balkan related topics; at the same time his political stances have been very present in 

media. Kusturica is a founder of few ongoing construction projects that are perfectly illustrating the topic as 

typical ethno village
13

 example surging in previous years and often going to the epicentre of public attention. 

Villages present significant connection between their visual aspects, meaning and affirmation of local and 

ethnic and/or national identity. 

His villages are mainly attached to his film work. The first built village is Drvengrad
14

 situated in Serbia, the 

construction started in 2003. Kusturica stated that his project aims to provide a place for various art and 

education activities and that he dreams of an open place with cultural diversity which sets up against 

globalization
15

 implying the political commitment with this project. Exactly that is how Drvengrad was set 

up, as a tiny town, consisted of various mainly ethno structures, including several original houses (cottages) 

that have been brought from surrounding areas. The second Kusturica’s project – Andrićgrad
16

 started in 

                                                           
7
 Montenegro, Serbia, Albania, Macedonia (FYR).   

8
  http://ec.europa.eu/enlargement/pdf/key_documents/2013/package/sr_rapport_2013.pdf, page 56, accessed on July 12, 2014 at 11 

AM.   
9
 http://ec.europa.eu/enlargement/pdf/key_documents/2013/package/mn_rapport_2013.pdf, page 51, accessed on July 12, 2014 at 

11:10 AM.   
10

 Ethno Village or Etno selo in South Slavic languages (in Serbian, Croatian and Bosnian).   
11

 The concept of ethno village however is not new. There are villages that have been already protected because of their indisputably 

exceptional visual importance. Such were very well known villages on the mountain of Bjelašnica that were destroyed during the 

military conflict in Bosnia and Herzegovina, after the conflict they haven’t been appropriately recovered.   
12

 This type of villages can be found in Albania.   
13

 Even though structurally those units are different, Kusturica’s villages are designed more after the town than village: they have 

clear rectangle basics, containing buildings for some typically urban use, such as cinema and so on. Still, they are popularly 

determined and accepted as ethno villages.   
14

 Literally meaning the Timber Town, the place is also well known for its German name Küstendorf.   
15

 http://kustu.com/wiki/doku.php?id=en:kuestendorf, accessed on July 12, 2014 at 10 AM.   
16

 Named after Yugoslav Nobel Prize awarded writer Ivo Andrić (1892-1975) significant for the town of Višegrad and its bridge (the 

book The Bridge on the Drina, published in 1945).   
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2011 in the town of Višegrad
17

, in Bosnia and Herzegovina, the project provoked strong reaction and 

criticism from the academic community and groups of citizens, still, this project as well as Kusturica himself 

enjoy big support from local politicians. It is announced that his third project will be constructed in the 

surrounding of Sarajevo, on the Romanija mountain
18

. Kusturica stated that the third (ethno village) would 

form a triangle with Mokra Gora (Drvengrad) and Andrićgrad and that project could be one of the pillars of 

peoples survival in this region
19

, from what is clear the colossal ambition of his projects. 

What is the artistic value of these projects? Those architectural structures that keep on appearing are 

practically new and they are only about to be thoroughly analyzed in academic literature. Probably the most 

controversial is the question about its aesthetical and cultural impact and impact on natural heritage: 

- Strong criticism has been raised over the structure of these villages, it is claimed that they represent nothing 

but cheap entertaining parks containing ethno-kitsch structures. Another significant question surely lies in 

the authenticity of newly built structures: ethno villages and their authenticity challenge the monument 

protection theory. It is obvious that they present a collage of mostly newly built buildings and structures 

inspired from various contexts, consequently faking the history and violating the cultural identities. 

Unfortunately, those villages do not present the original villages that were transformed in self-sustainable 

projects that would adequately preserve the original features according to the rules in monument protection 

and conservation theory. More successful management of heritage, cultural and natural resources would put 

strong preference to those, often abandoned, villages and areas, containing significant and authentic cultural 

capacity. To emphasize is the fact that Balkan region is rich in such villages, and their economic potential is 

mostly not being recognized
20

, on the contrary, rural areas and villages with long traditions are more and 

more being abandoned and ruined. 

- In certain contexts the construction of ethno villages obviously can be linked with national-chauvinism, 

which still is a very vulnerable issue for the region that recently was ravaged in armed conflicts that 

happened there. Certain villages are even notable for nationalistic gatherings.  

- Additionally there is the often unanswered question related to the source of material for the construction of 

those structures, having in mind that it implies often excessive use of wood, stone and other construction 

material. One of the major controversies was raised during the construction of Andrićgrad, the second 

projects realized by Emir Kusturica: media decidedly accused the popular filmmaker for illicit destruction of 

other, already existing structures (some historical buildings included) in order to obtain stone needed for 

buildings in his project.  

Roughly concluded most of cultural heritage theorists are divided over the question of artistic and heritage 

value of those structures. In Kusturica’s Drvengrad there is a church constructed in Russian sacred 

architecture manner juxtaposed next to the buildings from different time and geographic contexts. He states 

that a wooden house should be a national cultural treasure and by preserving them he is willing to build a 

new monument to the national culture, at the same time being lucrative and accessible to everyone
21

. Making 

the bridge between the tourism industry and rural development very clear. More extreme is the example of 

Andrićgrad that hosts the structures performed in Byzantine, Ottoman and Renaissance style making the 

obscure and artificial architectural mixture
22

. On the other hand, even though this is a quite recent 

phenomenon, the projects are apparently praised for their positive outcomes, such as important impact on 

tourism and local economy. Certain projects have been recognized for their visual values not only as part of 

contemporary popular culture in Balkans but also among architects and theorists. Ethno village Drvengrad 

won the European Prize for Architecture Philippe Rotthier
23

 and is admired for the use of natural and 

                                                           
17

 Town of Višegrad is a home of one of the most important monuments in the region – the Ottoman era bridge (Mehmed Paša 

Sokolović Bridge) that is a listed as UNESCO World Heritage site.   
18

 http://www.thebalkansdaily.com/kusturicas-third-construction-project/, accessed on July 8, 2014 at 5:23 PM.   
19 http://www.thebalkansdaily.com/kusturicas-third-construction-project/, accessed on July 8, 2014 at 5:28 PM.   
20 There are many examples, one of the most fascinating is the historical region of Mariovo in Republic of Macedonia/FYR. Even 

though often mentioned, the region of Mariovo still waits to be fully developed, it contains huge and important cultural and tourism 

potential, one of the greatest in Western Balkans.   
21 http://www.nezavisne.com/novosti/gradovi/Pocinje-izgradnja-etno-sela-na-Ravnoj-Romaniji-217032.html, accessed on July 11, 

2014 at 6:28 PM.   
22 Very critical, in detail analysed and clearly argued is the text by Ljiljana Sevo PhD art historian available at: 

http://www.6yka.com/novost/24986/andric-grad-od-pocetka-lici-na-diznilend, accessed on May 5, 2014 at 1 PM.   
23 Established in 1982 by the architect Philippe Rotthier, this triennial prize rewards work of collective and cultural value with 

regional roots and using natural and sustainable materials that draw on the genius of the European town and a dialogue with the 

past and with history from the official site of the prize, http://www.rotthierprize.be/index.php/en/ accessed on July 1st, 2014 at 3 PM.   
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environmentally friendly construction material, promotion and preservation of local manufacture and 

agriculture as well as its architectural features
24

. When it comes to the visual interaction with the 

environment, the ethno villages mostly harmoniously fit into the landscape.  

Among the ordinary people the ethno villages are increasingly popular, some of them are very visited and 

even enjoy the status of capital cultural importance. Some ethno villages are known for various (mainly folk) 

festivals that are taking place there (Vuković, Kozara, Drvengrad with Küstendorf Film Festival etc). To 

what is known to the author of this paper, there is still no officially available tourism data nor there are 

studies made that would analyse the influence of ethno villages on the tourism scene. However it is obvious 

that ethno villages are contributing to the local rural development, demanding better infrastructure (quality of 

roads, water and electricity supply etc.) and to the certain extent the preservation of local traditions. 

Sometimes the ethno villages present the investment projects of local governments engaging to revive the 

rural areas. 

 

Conclusion  

Sustainable tourism development through newly built ethno villages is challenging process demanding not 

only good management skills but also successful planning that will affirm environmentally friendly attitude 

and help the preservation of local traditions. The most welcome is the conservation of the authentic places 

and inclusion of existing objects in sustainable economy. Weak legal regulation and corruption contribute to 

deterioration of natural resources and the lack of proper development plans; sometimes those structures are 

serve not only for the affirmation of the local identity but also for the promotion of nationalist ideas. 

Countries in Western Balkans are particularly affected with uncontrolled pollution that is the major issue in 

further development.  

In recent years Turkish government is applying progressive development plans for distant rural areas that 

could serve as a good model for Balkan countries. For already existing villages (mostly abandoned) lots of 

effort has to be invested in order to transform the old structures into the ‘new’ objects with appropriate 

infrastructure that would be used for tourism purposes.  

Complex historical circumstances that marked this region left various structures that should not be simply 

destroyed: they testify the collective history and various cultural moments, in Western Balkans they also 

have a potential to be successfully used for tourism purposes even in cases where this heritage is consisted of 

‘bizarre’ structures
25

, a creative way should be found in order to preserve it and hopefully to integrate it in 

some sustainable features.  

Western Balkan countries that have been intensely challenged in previous decades with dramatic political, 

social and economic changes and transformations have to consider the alternative way of consolidation of 

economies in rural areas. Rural tourism development is quite adequate for such circumstances – it can be 

also excellent opportunity for the preservation of local traditions. All these countries have the outstanding 

cultural and natural resources, formidable landscape and geographic configuration. Observing the integration 

of this region to the European Union, its proper way is obviously featured by development of this sector. 

Rural development has a potential to positively influence the domestic production and unemployment. 
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Abstract 

Heritage tourists tend to visit heritage sites to pursue personal and social memories which connect the 

present and the past. So heritage sites are closely correlated with nostalgia. In this study, we investigate the 

nostalgia experience of people who visit Changdeok Palace, a representative World Heritage Site of Korea, 

by performing in-depth interviews and literature reviews. For the study, the market is segmented into 

domestic, foreign, and overseas Korean tourists. Then, nostalgic experiences of tourists are clarified based on 

the literature review. The older generations among Koreans still keep personal nostalgia but the young 

generation has shown historic and public nostalgia without direct and private nostalgia. Foreigners have 

shown public and genetic nostalgia associated with heritage of mankind though the palace is not directly 

related to them. Also, they had indirect nostalgia related to the site since they were familiar with the palace 

through frequent exposure to the scenes in historical Korean dramas by the effect of the Korean wave. In 

addition, overseas Koreans have felt ethnical nostalgia at the heritage site through ethnic roots as a Korean. 

Especially through the investigation, the result shows that utilizing five senses is highly important for 

stimulating nostalgic experiences in heritage tourism. 

Keywords: World Cultural Heritage Tourism; Nostalgia; Market Segmentation; Sensory Experience 

 

 

1. Introduction 

As modern society has becoming globalized and homogenized, World Cultural Heritage Site(WCHS) is 

considered as an irreplaceable source of spiritual and intellectual richness for all humankind (Kim and Lee, 

2011). So, the WCHS is expected to boost the economic success of the tourism industry. However, the 

phenomenon may not be achieved solely by listing cultural heritage sites, hence long term efforts are needed 

to achieve the success by efficiently utilizing the World Heritage Site (Pedersen, 2010). Thus, the successful 

outcome would be accomplished when we set appropriate goals by surveying visitor's preferences and 

special needs related to heritage. In addition, it is also required to clearly define the experience that can be 

provided to visitors (Kim, 2011).  

On the contrary, tourism and heritage management often have an awkward relationship. Previously, a 

number of people have suggested that tourism and cultural heritage management are incompatible. 

Nowadays, it is considered that heritage tourism reintroduces people to their cultural roots and reinvigorates 

people’s interest in history or culture. Heritage tourism is characterized by two seemingly contradictory 

phenomena: the unique and the universal. Each site has unique attributes; but heritage, although its meaning 

and significance may be contested, reinterpreted and even recreated, is shared by all. Therefore, if it is to be 

successful, requires great care in planning, management and marketing.  

Heritage tourists are broadly classified into two types: a tourist at heritage sites and a heritage tourist. The 

former is a tourist who visits a historic site as a tourist attraction without assuming it as genetic heritage. The 

latter is a tourist who visits a historic site that it is directly linked to their ancestors historically or personally. 

Mostly, overseas Koreans, who are Korean descents reside in foreign country, and domestic tourists are 

applies to this category. Foreign tourists are generally categorized into a tourist at heritage sites who doesn't 

have any relations with heritage sites. However, WCHS is assumed as a common heritage of humankind 

though it is not directly or personally related to them. Therefore, a tourist at heritage can be considered as a 

heritage tourist in a broad sense.  

Usually, domestic tourists visit heritage sites due to a desire to find their identity related to history and 

culture. But, WCHS is also attractive places to foreign tourists, so these points should be taken into 

consideration in marketing, tourist behavior, and heritage management (Nuranti, 1996). In terms of 

implications for marketing, these findings may also be considered in relation to similar activities and 
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interpretations. For example, messages based on familiarity, personal association, and stimulus associated 

with particular youth periods of targeted groups, may be used as appeal factors in communication.  

Especially, heritage tourists tend to visit heritage sites to pursue personal and social memories which connect 

the present and the past. So heritage sites are closely correlated with nostalgia. However, considerably 

smaller body of research has focused on understanding the experience of heritage tourism. Many scholars 

have criticized the phenomenon of heritage tourism, arguing that is driven by nostalgia, the desire on the part 

of heritage tourists to relive a glorified, misremembered version of the past; however, few studies have 

examined the actual experiences of heritage tourists (Caton & Santos, 2007). 

Therefore, in the paper, nostalgia that visitors feel in heritage sites is categorized according to the type of 

tourists. Then, we propose a method of maximizing nostalgic experience conjunction with nostalgia and 

sensory experience. 

 

2. Nostalgia and Heritage Tourism 

Recent heritage tourism boom is being driven by nostalgia. Heritage tourism have multiple valued outcomes 

of their visit, which included not only learning about or feeling connected with history, but also enjoying the 

scenery and local flora of the grounds on which the heritage attraction was situated and having an 

opportunity to share an interesting experience with family or friends (Caton & Santos, 2007).  

Nostalgia is a bittersweet longing for an idealized past which no longer exists and a positive orientation to 

the past (Davis, 1979). Nostalgia would be private or public. Private nostalgia is a direct and personal 

sentimentality about a particular event, person, place, and object. Whereas, public nostalgia is an indirect and 

collective feeling which is experienced through historical events, memories associated with time, and scenes 

in a book, movie, and TV drama (Baker & Kennedy, 1994; Holak & Havlena, 1992, 1996; Ito Nasami, 1995; 

Stern, 1992). Similar to scrapbooks, private nostalgia is a reminding of the episode by pull out the part of the 

private life from the past. Public nostalgia refers to the recollection of memories associated with historical 

events or time which have a significant impact on society (Nahyun Kim, 2006). 

Baker and Kennedy (1994) draw a distinction between “real” nostalgia, nostalgia for some remembered past 

time, and “stimulated” nostalgia, a form of vicarious nostalgia evoked form stories, images, and possessions. 

Nasami (1995) classified nostalgia into three types: pernos, genos, and ethnos. Pernos refers to a personal 

nostalgia that is acquired from memories of the past those have been cultured in various environments. 

Genos is genetic nostalgia which is related to emotion buried deep under the human psychology, so most 

people cannot noticed the nostalgia and it has the potential to arouse human’s common sensation and 

excitement. The genos is inherently related to Jung's collective unconscious and it is instinctive nostalgia that 

can explain the roots of the play. Finally, ethnos denotes ethnical nostalgia that a specific group has 

inherently or acquired. A nation has common nostalgia which is recognized as one nation not only the same 

language and culture. According to the classification, foreign tourists, who don’t have any direct relations, 

would be described as having genetic nostalgia which is common to humankind. Whereas, ethnic Koreans 

can be described as having ethnical nostalgia since they have roots in the bloodline though they live in 

abroad. 

 

Researcher Type of nostalgia 

Stern (1992) 

Private nostalgia: memories related to private life 

Historical nostalgia: memories associated with historical events which have social 

values 

Holak & Havlena 

(1992) 

Nostalgia to people: related to family, relative, friend, etc. 

Nostalgia to object: associated with tangible objects (photo, antique, clothing, toy, 

car) and intangible objects (music, song, record, movie) 

Nostalgia to event: related to festival such as Christmas, anniversary, the end of the 

year 

Ito Masami (1994) 

Personal nostalgia(pernos): acquired nostalgia, emotion which is longing for the 

past events and memories 

Genetic nostalgia(genos): innate nostalgia, emotion buried deep under the human 

psychology, universality common to humankind 

Ethnical nostalgia(ethnos): national sentiment and local patriotism which are similar 

to animal’s homing instinct 

Baker & Kennedy Real nostalgia: longing for the past which have experienced directly 
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(1994) Stimulated nostalgia: longing for the past which have experienced indirectly 

Collective nostalgia: yearning toward the past related to the same culture, generation, 

and nation 

Havlena & Holak 

(1998) 

Personal nostalgia: person’s direct experience 

Inter-personal nostalgia: person’s indirect experience 

Cultural nostalgia: society’s direct experience 

Virtual nostalgia: society’s indirect experience 

Nahyun, Kim 

(2006) 

Private nostalgia: personal experience 

Public nostalgia: social and collective experience related to historical events or time 

 

Heritage tourism is a creation or recreation of nostalgia to the past by combining remaining artifacts and 

memory related to the past in order to meet the demands of modern humans. Chhabra, Healy, and Sills 

(2003) stressed that tourists are satisfied with tour if the heritage tourism makes people feel nostalgia that the 

tourists wants by combining a certain element. In this case, all elements don’t need to be authentic and the 

remaining elements don’t require to be fulfilled. McIntosh & Prentice (1999) was described that tourists who 

visit cultural heritage sites can experience authenticity by sympathizing to any decisive factor associated 

with the past and giving private nostalgia and meaning to the target. Therefore, the past can be promoted by 

the tourism, so that the past could be a good marketing tool if the commercialization of the past through 

nostalgic image is accomplished. 

 

3. Sensory Experience 

Nostalgia experience refers to a reminded memory to the past through sight, hearing, smell, taste, and touch. 

This sensory information can be provided by food, music, fragrance, architecture, and atmosphere. Most of 

these sensory experiences are related with parents and grandparents in their childhood. The sense of taste is 

closely associated with society and also deeply related to nostalgia and food which has eaten in childhood 

can be look back, just because it was the food in the old days without any apparent reason. Evaluation of the 

taste is highly subjective rather than objective. Among all senses, scent is the most straightforward. 

Scent is among the most powerful triggers of nostalgic memories and is long lasting. Such as food smells 

were particularly effective in triggering nostalgic thoughts (Holak & Havlena, 1992). Especially odors of 

nature (e.g. flowers, fruits) as well as man-made odors(e.g. freshly baked bread, cookies, cakes, and other 

food) reminded people pleasantly of their childhood (Orth & Bourrain, 2008). According to the study on the 

relationship between fragrance and nostalgia, an ambient scent of the past recalls nostalgic memories and 

then this eventually affects the curiosity- motivated behavior (Orth & Bourrain, 2008). 

 

4. Study Method 
This study has performed in-depth interviews with foreigners who visited Changdeok Palace and literature 

research referencing Park (2010) and Goulding (1999). In-depth interview were conducted with seventeen 

individuals including Chinese, Moroccan, Australian, Iranian, American, overseas Korean, and Koreans after 

guided tour. 

The site is a popular place not only Koreans but also foreigners because it is frequently used as a historical 

background in historical dramas. The palace was built in 1405 and emerged as a center of the Joseon 

Dynasty history around 500 years. There are five Palaces in Korea. Among them, Changdeok Palace was 

only designated as a World Heritage Sites in 1997 by the UNESCO. This organization described the property 

as an outstanding example of Far Eastern palace architecture and garden design, exceptional for the way in 

which the buildings are integrated into and harmonized with the natural setting, adapting to the topography 

and retaining indigenous tree cover.  

Changdeok Palace follows the basic geomantic principle of an ideal home with a mountain at the back and 

water in the front. Especially, the secret garden is the largest and most beautiful royal garden of the Joseon 

period. It occupies some 300,000 square meters, or 60 percent of the total palace grounds. And it epitomizes 

traditional Korean landscape architecture characterized by the aesthetics of nature. 

 

5. Results 

According to the study, it is proved that nostalgia is the emotion that shares through all ages rather than 

specific ages. Even young children can have their own nostalgia to the past. However, the study shows that it 
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would be hard to find direct and personal nostalgia associated with ancient historic sites from the young 

generations. Older visitors can have nostalgia directly associated with Changdeok Palace’s Dancheong or 

Ondol, traditional paper door. 

 

“It’s difficult to see Dancheong (traditional Korean multicolored pattern used in wooden buildings) these 

days. I cannot see it without go to a palace or temple. When I was young, there were temples every village 

and we can easily see Dancheong. Now, even temples were disappeared… Dancheong reminds me of a 

traditional jacket (cloth with multicolored stripes) when I was a kid. I can remember that day, I couldn’t 

sleep several days when my mom bought me a traditional jacket. How pretty that was ... Now it’s hard to find 

the kids dressed in traditional jacket.” (75-years old, female, Korean) 

 

    “Ondol is a culture native to Korea (traditional Korean floor heater). Ingenious ancestral wisdom that the 

heating by using Ondol. Modern boilers may not be good to body and inferior to traditional Ondol. I can 

remember how warm by feeding a bonfire with wood in the old room. It’s hard to gather firewood in winter. 

We baked sweet potatoes, potatoes in the embers…” (68-years old, male, Korean) 

 

 “Doors were made of traditional Korean paper in the old days. It’s worn out easily so when we didn’t 

replace it in fall, we have to endure bitter winter wind through holes. The door is good because it lets in 

much sunlight and wind so we could feel nature... In the past only a latch on the door was enough to live, 

nowadays we are worrying about security even with double window because the community is insecure.” 

(72-years old, male, Korean) 

  

The study interviewed young Chinese students around twenties studying in Korea after the tour of 

Changdeok Palace. The survey shows that they did not feel any direct and private nostalgia associated with 

them during the tour of Changdeok Palace. This is because the tour was progressed in the daytime, so not 

enough materials were existed to stimulate the senses at that time. Additionally, they did not have any 

sharable memory or experience associate with Changdeok Palace which has a history of 500 years Joseon 

Dynasty. However, they had nostalgia by indirectly experiencing life in those days through watching drama 

or movie, although they couldn’t feel direct nostalgia in Changdeok Palace. 

 

 “I can remember the scene in historical Korean dramas as I’ve seen this type of palaces often. And I’m 

excited that I saw it directly.”(23-years old, female, Chinese) 

 

“I could imagine how they lived in this place at that time.” (27-years old, female, Chinese) 

 

“As I came here I can remind the Korean drama scenes.” (20-years old, male, Chinese) 

 

“At some point, old buildings of Korea and China resemble each other. Especially building’s style is 

similar to China because there’s a garden behind the old building, so I think a lot of visiting hometown in 

China.” (22-years-old, female, Chinese) 

 

Due to the Korean wave, Korean dramas have gained popularity among foreigners. Thus, a lot of foreigners 

recognized Korea palaces are not unfamiliar places because the drama used the palaces as the setting. In 

addition, from the survey of a foreign tourist around thirties, it was found a common nostalgia that all 

humankind has as a universal value. Even though he has totally different culture and lifestyle, he answered 

that he felt nostalgia in the cultural heritage of Korea.  

 

“I was born and raised in Wales in the Great Britain and moved to Australia when I was 8 years old. 

Actually there are no historical sites in Australia but some beaches across the sea. Austrians feel spiritual 

freshness out of beaches across the sea line where it might be nostalgia, kind of sea smell, sound of the 

seagulls. Out of the tour of Changdeok Palace, for me, the open space and untouched gardens in the palace, 

some special memories of my childhood, for my parents to take me to the museum and the Kingdom garden. 

To add, the air touch of the quarter in the palace is still cooler where it was the same feeling 500 years ago. 

The smell of historical places makes me feel as if the spirits of the deceased are alive and existing in an 

alternative universe.”(34 years-old, male, Australian) 
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 “I feel something familiar if I touched ancient buildings in Changdeok Palace. I even feel I lived there in 

my past life and I was a part of that story. Whenever I visit the old historic sites, my mind becomes calm. I 

even felt continuously someone is looking at me. This is very strange feeling. Seem to know each other, or 

I’ve been here before.” (31 years-old, female, Chinese) 

 

“To be frank, Changdeok Palace and mine in Morocco are quite different so that I find it very difficult to 

bring me back to some of special memory relevant to my childhood or something. What remind me most out 

of the Changdeok Palace is for me to seemingly compare the other historical site in Korea and the Palace. I 

might say “Recent Memory” which tends to find the similarities and the differences, for example, what are 

some similarities and differences between Changdeok Palace and Set of historical drama? Kind of design 

and size of the palace umm who to live in there, each quarter’s usages, etc…. For this, even if there is no 

direct memory from the childhood, nostalgia speaking, recent memory could be an active memory and evoke 

nostalgia of five senses- sight, hearing, smell, taste, touch feeling for certain circumstances.” (42 years-old, 

male, Moroccan) 

 

 
 

 

In Changdeok Palace, there is a very special night program, moonlight tour, began in 2010. The tour is 

running at night with full moon day from 8 pm until 10. The program is opened around 8 times, April-June 

during the first half of the year and September-November in the second half of the year. Only 100 people 

who had reserved can be participated in the tour per day, and participants can look around the old palace by 

dividing into groups of 20 people with cultural heritage docent. They can enjoy traditional performances and 

refreshments not only the night view of the palace, so that can feel the beauty of Korea by sensory 

experience. Hence the program has become a popular hit, so the tickets were sold out in 2 minutes though the 

tickets are very expensive ten times than daytime. 

According to the interview, visitors had confessed that they experienced authenticity in the past, who have 

satisfied with the senses – sight, hearing, taste, smell, etc. through the tour. 

 

 “It’s an awesome journey beyond time and space though it’s only two hours of moonlight journey. The 

palace is now so calm and it felt like we are in Hanyang, the era of Korea. I worked like a war from the 

outside only a few hours before. It’s completely another look though I visited the palace countlessly. It’s so 

ecstatic that I can experience totally different looks than daytime. I imagined like a real journey beyond the 

time.” (45 years-old, male, Korean) 

 

 “I want to keep the feeling of this place in a long time because the feelings are so good. I can remember 

traditional Korean lanterns and the old pine tree aroma carried by the wind during taking the walk, also the 

scents of old trees in the palace... I think these things cause attraction and nostalgia of Korea.” (52-years-

old, female, Korean) 

 

As the journey happens in the night, visitors tend to easily fall in romantic mood. Moreover, the program 

stimulates ears and mouth by traditional music refreshments as well as eyes. Therefore, the moonlight 

journey provides experience to the past more truly and gives the full satisfaction to the visitors. 

 

Palmer (2005) notes that heritage tourism enables people to conceive, imagine and confirm their belonging 

to the nation. According to the study from Park(2010), second generation overseas Koreans, who visit 
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Changdeok Palace, said that they felt strong identity as they have Korean root after visiting the heritage site. 

That would be caused from recalling the past indistinct experience by stimulating nostalgia even though they 

are neither patriot nor nationalist and did not have a strong national identity. 

This visitor’s emotional attachment to their ancestral homeland is expressed in a rather spontaneous and 

unconscious manner. Although they could not rationalize their feelings or explain them in detail, their overall 

experience of Changdeok Palace enables them to feel connected to a country representing their ancestral 

roots. The visit encourages them to construct a nostalgic-based narrative on the basis of their cultural and 

ethnic ties to their ancestral homeland. Importantly, collective memories entail a sense of nostalgia mutually 

reciprocated and negotiated through intra-cultural communication, where the visitor experience can be 

understood as one form of communicating national memories.  

 

“Although I became a US citizen, I felt I was Korean in blood. My childhood memory about Korea is not 

significant, unfortunately, but one scene strongly remains in my mind, although I can’t fully remember the 

full details. It was at my grandmother’s house that I once visited here in Korea... the color, the smell… 

throughout the tour that old memory just sprang back up and haunted me all the way. I have visited a lot of 

heritage centre in the States, however I have never experienced this feeling.” 

(45-years old, male, Korean-American) 

 

“When I listen to traditional Korean song, it makes me feel solemn… and a bit sad… Now I can 

understand why Koreans who live abroad break in tears when these songs are played on certain 

occasions.”(40-years old, male, Korean-American) 

 

“Well… I am a bit overwhelmed by the whole experience today… I’ve never been here before, but I feel 

like I have been, which is quite strange in a way... I’ve just been thinking of my parents, grandparents and 

their parents… I don’t know what it is exactly… but this place does have something that makes me think all 

about this… It is very difficult to explain but I just feel something deep. (39-years old, male, Korean-

American) 

 

The visit encourages them to construct a nostalgic-based narrative on the basis of his cultural and ethnic ties 

to his ancestral homeland. In general, tourists are likely to strengthen their awareness of national belonging 

by sharing and communicating perceived national memories, as certainly inherent in the Changdeok 

experience. However, it is important to note that national memories are reconstructed and reinforced by 

individually selected recollections and subjective interpretations of heritage during the tour.  

 

6. Conclusion 

The study has investigated nostalgia which is stimulated during the visit Changdeok Palace, a 

representative World Heritage Site of Korea. In addition, the study has performed through in-depth 

interviews and literature reviews. Through the study, it has verified that domestic, foreign, and overseas 

Koreans have the common nostalgia as described in previous researches. Generally, the older generations 

among Koreans still keep personal nostalgia although the palace was a living space of royal families. The 

young generation has shown historic and public nostalgia without direct and private nostalgia. Foreigners 

have shown public and genetic nostalgia associated with heritage of mankind though the palace is not 

directly related to them. Also, they had indirect nostalgia related to the site since they were familiar with the 

palace through frequent exposure to the scenes in historical Korean dramas by the effect of the Korean wave. 

In addition, overseas Koreans have felt ethnical nostalgia at the heritage site through ethnic roots as a 

Korean. 

Still older generations keep the feeling of sharing direct nostalgia associated with historical heritage sites, 

the amount of generations would be reduced gradually as time goes by. It was studied that the more the 

tourists experience nostalgia of the past, the more the tourists spending in historic sites (Chhabra et al., 2003: 

715). So, marketers make use of nostalgia which evokes images of old memories and fantasies to improve 

consumer sentiment. 

Therefore, in order to apply nostalgia to the marketing, it is required to utilize the stimulation which 

combines younger days of target groups. In addition, the statement, associated with personal relationships 

and intimacy, should be used to communicate with the groups. Considering market segmentation broadly, 

visitors to the WCHS can be divided into domestic tourists and foreigners, and foreigners again can be 
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classified to true foreign visitors and overseas Koreans. So, the nostalgia experience would be divided for 

market separation according to age and nationality. For example, the higher age has a direct and personal 

nostalgia and the lower age has indirect and historical nostalgia. Overseas Koreans have ethnic nostalgia as 

the same blood and foreigners have universal and genetic nostalgia to the heritage of mankind. 

 

 
 

The emotional structure of the tourist experience is composed of a complex of cognition and emotion (Kim, 

2011). Integrated understanding refers to the unification of sensual impression and feeling, knowledge and 

understanding in a various and integrated way. Memory and thinking are always multisensory, emotional and 

intellectual. Experience is a process of experiencing and then understanding the world by using an integrated 

manner which combines sensation and reason. In order to reach ‘understanding’, it should positively 

integrate the intellectual knowledge with the sensory experience (Root-Bernstein & Root-Bernstein, 1999). 

In essence, the sense doesn’t exist alone and a sense stimulates other senses indiscriminately, then it causes 

the simultaneous occurrence of senses. So the taste is synesthesia which combines taste with sight and smell 

(Ackerman, 1991). As boundaries among the senses are collapsed, these are blended into a continuum of 

feelings, which is a mixture of senses such as color, sound, taste, flavor, texture, temperature, etc. (Root-

Bernstein & Root-Bernstein, 1999). In the study, it has showed that tourists, who experienced senses through 

the Changdeok Palace moonlight journey, were highly satisfied with their visits and felt more nostalgic 

experience in the palace compared to tourists not participated in the journey. 

Numerous commentators have noted the power of scents or fragrances to evoke emotionally charged 

memories of similar smells remembered from long ago. And taste-oriented associations with food comprise 

the majority of responses based on hedonic sensory experiences. Indeed a lot of people prefer the food-

related memories of childhood (Holbrok & Schindler, 2003). Traditional music also is likely to elicit intense 

good feelings or good mood and evoke the nostalgia. The nostalgia experience is strongly stimulated by 

visual input as well as scents of traditional food and atmosphere to most tourists. So, the heritage 

management strategy requires the utilization of the sensory experience. The past can be recreated by the 

commercialization of the past with the senses. Through the experiences, nostalgia would appeal to visitors 

and would be a good marketing tool.  
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Abstract 

Depuis les années 80, le concept d’image a souvent accompagné les nouvelles stratégies urbaines, culturelles 

ou festives, mises en œuvre dans différentes villes, comme autant de tentatives de s’affranchir de la crise 

urbaine des années 1970. Ce concept, sciemment produit et entretenu ou, comme il semblerait être le cas de 

la manifestation « Tlemcen, capitale de la culture islamique, 2011 », une externalité naturelle, due à 

l’ampleur de l’événement, peut constituer une grille de mesure des impacts de telles stratégies sur la ville, à 

travers le regard que porte sur elle, sa population. 

Mots-clefs : Ville ; Tlemcen ; Evénementiel culturel ; Image 

 

 

Ce texte, rend compte d’un travail de terrain effectué dans le cadre d’un mémoire de recherche, avec les 

étudiants de Master 2 du département d’architecture de l’université de Bejaia. Sa motivation est double ; la 

première émane de notre intérêt personnel pour les questions du tourisme urbain et les aspects y afférents 

dont l’évènementiel
1
 ; la seconde s’appui sur une expérience, vécue à Tlemcen, lors d’un séjour touristique 

durant l’été 2013 et les contacts noués avec une population toujours prompte à vous désigner tel ou tel 

endroit de la ville ou de ces environs à voir et à visiter absolument et à ne pas rater sous aucun prétexte. Cet 

enthousiasme, constaté et vécu in-situ, même s’il ne fait que confirmer l’hospitalité légendaire des gens de 

Tlemcen, supposerait-il un quelconque rapport nouveau ou du moins renouvelé, de la population à sa ville et 

ce, deux ans après la clôture de l’évènement « Tlemcen, capitale de la culture islamique, 2011 », qui aura 

duré une année, d’Avril 2011 à Avril 2012 ? C’est à cette question, à partir d’une enquête auprès d’un 

échantillon de la population de cette ville, que ce travail se propose d’apporter une première réponse, même 

si le temps et les conditions de réalisation de l’enquête n’ont pas permis d’explorer de plus amples pistes et 

d’autres aspects liés à l’événement tel notamment, l’évaluation des efforts consentis par les gestionnaires de 

la ville en vue de d’accompagner l’élan insufflé à la ville, par l’évènement et d’amplifier ainsi, ses impacts 

sur son développement. 

 

1. L’événement culturel : moteur du développement urbain et d’intégration citoyenne 

Le rapport de l’évènementiel en général et de l’évènementiel culturel en particulier, au développement d’une 

ville n’est pas d’une évidence limpide. Toutefois, certains auteurs et chercheurs sur les questions du tourisme 

urbain et du renouveau des villes, par et pour le tourisme, rappellent que l’événement, constitue l’une des 

constantes urbaines
2
 de l’histoire commune des villes et du tourisme ; le patrimoine et la modernité 

complètent le tableau.  

Le renouveau des villes, auquel on assiste depuis une vingtaine d’années, s’est fait, en partie, à la faveur de 

la redécouverte de l’événement, comme moteur de la croissance urbaine. On assiste alors au renouveau du 

discours sur la ville, accompagnant les efforts objectifs et colossaux des responsables des villes et des 

métropoles en premier, qui ont compris qu’il était désormais indispensable d’entretenir l’intérêt au moyen de 

l’organisation de grands événements, généralement destinés tout à la fois aux résidents comme aux touristes. 

                                                           
1 Nous faisons référence ici aux travaux de magistère (2012) menés sur l’intégration du tourisme urbain dans les projets de ville, sur 

les cas des villes de Barcelone et de Bilbao en Espagne. 

2 (Duhamel, Knafou, 2007). 
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C’est ce que Gravari-Barbas nomme le « star system urbain » où les villes projettent à forts coups 

médiatiques leur image souriante et où, il fait bon vivre.
3
 

Ainsi, le grand évènement a conquis un nouveau statut d’outil de mobilisation sociale des populations : il est 

une nouvelle forme d’intégration du citoyen au projet et au devenir du lieu. Cette question de mobilisation 

citoyenne est d’autant plus importante s’agissant des villes du Sud où la question de l’émergence de la 

société civile et de sa représentation institutionnelle ou non s’est posée et se pose toujours avec acuité et 

insistance. 

 

2. Tlemcen : la ville du Sud et son événement culturel 

C’est à partir de la ville de Tlemcen, et de l’évènement de « Tlemcen, capitale de la culture islamique, 

2011 » que nous allons aborder la problématique de l’évènementiel culturel au sein des villes algériennes, et 

ses impacts en termes de développement urbain et de mobilisation citoyenne.  

De prime abord, nous nous sommes intéressé à l’évènement, notamment du point de vue de ses concepteurs, 

c’est-à-dire celui du ministère de la culture du pays, et ce par la biais du site internet, qui lui est entièrement 

dédié
4
. Actuellement hors d’usage

5
, il serait intéressant de noter que le site en question est resté figé à la date 

de la cérémonie de clôture de l’évènement sans aucune mis à jour de son contenu. Inscrit dans la durée de 

l’événement, l’effort communicationnel que devait représenter le site dédié à la manifestation, n’a, à priori 

pas, trouvé de prolongement sous quelque forme que ce soit, dans la perspective d’un retour sur 

investissement de l’ensemble des efforts humains et financiers consentis une année durant. Pourtant, le 16 

avril 2012, lors de la cérémonie de clôture, présidée par madame la ministre et en présence d’un gotha de 

personnalités du monde politique et artistique, le discours prononcé augurait d’une probable vison post-

événement ; évoquant les infrastructures réalisées dans le cadre de la manifestation, l’oratrice avait pris le 

soin d’indiquer qu’elles sont un grand acquis pour la ville et le pays tout entier et qu’elles devraient 

permettre de poursuivre la dynamique culturelle créée tout le long de l’année 2011
6
. 

Initié par l’organisation islamique pour l’éducation, la culture et les sciences (ISESCO)
7
, la confiance fut 

placée en 2011 sur la ville de Tlemcen pour l’organisation de l’évènement culturel de l’année. Située au 

Nord-ouest de l’Algérie, presque 600 kilomètres à l’ouest de la capitale Alger, érigée dans l’arrière-pays, à 

quelque 40 kilomètres au Sud de la mer Méditerranée, Tlemcen est présentée sur le site de l’ISESCO, 

comme étant une « ville touristique qui dispose de plusieurs attractions touristiques et sites historiques tels 

que les grottes d’Ain-fezza, les mines de Mansoura, Nedroma et le port de Hounain, ainsi plusieurs 

mosquées anciennes »
8
, soit, une ville touristique dont l’histoire riche et glorieuse lui confère une grande 

diversité qui s’est traduite par un mélange unique de culture, d’arts et de coutumes sociales qui fait d’elle, 

aujourd’hui l’une des grandes métropoles du Maghreb. 

Inauguré un 16 Avril de l’année 2011, l’évènement de « Tlemcen, capitale de la culture islamique, 2011 » 

fut foncièrement porté par les autorités algériennes et voit sa cérémonie d’ouverture officielle rehaussée par 

le président de la république en personne. 

Un large programme de manifestation et d’actions, des colloques diversifiés, des projections de films 

documentaires, des conférences, des festivals de musique et de chants ont été concocté à cet effet donnant 

par-là, une dimension culturelle, scientifique et artistique à l’évènement. 

Un ensemble de réalisations d’envergure furent édifiées pour l’occasion ; le palais de la culture, le théâtre de 

verdure de 2000 places et pas moins de 04 musées dédiés respectivement, à l’histoire de la ville de Tlemcen, 

à la calligraphie arabe, à l’archéologie islamique et enfin, au costume traditionnel tlemcenéen. A cela 

s’ajoute, la réalisation du centre du manuscrit, de deux palais d’exposition, d’un centre d’études andalouses 

et de la nouvelle bibliothèque de la ville. 

                                                           
3 (Gravari-Barbas, 2000). 
4 www.tlemncen2011.org. 
5 Notre ultime consultation fut le 14 avril 2013. 
6 Idem. 
7 www.isesco.org.ma. 
8 Idem. 

file://wiki/Mer_MÃ©diterranÃ©e
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La ville a aussi pu bénéficier d’un large programme pour la restauration du patrimoine culturel et urbain. En 

tout, 99 projets ont été lancés dans le cadre de cette manifestation et ont concerné aussi bien la ville de 

Tlemcen que d’autres municipalités limitrophes ; entre autres projet phares inscrit à ce chapitre, l’opération 

de restitution du palais royal des Ziannides à El-Machouar, ainsi que des monuments à forte valeur 

patrimoniale à l’instar de la réhabilitation de la salle de cinéma « Le Colisée ». 

Parrainé par le président de la république, l’évènement culturel de Tlemcen qui se voulait d’envergure 

internationale fut entièrement organisé et financé par le ministère de la Culture ; la communication officielle 

est restée avare sur le volet financier. Quelques bribes d’informations soutirées à la presse, nous permettent 

cependant, de se faire une idée sommaire quant à l’ampleur du budget alloué par les pouvoirs publics en vue 

de la réussite de l’événement.
9
 

Ainsi, au 16 Avril 2012, date de la clôture officielle de la manifestation, la ville de Tlemcen aura vécu une 

année chargée et pleine, avec la participation de 24 pays des cinq continents, et aura vu défiler dans ses rues 

et bâtiments emblématiques, prés de 500000 personnes, dont un peu plus de 7000 étrangers, venus assister ou 

participer à l’un des plus importants événements culturels jamais organisé en Algérie. Aujourd’hui, deux ans 

après la manifestation, quel bilan peut-on faire et que reste-t-il de tout un programme, initialement conçu 

pour redynamiser, culturellement du moins, toute une région et sa ville emblématique ? 

 

3. L’enquête de terrain 

Ce bilan, nous nous proposons de l’appréhender à partir de l’évaluation de l’impact, en terme d’image, 

qu’aurait laissé la manifestation « Tlemcen, capitale de la culture islamique, 2011 » au sein de la population 

de la ville. A ces fins, un travail de terrain était nécessaire et une enquête par le biais d’un questionnaire fut 

menée
10

 à l’adresse d’un échantillon de résidents de la ville. Le but recherché était de pouvoir sonder ces 

derniers sur leurs perceptions des effets positifs ou négatifs de l’événement et de les restituer sous forme de 

prè-image et post-image, un avant et un après événement en quelque sorte. 

Le questionnaire est essentiellement qualitatif, il se compose de seize questions fermées sur des attributs qui 

ont trait aux divers aspects constituants une ville et qu’on peut résumer par les trois dimensions ; 

économique, sociale et environnementale, celles-ci étant prise dans son sens le plus large. Une question 

ouverte vient conclure la série précédente, devant permettre aux personnes sondées d’évoquer d’éventuels 

aspects que l’on aurait omis. 

 

4. Résultats de l’enquête 

Quelque cent (100) copies du questionnaire ont été distribuées en prenant le soin de l’équilibre entre les deux 

sexes et d’un essaimage géographique sur la majeure partie de la ville. Entre le 28 Mars et le 01 Avril 2014, 

la distribution s’est faite dans des places et lieux publics diversifiés tels les bibliothèques, les musées, les 

cafétérias, les banques et les administrations. A signaler, pour les copies récupérées, un taux de déperditions 

de 39%, soit une analyse qui s’est faite sur 61 réponses, avec un taux de 36% de femmes et une parité quasi 

parfaite entre les tranches d’âges de moins et de plus de 30 ans. 

Prises séparément, les réponses des personnes interrogées nous renseignent-elles sur l’ampleur des impacts 

qu’aurait eu l’événement de « Tlemcen, capitale de la culture islamique, 2011 » sur la ville et le regard, en 

termes d’aspects positifs ou négatifs, qui est celui de sa population, aujourd’hui avec deux années de recul.  

Ainsi, à la question sur l’amélioration du cadre de vie en général au sein de la ville, (59%) des personnes 

questionnées ont répondu par l’affirmatif (Question N°2). Cette amélioration, les gens l’entrevoient à partir 

du prisme des activités culturelles (69% ; Question N°3) et de l’animation de l’espace public (67% ; 

Question N°11), de l’attractivité touristique (85% ; Question N°4) et de l’attractivité de la ville en général 

avec 88% de réponses positives (Question N°5). 

                                                           
9 Le chiffre de 125 Milliard de Dinars fut annoncé, lors d’une conférence de presse animée par Mr A. BELBLIDIA, en sa qualité de 

coordonnateur général de la manifestation. Source ; Presse algérienne, avril 2012.  
10 Période du 20 Mars au 05 avril 2014. 
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Cependant, ces réponses, généralement positives, qui ont trait à des aspects urbains que l’on peut considérer 

comme exogènes du point de vue de la perception quotidienne des populations, contrastent avec d’autres 

aspects évoqués dans le questionnaire et qui sont de l’ordre du vécu. C’est le cas notamment sur le degré 

d’amélioration de la convivialité au sein de la ville et son espace urbain après l’événement (Question N°6), 

avec cette fois-ci, (33%) de réponses négatives et (18%) qui ne se prononcent pas. Cette autre perception du 

cadre de vie, qui est ici négative, est corroborée par les taux de (53%) de réponses négatives et de (16%) de 

sans réponses à la (Question N°8) relative à l’impact de l’événement sur la cohésion sociale. S’ajoute à cela, 

une perception négative (57%) quant au progrès enregistré dans le domaine économique (Question N°7) 

ainsi que dans le rapport toujours négatif (61%) de l’administration de la ville à sa population (Question 

N°15). 

Une autre lecture des résultats de l’enquête, que nous avons regroupé selon les trois dimensions évoquées 

plus haut (économique, sociale et environnementale), nous renseigne encore plus sur ce contraste saisissant 

d’une ville qui s’est renouvelée physiquement, sans pour autant offrir à ses habitants les conditions idoines 

d’une vivabilité tant désirée. En effet, presque deux tiers des personnes enquêtées (64%) pensent que leur 

quotidien n’a pas trop changer depuis l’événement de 2011 alors que l’environnement urbain à subi un lifting 

des plus évident avec (49%) de réponses positives. 

Nous nous sommes, par ailleurs, donné à une lecture transversale, plus particulièrement entre la première et 

la dernière question afin d’apprécier le degré d’implication des citoyens de la ville dans la préparation, 

l’organisation et la mise en place des différentes manifestations de tout ordre qui ont émaillé leur quotidien 

une année durant ; le résultat est saisissant. En effet, même si tous (100%) déclarent avoir eu connaissance de 

l’organisation de l’événement au sein de leur ville (Question N°1), moins de la moitié (47%) affirment que 

l’événement « Tlemcen, capitale de la culture islamique, 2011 » n’a pas eu d’impact positif sur leur 

attachement à leur ville (Question N°16). Il est d’ailleurs, intéressant de remarquer que sur les (53%) de 

réponses négatives, seulement (5%) représentent des sans avis, c’est dire la certitude qui caractérisent les 

gens quant aux sentiments qu’ils développent envers leur propre ville. 

 

5. Conclusion 

Parrainée, financée et organisée par les hautes autorités politiques du pays, la manifestation de « Tlemcen, 

capitale de la culture islamique, 2011 » se voulait comme objectif principal de redorer l’image du pays à 

l’international, image quelque peu ternie par une décennie de turbulences. Mais à l’instar des autres villes, 

européennes ou d’ailleurs, qui ont eu à organiser ce type d’évènement, la ville de Tlemcen ne pouvait se 

permettre de faire l’impasse sur la question lancinante de la gestion de l’après-événement. C’est à partir du 

concept d’image, celle forgée par la société sur sa ville que nous avons choisi d’aborder cette dernière 

question. Si l’on peu affirmer, d’après nos investigations et nos observations de terrain, que du point de vue 

des gestionnaires de la ville qui ne sont pas les concepteurs de l’événement qui a concerné leur ville, 

l’approche de la culture comme acte d’investissement dans le développement urbain n’est pas d’actualité, on 

demeure un peu circonspects quant aux impacts sur l’image de la ville, laissé par une année d’événements, 

que l’on a pu, en partie sonder chez les personnes interrogées. Ballottée entre une perception généralement 

positive d’une ville redevenue dynamique et une perception globalement négative d’un quotidien qui n’a que 

trop peu changé, l’image que renvoie la population à propos de sa ville, fonctionne comme un capital 

confiance qui s’érode à défaut d’une action volontariste des autorités en charges des affaires de la ville. 
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ANNEXE : DONNEES ET RESULTATS DE L’ENQUETE 

  

Question n°1 : Avez-vous entendu parler de 

l’événement « Tlemcen, C.C.I, 2011 »* ?   

Question n°2 : Pensez-vous que le cadre de vie s’est 

amélioré après «Tlemcen, C.C.I, 2011 » ? 

  
Question n°3 : Pensez-vous qu’il y a plus d’activités 

culturelles depuis « Tlemcen, C.C.I, 2011 » ?   

Question n°4 : Pensez-vous qu’il y a plus de touristes 

depuis « Tlemcen, C.C.I, 2011 » ? 

  
Question n°5 : Pensez-vous que la ville est plus 

attractive depuis « Tlemcen, C.C.I, 2011 » ? 

Question n°6 : Pensez-vous que la ville est plus 

conviviale depuis « Tlemcen, C.C.I, 2011 » ? 

  
Question n°7 : Pensez-vous que la ville est plus 

dynamique depuis « Tlemcen, C.C.I, 2011 » ? 

Question n°8 : Pensez-vous qu’il ya plus de cohésion 

sociale depuis «Tlemcen, C.C.I,2011 » ? 

* « Tlemcen, Capitale de la Culture Islamique, 2011 »  
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Question n°9 : Pensez-vous qu’il ya plus de souci 

envers le cadre urbain depuis «Tlemcen, C.C.I, 

2011» ?   

Question n°10 : Pensez-vous qu’il ya plus de souci 

envers l’esthétique architecturale depuis «Tlemcen, 

C.C.I, 2011» ? 

  

Question n°11 : Pensez-vous que les espaces publics 

sont plus animés depuis «Tlemcen, C.C.I, 2011» ?   

Question n°12 : Pensez-vous qu’il y a plus de soin 

envers le patrimoine depuis « Tlemcen, C.C.I, 

2011 » ? 

  
Question n°13 : Trouvez-vous que la ville est plus 

propre depuis « Tlemcen, C.C.I, 2011 » ? 

Question n°14 : Pensez-vous que l’université est plus 

attractive depuis « Tlemcen, C.C.I, 2011 » ? 

  
Question n°15 : Pensez-vous que les services 

administratifs sont plus bienveillants depuis 

« Tlemcen, C.C.I, 2011 » ? 

Question n°16 : Sentez-vous que l’événement 

«Tlemcen, C.C.I, 2011 » a renforcé votre attachement 

à la ville ? 

Légende : Oui Non Sans Avis 
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Abstract 

 

Over the last twenty years, Barcelona has become a top tourist destination. This is largely due to major urban 

reshaping work that started in the 1980s. Interventions in the historic centre have played a key role in 

regenerating and promoting the city on the global stage. Operations in Ciutat Vella, the city’s old town, led 

by famous architects such as, first, Bohigas, followed by Busquets and Cáceres, were based on Aldo Rossi’s 

theories on urban form, and took the form of an unusual dialogue between old and new architecture. The 

physical impact of these interventions on the historic fabric was far-reaching: the transformations have 

exceeded by far the expected effects, and one of the first consequences, in the mid-1990s, was the creation of 

a terrain vague where growing communities of non-European immigrants filled the physical and social voids 

produced by the interventions. This sudden, unexpected change in demographic makeup due to immigration 

prompted a thorough re-examination of the city government’s urban strategies. Meanwhile, Barcelona was 

becoming established as a top destination for global tourism, leaping from a scant half-million yearly visitors 

in the early 1990s to over five million in the first decade of this century. The city’s success as a tourist 

destination has not followed the pattern envisaged by the city government when renovation of the centre 

started in the early 1980s. One unforeseen result was increased interest in buying and rehabilitating local 

properties, with a preference for old apartments featuring traditional architecture features.  

The “new” old town of Barcelona is now immersed in a process of gentrification and it has become the 

successful tourist destination dreamed of by the creators of the Barri Gòtic district in the 1920s but 

completely unforeseen when the latest renovation work was undertaken. It is the newcomers (tourists, 

students, short- and long-term visitors, foreign nationals in general) who have adapted faster and better to the 

new morphology of the centre and who most appreciate the original features of the historic urban tissue. 

Tourism has strongly influenced local urban planning policies due to its major economic potential, but it has 

also raised urgent issues of identities and cultural values. 

 

Keywords: Barcelona, historic centers, gentrification, tourism, public space. 

 

Loss and recovery of the urban image: a psychoanalytical dynamic 

According to Anna Freud’s psychoanalytical description of the construction of identity, when an 

adolescent’s ego becomes consolidated, they have to deal with the interpretation by the other of their 

distinctive personal characteristics. An identity crisis occurs when the individual realizes that external 

approval is based on characteristics other than those on which the construction of the ego was based, 

especially if these connotations are initially considered to be insignificant or negative. 

In urban studies, the psychoanalytical model can be applied to the dynamics of affirmation of urban identity, 

particularly in view of the relatively recent phenomenon of urban branding. Cities have always presented 

themselves to the world on the basis of a main feature that encompasses a whole range of physical, cultural 

and social traits. This began in the classical age and has continued ever since, as shown by eighteenth-

century landscape paintings that depict realistic yet idealized urban scenarios.  

Later, in the second half of the twentieth century, two apparently incompatible realities emerged on the 

global scene: mass tourism and respect for cultural diversity.  

For centuries, in addition to the legal and logistic limitations on the free movement of people, persistent 

cultural prejudices constituted an obstacle to the harmonious coexistence of differing realities. In recent 
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decades, the open-mindedness of governments and individuals has served to lessen (if not remove) tensions 

between most modern countries. A clear example are the cultural, economic and touristic exchanges between 

Greece and Turkey less than a century after the population exchange of 1922, which remains one of the most 

tragic events in Europe’s history.  

Another important phenomenon is the recent upsurge in cities’ need to salvage the leading role that was 

largely lost (with some exceptions, such as Paris, Berlin or New York) at the turn of the twentieth century, 

especially in Europe, when the idea of nation state was imposed on the urban mosaic of continental political 

entities. 

Today, the eagerness of almost every city to attract visitors on the global tourist market responds to a 

worldwide economic trend but it also manifests the need to reaffirm urban identities that have been subdued 

by prevalent national characters. 

The current strategies of construction of a local identity are not, however, merely a return to the epic times of 

the pre-industrial city. Today’s urban branding exhibits clear signs of the active (and, somehow, unexpected) 

role of an external agent (the other), triggering dynamics of identity similar to Anna Freud’s 

psychoanalytical process.  

Municipalities treat their city as a product to attract revenue, seeking to reconcile the definition of local 

people’s identity with the hypothetical expectations of the global market. The difficulty in identifying the 

point of equilibrium lies mainly in the asynchrony of history, memories and traditions with the apparatus of 

cultural stereotypes held by the other, which inevitably anticipate and even condition experience of the place. 

In the process of urban branding being implemented by many municipalities, the prevalence of certain local 

characteristics can all too easily lead to oversimplifications which, at best, produce a caricature of local 

identity and, at worst, degenerate into administrative aberration. 

 

Stereotypes of Barcelona 

The boom in Spanish tourist industry occurred after 1992, when Seville’s Expo and the Barcelona Olympics 

proved Spain to be a modern, efficient country of unquenchable joie-de-vivre and a lively cultural scene 

reawakening after the grey years of Francoism. The tourist industry has since become so robust that it is the 

only sector not to suffer from the financial crisis of 2008. Barcelona made a dazzling entrance onto the 

international tourist circuit. Until a few decades ago, the city was better known for the slums of the infamous 

Barrio Chino than for its civil Gothic architecture or the works of Gaudí. In the early 1980s, the urban rebirth 

led by mayors Serra and Maragall set its sights on the reconstruction of the city’s international reputation. In 

this strategy of urban self-affirmation, the other (the international audience) was still seen as a passive entity. 

What was lacking, because it was barely conceivable at the time, was the concept that interest from outside 

the city could also be an active agent with a direct influence on administrative policies. In fact, the 

international success of Barcelona has had quite unexpected effects, the most visible being the sensational 

tourism boom and the arrival of large communities of foreign nationals. 

 

Barcelona’s tourism boom 

Since 1992, the international popularity of Barcelona, and particularly of Ciutat Vella, its old town, has 

continued to grow. In 2005, according to the Municipal Institute of Tourism, tourism represented 13% of the 

local GDP. In the new millennium, with the success of the Barcelona model in urban design and architecture, 

the number of visitors has increased beyond all expectations, generating a reaction among city residents that 

has shifted from initial euphoria at its unstoppable growth to a current disenchantment with tourists due to 

saturation
1
. 

The increase in numbers of visitors has been exponential: from a scant half-million visitors a year in the 

1960s to 1,732,902 visitors to Barcelona in 1990. By 2000, the number had risen to 3,141,162 (7,777,580 

overnight stays), by 2005 to 5,656,848 (10,931,639) and, by 2007, to 7,108,393 (13,620,347), with 

approximately 12,000,000 (26,000,000) predicted for 2015. This avalanche of temporary occupants of the 

city has had a dramatic impact on the social and commercial structures of Ciutat Vella, the main focus of 

tourism. The district is home to 7% of the city’s overall population, but 47% of its residents are foreign 

nationals. Further, the district contains 39% of the city’s hotels, 17% of its restaurants, 31% of its public 

monuments, 45% of its museums and theatres, and 31% of its tourist information offices. Such figures are 

difficult to reconcile, and the combination of the tourism and construction industries after 2000 with the 

                                                           
1
 (Palou i Rubio, 2012). 
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proliferation of accommodation amenities led to clashes between the demands of local residents and the 

convenience of the municipal government. 

 

The mirror of tourism 

When, in 1981, the municipal government embarked on the major task of rebuilding the city’s rundown 

historic centre, there were three key points. First, the physical degradation of the district was the 

consequence of a very old urban fabric. Second, implicit trust was placed in the ability of contemporary 

architecture to influence local residents’ lives and habits. Third, it intended to maintain the original 

population, avoiding the gentrification that marked other experiences of urban renewal throughout the 

Western world. This intense process of renovation (characterized, in the early years, by a widespread 

demolition) played an important role in Barcelona’s success as a tourist destination, quickly triggering socio-

economic dynamics that mercilessly revealed the cultural and technical limits of administrators and planners 

alike. 

In the second half of the 1990s, for example, the possibility of conflict between major modifications to the 

rundown but valuable historic city and new global scenarios was simply not considered. Even though 

poverty, prostitution and drugs decreased, many residents moved out of the city centre shortly after the start 

of remodelling work due to the vast physical changes needed to facilitate a parallel social transformation.  

This metamorphosis was based on an ideal X-shape (Fig.1). The areas of Born-Ribera and North Raval 

formed the east-west axis, where property values increased, with a new population comprising mainly 

students, artists, intellectuals and young professionals or entrepreneurs, mostly European. The north-south 

axis of the X (Santa Caterina-Sant Pere and South Raval) was occupied by growing communities of 

Pakistanis, North Africans and Dominicans with small retail businesses, but occasionally also involved in 

drug trafficking and petty theft. At the intersection of these two axes was the Barri Gòtic, the main tourist 

destination. 

An increased foreign presence in the city centre is not unique to Barcelona, but the specificity of this city lies 

in the colossal task of physical transformation that threw the stage wide open for actors without a script: 

administration, residents and newcomers. The unexpected social scenarios generated by the reform triggered 

intense controversy. The huge gashes cut in Barcelona’s rundown historic fabric dismantled the physical 

framework of local identity, as geographers and sociologists noted. Conversely, the newcomers were 

attracted by (or indifferent to) the spatial features that the reform was trying to change for the better: narrow 

streets, old buildings, limited vehicle access and a popular atmosphere. 

 

An uncertain identity: the interference of tourism in the urban character 

While in the N-S axis of this X-shaped plan, non-European immigration was potentially conflictive, the E-W 

axis was subject to a kind of conquest by seduction, marked by harmony between newcomers and territory. 

This harmony was, however, only apparent; what actually occurred was a subtle but inexorable alteration of 

local identity by glossing over certain aspects, eroding others and inserting new and foreign ones. The speed 

and penetration of this process was driven by the economic strength of the newcomers and the inertia of the 

territory. In Ciutat Vella, the day-tripper is a relatively marginal phenomenon, the prevalent model being 

tourism of experience, characterized by a stay of several nights. These visitors are quite keen to invest and 

show a remarkable willingness to buy property and set up businesses, even if initial contact with the city 

takes place during a holiday or a trade fair. 

In the early years of booming tourism, low property prices in the centre attracted many foreign nationals. In 

1996, the average price of an old dwelling was 149,468 pts/m2 (66.9% of the Barcelona average). The 

historic district was the city’s cheapest, with an average monthly rent for a 60 m2 apartment of 59,801 pts, as 

opposed to a citywide average of over 85,000 pts. While immigration from lower income brackets filled in 

the gaps produced by demolition, newcomers with higher spending power and cultural resources moved 

mainly to districts where remodelling had less impact. The undeniable economic advantages produced good 

deals for tourists who were often attracted by the very things that were driving out local residents: old 

buildings, limited vehicle access, a popular atmosphere, washing hung out on façades and density.  

In the case of conquest by seduction in these urban dynamics, newcomers were keen to invest (time, money 

and business initiative), with obvious attention to local urban features. In time, these new lifestyles produced 

a gradual process of gentrification that can be measured by increased property values, with the twofold effect 

of showcasing selected local features and changing everyday life, placing long-term residents, often with 

lower incomes, in a precarious position. 
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Administrators and professionals alike were surprised to see that people from all over the world were mainly 

attracted to Barcelona by the myth of a bohemian city of free lifestyles and endless creative experience, with 

an edgy (but never too dangerous) touch, at the same time almost ignoring the flamboyant landmarks 

regularly produced by local and international star-system architects
2
. 

 

Long-term residents, however, started to show a strong resistance to the transformation of the centre into a 

playground for tourists, and protested in defence of local identity and heritage, calling for sustainable tourism 

policies. The historic centre, renamed Guirilandia (guiri being a slang word for tourist), has currently 

reached new depths of degradation; it has become a theme park for crowds of family holidaymakers, 

international students, stag- and hen-night trips, and international squatters. This has produced a 

schizophrenic scenario, in which the Catalan capital is seen from the outside as a dream destination set in a 

festive, elegant and above all creative Mediterranean seaside metropolis, countered among local residents by 

total, unforgiving scepticism and harsh criticism of Barcelona’s demotion from model to brand. 

The “Barcelona effect: a seductive cocktail of architecture, imagination, tradition, stylism, nightlife and 

primary colors” 
3
 has almost acquired the status of mantra, as seen in Delta Airlines’ in-flight magazine in 

late 2012: “It’s something that one is not conscious of, but in Barcelona you breathe design and creativity.” 

Accordingly, it came as no surprise when film director Woody Allen quickly found logistic and financial 

support in 2007, when he decided to make Vicky Cristina Barcelona. Irrespective of artistic value, the mere 

presence in the title of the city’s name ensured Allen’s biggest commercial success to date. Meanwhile, in 

the Catalan capital, many local Barcelona residents objected so strongly to the portrayal of the city that they 

lambasted the film, or simply refused to see it. 

It is widely agreed that the tourism boom is forcing changes to the original urban remodelling goals of the 

1980s. At the same time, despite the problems caused by inebriated visitors, tourism represents a huge 

financial injection for Ciutat Vella, which no one wants to relinquish. 

Many long-term residents have now decided to rehabilitate their homes, when the city-centre location 

previously dissuaded them from doing so. This is a very evident phenomenon in North Raval and Born, 

where a kind of Ciutat Vella interior design style has flourished, comprising bare rubblework walls, 

hydraulic tiled floors, parquet, splashes of primary colours on ceilings and fixtures, and open-plan kitchens. 

Though not great designs, these apartments incontrovertibly demonstrate that where there is a will, even the 

humblest property has amazing hidden resources. In 2006, an average purchase price of 4,604 Euros/m2 

(unthinkable just ten years previously) lured investors in rehabilitation and turned the district’s economy into 

a satellite of the tourism business. Prices have fallen since 2009, but not as much as in other parts of the city, 

proving that the wave of tourist-related investment is not only stronger than the crisis, it is also dangerously 

stronger than the ability to control it of the municipal government, powerless against both major capital and 

small investors. Between 1996 and 2008, the administration granted 67 permits for new hotels and, in 2007, 

71% of Barcelona’s new hotel establishments were concentrated in Ciutat Vella.  

 

Tourism has been welcomed as the principal positive effect of the major urban remodelling operations of the 

last two decades, representing a new lease of life for the property market. At the same time, it has also 

shattered many local ideological concepts of the city, while offering previously unheard of tools for 

economic growth. It remains uncertain how tourism can become the economic backbone of the city without 

damaging its identity. Tourism responds to global trends that are essentially unpredictable, difficult to 

control and, in the final analysis, almost illegible - except for one thing: money. 

 

Conclusions 

The human and economic flows of the new globalized world have arrived in the old town of Barcelona, 

highlighting the cultural and technical limits of urban planning conceived in the 1980s.  

The remodelling of the city centre has certainly improved many infrastructural aspects, and the old town 

offers scenarios where tourists have a much more active role, for better or for worse, than the simple 

commercial target initially envisaged by the city’s governors. The better the city gets the more tourists it 

attracts, prompting individuals to invest more in an attempt to attract more tourists, in a circle that is difficult 

to break. In today’s new global scenarios, where it is easier to move around and where, after centuries, 

cultural and individual differences are not necessarily an obstacle to decisions as to where to travel, live, 

                                                           
2
 (Delgado, 2007). 

3
 (Degen and García, 2008). 
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work or do business, a new approach to identity is required, addressing both theoretical and practical 

implications. Perhaps rather than solutions, what are needed are new attitudes with soft ideological edges and 

long-term prospects.  

In the case of Barcelona, the success of tourism has acted as shock therapy, dividing the city between the 

self-image it had built over the decades, based on visions outlined at the time of Cerdà, and a reality in which 

new cultural and economic values elude traditional residents and ignore, if not openly contradict, the 

ideological model that the city has set itself over the years. Barcelona’s current identity crisis has not yet run 

its course; the impression, at present, is that future scenarios will lead to an atomization of political 

intervention at various levels, probably redounding to an increased manoeuvrability of the city to the benefit 

of the other. 
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Image 1 – Aerial view of the center of Barcelona in 2007 with the “X” shape representing the dynamics of 

tourism and immigration (source: Foment de Ciutat Vella SA). 
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Résumé 

Fondée en 1875, par des immigrants de l’Italie du Nord, la “Vallée des Vignes” composée par 25 municipalités 

est située au sud du Brésil. Les immigrants italiens ont apporté avec eux leur tradition, langue, savoir-faire et 

leurs connaissances. Lentement, ils se sont adaptés à la géographie, au climat et à la culture locale. Ils ont créé 

nouvelles traditions culturelles, résultat du métissage entre les traditions italiennes et brésiliennes, en formant 

un paysage culturel différencié. La “Vallée des Vignes” est devenue un centre d’attraction touristique qui a 

développé l’économie, la culture, les traditions, l’artisanat, la gastronomie, la production du vin et son dialecte 

“talian” – emprunté de la variété régionale  vénitienne et brésilienne. La Vallée des Vignes est un paysage 

naturel et culturel qui préserve l’identité, les traditions et le patrimoine matériel et immatériel de cette 

communauté. 

Mots-clefs : Patrimoine  de l’Immigration ; Tourisme Culturel ; Tradition Préservée 

 

 

 

1. Introduction  

La Vallée des Vignes a été fondée par les immigrants italiens qui venaient à partir de l’année de 1875 de la 

région nord-est de l’Italie. Cette immigration a été causé par la situation économique belliqueuse italienne, 

ayant contribué pour l’expansion territoriale coloniale de l’Amérique Latine, particulièrement aux états au 

Sud du Brésil- Rio Grande do Sul, Santa Catarina et Parana, où les immigrants italiens se sont fixés. 

Les immigrants qui arrivaient au Brésil, fidèles à leur culture, traditions (l’image 04) ;  et à leur langue 

maternelle se sont adaptés graduellement au climat et à la géographie du nouveau territoire, insérant les 

caractéristiques des “paesi italiani” dans leur vie quotidienne. En recourant aux techniques architecturales, ils 

ont construit les noyaux d’habitat urbain en milieu rural, la maison en bois de Araucaria est un exemple; 

puisqu’ils aient profité les matériaux de base disponibles de cette région. Leur savoir-faire, leurs techniques 

apportées de l’Italie, créant un paysage culturel typique de la Vallée des Vignes et unique, situé à la “Serra 

Gaucha” (l’image 02) ; un modèle de référence lié au tourisme et à la gestion culturelle, pour qu’il ait le 

développement , la valorisation du territoire, du paysage, notamment du patrimoine matériel et immatériel. 

La Vallée des Vignes est composée par 25 municipalités (l’image 01), formant le paysage culturel et naturel 

qui enrichissent les éléments architecturaux et la culture vivante de l’immigration italienne, quant aux 

aspects géographiques, historiques, économiques et du dialecte “talian”. 

Les caractères du vin ,les techniques de vinification et conservation sont le nord de ce paysage culturel qui 

surpassent les générations du peuple italien. L’oenologie a donnée place au oenotourisme qui développe  la 

région très bien connue pour sa viniculture de qualité, offre aussi un attractif ; les  fêtes traditionnelles 

viticoles et vinicoles - les Vindimas. 
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2. Le patrimoine de l’immigration  

La colonie formée par les immigrants italiens au Brésil a été fondée au XIX siècle, grâce aux politiques 

d’immigration promues par le gouvernement brésilien en 1848, pendant l’époque impériale (1822-1889), 

connues par les grandes donations de terres aux immigrants pour qu’ils se fixent et forment les noyaux 

d’habitat - “Gleba di Terras Devolutas” (ROLNIK, 1999). Les fonds publics ont été destinés à construire des 

routes, bâtiments et à accueillir les immigrants. Dès 1875 les immigrants ont formé des villes dans la région 

sud , où la place est le point significatif, central, car les premières vignes apportées par le prêtre Alexander 

Pelegrini ont été plantées (APPIO, 2010). 

 

3. La culture viticole et vinicole à la Vallée des Vignes 

La viniculture impulse la production, l’économie et l’oenotourisme dans la région, la culture vinicole et 

viticole dès la plantation des vignes jusqu’au conditionnement et commerce du vin. 

L’origine de la tradition des plantations de vignes à l’état Rio Grande do Sul a débuta en 1626, quant le 

prêtre jésuite Roque Gonzàlez de Santa Cruz fonde “Redução Cristã de São Nicolau”, où il plante de 

“cepas”, vignes, de provenance espagnole, étant le pionnier de la viniculture “Rio-Grandense” à la région 

“dos Sete Povos das Missões”. A l’arrivée des immigrants italiens à la “Serra” (1875), ils commencent à 

cultiver les vignes “Isabel” pour leur subsistance familiale. En 1890, ils produisent du vin  et développent 

l’industrie viticole dans la région. L’absence des grands axes routiers a forcé le transport du vin par les  

chemins ; “Picadas”. Au commerce, le vin servait à la mesure des valeurs aux échanges, ou bien, “escambo”. 

Donc, l’économie viticole et vinicole est un facteur important  pour que cette communauté puisse soutenir 

son identité culturelle. Actuellement, les vignes occupent 26% du territoire brésilien et représentent 50% de 

la production nationale, plus de 20 espèces différentes de vigne ont été plantées. Cela assure un produit local, 

ayant le label de qualité du programme de l’APROVALE de la Vallée des Vignes. 

 

4. L’association des viticulteurs de la Vallée des Vignes - APROVALE 

En 1990, en raison des disputes au marché extérieur, le commerce du vin de la Vallée des Vignes a décru. 

Les viticulteurs qui n’avaient pas d’espace au marché intérieur par rapport les grands producteurs; ils se sont 

unis, créant, en 1995, l’APROVALE, l’association des viticulteurs de la Vallée des Vignes.  Dans le 

processus de certification de l’origine, la qualité et les conditions de fabrication du vin (1998-2001), 

l’oenologie a été très développée pour qu’il créassent le label de qualité de ce produit du terroir évalué par le 

comité de “Embrapa Uva” et “APROVALE”. 

  

5. Les maisons en bois de “Araucária” – l’architecture de la Vallée des Vignes 

Les maisons en bois de “Araucária” construites par les immigrants italiens, sont le résultat de l’architecture 

typique de la Vallée des Vignes. Ils ont transféré leur savoir-faire pour pouvoir bâtir les maisons qu’en Italie 

du nord étaient en pierre. Contrairement à l’Italie, au Brésil, ils utilisaient les matériaux locaux, comme par 

exemple, le bois de “Araucária”, créant un nouvel ensemble architectural. Le déboisement de “Araucária” 

(l’image 03), a impacté les ressources naturelles de la région, restant seulement  43% de la forêt intacte. 

Le bois “Araucária” est très résistant et durable, les dimensions généreuses (30 cm de largeur X 7 mètres de 

hauteur), pour bâtir les maisons il ne fallait pas couper en planches plus petites, ils construisaient une maison 

à trois étages. Les maisons étaient faites à la partie supérieure en bois et la partie inférieure en pierre pour 

mieux conditionner le vin. Les façades étaient en “Lambrequim” typique (l’image 05). Les caractéristiques 

principales des maisons sont : 

 la cave construite en pierre – pour le conditionnement des outils, du vin  

             et la conservation de la nourriture; 

 premier étage est réservé au commerce familial; 

 deuxième et troisième etages destinés à la famille;  

 le Grenier-  des chambres et quelques produits conditionnés; 

 la cuisine est séparée de la maison à cause du four à bois, pour ne pas  

             avoir des incendies. Plus tard la cuisine est attachée à la maison - “Meia água”. 

  

 

6. Conclusion 

Donner une importance accrue à ce patrimoine immatériel nous permet sauvegarder l’identité culturelle de 

l’immigration italienne au Sud du Brésil. La Vallée des Vignes est une colonie européenne au Brésil ; 
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puisque les immigrants italiens eussent introduit leur savoir-faire, cette région reflète un processus qui 

surpasse les générations. La viniculture est une tradition, qui doit être maintenue dans le contexte social, en 

préservant l’oenotourisme et les caractéristiques de ce patrimoine de l’immigration de la Valée des Vignes. 
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Image 02: Plantation de vignes (Source: http://www.cnpuv.embrapa.br) 

 

Image 03: la forêt de “Araucaria” (Source: Márcia Escorteganha maio/ 2011) 

 

 

 

Image 04- Représentation du patrimoine historique de la ville d’Antonio Prado 

á la Vallée des Vignes.. Le citoyen italo-brésilien em train de faire et 

l’enseigner à l’enfant l’artisanat local “cestaria de vime , au fond 

nous avons une maison faite en bois de Araucaria. (Source : Archive 

Historique Municipal d’Antonio Prado. ww.antonioprado.com.br) 

 

Image 05- Maison en bois de “Araucária” 

Maison Palombini-1930 
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Abstract 

 
Venice outstanding cultural patrimony is visited by an impressive global audience, but is losing the sense of identity of 

the local community. The “heritage community” (CoE Faro Convention) might be enhanced as interpreter of the 

material and immaterial heritage of the Unesco listed site. Its cultural sustenaibility need reorienting the tourists flow 

towards the richness of the lagoon landscape and its polycentric community. The lagoon for most visitors is only a place 

to cross fast, not the cradle of the polycentric urban history, or a environmental protected area, nor a cluster of 

traditional productions. 

Keywords: Venice, Faro Convention, Participation, Community, Ecomuseum. 

 

Venice is an outstanding cultural patrimony visited by an impressive global audience, but is threatened to lose the sense 

of identity of the local community. This antinomy might be envisioned as an opportunity for the “heritage community” 

to become interpreter of its material and immaterial heritage. We have to go back to the “lordship of the lagoon”, as 

Fernand Braudel reminds us: “the foreign has been fascinated, monopolized by the city, and he too easily disdains the  

inland sea which belongs to it as a living plant with its flower”
1
. Consequently, a sense of deprivation makes the tourists 

regretful to come today. As stated in the National Geographic`s study on the most important UNESCO World Heritage 

Sites, Venice is overwhelmed by tourists monoculture, and visitors feel guilty of "complicity in the degradation of the 

city". 

The processes of participation in the cultural heritage are inspired nowadays by the Council of Europe Framework 

Convention on the Value of Cultural Heritage for Society, known as Faro Convention because was signed in the 

portouguese city the 27.X.2005. The necessity of the participation processes also seems to emerge from an objective 

interpretation of the (dis) value of the Italian landscape, which since the war seems to have lost the fundamental role of 

its direct correspondence with the communities who live there. Participation in the landscape today should focus on the 

enhancement of the heritage community, that “consists of people who value specific aspects of cultural heritage which 

they wish, within the framework of public action, to sustain and transmit to future generations” (art. 2).  

The Faro Convention “reinforce social cohesion by fostering a sense of shared responsibility towards the places in 

which people live” (art 8). 

The cultural heritage, essentially linked to the landscape, “is a group of resources inherited from the past which people 

identify, independently of ownership, as a reflection and expression of their constantly evolving values, beliefs, 

knowledge and traditions. It includes all aspects of the environment resulting from the interaction between people and 

places through time” (art. 2). 

The participation to cultural heritage refers to a weave that in recent years has been a harbinger of debates and 

achievements that have changed both the cultural heritage, and the people that animate it. 

Participation was the main actor of this process. On the one hand it was intended to interpret the question to participate 

in the transformation of the territory by citizens, who are involved in an inclusive process that leads to shared choices, 

consciously provoked by public authorities and / or by professionals. Precursor in Italy and in Europe was the architect 

and town planner Giancarlo de Carlo, who since the late sixties has experienced, in teaching and in realizations, models 

of active and responsible participation of the users in the design process. 

On the other hand, in museums participation is intended to provoke a dynamic interaction between the visitor and the 

objects, no longer just static and ecstatic, but would involve a participatory experience of the user with the meaning of 

the exposed material. No coincidence that the local museums in the United States are called interpretive centers, to 

indicate how it is not intended to provide a description of the values of aseptic area, but result in citizen participation to 

the multi-sensory experiences that the museum offers, in order to obtain its own interpretation. Similarly, the museums 

of science for decades, are based not only on the experience and not more tactile, so-called "hands on", but also more 

complex experiences of emotional and intellectual "mind on" and "heart on". In fact, they contextualize the scientific 

narrative with both to the experience of the visitor, and its landscape of belonging. 

                                                           
1
 Braudel, 1987). 
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Precursors of this process have been two Catalans, who in the eighties have established two portentous Museum of 

Science, one of Catalonia (public) and Barcelona (private). In the first Eusebi Casanelles reported to the territory of the 

core values of science and technology, first by establishing the museum in an old textile factory in the industrial crown 

of the capital, and then being able to build, in twenty years, a coherent system of twenty-two museums spread 

throughout Catalonia (mNACTEC). At the same time Jorge Wagensberg gave birth to the science museum in 

Barcelona, awarded from the beginning by extraordinary inflows, with more than a million visitors a year, because it 

can really engage the visitor in a single multi-sensory and intellectual experience. In more recent times, even art 

museums have been able to interpret this participatory impetus. For example, just remember the process of multicultural 

participation masterfully created for the Pinacoteca di Brera. 

The theme of this paper concerns the interplay between museums and communities in the lagoon of Venice and 

evidently faces a borderland between the two paradigms of participation described above, where scans participation 

instruments in museums that tell about the transformations of the lagoon of Venice. In this sense we must draw 

inspiration from the long cultural path that identifies the ecomuseum exaclty in the set of traditions, artifacts, 

archeology and activities that define the identity of an homogeneous territorial system. 

Venice and its lagoon, beyond their stereotypical image, which seems fixed in time, in the last decades are being 

debated in contradictions that characterize them in a completely new way. Contradictions typical of our day, between 

local and global, environment and industry, citizens and tourists, center and periphery, whose evolution can lead Venice 

and its lagoon at a structured sustainability in the future, or asphyxiate in the not sustainable lightness of an empty shell. 

The culture in general, and in particular the participation in the “heritage communities”, have a crucial role in balancing 

these weights, so as to not lose the sense of identity of citizens with their cultural heritage, beeing it a museum, 

environmental and productive resurces, material and immaterial heritage. 

 

One of the main issue to face is to reorient the tourists flow towards the richness of the lagoon and its a polycentric 

community, aware of the cultural patrimony of the lagoon, that enjoy and enhance it.  

This “heritage community” is increasing day by day and might be the lever for an authentic interpretation of the 

heritage of Venice and its lagoon, where land and sea, nature and man, have become inextricable through centuries of 

constant reciprocal adaptation. The Serenissima Republic managed an outstanding control of this precious and fragile 

equilibrium, as like as is trying the Italian Government and the local Municipality nowadays. But, beside hydrology, we 

also need help to consolidate the community living around the complex edges between land and sea. The lagoon for 

most visitors and many citizens is only a place to cross fast, not the cradle of polycentric history of Venice, or a 

environmental protected area of European importance, nor a melting pot of local products. 

 

Beside the institutional patchwork we need a sustainable and cultural development agency to foster those cultural 

resources, as they are partially available to citizens and tourists, through multiple interpretive centers, public and 

private, from the naturalistic oasis in the dunes, rivers and fish farms; to the museums of material culture, environment 

and production; from interpretive centers of the enogastronomic activities, to the handcraft heritages. This system can 

be understood as the Ecomuseum of lagoon, as we shall see. But first we need to deal with a guest quite cumbersome, 

tourism, which so far we have described the negative influences, and now we analyze the potential. 

 

If the core of our argument is, obviously, to strengthen the sense of identity of the citizen with the territory, we can not 

overlook the huge impact that millions of visitors have on the landscape and on the daily lives of citizens. These tourists 

today asphyxiate the city but also pose a question of a conscious and responsible tourism, to be interpreted and valued. 

The Eurobarometer Survey on the attitudes of Europeans towards tourism, indicates growth in the percentage of those 

who are looking for destinations "alternative or emerging". that would allow them to explore different cultures, 

traditions and local ways of life. The major reasons for the major holidays of European citizens are oriented to rest, 

(54%: "rest, recreation, sun and beach"), and the discovery (23% "city, culture, nature and religion"). The favorite 

destinations are those "traditional" and "well known" (58%) but more than half (28%) want to instead go "off the beaten 

track" to explore "places less obvious." Those who visit new destinations are relying more on the Internet and to reports 

of acquaintances. To choose a destination most of the Europeans is oriented to its value or environmental attraction 

(32%), and cultural (27%). 

It is clear that the trend of the European tourism rewards those who know how to combine nature and culture, 

gastronomy and local products, both tangible and intangible heritage. 

The recent survey by CNN (2013) shows our waterways as one of the top ten Italian excellence. 

Despite being underused in fact our inland waters offer a unique look into an incomparable cultural and environmental 

heritage, including UNESCO sites, parks and historical cities. In this sense, the association Venti di Cultura since 2009 

experiences a cabotage through the entirety of the lagoon of Venice (www.lagunalonga.it), an event born from writing a 

guide on the network of diffused museum: "Rooms of the ecomueum of the lagoon of Venice ", Province of Venice 

2009, edited by F. Calzolaio. 

The thread that weaves the cultural lagoon was first experienced in inshore open to an audience of specialists and 

citizens, then presented in national and international contexts, such as the European Tourism Day 2011, the ICOMOS 
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Conference 2013 'Protecting deltas: heritage helps "in Amsterdam, and the World Canal Conference 2013 Toulouse and 

Milan (2014). 

 

The Lagunalonga took two directions of practicality and sustainability, on the one hand has been identified as a driving 

force for an event identitarian for the community of those who live around the lagoon, by the Committee for the 

Ecomuseum, which has promoted the sequence of visits and events: Lagunalonga 2013 on the occasion of the European 

Heritage days and the World Tourism Day 2013 theme of water, and 2014, producing a documentary on the cultural 

resources distributed, together 

with the local institutions and associations. On the other hand, the Lagunalonga took the road of the design and 

implementation of packages that use historical and innovative boats, minimizing the impact on the fragile ecosystem. 

The discovery of the precious and fragile heritage of the lagoon might be combined with the most advanced experiences 

of “heritage communities”, where citizens express and communicate to visitors their sense of identity and experience of 

the vibrant and lively places, just as they had lived authentically. These nodes of the lagoon network are today pieces of 

a puzzle which only hints at the overall picture, it is necessary to uncover it and make available to the wide audience 

through new models of interpretation and promotion. A process wicth is already undertaken in the framework of the 

UNESCO World Heritage Site Management Plan of “Venice and its lagoon”
2
, under coordiation of the City of Venice, 

wich benefits of activity of the Committee for the Ecomuseum of the Venice Lagoon. 

The catchment area of these participatory processes requiring is twofold, the citizens of the municipalities inside the 

lagoon and the surrounding areas, but also the tourists that animate the coastline and the cities Veneto, the main Italian 

tourist region. 

 

The Committee for the Ecomuseum of the lagoon, established in 2013 following a new regional law, is composed by 

the existing associations that are activating a constant link between the cultural resources of the lagoon, the citizens that 

live around it, and the tourists. Under the coordination by the office for the UNESCO Site Management plan, the 

Committee is enhancing, in a participatory process, the existing network of places and people connected by the inland 

waters of the lagoon, as a palimpsest full of extraordinary cultural resources, both tangible and intangible. The mission 

of the Ecomuseum of the lagoon is an integrated territorial cultural system, as the system of existing environmental, 

productive and cultural resources, material and immaterial, through the identification of their strongholds, distributed to 

each thematic area and in the landscape of the lagoon, where the places are connected by "slow" paths, by water and 

bicycle, and heritages represented by museums, oases, products, local communities, landscapes and witnesses. The 

Ecomuseum is therefore not an other museum, but it is a network of citizens, istitutions and activities that are intended 

to enhance the cultural resources in which the resident community recognize itseves and its history, in a plot which is its 

genius loci, the most authentic figure of the plural and polycentric territory. 

Restore and consolidate the authentic relationship between citizens and the lagoon, revive ancient and compatible 

activities, promote responsible tourism off the beaten track, enhance the museum network widespread, it is a difficult 

wager, that only the combined efforts of citizens, as users and witnesses, and institutions, whether local and 

international, can hope to achieve, but certainly not in a single gesture, committee or plan, but distributed in a long 

multicultural process, inclusive and participatory. 
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Image 1 – the Nuovo Trionfo ancient Trabaccolo sailing at Pellestrina. 

 

 
Image 2 – the sanset on the Fish Valley of Lio Maggiore 
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Abstract 

Strategic planning for place development must recourse to a cultural heritage oriented marketing focus, 

which considers the territory as a set of stakeholders and inserts them into a managerial dynamic view, as 

well as a set of resources to be exploited and organized into a coherent development plan. This also implies 

the calibration of a careful marketing strategy, able to communicate with the latest technologies. The present 

study, through the Destination Branding retraces the market trends and research breakthroughs, presenting 

the Experiential Marketing applied to Heritage and the approach evaluation to Culture Brand, addressing the 

competitive challenges that have emerged in the tourism market in the last ten years. The main aim is to 

present new procedures that the enhancement of cultural heritage in the coming years will certainly go 

through, including: techniques of animation and virtual reality, as well as the need to reinvent the language 

of information, focusing on the use of knowledge in its cognitive and emotional dimension. 

 

Keywords: Heritage Marketing, Destination Branding, Cultural Heritage, Promotion. 

 

 

Introduction  

The transformation of an area into a tourist destination can be defined by a spontaneous process, the result of 

the arrival of more and more tourists, attracted by stimuli not intentionally planned. So this process is outside 

of a specific strategic intention. But it might arise from a programmed process through a private planning 

activity, thanks to a territory defines its tourist vocation. In this case we talk about planning, not in the classic 

business sense, but as part of the creation process of the appropriate framework for the tourist activity 

performance. The most widely used model of destination development has been the Tourism Area Life Cycle 

(TALC), based on the classic business life cycle model, arguing that destinations proceed through a 

recognizable and common pattern of development. Indeed the reference scenario, both of local marketing 

and local development policies, is overcome by the concept of strategic planning. The holistic strategic 

planning model views the destination planning process as encompassing a number of independent yet 

interrelated components, as well as a set of methodologies that start from regional approach, engrafting 

methods of economic evaluation and cultural studies. Strategic planning for place development must 

recourse to a cultural heritage oriented marketing focus, which considers the territory as a set of stakeholders 

and inserts them into a managerial dynamic view, as well as a set of resources to be exploited and organized 

into a coherent development plan. So the case study has to be analysed and broken down into its subsystems 

and for every component it is necessary to highlight strengths and weaknesses. The promotion of a territory 

must start from the ability to represent a whole area in all its joints. It must correctly highlight the critical 

issues as well as the opportunities and, in addition, it is more effective as it makes readable even the 

attendance and the action of various local players that support (or slow down, if not) the development 

process. Coordinating, directing and promoting the knowledge of cultural heritage involves the ability to 

communicate and transmit the heritage through the analysis of the public, existing or potential which we are 

addressing.  This also implies the calibration of a careful marketing strategy, able to communicate with the 

latest technologies. This essay deals with the theme of place marketing, which has become more of a fashion 

than a tool. In fact, with the development of web 2.0, theories and techniques used in traditional marketing 

are becoming increasingly inadequate to grasp the attention of loyal customers and potential, now insensitive 

to advertising because of the massive bombardment of stimuli. Therefore, is it possible to take up the 

challenge that the international creative scene gives us without re-proposing the manner but transforming it 

thanks to the plus value of creative thinking? What are the product knowledge and the perception of its value 

from the public who uses the cultural heritage? 

The present study, through the Destination Branding retraces the market trends and research breakthroughs, 
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presenting the Experiential Marketing applied to Heritage and the approach evaluation to Culture Brand, 

addressing the competitive challenges that have emerged in the tourism market in the last ten years. The 

main aim is to present new procedures that the enhancement of cultural heritage in the coming years will 

certainly go through, including: techniques of animation and virtual reality, as well as the need to reinvent 

the language of information, focusing on the use of knowledge in its cognitive and emotional dimension. 

 

Territorial marketing strategy and Tourism development  

The transformation of an area into a tourist destination can be defined by a spontaneous process, the result of 

the arrival of more and more tourists, attracted by stimuli not intentionally planned. So this process is outside 

of a specific strategic intention. But it might arise from a programmed process through a private planning 

activity, thanks to a territory defines its tourist vocation. In this case we talk about planning, not in the classic 

business sense, but as part of the creation process of the appropriate framework for the tourist activity 

performance. The most widely used model of destination development has been the Tourism Area Life Cycle 

(TALC), based on the classic business life cycle model, arguing that destinations proceed through a 

recognizable and common pattern of development (Butler, 2006). But how can Italian Heritage sites be an 

attractive tourist destination, satisfactory to all potential audiences, and how to create a suitable environment 

for carrying out tourism promotion? Marketing strategies and local development policies must be 

implemented, aimed both at pushing the system attractiveness against the investment, and therefore the 

definition of exchange against companies in the sector, both in relation to potential investors and tourists 

(Caroli, 2006). The reference scenario, both of local marketing and local development policies, is 

represented by the concept of strategic planning. The holistic strategic planning model views the destination 

planning process as encompassing a number of independent yet interrelated components, as well as a set of 

methodologies that start from regional approach, engrafting methods of economic evaluation and cultural 

studies. Strategic planning for place development must recourse to a marketing orientation, which considers 

the territory as a set of stakeholders and inserts them into a managerial dynamic view, as well as a set of 

resources to be exploited and organized into a coherent development plan. The promotion of a territory must 

start from the ability to represent a whole area in all its joints (Ventura, 2013). It must correctly highlight the 

critical issues as well as the opportunities and, in addition, it is more effective as it makes readable even the 

attendance and the action of various local players that support (or slow down, if not) the development 

process. 

 

Tourism and Cultural Heritage: a growing sector 

The enormous richness of the Italian Cultural heritage, as well as its very high fragmentation, makes difficult 

its proper exploitation, especially in international markets. Moreover, in 21th Century, the promotion of 

cultural heritage certainly cannot ignore the usefulness of a careful communication strategy, able to create 

the image of the territory or the so-called Destination Branding starting from cultural resources and through a 

marketing strategy. In fact, a greater awareness of the role of cultural brand and its protection through 

marketing could become an element of continuity that change policies needs. The experience related to the 

tangible and intangible cultural heritage produces an evocative and emotional transmitted to the visitor and 

he easily expendable in terms of identity. Therefore the conception, creation and structuring of tourist 

proposals related to the fruition of the territorial system, is in a phase of exponential growth. The concept of 

“value” is the key idea in the development of the territories and only recently this element has been the 

subject of a series of studies that have involved and collected all of the above aspects in a unified vision of 

their generation processes and relationship with the development of local systems. 

In the tourism sector, the product coincides with the territory and, therefore, the cultural motivation is one of 

the criteria of greater weight in the selection process of alternatives to visit - competitors. Cultural tourism, 

which moves to the discovery of the heritage sites - made art cities, events, traditions, typical, etc. - recorded, 

better than many other types of tourism, a positive trend with an annual growth rate of 5-8% in the last 10 

years (source: Touring Club 4/2006). The current trend is pointing to shorter trips, but repeatedly throughout 

the year, the greater propensity to “active” holidays, the dissemination of integrated thematic itineraries 

(culture, gastronomy, events), and alternative forms of exploitation associated with new technologies 

(applications for mobile phones, card integrated, web 2.0). These elements led cultural tourism to become 

one of the products that has not experienced a crisis in recent years. According to the World Tourism 

Organization (WTO), Italy is the 5th world destination in terms of international tourist arrivals. In 2011, the 

latest data from the Ministry of Heritage and Cultural Activities, marked an increase of 9.6% over 2010 of 
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visitors to cultural sites, reaching more than 20 million entries. The development of cultural tourism is not 

just a question of numbers, but in recent years it has experienced the raising of new motivations and trends, 

making it the most dynamic and active forms of cultural consumption, which cannot be anymore identified 

as the only museums and monuments visiting, but also it includes the participation in events, fashion, design 

and popular culture. 

 

Destination Branding as a new challenge 

As a concept, the Destination Branding represents a novelty for the Italian research, as well as a real 

challenge in the application of planning rules in a heterogeneous environment such as the Italian heritage 

context. However, the promotion of the territories for tourism is a long analysed, theorized and tested path 

within the framework of the “Competitive Identity” (Anholt, 2003 and 2005). 

Nowadays, it is essential to understand the relationship between promotion, Heritage and the territory, as it 

provides an overview of what each destination is in terms of trademark or brand. In fact, according to the 

larger scientific literature, the main goal of any tourist destination is ensuring a unique experience for 

visitors, so that once they return home, they are encouraged to make further visits or to become “loyal 

ambassadors” of the lived experience. In order to achieve these objectives it is necessary that the brand is 

predominant and conveyed through all forms of communication or marketing. In building the brand of a 

destination, are commonly recognized five essential steps. 

The first includes market research, analysis and policy recommendations. During this phase core values of 

the destination and its brand needs to be stated, which should be relevant, durable and communicable. The 

second is the brand identity. According to the literature, once the core values of the brand have been 

established, they must support and permeate every component of the brand identity (photography, colour, 

typography, etc.) so that the brand values are communicated in a cohesive manner. The third is the launch 

and introduction of the brand, which means to communicate the vision. The fourth is the implementation, 

where each step taken through any form of media helps to maintain the brand’s presence. The fifth step is the 

monitoring, evaluation and review (Morgan et al, 2010). In order to maximize the success of the destination 

brand, Graham Hankinson (2009) argues that the brand of a destination should go beyond the image 

communication ensuring that the brand is promising a reality. To do this, the destination must maintain a 

competitive advantage in respect of a quality experience for visitors. 

In view of Expo 2015, the Chamber of Commerce of Monza and Brianza, starting from the Economic 

Reputation Index (ERI), has analysed some Italian cultural heritage and natural beauty. The brand of the 

Colosseum would be worth 91 billion euro, the brand of the Vatican Museums 90, the Milan’s Duomo 82, 

the Trevi Fountain 78, while the value of the brand to the excavations of Pompeii would amount to $ 20 

billion, the Basilica of San Marco and the Uffizi in Florence 16.  These exorbitant values, calculated for 

heritage sites that, sometimes, have not so far experienced a proper commercial consideration. But if today in 

Italy the value of this kind of brand is still something ethereal, the Legislative Decree n.131/2010 innovates 

the Industrial Property Code, allowing local administrations to obtain the brand registration and to exploit it 

for commercial purposes, including by the licensing and merchandising activities. 

The experience of big metropolis like New York, Barcelona and Amsterdam, has shown that, with a well-

structured project, it is possible to obtain significant gains from destination brand especially for areas with a 

clear tourism vocation. For example, recent data indicate that Amsterdam (fig.1) has an annual turnover of 

approximately € 670K and Barcelona € 3 million per year. In Italy, for example, Milan has recently designed 

a line of branded products under its own brand and can count on an annual license of just €43K. Thus, there 

is a big gap between the three cities, which is explained by the lack of a strategic approach to the medium 

and long term, including marketing plans and adequate economic exploitation. In fact, despite the new 

legislation, Italian public entities have certainly not quickly registered their brand, but what would happen if 

this trend was expanding to the cultural heritage? The idea of spreading global and globalized museum with 

multiple locations was born only three decades ago and it transformed museums into companies’ dealer of 

cultural products. 

In France, in 2005 the government began to design a comprehensive policy to enhance the “immaterial 

economy”, establishing a state agency dedicated to managing the French artistic heritage, which led to the 

“sale” of the Louvre brand for the “Louvre Abu Dhabi”.  

Another example is the Guggenheim, which certainly inspired the Louvre in managing its expansionist aims. 

The Guggenheim is now a label and as such is exported. It is now universally recognized as a powerful 

agency for the arts on a worldwide scale, determined to export its formula. In fact, there are seven “in 
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franchising museums” Guggenheim in four different countries, which accommodate a total of six million 

visitors every year in Venice, Bilbao, Las Vegas, Vilnius, Berlin and two in New York. Between 2015 and 

2017, three more are in the pipeline: Abu Dhabi, UAE (fig. 6), Helsinki and Vilnius.  

 

Interpretation and experiential Marketing 

According to the most recent scientific literature, it can be said that the different tourist needs are met only 

by a great variety of tourism products, which arise from the different combination of goods, services, 

environment and other contextual factors. These are the new territorial offer, with or without the promotion 

and informational support of a marketing plan. Therefore, the demand for tourism, in the light of the new 

trends in the majority of consumption in Western societies, it is increasingly characterized by the 

“experience request” (Pine & Gilmore, 2000). 

It is believed that the experience takes place only within the individual that is emotional, physical, 

intellectual, or even spiritual involved, and it comes from the interaction between the staged event and the 

previous individual state. For this reason, the new competitive challenge for tourism industry lies in the 

ability and capacity to provide customers with innovative proposals that go beyond mere goods and services, 

submitted through marketing, also, experiential (fig. 2). Thus, it is possible to take a step forward in the 

debate on the relationship between tourism supply and demand, in particular on the outcome: the tourist 

product. Despite the differences of opinion between producer and consumer, the tourist product should be 

considered a composite offer of goods, services, information, elements of context, and it should focus on 

creating memorable experiences and engaging. In addition, with the development of new communication 

tools, theories and techniques used in traditional marketing have gradually become inadequate to grasp the 

attention of loyal and potential customers, now insensitive to advertising because of the massive 

bombardment of stimuli. Therefore, unlike the traditional marketing that gives importance to the 

characteristics of a product or a service, experiential marketing turns its attention to the customers, 

improving, or making it unique, the personal experience of fruition. In short, experience provides sensorial, 

emotional, cognitive, behavioural and relational values, which replace the functional ones. Along with the 

experiential factor, as its direct evolution the unconventional marketing effectiveness has grown which, 

taking advantage by new technologies (web in the first place, but also smartphones and tablets), to engage 

customers (especially those with high relational potential), with the main aim to make them feel somehow 

protagonists (fig. 3) stimulating their conversation and triggering mechanisms of viral spread client-client 

and client-prospect. Moreover, the most appropriate marketing strategies to enhance local cultural heritage 

have to lever on the relationship between museums and institutions, such as the territory as a popular 

museum. In an “asset driven” perspective, resources “place specific” must, be properly organized and 

communicated through strategies able to strengthen their competitive advantage, without techniques of 

spectacle and pure entertainment that would reduce as mundane the wide range of cultural value of an area.  

Experiential marketing applied to cultural heritage is a challenge to markets and creativity, through the 

amplification of the following competitive advantages: 

- Distinctiveness, a strong and clear idea of the heritage resources around which structuring the offer, 

differentiating with possible competitors; 

- Comprehensibility or clarity of communication, from the naming up to the contents of all the tools of 

communication;  

- Experiential, extended horizontally, starting from museums as core elements and cornerstone of possible 

itineraries, until the diffuse Heritage, reporting the different components of the site experience, among which 

the consumer can move with freedom of choice without having to follow a rigid program. 

Museums are the most interesting element in the alternative communication practices of Cultural Heritage. 

Museums are, in fact, cultural institutions with the primary purpose of preserving and making available to 

the public their collection/Heritage, referring not only to physical access, but also to the ability to be an 

active player in knowledge dissemination. Inside the museum, then, the process of fruition of cultural 

heritage has therefore an aesthetic dimension and a cognitive dimension, namely the protection and finally 

the creation and diffusion of knowledge. 

Conclusions 

The advertising campaigns for Italian cultural institutions have become a “must” to promote themselves and 

their products, a sort of passage that is mutated in an obsessive and pedantic fashion, but in most cases it 

seems to be built according to the standard settings. The concepts made to promote “artistic” products or 

national Cultural Heritage, often take for granted the knowledge and the perception of its value artistic and 
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do not exploit the creativity potential. It is a communication - relying on the recognition of the inestimable 

value of the product or cultural “competence in the field” - turns inevitably to a narrow target, excluding the 

vast majority of potential users. In these campaigns also rarely conveys to the cultural institution, which are 

of secondary importance compared to the product. A typical example of this gap is the management of 

communication for the archaeological site of Pompeii, in fact unchanged over the last 30 years (fig. 4,5), and 

now standardized in the language and strategies. You can compare this “missed opportunity” by Italy with an 

example whose object is always a exhibition about Pompeii, but from the other side of the globe. The Te 

Papa Tongarewa National Museum of New Zealand in Wellington, organized and hosted “A Day in 

Pompeii,” an exhibition of four months on the volcanic destruction of the Roman city in 79 BC. Here visitors 

are invited to discover what life was like in Pompeii before Vesuvius’ magma and ash covered the city, 

through the exhibition of 250 priceless artefacts and the chance to relive the catastrophic eruption of the 

volcano in a spectacular immersive 3D theater. The promotional unconventional campaign was sponsored by 

Visa (fig. 6), and was surprising the travelers in transit at the Wellington airport with a lava flow that ran 

over the conveyor belt at baggage claim. 

In conclusion, the enhancement of cultural heritage in the coming years will certainly go through techniques 

of animation and virtual reality, reinventing the language of information, focusing on the use of knowledge 

in its cognitive and emotional dimension. 

Italy is a state characterized by an innate tendency and a strong tradition in the preservation and protection of 

cultural heritage, but the fact remains that it has yet to open up to new influences. The experiential and 

unconventional marketing, as well as the new ICT, if properly calibrated and checked, can help promote the 

identity of places, the material evidence of the past and therefore to promote knowledge diffusion. 
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Figure 1 - Brand I amsterdam 

 

 
Figure 2 – AD Air Bubble: poster covered with sealed air bubbles 

invites pedestrians to breathe the pure mountain air in the car-free 

resort Braunwald, Switzerland 

 

 

Figure 3 – AD Rethink: Science World   

Vancouver (Source: 

http://www.scienceworld.ca)  
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Figure 4, 5 – Ad of Soprintendenza Archeologica di Pompei from 1988 and 2009. 

 

 

 

Figure 6 – Ad “Go back to Pompeii” Wellington, New Zealand 
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Abstract 

Certain landscapes assume a special cultural and historical role which places them in the field of aesthetic 

heritage. On the volcanic Islands of the Azores the old craters of Furnas and Sete Cidades have turned into 

lakes gardens and cultural landscapes, with the layout of extensive woodland gardens and the construction of 

picturesque architecture due to two wealthy owners of S. Miguel sought to emulate European landscapes 

creators. Since then, these lake gardens have turned into symbols of local identity and have become the 

subject of representations as part of the tourist attractions of the island. This paper aims to discuss the 

transformations and test the currently visual preferences of the local people in order to promote a bottom up 

landscape planning process. 

 

Keywords: Lake Gardens of S. Miguel Island; Identity landscapes; touristic interpretation; visual 

preferences. 

 

 

Introduction 

On the volcanic Islands of the Azores two old craters have turned into lakes: Sete Cidades and Furnas. 

Besides the lake of Furnas in the Island of São Miguel, a visible and extraordinary feature was the smoking 

holes suggesting the permanent and live presence of the volcano. The other crater is also an exceptional 

scenario: two lakes within the same crater: one green and the other blue. Within these two landscapes the 

elements were exceptional: the round shape of the sky cut by the circular crater, its vertical slopes falling on 

the water, the smoking grounds in Furnas. These volcanic lakes were naturally of astonishing beauty and 

since the 18th century captured the interest of cultivated Men. 

Both these craters were modified with the layout of extensive woodland gardens and the construction of 

picturesque architecture by two local wealthy and exceptional men, José do Canto (1820-1898) and António 

Borges (1812-1879), touched by the influence of the European taste on landscape appreciation. The location 

of these two garden landscapes within the protection of the walls crater where the plants could thrive without 

periodic wind destruction was also an important factor for the site selection. There the soil, the permanent 

moist, and the mild temperatures created a haven for plants where they could thrive near the lake adding to 

the extraordinary landscape. 

The new cultural landscape lasted more than a century during which the forests grew and the elements left by 

the two men matured and created a very strong image of the lake craters. The 19th  century added two new 

uses to the craters’ lakes: the tourism, The situation has been tackled by the local authorities in 2000 with a 

legally binding Furnas and Sete Cidades Watershed Plan aiming to restore the water quality through a 

mandatory land use change. No doubt it was a turning point in the landscape management and economic 

activities of recent times. Nevertheless it is crucial to be aware of the historical and cultural values presented 

in the genius loci, and totally understand the feelings and preferences of the local people in order to promote 

a bottom up process of spatial planning and heritage conservation. 

In this paper we will focus on the landscape transformation of Furnas and Sete Cidades by the two Europe 

influenced wealthy land owners of São Miguel Island. Then an analysis of how the new cultural landscapes 

became part of the local identity for the islanders, mostly through tourism marketing. Finally we have 

measured the current landscapes visual preferences using an inquiry process adapted from Carl Steinitz 

mailto:ialbergaria@uac.pt
mailto:belalbergaria@gmail.com
mailto:cristina.castelbranco@acbpaisagem.com
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Visual Method, this Centre for Applied Ecology Baeta Neves method
1
 was applied to local people and 

visitors during the 2104 summer. 

 

1. The landscape changes introduced and signed by José do Canto and by António Borges and the new 

cultural identity of the Island 
To examine the process through which these landscapes were transformed during the 19th century we must 

understand the philosophical context of the time and the two men who changed the areas surrounding the 

lakes of Furnas and Sete Cidades, having in mind what Monica Luengo states about garden making: 

“Gardens are a product and a mirror of their creator’s personality in relation with the genius loci” (Luengo 

2011). 

The idea of a need for solitary contact with nature was best expressed by J. J. Rousseau in his 1775 Reverie 

du Promeneur Solitaire. He celebrated a kinder nature, mild and beautiful; “Nature offers Man in the 

harmony of the three Kingdoms, an exhibition full of life, of interest and of enchantments, the only show in 

the world where the eyes and the heart never get tired” (Rousseau 1972:375). 

The praise of Nature as a source of enchantment touched a large public and had consequences in many 

domains, such as the garden design or landscape paintings. The aesthetic appreciation of Nature had however 

an important advancement when in 1757 Sir Edmund Burke published his work about beauty entitled A 

Philosophical Enquiry into the Origin of Our Ideas of the Sublime and Beautiful. Burke opened a new world 

into the realm of nature appreciation and tried to explain the emotions inspired by what he considered 

beautiful and distinguished them from those that he called sublime. “On closing this general view of beauty, 

it naturally occurs that we should compare it with the sublime; and in this comparison there appears a 

remarkable contrast. For sublime objects are vast in their dimensions, beautiful comparatively small; beauty 

should be smooth and polished; the great, rugged and negligent: (…) beauty should be light and delicate; the 

great ought to be solid and even massive” (Burke 1757:206). 

When applied to the landscapes of Furnas and Sete Cidades the “sublime” fits in like a glove. The volcanic 

crater of Furnas has a diameter of 7km, the lake is about 2km long and the peaks around it reach an altitude 

of 800m. The crater of Sete Cidades has a diameter of 5 Km2 and its´ lakes cover a surface of 4,3 Km2. With 

their exceptional features, no doubt they belong to Burke’s “sublime” category. 

Having the concept in mind, these two men, José do Canto and Antonio Borges, creators of new landscapes 

in the island of S. Miguel, used the picturesque style and the new 19th trends for ornamental horticulture 

differently, resulting in new landscapes and detailed novelties that we can still appreciate today as two 

different entities. 

José do Canto (1820-1898) had been raised in the Azores, then was sent to Paris to the College de Fontenay-

aux-Roses and studied Mathematics at the University of Coimbra. He was the heir of large tracks of land in 

S. Miguel Island and his love for botany and gardens became a major trend in his life. He had to manage the 

landscape and make it productive but his love for plants is an exceptional one as we can read in his own 

words: “the hard part is not to very much love plants; it is rather to grant them attention for a day: once that 

step is overcome the conversion happens. The contrarieties that follow, the grieves, the lack of knowledge 

for their culture, only help to double the ardent passion” (Albergaria 2000:122). It also helps explain his 

effort to gather 600 ha of continuous woodland that he had acquired by exchanging and buying hundred 

properties around the lake. 

Pedro Borges extensively confirms J.C. Loudon’s influence in the reforestation of the Furnas lake crater area 

and the garden design for his park and claims that Loudon’s Encyclopedia was Canto’s bedside table (Borges 

2007:352), though surely other influences from other sources hinged his decisions for he selected a French 

landscape architect to design the Park of Furnas
2
. The fact is that since 1845 Canto had already attempted to 

reforest various woodless slopes within his domain following Loudon’s principle “But let the mountain be 

covered with wood, and the water shaded by trees and the scene is instantly changed; what was before cold 

and barren, is now rich, noble, and full variety” (Macdougall et al 1980:13). Canto’s huge passion for plants 

is responsible for the massive impact of the plantations in the Furnas crater. He planted, among others, 

                                                           
1 The field survey would not have been possible without the support of the Azores Regional Directorate of the Environment, the 

Azorina Company, and the Monitoring and Research Centre of Furnas. We specially wish to thank to Miguel Ferreira and 

Malgorzata Pietrzak. 
2 José do Canto commissioned the plan design of his property to Barillet-Deschamps (1824-75), an expert in 

horticulture and chief gardener to the city of Paris under the J. C. A. Alphand supervision. 
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millions of spruces, oaks, camellias, hydrangeas, roses, junipers, cedar, and many others. Further on, the 

property was added on to, and new plantations of criptomerias, becoming a big forested wood. He imported 

86 varieties of pines, of oaks 28 and of acacias 36. He put together a catalogue with 268 manuscript pages, 

mentioning 1028 classes and about 3000 species. A huge change in this landscape unit made by a single 

private man will result from the combination of these factors and will be determinant to the whole island’s 

land. 

On the western tip of the island Lagoa das Sete Cidades was the place Antonio Borges (1812-1879) chose as 

his elected paradise. Borges was also a land owner but his interest in botany was less than his love for art. 

For a while he was the only art collector in the Azorean that could owned a Gaspard, a Nicolas Poussin, a 

Salvatore Rosa, reminding us that the model inspiring the garden designers was not nature itself but paintings 

idealized by artists and inspired by classic literature (Correia et al 1994:88-89). 

The first impression of the large landscape unit of Sete Cidades is unforgettable, mostly because one 

accesses the first viewpoint from the top of the crater, and the view encompasses the whole landscape where 

the natural forces can yet be seen: the volcano, the ocean, and the resting waters that filled the fire hole of the 

crater. The emotional artistic impression is so stunning that local guides who ridded donkeys kept visitors 

blindfolded until they arrived at the panoramic spot. Only then would they remove the handkerchief and 

offer the visitor a complete view of the site. From the point of view of landscape architecture, the most 

interesting element were the location of the house – a summer home based on catalogues illustrating cottages 

and English landscapes – which was to be a mark of man’s presence in this unique natural landscape also 

used in the landscape composition as an eye-catcher. Antonio 

Borges followed the natural features like the lake’s margins to design walkways and to discover special 

angles to enjoy views around the lake. He wanted to fulfil his dream of “carrying on an original project he 

calls the building of a landscape, adjusted to the site qualities” (Albergaria 2000:203). A remark that could 

lead us to Capability Brown, and his well-known talent to reveal the potential beauty of a place by 

reinforcing its natural qualities, keeping any trace of man in the landscape very subtle. 

 

2. The people’s perception of these new cultural landscapes through Tourism marketing 

By the end of the nineteen century artificial harbour in Ponta Delgada, strategically situated for the Atlantic 

traffic
3
, was reached by hundreds of ships bringing along with them some travellers and tourists longing to 

visit the famous gardens and volcanic landscapes of the Island. Once in land they could visit a very busy 

stationery owned by the republican Evaristo Ferreira Travassos (1869-1962) located in the main square of 

the town and get a map of the island, some photos and postcards with the most celebrated landscapes and the 

very usefully guide tour (written in Portuguese and English) by Felix Sotto Mayor (Sotto-Mayor 1899). The 

guide advised: if you have two or tree days in the Island «one should be spent in seeing the gardens (…) and 

the other, should be taken advantage of to make an excursion either to Sete Cidades or to Furnas although the 

journey to and from the last mentioned place in one day would be tiresome» (Sotto-Mayor 1899:33). 

The Furnas Valley and the lake of Sete Cidades, along with some monuments and tipical costumes were the 

main emblematic spots for tourism consumption, and so they are gathered in a large system of 

representation, reproduction and divulgation.  

The core of this cultural program was due to Sociedade Propagadora das Notícias Micaelenses, founded in 

1898 with the high patronage of Prince Albert I of Monaco who was very fond of the archipelago where he 

led several of his own oceanographic campaigns. The society itself aimed to promote in a «patriotic manner» 

several political, economic and cultural initiatives within the First Autonomist Movement of the Azores 

(1878-1899). As far as the touristic industry is concern the main goal was «To attract the world attention to 

the exceptional conditions of the climate, de mineral waters, and the delightful panoramas of the volcanic 

landscape» (Costa 1964). 

It is easily recognizable the visual and discursive preferences of the local elite based on the iconic volcanic 

landscapes along with the mild climate and the richness of the thermal waters that made part of the Furnas 

Valley touristic history. As for Sete Cidades we have to look at the romantic rhetoric of the sublime just to 

understand how important it was to have a fixed viewpoint looking at the vast crater and the two majestic 

lakes. The climax moment of this rhetoric came out in 1901 when the King of Portugal Carlos I and his wife 

                                                           
3 The harbour at Ponta Delgada welcomed regularly ships of the Scrutton´s Line from Antilles to London, the Cuban Line ships from 

New Orleans to London, the Prince Line ships, also from New Orleans to the Mediterranean Ports and the national vessels coming 

from Lisbon, Madera and the other islands of the archipelago. 
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the keen Amelia visited Sete Cidades from a certain viewpoint up in the mountains that is known since then 

as Vista do Rei (King´s view). 

The Album Açoriano (Published in 1903) celebrates this moment with a photo of the royal couple and 

reinforces the ideia of Sete Cidade as a scenographic view: “an striking view, astonishing, like a darkened 

boxlike, stands in front of me», wrote de journalist Augusto Loureiro (Loureiro 1903:154). 

Once the touristic industry was more seriously considered the propaganda after the typical Azorean 

landscapes was the most important feature within the new regionalist aesthetic. The two magazines Os 

Açores (1922-1928) and Insula (1932-1934) published covers and drawings by Domingos Rebelo (1891-

1975), an regionalist painter, showing the picturesque and bucolic spots of the Green Island (the label 

assigned to the S. Miguel Island). The Terra Nostra Company founded in 1933 was responsible for a few 

outputs in terms of touristic interest to Furnas Valley: a modern hotel was built next the extensive garden of 

Hickling; a golf course designed by the famous Scottish golf course architect Mackenzie Ross (1890-1974), 

and a small casino for entertainment of the tourists and the holidaymakers
4
. At the same time the hot springs 

near the lake were used under a ritualistic staging manner for a reinvented traditional dish: the caldeiras 

boiled meats and vegetables cooked in the holes dig in the soil.  

The patrimonial awareness of these two cultural landscapes lead to different role in each case: Furnas 

became a dynamic vacation area where the presence of Gardens epitomized the scientific and leisure 

relationship with nature and into to a certain point with the social evolution; Sete Cidades envisaged the 

aesthetic potential of the volcanic landscape but the village itself never took part on it. Perhaps people were 

just striking by the sublime view from Vista do Rei and don’t felt the need to descend to the bottom of the 

crater floor. 

 

3. Visual preferences today. The measure of local people’s opinion and the identity of the Island as a 

cultural landscape 

To measure the actual landscape preferences we applied the Carl Steinitz visual preference method resulting 

in cartographic outputs of a Geographic Information System (GIS) which presents the areas of greater and 

lesser public preference for the S. Miguel Island. The Steinitz’s process was followed and adapted to the 

CEABN method (Castel-Branco et al. 2011) starting by a land use analysis using COS’ 2007 GIS map 

selecting and photographing the thirteen most significant land uses; 

1) agriculture 2) traditional architecture 3) contemporary architecture 4) Coastal cliffs falling over the ocean 

(with belvederes) 5) Tea plantations 6) Forest 7) volcanic lakes 8) natural vegetation areas 9) Pasture land 

10) industrial areas and quarries 11) harbours 12) beaches 13) road system. 

Among the 250 photos taken, 50 were selected to best represent these classes of use and were printed and 

codified with their use code. Three sets were developed and given to the team members to apply the photo 

inquiry process during 5 days in various location including Furnas and Sete Cidades. 240 people were 

interviewed and asked to arrange the fifty images in groups according to their preferences. The photos were 

to be ordered as follows: five strong preferences, then ten likes, then the five strong dislikes, followed by ten 

dislikes, and finally the twenty average images.  

Information about each respondent’s profile was also collected (residence, gender, age, profession and 

education). 

Meanwhile the explanatory variables (preference hypotheses) were selected by the team and the following 

eight variables hypothesized to explain public preferences: i) water view; ii) steep forested slopes; iii) 

traditional character of architecture. iv) naturalness degree v) human management and stewardship vi) rare 

scenarios pertinent 

to S. Miguel island vii) land use viii) urban areas with heritage. For each of these preference hypotheses all 

fifty selected photographs were then classified 1 to 5 by the team senior members, 

Results from the 240 inquiries made in the Island of S. Miguel expressed the population’s preferences 

through ordering the photographs The statistical analysis of the data collected was inserted into a data sheet, 

for regression analysis. Stepwise multiple linear regression (MLR) was performed (using IBM® SPSS® 

Statistics17) to create a model for explaining public preferences as a function of the preference hypotheses 

established by the “experts”. The regression value R2= 86,1 % was high and five variables were identified as 

significant: land use, rareness, view to the water, management and naturalness degree. Therefore, the 

                                                           
4 At the end of Sumer 1933 Furnas celebrates the new Terra Nostra Company with a fair of Industry and Agriculture and a festival 

known as the 9 days week. 
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following hypotheses were validated by the model: images reflecting the island’s unique land uses such as 

the Lakes, the tee plantation, the coastal cliffs, the rare scenarios, and the high naturalness were preferred; a 

high degree of management was also valued. 

From the visual preference results a GIS map was obtained. The Geographic Information System software 

used was ESRI® ArcGISTM 9.3, and the landscape visual preference map was produced using the 

weightings obtained by the regression model. It also became possible to infer which were the four most 

valued images in the island; the broad views of the three volcanic Lakes were a clear preference of the 

population. These images include the water surface the craters vegetated slopes, and the historical villages 

near the water. Of the less valued landscapes, the following features were identified: industrial areas, low 

management agriculture land, and urban graffiti areas. 

Given how GIS serves to observe and identify the areas with greater and lesser visual quality and, 

subsequently, enhance and/or conserve those of greater quality and attenuate and improve the lesser, the GIS 

output of the Steinitz method is an efficient tool for landscape planning.” (Steinitz 1990). The contribution 

made by this study to the landscape planning process results not only from its highlighting of the areas with 

greater and lesser visual quality but also subsequently proposing measures able to enhance and/or conserve 

those with the greatest quality and offset or improve those of lesser quality. 
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Fig.1- Hot Springs in Furnas                                            Fig.2 – Crater of Sete Cidades 

Foto: Isabel Albergaria                                                      Foto: João Sampaio 

 

 

       
 

Fig.3 – José do Canto (1820-1898),                                 Fig.4 – the boat house and the chalet Canto in 

photograph, Paris, 2nd half 19th century                      the banks of the lake. 

Foto: Isabel Albergaria 

 

      
 

Fig.5 – Portrait of António Borges                    Fig.6 – the banks of Sete Cidades Lake and the (1812-

1877), anonymous,                                                            Summer House of Antonio Borges 

oil on canvas, 2nd half of 19th century         Foto: Cristina Castel-Branco 
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  Fig.7 – Illustrated figure with emblematic spots      Fig.8 – Vista do Rei (Kings View) during the of 

S. Miguel Island. In Guia do Viajante visit of the royal couple D. Carlos I and             

na Ilha de S. Miguel, 1899 D. Amelia. in Album Açoriano, 1903, p.153 

 
Fig.9 – Hotel Terra Nostra. Top: draught of the façade by Manuel Antonio Vasconcelos, 1935. Bottom: the 

rear of the building facing the gardens 

 
Fig.10 – Walking trough the plantations of Furnas LandLab, 8- 24-2014 
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Foto: Isabel Albergaria 
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Abstract 

This study aims to explore an interpretation as a tool for enhancing visitor experiences at World Cultural 

Heritage Site (hereafter WCHS) in Korea. For this purpose, questionnaires were given to visitors to 

Changdeokgung Palace Complex in August 14-15 and October 1-2, 2011. The results showed that 

interpretation of WCHS should provide the elaborate information on values of World Cultural Heritage 

including their OUV (Outstanding Universal Value). In addition, the study suggested that it was necessary to 

customize interpretation system to meet various needs of visitors to WCHS, such as youths and children, etc. 

Keywords: Interpretation; World Cultural Heritage Site (WCHS); Visitor Experiences; Outstanding 

Universal Value (OUV)  

 

 

 

1. Research Aims 

Since Seokguram Grotto and Bulguksa Temple were inscribed in UNESCO as World Cultural Heritage in 

1995 in Korea, ten Korean Cultural Heritages have been inscribed in UNESCO as World Cultural Heritages, 

so far. As the number of World Cultural Heritages grew, the number of visitors to WCHSs increased 

explosively. For example, the number of visitors to village of Yangdong showed 300~600% increase after 

Yangdong was listed in UNESCO as World Cultural Heritage in 2010 (http://www.anewsa.com: 

http://news.tv.chosun.com).  

Among such, enhancing visitor experiences at WCHS became significant and interpretation of WCHS would 

be considered as an important tool for enhancing visitor experiences (Anderson & Low, 1985; Civitarese, 

Legg & Zuefle, 1997). To seek the ways for enhancing visitor experiences through interpretation, it is 

substantial to figure out visitor needs for the interpretation of WCHS in Korea. Therefore, this study aims to 

provide considerations for interpretation of WCHS in Korea by identifying visitor needs for interpretation 

through questionnaire at Changdeokgung Palace Complex in Korea. Through their results, this study tries to 

provide the most appropriate system to interpretation of WCHS in Korea. 

 

2. Literature Review 
The most renowned definition of interpretation was given by Tilden (1957). He defined interpretation as an 

education activity which aims to reveal meanings and relationships through the use of original objects, by 

firsthand experience, and by illustrative media, rather than simply to communicate factual information. Since 

Tilden first published his definition, there have been many other people and organizations who have given 

their own definitions of interpretation in terms of its environmental and cultural focus.  

According to Civitarese, Legg and Zudfle (1997: 10), interpretation is a communication activity designed to 

enhance the quality of the recreational experience of the visitor and to inspire greater appreciation of the 

resource in an enjoyable manner. Additionally, Weiler and Davis (1993; 93) define environmental 

interpretation as an educational, illustrative and entertaining activity which aims at providing the visitor, 

through first-hand experiences, with an insight into the interrelationships of the various resources and 

systems comprising the natural environment by first-hand experiences.  

Society for interpreting Britain’s Heritage explained interpretation as the process of explaining to people the 

significance of the places or object they have come to see, so that they enjoy their visit more, understand 

their heritage and environment better, and develop a more caring attitude towards conservation (Littlefair, 

2003: 21). The National Association for interpretation (NAI) use the following definition: “interpretation is a 

mailto:hanh0402@sjcu.ac.kr
http://www.anewsa.com/
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communication process that forges emotional and intellectual connections between the interests of the 

audience and the inherent meanings in the resource”. And the professional Interpretation Australia 

Association was a similarly broad, inclusive definition on their website(1993); “heritage interpretation is a 

means of communicating ideas and feelings which help people understand more about themselves and their 

environment” American Alliances of Museums (AAM) has defined interpretation as ‘a planned effort to 

create for the visitor an understanding of the history and significance of events, people, and objects with 

which the site is associated’ (Alderson and Low, 1985). A more recent, museum-specific definition 

(www.aam-us.org) characterizes interpretation as ‘the media/activities through which a museum carries out 

its mission and educational role.” Specially, 1) interpretation is a dynamic process of communication 

between the museum and the audience, 2) interpretation is the means by which the museum delivers its 

content, 3) interpretation media/activities include but are not limited to exhibits, tours, websites, classes, 

school programs, publications, and outreach.  

One specific definition will never suit the breadth of the interpretation profession. “The true interpreter will 

not rest at any dictionary definition.” wrote Tilden (1967), who then offered an alternative himself: 

Interpretation is the revelation of a larger truth that lies behind any statement of fact. [The interpreter] goes 

beyond the apparent to the real, beyond a part to a whole, beyond a truth to a more important truth.  

These definitions suggest that interpretation offers more than instruction in facts. It used facts and 

phenomena to pass on the meaning of something and to develop deep understanding. It stimulates interest 

and observation. It helps people to develop their skills, to read their landscape, to relive their history, and to 

feel their art(World Heritage Center, 2012). From these definitions, interpretation of World Cultural 

Heritages can be summarized as an activity designed to communicate to visitor, in a recreational context, 

cultural, historical and natural/environmental messages, in order to assist them to develop empathy towards 

World Cultural Heritages and broaden their knowledge (cultural, historical, and environmental), thereby 

enhance visitor experiences.  

 

3. Study Areas 

The subject of this study was Changdeokgung Palace Complex which had been inscribed by UNESCO as 

World Cultural Heritage in 1997. Detail of its outstanding universal value is shown in Figure 1.  

 

4. Methodology 

To figure out the visitor needs for interpretation at WCHS, 316 questionnaires were collected.  

Questionnaires were given to visitors to Changdeokgung Palace Complex in August 14-15 and October 1-2, 

2011. The questions were developed from issues raised in academic literature, comments derived from media 

statements on interpretation of WCHS, and research on attitudes to interpretation of WCHS. 

Those questions were classified into four parts: major motivations for visiting Changdeokgung Palace 

Complex, interpretation media used to obtain information on Changdeokgung Palace, interpretation services 

to be needed at Changdeokgung Palace Complex, and demographic information of respondents.  

 

5. Results 

5.1. Demographic Characteristics  

The socio-demographic characteristics of respondents are presented in Figure 2. Descriptive analysis of the 

sample showed that there were more female respondents than male.  They were found in 30-39(27.4%) and 

40-49(31.9%) age group, with at least a college degree (70.5%). Nearly half (48.3%) of the 316 respondents 

earned between US＄20,000 and 40,000. By looking at the demographic analysis, it can be said that 

respondents reflected general demographic information. 

5.2. Major Motivation for Visiting to WCHSs 

Changdeokgung Palace Complex is regarded as the most significant historical place in Korea and it is 

inspired various motivational factors. Given that a high proportion of visitors are at least a college degree, it 

is not surprising that ‘expanding knowledge’ and ‘being interested in history of the Joseon Dynasty’ are 

important motivational factors. Also, visitors indicates that the fact that Changdeokgung Palace Complex is 

World Cultural Heritage is an important motivational factor. This implies that designating it as a WCH may 

have increased its status in the mind of visitors and may help to explain why Changdeokgung Palace 

Complex attracts significant numbers of visitors. Interestingly, the study shows that ‘taking a rest’ is one of 

the important motivational factor. This result is shown in Figure 3. 

http://www.aam-us.org/
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5.3. Interpretation Media Used to Obtain Information on WCHSs 

Much of controversy surrounding the visitor experience of Changdeokgung Palace Complex has focused on 

its interpretation. Although guided tours are provided, the great majority of visitors (54.1%) are used signs 

and signage as interpretation media for WCHSs. There are numbered way-markers and signs at the site as 

well as immediately off site and car park, providing information on Changdeokgung Palace Complex and the 

surrounding area. The results suggested that the visitors responded positively to the use of signs and signage 

and found these particularly to be easy to understand.  

The visitors to Changdeokgung Palace Complex preferred brochure and IT devices (which can be carried 

during the visits) to guided tours, with 39.4 percent and 5.5 percent respectively. This results show that 

interpretative activity involving a guided tour has the constraints of timing, lack of flexibility. When 

participating in a guided tour, a visitor needs to follow the pre-planned timing, routes and the pace of the 

hour. Brochure and IT devices allow visitors to skip unwanted information, revisit as they wish, and proceed 

at their own pace. It seems likely that they are perceived as convenient, since there is no need to wait for the 

tour to start or to be at a certain location on time.  

4.4. Interpretation Services to be Needed 

This study shows that there is a need for new interpretation media. A staffed visitor center usually plays a 

major role in visitor management at tourism destinations. Its function includes providing information and 

assistance at the site. Some form of interpretation is frequently delivered at a visitor center. Currently, 

Changdeokgung Palace Complex lacks  a true visitor center, due in part to spatial constraints. However, this 

survey suggests that visitors’ experience is likely to be ‘complete’ if they are encouraged to go to the visitor 

center, rather than only the site itself. 

Also, this study indicates that it is necessary for visitors to explain the values of Changdeokgung Palace 

Complex as World Cultural Heritage. The respondents visits Changdeokgung Palace Complex because this 

is World Cultural Heritage. However, the majority of visitors does not recognize the value of 

Changdeokgung Palace Complex which is inscribed in UNESCO as World Cultural Heritage. Therefore, its 

values including OUVs should be explained through interpretation whatever the interpretation media are.  

In addition, visitors want to have an interpretation system for children and youths. Changdeokgung Palace 

Complex is the place for children and youths to be taught the values of Korean culture and history. Specially, 

there is a need for guided tour to explain easily the value of WCHS to children and youths. 

 

6. Conclusions 
As the number of visitors to World Cultural Heritage Sites in Korea has increased, an interpretation of World 

Cultural Heritage Sites has become significant as a tool for enhancing visitor experiences. This study is to 

improve the interpretation system for enhancing visitor experiences at WCHS. To find out this question, the 

survey was conducted at Changdeokgung Palace Complex. 

The reaction of the visitors to the survey as part of this research shows that ‘expanding knowledge’ and 

‘being interested in history of the Joseon Dynasty’ are important motivational factors. Second, the great 

majority of visitors (54.1%) are used signs and signage rather than guided tour as interpretation media for 

WCHSs. Third, there is a need for interpretation system which explains outstanding universal values of 

World Cultural Heritage whatever the interpretation media are. Lastly, the study indicates that visitors want 

to have an interpretation system for children and youths 
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Image 1:   Changdeokgung Palace Complex. 

 

Image 2:   Changdeokgung Palace Complex. 
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World 

Cultural 

Heritage 

Year of 

inscription 

criterion 

Changdeokgung 

Palace Complex 

1997 Criterion (ii): Changdeokgung had a great influence on the development of 

Korean architecture, garden design and landscape planning, and related arts for 

many centuries. 

Criterion (iii): Changdeokgung exemplifies the traditional pungsu principles 

and Confucianism through its architecture and landscape. The site selection and 

setting of the palace were based upon pungsu principles, whilst the buildings 

were laid out both functionally and symbolically in accordance to Confucian 

ideology that together portrays the Joseon Dynasty’s unique outlook on the 

world. 

Criterion (iv): Changdeokgung is an outstanding example of East Asian palace 

architecture and garden design, exceptional for the way in which the buildings 

are integrated into and harmonized with the natural setting, adapting to the 

topography and retaining indigenous tree cover. 

Figure 1: OUV of Changdeokgung Palace Complex. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Demographic Characteristics of respondents (N=316). 

 

Motivator Mean Standard deviation 

Expanding knowledge 4.61 0.812 

Being interested in the history of Joseon Dynasty 4.30 0.914 

Being WCHSs 4.06 1.210 

Taking a rest 3.94 1.261 

 

Figure 3: Major Motivational Factors for Visiting. 

  Number of visitors Percentage 

Gender Male 133 42.2 

Female 183 57.8 

Age 19 or younger 57 18.1 

20-29 22 7.1 

30-39 86 27.4 

40-49 101 31.9 

50-59 38 12 

More than 60 11 3.6 

Level of education High school  93 29.6 

College 47 14.8 

University  135 42.9 

Graduate school 40 12.8 

Annual income (US＄) Up to 20,000 66 21.0 

20,000~30,000 55 17.3 

30,000~40,000 98 31.0 

40,000~50,000 44 13.8 

More than50,000 54 17.1 
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Abstract 

In the relationship between communities and architecture, tourism deserves special attention not only as a 

possibility of threat, but also as an opportunity for religious culture. A model is proposed that links the 

communities of Chiloé with tourists, focusing the analysis on maturity level as the backbone variable of the 

model, and defined as the disposition for living the tourist event with depth and integrity. Thus the 

inhabitants and tourists, as well as the institutions and tourist events involved, can vary in their maturity 

levels. It is formulated that the encounter between “mature” communities with tourists of corresponding 

conditions would be optimal if the tourist events conform to a good level, defined as cultured tourism.  
Keywords: Churches of Chiloé; Tourism; Rite; Model; Heritage 

 
1. Fundamental framework 
i) Chiloé gets well-known due to the religiousness instilled by the Jesuit missions during the late 17th 

century, which continues to be alive. In this sense, we encounter this location not only because of its 

archaeological value, but its value as a cultural landscape, in both a tangible and intangible condition. 

ii) The purpose of this paper, that relates religious heritage with tourism, isn’t preferably focused on the 

aspects of products and services that move cultural consumption, but aspires to the understanding of the 

sense of rite as a belief system, which satisfies a primordial and natural aspiration of what’s genuinely 

human, in this case, the projection of the local Churches of Chiloé toward tourism. 

 

2. Religious rite and tourism 
The temples are a type of “sacred space”, which is a mythical-ritual dimension proper of the human being 

that simultaneously reflects his own conscience of being based not on itself, but on transcendence. 

In the contact between the tourist and the “sacred space”, with the rites, myths and magical ambient of 

Chiloé, a very special experience occurs. There’s a re-enchantment in the discovery of the native. The 

developed world has inculturated the tourist on an analytical, rational, and cosmopolitan estrangement that 

has internally fragmented and weakened its faith into an insipid skepticism that in a way, longs for a simpler 

faith in the transcendental and in solid beliefs in the middle of precariousness.  

It is nostalgic of the unity of simple life, where symbols and meanings have a high vital gravitation, due to 

the population’s belief in them. Progress and modernity have mediatized that the basic actions and 

experiences of loving, working, helping, caring and communicating to such extent that the tourist profoundly 

recreates itself in rusticity, in the solid integrity of faith in precariousness.   

 

3. Chiloé through 3 examples of the relationship between religion and tourism 
i) Caguach’s Nazarene celebration 
This celebration is over 200 years old, lasts an entire week and is crowned with a Mass, procession and flag 

games, followed by food, wine, dance and commerce as many other Christian-Pagan celebrations in Chiloé 

and Latin America. The particularity of Caguachis that it takes place in a remote island of the archipelago, 

with no more than 300 inhabitants, but can reach 10 thousand devotees who navigate 2 hours in winter as the 

celebration takes place august 30
th
, and requires going through the wind and rain, probably being the riskiest 

way of paying back for a fulfilled religious demand (manda) in the religious devotions that exist in Chile. 

Some years ago a summer version of the celebration has been introduced, designed for the less risky 

devotees and tourists, though this season can be as harsh as the winter season in Chiloé. It could be a kind of 

offering by special interests, aimed towards adventure tourism, although it appears that the distance, devotion 

mailto:jossavalenzuela@gmail.com
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strength, multitude and greatness of the Nazarene have captivated these tourists, who blend in with the 

Chilotes in a party with no comparison (image 1).  

ii) Churches/museums 

The chapels in Chiloé are highly guarded, managed and, in some cases, with sacraments still guided by the 

chapel committees. However, due to the heritage declarations and lack of resources within the communities, 

there’s a very recent trend towards directing by other means of cultural appropriation where the chapel is 

preserved as museum object rather than a place for religious worship and social interaction.  

In the case of Achao, where there is a museology at the altar and photos are not allowed, or the latest 

interventions to completely disarm the facades and towers replicating the former one, something unusual in 

chilote culture, in order to make a neo-monument. As a chilote would say “The church of Tenaún, declared a 

World Heritage site dating from the late nineteenth century has been recently restored and is the newest 

Church of Chiloé”. 

iii) Tiradura’s of Tey’s “minga” 

The antique chapel of Tey, was declared in poor condition by the community and the residents of the village 

of Astillero, who requested it. To that effect a tiradura would be performed, consisting of moving a wooden 

building completely from one place to another, a tradition in Chiloé, which is done by either land or sea with 

oxen and boats with the structure staying “afloat”,through a collective, solidary and free work, called minga. 

The neighbors, upon learning that a television documentary would be filed, started to charge for land use and 

land rights, among other reasons. Today, the display of island folklore, made by merchants and “actors of 

what’s chilote” has spread through the archipelago.   

 

4. Study and interpretive analysis 

- The idea of collecting opinions about the experience of Chiloé from several individuals, the majority 

being professionals related to chilote cultural heritage, as well as tourism operators, local leaders, priests and 

seculars, it should be mentioned that many respondents are not Catholic. 

We had responses of 47 individuals, which forms the basis of our analysis and interpretation of religious 

culture in Chiloé, in relation to cultural tourism.  

- Response Analysis (image 2) 

Question N° 1: Do you consider that religious culture is alive in Chiloé? This query goes straight to 

question our first hypothesis of the paper,to verify the religious vitality in the archipelago, we can effectively 

confirm that 68% of respondents consider it does. 23% considers it is partially alive, and 10% believes it the 

contrary. Therefore it can be concluded that yes, religion is alive in Chiloé. 

Question N° 2 Do you perceive any possible relation between the magical beliefs of chilotes, 

Christianity and the experience of tourists? How could this relationship be like? 

This qualitative question serves to check if there are diverse overlapping spiritual worship practices in the 

archipelago, particularly between the indigenous and the Christian today, in its relationship with the new 

outside influence of tourism. The result is highly considered as such, and this sort of syncretism is what we 

recognize as chilote. There are interesting opinions in this sense that can be positively linked to tourism, 

where it is clearly recognized that “religious festivals are the meeting point between these three aspects” 

Question N° 3. Do you believe tourism is favorable to the religious and cultural vitality of Chiloe? 

This question aims at measuring if tourism is an opportunity or a threat to the cultural heritage in its current 

conditions, it can be inferred that there’s a clear trend towards ‘favorable’, with 39%. 32% is at the limit of 

favorable, a certain number of people, or 15%, that is leaning towards neutral. And 15% believe tourism is 

detrimental. 

Question N°4. Up to what point can the cultural and religious experience of Chiloé, and the tourism of 

Chiloé potentiate each other? 

This question is related to the above, and aims to measure whether tourism can bring opportunity or threat to 

the cultural heritage. In this case optimism is greater at 79%, reflecting that it can be an important element in 

enhancing the religiosity. 4% say it is negative, and 17% stay in middle ground. 

Question N°5. If you believe they potentiate each other, in what way would it be? 

Question N°6. What actions would you propose for a good coordination/integration between the 

tourist and the religious? 

Here, in particular, two orientations prevail among respondents, that we’ll refer as conservationists and 

facilitators respectively. The first group considers that handling culture should be a careful matter. The 
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second group is open to come out and integrate with the exterior, almost without conditioning tourism, 

showing a deep trust in the endurance of chilote culture.  

However, there are some aspects that are common between the two, and can be appreciated as determining 

factors for a powerful coordination between the tourist and the religious. 

 

5. Heritage management and use 

Here, there is a convergence in that there must be a particular handling, due to Chiloé’s cultural and religious 

landscape, which is unique, rich and varied. In this sense, the vision of a sustainable management, with 

emphasis in load rates is frequent. It’s also recurring, that coupled with the management plans adequate and 

well-contextualized information of what will be visited is necessary, as well as a better projection to the 

exterior and in a more integrated manner, the expressions of the mythical aspect of Chiloé “Recovering 

traditions, the poetic language, the music, the food, constructions, the mystery that is so real, the knitting, the 

basketry, etc.”. Patricio Klenner. 

 

6. Community and identity 

This is another factor that’s repeatedly mentioned, and is related to concerns with the value of the local, 

which is well summarized in the words of Pablo González “The power of the celebration and the 

organization is such, that the tourist never becomes the protagonist, despite all that it involves in the 

economic aspect (the fair and services). Maybe that is the solution, to better concern ourselves on 

strengthening the rite before exposing it for commercial value. If it is strong, it will support the other” or 

Angel Cabeza’s “There should be clear limits to tourism, we must strengthen the assessment of Chiloé’s 

cultural identity. Namely, the possible loss of identity and authenticity of the traditional against tourism’s 

commerciality. There’s a clear convergence in the need to strengthen local communities, to be able to take 

over their own expressions, to project them freely upon others. “Strengthen spaces for dialog and for internal 

reflection on Chiloé’s culture, threats of fossilization and development opportunities in the current context 

and content”. Manuel Muñoz Millalonco 

 

7. Strategic-conceptual proposal: towards a situational model between tourists and believers (image 3) 

From the response analysis, we draw the following interpretation, which we call situational. This has to do 

with the role that both the chilote and the tourist assume, and in the way the contact between them occurs, 

that it would seem to be the point of disagreement between the conservationists and the facilitators.  

In the case of the chilote, in his cultural protagonist role, assumes the condition of an “actor”, representing 

the character by doing something he isn’t. In Manuel Muñoz Millalonco’s words, whom interprets the 

chilote; “with a culture-tourism relationship, which is much subordinated, and less oriented towards the 

dynamic development of Chiloé, sees itself ingenuously imperiled to expose its folklore, in favor of 

commerce”. 

On the other hand, there is the chilote who is authentically a believer in his religious and magical faith, who 

practices it, and even though he has to wear certain vestments, he is still himself.  

In the case of the tourist, he might be in a role from a passive observer, to an active participant of religious 

and cultural rites.  

However, if we consider tourism a new “human activity” whose ultimate purpose is the integration of  

towns, and that the best mirror where a town can recognize its identity is in relationship to itself, or in 

 

 

 

 relationship to others,therefore reaffirming what chilote is and ensuring chilote reinforcement in the 

archipelago and outwards as a vehicle for cultural integration, as it has before, in its history. As proposed by 

Emilio Vargas Pozo“With a niche tourism, that values experience in its pure sense, respecting its evolution, 

without need of touristic formatting that masks the experience” we’ll have, particularly in Chiloé, due to its 

territorial condition, with a diversity of places and manifestations, different experiences, from those hold by 

chilote “actors” as well as “real” chilotes, and/or observant to participating tourists. To the extent that both 

protagonists –tourists and chilotes– get deeper, they will become more integrated, with their experiences 

more superficial, less long-lasting and the religious rites will lose credibility over time by both respective 

parties. 
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In this manner, we have imagined a diagram with two axes, tourists and chilotes respectively, going from 

positive to negative, indicating from highly superficial to very deep. In the diagram we have positioned the 3 

examples of chilote expresions from the beginning of this paper, which are the Tiradura’s of Tey’s “minga, 

the Churches/museums, and Caguach’s Nazarene celebration. The last one being the one with the most 

positive and authentic condition, surely strengthened by a certain physical remoteness and difficulty of 

access, that only the most interested tourists in the deepest of chiloé (religion and magic) can reach, however 

a vision such as the next one could encourage reaching many different expressions and mature states like 

Caguach. “It is very important to value and coordinate the diverse representatives of cultural and religious 

organizations (catholic, evangelical and indigenous) and search how to potentiate these diverse expressions 

of popular religiousness as a part of chilote culture, not just the religious patrons, but also the men of 

prayer, prosecutors, Novenarios, the diverse Huilliche religious celebrations that today are to be preserved, 

etc. to show the tourist a wide range of possibilities, not only to watch as a spectator but also that he can 

nurture and be a part of the spiritual richness of the people” – Luis Alberto Nahuelanca Muñoz 

However when the bonds are asymmetric, where one is positive and the other negative frustrations may 

occur, as exemplified by the following: the mature or profound tourist when presented with a superficial 

celebration of chilote culture will result in low satisfaction for the first, and a sense of incomprehension for 

the second.  

Probably in the encounter between the tourists and chilotes, both of superficial interest, will integrate 

comfortably in what we might call mass culture, and are closer to the words of Augé “a scenery of the past”, 

over an update of the past.  

 

8. Specific proposal: circular touristic mission  
The religious syncretism of the Island is in my opinion a feature of interest for the tourist, the relationship is 

that the presence of prosecutors and churches declared World Heritage Site, make it possible to design 

special interest tourism”. – Eliana Huitraqueo Mena 

With tourism you have to do what the Jesuits did, namely, they came to they came to put their social 

doctrinaire and ideological resources at the service of social dynamics and form, and the ideological and 

cultural affections of indigenous people, thereby paradoxically able to insert the Catholic-Christian 

experience. As St. Ignatius remarked: “Enter with their belief, and come out with ours” or the principle of 

negotiation in the ICCROM “make the other person want what you want”. 

Only that this time, the chilotes have the possibility to teach others, the tourists, this piece of lost or forgotten 

faith through magical and religious rites, placed on their chilote culture as a way of reintegrating to what’s 

genuinely human, which is transcendence.  

 

9. Conclusion and final recommendations 
Although religious rites might appear as a repetitive and invariable act in the course of time, they are 

dynamic and mutable according to the beliefs of a population. The religious celebration, from baptism, Mass 

or Via Crucis, is the main form of expression and display of catholic-chilote beliefs, establishing its main 

social and spiritual value, being in this instance where the close-distant relationship with tourism can be 

found.  

Aspiring for local communities to be more genuine and authentic in their religious doings will be of upmost 

value and fecund on their own spirituality, promoting better self-esteem and recognition for being part of 

“cultured” tourism.  

Tourism offers more chances for development in communities and religious heritage to the extent that it 

aspires to be a “cultured” tourism. “Cultured tourism” would be one that recognizes in the next person a 

different being that by valuing and sharing their beliefs as an observer or actor can apprehend new 

experiences of a spiritual nature. In this sense, it is fundamental to respect the rite and those tangible and 

intangible vehicles that summon it. 

Recognizing that within a specific culture and space-time coordinates, there is a diversity of demonstrations 

and levels of authenticity, where those inclined to transformations are the ones exposed to “cultural 

frontiers”, and the best or the worst of changes to come will depend on the degree of appropriation and 

representation by the local identity, in which, probably, future generations will be in better conditions to 

evaluate and interpret. 
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Image 1: Procession Nazareno de Caguach. 

 

  

Image 2: Results. 
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Image 3: Situational Model Diagram.  
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Abstract 

Transsalinas is a community art project to preserve saltscapes in Iberia and Central Asia, two regions linked 

by their biogeographical origin and facing similar challenges. The project will visit four sites, record the 

heartbeats of the local communities and show them by means of a visual art installation. The rationale is that 

emotion is an essential driver for the motivation to preserve heritage. By gathering and showing emotions 

(i.e. heartbeats), the public will feel motivated to preserve their site. The journey between sites will be by 

rail, a sustainable and emotional means of transportation, closest to the project’s ideals.  

Keywords: Emotions; Cymatics; Heritage; Iberia; Central Asia 

 

1. What is Transsalinas? 

Transsalinas is an ambitious community art project that intends to disseminate the natural, cultural 

and human values of Iberian and Central Asian saltscapes and saline lakes, connecting them by rail. 

The project will collect emotional sounds from the people and places it will meet and visually show 

them to the public on site. The project will rely on the collaboration of the local community and 

hence will have a strong element of implication, motivation and self-consciousness. In addition, 

following UNESCO’s criteria for World Heritage sites, this project’s key features will be 

authenticity, integrity and local community.  

Both the Iberian and Central Asian saltscapes, located at the centre of their respective regions, 

represent the heart of virtually unknown regions for the general public, with strong symbolic values, 

even more so because of the presence of salt. Also, each of the selected sites represents the heart of 

the local community, the place where they attain their livelihood and from which stories and 

legends emerge. Transsalinas wants to shed light on the values of these saline lakes (and ultimately, 

all saline lakes), their richness, beauty, diversity and universality and give their local communities 

the chance to show their feelings of place attachment towards them. 

 

2. Why saltscapes? 
The values of saltscapes in general and saline lakes in particular are usually unknown by the great 

public and even quite a few limnologists
1
, although saline lakes account for half of the world’s total 

inland surface waters
2
. Most of these landscapes may seem less productive than other wetlands in 

terms of conventional economic revenue (fishing, hunting, crops...), have been subject to more 

aggressive resource exploitation (minerals, water withdrawal…)
3
 or have been seen as a nuisance, a 

source of illnesses and plagues. Useless for drinking water and irrigation, they often are ignored in 

catchment-level management and decision makers have frequently opted for drainage or 

desiccation. More recently, climate change is also deteriorating their hydrological balance and 

                                                           
1 Limnology is the study of continental waters and is often –but wrongly– associated solely to the sudy of freshwater (Williams, 

1986). 
2 (Shiklomanov, 1990).  
3 (Gutiérrez & Alonso 2013). 
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eventually causing the loss of their fragile habitats
4
. However, saltscapes host unique values

5
, 

whether economic (salt, other strategic minerals...), social (health applications of brines and muds, 

tourism, employment in shoreline communities...), biological (endemic species, species of 

economic value, species of scientific interest...) or cultural (historical facts, legends, beliefs and 

traditions associated to salt and water, to the sites themselves and their resources...) that need to be 

known and preserved. Of all their values, perhaps the least well understood are the more abstract, 

symbolic and intangible ones, those that more strongly appeal to human emotions. Water and salt 

are extremely symbolic substances in all cultures and religions and some are shared by virtually all 

of them, hence being considered universal. Saline lakes concentrate these intangible values as no 

other landscape would. 

 

3. Why Iberia and Central Asia? 
Transsalinas focuses on the relationship between the Iberian Peninsula and Central Asia, as both 

regions share many features: flat, dry steppes, a (semi)arid continental climate, flora and fauna with 

common ancestors
6
, as well as a low population density –despite of which they show highly diverse 

cultural manifestations–; scarce resources for conservation and a widespread indifference of the 

general public. Within Europe, Spain is the only region with a significant number of inland 

saltscapes, with over 500 salinas and over 200 saline lakes
7
, although distributed in many small and 

shallow basins. At a much larger scale, Central Asia is cut in two by an enormous ca. 400 km-wide 

endorheic drainage basin that ranges from Turkey in the west to China in the east, and from 

southern Siberia in the north to the Middle East and Mongolia in the south. This semiarid, steppic 

belt is very rich and diverse in saline lakes, among which the famous Aral and Caspian seas, but 

where thousands of others, large and small, are found
8
. Hence, both the Iberian Peninsula as Central 

Asia can be regarded as a worldwide reservoir for salt heritage due to the importance, size of its 

saline wetlands and diversity of associated habitats and cultures. Transsalinas will visit four 

emblematic sites, with the cooperation of local partners (see below): 

The salt lake Laguna Grande de Quero (Spain) is located in the region of Castile-La Mancha and 

measures 70 hectares. It is an endorheic hypersaline lakes in which salt was produced in the past. 

The basin is part of the La Mancha wetland complex, which hosts another 26 saline lakes. The 

Laguna Grande itself is protected as a Man and Biosphere reserve and under the Natura 2000 

network. The local partner is the Fundación Global Nature, based in Las Rozas, close to Madrid. 

The salt valley of Añana (Spain) is located in the Basque Country and measures 12 hectares. The 

saltworks show an impressive architecture of terraces and aerial channels to adapt to the rugged 

topography of the Salado valley and after major restoration works, is producing salt again. The site 

is protected as a Ramsar site, a Good of Cultural Interest, a Cultural Landscape and recently 

withdrew its candidateship to UNESCO World Heritage site. The local partner is the Fundación 

Valle Salado, based in Salinas de Añana. 

Lake Shira (Russia) is located in the Republic of Khakassia, and measures 55 km
2
, with a maximum 

depth of 24 m and a salinity of 15 g/l. The lake lies in a typical rolling steppe landscape and is 

protected as a Nature Reserve. It has a nature museum and a scientific field station of international 

relevance. Traditionally, the lake was known for its curative properties and people take baths for 

this purpose still today. Numerous (pre-)historic remains can be found in the area. The local partner 

is the Institute of Biophysics, based in Krasnoyarsk. 

Lake Alakol (Kazakhstan) lies close to the border with China and measures 6,150 km
2
, with a 

maximum depth of 54 m and a salinity of 12 g/l. The lake lies in a desert landscape and hosts 

                                                           
4 (Williams, 2002). 
5 (Hueso Kortekaas & Petanidou 2011; Hueso Kortekaas, 2012). 
6 (Comín & Alonso, 1988, Ribera &  Blasco-Zumeta 1998). 
7 (Carrasco & Hueso 2008, Hueso & Carrasco, 2009).  
8 (Hammer, 1986, Williams, 1981, 1996). 
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numerous bird and plant species. It is protected as a Ramsar site. It is now presenting its 

candidateship as a Biosphere Reserve. Tourism and fishing are important activities and (pre-

)historic remains can be found in the area. The Silk Road passed through its shores. The local 

partner is the Institute of Zoology, based in Almaty. 

The journey, the train and its dwellers can be considered the fifth partner of the project. Rail 

journeys are, after all, sustainable by comparison to other modes of transport and emotional by their 

character. Both aspects are crucial to Transsalinas.  It is a well-known fact that trains are one of the 

most sustainable means of transportation, with a significantly lower carbon footprint and overall 

environmental impact than others.9  This alone should suffice to choose a rail journey, to be 

coherent with the conservation issues addressed in Transsalinas. On the other hand, the train itself 

becomes a meeting place of hearts and peoples, of stories that when put together, make History. 

Long rail journeys offer travelers a shift in state of mind by creating an atmosphere of temporary 

seclusion, relaxation and purposelessness that allow hearts to open up and feelings to be 

expressed.10 Travel is, after all, a form of transformation of the self where we learn to understand 

both the other as ourselves as we move11, excellent grounds to seek active participation of the 

public in Transsalinas.  

 

4. Why a community art project?  

Transsalinas is a combined performance action (or an ephemeral installation) of land and sound art, 

with the close collaboration of the local community. A work of art is considered an installation only 

if it makes a dialogue with the surrounding space, a fundamental aspect of the project: the sites. 

Transsalinas will work with soundscapes, as it will record both natural (human heartbeats) as 

anthropogenic (train beats) sounds, both somehow organic and musically analogue
12

. By 

transforming these sounds into vibrations, following the principles of cymatics or “the science of 

making vibrations visible”
13

 it will allow these sounds to be seen on the surface of the water. 

As it happens with many works of art, Transsalinas is a means of reflecting upon time and space, a 

means of asking open-ended questions and raising emotions; rather a process than an end. The line 

between artists and spectators is blurred and all participants become active art agents, establishing 

relationships between the art object and its observers, the latter becoming true protagonists of the 

performance. In Transsalinas, the heartbeats will be obtained from the local communities on site 

and the train sounds will be recorded en route to the sites, hence the deep and intimate connection 

between artists and the local communities; between the action and its protagonists.  

Transsalinas also follows UNESCO’s principles of authenticity
14

 and integrity
15

. The sounds needed 

for the installation will be recorded on the spot (trains and sites), they are therefore unique to the 

moment of recording and will not be manipulated in any way, ensuring the authenticity of the 

performance. The time element will obviously be the essence of the journey. Travel becomes, in 

this context becomes every bit as important, as movement, especially by a comparatively slow 

means such as rail, is per definition a process rather than an end.  

                                                           
9 (Schäfer & Victor, 1999). 
10 (Letherby & Reynolds, 2005, Löfgren, 2008). 
11 (Lemaire 1996).  
12 Poets and musicians have often referred to this particular rythm of the rails (Valéry Larbaud, John Berger, Pat Metheny, Sony 

Terry....).  
13 (Jenny, 2001, Lega Lladós, 2014). 
14 As UNESCO’s Operational Guidelines for the Implementation of the World Heritage Convention state “Depending on the nature 

of the cultural heritage, its cultural context, and its evolution through time, authenticity judgments may be linked to the worth of a 

great variety of sources of information” (hence also art). And, more specifically, “Attributes such as spirit and feeling do not lend 

themselves easily to practical applications of the conditions of authenticity, but nevertheless are important indicators of character and 

sense of place, for example, in communities maintaining tradition and cultural continuity.” This is in fact the core of Transsalinas. 
15 In the above cited guidelines, integrity is defined as “a measure of the wholeness and intactness of the natural and/or cultural 

heritage and its attributes.” In the case of Transsalinas, the lakes and the journey have been integrated as locations where emotional 

responses are easily arisen and that are strongly related to place attachment and space identity.  
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The integrity aspect of Transsalinas is related to the intimate relationship between emotion, 

experience and willingness to act. The project appeals to the universal feelings of biophilia
16

 and 

topophilia
17

, resp. nature and place attachment, to collect and trigger emotions before, during and 

after the performance of the installation and hopefully integrate them into one single purpose: the 

wish to preserve our heritage. Without genuine emotion, effective conservation is difficult to 

achieve. The waves on the surface of the water produced by the sounds represent the community’s 

emotions set afloat. Hence, as said, the movement of these waves represents an invitation to move, 

to act, to become active agents of conservation. The ultimate goal is to protect the cultural and 

natural values of saltscapes, both on site as beyond.  

 

5. What are the expected outcomes? 
The main expected result of Transsalinas is to create an emotional reponse among the participants, 

whether they have offered their heartbeats for recording or just witness the performance. We hope 

that the emotion is strong and lasting enough to trigger their wish and motivation to understand, 

disseminate and preserve the values of their site of reference. Transsalinas also hopes to get people 

together from different sites and invite them to cooperate at horizontal level, with the exchange of 

experiences and good practices. This should eventually lead to the empowerment of the local 

communities and the conservation of saltscapes, not only at local but also at global level.  

Transsalinas is a portable, replicable art project that can be exported to other sites, provided there is 

a willingness to cooperate from the local community. Therefore, its message can be spread to any 

other site both directly, or indirectly, via a series of deliverables that are already being produced 

(website, documents, documentaries...), to a broader public, including public administrations, policy 

makers, the scientific community, NGOs and, not the least, international organizations such as 

ICOMOS, IUCN, UNESCO, UNEP, Ramsar... 

Ultimately, the purpose of Transsalinas is to improve the visibility of saltscapes at global level and 

to promote an integrated, holistic protection of their values at planetary scale, that will reach beyond 

the parched, top-down driven protection of salt heritage towards an effective, bottom-up, horizontal 

conservation, catalysed by the most effective driver for motivation: the affection of its dwellers.  
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Figure 1: Map of the itinerary of the Transsalinas project, with the location of the four saltscapes to be 

visited (©Carlos Pérez/Fundación Global Nature). 

 

 

Figure 2: Saltscapes are in fact places full of life and of symbolism. 
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Abstract 
The 11th five-year plan set up a policy for developing 100 Da Yi Zhi (big archaeological sites). More than a 

merely professional lens, this policy is characterized by a multidimensional nature, with articulate goals of a 

different nature (heritage protection; interpretation; improving the living conditions of local people and 

environmental conditions; and economic development). 

Based on empirical evidence on the Sui and Tang site, Luoynag, we focus on actual results of this policy, 

contrasting it with the current debate in China, and with the original design of the Da Yi Zhi policy. 

Key words: China; heritage protection; heritage policy, decision-making processes, 

 

 

1. Introduction 
Tourism and conservation, exploitation and preservation, social and economic impacts in addition to mere 

protection: all these hot issues at the base of Theme 1 of this conference are at the core of the Chinese Da Yi 

Zhi policy (big archaeological sites: DYZ herein after), set up by the 11th five-year plan. 

The Chinese case is particularly interesting for several reasons. First China has become a major player in the 

heritage field, though it is still highly underrepresented in terms of research in the international arena. 

Second, the DYZ policy seems to be a quite unusual example at the world level, both in terms  of its contents 

and the generous funding involved. Within China, Luoyang itself appears as one of the crucial elements in 

this policy, in a context of a rich historical town (capital for thirteen dynasties), and an area of economic 

development with unprecedented levels of urbanization. Third, this context provides a unique focus on a 

question rarely addressed by heritage studies, i.e. policy implementation. For one thing is to set up a policy; 

another thing is “getting things done”, transforming policies into practices. Difficulties in monitoring the 

process (not just the outcomes) shed an interesting light on the Chinese/Luoyang case: but for sure, this can 

be seen as a more general issue in the field. 

 

2. The context: DYZ debate and reasons for focusing on Luoyang, Sui & Tang 

a) The Big Archaeological Sites (DYZ) policy: an articulated protection policy 
If reference to the notion of “big sites” is embedded in the debate between Chinese archaeologists, an 

ad hoc policy of DYZ was explicitly set up by the 11th Five year plan (FYP) in 2005. “Big sites include 

major sites of settlements, cities, palaces, mausoleums and tombs which bear historic and cultural 

information involving political, religious, military, scientific and technological, industrial, agricultural, 

architectural, transportation and water conservancy reflecting every stages of Chinese history, and which are 

large in scale, significant in value and profound in impact”. They “are the principal and representative parts 

of the Chinese civilization over 5000 years”. In addition to scientific and cultural values, Da Yi Zhi are also 

unique environmental landscape and tourism resources”. 

However, serious problems threaten these sites and their environment, including the fast urbanization, 

infrastructure development, daily production and living activities, and illegal theft, coupling with natural 

damages over time
1
. 

For these reason the FYP was developing an articulated policy of preservation, first of all in terms of 

investigation and assessment for each of the 100 DYZ identified by the FYP. Four major tasks were 

identified, i.e. setting up preliminary management system for DYZ conservation including legislation, 

                                                           
1
 The 11th FYP for DYZ Conservation. 
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education, archaeological and information work, and research; preparing plan outlines for the 100 

DYZ and plans for 40-60 of them; implementing exemplary DYZ conservation projects sponsored and 

guided by the central government; and constructing 10-15 DYZ “conservational interpretation” parks 

(archaeological parks) of high calibrations. 

While heritage protection was clearly the trigger of the whole initiative, the idea was also to give a new 

emphasis on interpretation, and at the same time improving the living conditions of people living 

close to these sites, improving environmental conditions, and looking for positive impacts in terms of 

economic development. 

The Ministry of Finance and SACH promulgated a funding regulation (2005#135) to manage a special DYZ 

fund for the whole policy, allocating 2 billion RMB over the 11th 5YP (5 billion up to now). Later on, the 

12th FYP reinforced the policy, with a total of 160 DYZ now involved
2
. 

 

b) Focusing on Luoyang, the Sui & Tang site 

The scale of the DYZ policy is impressive: just considering one of the 160 project, the Great Wall, 

there are more than 1500 scholars working on its systematic survey during a 5-year period! For this reason, 

we are limiting our focus on Luoyang, and more narrowly, on the Sui and Tang DYZ project. Luoyang is a 

good candidate, for several reasons: 

• First, there is its relevance in the Chinese history over centuries, one of the capital cities, for thirteen 

dynasties. 

• In addition, from an administrative point of view Luoyang shows a pioneering tradition in heritage 

protection: the 1982 national law was drawing on the local regulation, and it was in Luoyang that the term 

DZY was explicitly used for the first time in 1995. 

• Moreover, Luoyang has experienced particularly high rate of development in the last decades (from 70.000 

to 1.7 million inhabitants from 1949 to 2008, with an average year rate of 5.5%, compared to the country 

average of 2.5). Urbanization was indeed acknowledged as the major threat for the DYZs. 

• Since 2006, Luoyang city started once again a new wave of heated development, focusing on the attraction 

of investment (180 billion RMB up to now), economic transformation and the reform of state owned 

enterprises, development of a New District, rehabilitation of the old city in order to improve the people's 

livelihood (city-villages transformation, environmental improvement with more green space and parks) and 

the lunch of the international cultural tourism city. 

In short, both the exceptional consistency of historical heritage and unprecedented levels of economic 

development (with both threats and opportunities) characterize Luoyang city
3
. For this reason, the city draws 

a particular attention within the FYPs, now counting 7 of the national DYZ projects
4
, and about 11% of the 

central Government funding for the six special areas set up by the 12th FYP. 

Within this context, the Sui & Tang is the most important one, covering almost 68.6% of the overall budget 

on the Luoyang DYZs (the 7.5% of the total national fund). 

 

3. The Sui & Tang DYZ project: from policy to actions 

a) The Sui & Tang site: an overview 

A long record of archeological excavations starting since 1954 – partly on purpose, and partly as salvage 

excavation associate to the sustained urban development – have provided a clear understanding of the city 

location, the size, the overall layout the S&T eastern capital city. It became a Provincial protected unit in 

1963, and national key protected unit in 1988. 

Sui&Tang eastern capital City has a very prominent historical and scientific value, an important position in 

                                                           
2 

The term 保护展示, which literally means "conservation presentation" or "protection interpretation", first 

appeared in DYZ policy, in the special funding regulation by MoF and SACH, in the 11th FYP, and also repeatedly in 

the titles of the special fund projects, and the approvals by SACH. Yet there has never been an effort to define what it 

means and what is the relationship of "conservation" and "interpretation", even in Chinese. We translate it here this way 

to show its practically nature emphasizing on "interpretation" 
3
 In terms of construction licenses by SACH involving heritage work Luoyang counts for 10% of National and 51% of 

the Province numbers. 
2 4 Erlitou; Ancient city of Yanshi in Shang Dynasty; Ancient city of Luoyang in Han and Wei 

Dynasty; Mausoleums on the Mangshan Hill; S&T city; and part of the Grand Canal and Silk Road 

DYZs. 
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the history of the development of Chinese civilization. Moreover, it plays a certain influence also in the 

civilization development of the world history. The site was the Chinese political, economic and cultural 

center from the 7th to the 10th century. It was one of the Oriental starting points of the Silk Road, as well as 

a crucial part of the Grand Canal. It was the most advanced city in terms of urban design, the culture of 

which left significant traces in eastern Asian agricultural city civiliation. There were 103 Li Fang
5
, plus 

hundreds of warehouses used for the storage of food (NE of the palace city). 

About 30.000 objects (porcelain, ceramic, jade and tri-colored pottery, building components ) are the major 

finds from excavations, embodying the Sui and Tang dynasties elegant style, colorful art features, which 

have a high artistic value. 

The historical pattern of the city was divided in several parts: the Palace city, the Imperial city and the 

external City. The warehouses, located at the East Northern part, were linked to the imperial palace. 

The Lifang area was located both in the northeast of the city, as well as in the Southern part. There 

were also important relics in terms of water conservancy network. The finds can be classified by type: outer 

city walls, Palace city walls, outer city gates, Palace city gates, palaces, gardens, buildings, 

gardens, Kilns, Warehouses, streets and waterways, water conservancy facilities and other relics. 

Table 1 provides a picture of these data, calling for two major comments. On the one hand, the degree of 

extension of the old city (28% of the present city), and the dimension of the protected area is worth 

underlying (5,159 ha, including 704 ha of key protected area, 15% of the site area). Indeed, this is a “big”, a 

huge site. On the other hand, it should be noticed that this picture is the result of an active protection and 

research policy carried out over time, both in the previous decades, and more recently after the new projects 

associated with the 11th FYP. (see Table1) 

 

b) Protection before the 11th 5YP 

The staff of the Cultural Relics Bureau (CRB) took several actions in the context of the rapid city 

development. Reviewing the development process of Luoyang protection before the 11 5YP is useful to 

understand why Luoyang city actively participate in the special action of DYZ protection. This would give a 

better understanding of the historical background and the inevitable choice, which ended up with DYZ 

“conservational interpretation” project. 

• In 1953, when the first tractor factory was doing its feasibility study about location, the director of the 

Ministry of Culture made a direct intervention at the last minute to move the plant from its original place 

where the underground ruins of Eastern Zhou city walls was found. This set up a reference example for city 

planners to set developing areas avoiding archaeological sites. 

• More generally, important laws and regulations were issued in the period. Luoyang government introduced 

an archaeological-inspections-before-construction principle (“On strengthening the protection of cultural 

relics and monuments”, 1981.01.20): “all constructions of fixed structures in urban areas shall carry out 

drilling in advance. If any cultural relics are found underground, the construction unit shall consult with the 

municipal heritage committee with the drilling map. No construction license can be issued without the 

committee's certification on the underground cultural relics treatment plan”. Henan provincial regulation “On 

large ancient sites conservation and management” (July 1, 1995) is the first provision introducing the term 

"DYZ", with several important concepts that later are incorporated into the national DYZ policy, i.e. 

highlighted role of conservation plans, the separation of key and general protected areas, the notion of 

integration of DYZ conservation with land use, relocation of people and the adjustment of local economic 

structures, the improvement of local communities, the possibility to construct “conservational interpretation” 

facilities on the site, etc. 

• In terms of archaeological works, already in the 90's, the concept and awareness of DYZ protection 

received extensive attention; tourism demand was also growing, entailing an active implementation of large-

scale archaeological work. Therefore, the archaeological works became increasingly proactive (e.g. for a 

plan to restore Lu Dao Fang and establish Bai Juyi Memorial Hall, about 7000 square meters of 

archaeological excavations were made in 1992; a major excavation of Dingding gate site was made in 1997 

after some trials in 1980s and early 1990s). 

• In 1992, SACH earmarked 700,000 Yuan of special funds to support a simulation presentation experiment 

on the Yingtian Gate site, which tried to restore the earthen remains of the eastern gate tower to make it more 

                                                           
5
 The Li-Fang area is the neighborhood area of the city, in chessboard-like layout, each block as a Li-Fang, with walls 

surrounding the courtyards within it. 
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visible than traditional reburial after excavation. 

• In August 1995, the third master plan of modern Luoyang city was published. The Master plan presented 

huge progress, defining the 22 Km2 Lifang area in the south as a protected zone. Only greenery is allowed 

therein and the New District should be developed beyond it to the further south . This strategy effectively 

controls the skyscraper from creeping into the Lifang area and make possible the botanic garden open in the 

future. 

In short, important protection works have been done in the period. However, professionals were engaged in a 

more combating manner against the rapid economic development, the population growth and expanding 

urban pressure. Those “extremely conservative” measures were becoming increasingly difficult to be 

effective for site conservation; in fact, the damages suffered by the site already reached a dangerous level. 

 

a) The Sui & Tang DYZ project 
A new emphasis on heritage protection was later defining the national DYZ policy, during three national-

level meetings held in Luoyang
6
, with important decisions for Luoyang as well. Through these meetings, 

DYZ protection ideas gradually became clearer: DYZ “conservational interpretation” took the stage center, 

mainly in the form of archaeological park development. DYZ protection merged itself in this way with 

urbanization, improvement of people’s living environment, as well as the cultural tourism and cultural 

industries. 

Already from the first meeting, the idea of the Sui and Tang Luoyang Archaeological park (in the Palace 

area) emerged: protection works would be shifted towards the most problematic area of the city center, to 

develop a major archaeological site park in order to combine the protection with the general city planning. 

From an institutional point of view, it would be interesting to analyze some of the details of the DYZ 

meetings. Top administration from SACH, the Provincial Cultural Relics Bureau and Local 

Government jointly showed up, unusual phenomena for such traditionally professional and “marginal” 

occasions. With the strong commitment shown by the three leadership, the Luoyang Archaeological 

park got the complete support funds of the central finance, while at the same time receiving a positive 

response by the local government (before special funds for the protection of cultural relics were rare 

from both sides). (see Table 2) 

The development of the archaeological park was involving all major aspects of the S&T city: overall, from 

2005 to 2012, a sum of 374 million Yuan was invested (table 2) in terms of MoF special fund. A few 

comments are worth on this data: 

• First, these are huge sums, in absolute terms, and compared with what was spent before. DYZ can be “big” 

even in terms of expenditures. 

• In terms of “object”, major expenditures were for the Dingding gate (60 million Y), Park (40), Tiantang 

(50) and Mingtang (60) sites, all involving the construction of major presentation facilities, totaling 210 

million
7
. 

• Moreover, what is astonishing is the nature of expenditures. Though these data are estimated, in the whole 

only 33 million were devoted to “Preliminary expenses” (9%), 65 million to preservation projects (18%), 

while 275 million were for protected facility project (74%)
8
. 

                                                           
6
 DYZ protection forum, 2006.10.22-23; DYZ protection on the field, 2007.03.21; DYZ protection summit forum, 

2009.10.31 
7
 The data on table 2 are just estimation. However, and indirect confirmation comes from other sources: only taking into 

account the construction of the Dingding gate museum, the exhibition facilities construction of Tiantang and Mingtang 

and S&T Miyagi core region, the cost already reaches 290 million Yuan. 
7 8 These items are defined as eligible expenditures in the Mof/SACH agreement in 2005: 

 preliminary expenses: for preliminary preparation work for DYZ projects (archaeological survey 

and excavation, geographical survey, data collection, planning, engineering design, proposal 

 preparation, consultancy and inspection); 

 preservation project expenditures: for DYZ site preservation, consolidation and technical preservation of 

the site fabric and supporting materials, and environment improvement within the protected area; 

 protected facility project expenditures: for engineering construction and facilities construction for the 

purpose of DYZ preservation and presentation, including security technology prevention, and 

presentation facility construction. 

protection management system expenses: for DYZ conservation management work (major research projects planning, 

major investigation and research projects, expert consulting). 
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From the funding arrangement point of view, the relationship between protection and “interpretation and 

utilization” of special funds present an interesting empirical element
9
. The DYZ special fund’s actual 

expenditure for the “interpretation” is for sure much higher than for the preservation. The special fund, with 

its subtle, but crucial, shift of a few words, became a critical catalyst for DYZ “conservational 

interpretation”. 

However, this is still an understatement. When considering local government (table 3), a stronger emphasis 

on presentation emerge: the Local government was investing in parallel seven times the central funds, with a 

sum of 2857 million, almost for demolition (1350 at the Park, 27 at Dingding) and removal (1080 at 

Jiuzhou). In what was becoming a major urban regeneration process, just 100 million was spent for 

preliminary research and protection out of a sum of 3,231 million Y: about 3%. (see Table 3) 

There are also interesting elements to note in terms of the process itself (table 3). What strikes is the long 

period for the approval of the Protection plan (from 2005 to 2010), with interesting reasons and, above all, 

consequences. The time lag was mainly due to the difficulties and controversies emerged in the meanwhile 

between the plan consultants (a famous architect agency) and the local authority, with a bargaining process 

on the size of protected areas. In a sense, one could look at the numbers of table 1 as the result of such a 

bargaining period. 

In terms of consequences, some comments are worth addressing (starting from the less dangerous one): 

• There are examples of delete in work implementation. For example, in 2011 the central special funds 

allocated to "outer city wall preservation" project 45 million Yuan, mainly for the protection and 

consolidation of the north wall. Because this section of the city wall and the surrounding environment are 

very complex, involving the comprehensive transformation and the relocation and remediation works, the 

project has not yet started. 

• More seriously, work is lagging behind for what concerns the ruins protection. The exposed fabric of 

Dingding gate, Tiantang and Mingtang foundation sites could not be preserved properly, facing several 

problems. "The site itself is highly vulnerable and complex, affected by changed conditions of temperature, 

humidity and water, dust, salt, mold and other factors”. Due to a lack of mature technological solutions, the 

Dingding gate site has been exposed to external temperature, humidity, visitors’ breath and other factors after 

its opening. Because of the fragility of the soil itself, right now there is already some damaged and cracked 

parts, mildew and salting out phenomenon, affecting the site integrity, authenticity and site tours"10. 

• However, funding allocation to individual projects can easily anticipate the approbation of the plan (e.g. 

Yingtian gate protection project). The approval of the overall protection plan took place in 2010, whereas 

several works have been done (the Botanic garden; the whole Dingding project; part of the Park etc.). This is 

a “normal” practice in China, though the discussion on the Dingding case were nonetheless occurring, 

despite the plan was not approved: some kind of “informal” control was still at work. However, this raises 

the issue of degree of control/monitoring along the process. 

There are two major examples in this case. The first is Dingding gate. From the beginning of 2006, Luoyang 

Municipal CRB commissioned the design based on the archaeological finds and related history. Three 

options of “conservational interpretation” proposals were developed. The first option proposes the 

construction of a protection shelter of a modern architecture. The second option is to backfill the site and 

build a replica ratio 1/1 traditional rammed earth gate. The third option, as with the first one, indicated to 

build a “conservational interpretation” shelter of large span steel structure fully covered the site, but in a 

Tang period style. SACH
11

 approved in principle the third option but, “the proposal to reconstruct the 

corridor connecting the gate towers is not approved". In the following part, several requirements to revise 

and improve the proposal were stressed, “in order to maintain the authenticity and integrity of the site”. 

Things turned out to differently, though. 

A similar situation took place with the Mingtang and Tiantang sites: at the end, a huge, awkward 

construction was put in place, resulting in two disturbing buildings (picture 1) that distract the possible 

visitors from the historical meanings of the site (see Picture 1). 

                                                           
9
 Interesting enough, the prevalence of presentation expenditures could be traced back in the very preliminary draft of the 

11th FYP, where S&T city sum of 45 million was devoted to presentation for 35. 
10

 Luoyang City People's Political Consultative Conference Committee of education, on the Luoyang big relics protection 

and utilization situation of the investigation report, in 2010 November 
11

 Wenbaohan [2008] No. 170, March2008. 
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3. Discussion: Lost in translation - from protection to urban regeneration 
There are important achievements as well as limitations in what happened at the S&T DYZ. The unusual 

complexity of similar projects clearly emerge from the above description, involving land acquisition issue 

(lease), demolition of big areas, environmental remediation, infrastructure construction, and “conservational 

interpretation” facilities development. Protection, strictly speaking, becomes actually a minor issue, a minor 

expenditure. 

What took place in Luoyang, in the name of “conservational interpretation”, was an uncontrollable 

construction boom in the site, with serious issues regarding the “how” things are done (and the lack of 

capability of administrative procedures to control such aspects). The huge “interpretation” facilities 

differ significantly from two important reference aspects: 

- they differ compared to what was agreed “in principle” with SACH. This shows an incomplete 

administrative procedure where the “how” is left opaque and out of a precise project scope for a long period; 

- they differ from what international standards (even the guidelines by China) will define in terms of 

non-intrusive assets, with the construction of new spectacular buildings that are rather unable to 

help any interpretation. 

Started as a protection policy, the transformation of DYZ policy into the rhetoric of Archeological park 

results in a huge project of urban regeneration, largely out of control of archaeologists, in a process that can 

be described as a professional took over by city architects. 

Relating to long term aspects, it is important to consider the impact on the complexity of the environment 

and the heritage, especially the body of the cultural relics, exposure conditions, audience demand and service 

scale, and a more professional financing and management approach, as well as the daily operation costs 

focused on the sustainability. However, so far there was too little attention on that. 
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Table 1. The S&T city components 

 
Table 2 - Table 2 S&T city expenditures, 2005-12 (million yuan) 
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Table 3 - National and local fundins (million yuan) 

 

 

 
Picture 1. S&T city: before and after the DYZ 
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Abstract 
The main purpose of this paper is to highlight how information and communications technologies (ICTs) in 

tourism can enhance the local society knowledge about their own cultural heritage. To achieve this objective 

has been launched an experimental project to assess how changes the local population's perception about the 

industrial landscape by using the mobile application (app) “Madrid Industrial, Itineraries”, a cultural heritage 

interpretation tool. 

 

Keyword: tourism, interpretation, industrial landscape, Madrid, ICTs. 

 

 

1. State of the Art 
 

The Spanish Cultural Heritage Institute (IPCE) has launched a series of national plans with the aim of 

developing a management model of the Spanish cultural heritage. Although none of them focus exclusively 

on the industrial landscape, all coincide in pointing out the visible impact of industrial activity on the 

territory. The "National Plan of Industrial Heritage", published in 2001, includes the industrial landscape in 

the category of intangible heritage and it is defined as "those landscapes in which they are visibly preserved 

all the essential components of the producing process”
1
. In the review of the National Plan of Industrial 

Heritage in 2011, the landscape takes on a greater role understanding it as a space where "all the essential 

components of the production processes are visibly preserved in the territory”
2
. The National Plan of 

Cultural Landscape
3
 also sets a specific category of landscape resulting of the development of traditional 

industrial activities such as mining, industry and or energy. In fact, three actions proposed in the plan relate 

directly to industrial landscapes: “The Industrial Landscape Study of Ojos Negros (Teruel): Characterization 

of Ojos Negros Cultural Landscape”, “The Industrial Landscape of the Sierra Minera Cartagena-La Unión 

Master Plan (Murcia)" and "The Royal Factories of Riopar Master Plan (Albacete)". The interest of the 

public administrations in the industrial landscape has been complemented with a notable increase of the 

spanish bibliography specializing in this field. In fact, many PhD. thesis have been published in recent 

years
4
. 

On the other hand, tourism is a tool that could give a cultural value to the landscapes. In the priority policies 

outlined in the National Plan of Cultural Landscape, tourism and landscape are connected under three 

perspectives: 

 

• The landscape must be taken into account in tourism policies due to they are closely related. 

• To strengthen the guidelines established by the European Landscape Convention is necessary to 

integrate the landscape not only in tourism policies but also in other territorial policies as cultural 

heritage, urban planning or rural development. 

• The design of itineraries articulated in cultural landscapes. 

 

Considering all these aspects, the research group has developped an experimental app called "Madrid 

                                                           
1
 (IPCE, 2001). 

2
 (IPCE, 2011). 

3
 (IPCE, 2012). 

4
 (Abad, 1991), (Suárez, 2004), (Sepúlveda, 2009). 
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Industrial, Itineraries"
5
. This tool is an app for smartphones whose main objective is to interpret the city 

industrial landscape doing an audiovisual tour of the industrial landmarks of the south of Madrid. It has been 

developed with "iBuild App", an application that allows to design free app for the operating systems Android 

and iOS. In the app’s main menu can be identified 

the following information (fig. 1): 

 

• Start Button. This section describes briefly the application. 

• Itinerary 1 and Itinerary 2. Each of these buttons provides specific information about the routes stops. 

• Map 1 and Map 2. Google Maps is accessible from these buttons. The Itinerary 1 stops and the Itinerary 

2 stops are georeferenced (fig. 2). 

• Podcast  1  and  Podcast  2.  Clicking  on  each  is  possible  to  listening  to  itineraries' descriptions in 

MP3. 

• Twitter Button. From here is possible to access to the posted tweets. 

• Photo Gallery 1 and Photo Gallery 2. From these two buttons it is possible to gain access to the photos 

of the itinerary. Clicking on them appears a full screen showing a description of each photo. 

• Fan Wall. It allows users take a photo and share it with others users. 

• Video. Access to Youtube Channel videos related with the itineraries. 
 

2. Research Hypothesis, Objectives and Methodology of Work. 

 

The research hypothesis is based on the supposition that the app, developed for the purpose of interpreting 

the Madrid industrial landscape from a tourist point of view, could improve the local people knowledge of 

the cultural resources located in their place of residence. To verify this working hypothesis, the main 

objective of this research has focused on determining how changes the users' perception of the industrial 

landscape after finishing the Itinerary 1 with the app "Madrid Industrial, Itineraries". This objective is 

complemented by the following ones: 

• To estimate the knowledge level they users have about the Madrid industrial landscape 

• To determine the most valued aspect linked with industrial lanscape included in the cultural itinerary 

undertaken 

• To present the main actions suggested by app users to to strengthen the industrial lanscape under a 

touristic point of view 

• To find out which is the most functional tool of the app suggested by users to enhance the knowledge of 

the industrial landscape 

 

The research is divided into 2 phases from a methodological point of view: 

• Fhase I. Tourist for a Day. In this phase an experimental activity was launched. 14 people undertook the 

Itinerary 1 guided by the app "Madrid Industrial, Itineraries". The Itinerary 1
6
 (fig. 4) passes through 

three districts of Madrid which have experienced a significant industrial development in the eighteenth 

and nineteenth centuries (Central, Arganzuela and Retiro). The route is structured in ten stops which 

introduce different industrial landmarks such as old power plants, food markets or beer factories. 

• Fhase II. Data analysis. At this stage users had to complete two questionnaires to determine how 

changes the perception of the industrial landscape after finishing the Itinerary 1. A first questionnaire
7
 

was filled out by users before starting the itinerary in order to define the level of knowledge they had 

about the industrial landscape of the city
8
. Once  they  finished  the  itinerary,  users  completed a  

                                                           
5
 http://ibuildapp.com/app-437019-Madrid+Industrial  

6
 Although the app "Madrid, Industrial Itinerary" offers the possibility of choosing bewtwen two itineraries this research has 

focused on Itinerary 1. This route is configured for 10 stops: (S1) Buen Retiro Porcelain Factory, (S2) Mediodía Central 

Electric, (S3) Railway Atocha Station, (S4) Onena Bag Factory, (S5) Tobacco Company Warehouse, (S6) El Águila Beer 

Factory, (S7) Railway Delicias Station, (S8) Railwaymen Quarter, (S9) Hounsing Quarter and (S10) Slaughterhouse and Cattle 

Market. 
7
 https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PjFI4hRRn4RfFq9u9fUxgCuoyGy5lv2Jspc2dSjMCy8/viewform 

8
 Of the 13 questions, 4 were focus on the industrial landscape: how precisely can you define the concept of Industrial 

Landscape (1); How many times have you participed in activites related with industrial landscape in the last three 

http://ibuildapp.com/app-437019-Madrid+Industrial
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second  questionnaire
9
  to identify variations in the industrial landscape's percepcion

10
. The main results 

of the data analysis are presented in the following section. 

 

3. Main results of the data analysis
11

 

 

The cultural route was undertaken by a 14 people, 8 womens and 6 men, with an average age of 41.5 years. 

All them were accompanied and took on average 3 hours. 92% of the users had never taken guided tours 

with apps compared to 8% who had used this type of tools before. 57% had not participated in any activity 

connected with the industrial landscape in the last 3 years compared to 43% who did. 64,2% of users noted 

that they had made industrial tourism, understood this modality as the visit to elements related to the 

industrial heritage outside their place of residence, 35.7% didn't. 

 

In regard to the knowledge level that the user had before doing the itinerary, the following information must 

be emphasized: 

• 42.9% acknowledged that they could define the concept of industrial landscape under the category of 

“fairly precise”, 28.6% could define it in a “neutral” way and the remaining 28.6 as “something 

precise”. 

• In relation to the most  valued  aspect  of  the  industrial  landscape,  42.9%  of  users indicated it was 

the “industrial architecture”, 21.4 % the “history of industrialization”, the same percentage, the “cultural 

potential” and, finally, 14.3 % the “urban landscape”. 

• In regard to valorisation touristic's actions of the industrial landscape, 34.2% of users suggested 

incorporate "itineraries related to the industrialist heritage in travel guides”, 28.9% of users preferred the 

category “designing apps for mobile”, 21.1% of users the item “interpretation of landscape by singpost” 

and, finally, 15.8% “visits guided by a specialist”. 

 

The analysis of the second questionnaire generates the following data: 

• 7,1% acknowledged that they could define the concept of industrial landscape under the category of 

“very precise”, 21,4% could define it in a “neutral” way and the remaining 21,4.6 as “something 

precise”. 

• The weighted average indicates that the most useful tool of the app suggested by users to increase the 

knowledge of the industrial landscape is “written information about itineraries” (4,6) followed by 

podcast (4,4 points), photo galery (4,1), videos (3,8) and maps (3.7). 

• The most valued element  of  the  industrial  landscape  was  the  “cultural  potential” (35.7%)

 followed by the “industrial architecture” (28.6%), the “history of industrialization” (21.4%), and 

finally, the “urban landscape” (14.3%). 

• In regard to the actions of tourist valorisation of the industrial landscape, 34,1 % of users  chose the 

category “design apps for mobile”, 31,7% the  item  “incorporate itineraries   related to the industrialist 

heritage in travel guides”, 19,5 %, “the interpretation of landscape by singpost” and,  finally, 14,6% of 

users “visits guided by a specialist”. 

 

The comparison of data between the first questionnaire, completed before realizing the cultural itinerary, and 

the second questionnaire filled out after the route, displays the following results: 

• The determination with which users can define the concept of industrial landscape has been increased. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                 
years? (3); what kind of touristic actions would you suggest related to industrial landscape?  (12); what element related 

with the "Industrial Landscape" of Madrid do you value most? (13) 
9
 https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1wKcimUGxFBDFgtZGnihkkB-q4QGyGFkoMXjTLBhJ7Cs/viewform 

10
 Of the 24 questions that make up the questionnaire, the four specifically related to the industrial landscape are: how 

do you rate the acquisition of knowledge about industrial landscape? (9); what kind of touristic actions would you 

suggest related with Industrial Landscape? (21); how precisely can you define the concept of "Industrial Landscape? 

(14); what element related with the "Industrial Landscape" of Madrid do you value most? (22) 
11

 Although the level of the sample and the experimental nature of the project does not allow to obtain concrete 

scientific findings, the data analysis enables to estimate changes in the residents' perception about the industral 

landscape by using the touristic app “Madrid Industrial, Itineraries”. 
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In fact, in the second questionnaire, the option "something precise" disappears and the option "neutral" 

is reduced by 25% in favor of other options such as "fairly precise" that increases 66.4% and the option 

"very precise" that is manifested for the first time (fig. 4). 

• It is especially interesting how among the elements of the industrial landscape most valued by the users, 

the category “cultural potential of the industrial landscape” increases by 66.6% and the “industrial 

architecture” decreases by 33.3%. The rest of the items keeps equal in both questionnaires (fig. 5) 

• In regard to touristic valorisation's actions of the industrial landscape the results are very similar in both 

questionnaires but it has been detected an increase of 17.9% in the answer “design of applications for 

mobile phones”. Undoubtedly, this phenomenon can be explained by the influence of having made the 

route with the app "Madrid Industrial, Itineraries" (fig. 6). 

 

Conclusions and recommendations 

The initial touristic experience of the users linked with industrial landscape is fairly high. Before completing 

the itinerary, 43% of users had participated in activities related to industrial lanscape and 64,2% had made 

some activity connected with industrial tourism specifically. This circumstance may explain the high ability 

of the users to define the concept of industrial landscape. In fact, all users were able to define the concept. 

Before completing the itinerary, users determined its capacity to define the concept under the following 

categories: “fairly precise”, 42.9%; “neutral”, 28,6%; 28.6% “something precise”. 

Once done the Itinerary 1, increased significantly the precision to define it. The option "something precise" 

disappears and the option "neutral" is reduced by 25% in favor of other options such as "fairly precise" that 

increases 66.4% and the option "very precise" that is manifested for the first time. These results demonstrate 

how this type of tools based on the ICTs help to strengthen the knowledge of the local population about their 

own cultural resources. 

On the other hand, all the users value some element related to the industrial landscape. It is interesting how 

after finishing the Itinerary 1, the option “cultural potential" increases 14.3% compared to the reduction, in 

that same percentage, of the option "industrial architecture". This fact can be linked not only with the 

residents acquire a greater knowledge of the industrial landscape but also they are more sensitive to its 

cultural value. 

Bearing in mind these conclusions, it is possible to confirm that the app “Madrid Industrial, Itineraries” helps 

to reinforce the following aspects: 

• To increase industrial lansdcape 's knowledge of the local population. 

• To sensitize the local population on the tourist potentiality of the industrial landscape. 

• To improve the digital competitions of the local population by using apps. 

• To educate the local population in the cultural resources that are located in the city. 

 

Finally, the analyzed information verifies the hypothesis of work raised at the beginning of this research: the 

app, "Madrid Industrial, Itineraries", developed for the purpose of interpreting the Madrid industrial 

landscape from a tourist point of view, can improve the industrial landscape's knowledge of the users. 

However, it is necessary to extend the sample to establish representative scientific conclusions. Even so it is 

possible to suggest a series of recommendations: 

• To encourage the development of mobile applications related to the interpretation of the industrial 

landscape. 

• To promote research projects related to the industrial landscape. 

• To increase the participation of the local population in research projects related to the industrial 

lanscape. 

• To encourage public and private agents implicated in the design of cultural routes to include itineraries 

related to the industrial landscape in order to diversify the existing ones. 
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Figure 1 –“Madrid Industrial, Itineraries” Main Menu 

Figure 2 – Map of the Itinerary 1 

 Figure 3 – Itinerary stops (Google Maps) 
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Abstract 

The present paper aims to report about the diffusion of the use of Information and Communication 

Technology (ICT) solutions for the management, valorization and interpretation of cultural heritage and, 

above all the economic and social benefits resulting from it. Indeed is the authors' opinion that the current 

debate on cultural heritage cannot be apart from an evaluation on the many potentialities expressed by ICTs 

which have considerably changed, in these years, the way enlightened decision makers work, tourists visit 

and local communities interact with their own lands and assets. 

Keywords: e-Cultural Heritage Tourism; ICT; Experiential Tourism; Community Mapping; Community 

Monitoring; New Tourism 

 

1. Introduction  

ICTs can be considered, for many reasons, as a vector of beneficial interchange among local communities, 

decision makers and visitors. 

In the framework of cultural tourism currently ICTs allow to reach, with a greater richness and interactivity 

of contents, more groups of users than traditional methods (people socially weak such as youths or people 

with disabilities and even who cannot afford travel are some examples of audience developed) as well as to 

improve the quality of their visits by promoting the experiential aspects (i.e. with game-based approaches). 

At the same time, however, ICTs allow to build and share new more authentic contents thanks to the 

participation and contribution of local communities and visitors who can be also a key tool in solving a range 

of global challenges in the monitoring and management aspects (tasks traditionally under the public 

stakeholders’ responsibility) especially now that the economic burden of managing the assets is so 

challenging. 

The paper will illustrate some national and international best practices of ICT use which facilitates the 

management, preservation, valorization and interpretation of the cultural heritage thanks to the involvement 

of different stakeholders categories.  

 

2. Cultural heritage management and preservation through community decision-support  

The involvement of local communities and tourists in the management of cultural heritage is becoming a 

topic of increasing interest to those traditionally engaged in managing the cultural heritage (the 

superintendence, regions, provinces, museums, dioceses, banks and all the private owners of cultural heritage 

relevant). Within the category of those ICT solutions that enable better (more effective and cheaper) 

management of cultural heritage but also those technologies that allow (to help) the diagnosis of the 

condition (or degradation) of cultural heritage as well as therefore protect the heritage there an international 

good example is represented by the Global Heritage Network - GHN
1
 which acts, at international level, as an 

early warning and threats monitoring system for endangered archaeological and cultural heritage sites in 

                                                           
1 http://ghn.globalheritagefund.org/. 

mailto:stefania.mauro@siti.polito.it
http://ghn.globalheritagefund.org/
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developing countries. GHN is an online multimedia platform that uses Google Earth and social networking 

for threat monitoring and collaborative preservation of those sites implementing a database where each site is 

described in terms of historical information, pictures and maps. The inventory allows decision-makers to 

plan the actions of protection or to know what is missing, for example in case of theft or flood, as well as 

provide support to research and study. 

This approach has the name of Community Based Monitoring (CBM) and is described by Whitelaw et al. 

(2003) as “a process where concerned citizens, government agencies, industry, academia, community groups, 

and local institutions collaborate to monitor, track and respond to issues of common community concern”. In 

the heritage framework this approach has been used not only for the inventorying of minor cultural sites but 

also for the monitoring of wider dimensions such as cities.  

The “Love City Index Siracusa”
2
 is a good national example of it. In 2012 the municipality of Syracuse, 

inscribed together with the Rocky Necropolis of Pantalica in 2005 on the World Heritage List by UNESCO, 

was involved in a competition called “IBM Smarter Cities Challenge” and was selected by IBM within a 

hundred cities in the world to be helped in becoming a “smarter city”. The city has thus benefited from an 

expert advice from a team that led to the creation of a Strategic Report. On the basis of this strategic plan, the 

municipality of Syracuse in collaboration with IBM Foundation and IBM Human Centric Solution Center 

has realized a project that allows to collect and analyze data on tourist flows in order to carry out a strategic 

planning that can support the sustainable development of the city, helping to monitor the urban cultural 

heritage and to improve the touristic offer. In order to continue the challenging path identified by IBM, the 

municipality of Syracuse together with IBM has developed a mobile application called “Love City Index 

Siracusa”. This new application, thanks to a set of sensors, allows the user to identify a point of interest from 

a list or on the map: in particular, it is possible to identify a selection of places, districts, areas or buildings of 

the city of Syracuse selected in advance with the help of the municipality in order to give an evaluation of 

them based on the own experience with the opportunity of providing  feedbacks on services related to the 

point of interest, leaving a personal comment about the overall impression of the city of Syracuse. 

Furthermore, it is also possible to share content and assessments through the major social networks (Twitter, 

Facebook). The most important thing is that, thanks to the web-based control panel, the Municipality will 

have a real-time overall view of user’s feedbacks and a complete monitoring of all that is controlled by the 

set of sensors. The application “Love City Index Siracusa” is one of the first tangible results of the recent 

process of implementation of operational planning policies which tends to recover the territorial gap thanks 

to the use of ICT and smart policies. The App, in fact, allows through the sentiment analysis in registering 

the quality of the emotions which the visitors feel in front of the cultural and environmental emergencies, 

conveying a strategic operation in order to best encourage the territorial marketing of the city, in addition to 

completely re-launch of the overall image. The Municipality then is able not only to improve the touristic 

offer but also to gather information, impressions and assessments in real time in order to better identify 

immediate actions for correction and adjustment of the accommodation and the overall touristic offer to give 

a better service which will be beneficial also to the citizen/user. 

 

3. Sharing cultural heritage sites’ value 

The interpretation let tourists to understand the real value of a cultural site and to improve the visitation 

management. The ICOMOS Charter on the  Interpretation and Presentation of Cultural Heritage Sites define 

the basic principles of Interpretation and  Presentation as essential components of  

heritage conservation efforts and as a  means of enhancing public appreciation and  understanding of cultural 

heritage sites. Today there are numerous technological solutions that contribute to make more attractive and 

efficient this task and one of the best results achieved by the ICTs is definitely the capacity to make more 

accessible the value of cultural sites among those who are usually less likely to enjoy the culture such as for 

example the very young and those who have some difficulties such as the disabled people. In fact, in addition 

to make the visit more interesting, ICTs allow also a customization based on the type of users. 

                                                           
2 www.lcisiracusa.org. 

http://www.lcisiracusa.org/
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As regard young people for example, “research and experience have already shown that games as a mean of 

learning can be applied very effectively and can engage learners in ways other tools and approaches do not”
3
 

and this is even more true when using ICTs. An anecdotal example of this approach is provided by the 

European CHESS Project “Cultural-Heritage Experiences through Socio-personal interactions and 

Storytelling”
4
 which has developed an App that tells dynamically a story dedicated to each visitor, focusing 

on the works that most interest them, enriching the experience with multimedia, 3D and augmented reality 

games. The system can be adapted from time to time to the preferences of each user, determined by a rapid 

test at the start of the program, which is thus associated with a specific "visitor-type" and a determined path. 

In support of these applications there is a solid work behind of three-dimensional reconstruction of 

monuments, historic  buildings and works of art (for example, widely used for archaeological sites) which 

leads to create augmented representations and, consequently, the designing of downloadable applications on 

smart devices that enhance the cognitive, topographic and contextual perception of a given location for 

education, awareness, and leisure purposes allowing a more immersive and experiential visit. In fact the “AR 

can be regarded in terms of a continuum relating purely virtual environments to purely real environments
5
”. 

A good Italian example of AR for cultural heritage is the “i-MiBAC Voyager” an application for smart 

devices made in 2011, which reconstructs virtually, in 3D and in real time, in the age of Constantine the 

Roman Forum while walking inside the archaeological area. 

The adoption of ICT-based tools and methods in the field of cultural heritage can help in reducing to some 

extent barriers related to disability. In fact, due to physical, sensorial or cognitive impairments some people 

may have limited experiences and the use of specific computer-based tools and environments, as well as 

related interactive learning experiences may turn out to be especially enriching for them. 

Thanks to the use of ICT, then, the accessibility to cultural heritage can be fostered, by designing 

interventions according to an “access for all” approach, also differentiating the types of digital resources 

available for the same heritage object, i.e. images, videos, text or audio. Thus thanks to the new 

technological tools the number of people that may have some kind of access to cultural objects is enlarged. 

Web-based materials that can be more easily accessed and used by all people, for example, contributes in 

making cultural heritage a common patrimony irrespective of actual physical, mental or sensorial disabilities 

in an inclusive perspective. Also UNESCO states that ICTs can help mitigate the digital divide and foster the 

inclusion of persons with disabilities.  

The GoogleGlass4LIS application is a recent excellent example of this line of thought. The application 

integrates the functionality of the Google Glasses with the ATLAS platform created by the Politecnico of 

Torino and University of Torino (in conjunction with other public and private entities). ATLAS allows to 

translate audio messages and / or text in Italian Sign Language (LIS) through an avatar - a virtual actor - and 

allows deaf people to enjoy a guided tour in sign language in an autonomous and independent way, like other 

public. The App, currently used in the Egyptian Museum of Turin, allows actually visitors deaf to live a full 

cultural experience, without interpreters or mediators.  

 

4. Conclusions 

It is clear that significant added value is offered by ICT to Cultural Heritage: ICT, if properly and suitably 

used, can contribute to innovate, tune, channel and improve fruition interventions also in this field. 

The use of ICT, in fact, enlarges incredibly the range and the number of heritage artifacts that are potentially 

available for touristic purposes by offering the possibility of creating a deep connection between them and 

the potential visitors. Furthermore, digital technologies also offer significant new possibilities for having a 

feedback from customized touristic activities according to specific attitudes, tastes, and needs of visitors. 

The chance to study, work and perform educational tasks not in isolation but in cooperation with others also 

opens new frontiers: tourists can then easily communicate with each other and with all the relevant 

institutional actors involved in the process, thus exchanging ideas, opinions and information about Cultural 

Heritage. 

                                                           
3 (Ceconello, 2012). 
4 http://www.chessexperience.eu/.  
5 (Milgram et al., 1994). 

http://www.museoegizio.it/pages/hp_en.jsp
http://www.chessexperience.eu/
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Nevertheless, it is straightforward to see that ICT do not make the difference per se, simply by being used: 

technological solutions are not the final objectives, but rather the mean to effectively and sustainably respond 

to specific issues and needs. That is consistent with the ICOMOS Ename Charter Principle 1.1 “effective 

interpretation and presentation should enhance experience, increase public respect and understanding, and 

communicate the importance of conservation of cultural heritage sites”. This is why further research in the 

field is required, in order to find pilot experiences aiming at closing the gap between technology and Cultural 

Heritage, and finally to find good practices to be disseminated. 
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Figure 4 – How precisely can you define the concept of Industrial Landscape? 

 

 

Figure 5 – What element related with the "Industrial Landscape" of Madrid do you value most? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Figure 6 – What kind 
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Bath Heritage Study: a Spatial, Historical and Visual Analysis of the City of 

Bath World Heritage Site 

Beverley LEAR* 

(*) Independent Scholar, Lear Associates, 8 East Street Oxford OX2 0AU, +441865725046, bev@learassociates.co.uk 

Abstract 

Based on empirical evidence and cultural materials from the past, this study throws new light on the City of 

Bath and raises key questions about the cultural values which enabled its development. The Study finds that 

the recent establishment of a WHS Setting Policy area increases risk in relation to the protection of key areas 

of urban green space and historic views within the World Heritage Site and develops the concept of an 

Authentic Heritage Setting (AHS) calling for better recognition and protection of significant heritage fabric 

of the Georgian period (OUV). 

Keywords: Evidence; Toolbox; Authentic; Heritage; Setting 

1. Introduction 

The City of Bath (UK) was inscribed as a World Heritage Site (WHS) in 1987 in recognition of its Roman 

remains, Georgian period buildings and associated landscapes dating from the 18
th
 century. At the time of 

inscription, no boundary was indicated; however the Advisory Committee Report
1
 noted that ‘the 

safeguarding of a major and discontinuous monumental heritage poses serious problems which cannot be 

avoided’. Notwithstanding, in 2003 it was agreed that the WHS boundary was that of the administrative City 

boundary as it was in 1987, thus making Bath, along with the Vatican City and Venice, one of a small 

number of World Heritage Sites to encompass an entire city. This paper suggests that failure to clearly 

identify those aspects of the City’s heritage of the highest relevance, against those elements of lesser or no 

significance (discontinuities) has encouraged the development of unrealistic and ‘all inclusive’ management 

policies. In particular, the recently established WHS Setting Policy
2
 area and brownfield redevelopment 

policies
3
 expose landscape areas integral to the Georgian development and appreciation of the City at 

significant risk. 

2. Background to the Bath Heritage Study  

The present work, which has been undertaken by private commission
4
, arose in part through a general 

dissatisfaction with documentation placed in the public domain in support of Bath WHS Setting policy area
5
. 

The following areas were identified as being of particular concern; i) the standard of graphical presentation 

and the degree to which maps and plans could be evaluated by the public; ii) failure to take into account the 

substantial growth of the City since 18
th
 century for which there is extensive documentary evidence; iii) 

absence of any methodological  statement clarifying the selection of key views and failure to consider those 

views in relation to the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV); and  iv) lack of systematic assessment of 

numerous historic depictions of the city as an evidential base for understanding the concept of the setting as 

it relates to the intricate interrelationship between Georgian period buildings and landscape identified at 

                                                      
1  UNESCO (1987).   

2  B&NES (2013). 

3  B&NES (2007); B&NES (2014). 

4  Prince’s Foundation for the Built Environment May 2010 – March 2012. 

5  B&NES (2009);  B&NES (2013). 
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inscription and in the revised Statement of Significance
6
. Following initial consultations carried out with 

state bodies
7
  (English Heritage, and Natural England) and non-government bodies (including Bath 

Preservation Trust and The National Trust), a programme of work was drawn up to address some of these 

issues.  

3. Methods & Resources  

Primary resources used in undertaking this study have included; historic maps (from 1568); current map 

data; archaeological finds data & reports (Roman period only); historic images (including 18
th
 & 19

th
 century 

prints); new field survey, photographic evidence and visual assessments. The decision to collate data in a 

spatial format was taken at an early stage with the purchase of digitised historic and contemporary 

cartographic data covering the whole city (including the ‘Setting’ area).  New ground survey data and 

LiDAR data was also purchased and combined with the current Ordnance Survey data (2010) to generate a 

standardized base map. This provided the foundation for the creation of multiple data layers including 

historic map overlays, archaeological data, city-wide section drawings, spatial mapping and visual analysis 

of historic and present-day views.  These analytical ‘layers’ were created using Adobe Illustrator and Adobe 

Photoshop software. Each map and overlay was reproduced at 1:35,000 scale showing the full area of the 

WHS and the setting area.  

At the conclusion of the 18 month research period the project team (including 5 graduate landscape 

architects, an architectural technician, a landscape historian and cultural anthropologist) had generated 70 

plans and overlays; analysed 1000 historic images; and made visual assessments of 26 key viewpoints 

identified as being of cultural significance according to historic and present day sources. This material was 

presented in a large format (A3) report in four volumes. Referring to this material, the UK Government 

Planning Inspector
8
 considered it ‘contained much valuable historic research’ and the Bath World Heritage 

Site Steering Committee
9
  expressed their wish to see the report in the public domain finding it ‘extremely 

valuable’. No provision has yet been made to finalise the study for publication and it is only possible to 

contribute only a small sample of the range and scope of the work in this paper.    

4. Setting & Topography 

Perceptions of Bath as ‘a complete city’ and of a city ‘contained within a hollow in the hills’ are frequently 

cited
10

 and used to underpin the inscription and protection of the City. Using topographic data to prepare the 

first accurately scaled city-wide cross sections, the BHS project found that such perceptions are misleading 

when examined critically in relation to the ground topography and historical evidence.  Six city-wide 

sections based on updated contour data
11

 and showing the horizontal and vertical elevations to the same 

scale, contrast markedly to the exaggerated sections provided by the local authority
12

.  

The BHS project also considered archaeological and cartographical evidence, finding that Roman 

farmstead/villas were developed on both the southern and northern plateaus surrounding the City; and that 

some Georgian period buildings including Bloomfield Crescent (1793-5) and Devonshire Buildings (1800-

1804) were developed outside of the ‘hollow’ to the south. Indeed, by tracing the incremental growth of the 

City since the Georgian period, the architectural, cartographic and topographic data allows us to appreciate 

                                                      
6  UNESCO (2014 : 2.1).  

7  Bath & North East Somerset Council declined to participate in this dialogue. 

8   Emerson (2014) PINS/F0114/429/4  para123. 

9    pers.com M. Harney 15.1.2014.   

10  B&NES (2009: 9); UNESCO (1987); UNESCO (2014:2). 

11  Bath Heritage Study (2012: Sheet 9 & 10). 

12  B&NES (2006:2). 
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how the City’s topography has been influential in the creation of the present City, however, there is little 

evidence that the City was ever conceived of as being complete or entire, nor was the topography such that it 

was seen necessary to contain development within a hollow or ‘bowl’ within the hills. 

5. Historical and Spatial Contexts 

The first significant settlement of Bath (Roman period c.60 – 410AD) was restricted to a central temple 

complex situated in the loop of the River Avon
13

. In due course, this complex became the focus of the 

medieval City which utilised the former temple walls to secure the city and these in part survive today as the 

Burrough Walls. A number of roads within this central area also remain in use from the Roman/medieval 

period.   

The process by which the City expanded and developed in the Georgian period has been well documented
14

, 

suffice to say here that development was not driven by the imposition of a single plan, nor the vision of a 

single architect. Each developer/architect acted independently in a commercial capacity to raise buildings for 

letting to the growing number of high status visitors choosing to spend the summer in the City. The first 

significant building boom in Bath took place between 1704 and 1707 when a new access through the 

Burrough Wall extended the possibility of development outside the old central area.  Bath thereafter was 

developed in phases throughout the 18
th
 century according to the availability of finance, the arrangement of 

building leases and changes in the law relating to freehold tenancies
15

. However a recently found deed of 

1764
16

  illustrates the degree of pragmatism by which even the most highly prized buildings were made; in 

this the vendor of the land, Margaret Gerard required that architect/builder John Wood to design his scheme 

for the Royal Crescent keeping certain areas as open space to allow access for milking cows. The fact that 

such restrictions were so acceptably resolved has much to do with the growing appreciation of pastoral 

aesthetic amongst a liberal and mercantile elite
17

,  but it also reiterates the fact that Bath did not arise from a 

masterplan but individual decision making events which effectively defined the layout of the Georgian city 

as it celebrated today. 

6. Mapping City Extents  

Tracing the outward expansion of the City and compiling a progressive sequence of map layers (City 

Extents) from its medieval core to the WHS boundary has been a key aspect of the BHS project. Since no 

established standard methodology for determining what precisely constituted a ‘city edge’ could be 

identified, the formulation of rules to ensure consistency in mapping the City Extents was required. To this 

end, it was decided (arbitrarily) that any individual building coming within 100m of another building was 

geographically associated, and that a cluster of 5 or more such buildings constituted a development front; 

conversely gaps exceeding 100m between building clusters indicated as satellite village beyond the extent of 

the City
18

. A series of City Extent plans showing the extent of the medieval and Georgian City (c.1830) and 

for 1888, 1904, 1932, 1949-71, 2010 were accordingly prepared (see fig. 1).  These illustrate the maximum 

extent of the City at any period, but do not infer that the City comprised of densely built development, nor 

indicate the degree to which development was in-filled and consolidated behind the advancing City front in 

each subsequent period.  Using CAD software, it was then possible to establish a more precise notion as to 

the proportion of the WHS site potential identifiable according to key OUV criteria.   

                                                      
13  Cunliffe (1995:11-15).      

14  Neale (1981); Ison (2004); Davis and Bonsall (2006). 

15  Neale (1981:113-4); Davis and Bonsall (2006:83). 

16  Mrs Margaret Garrard and John Wood Esquire Contract for Sale of Hereditaments at Bath for Building dated 22  

    September 1764. Bath City Library. 

17  Pound (1986:29). 

18  Other more detailed rules and provisions are set out in detail within the BHS report. 
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The ‘footprint’ of the medieval City was 0.18km
2
 and by the close of the Georgian period in 1830, this area 

had been extended to 3.1km
2 

.
 
That is, Georgian Bath at most comprised of just over 10% of the present 

WHS area which is 28.7km
2
.
  

By 1888 at the height of the Victorian period, the city area had extended to 

7.1km
2
; that figure rising to 8.2km

2
 (or 28% of the WHS area) at the close of the 19

th
 century (data relating 

to 1904). By 2010, the built extent of the City amounted to 22.4km
2
, which when subtracted from the area 

developed earlier, allows us to see that at least  49.5% of the present City was built in the 20
th
 century and 

this figure is in addition to any infill development which has occurred in the Medieval, Georgian and 

Victorian areas.  That is to say, well over half of the WHS site was constructed in the 20
th
 century and this is 

not recognised as being of any particular quality (OUV) in the Statement of Significance for the site. 

7. Landscape and ‘the View’ 

A further resource for interpreting the history of Bath and the social activity which informed the 18
th
 and 19

th
 

century development of the City is the large number of illustrations which have survived.  A number of these 

historic images of Bath are well known and have been used to illustrate various aspects of the history of 

Bath
19

, and the work by Lees-Milne & Ford is seminal in providing a detailed catalogue of the artists, 

publishers, engravers and the number of editions made.  Much of this visual archive is available on-line
20

 but 

has not previously been systematically analysed from a spatial point of view.  For the first time the BHS 

project has provided an illustrated catalogue of Bath and its landscapes (550 historic images) together with 

contemporary view analysis
21

.  

Topographical engravings were an important and fashionable visual medium in the 18
th
 and early 19

th
 

centuries and were popular as souvenirs being the photographs or postcards of their day.  In this sense, the 

image (view) and the location of viewing (viewpoint) can be seen as mutually reinforcing, such that the most 

popular images or scenes might also be interpreted as amongst the most popular places for visiting. Viewing 

was very much a social activity
22

 and consideration of the subject matter also tells us about what was thought 

attractive or valuable at any particular point in time. It is significant then, that together with the many street 

scenes and architectural depictions, that there are a large number of depictions of the river and views of Bath 

as seen from the surrounding countryside. Utilising view assessment techniques from landscape 

architecture
23

, each image was analysed to locate the position (viewpoint) from which ‘the view’ depiction 

was made. Cumulatively, as each image was assessed, the approximate viewpoint for each image was plotted 

resulting in a map showing the most popular (most frequent) areas for view making, and for viewing the City 

(figg. 2, 3). We consider that these view locations represent an authentic concept of the heritage setting. 

By far the most significant area for viewing the City was from south of the river looking northwards, 

particularly from the south east quadrant looking towards the north west, noting in particular the popularity 

of Beechen Cliff, Bathwick Meadows, Bathwick Hill, Prior Park & Widcombe Hill areas. The river corridor 

is especially prevalent in depictions from several of these vantage points
24

, providing the context and setting 

for buildings such as the Royal Crescent and North Parade
25

 . Such images were often characterised by 

                                                      
19  Pound (1986); B&NES (2009).  

20  Bath in Time (http://www.bathintime.co.uk) provides access to an extensive collection. The  British Library,  Victoria Art  

     Gallery and Holburne Museum also hold topographical prints and paintings.  

21  Bath Heritage Study (2012: Vol II parts a and b). 

22  No images depicting the private views from city windows were found in the course of the project. 

23  Methodologies similar to those used in Landscape and Visual Impact Assessments (LVIA) for planning 

     purposes. 

24  Bath Heritage Study (2012: Vol IIa) 

25  For example ‘The North Parade’ (1773) Bath-in-Time (http://www.bathintime.co.uk) no: 10210. 

http://www.bathintime.co.uk/
http://www.bathintime.co.uk/
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grazing livestock in a meadow foreground in keeping with the 18
th
 century landscape garden aesthetic

26
; or 

shown in a tiered arrangement with other crescent terraces somewhat akin to the capriccios drawn in the 18
th
 

century of Rome.   

Reassessment of views from these locations by the BHS project found that in many cases viewpoints and/or 

views had been either entirely lost or their integrity substantially damaged by the encroachment of 20
th
 

century development. Growth of trees, and in particular self seeding trees in locations such as Beechen Cliff 

also lessened the accessibility and authenticity of surviving views/viewpoints. 

8. Protecting the Heritage Asset 

Crucially, and without exception these historic views and viewpoints which have authenticity in relation to 

the Georgian City are all situated within the current World Heritage boundary. Indeed, the Georgian 

buildings and supporting landscapes are at the centre of the WHS site, and the area adjacent to the WHS 

boundary is taken up with 20
th
 century development of little or no heritage significance. In view of these 

findings, not only does the BHS project raise doubt as to the capacity of the new setting policy area to 

protect OUV, but finds greater concern in the way that the setting policy has deflected interest away from 

areas of primary importance, and by the same token has reinforced the development of brownfield sites 

within the City to meet new housing needs.  

The largest of the brownfield sites is the river corridor which has become blighted over an extended period 

as a result of industrial decline and reduction in railway infrastructure. Large residential complexes such as 

the recent Western Riverside development are located within close proximity of the Royal Crescent and 

stand within a few metres of the river edge.  Despite concern raised by ICOMOS 
27

 construction here 

represents a lost opportunity to restore and enhance the landscape setting of the Georgian City.  Also within 

the river corridor redevelopment area, is the Southgate Shopping Centre (2009-2010) which dominants views 

of the City from Beechen Cliff; in particular, the shed-like roof of the shopping centre is clearly visible and 

lacks any sense of visual integration or scaling in keeping with the surrounding historic buildings or street 

plan. Accordingly, the BHS project urges that future developments take due account of the visibility from 

key vantage points within the authentic setting area. 

9. Conclusion 

The BHS project has brought forward a significant body of new and politically unbiased evidence in support 

of the OUV and the protection of the City of Bath World Heritage Site. The study has drawn attention to the 

discontinuous nature of the asset, noting that the footprint of Georgian Bath accounts for only 10% of the 

total land area currently managed within the World Heritage Site.  Through an analysis of key aspects of the 

heritage asset, the study finds that failure to adequately identify the OUV and its discontinuities has placed 

the protection of heritage interests at increased risk, through shifting attention away from the protection of 

the core heritage asset to the protection of the WHS/City administrative boundary. As a result, the large areas 

of housing built in the 20
th
 century which now define the urban-rural interface at the WHS boundary are 

currently afforded higher degrees of protection than the core landmark buildings which formed the 

centrepiece of the Georgian City.  The BHS project therefore highlights an urgent need to re-examine the 

implication of these conflicting policy interests. It also asks that the local authority, state party and Bath 

WHS Steering Committee acknowledge and make use of the new data resources and methodologies 

developed by the BHS project by lending support to its dissemination for the benefit of the people of Bath 

and the international community of heritage professionals. 

References 
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Fortifications in the Lessinia Area: Memory, Architecture and Landscape 

Fiorenzo MENEGHELLI * 

(*) Architect, President of the Italian Institute of Castles for the Veneto Region, Member ICOMOS-

ICOFORT Italy, mf@architettomeneghelli.191.it 

Abstract 

Before the blast of the First World War, on the boundary between Italy and Austria, on the Northern part of 

Verona, numerous fortified structures were built. The Lessinia Mountain Community fostered the recovery 

and increase in value of: Santa Viola Fort, for music and tourist activities; Monte Tesoro Fort, becoming a 

centre of hiking in the mountain area with places for hospitality, promotion of local food and wine products, 

cultural, educational and environmental activities. Finally with the trenches’ recovery we should give birth to 

the Ecomuseum of all the Lessinia’s forts and trenchers. 

Keywords: Verona; Lessinia; First World War; Fortifications; Landscape 

1. Fortifications around Verona: Lessinia 

The city of Verona, thanks to its particular geographic position which acts as a fundamental bond for any 

kind of links between Italy and the North of Europe, maintained during the centuries a crucial strategic role 

of control on the Lombardy Plain (known as “Padania”) and Alpine bonds. During the Hapsburg Era (1814-

1866), Verona became the main fortified town of the Quadrangle, by developing a defensive system that 

overtakes the urban nature and expands on the territory. This system binds the territorial morphological 

features (Garda Lake, Adige, Mincio and Po’ Rivers, Pre-alpine mounts), with the means of communication 

and the fortified system.  

In 1866, Veneto passed to the Italian Realm, but Verona still maintained its strategic role. 

The border with Austria then moved to the current dividing line between Veneto and Trentino Alto Adige. 

The Italian defense considered the “closure” of the numerous means of communication, climbing down from 

the Alpine arch, with a system made of blockage forts, in order to guarantee manoeuvre’s freedom to the 

Padania area’s troops between the two Po’s shores. The Italian Engineers changed (1880-85) the Austrian 

works of the Rivoli’s blockage (Rivoli and Ceraino’s Forts) which was closing the Adige plain (Valdadige), 

and realised new Forts such as S. Marco (1883, renovated in 1913), Masua (1880-85, renewed during the 

beginning of 1900s), the bottom-array of Rivoli Fort (1884), the “Tagliata” of Incanal (1884) and the Cimo 

Grande and Noale armoured arrays at the beginning of 1900s. On the North-East side of Verona, on the 

offshoots of Lessinia’s mounts, Castelletto Fort (1885-1900s), San Briccio Fort (1885) and the Monticelli 

array were built, while the armoured Forts of Monte Tesoro and Santa Viola were developed between 1908 

and 1910. 

The pre-Alpine militarization led the territory to deep changes, which replaced the agro-pastoral area with a 

region subjected to numerous interventions of infrastructures. These interventions can be summarized into: 

realization of an infrastructural net (new roads, bridges, aqueduct with fountains and tanks, telephone lines, 

devices for light signals, etc...) and troops’ logistic support (barracks, commands, hospitals, bakeries, 

warehouses, barns, powder magazines, etc...); fortified system, such as blockage forts of the valleys and 

trenches’ network. Between 1915 and 1918 Lessinia counted on  around 20/25.000 soldiers, to whom it is the 

case to add more than 5.000 workers involved in the defensive buildings. 

The new forts began to be built starting from what was happening at that time in Europe, where huge 

fortified systems were realized with an anti-German function, such as in Belgium and France. The Italian 

Engineers developed a model of armoured fort which has been adopted between 1905 and 1908 in the Alpine 

barricades of the North-Eastern boundary. The new forts were designed to have concrete thick brickworks 

mailto:mf@architettomeneghelli.191.it
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and provided with artillery, protected by cast-iron and steel casamates. The blockade fortification is no more 

conceived as isolated building, but as a group of infrastructures deployed over the area being able to conduct 

complementary function in a defensive action. The fort presents, thanks to its reduced dimensions, a good 

integration in the environmental context, but its structural limits left it as a vulnerable objective. In respect to 

the fast technological evolution of firearms, the defensive building resulted after few years inadequate or 

even obsolete to fulfill its defensive role.  

2. The Lessinia’s fortified heritage 

The majority of the forts were subject of systematic ransackings at the end of the First World War, that led 

all the structures to a state of neglect and decay but also to a removal of the historic memory. Thanks to a 

deep archival and documental research which found its spread through articles and books, came to light the 

progressive interest of local administrators and  population for their own fortified heritage. The awareness 

that their safeguard could be inserted in a wider territorial value program has grown. On this aim, recovery 

interventions led by some Municipalities together with the Mountain Community and the Regional Park of 

Lessinia need to be stressed. 

Santa Viola Fort 

The project, realized by the Lessinia’s Mountain Community, provides for the recovery of the fort which is 

property of the Municipality of Grezzana, acting as an entry door to the Lessinia’s Natural Park. The fort is 

located in a point of change between the urbanized environment and the protected Park, where are present 

context of great value.  All this portion of land represents a real territorial landmark, both from an 

environmental and landscape point of view, and permits a 360° sight of all the area around.  The fort 

recovery will provide for the realization of a structure which is at the same time receptive and expositive at 

the tourist service, orientated in particular to the younger audience. The intervention, carried out with the 

collegue M. Valdinoci, has interested the vast woody area of around 10;200 sqm and the fort,  with a volume 

over 10.000 cbm. The loan of the restoration works includes the participation of the Veneto Region, the 

Province of Verona, local banks and also some European funds (fig. 1).  The restoration followed two main 

criteria: the renovation and architectural integration for those parts of the fort in decay that still preserve 

meaningful element of the historical system. For e.g., the stone in view brickwork parts were subject of a 

peculiar renovation. The architectonic integration has been adopted for the semi-demolished stonish 

brickworks  with in view concrete drops on the missing parts (figg. 2, 3). The intervention of the inner parts 

has been diversified: at the ground floor the finishing level has been adapted to the use as food service rooms 

and reception for small group of visitors; while on the upper story, where the locals will be destined to 

temporary displays and museum, the rough brickworks have been conserved realizing minimal inner 

finishing interventions, except for the positioning of doors and windows in glass and metal on the external 

walls (fig. 4). The electric installation has been realized with in view steel tubes and luminous body in opalin 

glass shaded neon (fig. 5). The air-conditioning system (only for the ground floor) is made of a circular pipe 

in micropore steel. 

Monte Tesoro Fort 

Designed for being a military area in the 80s has then passed to the Public State Property, and in 2013 has 

been acquired for free by the Sant’Anna d’Alfaedo Municipality with the responsibility of realizing an 

increase in value programme of the fort. The area extends to around 155.000 sqm on the top of Monte 

Tesoro, inside there are an armoured fort dating back to the first part of 1900s, the barrack which hosted its 

garrison and other buildings of more recent construction. The increase in value program has, as first, defined 

the reference’s general overview, and improved the meaning that the recovery work of the fort acquires for 

the territory. The fortifications identify very well the places’ features and morphology, getting the useful 

elements for the defense, and how their building gives to the area a brand new identity and role. Hence, it is 

important to recognize the relations which link the fortified structure to the natural environment, that permits 

now to think about the forts as strongholds to the landscape defense. The recover of the forts, considered as 
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essential parts of the historical, architectural and environmental heritage of Lessinia, should not represent an 

isolated case, but has to be inserted in a wider increase in value programme which involves the whole 

territory ( figg. 6, 7).  

Moreover, the Monte Tesoro Fort recovery is inserted in a cultural and historical route which involves 

numerous places of archaeological, environmental and landscape interest of Lessinia, where the promotion 

of food and wine and artisanal typicalness is introduced. The intervention provides for: the recovery and 

increase in value of the Lessinia’s fortified heritage, with the creation of the trenches and forts’ Eco-

museum; the realization of a local network binding the places of historical, cultural and environmental 

interest with common plans of increase in value and fruition; the recovery of the fort as a place of memory of 

the First World War in the Lessinia’s area and expositive space where increasing the awareness on the 

archaeological, historical, architectural, cultural, environmental and landscape heritage; the barracks will 

become places of reception and hospitality, rest stops and services for cultural, environmental and free time 

tourism, getting the reference centre for hiking in the mountain area and promotion of traditional local 

products; finally, the vast woody area of the mount will be the centre for educational and environmental 

formation, research and conservation of biodiversity. The fulfillment of the programme will be managed by 

the Municipality in cooperation with the Lessinia’s Mountain Community and the Regional Park. A Master 

Plan of the Monte Tesoro’s increase in value will be written and will establish a guideline for the following 

projects of architectural, environmental and naturalistic aim.  

The realization of this plan can occur both with direct intervention of the Municipality and through the 

program’s agreement device and/or by agreements stipulated between public and private subjects. 

3. Lessinia: the forts and trenches’ Ecomuseum 

“An ecomuseum represents what a territory owns, and who are the inhabitants, starting from the lively 

culture of the people, their environment, the past’s heritage, what they want to show to their guests and pass 

on to their sons” 

Hugues de Varine 

The term “Lessinia’s forts and trenches’ Ecomuseum” suggests the need of safeguarding not only the 

historical tokens of the First World War, but also of preserving the memoir, places and landscapes. The 

fortified heritage which is present in the Lessinia’s mountain area displays some peculiar features: the 

historical boundary area between the Italian Kingdom and the Austro-Hungarian Empire, which corresponds 

with the current border between the Province of Verona and Trento. This border is signalled by hundreds of 

boundary stones, the ones in stone were of property of the Venetian Republic (1754), the others were 

realized by the Italian Realm (1911). 

Before the blast of the First World War in 1915, this area, considered by the Italian military commands as 

subject of a possible Austrian attack, saw the construction of numerous fortified buildings. These 

fortifications were not directly involved by the military operations and for this reason have very well 

preserved until today, becoming an important historical testimony. The quantity and variety of trenches 

realized is extraordinary, availing of natural rocky clefts integrated with structures in concrete or in local 

stones, etc..., by the soldiers. Such trenches were not altered by the human intervention, but just subject of a 

natural decay, so they can represent an efficient educational basis to understand the life of who worked in 

this area. The Lessinia’s defensive system, which extends on around 34 km, consists of: field works 

(trenches, artillery stationings, hounded positionings, etc...); forts; military routs; etc... 

The objective of the Ecomuseum that should be shared with the local communities are: Environmental – 

safeguard and increase in value of environment and landscape; Historical and Memoir – with the 

preservation and the recovery of all the material and immaterial proofs; Educational and Tourist – with the 

development of an environmental and cultural tourism, realizing itineraries bound to the network of regional 
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and European routs; Local Development – with the promotion of local tipycalness and improvement of the 

receptive and culturally interesting offer. 

4. The recovery of Lessinia’s trenches 

The Lessinia’s strongholds developed on more than 18 km, with around 8.000 m of trenches, 50.000 m of 

wire fences, more than 30 fire cannons, hundreds of gunfire’s positionings, a hundred of refuges in cave for 

men and supplies, hundreds of wooden barracks to host the troop and officials, more than thousands of metre 

of roads and passages, etc... 

The trenches and the defensive works in general are realized both digging the ground, where possible, and in 

the rock. In the rocky blocks, by using and digging the natural clefts, a net of trenches, passages, tunnels, 

cave stationings, etc..., were created. This web of trenches extended for kilometres. It was a place inhabited 

by thousands of men who, to protect themselves by the atmospheric agents and by the winter harshness, 

sheltered in tunnels dug in the rock or covered part of the trenches with wooden trusses and/or plates of 

stone. 

The intervention of safeguard and increase in value of all this heritage should be structured in three big 

thematic areas: 

Awareness – intended as historical, documental, cartographic memory, etc..., research, together with surveys 

and reliefs for an exact reading of the territory through the critical exam of historical and current 

cartography. Moreover, it provides for the identification and cataloging of the different defensive buildings’ 

types: forts, trenches, roads, mule tracks, bridges, artillery stationings, caves, tunnels, warehouses, barracks, 

sources and pits of water, traces of large buildings, etc... 

Conservation – examination of the structures’ conservation state with evaluation of the appropriate degree of 

intervention; definition of the intervention’s modalities and of the techniques to use; identification and 

coordination of the professionals: specialized companies and/or volunteers; definition of a maintenance 

programme. 

Communication – communicate the memoir through documents and information, books, thematic papers, 

billboarding, web site, conventions, exhibitions, etc...; transmit the memory through emotions and 

experiences as historical and naturalistic itineraries, guided tours and educational activities, theatrics 

representations, historical memory, etc... 

The first recovery building site was the Malga Pidocchio one, located on the military road, realized in 1915 

in only 45 days, which connects the town of Erbezzo to the boundary defensive positionings. On the rocky 

block placed on the left side of the road, a passages, trenches, tunnels, artillery stationings, etc..., network 

was created, complementing and digging the natural clefts. This “defensive block” presented covered 

trenches with wooden trusses and/or stone plates in order to guarantee the protection of the troops from 

atmospheric agents. The presence of a high number of soldiers deployed in this area led to the realization of 

numerous wooden barracks, while the local Alpine huts were rearranged as officials’ accommodation. 

The recovery interventions were inspired by the criteria of compatibility and respect of the context where 

operate, in order to safeguard all the present historical, environmental and landscape heritage. The existing 

signs in the area, made less evident by time and nature, have been recognized and interpreted avoiding, 

where possible, reconstructive artificialities which could alter the testimonial value (figg. 8, 9). 

The recovery of the defensive works of the First World War can become an opportunity to define and 

promote a wider increase in value programme of the territory as a whole. The realization of the Ecomuseum 

permits to search a territorial model of sustainable development, that constitutes a possibility for the local 

population of a new and balanced social, cultural and economic fulfillment. 
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Figure 1: Fort Santa Viola, aerial view. 

 

      

Figure 2: Fort Santa Viola.                                                   Figure 3: Fort Santa Viola, roof with the                                                                                                                        

                                                                                              reconstruction of the  domes in corten steel. 
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Figure 4:  Fort Santa Viola view from inside the forest.      Figure 5: Fort Santa Viola. 

 

 

  

Figure 6: Fort Monte Tesoro, aerial view with      Figure 7: Fort Monte Tesoro, current status. 

insertion of the restoration project of the fort  

and barracks. 

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

Figure 8: Monti Lessini (Verona) the trenches  of Malga  Pidocchio 

Figure 9: Monti Lessini (Verona) the trenches of  Malga Pidocchio. 
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Abstract 

Lazio landscape exemplarily represents a complex cultural landscape, in which anthropogenic hazards crossed 

natural drivers. Today a heritage paradox comes in sight, since this unique palimpsest is endangered by spatial 

disorder due to the last century drivers. In contrast the matrix of ancient Latium landscape was spatially 

ordered by precisely positioned human structures of material and immaterial value, proving an intense 

celebration of the cultural roots in the landscape. This knowledge risking disappearance is spiked with still 

recognizable elements even bridging to other cultures and continents.  

 

Keywords: Knowledge and values, Archaeology and landscape, Water cultural heritage 

 

Developing over millennia and variously replicated in literature and art the Lazio landscape exemplarily 

represents a highly complex cultural landscape, in which anthropogenic hazards have crossed natural drivers. 

However, the landscape outside the caput mundi has left a unique heritage of multilayered territories 

coexisting from archaic to contemporary periods risking disappearance. Spatial organisation culminated 

mainly under the drivers of intensive urban sprawl, growth of infrastructure and water networks, cultivation, 

industrialization and unsustainable use of resources. Actually Latium appears as an ever-changing fragmented 

mosaic. Furthermore 17% of its total surface is protected as areas of natural imprinting in national, regional or 

archaeological parks or nature reserves. Today a heritage paradox comes in sight, since this spatial 

fragmentation has provokes spatial disorder in form of a constantly changing landscape
28

, which is 

accompanied by phenomena like loss of the awareness  of identifying characteristics and coherence. 

In contrast, the ancient Latium cultural landscape around Tivoli and Palestrina represented early proves of an 

intense celebration of the cultural roots in the landscape. This knowledge is spiked with recognizable built 

elements of identifying characteristics spread out in the suburbia. Ordered by precisely positioned man-made 

structures, moments in the landscape were fixed respecting material and immaterial values. This matrix 

consisted of isolated cultural objects positioned in respect of a defined spatial order, in dialogue with visual 

challenges of the circumfluent landscape. Since proves concentrate in Tivoli and Palestrina, the area has been 

determined as research focus. 

Due to the general shift towards a global information society and restructuring economical processes the 

cultural landscape is suffering uncontrolled clearance of un-known dimensions
29

 today. Consequently, the 

research’s objective is to examine which instruments and strategies could preserve and uplift these often 

hidden cultural strata. A balanced ratio has to define un- and touched areas in relevance of protection, 

maintenance, preservation, interpretation, simultaneously respecting   qualities, like identity, water as a 

                                                      
28 Bjur, Hans, Santillo Frizell, Barbro (Ed.) 2009, Via Tiburtina, Space, movement & artefacts in the urban landscape, Rome, That’s 

the way it is 

29 Buettner, Thomas, 2007, Kulturlandschaft im Kopf, S.34, in: Koerner, Stefan, Marshall, Ilka, Die Zukunft der Kulturlandschaft, 

Bonn, 2007 

http://www.lai.ar.tum.de/
http://www.lai.ar.tum.de/
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carrier of cultural relevance, blue and green infrastructure, recycled soils as base for new landscapes, 

biodiversity, recycled post-industrial structures, new energies, food production, recreation. The presented 

strategies aim for a resilient
30

 cultural landscape in respect of these aspects, as an interpolating instrument 

between citizens, politics and administration. The results shall enrich the international debate and serve as an 

excellent example for other cultural landscapes. 

 

The promenade ‘Dare forma al territorio Prenestino’ (Fig.1) is a spatial research approach respecting 

Prenestine specific imprints. Since they carry knowledge and identity, they were interpreted as determining 

morphology within the cultural landscape around Praeneste / Palestrina; the theme ‘heritage and landscape as 

human values’ is especially appropriate here. Unlike the Tiburtine imprints, which are enlightened later, the 

Palestrinan ones focus in and around the late-republican, terraced Santuario della Fortuna Primigenia, 

appearing as partly hidden ruins and threatened by disappearance within the urban context. Historically these 

cultural layers were neglected or even overbuilt by residential building activities over centuries and decades. 

In 1944 the ancient terraced sanctuary structures rose from the bombardment destructions of the Allied 

forces. This destructive process offered the possibility to rediscover these nearly lost and Palestrina inherent 

layers. By means of this promenade contemporary landscape architecture can offer a sensitive spatial 

research and preservation strategy which preserves, presents and experiences simultaneously superimposing 

layers: Starting the promenade at Palestrina’s Roman Forum at a height of 485 AMSL the visitor crosses the 

ancient pilgrimage path via the basilica’s apse on the lower sanctuary level and enters directly into 

Praeneste’s cultural treasures, like the Nile and the fish mosaic. Originally both mosaics were positioned in 

natural half-grottos and covered with a film of water coming out of the base of the rock. The Nile mosaic is 

actually presented in the Museo Nazionale Prenestino, hosted in Palazzo Colonna Barberini approximately 

65-70 m higher up the hill. The fish mosaic still remained in its original position. The course of the 

promenade takes great importance in the understanding of the original spatial position of both mosaics, since 

the Nile mosaic is being considered as one of the two holy spots of this sanctuary, which Meyboom 

considers as “earliest example of refined treatment of perspective in the landscape preserved in the ancient 

art and rarely paralleled in Roman art“
31

. Both mosaics are positioned in approximately similar distances 

from the central sanctuary axis. The two Prenestine obelisks were equally found in the nearby surroundings 

of the forum, both being actually exhibited in museums in Naples and Munich. These cultural layers offer a 

dialectic discourse on distance. Topics arise, like ‘Fortuna –Tychne –Isis, Who was Praeneste’s mistress?’ 

or ‘The transition of Osiris in the after world in relation to the conception of the Prenestine Sanctuary’ or 

‘Models for the architectonical conception of this unique sanctuary with rising ramps on Italian grounds?’ 

Leaving the half-grottos and the forum, the promenade continues rising five consecutive sanctuary terraces 

to the level of 524 AMSL. From here the preservation requiring monumental ramps, connect to the level of 

the Terrazza degli emicicli at 531 AMSL, where the second holy spot is imagined
32

, in form of a tholos over 

a stonewall chute. Currently spatial perceptibility of the position of the original tholos is lacking. The central 

staircase, equally in demand of restoration, joins this level to the Piazza della Cortina (length ca. 119m, 

width ca. 60m, radius of cavea theatrale ca. 30m
33

) at a height of 544 AMSL. Via the ancient central 

staircase the visitor reaches the culminating level of this cultural promenade via its authentic position, 

finishing in summa cavea. Here the unconsciously initiated invaso-effect
34

 makes each visitor reverse, 

instantly grasping a conceived landscape image. 

The perceived viewshed shows the sanctuary’s monumental architecture in the foreground superimposed by 

Palestrina’s natural landscape in the background, the Monti Albani to the right, the Monti Lepini to the left 

and the Tyrrhenic Sea limiting the horizon. Unconsciously the compelling attraction of this panorama pulls 

                                                      
30 Definition see: Droege, Peter (Ed.), Regenerative region, Munich, 2014, p.33f 
31 Meyboom, P.G.P., 1995, The Nile Mosaic of Palestrina, Early Evidence of Egyptian Religion in Italy, Leiden / NY, p.98 5 

Coarelli, Filippo, 1987, I santuario del Lazio in età repubblicana, La Nuova Italia Scientifica Roma, 1987, p.49f, Fig.15 
32 Coarelli, Filippo, 1987, I santuario del Lazio in età repubblicana, La Nuova Italia Scientifica Roma, 1987, p.49f, Fig.15 
33 Coarelli, 1987, Fig.12, p.42f 
34 Coarelli, 1987, p.78f, p. 46f 
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the visitor’s view towards the central axis, which seems to point to an infinite direction, maintaining a 

cultural dialogue on distance
35

. Until today hypotheses vary. Corresponding to Norberg-Schulz’s
36

 

interpretations of the cardus-decumanus-scheme, both directions are considered naturally inherent in the 

landscape around Palestrina. The sanctuary’s central axis is interpreted as cardus, the paralleled terraces, as 

decumanus. With reference to this interpretation, the Prenestine sanctuary can be seen as a built root and 

prove indicating intense cultural celebration within the Prenestine landscape, fixing moments in time and 

according natural landscape to a sort of cosmic scheme. Following this logic, this conceived landscape 

viewshed initiated by the invaso-effect, could be additionally interpreted as a sort of templum or holy illusion. 

Referable effects were already used in ancient Egypt, like the sacred mirage effect, overlapping a sort of 

pyramidal alignment from Heliopolis along the Giza axis
37

. This implantation of a man-made cardus-

decumanus-scheme within an architectural sanctuary conception stretching out over the Prenestine landscape 

into an infinite space of a conceived cultural landscape, can be qualified as a unique cultural heritage of 

Palestrina, Lazio and Italy. In order to recheck this hypothesis, this research study developed geodetical 

calculations
38

 in order to follow the surveyed directions of the Prenestine cardus- decumanus-scheme. The 

results give evidence, that the Southern cardus and Eastern decumanus of the Prenestine  sanctuary might 

function as conceived reference crosslines, - the decumanus potentially referring to models of an earlier phase 

of human cultural development outside Europe. 

Historically water was running along the sanctuary’s terraces, which was conducted here via an aqueduct 

from the highlands. Descending terrace after terrace, it was used besides for freshwater, for ornamental 

functions or fountains and cultural actions
39

. This promenade extending over a height difference of nearly 60 

height meters intends to subtly reintroduce the element water as a cultural carrier subordinated to the 

architectural sanctuary structure on this dry slope. Additional topics inherent to Praeneste interesting to 

enlighten could be: Praeneste’s ancient commercial exchange routes via Delos to the far Orient, the 

provenance of the two obelisks, strategic road taxes - Palestrina’s territory under aristocratic control in 

renaissance times. 

In summary Praeneste represents an excellent example proving early celebration of cultural roots in the 

landscape. In suburbia highly cultivated citizens were collectively able to conceive, construct and maintain a 

unique cultural oeuvre over generations. Fixed in a cultural dialogue and in cross lines of the cardus-

decumanus-scheme the ancient sanctuary ruins still occupy a surface of 1,5 ha
40 

within the city centre today. 

The concept promenade ‘Dare forma al territorio Prenestino’ aims for a partly accessible public space near 

the sanctuary in modern Palestrina, instead of a spatial inaccessible ‘voidage’ in the city centre as 

consequence of the protected sanctuary terraces.  

This synchronic cultural dialogue based on Praenestes inherent historic layers coevally respects, conserves 

and presents cultural heritage in an active, resilient and contemporary way (Fig.2) . 

This a spatial research and conservation approach respecting Tiburtine imprints as determining morphology 

within the cultural landscape around Tibur / Tivoli. Actually these carriers of knowledge and identity are 

often hidden and risk disappearance within the dynamics of the urban landscape of Tivoli and along the Via 

Tiburtina. Simultaneously they represent Tivoli inherent layers for renewal strategies in terms of 

contemporary landscape architecture: Tivoli looks back on a unique cultural heritage in form of the archaic 

transhumance network with routes leading from the Appenines (Alba Fucens) via Tivoli and the Aquae 

Albulae, (a potential animal spa), the Roman Forum Boarium to the salty pastures of the Campagna Romana. 

Even the shape of the Sanctuario di Ercole Vincitore was influenced and traversed by the course of this 

                                                      
35 Coarelli, 1987, p.78f, p.46f 
36 Norberg-Schulz, Christian, , 1982,  Genius loci, Landschaft, Lebensraum, Baukunst, Stuttgart, p.147, Fig. 242 
37 Magli, Guilio, 2011, Reconstruction of ancient conceptual landscapes in the Nile valley, p.7, Fig.2,3. 
38 Applied geodetical formulas to crosscheck the southern extension of the cardus and the eastern extension of the decumanus: cos 

(s12) = sin φ1 sin φ2 + cos φ1 cos φ2 cos (λ2- λ1); sin(alpha) = cos f2 * (sin(l2-l1)/sin(s) 

author, Preis, Sebastian, 2013, TU Munich, Faculty of Civil, Geo and Environmental Engineering, Dept. of geodesy. 
39 Coarelli, 1987, p.46. 
40 Merz, Jörg Martin, 2001, Das Heiligtum der Fortuna in Palestrina und die Architektur der Neuzeit, München, p.29, Fig.18, p.28, 

Fig.17. 
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archaic pathway. Strategically the route ‘Dare forma al territorio Tiburtino’ intends to re-establish a spatial 

reconnection between Tivoli and the Aniene overstretching a height difference of at least 100 meters via this 

ancient transhumance course. By the Ponte Acquoria Aniene’s lower fluvial areas could be re-joined to the 

sloping areas of Tivoli, flanking the ruins of the Santuario di Ercole Vincitore and the partly abandoned post-

industrial ruins of 19th and 20th century on the Western slopes underneath Tivoli. The promenade 

culminates on the acropolis with the Temple Duo near the Aniene fall bridge and the Cascades. This cultural 

route chains all three ancient Tiburtine temples along one pathway from the Aniene to the Tiburtine 

acropolis, flanking the ruins of the Sanctuario di Ercole Vincitore (ca. 152m x 119m)14 , as well as the 

Templi di Tiburnus and della Albunea Sibilla. 

The post-industrial ruins of 19th and 20th century underneath the Sepolcreto and the Tiburtine Acropolis on 

the Western slopes need additional attention in form of new strategies for spatial renewal within the 

landscape. These ruins could potentially host new functions by architectural reinterpretation and a dialogue 

with regards to contents around the city inherent topics like the long demanded  museum for Tivoli. 

Historically Aniene’s productive water potential was used for fresh water and water energy production since 

the 19th century. Tivoli installed the first electrical water power station in Italy, being coevally the first city 

provided with electrical light. In medieval times Tivoli’s Western slopes were covered with at least 30 

windmills15, proving a historic knowledge. Contemporary green power related topics could be connected to 

historic ones, like water power use for Modern Tivoli. 

In the past Aniene’s destructive fluvial powers had devastating effects for Tivoli. This proves a necessity to 

develop strategic scenarios for flood water management. In addition there is a demand for fluvial renewal 

strategies in the Aniene sector, where the course is running in vicinity to the Via Tiburtina. The 

unsustainable use of mineral resources in the surroundings of Rome was particularly concentrated alongside 

the Via Tiburtina and has already lowered the groundwater level. In the Tiburtine quarries over millennia 

mainly tuff and travertine stone were exploited. Varied bedrock of volcanic origin created the hydraulic 

conditions for the occurrence of sulphurous waters nearby, such as the Aqua Albulae area, as a white water 

spa for man and animal. These geologic preconditions and industrial leftovers create a potential, which could 

serve as base for nature and soil renewal or recreational aspects in restricted areas. 

The renewal strategy milieu ‘Dare forma al territorio Tiburtino rigenerativo’ (Fig.2) is a spatial approach, 

focusing on the regenerative and after-use potential of exploited industrial landscapes. Tivoli’s  historic 

dimension, being the first Italian city provided with electrical light, is taken up and developed further into an 

energy and climate strategy based on self-supplied renewable water and solar energies allowing modern 

Tivoli energetic independency and self-determination. The milieu strategy aims for ecologically beneficial 

energetic independence, as well as the implementation of recycling concepts initiating new ecosystems with 

synergic effects like micro-climate and soil improvement, increase of biodiversity, flood water management, 

biomass production or recreational aspects. 

Millieu and route ‘Dare forma al territorio Tiburtino’ are spatially interweaved as a resilient approach 

offering prototypical solutions for the handling of heritage layers lacking reconcilable environmental and 

visual improvement like the western areas underneath Tivoli. This after-use strategy with side-effects on the 

Aniene and the spatial interventions will depend on political implementation over decades. By walking a 

synchronic cultural dialogue and superimposition of Tivoli’s inherent historic layers is established 

respecting, conserving and presenting cultural heritage in an active, resilient and contemporary way. 

In summary Tivoli represents an excellent example for celebration of movement along cultural 

infrastructural roots since archaic time in suburbia, underlying the course of the present Via Tiburtina and 

coming along with coexisting territorial organisation models, like the transhumance network, connecting the 

Appenines to the Campagna Romana. 
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Fig. 1 Promenade ‚Dare forma al territorio Prenestino’ (red), subordinated watercourse (blue), author, 

2014, base: image courtesy Google Earth 2014. 

 

 

 

Fig. 2 Route (red) and Millieu (beige) ‚Dare forma al territorio Tiburtino rigenerativo’ (red), author, 2014. 
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Abstract 

Patrimoine et paysage nécessitent des réponses à plusieurs échelles, l’exploitation de nombreuses données et 

la coordination d’acteurs au profil varié. Les agences d’urbanisme assistent les collectivités publiques depuis 

45 ans dans leurs politiques d’aménagement, de l’échelle de la commune à celle de la région. Observatrices 

des mutations spatiales, elles organisent la donnée spatiale et savent la faire « parler ». Cet article relate 

quelques expériences relatives au paysage et au patrimoine, lors desquelles les agences ont aidé à 

l’émergence d’un projet commun à différentes échelles. 

 

Mots-clefs : Paysage patrimonial ; Information géographique ; Projet patrimonial ; Réseau d’acteurs 

 

Les agences d’urbanisme françaises et la transmission des paysages culturels historiques  

Les mots paysage(s), patrimoine(s), qualité du cadre de vie sont aujourd’hui des leitmotive pour qui 

intervient dans le champ de l’urbanisme. Pourtant la définition de ces concepts, et avec elle, les attentes 

qu’ont les différents acteurs territoriaux vis-à-vis de ces « patrimoines » sont souvent peu claires voire 

antagonistes. Cette ambiguïté est accrue lorsqu’on parle de paysage, territoire étendu, lieux de vie de 

multiples acteurs, changeant dès qu’interviennent la mobilité et la temporalité, mêlant composantes 

géographiques et naturelles, éléments bâtis et pratiques humaines. Plus encore que le patrimoine urbain, le 

paysage culturel résulte d’une interaction constante entre les hommes et l’espace. Fait de « vivant », il est par 

nature en évolution. Le transmettre comme bien commun nécessite de le connaître, d’en partager la lecture 

avec ceux qui y interviennent puis de le mettre en projet, c’est-à-dire de choisir quel paysage partagé 

transmettre. 

Les agences d’urbanisme françaises sont des structures associatives d’ingénierie territoriale. Présentes dans 

presque toutes les régions depuis 45 ans, formées à l’initiative des collectivités territoriales et de l’Etat, elles 

aident leurs adhérents à définir puis à mettre en œuvre leurs politiques d’aménagement et elles observent les 

évolutions spatiales contemporaines.. Elles sont dotées pour ce faire d’un personnel technique permettant les 

approches pluridisciplinaires. Urbanistes, géographes, architectes, paysagistes, environnementalistes, 

spécialistes des déplacements et de l’habitat, sociologues, cartographes, géomaticiens forment le socle de 

leurs compétences auquel s’ajoutent ponctuellement historiens, anthropologues, statisticiens, etc… 

Intervenant peu en phase opérationnelle, les agences travaillent essentiellement lorsque les méthodes sont à 

définir, les échelles à articuler ou à penser en même temps, les questionnements à préciser avec des acteurs à 

identifier eux aussi.  De ce fait, elles sont régulièrement amenées à animer le débat entre des collectivités ou 

des acteurs gérant des compétences qui se complètent, des espaces qui s’emboîtent ou interagissent, afin de 

les aider à partager un diagnostic et des orientations de projet, même si par la suite chacun reprend son 

autonomie sur l’espace qui lui est propre. Les groupes ainsi constitués se retrouvent néanmoins dans les 

phases d’évaluation et de réorientation des actions. Enfin, le caractère associatif des agences permet une 

large communication de leurs productions: publications, production d’indicateurs, expositions, animations, 

conférences, etc… sont accessibles à tous.  
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Le patrimoine comme le paysage nécessite une approche pluridisciplinaire conduite à différentes échelles 

simultanément. Ces sujets se sont donc imposés peu à peu comme indissociables des problématiques 

urbaines. L’intervention des agences est, dans ce cadre, de trois ordres : l’animation et la coordination des 

acteurs techniques, économiques et politiques, l’organisation et le partage de la connaissance, la prospective. 

Elles complètent le travail des historiens, des environnementalistes et des archéologues par une approche 

urbaine et par une capacité à la mise en projet. Il ne s’agit pas de « mettre sous cloche » mais de trouver les 

moyens d’une cohabitation harmonieuse entre un héritage et les attentes socio-économiques actuelles. Les 

modalités du projet sont adaptées au cas par cas. Les exemples qui suivent tentent de restituer cette 

expérience. 

A l’échelle du paysage, la connaissance de ce qui fait patrimoine n’est pas simple. En effet, le socle 

géographique, les étapes de son occupation et de ses transformations, les traces de diverses natures qui en 

résultent, nécessitent des approches techniques croisées. La représentation de cette connaissance doit 

permettre à la fois la gestion et l’organisation de données nombreuses mais aussi la production de documents 

donnant à voir ces traces pour en faciliter l’appropriation puis la mise en projet. Pour appréhender les 

paysages patrimoniaux, les agences utilisent des méthodes qui ont toujours pour objectif la communication 

de la connaissance et/ou la gestion ultérieure de l’espace. 

A Reims, la préparation de la demande d’inscription sur les listes du patrimoine mondial du paysage des vins 

de Champagne a nécessité de mettre en évidence ses caractéristiques, de la maison de village au grand 

paysage. Le SIG a été utilisé pour cartographier le territoire en épaisseur, le réseau souterrain des caves 

faisant intimement partie du processus de production du vin, dont l’expression visible est celle des vignes, 

des villages viticoles et des grandes maisons de producteurs. Cette couche « souterraine » a été complétée 

par différentes informations organisées sur la même base : relief, occupation du sol, points de vue, typologie 

architecturale etc… L’ensemble de ces couches d’information a servi à représenter l’espace en relief en 

utilisant les développements 3D des logiciels SIG. De manière plus classique, ont été réalisées des 

silhouettes paysagères et un inventaire des formes d’occupation spatiale. L’ensemble de ces données géo 

référencées permet ensuite de travailler la transmission du patrimoine et du paysage à des échelles 

différentes ou suivant des thèmes particuliers. Ainsi les données collectées ont-elles été utilisées pour donner 

à lire l’ensemble du paysage et ses logiques de composition mais aussi avec des effets de zoom à l’échelle 

locale. Ces outils facilitent également la mise en évidence des évolutions de l’espace et de ses usages. (fig. 1) 

A l’exception du cœur historique de Bordeaux, l’agglomération bordelaise est perçue comme essentiellement 

périurbaine. Elle a pourtant gardé d’importantes traces de son passé agro-viticole et de la conquête des 

marais, traces perdues au sein de tissus considérés comme banaux. Ces signes ponctuels font l’objet d’une 

attention particulière des communes qui les protègent isolément sans leur donner de sens à une échelle plus 

large. L’agence a travaillé avec certaines d’entre elles pour recenser et géo-localiser l’ensemble des éléments 

de connaissance constitués par les divers services spécialisés de l’Etat et de la Région concernant les 

éléments bâtis et naturels. Les cartes et les photos aériennes anciennes disponibles ont aussi été géo-

référencées. Puis un travail de terrain a été réalisé afin de vérifier l’état de conservation des traces héritées, 

leur capacité à être mises en valeur dans un environnement urbain et les risques qui les menacent. Les 

données historiques et les éléments composant aujourd’hui le territoire ont été triés en quatre catégories : les 

voies principales, les voies de desserte locale, les centralités, les entités naturelles et agricoles. Les éléments 

protégés ont été situés sur les cartes des traces héritées, ce qui  a permis de donner un sens territorial à la 

protection et d’esquisser les projets de mise en valeur en prenant en compte l’épaisseur historique du 

territoire, tant dans ses composantes bâties que naturelles. Cette démarche, qui reste à approfondir, répond 

aux attentes de communes périurbaines, soumises à la pression de leurs habitants souhaitant à la fois afficher 

une identité et préserver un cadre de vie ressenti comme qualitatif , même s’il est disqualifié par le discours 

urbanistique officiel. (fig. 2) 

A Saint Etienne, le patrimoine paysager de la vallée du Giers a été le support d’un projet commun dans un 

territoire industriel en déshérence. Les fonds cartographiques anciens ont été géo-référencés, montrant ainsi 

les étapes successives d’évolution du paysage. Une vérification des traces encore en place a été opérée in 
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situ. Lors de cette analyse, les données ont été classées en trois catégories : les traces linéaires (alignements 

végétaux, ruisseaux et canaux, infrastructures, chemins) ; les surfaces qui illustrent les différents modes 

d’utilisation des sols ; les objets ponctuels. Chacune de ces catégories renvoie à des projets de nature 

différente, qui peuvent être traduits dans un document de planification. Les structures linéaires sont propices 

à un travail sur les limites et sur les liens des espaces entre eux : les collectivités y sont légitimes, notamment 

en termes d’organisation des cheminements, d’aménagement des espaces publics et des voies d’eau. Les 

surfaces renvoient directement à la gestion des sols, à ses modes d’occupation et d’usage : les propriétaires 

privés y sont influents. La collectivité interviendra alors essentiellement pour orienter cet usage et 

accompagner leur gestion, sans capacité directe d’intervention. Les objets sont intéressants, à la fois fragiles 

(leur disparition est facile) et constitutifs de repères spatiaux et/ou sociaux. Ces objets, publics ou privés, de 

petite taille ou pas, sont des signes visibles du patrimoine territorial : le public s’y reconnaît facilement 

même si dans les faits, ils peuvent rarement à eux seuls fonder un projet de paysage patrimonial. Mais ces 

signaux, évocateurs d’un passé commun, sont de très bons prétextes pour initier des démarches de 

requalification, de mise en valeur, de participation du public. (fig. 3) 

A Montbéliard et à Amiens, les bâtiments industriels du 19
ème

 siècle font partie intégrante du paysage. Ils ont 

participé à la richesse et au dynamisme de ces territoires ainsi qu’au développement de leurs villes ou de 

leurs villages. Vastes emprises aujourd’hui en friches, ces espaces sont à la fois le signe visible d’un déclin, 

la marque d’une identité ouvrière et le rappel d’une production manufacturière de grande qualité. Les 

collectivités comme la population ne peuvent admettre leur disparition, sans avoir tenté de les réinvestir par 

de nouveaux usages. Pour ce faire, il est nécessaire préalablement de bien connaître la nature de ce 

patrimoine mais également des contraintes qui le grèvent notamment en termes d’environnement (pollutions, 

sensibilité aux inondations, résistance au feu etc…). Les agences ont animé un travail interdisciplinaire pour 

élaborer le diagnostic de ces sites : géolocalisation, études historiques et architecturales, diagnostic de 

stabilité, contraintes environnementales,  état des protections patrimoniales, régime juridique et foncier, 

attentes locales …. L’ensemble de ces éléments assemblés a été partagé et validé par les acteurs compétents 

pour intervenir sur ces espaces. Des projets par site sont en cours d’élaboration qui ne sont pas tous, et loin 

de là, à vocation culturelle. Lorsque les dynamiques d’investissement sont faibles notamment en milieu rural, 

la recherche de projets capables de s’équilibrer financièrement est indispensable pour permettre la 

conservation patrimoniale. Les fonds publics sont essentiellement investis dans l’ingénierie préalable au 

projet, dans la coordination des acteurs, dans le portage foncier y compris dans la prise en charge des 

dépollutions et dans la réorganisation de la voirie. En effet, ces grandes emprises n’étaient que 

ponctuellement raccordées aux espaces qui les environnent : leur réinvestissement par de nouveaux usages, 

aux besoins fonciers moindres, nécessite une plus grande perméabilité viaire. Les espaces extérieurs, affectés 

au stationnement ou aux manœuvres d’engins, doivent eux être traités de manière plus qualitative pour 

correspondre aux besoins de nouveaux usagers. (fig. 4) 

Le paysage et le patrimoine ont une forte dimension immatérielle et collective, souvent difficile cerner et à 

identifier. Il serait donc tentant de les confier aux seuls spécialistes de ces domaines quitte à sacrifier leur 

appropriation par les habitants ... Celle-ci passe par une définition du paysage ou du patrimoine par ce que 

l’on sait, ce que l’on voit, ce que l’on ressent et ce que l’on pratique autant que par ce que l’on souhaite en 

faire... A grande échelle, ce travail doit résulter d’un échange avec les habitants et les usagers réguliers ou 

occasionnels des lieux. Il doit être soutenu voire initié par une volonté politique forte. Ce préalable est 

indispensable pour que l’héritage devienne patrimoine, les acteurs locaux lui ayant donné une valeur. 

L’émergence de cette valeur nécessite un important travail d’animation, de concertation et de participation 

comme le montrent les exemples de Besançon, de St Omer et de Reims. 

A Besançon, les forteresses édifiées par Vauban au 17
ème

 siècle font partie du paysage quotidien des 

habitants. Alors que la concurrence économique entre les territoires grandit, être visible à l’échelle nationale 

et internationale devient une nécessité pour qu’une région reste attractive. Ainsi, après une phase de déclin 

industriel et de disparition progressive des grands casernements militaires, les collectivités membres de 

l’agence de Besançon ont décidé de s’appuyer sur les fortifications de Vauban pour construire leur « label 

territorial » en réinvestissant collectivement ce patrimoine devenu invisible. L’agence a animé une démarche 
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partenariale qui a permis aux collectivités locales de construire cette identité commune, forte et visible, aux 

habitants de redécouvrir leur patrimoine quotidien mais aussi à la commune de Besançon de prendre la tête 

d’un réseau de villes dans le cadre de l’inscription des forteresses de Vauban sur la liste du patrimoine 

mondial de l’humanité. Dans ce cas, la reconnaissance identitaire a été préalable à la connaissance des 

éléments la constituant. L’agence a donc eu un double rôle : organiser la connaissance en mobilisant un 

réseau de spécialistes et en harmonisant leurs productions, et mettre en valeur cette connaissance pour que le 

projet identitaire soit partagé au niveau local, national et international. De nombreuses expositions, des 

publications, des ateliers de sensibilisation et d’éducation au patrimoine soutiennent l’appropriation par la 

population. Aujourd’hui, le projet patrimonial trouve sa traduction spatiale dans les documents d’urbanisme. 

(fig. 5) 

A Saint Omer, les collectivités ont fait de leur patrimoine un axe majeur de leur projet de territoire. L’image 

valorisante qui en découle, dans laquelle les habitants se reconnaissent, permet aux acteurs économiques de 

percevoir cet espace comme dynamique et attractif. Ici aussi, c’est le projet politique d’acteurs locaux qui a 

été à l’origine d’une démarche patrimoniale et paysagère intégrée. Initialement portée par les élus de la ville 

de Saint-Omer qui avaient fait de leur patrimoine un moteur du renouvellement urbain, elle a été étendue à 

une vaste intercommunalité afin de poursuivre ce projet à l’échelle d’un territoire formant un paysage 

culturel. Ce projet s’appuie sur des composantes archéologiques, urbaines et médiévales, industrielles mais 

aussi naturelles et écologiques. Comme à Besançon, le paysage dans ses composantes multiples a été 

identifié, l’agence ayant pour tâche d’animer le réseau de spécialistes, de recueillir leurs données, de les 

harmoniser et de les organiser. Sur cette base, de nombreuses activités et manifestations éducatives ont été 

organisées afin d’associer la population à la reconnaissance de ces traces héritées. Le volet « animation 

culturelle et touristique » a fait l’objet d’une contractualisation avec le ministère de la Culture. Le projet de 

préservation spatiale a été traduit dans les documents d’urbanisme, du schéma de cohérence territorial aux 

différents plans locaux d’urbanisme. Ils intègrent la préservation des milieux naturels et de la trame 

paysagère, l’encadrement de la qualité des aménagements et les grandes options de gestion de l’espace. Une 

mission permanente de conseil en aménagement et d’animations culturelles assure la mise en œuvre de ce 

projet de préservation. (fig. 6) 

A Reims, la profession viticole a été à l’origine de la demande d’inscription des paysages du vin de 

Champagne sur les listes du patrimoine mondial. Une telle demande n’était pas recevable à plusieurs titres. 

Son caractère commercial était indéniable et le paysage viticole champenois n’était pas reconnu localement 

comme ayant de la valeur. Bien au contraire, ces espaces ont été le terrain de nombreux conflits depuis le 

19
ème

 siècle, notamment au moment de la 1ère guerre mondiale. Le paysage actuel rappelle ce traumatisme 

récent, qui a brisé les histoires familiales : seuls les sites mémoriels situés à l’endroit des massacres les plus 

importants étaient reconnus comme patrimoniaux. Les traces de l’époque médiévale, époque glorieuse des 

foires de Champagne et de l’apogée de l’art gothique, sont également reconnues localement. La demande 

d’inscription du paysage viticole a donc nécessité la construction d’un récit collectif, support de son 

appropriation par les habitants et les usagers quotidiens. Pour y parvenir, un ensemble de dispositifs a été 

conçu pour permettre à chacun d’apprendre à regarder et à comprendre ce grand paysage. Des ateliers de 

site, des visites de terrain, des expositions mobiles ont été organisés. Les données collectées évoqués ci-

dessus ont été exploitées pour servir de support à ces animations. A l’issue de ce travail de près de dix ans, le 

paysage champenois est aujourd’hui reconnu comme ayant une valeur collective à préserver. Il est donc 

admis d’organiser sa gestion de manière à le transmettre. Pour ce faire, les outils adaptés ont été choisis et 

conjugués pour servir ce projet : documents d’urbanisme, charte paysagère, charte architecturale, 

contractualisation de la gestion de vignes, protection patrimoniale, etc... Portés politiquement et localement, 

ces outils réglementaires ou contractuels ont ainsi capacité à être suivis d’effets, ce qui est rarement le cas 

lorsqu’ils sont établis avant la construction collective du projet de transmission. 

Une fois reconnu comme patrimoine, un ensemble urbain ou paysager ne peut être transmis sans être mis en 

projet, c’est-à-dire sans qu’une vocation ne lui soit donnée dans la société actuelle. La définition des 

potentialités d’un site patrimonial, quelle que soit son échelle, mais aussi l’identification de ce qui le menace, 

directement ou indirectement, permet de définir un programme, un projet pour assurer sa transmission. C’est 
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également le moyen de déterminer les conditions dans lequel ce site pourra s’adapter au contexte actuel en 

termes d’habitat, de déplacements, d’environnement, etc…. A ce stade, les agences apportent aux 

collectivités une compétence qui manque souvent aux spécialistes des questions patrimoniales : elles 

complètent le diagnostic historique par des données socio-économiques et par une analyse de la mobilité des 

usagers. En croisant valeurs patrimoniales et tendances d’évolution, elles élaborent des scenarii d’évolution 

qui permettent d’envisager des projets patrimoniaux réalistes économiquement et socialement. 

A Lyon, à Marseille, à Bordeaux, les agences sont ainsi amenées à intégrer les données patrimoniales dans 

des espaces en phase de métropolisation. La protection des espaces historiques de ces grandes villes ne peut 

pas ignorer ces nouvelles dynamiques. Nouvelles mobilités, développement de l’habitat et de l’économie, 

marketing territorial sont autant de facteurs entrant dans la mutation de l’espace qu’il vaut mieux 

accompagner que subir… On constate alors que les ensembles patrimoniaux d’échelle urbaine ou paysagère 

sont utilisés comme symbole pour accompagner ce passage de la ville à la métropole. Ils forment des 

paysages culturels emblématiques qui peuvent entrer dans la construction d’une marque territoriale. Les 

outils choisis pour assurer leur transmission sont de niveau national voire international. L’introduction 

d’éléments contemporains, à vocation culturelle le plus souvent, est alors conçue de manière à signifier dans 

l’espace la modernité autant que l’historicité de ces villes. Support de grands projets d’aménagement, on y 

fait intervenir, sur la base d’une programmation complexe, des maîtres d’œuvre de renommée nationale et 

internationale. Si ces métropoles accompagnent la mutation vers la modernité de leurs grands espaces 

patrimoniaux, à l’échelle des quartiers au contraire le patrimoine dit ordinaire est fortement protégé. Il 

soutient une identité ancrée dans un territoire et dans une histoire sociale qui pourrait être effacée par 

l’évolution métropolitaine. Ce patrimoine mêle intimement espaces de nature, jardins, ambiance des espaces 

publics, constructions de diverses natures. Lu comme participant au cadre de vie, il est transmis par des 

outils de planification locale, exclusivement mis en œuvre par les collectivités. A Marseille, Lyon et 

Bordeaux, les agences ont eu à conjuguer dans les documents de planification  ces projets patrimoniaux à 

double échelle, métropolitaine et locale.  

Ces expériences conduites dans différents contextes spatiaux et économiques nous conduisent à formuler 

quelques propositions pour appréhender la transmission de paysages historiques. Les systèmes d’information 

géographique nous semblent nécessaires pour traiter la masse et la diversité des données collectées mais 

aussi pour permettre leur exploitation à différentes échelles et pour des projets de nature différente. Le travail 

de récolement et d’harmonisation de la connaissance est un préalable indispensable. Le paysage culturel ne 

devient patrimonial que s’il est sous-tendu par un projet de transmission, lequel se fonde sur une vision 

commune et partagée. Ce projet nous semble devoir être construit par les habitants et les usagers du paysage 

autant que par les spécialistes. Il est donc fondamental de le construire à l’issue de longues phases 

d’appropriation et d’animation. Ce temps de la reconnaissance et de la patrimonialisation ne pourra trouver 

sa traduction opérationnelle que s’il est soutenu par une volonté politique forte. Le choix des modalités de 

gestion n’intervient qu’à la fin de ce processus, les protections juridiques en faisant partie. S’ils sont au 

service d’un projet commun, portés politiquement, ils auront plus de chance d’être mis en œuvre et suivis 

d’effets. 
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Figure 1 : Comprendre la valeur des traces. Paysages des « Coteaux, maisons et caves de Champagne » : 

cartographie des caves de Champagne et ateliers visant l’appropriation locale – Agence d’urbanisme de la 

région de Reims. 

 

   

Figure 2 : Mesurer la valeur des traces. Identification des traces héritées au sein des paysages actuels 
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Figure 3 : Mesurer les persistances et les disparitions dans le temps. Saint-Paul-en-Jarez : traces héritées et 

occupation contemporaine. Guillaume Sodezza  - Agence d’urbanisme Epures (travaux menés dans le cadre 

d’une thèse de doctorat en convention Cifre). 

 

Figure 4 –Filature Saint-Frères à Beauval : réinventer les usages. Etude reconversion de friches. Agence 

d’urbanisme du Grand Amiénois. Projet : J-Y Quay Architecte urbaniste mandaté. 

 

Figure 5 –Les forteresses de Vauban, support d’une identité territoriale. Processus d’accompagnement des 

collectivités. Agence d’urbanisme de l’agglomération bisontine 

 

 

Figure 6- Reconquérir une identité territoriale par le paysage patrimonial. Agence d’urbanisme de Saint-

Omer 
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Abstract 

Territorial identity as part of personal identity; objective and subjective factors in the perception of territory 

and landscape as indicators of individual and collective well-being. 

The research carried out in mountainous, hilly and coastal areas in Tuscany (Italy), studies the relationship 

between inhabitants and their territory. 

Analyzing: a sense of belonging to the territory, an assessment of natural and cultural elements, motivations 

for living in the area, it highlights the importance assigned to the territorial environmental characters for 

well-being and quality of life. 

Keywords: Territories,  landscapes, value, decay, perception, community 

 

Introduction 

The identity of a territory or a place (enclosed space with a Community dimension) is understood as a set of 

characteristic and specific features, coinciding with the roots and historical memories, hydro-geo-

morphological and climate characters, town planning, landscape, social and economic features. The identity 

of a territory is constructed through representations more shared at the community level; it is also from the 

bond between attachment to the land - place and the identity of the territory - place that take form the 

processes of construction of personal identity, for the aspects that allow individuals to describe themselves in 

terms of belonging to a particular territory-place. 

The centrality of the issue depends on the importance of recovering feelings of local identity in the present 

historical phase, marked by global uncertainty crisis of modernity, with many “non-places”
1
 and hyperspace 

that dot the city and urbanized areas and many campaigns characterized in the past by an agricultural 

tradition, which is increasingly likely to become "new" places of uncertain fate
2
. 

In few decades in mountainous and rural areas the social structure has changed under the pressure of 

modernity, as well as the local context and landscape, to new social needs. 

                                                      
1 (Augeè, 2012). 
2 (Mazza, 2011). 
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The volume of Tiziana Banini concerns on "how to point out territorial identity at the local level, in places 

where physical proximity between people can potentially promote activities, initiatives and collective 

projects, becoming the cause for effective sharing of the territory"
3
. The identity of the place asks to consider 

the territory from the perspective of those who live in it through the subjective aspects (perceptions, values, 

emotions and feelings) through which 

individuals and groups relate themselves to the places and through academic-scientific-studies aimed at 

physical-natural, territorial, psychological and socio-economical characters and at historical processes that 

created them and transformed
4
. 

The territory, as well as universe of experiences, feelings, perceptions, contentious relationships and 

geometries of power, it is also a concrete entity to organize and manage; to make a study of territorial 

identity useful to decision-making and planning is necessary to take account of what actually takes place 

there, worth the risk that, insisting on the representations of things, one forget the same things (the material 

and social elements that constitute the objective reality). 

The survey on the perception of the elements that make up the territories - natural and cultural heritage 

(archaeological, architectural and historical) - can also help to know the identity of the place, and can make 

people understand what geographical areas corresponds to the sense of identification and belonging of the 

inhabitants, which boundaries based on their perceptions and experiences they attribute to the territory,. 

Increasingly territorial identity is evoked and expressed in times of emergency, such as a dramatic 

environmental or social event or an external political decision aimed at achieving interventions hardly 

compatible with the organization and with the consolidated spatial balance (environmental, social, cultural, 

productive). 

The territorial identity is therefore to be considered, preserve and enrich as a practice that connects 

institutions to the inhabitants. The institutions should address "individual love for places and design 

collective ability to care for them"; effort to build a new humanism of the campaign (in any environment)
5
. 

The depopulation of villages and rural areas - especially in mountain areas - results in a decrease of functions 

and resources, including production, resulting in the progressive difficulty of those who remain in the area to 

recognize themselves as a community. In other contexts less encumbered by problems of economic 

development, such as the coast, the development of tourism and the large shopping centers has deprived the 

villages of their historical role of the natural market of surroundings, devitalizing the attractiveness and the 

social gatherings of the villages and leading to the closure of many small businesses, often one of the few 

points of meeting for local community relations. 

From here the disorientation and the desire of many people to identify themselves again with their places of 

life, to give them a new sense regaining possession of memory and history. Reconstruct the identity of 

villages and rural areas, especially mountainous, today often unstructured, means to reconstruct the 

discontinuity between past and present - including how it was and how it has become - and the sense of 

belonging is also put into crisis. 

Even in scientific studies on the social well-being and quality of life of individuals and communities and in 

social policies has long captured the importance of the local and environmental context in its urban and extra 

urban variations. In fact, even at European level, among indicators of quality of life, are also considered 

"Natural and living environment" and "Leisure and social interactions", considered as "objective factors" and 

"subjective perception" of the environmental context. 

                                                      
3 (Banini, 2013, p. 10). 
4 (Turco, 2003). 
5 (Banini 2013, p. 16). 
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The categorical imperative is therefore to take care of the places "through ways of building, growing, 

perpetuating/carring on the identificational traits", the new territorialisation or appreciation of productive 

areas and places (Banini, 2013, p. 20). Only with the conscious availability of social actors and communities, 

it will be possible to bring concretely into the territory institutional design lines that refer to specific cultural 

identity and territorial or local environment. 

Areas of study 

In the research it has been considered peripheral and rural areas, compared to the geographical heart (urban-

demographic, socio-economic and cultural) of Tuscany, very different from each other (Fig. 1): 

LUNIGIANA, an Apennine mountain area, on the border between Emilia-Romagna, Liguria and north-

western Tuscany, , which coincides with the valley of the Magra river located in the province of Massa 

Carrara, crossed by the ancient Via Francigena; a valley historically structured on agro-forestry-pastoral  

economy that keeps material traces  and traditions  of peasant culture in the settlements of the valley and 

mountain based on forest products and livestock, but also marked by serious economic problems in the past 

and critical environmental cases of widespread depopulation (Fig. 2). 

MAREMMA, southern coastal area bordering with Lazio, corresponding with the province of Grosseto, 

qualified as a predominantly rural area: agriculture, with its many quality products, still constitutes an 

important basis of the economy, more and more integrated with tourism in the interior and in the coastal 

area, and is characterized by economic and social conditions certainly best of the Apennine mountain 

territories (Fig. 3). 

Two typical historical and geographical sub-regions, where the landscape features dominate, with variety of 

the morphological environments (mountains, hills and valleys in Lunigiana; mountains or hills, and plains 

along the coast in Maremma), and where it can be noticed significant environmental, economical and social 

diversities; the two small regions are each equipped with homogeneous and typical characters, which show 

considerable values - with relevant local circumstances – in the environmental, landscape and cultural 

heritage areas.  The two areas are united from being in the farthest edge of the Tuscany region and are part of 

those territories which, until the middle of the last century, had a socio-economical structure predominantly 

rural and agricultural and a past of widespread poverty; The two territories were also bound together by 

relations of complementarity, from Lunigiana, land of emigration in search of better living conditions, 

shepherds, agricultural and forestry workers moved in Maremma, seasonally or permanently, in 

consideration of the low-grade population of the coastal zone. 

The research results bring out that, despite the territorial transformation processes started in the 50s of last 

century, in the two sub-regions people recognize themselves certainly in their territorial identity, they 

appreciate to belong to the territory for the 'importance of the natural, historical and cultural elements as 

parts of environment which contribute to the sense of well- being and a better quality of life. 

Objectives 

The ongoing research investigates the relationship that the inhabitants of the hilly, mountainous and coastal 

areas have with their territory of residence, through the study of the relationship they have with it: the sense 

of belonging to the land, the value attributed to natural and cultural landscape elements and to elements of 

environmental degradation, the intention to remain in the territory and the assessment of the quality of life 

and psychological well-being perceived within the area. 

Procedure, materials and data analysis 

The administration of the instrument of self-report was carried out in July-August 2014, asking interviewers 

to collaborate on a research to study the link between the people and their territory: it has been asked to 
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consider the geographical area historically and culturally recognized (Lunigiana or Maremma in the area of 

Grosseto). 

The anonymous questionnaire, with questions based on a Likert scale and open-ended questions, is divided 

into two sections: the first one relating to the value attributed to environmental-landscape-architectural 

elements present in the area and any evidence of deterioration; the second one, in addition to data, refers to 

the time of residence and the family of origin, to the intention to remain in the same territory, to the 

psychological well-being and to the perception of quality of life. 

Descriptive analyzes and, if the data allowed it, the two groups were compared by place of belonging with 

Student's t test for independent samples and Spearman’s correlational analyzes. 

For the analysis we used the IBM SPSS statistics software vers.20. 

Sample 

The sample consists of 62 subjects: 

LUNIGIANA: n = 42 including 17 females (40.5%) and 25 males (59.5%), the mean age was 50.9 (SD = 

16.5) years, range 21-85; the mean residence time was 37.8 (SD = 23.4) years, MAREMMA: n = 20 

including 10 females (50%) and 10 males (50%), the mean age was 46.8 (SD = 21.1) years, range 20 -75; the 

mean residence time was 42.7 (SD = 21.3) years. 

Of the total sample the majority of subjects 46/62 (74.2%) has always lived on the territory of belonging, 

some 16/62 were born elsewhere (25.8%) from parents coming from the place and returned later in the area 

of origin. 

Between the two local groups, there wasn’t any statistical difference found neither for age (t=, 979, df = 60, 

p =, 331), nor for the residence time (t =, 784, df = 60, p =, 436). 

 

Results 

1) A sense of belonging to the territory - The majority of subjects declare to identify themselves with 

the territory they belong: in 90.5% (38/42) in Lunigiana and in 100% (20/20) in Maremma. 

The subjects expressed from one to three reasons for the choice of belonging: by the synthesis of a total of 

114 claims and by the percentage analyzed for territorial location, there are differences in the reasons given: 

in Lunigiana, the reference is primarily to the place of birth, to the generational roots, to the sense of 

community and to the value of social relations; in Maremma, mainly to the beauty of nature and to the value 

of the culture and tradition of rural farming and to the difference compared to neighboring territories. In both 

contexts, concepts are expressed on individual well-being and community. 

2) Elements of the territory and the landscape 
In both contexts it is considered important to spend time in natural environments, although to a greater 

degree in Maremma where 85% (17/20) said it was “Extremly” while in the Lunigiana '85, 8% (36/42) is 

distributed between "Very" and "Extremly" (Fig. 4). 

In both contexts, on a scale from 0 to 10, there is a high appreciation for both natural and cultural assets, 

although significantly more in Maremma, where the average is 10 in both aspects; in Lunigiana, the average 

of natural elements is 8.8 (SD = 1.3) (t = -5.93, df = 40, p<, 000) and of the cultural ones is 8.4 (SD = 1 5) (t 

= -6.55, df = 36, p <, 000). (Fig.5) 

For the elements of decay and risk in Lunigiana, on a scale from 0 to 10, interviewers do not express 

particular concern and stood over all elements at intermediate levels between 4 and 6 wether for the 
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landascape or health risk; instead, in Maremma, we find tips of concern very high in both the feedback (from 

9 to 10) for industrial plants (p<,001), landfills (p<,001) and incinerators (p<,001), also from an 

environmental point of view, the worry elevated at level 7 is turned to the photovoltaic layer (p<,05) and 

milder to the quarries at the level of 5. 

In addition, in Maremma, there is a little or few concern about power lines (p<,001) and hydroelectric power 

(p<,001), while in Lunigiana people worried more than in Maremma about hydropower (<,001) and wind 

although at lower levels (Fig. 6.a, 6.b). 

Finally, we note a similar perception in the two contexts for biomass power stations between 4 and 5. 

3) Going to live in the area - at the question "In this area I would like to spend the rest of my life" (No 

= 0, In part = 1, Yes = 2), the majority of the subjects 69.4% (43 / 62) expresses the desire to live in the 

territory for the rest of life, particularly in Maremma, 85% (17/20), in Lunigiana 61.9% (26/42) 

Moreover, while in Maremma 15% (3/20) want to live only in a partial way and nobody wants to leave, 

in Lunigiana 33.3% (14/42) want to live only in part and 4.8% (2/42) would like to go elsewhere . 

 

4) Aspects of life in the area: psychological well-being and quality of life - in the two 

territories on a scale from 0 (Not at all) to 4 “Extremly”, the average of the assessments of 

psychological well-being and quality of life, are fixed at a medium-high level, but in Maremma there is 

higher psychological well-being (M = 3.70, SD = 47) compared to the Lunigiana (M = 2.93, SD = 78) 

(t = -4.085, df = 60, p <, 000) and greater satisfaction of the quality of life (M = 3.85, SD =, 366) than in 

Lunigiana (M = 2.76, SD =, 878); it was noted that in Lunigiana the psychological well-being is higher 

than the perceived quality of life, while in Maremma the satisfaction with quality of life is higher than 

the perceived psychological well-being (Fig. 7). 

 

5) Relations between variables - From the correlational analyzes it emerges that age and years of 

residence are not related to the value attributed to the natural and cultural assets, while the positive 

correlation is found between the importance assigned to the "Time Spent in environments natural "and the 

value attributed to the natural heritage (rho = 538, p = <, 000) and Cultural Heritage (rho =, 305, p =, 

033), the psychological well-being (rho = 520, p <.001) and the Quality of Life (rho =, 422, p = 001) 

received in living in the same territory. Finally, a high positive correlation is found between the 

evaluation of the Heritage Natural and Cultural Heritage (rho =, 717, p <.001). 
 

Conclusions 

Preliminary data from a first sample can give a few pointers to ensure the advancement of research. 

From some point of view there are similarities between the two contexts, in other ones there are 

significant differences; knowledge of the two areas can allow to make some interpretations. 

In both contexts, there is a clear predominance of the sense of belonging and a high level of appreciation 

of the local context for the nature, the cultural and historical evidence and for the traditions that the two 

territories still retain; Maremma is given greater emphasis to the of natural and landscape aspects. 

In Lunigiana, land of itense emigration, the reasons for a perceived bond refer mainly to family and 

place of origin, to history and to social and community relationships; in Maremma, a place of relative 

recent urbanization of marshlands gradually reclaimed and prevailing immigration, the reference is to 

natural features and rural culture and tradition, also seen as a source of sustainable economical 

development. 

Contact with nature is important for interviewers of both contexts, which also manifest a high appreciation 

for the natural and cultural assets, significantly more in Maremma, which could be related to territorial 

development increasingly turned to 'integration of nature, landscape, agricultural tradition and tourism. 
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For the evaluation of risk factors and environmental and health decline stands out a significantly greater 

or lesser importance assigned to certain items that are in clear reference to their presence or absence in 

each area: Lunigiana, although bordering with areas of high urbanization and industrialization (Parma, La 

Spezia and Massa Carrara), is separated from the high mountain of Tuscan-Emilian and Tuscan-Ligurian 

Apennines: up to the close of Aulla, is not invested by large industries, therefore, the subjects do not have 

direct experience of such elements and do not express any particular concern, attesting at intermediate levels; 

instead in Maremma, an area that already lives with industrialized and urbanized areas, both inside and on 

the border (Scarlino - Follonica, Piombino, Orbetello) is expressed high concern. It is clear that the 

inhabitants of these elements have direct experience and they see the negative impact on the territory. 

In both areas there is a good assessment of personal psychological well-being and quality of life, although at 

a higher level in Maremma more than in Lunigiana, which is actually less equipped with facilities and 

logistical resources. This deficiency refers to the most difficult and uncomfortable morphology of the 

territory. 

Finally, considering the sample as a whole, the positive correlation between the appreciation of natural and 

cultural assets with the perception of well-being and quality of life seems to confirm the importance of these 

territorial elements for a better subjective condition and psychological well-being
6
. The high positive 

correlation between the valuation of natural assets and cultural heritage may indicate that the two 

components in the perception and experience of the inhabitants, are closely related and seem to be 

experienced as part of a set of elements that can contribute to psychological well-being and a good or at least 

satisfactory quality of life. 
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Fig.1 - Map of Tuscany indicated with the two sub regions: Lunigiana and Maremma  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2 - Lunigiana: countries and small villages of the municipality of Filattiera (MS) at the foot Tuscan-

Emilian Apennines.  

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.3 - Maremma: pine forest, scrub, drainage canal, towers over the town 

of Alberese (G
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Fig. 4: - “Importance to spend time in natural environments” (0=Not at all – 4= Extremly)  

Fig.5 - Value attributed to the natural and cultural elements (0= min- -10=max)  

 

  

Fig. 6.a; 6.b "Value attributed to elements of landscape and sanitary degradation " (0=min – 10=max)  

 

 

Fig. 7- Aspects of file in the area: psychological well-being and quality of life (0=Not at all – 4=Extremly) 
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Abstract 

Contemporary landscapes looks like a fragmented system where ancient forms face more modern structures. 

This temporary synchrony makes it necessary to find new codes to interpret the cultural heritage with the aim 

to recognize it as well as innovate and transform their landscapes. In this framework, the cultural routes as 

defined by European frame (i.e. ICOMOS Charter on Cultural Routes, Resolution on the cultural routes of 

the Council of Europe), represent an innovative field of experimentation. The research focuses on the case 

study of the via Lauretana, an ancient pilgrimage route which reveals the complexity of its rural and urban 

landscapes in a context between conservation and transformation. 

Keywords: Cultural Routes; Territorial Heritage; Via Lauretana 

 

1. Introduction 

Within the landscapes, history and contemporary configurations are strictly linked and the different shapes, 

characteristics and values of the landscapes show us the complexity and systemic nature of the contemporary 

landscape and sometimes even its contradiction. 

In this framework the cultural itineraries could be an instrument to develop new methods and new tools to 

identify and recognize landscapes and their resources (historical, cultural, environmental, social and 

economic as well) and to insert this territorial heritage into broader landscape and territorial projects. 

The research presented in this paper focuses on the cultural itinerary, in its wide meaning that keeps together 

the material path and the journey along the path. In this sense the cultural itinerary encompasses the road but 

also what the road has produced through times by the persons that walked along it (warriors, pilgrims, 

merchants, scholars, artists ..), and what the road has attracted to itself, which are physical structures, cultural 

images and knowledge. 

Starting from this interpretation - related also to the ICOMOS Charter on Cultural Routes and the Resolution 

on the cultural routes of the Council of Europe - the cultural itineraries become a place where new meanings 

and new landscapes could be produced, and an instrument for increasing awareness and for bridging the gap 

between people and their territory, as occurred in the last decades.  

The research shows how with the cultural itinerary is it possible to describe a territory  through the mapping 

of the evolution and transformation of its landscapes, instead of usual chronological sequences; and how it 

could become a laboratory and a tool to define innovative scenarios of sustainable development. The main 

references are the landscape paradigm as defined by the European Landscape Convention that allow to 

elaborate a landscape approach to cultural heritage.  The research contribute also to define the role of the 

cultural itineraries for territorial heritage and to provide methodological elements to integrate territorial 

heritage within studies and projects of  transformation and enhancement of contemporary landscapes.  
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2. Cultural itineraries and territorial heritage from a landscape point of view  

The European Landscape Convention (ELC) establishes that the landscape is “an area, as perceived by 

people, whose character is the result of the action and interaction of natural and/or human factors” and that it 

has to be applied “to the entire territory [...] and covers natural, rural, urban and peri-urban areas. It includes 

land, inland water and marine areas. It concerns landscapes that might be considered outstanding as well as 

everyday or degraded landscapes”
1
.  

According to this definition and to the European perspective, the cultural heritage represents a structural part 

of the landscape, contributing to the evolution of its meanings and values despite the relationships that exist 

between heritage and landscape are sometime not so evident. The landscape paradigm, as expressed by the 

ELC, highlights its complex and changeable relationship linked not only to excellence but also to 

marginality, and introduces the population’s role in recognizing their own landscapes. This idea was also 

encompassed in the concept of heritage itself, as it reflected upon in The Framework Convention on the 

Value of Cultural Heritage for Society (The Faro Convention, 2005), which for the first time offers a holistic 

definition of cultural heritage.  

Starting with this notion of landscape is it possible to rethink the concept of heritage within a perspective that 

moves attention from the object to the context, highlighting the relationships between elements that articulate 

the landscapes themselves. In this view, the heritage is no longer just a casual combination of goods or 

resources of various types and independent value, but becomes a complex system that is more or less 

coherent and interconnected with the historical, cultural, natural, tangible, and intangible inheritance, 

affinities, and networks of relationships that link places and social structures
2
. 

Talking about the territorial heritage then seems to be the concept that best expresses inclusion of the 

heritage in territorial networks and,  in this framework, the concept of “cultural itinerary” becomes a key 

concept in dealing with the relationship between the heritage and the landscape from a territorial point of 

view, identifying the relationships between history and modern day, and interpreting contemporary 

landscapes through plans and projects aimed at territorial transformation. 

At European level the main references in matters of cultural itineraries are two different but somehow 

complementary documents that specifically address the theme of cultural itinerary in order to define it. 

The first one is the Charter on Cultural Routes prepared by ICOMOS that speaks about cultural routes as a 

new and more inclusive heritage category, defining it as a complex cultural object whose components are not 

only the timely elements that constitute it and which represent the manifest content, but also the natural 

context of reference, its overall meaning, dynamic character, and geographical and territorial means 

contained in the itinerary. According to this vision, a cultural itinerary is not placed above other heritage 

categories, but becomes a tool to reading the heritage and contributes to recognizing, improving, and 

enriching it with meaning
3
. 

The second document, prepared by the Council of Europe (CoE) and expressed through a specific resolution 

(Resolution CM/Res(2010)53), defines a cultural route “as a cultural, educational heritage and tourism co-

operation  project  aiming  at  the  development  and  promotion  of  an  itinerary  […]  for  the understanding 

and respect of common European values”
4
. 

Both the ICOMOS Charter and the CoE Resolution provide new elements and instruments to identify 

cultural itineraries and their role into a wider perspective of territorial transformations. In general, cultural 

itineraries are configured as a system of networks and relationships that develop over time and space and 

                                                      
1. (Council of Europe, 2000). 

2. (Gambino, 2011). 

3.  (ICOMOS/CIIC, 2008).  

4. (Council of Europe, 2010). 
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which represent evolutionary, interactive, and dynamic processes in human relationships linked to the 

specific phenomena of mobility and exchange. Their innovative character resides precisely in being 

composed of dynamic factors that over time take on different territorial configurations, repeatedly charging 

themselves with new meanings that make it a model for reading and interpreting landscapes and directing 

territorial transformations. The cultural itineraries also contribute to enhance the meaning of the concept of 

cultural heritage that it becomes more dynamic and changing, as well as the landscapes themselves. 

3. The via Lauretana: an Italian networks of historical paths  

This paper explores the meanings of the cultural itineraries through the case study of the Lauretana 

pilgrimage route, an historical route that winds in central Italy through a network of paths leading from 

Rome to Loreto in central Italy. The via Lauretana cross very different landscapes: it intersects urban and 

rural contexts, runs along valleys, and crosses the mountainous Apennine chain; it winds through small hill 

towns in the Marche region reaching the Marian sanctuary of Loreto, and it finally continues towards the sea 

and the port of Ancona and connects to other roads (fig.1).   

Despite the via Lauretana is linked to a specific event that was deemed to be miraculous, the fact that Maria 

of Nazareth was brought and housed in Loreto in 1294, however, prior to this event, this itinerary already 

existed as a commercial route that was used since the days of Roman rule, and was a strategic connection 

between the east and west of the Italian peninsula. From a temporal point of view, the via Lauretana bears 

more than two thousand years of history, but its moment of greatest fortune lies between the Renaissance and 

the nineteenth century. Over time, this road has taken on different connotations: it has been a commercial 

route, a pilgrimage trail, a postal route, and also a travel itinerary in the era of Grand Tours.  

Today, the via Lauretana has undergone serious transformations, it is currently configured as a high-speed 

road that modern needs have made ever more functional for vehicular mobility, pushing aside the possibility 

of identifying the different ancient traces that intersected the towns and ran alongside rivers. The route that at 

one time followed a winding course was straightened, cutting out many villages that the road once traversed. 

Not only has the physical route been altered but also the speed with which the via Lauretana is travelled: if it 

was once walked or travelled along in carriages, today cars run along it at much higher velocities, even if 

paths run alongside it that may be travelled on foot.  

From a landscape point of view the via Lauretana, by running from east to west, intercepts different types of 

Italian landscapes: protected areas, mountainous and flat regions, villages whose medieval structure is still 

recognisable, but it also runs through areas that have been urbanised and industrialised. The variety of its 

landscapes strongly characterises this road also from an ecological point of view due to its greater 

biodiversity and from an historical point of view due to its chronodiversity, since it is possible to speak of 

historical and cultural diversity in the same way that we speak of biological diversity.  

From the heritage point of view this variety of landscapes corresponds to the stratification of the historical 

footprints. Along the route, it is still possible to recognise ancient villages, the structures that were relegated 

to hosting travellers, churches and sanctuaries, the ruins of military fortifications etc. However, the state in 

which they have been conserved is not always good. Oftentimes, the buildings are no longer used, and at 

others only ruins are left, or even if their traces have been preserved over time in their physical structure, the 

context within which the structures are now found has been completely transformed over time, thus 

preventing these buildings from being recognised for what they were and their historical and cultural value 

from being understood.  

The current situation is therefore a fragmented system where the relationship between history and modern 

day is reflected in the landscape, where ancient forms face more modern structures. This is valid both for the 

architectural structures and urban centres and for the natural areas and resources. The temporary synchrony 

of these landscapes makes it necessary to find new codes to interpret the traces of a history that is both recent 

and remote, and to reconstruct a cultural fabric that is capable of recognizing and improving the territory’s 
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history. At the same time these codes should be able to innovate and transform the landscapes to enable them 

to evolve while maintaining their quality. 

In this framework, the cultural itineraries represent an innovative field of experimentation suited to bring out 

the networks of relationships linking the cultural heritage to both the society and its landscapes. 

4. An interpretative model: mapping the via Lauretana’s landscapes and its territorial heritage 

In order to find a method to interpret the traces of the history and their surrounding landscapes, the research 

has developed an interpretative model that allowed to use the cultural itinerary to analyse and interpret the 

shape of the landscapes as well as the value they encompass. Therefore, the via Lauretana was read not just 

as a road but, in a more complex and systemic way, as a corridor which brings fluxes of people together with 

new meanings which configure the landscapes themselves, their shapes, their territorial organizations and 

their landscape figures with reference to different perceptions and different ways and purposes of travelling.    

The interpretative model looks at some specific elements: the itinerary, which is the linear element of the 

route; the spread elements that the travel has produced or attracted, which are dots or areas; and the matrix 

which is the cultural and territorial frame in which the itinerary takes on and that contains the relationships 

between elements, between elements and the context and between elements and the route
5
.  

These elements represent three interpretive categories and the research calls them: route, stop and threshold 

with reference to the patch-corridor-matrix model. This model is used in Landscape Ecology to read and 

represent the land mosaic and this study uses it in the same way to interpret the historical-cultural mosaic. 

This parallel regards both the structure of the system and how it functions. To read the heritage using this 

model means that the cultural itinerary allows the concepts of system and of relationships — which are 

native to ecology discipline — to be transferred over to the areas of history and heritage.  

The belief is that in order to be able to know and preserve the cultural heritage it is essential to refer back to 

the landscape in which heritage is placed, much in the same way that ecosystems are studied and preserved 

by acting upon the surrounding habitat.  

According to the interpretative model proposed, the first step of the research was to study the historical 

phenomenon that is connected with the cultural itinerary in its various stratifications, beginning with the 

various meanings that the road has taken on over time. The main reference becomes that of those who used 

the road in the past, each with a different purpose. This type of interpretation attempts to maintain the 

cultural complexity of the phenomenon, while connecting it to a spatial and temporal scale. It immediately 

becomes clear that this historical study does not have a set standard chronological succession, insofar as the 

various levels temporally overlap. It is also evident that the road was always used by pilgrims, although the 

intensity of this type of traffic has varied over time; at one point the road became an important postal route 

for the Papal State; it was also well known in the travel itineraries of the Grand Tour, when writers and 

scholars came from all over Europe to study history and art in Italy.  

For each phase, in order to understand how the via Lauretana works, it is possible to make connections 

between the way those who used the road interacted with the territory via the road itself, thus causing 

transformations to occur. The Lauretana pilgrimage route is a system made up of a network of tight-knit 

routes and of small stretches of road in comparison to the main route; for the via Lauretana postal route the 

stretches along the primary axis, and several deviations of a political and commercial nature, gain in 

importance; lastly, for the via Lauretana of the Grad Tour, the villages and small towns that sprung up along 

the route become important insofar as they over time became points of interest during the journey.  

Each phase is associated with the creation of tangible and intangible traces of culture, along with the primary 

transformations that the travellers and pilgrims themselves created in the landscape that they traversed. Each 

category is quite different from each of the others. The pilgrimage, for example, is responsible for the 

                                                      
5. (Idone, 2013b). 
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creation of many iconographic accounts and structures that were erected to help physically and spiritually 

restore the pilgrims during their journey. These structures included fountains, lodging, places of worship. In 

the second phase, stations for changing horses sprang up, allowing for postal services to be established. With 

them, postal maps and guides became commonplace. During the journey-for-knowledge phase the accounts 

of travel art and literature became important.  

At the end all these information were drafted and summarised in specific diagrams aiming at mapping the via 

Luretana’s landscapes and at identifying its territorial heritage  (figg. 2-4). The diagrams are composed by 

three different representation which are complementary each other: the first one is a cartography in which is 

mapped the territorial dimension of the itinerary; the second one is a diagram that shows how the itinerary 

works and identifies its territorial structures included territorial heritage; and the last one is a collection of 

images and depictions which highlights the landscape figures of the itinerary.  

5. The cultural itineraries into territorial and landscape planning 

The cultural itinerary, which was first an historical object, and has since become an interpretative model, 

now becomes an instrument with which the historical and cultural traces contained in the landscape may be 

interpreted and insert these into landscape and territorial planning projects. The cultural itinerary allows new 

forms of productivity to be elaborated for these landscapes along with forms of contemporary use, 

reconnecting to themes - such as tourism - that are becoming ever more cognizant, sustainable, and 

widespread, and exploring strategic territorial relationships - such as the relationship between the cultural 

and natural heritage (fig. 5). 

Cultural route means also walking, discovering the spread of history, recognizing cultural meanings and 

building new roles for the cultural heritage. An aspect consists of the possibility of identifying new stretches 

and constructing new experiential methods that allow for the landscape use through walking and slow 

mobility. Another aspect tends to expand the range of territorial resources and standardize them, finding new 

markets and serving as the driver for new models, as well as managing the landscapes themselves
6
. 

According to this planning map, a cultural itinerary is not the combination of a road or the plan for a themed 

route that connects points of interest. It is rather the combination of projects and transformations that cultural 

networks and linear systems are capable of conveying, intercepting areas in which the cultural and natural 

resources together are transformed within their landscapes in a dynamic vision, which is the landscape itself. 
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Image 1:  The via Lauretana paths and landscapes in the Umbria-Marche area (Idone, 2013b). 
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Image 2: The landscape of the via Lauretana pilgrimage route (Idone, 2013b). 

 

 

 

Image 3: The landscape of the via Lauretana postal route (Idone, 2013b). 
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Image 4: The landscape of the via Lauretana of the Grad Tour (Idone, 2013b). 

 

 

 

Image 5: The via Lauretana and protected areas in the Umbria-Marche area (Idone, 2013b). 
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Absract 

Places convey the phenomenon “sense of place” or “genius loci”. Measuring phenomenology by way of 

quantifying intangibles lends credibility to the notion that landscapes are valuable as cultural assets. An 

instrument (self-perception tool) was derived which helped measure reactions of groups of people  to seven 

sites in western Canada. Results of the research revealed that quantifying intangible, qualitative 

characteristics of “sense of place” affect well-being. This research can serve to help protect and conserve 

cultural places as valuable social and economic assets. 

Keywords:  Landscape, Perceptions, Phenomenology, Sense Of Place, Well-Being. 

 

Perceptions within cultures express a common theme that landscapes and places convey “sense of place” or 

“genius loci”.  This notion has been demonstrated in early cultures and described as a place between heaven 

and earth or the horizon that separates the two. Christian Norberg-Schulz was concerned with the 

phenomenology of place, following from Heidegger’s concept of dwelling or belonging, which alluded to the 

state of human existence between heaven and earth
7
. The  idea  that  various  cultures  live  and  express  

their  culture  through  an  understanding  and interpretation of human existence on earth is expressed 

creatively through the places we build and inhabit. By extension, the inherent quality of nature and places, 

particularly when combined with culture and traditions, contribute to enhanced quality of life and strength of 

community
8
. 

Michael Lincourt identifies qualities of space that he believes contribute to the phenomenology of space. He 

defines phenomena as facts enlarged by human perception, that become known through human senses
9
. As it 

relates to places and architecture, it is space that is perceived by people who use and experience a particular 

environment and the basic premise Lincourt uses to establish values and right to quality design. 

The World Health Organization defines health as “a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being 

and not merely an absence of disease and infirmity”. Health is expressed through personal, cultural and bio-

psychological factors that contribute to its complex condition
10

. Keith Critchlow reflects the importance of 

this definition and examines the notion of well-being as expressed in hospital design. As these buildings are 

built expressly for the purpose of promoting healing, he states that humans psychologically relate to the 

design of a building, including art, appealing architecture and nature, which have a positive impact on health. 

Therefore a lack these components must have the opposite effect
11

. 

To take the discussion to a deeper level of cultural experience, rather than physical coherence, Norberg-

Schulz notes that the old Roman principal of genius loci or what a place wants to be, can be found in many 

                                                      
7
 (Norberg-Schulz, 1979, p.10) 

8 (Alexander, 1977) 
9 (Lincourt, 1999, p.22) 
10 (Lawrence, 2001, p.146) 
11 (Critchlow & Alan, 1994, p.22-24, 29) 
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older cities. So too can atmosphere and mystery
12

. In fact, he describes the Islamic and old Roman world as 

expressing a cosmic order
13

. 

The idea that places inherently possess characteristics that physically and emotionally move people can be 

interpreted through observation of their physical attributes, but also through their phenomenology. 

Measuring phenomenology (facts enlarged by human perception) by way of quantifying intangibles can be 

used as a tool for measuring the immaterial values people project onto places.   

The measurements can  then  be  used  to  evaluate  the  assets  within  the  cultural landscape or place, and 

as they change over time. There are landscapes all around us that are not valued for their intangibles and are 

threatened due to development. Measuring the intangibles lends credibility to the notion that places contain 

values that are not visible. 

Examining intangibles can be conducted by examining physical qualities that may elicit certain reactions. In 

landscapes this is different from buildings as landscapes can be more subtly described, often having less 

obvious or less intentional attributes. It has been suggested that the success of the classical and vernacular 

languages of architecture is evident by the number of classical typologies that have survived through time, as 

well as the breadth of geography over which they are located
14

. 

Buildings are generally designed to suit a purpose and often to elicit an intentional, intelligible message 

while landscapes, especially natural landscapes, which have existed for millennia, have characteristics that 

are subconsciously sensed. Landforms are simple, yet the intangible feeling conjured can be described as 

palpable. 

Poet and Scholar John O’Donohue describes the ease with which the early Celtic people would approach 

their day with creativity.  “It is easy to have a creative sense of the day when you live in the presence of the 

great divinity called nature… nature was not  matter, rather, it was a luminous and numinous presence that 

had depth, possibility and beauty.”
15

 He continues, “This notion of the day as a sacred place offers a lovely 

frame for the creativity that a day can bring. Your life becomes the shape of the days you inhabit. Days enter 

us. Sadly, in modern life, the day is often a cage, where a person can lose youthfulness, energy, and 

strength.”
16

 The idea then, that we live in between heaven and earth, starts to describe the relationship 

between human beings and the places they inhabit as having connecting us to the  phenomenon of spiritual 

presence, or not. Places then would seem to have a positive or negative influence on well-being and quality 

of life. “We don’t know ‘wilderness as a yardstick’…Most of us, increasingly live in cities where we were 

further removed from the ‘yardstick’ of wilderness.”
17

 

Within the natural landscape, purpose-built landscapes can be found, witness the many (vernacular) solar 

constructs across northern Europe such as at Stonehenge, England, and Newgrange, County Meath, Ireland, 

well as examples such as the Acropolis in Athens,  and Chartres Cathedral, France. In each case, the effect 

on people could be either  positive  or negative, and can affect quality of life and well-being. Of the more 

negative reactions a place may be described as unsettling while of positive reactions, a place may be 

described as comforting or even possessing a spiritual quality. The act of making places creates an 

anthropogenic focus and suggests environmental health and a positive effect on human well-being is 

important
18

. 

The author’s personal experience has evoked curiosity about other peoples’ relationship with the land. 

Having been exposed to a number of cultures as a child, evoked an interest in comparing and contrasting the 

                                                      
12 (Norberg-Schulz, 1979, p.22) 
13 (Ibid, p.73) 
14 (Norberg-Schulz, 1985, p.120) 
15 (O’Donohue, 1997, p.131) 
16 (Ibid, p.132) 
17 (McFague, 1971, p.3-4) 
18 (Author, 2005, p.68-69) 
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way people perceive their personal and collective “sense of place”. Witnessing traditions such as cultivation 

of rice, shearing sheep for wool, and setting paper lotuses in a river to celebrate seasonal festivals, inspired 

the research. In 1991 the author visited two solar constructs in County Meath, Ireland. Newgrange, which  

had been  rehabilitated to reinforce surrounding walls from the weathering of time and erosion and Tara, 

which had been largely left untouched, with the exception of building a teahouse as a tourist destination 

(Fig.1 & 2). 

Newgrange exhibited ancient carvings from 3200 BC and the site was impressive. Upon entering the main 

tunnel, one could see spiral carvings and understand how the solar movement was tracked to help guide 

cultural and seasonal activities (Fig.3). To see the carvings on these back stones conjured the imagination, as 

if one could find themselves back as a participant in the earth’s history, having an understanding these early 

people would have had for the land in relation to their survival and its influence on their development of 

culture. 

At Tara Hill, constructed radial mounds form patterns over a  distance towards  the  horizon (Fig.4). A statue 

of Saint Patrick is placed within this landscape. The site overlooks the valley framed by the Mourn 

Mountains (Fig.5). The author was emotionally moved, as if rooted in the land. How was it that this 

perception affected personal emotions, and “why”? At that time, the plausible cause of responses was the 

view, the feeling of the wind, or was it some memory inherent in this cultural landscape, energy associated 

with nature, or an indigenous tie to the land? What was the phenomenology of this place and would others be 

similarly moved by this or other cultural spaces? 

The understanding that the author had been emotionally and physically impacted by the site became the 

subject of investigation in the Doctoral Dissertation “The Effect of the Interaction of Architecture, Culture 

and Nature on Well-Being and Spirituality” produced in 2007 at the University of Calgary, Alberta.  

The investigation utilized a self-perception tool that measured seven user groups’ qualitative reactions to 

their cultural buildings or landscapes. Peoples’ reactions were measured before, during and after visiting 

their cultural spaces. The information was then quantified, cross referencing data by gender, religion, age 

and sense of well-being. The findings revealed that prolonged exposure to cultural places by groups over 

time added to their improved well-being. 

Grounded theory was used as a methodology for the research because it allowed for the collection of data 

first, without beginning with a hypothesis
19

. Through the collection of data, key information could then be 

coded and grouped into concepts. Quantifying of this qualitative information would reveal a theory through 

the study of a particular phenomenon, in this case “sense of place” and well-being. An instrument (self-

perception tool) was derived which served to measure reactions of participants. 

Seven separate groups, for a total of sixty six people, evaluated their own reaction in one of seven spaces 

relevant to their spiritual faith. The spaces included B’Nai Tihkva Synagogue, Calgary, Alberta; Knox 

United Church, Calgary, Alberta; Country Hills Community Church, Cochrane, Alberta (Fig.6); Church of 

the Holy Assumption of Mary,  Calgary,  Alberta;  St. Mary’s Church, Red Deer, Alberta; Skaro Shrine, 

Skaro, Alberta (Fig.7); Al Rashid Mosque, Fort Edmonton, Alberta; and the Haika Residence, Calgary, 

Alberta. The spaces were familiar and for spiritual use, which made it more likely to elicit an emotional  

response.  Peoples’ reactions were then cross-referenced within variables to statistically determine what 

features and elements positively and negatively impacted the groups as a general whole. 

While the spaces included landscape components, of the seven spaces, two stood out from the others. The 

most interesting finding was the  fact that people’s well-being was strongly and positively influenced by 

exposure to nature, at the Skaro Shrine and at Country Hills Community Church overlooking the Rocky 

Mountains. Of those cultural spaces that where  not  situated within a landscape, participants imagined nature 

within cultural spaces, indicated by additional comments made when participating in the self-perception tool. 

                                                      
19 (Glaser & Strauss, 1967, and Glaser, 1992) 
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This was telling in that there appeared to be an additional need for people to express the relationship between 

their cultural space and their need for a connection with nature with respect to their increased spirituality and 

well-being. 

Skaro Shrine was built between Pentecost and August 14th and 15th, 1919, by a growing, largely Polish 

Catholic congregation comprised of farmers and newly arrived professionals14. The shrine began to be built 

with reference to the original Grotto dedicated to Saint Mary in France. The equipment available were 

traditional horse-drawn plows, manually operated shovels, and wheelbarrows and mixed concrete consisting 

of local gravel and cement. Six hundred loads of stone and three hundred bags of concrete were used as well 

as the labour of the entire community. The annual ritual ceremony on August 15th, involves a traditional 

gathering involves a procession to the Grotto early in the evening, led with a cross and banners, lit candles 

and Polish vespers. The ritual marks the significance of the veneration of Mary through both physical action 

as well as design of place (Fig.8). 

Very strong reference is made to cosmology both in form and symbolic placement of statues of Mary and 

Jesus. The semi-circular form implies both feminine form and the earth, while the vertical hierarchy implies 

a divine connection between heaven and earth, creating a genius loci. The location between building, 

graveyard and shrine can be seen as an anchor between the past and the present. Discussions with visitors, 

who were not parishioners, revealed qualitative information that they found the place a location for 

contemplation. 

The other community was Country Hills Community Church, built in 2001 between Calgary and Cochrane, 

Alberta. The requirements of the growing congregation led to a need for a new building, following in the 

tradition of early predecessors of the Methodist, Baptist and New Light faiths that a natural setting would 

suit their preaching purposes, so the site selected was oriented towards a spectacular view of the Rocky 

Mountains (Fig.9). 

The structure itself was pared-back and simple, to reflect the value that spirituality  is  not building, rather 

community-inspired; that the strength of the organization lies not in the building itself, but in the symbolism 

of the location within the landscape. Within the building design there is no symbolism in terms of layout no 

reference to traditional church design. The sanctuary is central to the building, has no windows and serves as 

a performance area for preaching, band and baptismal initiation. An atrium outside the sanctuary faces the 

view of the mountains. 

The research here revealed that the building elements did not rate highly with this particular user group. The 

landscape elements, by contrast, rated highly. Initial discussions with church elders explained that the design 

had been intended to draw the congregation into a concert atmosphere that was non-traditional. However, 

people began to gravitate out of the dark sanctuary, into the atrium that faced the mountains. To address the 

shift in user behaviour, speakers were installed in the atrium. More people started to convene for the service 

in the atrium, while the live delivery was conducted in the sanctuary. It was also revealed that the youth 

appeared to crave a traditional service including ritual aspects of worship that would be served in a more 

traditional layout. Further to this, members of the youth groups began to wander into the ravine which over-

looked the mountains to contemplate or pray  (Fig.10). The overwhelming appeal of the mountains 

dominated the simple design of the space. 

The study also revealed that with the Skaro Shrine, landscape drew people to the site and that a sense of 

history and culture may have  been an attracting factor that was inherently felt by visitors. Building the 

Country Hills Community Church did not achieve the desired results in terms of attracting people to the 

sanctuary, but did achieve traditional religious value that a natural setting would serve as a site for preaching; 

the elders had to make adjustments to conducting the service and user needs and unanticipated behaviour. 

This same methodology of quantifying qualitative information can be applied in the study of natural 

landscapes. The outcomes of the research indicated that nature, culture, history, orientation and spiritual 

components of spaces caused an increase in well-being and quality of life15. Physically isolating spaces and 
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lack of association with nature had the reverse effect on well-being. Nature was rated most highly in terms of 

affecting well-being and quality of life positively. 

There are examples outside of research that bear witness to the fact people feel a connection with the land, 

even if there is monetary gain associated with compromising that sentiment. In 2006 and 2007 in Red Deer, 

Alberta, a suburban development was planned for a section of land that contained ecological features that 

were deemed significant by the City of Red Deer. These included vegetation that for specific habitation 

conditions. Included was a wetland also considered important in filtering run-off through the McKenzie 

forest into the Red Deer River, contributing to a watershed north-east across three provinces to Hudson’s 

Bay. A meeting was held between the developer, consultants and the City of Red Deer.   

The consultant’s design proposed the wetland be constructed into a parking lot, rather than being integrated 

as a natural amenity. The City’s Park Department objected but the developer supported his  consultant’s 

design. The wetland was bulldozed, filled in and surrounding topsoil packed against the edges of the 

development. Unfiltered surface run-off was diverted underground through  physical infrasructure, at a 

calculated rate, into the Red Deer River. A 100 year storm pond was dug to handle the run-off that would 

normally have been managed by the soil, vegetation and natural site grading. 

In 2008 a group of residents living within the vicinity of Lacombe, Alberta formed The Lacombe Lake 

Preservation Association in an attempt to interrupt or see cancelled similar plans  for suburban development. 

The land exhibited a number of habitats including wetlands, a lake, a slough with quicksand qualities, an 

extensive, exposed escarpment and prairie grass and pasture. The residents who lived on the land either 

commercially farmed on a small scale, offered community gardening opportunities to town residents or rode 

horseback and paddled on the lake. The community garden fed 24 families as they prepared for the long 

winter ahead. Many had raised their families there and had lived there for generations. Many of them had 

witnessed changes in the Lake over time, such as increased algae blooms and reduction of aquatic species. 

Many of them understood the value their land in terms of food growth and provision of natural habitat, not in 

short-sighted development with long-term environmental implications. To them, the value of the land was 

not in its development, but in its preservation. 

The development was presented in the media by way of physical designs, but no environmental plans to 

support them. The group fought local Council and presented their case for preservation of the Lake. The vast 

majority were happier to live without the profits they would have received should they have agreed with the 

development plans. Council suspended their plans to expropriate the land due to the efforts of the residents 

of the land. These people had a relationship with the landscape which shaped their local culture and how 

they lived within the landscape. 

These examples of suburban developments are not unusual and happen on a global scale. Local diversity and 

vernacular expression is lost as individual  cultural landscapes. Landscapes are treated as flat pieces of land, 

and developed in a homogenous manner, with the end result many of them look the same and offer the same 

big box or super centre amenities as the next. 

In 2007 the author presented a paper at the Canadian Congress of Landscape Architecture called, “Landscape 

Architecture; Lost in the Development Process”. Delegates were shown a series of aerial images of North 

American cities, many displaying  radial  patterns  of  suburban development and some had identifying 

natural features such as a defining river or tributary, park system or adjacent escarpment or foothills. The 

images were un-named and delegates were asked to identify the North American Cities. Delegates were 

more visually distracted by the anonymity of the  patterns in the  images than they were by the identifying 

natural features. While the audience did not necessarily have a direct relationship with the sites, they were 

also unable to distinguish the cities by their obvious natural features that could arguably define them. 

In conclusion, if this sort of instrument were applied to measure peoples’ perception of landscapes, one could 

argue the cultural value of landscapes might bear on decisions related to development or preservation of 

them. Of equal and of more practical value is development that affects watershed, as we have witnessed in 
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the extreme flooding around Calgary, Alberta in 2013, and south-east Saskatchewan and southern Manitoba 

in 2014. It can therefore be argued that the cultural value of the landscape is vital to avoiding natural 

disasters. How landscapes are approached as “systems” has an even greater effect on our quality of life, 

affecting economic and social capital. As with the example of the experience at the Newgrange cultural 

landscape, it is history and value of natural features, not as an economic opportunity, that provides value to 

society as a cultural landscape worth preserving. The people around the lake that cared for the watershed and 

quality of soil for future generation saw inherent value in the cultural landscape. It is vital that we enhance an 

understanding of the value of cultural landscapes, not purely for preserving the past but for protecting our 

relationship with the land upon which we depend. For both these reasons the and as found through this 

research, the author is compelled to believe we are each affected by the phenomenology of “sense of place”. 
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Fig.1 – Newgrange, aerial view.  Fig.2 – Tara, aerial view. 

  

Fig.3 – Newgrange, interior.     Fig.4 – Tara, view to horizon 

 

  

Fig.5 – Tara, overlooking valley 
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Fig.7 – Skaro Shrine     Fig.8 – Veneration of Mary 

 

   

Fig.9 – View west towards Rocky Mountains, from Country Hills Community Church 

Fig.10 – Escarpment at Country Hills Community Church site. 
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Raphaël ALESSANDRI * 
 
(*) Mission Bassin Minier Nord-Pas-de-Calais, Rue du Tordoir 62590 OIGNIES France, ralessandri@missionbassinminier.org 

 

 

Abstract 

L’inscription du Bassin minier sur la Liste du patrimoine mondial en 2012 au titre de Paysage culturel, est le 

signe tangible d’un changement de regard sur ce paysage post-industriel. Elle est également le symbole de 

l’évolution des stratégies de développement engagées depuis une quinzaine d’années sur ce vaste territoire 

(4000 ha inscrit, 18 000 ha en zone tampon, 1 200 000 habitants). Cette nouvelle considération contribue à 

modifier le regard des habitants extérieurs au territoire mais surtout celui de toute une population sur elle-

même, d’imaginer une nouvelle trajectoire de développement qui articule protection, aménagement et 

gestion des paysages et de dévoiler et transmettre aux générations futures le sens et les valeurs culturelles qui 

sous-tendent cette inscription.  

 

Mots-clefs : Paysage culturel évolutif ; Industriel ; Aménagement du territoire 

 

 

1. Le paysage antérieur à l’explosion de l’économie charbonnière 

Après celui de la Ruhr en Allemagne, le gisement du Nord-Pas-de-Calais est le plus étendu d’Europe du 

Nord-Ouest. Une de ses spécificités est d’être le seul de grande dimension entièrement souterrain : 120 

kilomètres de long ; 12 kilomètres de large ; 1,2 kilomètres de profondeur
20

.  Si des affleurements naturels 

ont permis très tôt la découverte des gisements au Royaume-Uni, en Belgique et en Allemagne, celui du 

Nord-Pas-de-Calais n’a été progressivement identifié qu’à partir du 18
e
 siècle, d’est en ouest, sous une 

épaisse couverture sédimentaire de 25 à 250 mètres. Associée à un relief peu marqué en surface, cette 

particularité a directement influencé l’emprise foncière de l’activité minière, en favorisant notamment un 

étalement linéaire sur une grande superficie. 

Avant l’arrivée de l’activité minière, le futur Bassin minier offre essentiellement des paysages de plaine avec 

quelques collines et coteaux, des marais, des marécages, des étangs, des forêts et des prairies humides. La 

présence de l’eau et la qualité des sols ont historiquement orienté le territoire vers une économie rurale 

fondée sur une agriculture nourricière très riche, intégrant de nombreuses cultures commerciales 

(céréaliculture avec seigle, froment, avoine, houblon, fibres textiles et graines oléagineuses) et soutenant de 

très nombreuses petites installations agroalimentaires comme en attestent les quelques moulins à vent encore 

debout aujourd’hui ainsi qu’un nombre élevé de roues hydrauliques verticales dont certaines à forte 

puissance (minoteries). Ce paysage est alors caractérisé par de vastes secteurs ruraux et agricoles s’articulant 

sur une urbanisation relativement dense mais de taille modeste.  

C’est sur cette “toile de fond” que se développe à une vitesse fulgurante un paysage totalement différent, lié 

à la découverte du charbon et à son exploitation, témoignant à la fois des exigences de production 

industrielle et de la progression des sièges d’extraction. Surimposition d’un paysage à un autre, mais qui ne 

chasse pas le précédent. Celui de l’industrie s’est installé comme une “coulée”, suivant d’Est en Ouest la 

disposition des ressources sans avoir de raison de tout recouvrir. L’industrie charbonnière n’a pas totalement 

absorbé le paysage antérieur et l’agriculture n’a jamais disparue du Bassin. L’exploitation minière a certes 

grignoté les secteurs ruraux mais les interstices - entre les bourgs, les villes, les sites d’exploitation et les 

cités ouvrières - sont pour l’essentiel occupés par des parcelles agricoles (figg. 1, 2). Le paysage du Bassin 

minier est donc également celui d’une ruralité aux prises avec un tissu urbain minier très spécifique, 

autorisant ainsi une très grande lisibilité du fonctionnement du système minier. 

 

 

                                                      
20 Profondeur maximale atteinte lors de l’exploitation. 
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2. La création d’un nouveau paysage issu de 3 siècles d’exploitation minière 

Le système minier 

L’industrialisation a introduit une catégorie nouvelle de paysage : le paysage industriel dont la 

caractéristique dominante est l’hétérogénéité des éléments artificiels qui le structurent et qui obéissent aux 

logiques d’exploitation et de production.  

Dans le cas du Bassin minier du Nord-Pas-de-Calais, ces composantes sont multiples (figg. 3-5) :  

 Lieux de production : fosses, chevalements, terrils  

 Voies de communication : canaux, cavaliers, routes  

 Lieux de résidence : cités ouvrières  

 Lieux de service : écoles, églises, dispensaires, salles des fêtes ... 

Ces éléments en apparence détachés les uns des autres s’articulent en fait en un système spécifique, celui de 

l’exploitation minière, et constituent une unité à un niveau plus élevé qui s’apprécie en termes de paysage.  

Ce paysage n’est pas le fruit d’une longue et lente “négociation” entre les éléments naturels de surface et 

l’occupation humaine. Il s’agit d’un paysage de rupture, illustrant la rapidité et la violence de l’impact de 

l’industrie charbonnière sur le cadre naturel précédent. Derrière ce paysage, il faut y lire l’histoire d’un 

conflit prolongé entre technologie et environnement. Les marques laissées par cette activité industrielle sont 

celles de la confrontation entre la nature d’un territoire, la présence d’une ressource naturelle et les 

impératifs de son exploitation économique. Ce ne sont plus les reliefs ni les cours d’eau mais bel et bien la 

présence du charbon et des fosses qui ont, à partir d’un processus lancé au 18e siècle, organisé le territoire : 

la logique du sol s’est effacée au profit de celle du sous-sol et de son exploitation. C’est ainsi que, sur un 

temps extrêmement court au regard du temps nécessaire à la constitution d’un paysage, s’est constitué au fil 

de l’intensification de l’exploitation, un paysage culturel de type industriel. (fig. 6) 

A la veille de la récession qu’a connue le Bassin minier dès les années 1960, l’exploitation avait légué au 

territoire un héritage contrasté. A côté des séquelles environnementale, sociale et économique laissées par 

l’arrêt de l’activité, l’acharnement à produire a également engendré, outre les innovations dans les domaines 

scientifiques, techniques, médicales et sociales, un patrimoine bâti (technique et social) riche et diversifié 

qui, à la veille des grandes politiques de reconversion n’était bien évidemment pas encore perçu comme bien 

culturel à valoriser. 

  

3. Le lien organique qui lie les éléments de l’héritage minier dessine un paysage culturel industriel 

Aujourd’hui, le Bassin minier Nord-Pas-de-Calais, est inscrit sur la Liste du patrimoine mondial de 

l’UNESCO, au titre de “Paysage Culturel Evolutif  Vivant”. Cette catégorie permet de présenter une logique 

de territoire, combinant étroitement éléments tangibles, mémoire et dynamiques d’avenir, dans une vision 

globale. Il s’agit bel et bien de soutenir la cohérence d’un ancien bassin industriel dans ses réalités 

patrimoniales et culturelles actuelles. 

Ainsi, le Bassin minier met en avant l’ampleur de l’impact de près de trois siècles d’exploitation industrielle 

sur son paysage. Il illustre parfaitement les bouleversements initiés par l’industrialisation autant sur le plan 

technique que sur les plans sociaux, culturels, paysagers et environnementaux. 

Aujourd’hui 4 grands sièges d’exploitation “sites de la mémoire”, 21 chevalements, environ 200 terrils, 563 

cités, plus de 200 kilomètres de cavaliers (chemin de fer), des centaines d’équipements continuent de 

structurer fortement le territoire
21

. Outre ce patrimoine bâti, les éléments néo naturel notamment des bassins 

d’affaissements induits par une exploitation intensive ont transformé la nature des sols jusqu’à en modifier 

l’hydrologie de surface inversant des cours d’eau, créant de vastes zone humides (fig. 7). 

Pour autant, le territoire du Bassin minier inscrit sur la Liste du patrimoine mondial n’est pas une collection 

de sites exceptionnels qui seraient déconnectés les uns des autres, il est envisagé comme un paysage vivant, 

en prenant en compte l’ensemble de ses dimensions et de ses composantes. Ce sont en effet les liens 

organiques qui lient les fosses, aux cavaliers, les cités aux espaces de production, les confrontations entre les 

paysages préexistants et ces témoignages de l’exploitation minière qui témoignent de l’impact qu’a eu la 

                                                      
21 25% de l’héritage minier est inscrit sur la Liste du patrimoine mondial, avec en autre : 17 vestiges de fosses, 21 chevalements, 51 

terrils, 54 km de cavaliers (voies ferrées des mines), 3 gares, 124 cités minières, 38 écoles et groupes scolaires, 26 édifices religieux, 

22 équipements de santé, 7 équipements collectifs (salles des fêtes, maisons syndicales, équipements sportifs), 3 grands bureaux des 

compagnies minières. 
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mine sur le territoire et les hommes. Ainsi, le paysage du bassin minier prend tout son sens quand on 

l’envisage d’une part à toute les échelles, du “quartier minier” au “grand  paysage” et dans toute ses 

dimensions, bâties et néo naturelles, exceptionnelles et plus ordinaires, reconverties et en devenir. Se dessine 

alors un paysage culturel en évolution au cœur duquel vivent plus d’un million d’habitants. Le périmètre 

inscrit sur la Liste du patrimoine mondiale est forcément plus restreint car extrêmement sélectif, mais il porte 

la valeur universelle et exceptionnelle d’un territoire plus vaste encore. Le Bassin conserve aujourd’hui un 

nombre élevé d’éléments patrimoniaux, constitutifs précieux d’un paysage original. La préservation de ce 

patrimoine et l’implication croissante de la population dans l’intégration de cet héritage de la mine dans son 

patrimoine vivant, témoigne d’une identité maintenue, et de la volonté d’un nouveau développement 

s’appuyant sur la force d’une histoire. L’obtention d’un label aussi prestigieux que celui de l’UNESCO peut 

conforter cette dynamique et contribuer à faire évoluer l’image du territoire.  

 

4. Articuler les outils de protection, d’aménagement et de gestion pour assurer le maintien de la V.U.E. 

Quelque-soit sa nature, le patrimoine du Bassin minier est sans cesse tiraillé entre la nécessité de poursuivre 

l’évolution générale du territoire et le besoin, dans une perspective d’avenir, d’en respecter les fondements. 

Le plan de gestion UNESCO du Bassin minier combine trois approches complémentaires: la règlementation, 

la contractualisation, marque de l’engagement des partenaires et un programme d’action ambitieux. 

Le travail partenarial engagé depuis 12 ans avec l’Etat, les collectivités, les propriétaires et gestionnaires du 

Bien, a permis d’imaginer et de mettre en œuvre ce plan de gestion. Le problème majeur auquel doit 

répondre la gestion du Bien est à la fois son étendue (4000 ha inscrits et 18 000 ha en zone tampon),  la 

grande diversité des éléments qui le composent et son caractère éminemment vivant. (fig. 8)  

En France, les sites inscrits sont majoritairement protégés par les outils traditionnels de protection du 

patrimoine que sont les Monuments Historiques (loi 1913), leurs abords (loi 1943), les sites classés (loi 

1930), les secteurs sauvegardés (loi 1962), les ZPPAUP ou AVAP (lois 1983 et 2010)
22

… Avec l’apparition 

de la catégorie “paysage culturel”, des sites parfois très vastes se voient inscrits sur la Liste du patrimoine 

mondial. L’étendue de ces sites renvoie à de nouveaux enjeux de protection et de gestion, qui amènent les 

territoires concernés à revoir leur “boite à outils” règlementaire de manière à combiner les outils 

traditionnels de protection du patrimoine avec les outils d’aménagement du territoire que sont les documents 

d’urbanisme, de planification et de programmation. 

C’est le cas du Bassin minier, dont les particularités sont telles (territoire vaste, complexe, vivant, soumis à 

des pressions liées à l’urbanisme quotidien…) que seule, une combinaison de différents outils peut permettre 

de gérer l’ensemble du Bien inscrit, dans une dynamique alliant protection de la VUE et évolution du 

territoire. Ainsi, le plan de gestion proposé à l’UNESCO articule des outils de protection règlementaire du 

patrimoine et des outils de planification urbaine. Ces démarches règlementaires sont appuyées par une 

démarche contractuelle avec les différents partenaires, propriétaires et gestionnaires de biens, pour marquer 

leur engagement. 

Les édifices miniers bâtis qui se prêtaient à une inscription ou à un classement Monument Historique, ont été 

protégés par ce biais. Il s’agit principalement des anciennes fosses, des chevalements et des équipements 

administratifs, sociaux-culturels ou religieux. Cela représente 145 des 353 éléments inclus dans le périmètre 

qui sont protégés par la loi au titre des Monuments Historiques, soit en tant qu’objet inscrit ou classé soit en 

tant qu’objet concerné par les abords d’un Monument Historique. Cependant la protection des seuls 

monuments bâtis, ne suffit pas à recouvrir l’ensemble du périmètre inscrit à l’UNESCO. Ainsi, afin de hisser 

le niveau de protection réglementaire du “paysage culturel” la proposition d’un futur site classé au titre de la 

loi du 2 mai 1930 est en cours. Il s’agit de protéger les terrils et les “paysages miniers” (cavaliers, étangs 

d’affaissement …). 

                                                      
22 ZPPAUP : Zone de protection du patrimoine architectural urbain et paysager 

AVAP : Aire de mise en valeur du patrimoine, elles remplacent peu à peu les ZPPAUP. 

La constitution d’une Zone de protection du patrimoine architectural, urbain et paysager (ZPPAUP) est une procédure qui tend à 

donner aux communes un rôle actif dans la gestion et la mise en valeur de leur patrimoine. La décision d'engager l'étude d'une 

ZPPAUP appartient au maire et à son conseil municipal en partenariat avec l'État (Architecte des bâtiments de France et le Service 

départemental de l'architecture et du patrimoine). Le 12 juillet 2010, les ZPPAUP ont été remplacées par les Aires de mise en valeur 

de l'architecture et du patrimoine.  

http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Architecte_des_b%C3%A2timents_de_France
http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Service_d%C3%A9partemental_de_l%27architecture_et_du_patrimoine
http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Service_d%C3%A9partemental_de_l%27architecture_et_du_patrimoine
http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aire_de_mise_en_valeur_de_l%27architecture_et_du_patrimoine
http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aire_de_mise_en_valeur_de_l%27architecture_et_du_patrimoine
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Concernant plus spécifiquement la prise en compte du patrimoine et des paysages remarquables dans les 

documents d’urbanisme, la Mission Bassin Minier a engagé depuis 2007, avec le concours des services de 

l’Etat, des structures responsables de la planification à l’échelle supra communale (les 4 SCOT recouvrant le 

Bassin minier)
23

 et des communes volontaires, un partenariat qui a permis de traduire les ambitions du Plan 

de gestion UNESCO dans des documents de planification. Ce travail concret, de terrain et de longue haleine 

se poursuivra dans les années à venir, afin de préciser encore les prescriptions à l’échelle des SCOT et du 

grand territoire et d’accompagner les communes et intercommunalités afin qu’elles traduisent ces grandes 

orientations à une échelle locale. A cet effet, la Mission Bassin Minier a déjà réalisé un guide pratique à 

destination des communes. (fig. 9) 

 

5. Une stratégie de développement fondée sur l’héritage minier et le paysage 

Longtemps, on n’a pas parlé d’héritage valorisant, mais de friches industrielles et d’espaces dégradés, de 

séquelles sociales et sanitaires. On ne parlait ni de valorisation, ni d’attractivité, ni de marketing territorial 

mais de requalification, de remise aux normes des voiries et réseaux divers et de banalisation. Le Bassin 

minier, morcelé en 7 structures intercommunales, tirait son unité de la communauté de problèmes que des 

dispositifs d’accompagnement et de prise en charge spécifiques ont traités pendant des décennies. Les traces 

de l’exploitation charbonnière étaient perçues comme un handicap, un frein au redéveloppement des 

territoires. 

Aujourd’hui, le Plan de gestion, demandé par l’UNESCO et dont l’Etat français est l’ultime garant, considère 

les éléments de l’héritage minier (bâtis et néo-naturels) ainsi que les paysages remarquables qu’ils ont 

engendré, comme des potentiels sur lesquels fonder une stratégie d’aménagement plus durable du territoire. 

Cet héritage est donc considéré dans toute 

sa dimension (sociale, urbaine, économique, culturelle, environnementale). Ainsi les éléments hérités de 

l’activité minière, et plus généralement la prise en compte des paysages remarquables, sont progressivement 

envisagés comme des éléments capables d’améliorer le quotidien des habitants, de mailler positivement le 

territoire, de lutter contre les tendances à l’étalement urbain, mais également de contribuer au 

redéveloppement du territoire. 

Si le territoire n’avait pas attendu l’inscription sur la Liste du patrimoine mondial pour prendre en charge un 

héritage qu’il avait d’abord fallu mettre aux normes, dépolluer, reconfigurer, le Plan de Gestion permets de 

réinterroger la manière d’intervenir sur cet héritage. En lui donnant une valeur universelle et exceptionnelle, 

l’inscription change peu à peu le regard que les gestionnaires, les propriétaires et les populations portent sur 

ce dernier et, par la même, l’attention dont il fait l’objet. 

Les terrils sont passés du statut de “déchet” à celui de marqueur du paysage, d’Espaces naturels sensibles, de 

réserve de Biodoversité ou encore de “spot” rêvés pour les sports de Nature. Les anciens cavaliers de mines 

sont considérés comme un moyen de remailler des territoires extrêmement fragmentés en créant des 

corridors écologiques, ou de formidables réseaux de déplacement en “mode doux” (fig. 10). 

On découvre que les cités minières ne sont pas forcément des corons (logements en bandes, uniforme, 

souvent décriés), mais bien des cités jardins qui n’ont rien à envier aux quartiers les plus attractifs de la 

métropole lilloise, ou de la proche banlieue parisienne. Ces quartiers se transforment sans rien perdre de leur 

vocation sociale, des expériences prometteuses sont actuellement menées sur une série de “cités pilotes”  afin 

de démontrer dans les faits que la protection du patrimoine, loin d’être un frein aux évolutions du parc 

habité, peut au contraire, être le gage d’une rénovation plus durable en prenant en compte enjeux urbain, 

environnementaux, sociaux (fig. 11). Ces expériences engagées depuis 5 ans rentrent en phase 

opérationnelles, elles ont déjà permis d’inscrire dans les future Programmes Européens des financements 

spécifiques pour la valorisation des façades et des abords qui servirons à d’autres sites.  

Plus globalement, le plan de gestion UNESCO et la logique d’un développement du territoire prenant appui 

sur son héritage minier fait actuellement l’objet d’un projet pour créer un volet territorial spécifique dans le 

prochain Contrat de Plan entre l’Etat et la Région Nord-Pas-de-Calais pour la période 2014-20120. Ceci est 

le signe que la question de la protection du paysage culturel du Bassin minier est au cœur des évolutions 

                                                      
23 SCOT ou Schéma de Cohérence Territorial : document d'urbanisme qui détermine, à l’échelle de plusieurs communes, un projet de 

territoire visant à mettre en cohérence l'ensemble des politiques sectorielles notamment en matière d'urbanisme, d'habitat, de 

déplacements et d'équipements commerciaux, dans un environnement préservé et valorisé.  

http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Document_d%27urbanisme
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futures du territoire et qu’il s’agit d’un enjeu susceptible d’influencer positivement son aménagement et son 

développement futur dans une logique plus durable (fig. 11). 
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Figure 1 : Terril 49 et cité Maistre- Mazingarbe   Figure 2 :  Terrils 2 et 3 - Ruitz, Maisnil-les-Ruitz 

 

   Figure 3 : Fosse de Arenberg – Wallers 
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Figure 4 : Cité 12-Lens      Figure 5 : Cité Bruno- Dourges                 

                   

 
Figure 6 : Vue vers Lens depuis les terrils dits du 11/19 à Loos en Gohelles 

 

  
Figure 7 : Etang d’affaissement_Condé sur l’Escaut   

 

 

Figure 8 : Carte 

représentant le Bien inscrit 

et sa zone tampon 

  

Figure  9 : Extrait du guide 

technique « Plan local 

d’urbanisme et Patrimoine 

minier inscrit sur la liste du 

patrimoine mondial de 

l’UNESCO » 2014- 

Mission Bassin minier 

 

Figure  10 : Cavalier 

aménagé pour accéder au 

Louvre Lens 
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Figure  11 : Cité Lemay - Pecquencourt : une des 5 « cités-pilotes » initiées par la Mission Bassin Minier en 

partenariat avec l’Etat, la Région Nord Pas de calais, les départements du Nord et du pas de Calais, les 

Bailleurs sociaux, les villes et communautés d’agglomération. 
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1. How to obtain heritage status for landscape 

1.1. The role of heritage vectors 

Achieving heritage status for an area of landscape is one of the most complex processes that cultural 

properties have to contend with; this is due to the fact that, in an area where everywhere is “landscape”, there 

are some parts that are cultural heritage, and others that are not, although some might have the potential to 

be. There are two ways of identifying cultural values: on the one hand, there are those that create identity, 

with which populations have had a closer contact throughout their lives, and on the other, there are those that 

are recognized by the institutions of science, the law, art, etc. Thus, heritage landscapes can be classified by 

identity, by being the day-to-day creators of the frameworks of people’s lives, or by being recognized 

institutionally, if I may reiterate, by science, by law, by art, and so on.  

In relation to identity, in broad terms all areas of landscape provide this for the people who live in them. This 

is a cultural fact: individuals identify themselves with the context in which their lives unfold. As Juan 

Antonio Cabezas stated over half a century ago: “ […] man, no matter how far and wide he roams around the 

world, continues to have ties with his first landscape” (1956, p. 349). In the social domain, all landscapes are 

primarily heritage and should be understood in the first instance in the same way that the people who dwell 

in them understand them; the people who assign to them names, symbolic values and character. The main 

threats to any heritage landscape are not natural disasters, the impact of large-scale infrastructure, or the 

downplaying of its resources, but population decline. When a landscape is only interpreted through the 

perceptions of visitors, it may maintain its heritage values, but its authenticity will only be partial and 

skewed, as it has not been constructed in its own locality.  

However, if all landscapes, or those that are populated, at least, are potentially capable of being made 

“heritage”, the risk is that this may not be of any great advantage from the heritage-perspective: when 

something is no different to everything else, it is nothing. Consequently, this communication recommends 

that two scales should be proposed to assess landscape heritagization processes: a) one which related to the 

region as a whole and linked to the significance of workaday landscapes (Ojeda Rivera, 2013) that, in 

principle, have no reason to enjoy any special protection, and b) the type of landscape that is the main target 

of this paper, those landscapes that are worthy of protection since heritage vectors and matrices can be found 

in them that give them added cultural interest.  

As far as landscape is concerned, a heritage vector is understood to be the value attributed to a specific 

element, be it tangible or intangible, that triggers and drives forward the landscape recognition process in 

terms of identity or institutional acknowledgment, as the vector matrix is the generic shared nucleus from 

which the vectors stem. Any strong-point -a mine or a type of settlement in a locality- can act as a vector. 

However, mining and agricultural activities or the world of beliefs can act as vector matrices in so far as they 

express abstract values and, being the source of vectors, they are not so firmly anchored in the area (see 

Chart 1, below). 

As clearly recognizable spaces, heritage landscapes possess vectors that are institutional or identity-related 

that have conditioned or condition their perception to varying degrees. Different vectors often concur in 

some specific area: on occasion they are not shared by the various groups that inhabit and value the place. A 

case in point is Jerusalem, where heritage vectors primarily based on the heritage matrix of religious ethe 

form a complex heritage landscape, where valuations are not shared, or only partially so, by the people who 

perceive it on a daily basis.  
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Vectors provide the opportunity to classify heritage landscapes in accordance with their characters, which go 

beyond simplistic region-based views built on the shape and form of the landscape (rather than its essence) 

or the view taken by the World Heritage Committee (hereinafter, Committee) itself to identify cultural 

landscapes and include them on the World Heritage List (hereinafter, List).  

 

1.2. Heritage landscape time and space scales 

As landscape is time and space, a number of fundamental questions arise around its analysis: how do you 

measure the duration of the process that forms a heritage landscape? What is the minimum size that a 

heritage landscape can have? And the maximum? These questions have not often been addressed in the 

bibliography on these kinds of landscapes, and the answers are not simple. With respect to time, the 

difficulty comes from the fact that a landscape’s “heritagization” processes are not linear, and they do not 

coincide with each other during the same periods of time. As in the example of Jerusalem, it becomes 

complicated when the people who dwell there and create the values of the landscape belong to different 

communities and there is little mutual understanding. Every vector can also be stated to have its own 

heritagization process, and in the landscape, even though their interrelationship affords them coherence, 

processes of different natures are superimposed on one another. For example, the vector linked to the battle 

that took place at Waterloo can be identified in the landscape there. This vector is intangible and evocative, 

and melds in with the valuation that this plain -following its own process- is undergoing as a heritage asset, 

and which is, therefore, another vector of the same landscape. Heritage landscape is a complex expression of 

vectors and, as such, for it to be fully comprehended, the heritagization process that each vector has been 

subject to at its own speed, has to be analyzed both separately and jointly.  

Similarly, identifying spatial scales for heritage landscapes is not easy. It has already been stated that the 

basic scale for identity heritage landscapes should extend to the whole of the inhabited world, and that 

because of its generic nature and the fact that it is outside the bounds of UNESCO’s interest in heritage 

landscapes, it is not the object of this communication (see Chart 1, below). Meanwhile, LAC (Landscape 

assessment character) enables landscape to be understood (landscape in general, not only heritage 

landscapes) on a range of scales. It would be very interesting to extrapolate this method to heritage 

landscapes, as it implies an acceptance of the relationship between the landscape’s heritage value and the rest 

of the region; or, in other words, the need to understand how it is that, among all the elements of a landscape, 

some possess heritage attributes, while others do not, and yet the ones cannot be understood without the 

others.  Be that as it may, it should be remembered that in landscapes of heritage interest, boundaries are 

often more imprecise than in other landscapes, especially those that have acquired wide-ranging symbolic 

value, and that the use of lines to delimit them frequently impairs their interpretation.  

New questions arise around the joint consideration of heritage landscapes’ time and space scales. How and 

when does a local heritage value turn into a reference-point for the much wider region and landscape? For 

example, at what moment in time did the landscape of Easter Island become a global phenomenon? How do 

local perceptions interact with those of intellectuals, artists, or the simple tourists who visit the place? And, 

to the contrary, how and when does external acknowledgment eventually generate specific local identities, as 

at Waterloo, for example?  

Finally, with respect to the question as to whether a minimum and/or maximum surface area exists for 

heritage landscapes, the answer is not easy, either. In principle, they are better understood on the district or 

local scales, because heritage vectors tend to be more clearly suffused there, as they share similar historical 

features, the same visual basins, comparable intangible expressions, etc.; but it is hard to set maximum or 

minimum surface area thresholds for heritage landscapes. 

 

2. Cultural landscapes on the World Heritage List  

2.1. Background 

It is not the purpose of this study to either present or diagnose the List, which would be the twin purpose of a 

different paper. Most of its extremes are well documented on the World Heritage Center portal. However, 

some major fundamental issues need to be highlighted in order to ponder the presence and relative 

importance of the cultural landscapes included on the List. The List is a registry of heritage in which States 

(States Parties) that have ratified the Convention Concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and 
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Natural Heritage (hereinafter, Convention) can include any properties of Outstanding Universal Value 

(specified in a series of criteria, authentic value and integrity and specific aspects). Together these form a 

representative relationship – both typological and geographical- of the planet’s immovable property. In 

recent decades, in order to ward off the protection and maintenance issues that began to emerge around some 

of the assets included on the List, the formulation of a management plan has come to be considered an 

essential prerequisite for guaranteeing that the property’s values are preserved. Rather than turning States 

Parties into benchmarks of good heritage management, their inclusion on the List has in many cases become 

a framework of excellence that heightens the tourist attraction of cities and regions. At the current time, a 

large majority of countries have acceded to the Convention: 191, of which 161 have items registered on the 

List and, after the meeting of the World Heritage Committee in 2014, this number will rise to 1,007 (779 

cultural, 197 natural and 31 mixed). 

In relation to the advent of the concept of cultural landscape in UNESCO, mention should be made of the 

precedent that the Recommendation Concerning the Safeguarding of the Beauty and Character of 

Landscapes and Sites (1962) represents: “the safeguarding of the beauty and character of landscapes and 

sites is taken to mean the preservation and, where possible, the restoration of the aspect of natural, rural and 

urban landscapes and sites, whether natural or man-made, which have a cultural or aesthetic interest or form 

typical natural surroundings” (art. 1). Landscape value is restricted to outstanding views, but UNESCO’s 

cultural interest in landscapes can also be said to have predated the Convention (1972) by a decade. 

Landscape only plays a very secondary role in said text, more related to natural than cultural aspects. The 

development of the List from 1978 on very soon shows that the categories chosen for cultural heritage 

(monuments, groups of buildings and sites) do not accommodate the emergence of values that have to be 

understood on broad regional scales, for which the classifications of nominated area or surface area of the 

property, and buffer zone are clearly insufficient.From the beginning of the nineteen-eighties, UNESCO 

initiated a debate on apposite change to the way that heritage values were considered, including those of 

cultural landscapes, amongst others; in consequence, in 1992 the organization created a new category, 

cultural landscapes (Aplin, 2007; Droste, Plachter and Rössler, 1994; Fowler, 2003). The definition of this 

category is included in paragraph 47 of the Operational Guidelines (hereinafter, Guidelines) for the 

implementation of the Convention (UNESCO, 2013): “Cultural landscapes are cultural properties and 

represent the “combined works of nature and of man" designated in Article 1 of the Convention. They are 

illustrative of the evolution of human society and settlement over time, under the influence of the physical 

constraints and/or opportunities presented by their natural environment and of successive social, economic 

and cultural forces, both external and internal”. According to this definition, landscape is a hybrid form of 

culture and nature and priority is given to its being read as a process and a tangible property. This contrasts 

with trends over the last decade of the 20th century, when heritage values were transferred from objects to 

subjects: individuals who create, recreate, enjoy and transmit heritage. The emergence of perception and 

immaterial values as ways of conceiving heritage meant that UNESCO’s definition quickly became obsolete, 

especially after the advent of the above-mentioned European Landscape Convention in 2000, which 

identifies landscape (and not only heritage landscapes) with “an area, as perceived by people, whose 

character is the result of the action and interaction of natural and/or human factors” (art. 1). The purpose of 

this European document is not to impinge upon UNESCO’s doctrine on cultural landscapes, either with 

respect to its object (all landscapes) or its sphere of application (Europe); however, wide dissemination of the 

convention has exposed UNESCO’s conceptual weaknesses. 

Similarly, it has not helped to clarify the concepts behind the classification of cultural landscapes laid down 

in the Guidelines, especially when the view is shared that landscape is, primarily, perception. The 

Guidelines, in the Guidelines on the inscription of specific types of properties on the World Heritage List, 

establish three categories: a) “clearly defined landscape designed and created intentionally by man. This 

embraces garden and parkland landscapes […]”; b) “evolved landscape […]. They fall into two sub-

categories: a relict (or fossil) landscape is one in which an evolutionary process came to an end at some time 

in the past, either abruptly or over a period [… and] a continuing landscape is one which retains an active 

social role in contemporary society […]; c) associative cultural landscape […] by virtue of the powerful 

religious, artistic or cultural associations of the natural element rather than material cultural evidence.” It is 

difficult to argue the existence of ‘fossilized’ landscapes today, as, although their forms do not evolve, 
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perceptions of them do. It could also be adduced that all landscapes are associative to a greater or lesser 

extent as, if they are founded in human perception, and if in perception the mind is quicker than the eye, the 

observer’s perception is always imbued with his/her associative impedimenta. 

Other factors have also contributed to aggravating problems; these include the Committee’s reaction to the 

creation of an unbalanced List (of cultural and natural properties, as well as of different regions and countries 

around the world). Since the nineteen-nineties this has been accused of being not very representative, 

complying too much with western values, and being ever less credible due to the political pressures
1
 that the 

States Parties exert to favor new inclusions or to avoid being admonished for the poor management of their 

properties. The Committee has implemented measures to correct the List’s shortcomings (above all the 

Global strategy for a representative, balanced and credible World Heritage List, 1994) and attempted to 

operationalize it in a more deliberate and coherent way. The Committee’s suggestions and limitations 

include States Parties preferably proposing properties in the new categories rather than traditional properties 

(monuments, historical groups of buildings, etc.) Cultural landscapes have thus come to represent an 

opportunity to declare properties as there are relatively few of them on the List, although consideration of the 

landscape in some declarations is compelled by this advantage and doubts exist about the real status of the 

landscape. Finally, a 21st century World Heritage Center initiative created more confusion. This was the 

Recommendation on the Historic Urban Landscapes (HUL)
2
. The origin of this concept can be explained 

from a dual perspective: a) the need to better recognize the relationship between contemporary architecture 

and the historic fabric (2005 Vienna Memorandum and later studies) and b) the urgent need to envisage 

protection areas in historical cities that overcome the similarly obsolete concepts of historic town and town 

centers, thus opening up the protection régime to wider and more complex areas that establish the city’s 

heritage values outside its historic sectors. Despite this initiative’s interesting perspective, it has created a 

problem with its conceptual fit with cultural landscapes as they have been presented. This situation only 

allows for two possibilities: either historic urban landscapes are not cultural landscapes (which is clearly 

incongruous), or a new conceptual framework needs to be contemplated that would enable the existence of 

landscapes that are predominantly urban, rural or natural to be upheld in a more coherent way (in ideas and 

in analytical and management methodology). Indeed, this division is also obsolete in the way that landscape 

is currently regarded, given the hybridization of perceptions of all areas. From all the above it can be inferred 

that the debate in UNESCO about landscape as heritage and the consideration of what cultural landscapes 

are is not likely to end any day soon.  

 

2.2. Specific data about cultural landscapes on the List 

UNESCO’s study of cultural landscapes presents other difficulties apart from those already known 

regarding its conceptualization, and these are related to records. There is no clear way to reach these 

landscapes in the World Heritage Center’s portal, as there are two records for cultural landscapes depending 

on the search method used. If you go in through the “The List” tab and use “cultural landscape” as a filter, 

the total retrieved is 113; however, if access is through “Activities” and the same filter is applied, 85 come 

up. This is confusing; not all those that appear on the first list appear on the second, and vice versa. Also, 

despite its name, The Vineyard Landscape of Piedmont: Langhe-Roero and Monferrato (Italy) does not 

appear on either of the lists. The sum of those that appear on both lists plus the aforementioned Italian 

landscape amounts to132, which is the number of landscapes addressed in this communication. This is 

13.1% of all the properties on the List. The first cultural landscape was added in 1993 and subsequently 

there was an upward trend in their growth, although this is no longer the case, nor is it regular. Only four of 

the 46 assets on the List of World Heritage in Danger are cultural landscapes and they are all in western 

Asia: Bam and its Cultural Landscape, Site of Palmyra; Ancient Villages of Northern Syria and Palestine: 

                                                      
1 Political pressure continues to be a major explanatory factor of Committee decisions. In 2014, the Palestinian Battir Land of Olives 

and Vines Landscape was included on the List despite the report by ICOMOS, the Committee’s independent consultative body. Its 

Outstanding Universal Value had not been accredited, but the Committee understood that its inclusion on the List would make Israel 

reconsider the construction of the wall in this part of south Jerusalem. The action is probably justified by humanitarian and political 

objectives, but it ignores the technical and scientific principles required of other properties to be included on the List.  
2 “The historic urban landscape is the urban area understood as the result of a historic layering of cultural and natural values and 

attributes, extending beyond the notion of “historic centre” or “ensemble” to include the broader urban context and its geographical 

setting.” (art. 8; UNESCO, 2011). 
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Land of Olives and Vines – Cultural Landscape of Southern Jerusalem, Battir. However, it should be noted 

that one of two assets struck off the List was a cultural landscape: the Dresden Elbe Valley, in 2009. 

Following regionalization by UNESCO, almost half -61- are in the Europe and North America region, which 

features a high concentration of properties of this type. There are far fewer in other regions: Asia and the 

Pacific, 36; Africa, 19; Latin America and the Caribbean, 10; and Arab States, 6. The map of cultural 

landscapes shows their overwhelming concentration in the northern hemisphere, far above the percentage of 

emerged land in this part of the planet, and this reinforces their over-representation in Europe, moderate 

concentrations in sub-Saharan Africa, the Middle East, China-Japan, and a lesser presence in, south eastern 

Asia-Australia/New Zealand, Central America and some Andean countries.  

As far as great voids are concerned, the US, Canada, the Russian Federation, a large part of South America 

and the north of Africa stand out. This is explained by the poorer ability of less-developed countries to 

initiate declarations and, above all, by the concept that the Committee manages geographical representation 

on the List. The harmonious and homogeneous participation on the List of all the lands on the planet is not 

contemplated, but rather that of the States Parties; and this applies to all assets on the List, not only cultural 

landscapes, although this dysfunction is more notable in the case of the latter, as bigger countries tend to 

have more varied landscape. UNESCO continues to consider that the Caribbean sub-region is 

underrepresented, for example; there are several States Parties in the region with few or no declared 

properties, and priority is given to their nominations simply due to their being in this part of the world. 

However, from a territorial point-of-view, as a large number of the countries there are relatively small in 

size, the density of declared properties is much higher than in other areas that are considered well- or 

moderately-represented. In other words, the Russian Federation and Canada do not have the benefit of any 

prioritization (quite the contrary, as they belong to the region with most properties: Europe and North 

America), and the fact that their properties are widespread throughout their territory gives rise to very low 

densities, much, much lower than those of the Caribbean.  

In relation to the criteria used to include cultural landscapes on the List, most are exclusively cultural, as 

only 19 of the 132 combine cultural and natural criteria. The most frequent is point iii (with which almost 

two out of every three cultural landscapes comply, i.e., 65%), followed by point iv (complied with by 55%). 

The last of these criteria and point ii are the only ones that explicitly mention landscape in their wording. 

Thus, in view of these figures, it can be stated that, in praxis, for the Committee a cultural landscape is a 

landscape that constitutes a unique, or at least exceptional, testament to the cultural tradition of an existing or 

bygone civilization; i.e., the Committee mainly values outstanding or unique landscapes, or a landscape that 

illustrates a significant stage, or stages in the history of humankind, or, one and the same thing, it gives 

preference to the historical over the living. As far as natural criteria are concerned, these are less common, 

and only point vii occurs in a significant number of landscapes (11%) and does so basically for aesthetic 

reasons.  

The importance of the scale in the conceptualization of heritage landscapes has already been cited. With 

regard to the List, it cannot be argued that a precise method has been used, either with respect to delineating 

the nominated areas, or the buffer zones. The combined surface area of the 128 cultural landscapes for 

which data are provided is 42,231,037 hectares (somewhat larger than Paraguay). However, if the surface 

area corresponding to Papahānaumokuākea (United States) is not included, as the vast majority of this area 

is sea, the figure falls considerably, to 6,023,538 hectares (somewhat smaller than Latvia). Consequently, 

their mean surface area also varies depending on whether the above-mentioned American marine national 

park is included or not (from 329,930 ha., slightly larger than the Spanish province of Álava, to 47,429 ha., 

slightly smaller than the surface area of Spain’s Doñana National Park). What really is noticeable is the 

enormous difference between Papahānaumokuākea (36,207,499 ha.) and the smallest (0.36 ha., Site of 

Palmyra). This vast range in the size of cultural landscapes as considered by UNESCO cannot be justified 

with the aim of considering landscapes on different scales, but rather by the lack of clear territorial criteria 

for their delineation.  

As cultural landscapes are ipso facto conceived as protected areas, not all have a buffer zone (seven out of 

every ten) and this is usually somewhat smaller than the nominated area. The combined surface area of 

buffer zones is only 4,246,256 hectares (with an average 47,181 ha. for the 90 zones for which data are 

available). Buffer zones are usually larger for smaller cultural landscapes. The size of cultural landscapes is 
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not a differentiating feature between the different UNESCO regions, either: they all attest to disparate 

methods of identification and delineation. 

So-called mixed properties are also the cause of more controversy and questions. There are 31 on the List. Of 

these, fifteen are recognized as cultural landscapes, but the other sixteen are not. For example, the Uluru-

Kata Tjuta National Park in Australia is, while Meteora, with its spectacular landscape (where the 

monasteries fully achieve their heritage dimension in the framework of the landscape) is not. The 2013 

Committee stated that the ‘mixed’ denomination posed questions as to how the indissoluble bonds that exist 

between culture and nature in some places could improve their recognition on the List. One concern was “in 

particular the fact that the cultural and natural values of one property are currently evaluated separately and 

that the present wording of the criteria may be one contributor to this difficulty” (World Heritage Center, 

2014). For the moment, the debate is ongoing and it is considered that some of the problems would not be 

solved by a review of the concept of cultural landscape.  

 

3. Toward new ways of classifying UNESCO’s cultural landscapes  
The basis for the classification of cultural landscapes should be the aforementioned heritage vectors, which 

not only serve to identify the cultural arguments of each particular landscape, but also contribute guidance 

and priorities as to which should be protected. In short, they provide the foundations for their management, 

which should consider the relationships between all these vectors and the relationship that exists between 

these vectors and other components of the area. 

Chart 1 proposes a basic list of heritage matrices and vectors. It has been adapted from the methodology 

followed by the Landscape Laboratory of the Andalusian Historical Heritage Institute (Instituto Andaluz del 

Patrimonio Histórico; Rodrigo Cámara et al., 2012). This gives examples of properties already recognized as 

UNESCO cultural landscapes. The starting point for identifying vectors is category 0 which, in keeping with 

what has been presented here, relates to the ability of all inhabited landscapes to create an identity; their 

generic and ecumenical nature means that they are not necessarily susceptible to inclusion on the List. The 

six remaining categories refer to different socioeconomic and cultural systems that underpin vector matrices 

and heritage vectors, with almost all being sub-divisible into types.  

 
Chart 1: Proposed classification of cultural landscapes. 

Vector matrices 
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Urban  

Rural development 

1.2 Predominantly urban 

Ex.: Bam and its cultural landscape (Iran) 

Urban  

Urban development 

2. Regional 

infrastructure 

systems 

2.1 Communications, transport and cultural itineraries 

Ex.: Incense Route. Desert cities in the Negev (Israel) 
Infrastructure 

2.2 Other infrastructure (water, wind, etc.) 

Ex.: Droogmakerij de Beemster. Beemster Polder. 

(Netherlands) 

Hydraulic 

3. Regional control 

and defense systems 

3.1 Regional control and control of defense 

Ex.: Villages with Fortified Churches in Transylvania 

(Romania) 

 

4. Production 

systems  

4.1 Agriculture and fisheries 

Ex.: Palestine: Land of olives and vines, Cultural 

landscape of Southern Jerusalem, Battir (Palestine) 

Agricultural and fishery 

4.2 Mining and industry 

Ex. Iwami Ginzan silver mine and its cultural landscape 

(Japan) 

Mining and industrial 

4.3 Services 

Ex.: Liverpool – Maritime Mercantile City* (United 

Kingdom) 
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5. Beliefs, arts and 

communications 

systems 

5.1 Beliefs and rituals 

Ex.: Rapa Nui National Park (Chile) 

The spiritual part is not 

managed 

5.2 Expression of power and art 

Ex.: Lednice-Valtice cultural landscape (Czech Republic) 

The symbolic part is not 

managed 

5.3 Historical sites 

Ex.: Thingvellir National Park (Iceland) 

 

6. Connoted natural 

references 

6.1 Water-related  

Ex.: West Lake Cultural Landscape of Hangzhou (China) 

Environmental 
6.2 Vegetation-related 

Ex.: Bwindi Impenetrable National Park (Uganda) 

6.3 Terrain-related 

Ex.: Matobo Hills (Zimbabwe) 

*The only example not considered properly as cultural landscape. 

 

In addition, a basic proposal is made for public policies as to the management of these landscapes, with the 

caveat that the first of these -the identity type- are once more unique and should not be subject to any 

specific management, should be the object of scientific studies that would provide information about any 

trends and the relationship between their identity and the character and general protection of landscapes.    

 

4. Conclusions 
Concerning the conceptual and methodological complexity of heritage landscapes 

Discourse on the characterization and presentation of heritage landscapes serves not only to identify and 

protect them, but also to better manage them with respect to both their exceptionality/representativity and 

their day-to-day. The reason for this is that their visibility generates local self-esteem and security and 

identifies resources for regional development. When values are recognized collectively, it is easier to obtain 

commitment to their conservation through specific management strategies. Heritage vectors, which are the 

pillars of a landscape’s cultural value, must be accepted in a diachronic, simultaneous and multidirectional 

perspective that takes into account the different ways in which the same landscape can be perceived, and that 

points to suitable management scales, not smaller or larger, but ones that are really within reach of the nature 

of said vectors. The following are considered to be essential for progress to be made in the knowledge of 

heritage landscapes: 

a) a conceptual path that enables advances to be made in the debate and that appropriately interrelates 

landscape, heritage, and their joint result, heritage landscapes. 

b) an analytical-methodological path that should define the basic features and the assessment scales for 

cultural landscapes; an understanding of how everyday life (which always involves a local perspective) and 

exceptionality/representativity (which covers all scales, although it becomes more relevant on global scales) 

are combined is essential. It is important to know at what time and in what scenario a landscape stops being 

just an identity landscape and incorporates other cultural values. Knowing the when, the how and the where 

this change happens (in other words, knowing about the process) is essential for establishing frameworks for 

evaluating, protecting and managing heritage landscapes; and for this it is essential to recognize and 

understanding the heritage vectors that have underpinned this process.  The aim of management plans will be 

to lay down strategies and regulations for protecting these vectors and the interrelationship between them 

and the other components of an area or region, proposing in this way a development model that enables its 

values to be secured. This does not mean that landscapes should be ‘fossilized’; the right and complex 

understanding of its values will also allow guidelines to be laid down that would permit a landscape to 

continue evolving, both with respect to its physical expression and the perceptions that it evokes, towards a 

future in which it does not lose its character.  

 

Concerning the World Heritage List as a reference framework  

The List has become highly prestigious and well-regarded in recent decades, in the academic, political and 

public domains. Demand to be included on the List has increased among the States Parties and being on the 

List usually heightens the pride of the peoples and regions that are on it. However, its rapid growth and 

heavy pressure for new properties to be included have resulted in serious imbalances, both between types of 

properties, and between areas of the planet. UNESCO’s attempts to bring a halt to this state of affairs began 
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twenty years ago, but the results have not been satisfactory. It would be of great interest to incorporate true 

regional representation of properties into the Committee’s concept of balance, and not exclusively that of the 

States Parties. And their different sizes (there is an enormous difference between the Vatican and Russia) 

exacerbate imbalances. Notwithstanding, the most important problem is that which derives from conceptual 

confusion. The updating of the Convention with the successive approval of new Guidelines has resulted in 

the corpus of guidelines not being coherent or convincing. What is lacking is a revision of the text of the 

Convention to bring up to date and improve upon the text passed 42 years ago, an age in the process of the 

renewal of the concept of heritage. It is true that this would require a complex Convention re-ratification 

process by the States Parties; but this effort would afford greater consistency in the criteria and would clarify 

the intentions and the mission of the List itself. It has been said that the List has been turned into a political 

instrument or a device to leverage tourism; that may be an exaggeration, but there is no doubt that it has 

strayed too far from its initial philosophy.  

Concerning the way that UNESCO considers cultural landscapes.  

The attention that UNESCO has paid to cultural landscapes is as opportune as it is necessary. In recent years 

this interest has not only driven the inclusion of a great number of properties in this category on the List, but 

it has also added fuel to the debate and prompted the writing of all kinds of studies and papers. However, the 

consideration of cultural landscapes poses many problems that can be added to those already mentioned for 

the List as a whole. At the current moment in time, in the wake of the advent of the European Landscape 

Convention, conceived in Europe but reaching far beyond its boundaries, a conceptual and methodological 

reassessment is needed that includes precise terminology to make the field of study of cultural landscapes 

perfectly clear. It is essential that the perceptions for their identification and characterization should be 

reinforced and, as a consequence, for the determination of the parameters for their protection and 

management.  The way that the natural criteria for cultural landscapes are met must also be reviewed; up to 

the present time, for the Committee, the value that nature bestows upon the landscape is aesthetic, rather than 

any other attributes. UNESCO favors outstanding, historical and aesthetic landscapes and this combined with 

its traditional monumental-urban bias in management documents, whose perspective of conservation is ill-

suited to the extensive, complex and changing expressions of landscapes. 

Moreover, a consistent policy is necessary as to what the common denominator of cultural landscapes is; 

historic urban landscapes, which in conceptual terms do not fit in well with other landscapes, are only a 

cause of further confusion. What are required are perspectives that are ordered, inclusive and universal. 

Advances are being made with respect to cultural landscapes, but without this internal review of doctrine we 

risk being overrun with an increase in nominations for World Heritage that have no firm basis. One prior 

step, one that is necessary and urgent, is a change in the typology of cultural landscapes, not only because 

the current typologies are obsolete, but because identifying landscape heritage vectors enables systematic, 

disaggregated classifications to be established that are adapted to their character.  

Once the concept of cultural landscape has been clarified, it is important that the all the items on the List as 

a whole should be redefined, given the changes in the majority of the fields of heritage in recent decades; this 

should include the identification of properties whose consideration should be broadened to comprehend 

cultural landscapes. This is a priority for those that were included on the List before 1993 and, especially, 

for the mixed assets, whose landscape value is their essence and dominant. 

The previously stated question about representation on the List by region or area and not by State Party is 

even more relevant in the case of cultural landscapes, given that it is reasonable to suppose that the largest 

countries can present a greater variety of landscapes of Outstanding Universal Value.  

In relation to protected areas, both in the classified areas and in the buffer zones, their delineation and 

differences are conspicuous proof of the lack of clear-cut criteria. The surface area of a cultural landscape is 

not, in itself, data that is easily objectified; delineation should be carried out in accordance with heritage 

vectors (as protecting an agricultural or a mining cultural landscape or one that is associated with a religious 

value, is not the same thing) and it should be borne in mind that the spatial reach of a vector is often not the 

same for the people who live in that landscape -the bottom-up perspective- and those who construct its value 

from institutional logic -the top-down perspective. Be that as it may, it should not be forgotten that surface 

area is not the basic point of reference for protection, but the understanding of how the heritage vectors are 

distributed in the area and how they interact with other components. Appropriate delineations can only be 
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obtained from this integrating vision, both of the classified areas and the buffer zones and, above all, 

management methods that are capable of managing their complexity. Heritage vectors help to establish 

priorities, relations between the different components of landscapes, and strategies that preserve the values 

that motivated their inclusion on the List. After all, cultural landscapes merit the effort of being defined 

conceptually and methodologically since, as cultural properties, they are directly linked to regional 

development processes and, as such, to the quality of life and empowerment of citizens in terms of their 

heritage. Perhaps it would not be appropriate to demand a ‘shake-up’ in UNESCO, but the consideration of 

what this institution understands by protection requires in-depth revision and the consideration of much 

wider heritage values and scales than were contemplated in the nineteen-seventies, when the Convention was 

drawn up; however, despite its interest, that goes beyond the scope of this communication.  
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Abstract  
This paper aims to analyze the attribution of documental and symbolic values that leads to several processes 

of interventions and appropriation through the use of architectural ruins in their respective cultural 

landscapes. Thus we can verify different forms of semantic relation that it can be established with social and 

government actors and practices to provide protection for these ruins. To establish this analysis we focus on 

a specific scenario (São Paulo State – Brazil) classifying three groups of ruins (ancient; abandonment; 

traumatic) through some selected examples.  
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1. Introduction 

Ruins are sets with a high degree of degradation promoted by factors such as passage of time, abandonment 

or sudden and traumatic destruction. Nowadays there are several architectural ensembles in ruins that are 

part of our cultural landscape, even inside large urban centers.  

Different attribution of documental and symbolic values leads to several forms to protect architectural ruins. 

This paper aims to analyze different processes of re-appropriation that can occur in ruins ensembles 

considering their specific conditionals in their respective cultural landscapes. A crucial point in this 

discussion involves the use that can be applied in these sets. We will focus this study on São Paulo State - 

Brazil, so it is possible to highlight the relation between local community, government practices and cultural 

heritage of this specific scenario. To settle this analysis we classify three groups of ruins (ancient, 

abandonment and traumatic) that will be presented through some selected examples. 

Therefore, this paper aims to detach different processes of interventions and re-appropriation concerning the 

use of architectural ruins in their respective cultural landscapes, verifying distinct forms of semantic relation 

that can be established with social and government actors and practices to provide these ruins protection. 

 

2. Ancient ruins 

Ancient ruins have been important for over history. During the eighteenth century these old material traces 

were crucial to found Archaeology as a discipline renewing the interest in old monuments. Concerns about 

ruins have been important to development the heritage conservation field over the long process
1
 of 

maturation of the concept of cultural monument and ways to preserve it.  

In Brazil there are some ruins listed as cultural monuments
2
. In São Paulo State (SP) we will point out the 

case of Engenho São Jorge dos Erasmos (fig. 1). This manufacturing set was built in 1534 in the current city 

of Santos and it was crucial for the development of the Brazilian sugar industry. In the seventeenth century, 

it suffered a fire and has entered in a degenerative process. During the 1950’s these ruins were identified and 

were declared a national heritage due to historical and documental interests
3
. Between 1963 and 1966 some 

works
4
 were made such as archaeological prospection, ruins consolidation and a partial reconstitution of the 

                                                      
1 It has started in the Renaissance and had increased since the nineteenth century until nowadays with relevant references such as: 

Quincy, Ruskin, Viollet-le-Duc, Boito, Giovannoni, Riegl, Brandi, Bonelli, Pane, Baldini, etc. 
2 Nowadays from 557 national cultural monuments listed, there are just 31 references to ruins. Source: 

<http://www.iphan.gov.br/ans/inicial.htm>. 
3 Listed as a national monument by the National Historic and Artistic Heritage Service in 1963. 
4 Works coordinated by Luis Saia (1911-1975), director of the National Historic and Artistic Heritage Service in São Paulo State 

(SP) from 1938 to 1975. 
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roof (fig. 2), a mere essay to try to understand the program of this set. The spatial losses were enormous, so 

the option of this intervention was to keep and respect the general state of ruin. Engenho has been 

establishing a new relation to the environment since the urban development that has been occurring since the 

1970s. Nowadays the set belongs to University of São Paulo and has an active cultural use that try to reinsert 

this archaeological site in local people lives.  

Another example is the case of Capela de São Sebastião do Morumbi (São Paulo city), whose remains were 

assigned to a chapel that made part of an old farm called Fazenda do Morumbi. The whole set of this farm 

with its main house was probably constructed in 1813 and had a production of Indian tea and vineyards. The 

old architectural structures appear in documentation from 1825 but it could have been constructed for 

another use; so its purpose is really uncertain. Over the years the productive life has finished and the 

proprietary has changed. The ancient structures started to be studied in the 1940s regarding their typical local 

technique called taipa - mud walls structured with wood. In that same period, with the potential urban 

growth, the old farm lands started to be subdivided to found a new quarter. During this process the architect 

Gregori Warchavchik (1896-1972) was hired to make a new chapel project using those ancient ruins as 

references with the purpose of increasing a historical appreciation of the place. Warchavchik made an 

accurate study and has proposed a solution that incorporated the ancient ruins. The result is a rereading of the 

Colonial religious architectural program where it is possible to clearly identify the old remains (fig. 3). Even 

if the ruins were preserved in their original material aspect this new building was criticized as a pure 

invention. In 2005 this new building was listed as cultural heritage
5
. Nowadays its integration with the 

ambient and the local people try to be successful through the use. The “chapel” belongs to the municipality 

and has a cultural agenda (art exposition, museum, etc.). 

In these two cases it is remarkable the way that ancient ruins were interpreted and treated. In the first one 

(Engenho) the option was to keep the general stato quo of ruin and just a little part was rebuilt as a free 

interpretation about the possible ancient architectural program. In the second one (Capela do Morumbi) the 

old remaining walls subsidized a new construction that was also a reinterpretation about the past. So in both 

cases the time marks have been considered and respected. Besides the great historical and documentary 

values the relation of these heritage goods with the actual landscape is basically mediated by the cultural use 

that promotes an integration to their respective community life. Otherwise, considering the symbolic point of 

view, their re-appropriation reveals a clear association and valorization of Brazilian Colonial past.  

 

3. Abandonment ruins 

There is a recurring idea in the heritage conservation field that regards the necessity of an urgent 

safeguarding legitimizing more attention and protection to goods in a precarious condition and on the verge 

of collapse. In Brazil it was created in 1937 the National Historic and Artistic Heritage Service (IPHAN)
6
. In 

this context the issue of abandonment and irreparable loss for future generations becomes part of the 

implementation of a cultural conservation policy. It is also important to consider entire buildings that were 

listed as cultural heritage and despite this recognition have been suffering degeneration over the years.  

To exemplify this situation there is the case of Sítio Mirim (São Paulo city). The earliest information of this 

rural house dates back to 1750. In 1965 the historical value of this house was recognized
7
 based on the thesis 

that its configuration and some of its architectural features represent an unique variation of a regional 

constitution called partido bandeirista (name of the typical houses of this region) (fig. 4). In 1967 this 

building passed through works of restoration
8
 and the land on which it stands was expropriated and became a 

public square. Without a specific use the building has got in a progressive process of degeneration due to 

vandalism and the exposure to weather conditions that have culminated in its irreversible ruins (fig. 5). In 

1978 emergency works to consolidate this situation were done. Since then some proposals to restoration, 

consolidation or reconstruction have been emerged but they were not executed. In 2003 a new project was 

                                                      
5 Listed as a local cultural heritage by the local Council of São Paulo city (Conselho Municipal de Preservação do Patrimônio 

Histórico, Cultural e Ambiental da Cidade de São Paulo - CONPRESP). 
6 In the 1970s it became an Institute whose acronym in Portuguese is IPHAN. Besides this National Institute, there is State Institutes 

(or Councils) which in São Paulo State (SP) is the CONDEPHAAT (Conselho de Defesa do Patrimônio Histórico, Arqueológico, 

Artístico e Turístico); and there is also local (municipal) institutes. 
7 Listed as a national monumental (IPHAN) in1973. 
8 These works were coordinated by Luis Saia. 
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presented
9
. It consists of a cultural center just aside the ruins that would be consolidated in their stato quo 

and would be a museum reference about the old house and its relation to the landscape and the history of São 

Paulo city. This proposal was accepted by the local community but it was not entirely accepted by the 

government institutions. Without a final resolution and a proper use the future of Sítio Mirim ruins remains 

uncertain. 

Another situation is the case of Sítio Itaim. It was also an ancient rural house in São Paulo city whose first 

documental date is from 1858. In the early twentieth century the owners broke and the house and its lands 

were auctioned and subdivided creating a new quarter (Itaim Bibi). Over the subsequent decades the house 

has had other owners and uses. This ancient house was listed as a cultural heritage in 1982
10

 due to features 

that reveal the typical architecture program of the region (the same partido bandeirista that was mentioned 

above). With this resolution the owner had 270 days to make the restoration. Nevertheless, this deliberation 

was not carried out and the house had accumulated an irreversible degenerative process along the years (fig. 

6). Only in 2003 the terms of the restoration project were finally settled as a counterpart for the installation 

of a new business tower in the land of the ancient house. This intervention was not exactly a restoration, but 

a reconstruction of the old building based on its remnants. These works started in 2008 and finished in 2012 

(fig. 7). This new old house will have a cultural role as a museum but it still has not. 

Over the years both of these ancient rural houses have been a similar destiny: despite their recognized 

historical and documental values they became ruins in the middle of an urban ambience completely different 

from their original landscape. Both of them remain without a specific function in their present ambience. In 

the first case (Sítio Mirim) it is quite difficult for the local community stablish a real semantic interaction 

with those apparently useless ancient walls in the middle of a public square. In the second case (Sítio Itaim) 

the house was entirely reconstructed as an interpretation from its ruins. This could be strongly questioned by 

the theories of conservation. Especially through the issue of reconstruction which was mentioned in the 

Venice Charter
11

 or with the concept of authenticity as it was mentioned in the Venice Charter
12

 and in the 

Nara Document
13

. This new old building stands in the middle of the new tower and has a great symbolic 

appeal establishing a huge contrast between the past and the present.  

 

4. Traumatic ruins  

These ruins are caused by every kind of natural or unnatural catastrophic events which induces a sudden 

sense of loss. Here we will present two Brazilian cases that reveal different treatments and results in relation 

to their architectural and urban losses. 

The first case is Cultura Artística Theater in São Paulo city that started to be built in 1947 and was 

inaugurated in 1950. The building was designed by the architects Rino Levi (1901-1965) and Roberto 

Cerqueira Cesar (1917-2003) and it became a paradigm of theater typology especially for its spatiality and its 

technical characteristics of acoustic and visibility. In 2008, a fire accident destroyed part of the building such 

as the roof that has collapsed on the seats just remaining the configuration of the external walls. The 

destruction was partial but the current owner decided to demolish all these remains claiming that the 

structures were deeply affected by the fire. An entirely new project was designed
14

 to replace the old theater 

corroborated by the idea of expanding and promoting a technological update. The original mosaic panel was 

designed by the artist Emiliano Di Cavalcanti (1897-1976) and overlapped the frontal façade. This panel is 

the most remarkable old element that will be incorporated in the new project. It was restored in situ from 

2010 until 2012 (fig. 8). 

                                                      
9 Designed by the Municipal Department of Culture and by Apiacás Arquitetos Associados. 
10 Listed as a São Paulo State monument by the State Council CONDEPHAAT. 
11 “15. […] Ruins must be maintained and necessary measures for the permanent conservation and protection of architectural 

features and the objects discovered must be taken. […] All reconstruction work should however be ruled out ‘a priori’. Only 

anastylosis, that is to say, the reassembling of existing but dismembered parts can be permitted. The material used for integration 

should always be recognizable and its use should be the least that will ensure the conservation of a monument and the reinstatement 

of its form.” (ICOMOS, 1964 In: Cury, 2004, pp. 94-95). 
12“It is our duty to hand them on in the full richness of their authenticity” (ICOMOS, 1964 In: Op. cit., p. 91).  
13 “13. […] authenticity judgments may be linked to the worth of a great variety of sources of information. Aspects of the sources 

may include form and design, materials and substance, use and function, traditions and techniques, location and setting, spirit and 

feeling, and other internal and external factors.” (ICOMOS, 1994 In: Op. cit., p. 322). 
14 Designed by the office: Paulo Bruna Arquitetos Associados. 
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Another example is the case of São Luiz do Paraitinga a small rural and touristic city in São Paulo State that 

was partially destroyed due to a natural disaster: the flood of Paraitinga’s River in January 2010. After 

discussions with the local community and the National Institute (IPHAN) it was decided by the 

reconstruction of some important buildings which were references in the historic center of the city. The 

Minster of São Luiz de Tolosa (fig. 9) were entirely reconstructed following the motto com’era, dov’era
15

. 

Some of the old fragments were left inside the new building just as a reference of the original structures (fig. 

10). 

In the first case (Cultura Artística) the mosaic ancient panel will be incorporated by the new project but there 

are some questions: is it enough to establish a memorial and symbolic reference with the old theater? How 

could the old architectural building be evoked in this new project? In the second case (The Minster) the 

option was the reconstruction. A practice that has been recurring but polemic all over the years, especially in 

European urban centers, destroyed by the II World War. In this Brazilian case we can also highlight that the 

affective attachment was evoked as the highest appeal for rebuilt the destroyed structures. Thus, these new 

buildings in the city are a material support for the ancient image that can establish a semantic identification 

with the local community and reintegrate the urban landscape as it used to be.  

 

5. Discussion and final considerations 
The cases presented in this paper detach some recurrent issues in the field of cultural heritage conservation. 

Each of these goods has a singular relation with its environment that has changed a lot over the years. Which 

reveals the importance of the environment or cultural landscape to understand the documentary and symbolic 

values of monuments as displayed in the Nairobi`s Recommendation (1976)
16

.  

Another crucial point is the use of cultural heritage; by using monuments it is possible to identify the way 

that local communities or government agencies interact with them. This use is mediated by documental and 

symbolic values attributed to these cultural goods. In this sense we can establish the question: which kind of 

use are ruins ensembles susceptible?  

Through reading and understanding ancient, abandonment or traumatic ruins, it is possible to verify that they 

had a great documental value which could be assignment as “historical value”
17

 - considering the theory of 

Alois Riegl
18

 - that can support a scientific and documental evaluation. Thus these ruins of an ancient past or 

fragments of recent tragedies (including negligence) are important to architectural, historical, social and 

archeological researches. Furthermore these remnants can support reconstructions of the past (total: as the 

cases of São Luiz do Paraitinga and Sítio Itaim; or partial: as the case of Engenho). However, this issue of 

reconstruction lies on the matter of authenticity; a theme that has been treated in several international 

heritage documents especially in the Nara Document (1994). 

Besides this documental approach, that is a most evocative one that refers to the symbolic aspects of 

monuments
19

. In the ancient cases (Engenho dos Erasmos and Capela do Morumbi) the interaction with the 

public based on museum or cultural uses has a substantial support by the acceptance of the old aspect. The 

original materiality can establish a strong semantic link which could be assignment as “antiquity value”
20

 

that refers to an optical sensitivity over the monuments and reaches immediately to human feelings.  

Nevertheless, in the most recent ruins provoked by negligence or traumatic events this “antiquity value” it is 

not quite so evident. The case of Sítio Mirim reveals careless and unsuccessful policies of preservation. A 

                                                      
15 An expression that became recognized thought the repristination works in the Saint Mark’s Campanile (Venice), which collapsed 

in 1902 and was reconstructed between 1903-1912 led by the architect Luca Beltrami (1854-1933) and after by his successor 

Gaetano Moretti (1860-1938) (Carbonara, 1997).  
16 “The ‘environment’ shall be taken to mean the natural or man-made setting which influences the static or dynamic way these 

areas are perceived or which is directly linked to them in space or by social, economic or cultural ties.” (UNESCO, 1976 In: Cury, 

2004, p. 220). 
17 (Riegl, 1990, pp. 27-28). 
18 Der moderne Denkmalkultus, 1903. 
19

 An issue that was highlighted in the Venice Charter`s preamble: "Imbued with a message from the past, the historic monuments of 

generations of people remain to the present day as living witnesses of their age-old traditions." (ICOMOS, 1964 In: Cury, 2004, p. 

91).  

20 (Riegl, 1990, p. 43). 
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real insertion in the local community live could be possible by optimizing the historical value of these ruins, 

but without a proper appeal it is quite difficult to establish a semantic reference with those ancient walls. On 

the other hand, the cases of Cultura Artistica Theater and São Luiz do Paraitinga reveal a typical conflict in 

heritage conservation that is the traumatic ruination of a cultural monument that has an active use. With the 

sudden destruction which could be the best option: accept these ruins just as a memorial reference; 

reconstruct the old structure or build a completely new one? All these issues lie on the same subject which is 

the symbolic use of the remains and the challenge of restoring a semantic interaction with the social life and 

the urban environment. 

So, this paper aimed to detach that different attribution of documental and symbolic values lead to several 

forms to protect architectural ruins. And these cultural processes of re-appropriation only can be understood 

considering their specific conditionals of use in their respective cultural landscapes.  
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Image 1: Ruins of the Engenho dos Erasmos, nowadays. Photo: Author, 2013. 
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Image 2: Engenho dos Erasmos, partial reconstitution of the roof  built in the 1960s. Photo: Author, 2013. 

Image 3: Capela do Morumbi, nowadays. Photo: Author, 2014. 

 

 
Image 4: Sítio Mirim, 1965. Source: Photo 

collection IPHAN/SP. Photo: Hernan H. Graeser 

(Germano). 

 
Image 5: Ruins of Sítio Mirim, nowadays. 

Source: Photo collection IPHAN/SP. Photo: João 

Bacellar, 2005. 

 

 
Image 6: Ruins of Sítio Itaim during the 

process of reconstruction, 2008. Source: 

PMSP/SMC/DPH/Seção Técnica de 

Projeto, Restauro e Conservação (STPRC). 

Photo: Lia Mayumi. 

 

 
Image 7: Sítio Itaim reconstructed, nowadays. Photo: 

Author, 2014. 
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Image 8: Cultura Artística Theater, process of restauration of the original mosaic panel, nowadays. Photo: 

Author, 2012. 

 

 
Image 9: Minster of São Luiz de Tolosa 

reconstructed. Photo: Author, 2014. 

 
Image 10: Old fragments of the original structure 

were left inside the new Minster. Photo: Author, 

2014. 
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Abstract 
Over the past 100 years, local authorities and heritage groups have ‘naturalised’ the industrial 

landscape of the southern Peak District. These preservation policies occlude the industrial remains by 

sanitising its diverse past. My research challenges these policies by proposing that the landscape is an 

assemblage. It is a messy place, and in that mess are the unknown and hidden stories of its past. The 

study uses an oral history programme to draw out the vernacular narratives. Its aim is to confront these 

pastoral idylls that occlude the landscape and promote alternatives to understanding industrial 

landscapes.  
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1. Introduction 

The Peak District is known throughout the United Kingdom as a centre of ‘natural’ beauty, however, 

on its fringe lays a different place. There are a series of villages whose livelihood and culture 

developed with the extraction and processing of lead ore (fig. 1). However, by the early twentieth 

century this industrial landscape would slowly be transformed into the ‘rural idyll’ scene today.  

 (Fig. 2) Conservation groups, such as the Council for the Preservation of Rural England (CPRE), 

proposed a series of policies that would protect the moorlands from development.  These policies 

preserved the natural landscape, but neglected or sanitised its industrial past.  Our ‘post-productivist’ 

culture erases the old, hiding the unwanted pieces.  

This paper critically assesses the on-going preservation theories that are connected to the 

Romanticisation of the landscape, the focus of materiality in heritage, and the ‘naturalisation’ of rural 

industrial places. It proposes that this rural industrial landscape is an assemblage of practices. It is 

more than the dominant pastoral idyll and more than the material remains of a place. The landscape is 

a living and laboured place continuing its legacy of industrial production (fig. 2); it is a messy place, 

and in that mess are the unknown and hidden stories of its past.
1 

Similar to other work in rural 

industrial places, this paper is an exploration of identity, labour history, perception, and heritage 

helping to reconnect the landscape with its working past.
2
 I use an ethnographic method assemblage 

working with the messiness and heterogeneity of the landscape extracting the ‘noise’ of the landscape 

using audio recording, oral history, drawing, and walking. This paper will first look at the historic 

perceptions of landscape and its influence on current conservation and preservation methods. It will 

then cover how assemblage and enacted landscapes can be found through narratives of villagers. This 

paper will lead heritage professionals and local conservation groups to reassess their landscapes and 

seek alternatives to existing preservation ideas.  

  

2. Romantic Perceptions 

When the author, William Camdem, wrote of the Peak District in the early seventeenth century, he 

was amazed at the vast mineral and natural wealth of the landscape.
3
 He celebrated the abundance of 

lead and other minerals and metals useful for a variety of purposes. One hundred years later, the 

                                                      
1 (Law, 2004). 
2 (Stewart, 1996, Krupar, 2007, DeSilvey, 2006). 
3 (Camdem, 1610, p.556). 
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author and traveller, Daniel Defoe, told of a ‘houling wildernes’ and at the same time described the 

people of the region as ‘rude and boorish’.
4
 This change in perception would lead the way in 

Romanticising the Peak District landscape. The Romantic Movement involved itself with celebrating 

the beautiful, the sublime and the picturesque.
5
 Each one dealt with the aesthetic of place, and a way 

of viewing a landscape. The paintings of Joseph Wright and Phillipe de Loutherbourg showcased the 

landscape of the Peak District (fig. 3) portraying the ‘natural’ and wild sublime beauty of the land 

whilst simultaneously distancing itself from elements of work and labour.
6
 The Romantic imagery and 

words of the Peak District offered an escape from the gritty industrial cities. The Victorian middle 

class began enjoying day trips out into the ‘natural’ landscape by the nineteenth century.
7
 One of the 

most significant authors of the time, John Ruskin, wrote of the Peak: 

 

“I can't find anything like Derbyshire anywhere else. That little heap of crystalline hills, white over 

with sheep, white under with dog-tooth spar is a treasure alike to them all… In its very minuteness it is 

the most educational of all the districts of beautiful landscape known to me.”
8
  

 

This image would continue through the nineteenth century even when lead mining was at its peak. A 

constant dissonance between visitor perception and what was actually there would continue into the 

twentieth century. By then, the lead mining industries had slowly died away, and its remains lay 

derelict on the land. However, quarrying, minerals processing and an increase in agricultural 

modernisation continued its industrial past. The twentieth century saw a transformation of the English 

landscape and identity.
9
 A post-war England sought a ‘wilderness’, meaning a pastoral countryside, 

for their modernising nation; a representation of national identity in the ‘English countryside’. The 

change in agriculture and the vast modernisation of industry brought the creation of the CPRE. The 

group charged itself with the protection of a rural England, fearing that modernisation would forever 

alter the pastoral landscape, and hence a forgetting of the industrial nature of the region. The idealised 

hinterlands beyond London became the places for the development of ‘wild’ natural parks. Grand 

places, recalling the imagery set out by Ruskin, and proclaimed as accessible for all people by the 

ramblers in the 1930s, would be hailed as necessary elements in the needs of modern England. This 

desire came at price, as it slowed development and essentially crystallised  the region into a ‘wild’ 

mythic idyll.
10

 The designation of the Peak District National Park in 1951 became the realisation of 

this romantic past—a ‘natural’ landscape created for the identity of the nation. Those perceptions 

continued into contemporary society, influencing development and conservation for the last 50 years. 

 

3. Commodification of Heritage  

Today, the ‘post-productivist’ society has led to a greater appreciation of the region as an outdoor 

recreational area, as one where the rural idyll is sold as a playground; it is the commodification of the 

landscape where heritage becomes the attraction. Edensor has cautioned on the commodification of 

heritage as fixing places in time.
11

 Historical societies along with local councils celebrate the ‘natural’ 

Peak District. Its ideal drives many of the people’s lives and is hailed as a regeneration of the region.  

English Heritage and other agencies carry out conservation and preservation of structures, sites, and 

landscapes. They are entrusted to protect the heritage of nation. This heritage is influenced by 

Romantic ideals and perpetuates within their directives. There have been studies of rural areas being 

commodified and histories being stabilised.
12

 Examples of regional conservation developments 

include the Derwent Valley World Heritage Site and the village of Wirksworth, which won the Europa 

Nostra Award in 1983. In the former case, the Arkwright Society received Heritage Lottery funding to 

                                                      
4 (Defoe, 1724). 
5 (Daniels, 1993). 
6 (Ibid.). 
7 (Shimwell, 1980). 
8 (Ibid: 30-31). 
9 (Matless, 1997: 142). 
10 (Cosgrove et.al., 1996: 541). 
11 (Edensor, 2008: 330). 
12 (Riley, M. Harvey, D., 2005: 277). 
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restore the existing industrial sites along the Derwent River. Work includesd restoration of the mills, 

removal of modern additions, and showcase the sites with shopping centres and other heritage centres, 

thereby, sanitising its industrial history and promoting the dominant mill story. In the latter case, the 

historically working market town of Wirksworth underwent a drastic recession in the 1970s leaving it 

dilapidated and run down, with only the quarries remaining. The town  regenerated with input of 

corporate money, grassroots ideals and a desire to help the people of the village (Fig. 4).
13

 However, it 

also pushed all of the existing population out, it shut down all the quarries of the region, and has 

become a town of artists and professionals celebrating the industrial past with heritage days and 

installations in abandoned quarries. These development projects focus on the image and detach 

themselves from the practices of the landscape. Current rural conservation approaches are detached, 

removed from the practices of what created this landscape.  

 

4. Enacting Landscapes  

In the prior section I have shown how the rural landscape endures through the dominant static ideal of 

the pastoral idyll and how those idylls are perpetuated in the conservation of the landscape. Rose and 

Mules have suggested that by collapsing this binary, the landscape can be understood from within.
14

 

The enacted landscape is an assemblage of practices linked and lost — ever making. Delanda sees 

assemblage as composed of heterogeneous elements that may be human and non-human, organic and 

inorganic, technical and natural. In broad terms, assemblage is, then, part of a more general 

reconstitution of the social that seeks to blur divisions of social–material, near–far and structure–

agency.
15

 A landscape assemblage is constituted through the unfolding practices that surround it. 

Features in the landscape itself do not engender its presence but by the various ways it is called forth 

and put to task.
16

 As Mitchell states ‘social struggle makes the landscape. It is always in a state of 

becoming never entirely stable’. He connects landscape making with the people’s social networks 

struggles and ideals.
17

  

Therefore, one can experience the landscape not as a collection of layers, but as a dynamic web of 

actions and relationships. It is not to say that landscapes cannot be understood for its view or 

aesthetics, but in pursuing this alternative, a shift from what landscape represents to how landscape is 

practiced a more holistic view is understood.
18

   

 

5. Immersive Methods  

Understanding the landscape as enacted required new immersive methods that approach the landscape 

through participating and practising the landscape. Therefore, a method assemblage was used to study 

and understand the landscape. Two methods in particular are the use of oral history and sound 

recordings. Sharing history and knowledge via oral tradition plays a central role in the social lives of 

people. It allows the ‘unofficial’ story to be passed on within the community. Abrams writes that oral 

history is the process of conducting interviews with people to elicit information about the past.
19

  It is 

within this narrative that I seek the interactive aspect of interviewee and interviewer, to understand the 

layered meanings and perceptions that come about within a person’s memory. Oral history allows me 

to cut through the established history of the landscape, gaining access to the inner unforgotten 

narrative that might be hidden or obfuscated.  

Along with oral histories, environmental sound has been explored from an early era of sound 

recording. In the mid 20
th
 century John Cage and Graeme Miller experimented with their music in 

creating sound spaces.
20

 Transcending the realm of music, Schafer introduced the concept of the 

soundscape in the late 1970s.
21

 He sought to make us more aware of the nuanced sounds around us, of 

                                                      
13 (Joyce, Oral History interview, 2014). 
14 (Rose,  2002). 
15 (DeLanda, 2006). 
16 (Rose, 2002). 
17 (Mitchell, 2004). 
18 (Harvey, 2010: 336). 
19 (Abrams, 2010). 
20 (Pacquette & McCartney, 2012). 
21 (Schafer, 1994). 
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listening attentively, to the landscape. If you pause to hear what is around oneself, an added layer of 

understanding is created. A view can change from a pastoral place to one acknowledging the fact that 

beyond a row of trees, exists a quarry or a processing plant. In this rural landscape, one where visual 

perceptions have influenced and dominated, sounds are just as significant. Therefore on the moor, the 

shriek glissando of a siren call from the quarry immediately is called out, even though it is visually 

hidden. The tapping of drilling machines, the rumbles of machinery mixed in with the mooing of 

cows, and the tweeting of birds. These sounds reinforced the idea that these were not natural places, 

and these were not pastoral idyllic lands simply for the enjoyment of recreation and outdoor life. 

These are landscapes of work. 

 

 

6. Narratives of Landscape 

The following section looks at three different ways that landscapes are produced: quarrying, walling, 

and milking. These practices are explored through their narratives. In each practice, the ideas of nature 

and culture are reinforced, everyday practices are ritualised, and in all of them we can follow how a  

piece of stone is constantly interpreted in relation to the body and the objects within them—and a 

made landscape.  

 

Quarrying  

As one of the quarrymen stated: “Where do you think your stone comes from for your patio? You go to 

your builder’s merchants but how did it get there? Because they don’t see, see what this was. This 

wouldn’t be here if it weren’t for the quarries.”
22

 

The Longcliffe Quarry remains one of the last family-run quarries within the region. The quarry 

opened in 1920 as a small working on the moors. The quarry sits on the immediate edge of the Peak 

District National Park, where on the other side of the road lays a caravan park. The constant murmur 

of machinery is heard, from the road. Grey stone dust laden roads and shoulders mask the woodland 

around. Nearing the site, the murmur grows in intensity. Ahead are large massive steel cylindrical 

tanks standing in pairs of four. They tower over the lorries that slip underneath them. All around noise 

emanates; lorries charge along the sides of the quarry banks, their tires clipping along the muddy road. 

Chains rattle and conveyor belts hum as the rock is carried from the floor of the quarry into giant 

hoppers and crushers. The sound of crushing and falling stone is heard throughout, echoing off the 

walls of the just removed stone. The bright cream coloured exposed rock shows off the compressed 

eras of time of the ancient seabed that the region once was and now its removed and transformed into 

the items of our modern life.  

The stone is crushed, monitored, sorted, weighed, chemically analysed and distinguished to be used in 

variety of products, including: aggregate for road building, industrial mastics and fillers, animal feed, 

and fertilisers for fields. The earth is trapped and released into the modern industrial processes of 

society. Then a siren. Its wail announces the imminent blasting of the rock. The siren’s call is the only 

sound to warn of the danger and destruction about to happen. Production never ceases. Yes, the 

quarrymen only work days to remove the rock, yet, the processors work non-stop crushing and sorting, 

monitoring and analysing. The quarry becomes a living process, continuous and ever changing. The 

quarry feeds the land and the people who work it.  

 

Walling 

Dry-stone walling is an act of patience and perseverance. This wall  (fig. 5) in particular was to be 

remade, being pull down stone by stone and rebuilt. It had fallen into disrepair and the farmer needed 

to maintain his cattle within his field. The basic construction of the stone wall is fairly straightforward, 

each stone is of different size and situated according to their place in the wall. No one stone is the 

same, each one a rough form; large ones, flat ones, round ones, jagged ones, and ones that need two 

people to lift. Each stone is exemplary of where it came from and how it got here. Taken from the 

earth and placed with its brethren. However, once sorted into its types each stone takes on a purpose 

                                                      
22 (Land, Oral History interview, 2014). 
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and the way they are assembled creates the strength of the wall. Walls built without mortar held 

together by the stones’ weight, friction and a special arrangement that locks the stones together into an 

intricate three-dimensional puzzle running along the moor.  

These walls tell of the physical pieces of the earth, of the human hands that manipulated it. Stone 

walling is normally not used as a modern technique of livestock control. Wood posts and barbed wire 

fencing are the most common use today. However, there are groups who restore and reconstruct many 

of the walls to keep the livestock within the fertilised fields. In reconstructing the walls the purpose of 

the landscape is retained.  

 

Milking 

Ten at a time, the cows file into their stalls, their rears facing the centre of the room, ready to be 

milked. Milking originally meant stooping under an individual cow and slowly but firmly squeezing 

each teat of a cows udder to produce the white liquid. An industrialisation and modernisation of the 

process transformed the hand process into a mechanised hydraulic system of hoses and pumps. Once 

each teat of the cow’s udder has been sterilised and prepped, a mechanical arm drops down with a 

tangle of hoses and four receiving cups. Approaching the beast from behind, requires a certain type of 

finesse and composure. Too timid and the cow will not respect you, too forceful and she will resist. A 

certain gentle, yet sturdy approach assures the cow that you are here not to harm her. And so with a 

whooshing sound of a vacuum pump in the background, each cup is raised into their teats. A slight 

upward pull, it latches onto the teat.  

Milk begins to flow through the hoses up and over into the large holding tank in the anteroom. A 

constant pumping sucking sound emanates from each machine attached to the cow, as if the entire 

shed has come alive — one milking giant. Each cow can provide anywhere from 8 to 11 litres of milk 

per milking. So at two milkings a day, 365 days per year, that’s about 7,500 litres per year per cow. 

This process gets repeated seventy times, ten cows at a time. Constantly active, aware of the 

excrement from their rears or the kick of their hooves. As the final cow from the herd gets pushed 

through, the milking does not end. As the entire shed must be doused with water hoses to clean and 

prep for the following day’s action. A natural process transformed and manipulated into a need for 

food and nutrition. Our natural ideas of our food, industrialised and annihilated into a commodity.
23

 

 

7. Concluding Remarks 
One of the villagers notes, “Nothing ever stays static with the land … and the landscape never does. 

…and we could actually have an industrial landscape again that actually generates and does 

something useful, besides pander to all the offcomers to come and live somewhere pretty. You cannot 

expect people to own these vast tracts of land and sit on them, just for people’s entertainment. As some 

glorified parkland, to provide the pretty backdrop for their property and their prices, these things 

actually need turbines, and solar farms, and biodigester, and all the rest of it.”
24

 

This former farmer has experienced what it is like to see his landscape transform in front of him. To 

see the landscape as something functioning and working, he does not want to have it revert to a static 

place. A place aestheticised and crystalised into an idyllic image. Perhaps to counter Williams’ quote, 

the landscape is not a landscape without the labourer in the picture.
25

 Throughout this paper I have  

reviewed how Romantic perceptions have influenced the conservation of the region and in turn have 

generated a dominant visual history, sanitising its past and creating ‘museum’ landscapes. Existing 

developments, though positive, discourage opposing points of view and negate the ‘bottom up’ 

personal histories of the people who live and work in the area. Incorporating an enacted approach to 

landscape we can begin to understand the relationship of practices that create the landscape and in turn 

see heritage as much part of the process of landscape making. And with it we can preserve and sustain 

a life on the moors.  

 

 

                                                      
23 (Cronon, 1991). 
24 (Corbett, Oral History interview, 2013).   
25 (Williams 1975: “a working country is hardly ever a landscape” p. 120). 
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Figure 1: Map on left location of site relative to Peak District National Park; map on right shows the 

main study area with villages. Red dotted line designates the limestone plateau. (Jaramillo 2014) 

Figure 2: View of Bonsall Moor with lead mine hillocks in right foreground. (Jaramillo 2014) 

 

   
Figure 3: Matlock Tor by Moonlight, oil on canvas, 1777-1780, Joseph Wright [Public domain],via 

Wikimedia Commons 
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Figure 4: View over abandoned Dale Quarry towards Wirksworth. (Jaramillo 2013) 

 

 
Figure 5: View of waller reconstructing wall on Bonsall Moor (Jaramillo 2014) 
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Abstract 

Migrants from Finland conquered the coniferous landscapes in Sweden during the 16th and 17th century, 

thanks to knowledge in slash-and-burn technique. In the 17th century they were well off.  

During the 19th century the Finns became an isolated and stigmatized. In the modern era, they were 

assimilated. The importance of the colonization of the forest landscape is huge. On the one hand, the story is 

loved, guarded, and homogenized. On the other hand, the history is little-noticed, regarded with suspicion, 

and with little interest among university researchers. 

 

Keywords: Colonization; Migration; Interpretation; Conflict 

 

 

1. Conflicting interpretations or no interpretations 

Sweden and Finland was one country for around 600 years. People migrated from the western part of the 

kingdom to the eastern part and vice versa. A special migration occurred from the late 16th century to the 

middle of the 17th century, when thousands of Finns migrated from the Savolax region of Finland to the 

coniferous forest landscape of Sweden and Norway. Their mission was to make use of the forest, make it 

possible to cultivate, through slash and burn technique. At first they were well off and made a good income 

from harvesting rye. But gradually they were less prosperous and their community was more and more 

socially divided. During the 19th century, the Finns in the coniferous forest landscape in Sweden and 

Norway became the poorest of the poor. They were also the targets of all sorts of suppressant and 

generalizing judgement.  

Thanks to interest in folklore and tourism in the beginning of the 20th Century, a change of attitude occurred. 

The exotic slash and burn Finns were looked at as exotic heritage, worth visiting and preserving. The Finns 

were the interest of the Royal family in the 1930s. This interest from the educated classes were met from the 

ancestors to the Finns themselves, in a movement characterized by a more popular approach. The movement 

wanted rehabilitation for their ancestors. And when the upper classes interest in the exotic lower classes 

disappeared, the popular stories prevailed. As the time passed, these stories has tended to be smoothed, 

heroic and introvert. The public institutions has long been too cautious and anxious to step forward and take 

the initiative in giving their interpretation.  

 

2. Heritage in the coniferous cultural landscape 

The coniferous forest landscape of today is a container of the tangible and intangible heritage from the slash 

and burn Finns and other inhabitants. There are farms, crofts and folk museums. There are hundreds of place 

names. The need for a large amount of manual workers made the slash-and-burn cultivation economically 

unsustainable. But ecologically it was OK. For instance the problems with deforestation - the need for coal in 

mining and ironworks created much worse effects than.  

The Finns - as today’s migrants all over the globe - showed outstanding creativity in creating conditions for a 

new life in a new place. They had the creativity to carry their traditions and habits, and know-how, in to a 

new setting, and make use of them. In a way - without having that in mind - they created a reserve for their 

own culture. Largely, though not entirely isolated they kept their building tradition and way of farming in 

manners that had gone out of fashion in their places of origin. This paper is about the half-hidden heritage of 

the Finns in the region of Värmland in Sweden. But there is another heritage that is almost completely 

hidden in the same landscape, and that is the heritage of the Travellers/Roma people. I will not be able to 

treat this heritage now. I have to leave unwritten for now. Too little is known, even if the Regional Museum 

mailto:kersti.berggren@varmlandsmuseum.se
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of Värmland together with other Regional Museums in the western part of Sweden and eastern part of 

Norway, in co-operation with organizations for the Travellers/Roma people will work also with this heritage.  

 

3.  Anthropogenic hazards from being a depopulated area 

The Finn Forest landscape is indirectly affected by the urbanization, because it leads not only to people 

leaving the area; the landscape and its inhabitants fall out of the political radar. For decades the political 

interest has been focused on the growing cities with the presumed economic development.  

The population density in the Finn Forest landscape has undergone changes during the centuries.  The 

population grew fast in the slash-and-burn epoch and lay relatively still during the 18th century. The region 

of Värmland has at times received migrating new population, and seen strong population growth due to 

colonization and childbearing. Other periods Värmland has lost population; partly through emigration out of 

the country, but also because people have migrated to other parts of Sweden to find jobs.  

Population increase was large in parishes with Finnish population during the 18th century, and the first half 

of the 19th century. The population increased when the authorities once again encouraged colonization and 

allowed the settling of smallholdings. But in the end of the 19th century it was impossible for the population 

to support themselves, and very many emigrated, mostly to the USA. The population number has declined 

ever since that period. And Värmland remains a sparsely populated landscape, especially in the north. The 

population was more than tripled during the years 1700-1870. 

A strong cause for population growth in Värmland was the generous admissibility to establish small farms 

(smallholdings). Even if the farms were very small, it gave young coupes the courage to start a family and 

have children. A nationwide ban from 1684 to divide farmland in not more than four companies per 

homestead, had not to be followed in Värmland. The Crown’s had a strong interest in keeping a large 

population at the border of Norway (under the rule of Denmark). The King, Karl XI, eased the ban for 

Värmland part: the resort requires a multitude of people at times of war. (Sweden was in constant war). In 

Värmland the homesteads could be divided in 10 parts. Half a century later, in 1723 the parliament allowed 

12 parts. The crown continued to encourage new plantings; in 1743 there was tax exemption for new fields 

and crofts establishments. The division of farmland was allowed in even greater extents from 1747, by letter 

to the governors, and extended tax preferences freedom in 1757 also to cottages constructed on land 

belonging to the the Crown or nobility. The crown continued to encourage croft establishment and 

smallholdings. The number small farms in a typical municipality with Finnish population grew from 24 in 

1750, to 852 in 1900.  The population increased from 3138 individuals from to 6546 in 1860, when the great 

emigration out of Sweden took off. Värmland had also a significant labour migration in the late 19th century, 

early 20th century. Only from the parish of Östmark, there was a gross-migration of 1,602 people during the 

period from 1861 to 1910 on “labour migration” settled in northern Sweden. 

Emigration was massive from the 1860s to 1900, when 75,559 people left the region Värmland. A peak in 

emigration was during the 1880s when around 30 000 left Värmland. The number of population in Värmland 

population, which reached the total number of about 260 000 in the late 19th century, has since the 

emigration never really recovered.  

It is usually referred to the great importance of labour immigration for the economy of Värmland, and has 

been since the end of WWII. A peak in labour immigration occurred in the 1950s and 1960s when new 

Finnish citizens moved to Sweden and Värmland for better job opportunities. About 600 000 Finns moved to 

Sweden in the 1960s and 1970s. 

 

4. The museum and the heritage  

A widespread and cherished notion is that safeguarding of cultural heritage is initiated from above, from the 

ruling classes, and exercised in order to manifest power. The monarch or noble man exposes his art and 

collections in his own palace, as an illustration of how his power and glory. The paintings and sculptures, or 

the imported furniture is to demonstrate that the influence extended far beyond the castle walls. Preserved 

ancient objects and antiquities, signalling that the power and influence has existed continuously for a long 

time. The recipients, however, was limited in number, taken from an aristocracy that that saw themselves as 

more or less equal. The general public - the lower bourgeoisie - hardly had access to the collections, and 

certainly not the common people who were the the target of the exercise of power. 
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But it is not the exclusive right of the privileged groups of society to direct there history. The method to 

select the objects and events that will be exposed and narrated can be used by all groups and classes. Any 

group in the society may at some time make choices in their story that will promote their interest. 

The treatment of the Finnish cultural heritage stemming from the colonization era of the 16th and 17th 

century is special. The Finnish presence in the region of Värmland has never been forgotten by the 

governors, priests or courts. The Finns have been honoured for their growing deed, or brought vexation for 

their slash and burn habits. They have been accused of conducting a roving life. They have ended up in court 

in disputes over property rights over land and forest. 

It is testified, however, how repressed the knowledge of Finnish ancestry were among the local population in 

the mid-1900s. When teachers asked children if they had Finnish ancestry, they were unaware of this. Their 

parents denied this provenance. But a generation further back, the grandfathers could actually admit that they 

had Finnish ancestry. When children played at school, they learned through the game that stupid things had a 

Finnish name, what was good had a Swedish name. From this nadir to today’s mostly non-academic interest 

in the heritage of the Finns in the coniferous forest of Sweden and Norway, the road has been steep.  

A solid narrative structure has been established concerning the reasons behind the Finns immigration, 

establishment and assimilation. Concepts have been established without any real theoretical underpinning. 

The story revolves around five solid ingredients; the slash-and-burn technique, the rye, the smoke oven, 

sorcery and a student and explorer named Carl-Axel Gottlund.  

The solid ingredients in the story makes it gratefully for many to tell. The Finns become 110% of 

themselves.  

 

5. Authenticity, symbolic or real 

The following discussion about authenticity is simplified, just to reach the most urgent points in the 

discussion about how to display the heritage from the Finnish slash-and-burn culture in Värmland.  

Authenticity can be looked at as objective, constructive and existential. The objective authenticity is the real 

objects, the real places.  

Constructive authenticity: authenticity is a social construction. The society has created a perception of an 

object or phenomenon as genuine. One can then search for that which is symbolically authentic. The rye has 

become the symbol of growth for Finn culture, and is a dominate part of every narrative. In reality the rye 

was soon replaces by turnip, potatoes and oats as far more important cereals. 

The small farm Ritamäki can be regarded as being a constructive authenticity. Ritamäki, cottage from the 

1840s, represents only a small element in Finnish history of Värmland, but has become a symbol for the 

whole era. It cannot be replaced in the narrative. It can certainly not be challenged. 

The degree of isolation in the Finnish culture is exaggerative, as well as their way of thinking or believing 

are described as different from other communities. The small, humble and grey farm of Ritamäki, situated in 

splendid isolation on a hill top, fits perfectly in to this narrative. Even if they were not isolated. Even if 

trading was one of their main incomes.  

Existential authenticity is about the personal (or inter-subjective) feelings that are activated by the visitor’s 

activity. If a visitor participates in a traditional dance he or she is experiencing existential authenticity. And 

it's not the right dance steps that is important, but to be present and recreate. 

The visitors in the cultural landscape created by the Finns slash-and-burn, eat devotedly “traditional” food 

that most certainly never have been eaten or served as today. Nevertheless the dish is extremely popular, and 

undetectably connected with the Finns.  

 

6. Cultural Heritage is not a collective memory  

An important part of the Finnish cultural heritage in the region of Värmland are the remaining buildings, 

fields, roads etc. There are 14 cottages, farms or homesteads to visit in the municipality of Torsby. Three 

farms are listed buildings, one is a cultural reserve, at least one is located in a nature reserve, several are 

within national interest for cultural heritage conservation, Nature 2000 areas, etc. It is a remarkably high 

number of protected buildings, representing wooden buildings in a remote area. 

The narrative concerning the slash and burn Finns in the public institutions, are close to sciences as 

ethnology and folklore. In Sweden we have at one end of this tradition, the Nordic Museum and the open air 

museum Skansen, at the other end the homestead movement. In between are a number of regional and local 
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museums as the Regional Museum of Värmland. We can ask ourselves what heritage might be from a 

scientific perspective of history. Should the concept of heritage really be based on a conservation discourse? 

Is cultural heritage our collective memory, predominantly a passive approach, or should it be seen as an 

expression of a dialogic process between now and then? This is especially important when it comes to 

cultural landscapes. A cultural landscape soon loses all its meaning if it is not used as part of the past but 

heading for the future. 

Collective identities are formed in a construction process. It emphasizes both the experiences that are shared 

by the community and the experience that defines the specific identity from other identities. Heritage 

Research should not construct identities, but instead analyse and deconstruct identities. Tourism in the 

cultural coniferous landscape of the slash-and-burn Finns is based on a low level of scientific authenticity. 

The severe side of this is that "the Finn" has become "the other", with specific characteristics, a particular 

history, myths and beliefs. The story of the slash-and-burn Finns are so loved that it is nearly choked to 

death. 

 

7. Conclusion 

What parts of the story of the slash-and-burn Finns in Finland, Sweden and Norway can be represented 

within a museum’s walls? What shape can it take? How can we in the museum tackle the challenge of 

authentically reproduce a heritage that spans four centuries and in four wave transforms a coniferous cultural 

landscape?  

We have “fixed” material remains; saunas, barns, mills, dwelling houses, stables and churches, etc., Left in 

the landscape where once life, slash-and-burn, harvesting, timber stabbing. We have the biological heritage, 

the place names, and the stories. How, in the shape of an exhibition, find out how the landscape has shifted 

and how to convey the depth of time that provides context? 

The following formulations have I borrowed from the Architecture Faculty Conference at Åbo University in 

November 2011: What does it mean to understand places, not only as spatial phenomena but as temporally 

shaped entities? How will time depth add value when it comes to seeing how the site interacts with its 

geographical and cultural environment? And what risks to be lost if the awareness about this time depth is 

trivialized or disappear? 
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Résumé  

La communauté Quilombola São Roque  dès 1824 a vécu dans la ville de Praia Grande située aux Canyons 

du Parc National de la Serra Geral et la Serra Aparados, au sud du Brésil. Les précurseurs de la communauté 

Quilombola sont d’origine africaine. Alors, ceux qui formèrent cette communauté , se sont enfouis vers les 

Canyons, pendant la période esclavagiste au Brésil ; un paysage culturel, donc,  qui résulte de l’interrelation 

humaine et naturelle, très marquant dans l’histoire du Brésil.  

  

Mots-clefs : Paysage Culturel ; Communautés Quilombolas 

 

 

1. Introduction 

La communauté “Quilombola São Roque” a vécu  dès 1824 dans la ville de Praia Grande située aux Canyons 

du Parc National, c’est une réserve naturelle constituante de la Serra Geral et Serra Aparados, présente dans la 

région de l’État de Santa Catarina, au sud du Brésil. Les précurseurs de la communauté Quilombola, ou bien les 

ancêtres des plusieurs générations, d’origine africaine, sont été amenés au Brésil pendant la période 

esclavagiste.  

En raison d’une domination tyrannique et d’asservissement, les esclaves s’enfouissaient et se réfugiaient aux  

canyons, en formant un territoire indépendant appelé par les natifs “Quilombo”, étendue dont ils développaient 

une agriculture de subsistance pour la satisfaction de ses besoins élémentaires, qui caractérise jusqu’au temps 

présent la culinaire brésilienne, en maintenant la préservation des traditions et la trajectoire de leurs ancêtres. 

L’identité qui demeure parmi les membres de la communauté  ‘Quilombola São Roque’ est définie comme 

un lieu de mémoire de leurs ancêtres, un lieu sécurisé grâce à la forêt, où ils se sont abrités loin de l’extrême 

véhémence. 

Cette région fait partie de la route aux bovinés, ou bien chemin des troupeaux bovins (fig.10). Très 

importante voie de communication pour le développement économique et aussi établie les routes 

commerciales au XVIIème siècle au sud du Brésil.  

La communauté ‘Quilombola São Roque’ a émergé au cours du XIX
éme

 siècle, cependant  dans les années 

1980 la région a été intégrée au Parc National - Aparados da Serra-, délimitant une ligne qui circonscrivait 

l’étendue de droit des  ‘Quilombolas’, ayant une perte signifiante de territoire nécessaire à leur survie, les  

‘Quilombolas’ et leur culture se sont réduits avec le départ des familles, en raison des difficultés imposées 

par la réduction de la production de denrées de première necessité. Actuellement, Il existe 

approximativement 17 familles, l'accès à terre est critique pour la survie, car il existe un lien étroit avec le 

territoire des ressources populaires et de plantes, étant donné que ces personnes vivent dans une lutte 

constante pour garder vivante la culture de leurs ancêtres et des ‘Quilombolas’. 

  

2. Modèle de gestion du paysage culturel Quilombola 
Le développement soutenable de même qu’il soit dans une petite communauté doit s’orienter vers la 
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définition de procédures qui permettent l’articulation des écosystèmes et de l’agriculture de subsistance, en 

instaurant des programmes en entraide des universités et institutions gouvernementales pour qu’il ait une 

gestion efficace sont proposées les mesures suivantes:  

Coordonner les actions de gestion du territoire pour attribuer les valeurs patrimoniales et culturelles ;  

Développer l’infrastructure du tourisme durable et de la communauté ;  

Préserver l’environnement et cartographier le patrimoine naturel, matériel et immatériel de cette région ;  

Former les Conseils scientifiques ; 

Réinsérer la communauté qui vit autour des Canyons et de la réserve naturelle du Parc National de Serra 

Geral et Serra Aparados, instaurer l’agriculture familiale durable et offrir un ensemble d’installations. 

La proposition de ce modèle de gestion vise des résultats concrets quant à l’interrelation humaine et naturelle 

du paysage culturel Quilombola; en ayant une équipe transdisciplinaire capable de soutenir la communauté, 

enseigner aux membres de la communauté l’éducation environnementale pour qu’ils puissent travailler au 

Parc et assurer la biodiversité de cette région. 

 

3. Conclusion 

Le paysage naturel résulte d’une histoire commune en entraide  de l’histoire naturelle et de l’histoire 

humaine. Lors qu’il soit nécessaire de préserver les connaissances que les communautés traditionnelles en 

ont, de sorte que ce trésor, le savoir-faire, ne disparaisse pour toujours.  

La communauté Quilombola localisée au milieu des Canyons dans le Parc National de la Serra Geral et Serra 

Aparados, protège et conserve l’environnement, leur culture et la réserve naturelle du Parc National de la 

Serra Geral et la Serra Aparados. 
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Figure 1- Localisation du Parc National de la Serra Geral et  la Serra dos Aparados (Santa Catarina - Sud du 

Brésil) et la communauté Quilombola. Source: www.suapesquisa.com/historiadobrasil/quilombos   

 

 
Figure 2 - Ensemble de figures- la beauté des Canyons de la Réserve naturelle du Parc National de la 

Serra Geral et la Serra Aparados. Source: http://www.pinterest.com/ 04-08-2014 

 

 Figure 3 - Membre de la communauté Quilombola São Roque-Pedra Branca  (Valdomiro de Oliveira- 69 

ans), collecte de plantes médicinales “casca da caneleira branca”. Souce: Loyvana Carolina Perucchi 08/2009 

p.66 et 63. 
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Figure. 04 : Marché Quilombola.  

 

 
Figure. 05 : Rituels et célébrations Quilombolas. 

 

 
Figure. 06 : Le tissage de fibres naturelles d’un palmier.  
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Abstract 

The concept of authenticity was traditionally taken for granted and left without definition in the 

international charters. The Nara Document, while avoiding a closed definition, tried to broaden its 

scope and meaning. This paper explains the challenge of interpreting the spirit of the international 

charters, and especially the Nara Document, in the preservation of a millennia old evolutive, fragile 

and living saltmaking site, mainly built with wood, through the balanced recovery of the material and 

immaterial of the site, and being a singularity within its own culture. 

 

Keywords: Evolutive Cultural Landscape; Nara Document; Fragility; Preservation and Use; 

Recovery 

 

 

1. An evolutive saltmaking site: History 

Records of saltmaking activity in Añana Salt Valley date from 6,500 years ago. At that time, the 

landscape of the site was completely different to what it is today because salt was produced in ceramic 

vessels using wood as fuel. The change to the current production method, based on natural solar 

evaporation on terraces occurred before the 1st century AD. 

The fall of the Roman Empire involved the creation of seven settlements inside the boundaries of the 

Salt Valley. During the following seven centuries, the Salt Valley remained a working and living 

place. During that period, more than fifty feudal and religious institutions controlled the saltworks. 

In 1114, Alfonso the Battler granted the Royal Charter to the new Town of Añana, causing the 

abandon of the old villages. In the 16th century King Philip II decreed the salt a monopoly. The 

Bourbon dynasty issued a decree liberalising the salt trade in 1869. Consequently deep changes 

occurred at this time to improve the productivity and quality of the salt made in Añana.The end of the 

monopoly entailed the recovery of the control of the saltworks by the owners and submission to free 

market laws. Meanwhile, the Industrial Revolution started in the west and large multinationals 

appeared for marketing salt using the latest technology, producing large amounts of salt at very 

affordable prices. Advances in transportation, allowed cheap salt to reach the remotest of places. 

During the second half of the 20th century, salt production started to be abandoned in Añana as well as 

in most other inland salinas in the west. 

 

2. Evolution of the pan shape and building techniques 

Although we know little about when changes were introduced in pre-modern times, there is a lot of 

written documentation about that evolution in the last 12 centuries. Until the 18th century, walls were 

built using local stone without any foundations, mortar or reinforcements. Then, higher walls were 

built using the same technique, causing downfalls. As a consequence, wooden reinforcements were 

placed in order to help hold horizontal efforts of the ground. 

Waterproofing has been done using clay for at least 19 Centuries. Initially, clay was laid on top of the 

ground, and then, when steeper slopes had to be colonized, wooden structures were created. Until the 

18th century, salt was produced directly on top of the clay, what caused the salt being coloured. At 

that time the Royal Architect, Manuel Vallina, introduced a boulder layer on top of the it to separate 

the salt from the clay, thus improving the quality of the product. 
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Vallina carried out a huge transformation of the site having the same targets as the saltmakers had 

before. In 1801, he used the Salt Valley as a laboratory to introduce improvements in pan building and 

changes the production method from “spraying” to “filling”, which means to fill the pan with 3-4cm of 

brine and harvest every two days. Vallina improved the construction of the wooden frames and stone 

walls. 

At the beginning of 20th century, concrete was introduced as a finishing material for the pans, 

improving the quality of the salt. This change has generated compatibility problems and has reduced 

the durability of the structures, resulting in a non-sustainable system for the first time in the history of 

the site. 

The brine storage wells have evolved from clay and stone into wood and clay, giving higher storage 

capacity. The need for more evaporation surface led the saltmaker to cover the wells with pans to 

increase production. Every time a natural change occurred in the volume of brine or the natural height 

of the springs, part of the wooden network had to be adapted to the new situation. 

The need to increase salt production throughout different periods led to the pan builders raising the 

wooden and extending the joists by the use of braces.  

The Salt Valley does not have a defined, constant shape over time: its form and dimensions have been 

under constant change according to the production quantity and quality demands. The present image 

of the Salt Valley is the result of centuries of evolution; adapting to the culture, economy and politics 

of the time. Some interventions have prevailed, others have been forgotten centuries ago. Today 

Añana Salt Valley preserves elements of different periods, being the legacy of each one of them, 

important. 

 

3. A singularity within its own culture 

As written in the Nara Document on Authenticity of 1994, “the diversity of cultures and heritage in 

our world is an irreplaceable source of spiritual and intellectual richness for all humankind.” This 

document involves an extension of the spirit on the 1964 Venice Charter, to the worries and interests 

of the cultural heritage of the contemporary world. In other words, it broadens the vision from a 

multicultural prism, accepting the differential fact of each culture. 

Añana Salt Valley is located in what we call the Western world, whose more recognisable icons of its 

historical heritage are the cathedrals and walled cities. Much of its creations can be dated to a 

particular period of history, by knowing the author or main authors and their interventions. The 

materials and techniques they are built with have certain homogeneity and durability conditions, 

creating a very specific preservation philosophy. 

However Añana Salt Valley does not fit in any of the precedent assertions. One could say it is outside 

time and place. It is the result of different societies handling for centuries a series of materials and 

construction techniques brought together by the need to make salt in a particular place: where the 

hypersaline springs are. There is no single author. There is no known point in time when the 

saltmaking activity began. Each one of the saltmakers working in the Salt Valley through its many 

centuries of history is an author in this site. The saltworks have an apparently trivial peculiarity, that 

differentiates it from the surrounding heritage, and this is its fragility. Añana Salt Valley would not 

survive a few decades of abandonment. This fact was recently demonstrated by its critical condition in 

2000, only three decades after the beginning of abandon, when there was still one saltmaker working 

on the site. 

Accordingly, the identity of the Salt Valley does not consist only of a material reality that can be 

drawn and located in a historical and cultural context after thorough research, but is a constantly 

evolving living organism, formed by the symbiosis of its material and immaterial realities, sustaining 

one another. Thus, the identity of the saltworks is bound to a particular place, to its built reality, to the 

constructing techniques and to the saltmaking activity. 

There is no doubt that the approach and tools to be used on such a remarkable site need to be specific, 

conceived and adapted to its singularity. The high level of specialization required to work in the 

architectural preservation of the Salt Valley and the lack of similar interventions in the whole world, 

counsel that works should be carried out with continuity, and by preserving and transmitting the 

knowledge acquired. 
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4. Preservation of authenticity and justification of integrity in a complex, fragile and evolutive 

saltmaking factory 

Traditional architecture in Japan is composed almost entirely of wood. Historic buildings were created 

in a particular period or time by specific authors, with later punctual interventions. Its preservation 

culture consists of permanent maintenance, including periodic disassembling of their monuments to 

restore them. This philosophy is based on comprehensive information about the building and research 

that extends to every previous and contemporary intervention phases. The works carried out, the 

materials and the techniques used are the result of the greatest respect to both the object and the 

conditions under which it was created. Japan was the main promoter of the Nara Document on 

Authenticity and to this end obtained the assistance of another country from the West with a 

significant tradition in wood building, Norway. The fact that the building tradition in both countries is 

mainly wooden, leads to a certain coincidence in the approach and methods in the architectural 

preservation. 

Both the Japanese and the Norwegian experiences necessarily have common elements with the work 

began in 1999 and carried out for fourteen years in Añana Salt Valley. However, there are a number of 

features that differentiate our salina from those above. The stone, wood and clay constructions are 

fragile and non-durable. The saltmaking activity is the engine that has kept the site alive and evolving 

for centuries. As an adapting organism, the actual site is an open book where each of the existing 

elements on the site forms one of its pages; but unlike other sites, the Salt Valley book is still not 

complete, and probably will never be. Both the unavoidable industrial use and the constant change are 

the main differences with the Japanese and Norwegian heritage. 

Assuming Herb Stovel’s 2007 definition: “authenticity (in cultural heritage) may be understood as the 

ability of a property to convey its significance over time, and integrity understood as the ability of a 

property to secure or sustain its significance over time”
1
, we understand that the main capacity of 

authenticity is its “ability to convey”, being integrity’s to “secure and sustain”. 

According to the World Heritage Operational Guidelines, integrity refers to the process of identifying 

all the elements that together define the significance of the site, while authenticity on the other hand 

refers to the truthfulness and credibility of these elements. 

Once the recovery process started in Añana in 1999 it became necessary to understand that the path 

the site had to take to advance towards its integral preservation had to be specifically designed from 

the very beginning; creating our own tools, adapted to such a peculiar site, and carrying out 

comprehensive research, with a multidisciplinary approach and an open mind. 

Two tools were launched as the basis of any further intervention: the experimental recovery of 75 

evaporation pans and, the making of the Master Plan. The importance of both actions combined lies in 

the necessity of knowing the intervention process through practice, the materials and the construction 

techniques, from the saltmakers point of view, and the urgency of recovering parts of the Salt Valley 

that were abandoned, and with serious damages. The acquired knowledge was used in the making of 

the Master Plan. The absence of an intervention in a saltworks or any other kind of building similar to 

the Salt Valley in the world, avoided a possible transfer of knowledge and forced a higher dedication 

and commitment. 

Between 2000 and 2004, a multidisciplinary team developed the Master Plan, that thoroughly 

documented, analyzed that information and finally created proposals for recovering the Salt Valley. 

During the experimental intervention in year 2002, criteria were debated and finally established, for 

the repair, maintenance and putting in use of the terraces. The research process of the different aspects 

related with material and immaterial heritage, has been permanent, and will have to be in the future. 

If we transfer Stovel’s integrity definition to the Salt Valley preservation, the ideas of both securing 

and sustaining are included in the concept the multidisciplinary team has been using during all this 

time, a concept that has been named “recovery”. 

The integral recovery of Añana Salt Valley implies the re-establishing of activity in the whole hydric 

and productive ensemble. We believe a functional recovery is as important as the physical one to 

achieve a sustainable future for the site while keeping its authenticity. 

                                                      
1 (Stovel, 2007). 
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Guidelines for the integrity condition were provided in the report of the International Experts in 

Cultural Heritage Integrity, held in the United Arab Emirates in 2012. As said in the document, 

“Properties nominated as cultural landscapes should contain key interrelated, interdependent and 

visually integral elements”. The Joint ICOMOS–TICCIH Principles for the Conservation of Industrial 

Heritage Sites, Structures, Areas and Landscapes (The “Dublin Principles”, 2011) further stresses that 

“completeness or functional integrity is especially important to the significance of industrial heritage 

structures and sites”, and specifically that “in the case of active industrial structures or sites of 

heritage significance, it must be recognized that their continued use and function might carry some of 

their heritage significance and provide adequate conditions for their physical and economic 

sustainability as a living production or extraction facilities”. In Añana, 594 from a total amount of 

5,448 pans are totally operational, while a large number of the remaining can be recovered with a 

small action on their surface. The brine supply system is totally operational. All five natural brine 

springs are in use, and have never failed to be. Most of the brine storage wells are in good condition. 

From 2002 on, quality traditionally made salt has been being produced by old saltmakers in their old 

pans with their old tools. 

The integrity of Añana Cultural Landscape is represented both in the set of conserved material 

elements and in the functional recovery or the saltworks.  

 

5. To use and to preserve 

In such a complex example as Añana Salt Valley, the criteria for architectural preservation are not 

confined to issues related only with intervention in material heritage. It is essential to establish in 

which way the site has to adapt in all its complexity to the 21st century and after. 

The Master Plan, once overpassed the then prevalent idea that there was no future in producing salt in 

Añana, established the main lines of what the saltworks should be in the future. To understand the 

reasons why the salina was abandoned in the 1960s enabled us to imagine how the saltworks should 

adapt to the future: by producing salt in the traditional way, valuing the quality of that salt and 

achieving recognition, as the only way to make the site viable in the future. And to achieve that 

viability to both the physical and functional aspects is the best way to guarantee the authenticity and 

integrity of the site itself. 

To preserve an evolutive and living Cultural Landscape means to be aware that evolution most likely 

has to keep going on. The partial abandon of the site in the late 20th Century occured in a moment 

when some of the building techniques were not yet completely perfected. The wood connectors that 

Vallina introduced to the dry-stone walls in 1801 are not effective enough and do not avoid walls from 

falling. The introduction of concrete as a final layer in the pan surface in the beggining of the 20th 

Century cut the ongoing constructive logic dramatically. Both issues have been delicately faced in the 

interventions carried out in the site, improving the connection system in the fallen and damaged walls, 

as well as returning to the construction logic by the use of natural stone as a finishing for the pans on 

top of the clay layer. This last solution allows the saltmakers to produce whiter salt, as they have 

always aimed, while respecting the existing terraces and being completely reversible. 

 

6. To intervene: General and particular 

We can consider the site as a set of elements of different periods and makes, being each one of them a 

layer of the whole ensemble, a page of the history of the site and important by itself. This assertion can 

be awarded to most stone buildings and is close to the spirit of the Venice Charter. The materials and 

techniques used, the fact of being an evolutive, thus changing, site, its fragility, productive use and 

constant maintenance needs, show us a very different face of the saltworks, that finds its way in the 

Nara Document. Consequently we felt the need to create a new definition: recovery. 

“Recovery in the Salt Valley is defined as all the efforts adopted to return the evaporation terraces or 

brine supply network now in disuse into use. The task is, therefore, to intervene in abandoned or 

ruined frames or pans and to bring them again to a proper operation condition. The recovery method 

has to be adapted to each case, depending on the characteristics of the intervention ensemble. Each 
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intervention might be a repair, a reconstruction, or a combination of both in a single wooden frame or 

terrace”
2
. 

This approach follows the same basic principles of conservation theory as stated in the international 

conservation charters. Every wooden element of the terraces being in good condition is retained. A 

large proportion of the wooden brine channels, dating back to the late 18th century, are preserved in 

the full richness of its material authenticity. Some of the evaporation pans where the material is also 

over 100 years old required just minimum interventions. Others, where the decay of the wood was 

more severe, required repair, partial replacement or completion. A good example illustrating this is the 

terrace UP048, which needed reconstruction of part of the wooden structure, repair of another part and 

maintenance for the rest of it. Reconstruction of lost structures, which is ruled out a priori in the case 

of archeological remains or historic buildings, is here justified to reinstate the functional integrity of 

the site. This is a common question specially in the case of cultural heritage made of vulnerable 

materials such as wood; in December 2013 an international experts meeting held in Japan stated in its 

conclusions that “in certain cases, part of the material authenticity of a property may be lost due to 

repairs or partial reconstruction, while the architectural integrity gets re-established at the same 

time”
3
. Reconstructions are carried out in Añana only in collapsed structures and are usually partial, as 

the lapped sill beams grid, with its blind mortices in every crossing usually remain. Every existing 

wooden frame was 2D and 3D drawn and photographed during the Master Plan. That information and 

the abundant remains are used when a reconstruction is required, and in every intervention. No 

reconstruction is made for aesthetic or educational purpose, but to protect the original authentic 

remains through the recovery its integrity and functionality.  

 

7. Tools to determine authenticity 

A number of tools have been designed to completely recover the salina and its activity, while keeping 

true to its past and tradition, yet being a living, active site, and not a museum preserving only the 

memory of what it had been in the past. 

The target of the Master Plan was to learn sufficiently about the monument and propose a long-term 

sustainable future.  

The “Declaration of Añana Salt Valley as a Qualified Monumental Ensemble” of 2012 under the 

Basque Cultural Heritage law, aimed to protect not only the saltworks, but the whole Añana Cultural 

Landscape ensemble. 

Añana Salt Valley Foundation was created in 2009, with every administration of the region and the old 

saltmakers participating as patrons. The ancient saltmakers donated the 100% of the pans to the 

Foundation, who is aimed to carry out the recovery of the site. 

Each of the interventions carried out on the saltworks has been done under an thorough architectural 

preservation project. Respect to each and every element or part of a single element existing in the site 

has been a target, and this by the use of local traditional construction techniques, compatible and 

reversible repair methods, and maximal strictness in the approaches. 

 

8. Conclusion 

The Nara Document on Authenticity is “conceived in the spirit of the Venice Charter of 1964, and 

builds on it and extends it in response to the expanding scope of cultural heritage concerns and 

interests in our contemporary world”. Accordingly, its purpose was to provide a wider cultural 

diversity in the Charter. And that cultural diversity applies, not only to Japanese, but to any other 

existing culture. The case of Añana Salt Valley is paradigmatic, as the site being located in the West, 

the culture that created the Venice Charter, is a singularity in its own region.. As both a cultural 

landscape and a living industrial heritage, the preservation of Añana Salt Valley must ensure both its 

material authenticity and its functional integrity, following the principles that where stated in its 

conservation Master Plan and applying them in a dynamic, progressive intervention process. 

 

 

                                                      
2 Landa, Ochandiano, 2014. 
3 UNESCO – ACCU, 2014. 
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Image 1 – The central area of Añana Salt Valley in 1943. The whole ensemble is in use 

Image 2– Aerial view of the 2002 experimental intervention 

 

  
Image3 – The terraces adapt to the slopes, built with stone walls, wooden frames and clay 

waterproofing. Traditional saltmaking is in the centre of the future of the sitein order to make it viable 

while keeping its authenticity and integrity  

Image 4 – Salt preserves wood. Permanent contact with salt or hypersaline brine increases the 

durability 

 

   
Image 5 – The brine supply system is a kilometers long wooden channel net that gets to every brine 

storage well.Most of the main net has been recovered keeping every wooden channel.Contact with 

brine preserves them from xylophagues. 
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Image 6 – The spaces under the wooden frames have been used as salt storage facilities for centuries. 

 

 

Image 7 – Plan of the whole site. 5.468 evaporation pans along both banks of rivers Muera and 

Viloria.  

Image 8 – The construction repeats from a terrace to another, but the shape of each one of them is 

different, as they adapt to the existing space and topography. 

 

    
Image 9 – Every wooden frame of the Salt valley was 2D and 3D drawn, for the Master 

Plan.Similarly, every stone wall, terrace, well, channel and spring was drawn and documented. 

Image10 – A plan showing the upper wooden frames of the 2002 intervention. Each element on the 

site was drawn and all the information concerning it introduced in the GIS designed as a tool for the 

Master Plan. 

 

  
Image 11 – Terrace UP001. A case of maintenance. After a thorough assessment every wooden 

elementwas kept in its original place. No replacement, and no dissassembling was carried out. 

Image 12 – Terrace UP024. A case of repair. Wooden grafts were made in tp of the wooden posts as 

repairsto get the pans level again 
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Abstract 

This research is focusing on the approach of governments for utilizing cultural landscapes of the 

Ottoman village in Umm Qais in Jordan to trigger economic growth for local communities. However, 

sometimes improper approaches followed that are not considering the local communities and not 

involving them in a transparent way can lead to unpleasant results.  

The village has been expropriated by the government from the local community during early 1980s. 

However, this marked disintegrated actions that led to chaotic management which forced the 

inhabitants to abandon the village without comprehensive planning for the following actions especially 

community involvement. Consequently, the marginalized role of the local community and ignoring 

their potential needs of caused the loss of identity and loyalty to Umm Qais. This study debates the 

balance between the use and protection for cultural landscapes while discussing the role of the 

community in the process of sustainable development. In the other hand, this study presents the 

processes of cultural landscapes from expropriation to re-appropriation with some practical tools for 

active community participation. 

 

Keywords: Community Involvement; Cultural Landscape; Expropriation; Re-Appropriation; Heritage 

Village; Vandalism 

 

 

1. Research Problem and Methodology 

This research is discussing the problem of cultural resources interventions in Jordan based on the case 

study of Umm Qais village. This research explores the paradigm of the revival of cultural heritage 

versus the community the policies of expropriation to their own properties. The research also 

examines international charters and approaches that could enhance the intervention aspects for cultural 

resources. 

This research aims to conduct a holistic approach for studying the practices of cultural heritage revival 

in Jordan and mainly for the region of Umm Qais as a case study through the following main steps: 

First; reviewing previous literature and publications regarding intervention aspects conducted at the 

site, second; conducting preliminary visits and field survey to the site to evaluate its current state. 

These two phases assisted in updating knowledge about the history of the site and the chronology of 

previous interventions conducted.  

By using a combined method of the mentioned steps an intensive research was conducted for 

investigating the following main issues:  

• Management and planning decisions that have been adopted in the last two decades.  

• To discuss the lack of some legislation’s activation related to the Cultural heritage.  

• To explain the expropriation of the village issue by the Ministry of Tourism and Antiquities. 

• To discuss the absence of a comprehensive plan of action for the archaeological site that regulate the 

balance between the protection of the site and its cultural assets as a conservation issue. 
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2. Location and Surrounding of Umm Qais 

Umm Qais is situated 110 km north of Amman. The strategic location of Umm Qais was an important 

factor in its settlement. The site of Umm Qais is situated 378m above sea level and the surrounding 

area is forested by oak trees and shaded by olive trees. The Yarmouk River is visible to the north; the 

south offers the forested hills of Ajloun, the Irbid plateau to the east and Jordan valley to the west. 

Nestled in the hillside, Umm Qais offers a breath taking panoramic view to the lake Tiberius and the 

Golan Heights. This rich surrounding made it an excellent location for inhibitors which offers a serene 

view of the fertile northern Jordan Valley (Weber, 1989). 

 

3. Historical Background of Umm Qais 

The current town of Umm Qais is the site of ancient Greco-Roman town of Gadara one of the cities of 

the Decapolis. The Greeks were the first to marvel at breathtaking view and established their 

acropolis. Later, Roman, Byzantine, and Ottomans followed leaving their own marks on this site. 

Gadara was mentioned in the late 6th century in the Ottoman tax records as (MKES) which means in 

Arabic language a frontier station for gathering taxes. Gadara is the ancient Semitic name of modern 

Umm Qais. It means (WALL) in an indication to its highland topography, which makes it seem as a 

fortification or fortress place (Mershen, 1992 ) (fig. 1).  

The intensive successive occupation during the rich past of the city has deposited gigantic cultural 

layers in the site. In the other hand, the city has witnessed a natural crisis in which destructive 

earthquakes destroyed many buildings during the Umayyad period from 661 AD till 799 AD (Al-Asad 

and Bisheh, 2000). After that, the city was abandoned, and by dawn of the Islamic era Gadara had 

become just another village. Later, it was reoccupied during the Ottoman period and recovered its 

significance as a major county. Today, the region of Umm Qais as a whole can be divided into two 

main parts; the ancient city of Umm Qais including the Greco-Roman, Byzantine, until the Ottoman 

occupation level, the other part is the modern village of Umm Qais and the rural landscape including 

farms and green spaces within the region (Segal, 1988). The Greco-Roman remains are with great 

importance in the city, from the fact that the remaining parts of this period are so interesting and show 

the main features of an integrated Roman city in terms of city planning, monuments, and artistic 

works, as well as, its distinctive type of basalt stone  (Kerner, 1994) (fig. 2). 

As Umm Qais is on the road from Damascus to Tiberias and hence to the Palestinian seaports, 

overlooking Lake Tiberias and the Golan Heights, it attracted the people during the Ottoman period to 

construct the village (fig. 3). 

 

4. The Current Situation of Umm Qais 

Today’s historic site of Umm Qais represents a complex collage of landscape elements from a number 

of historic periods; Roman, Byzantine and Islamic. In such a dynamic system, there is a continuing 

element of growth, modification, and development. While any historic destination derives its primary 

significance from a particular historic period, alterations or additions may have achieved a significance 

of their own. The fact that a landscape components in Umm Qais region have changed over time tend 

only to increase its significance as a historical setting. However, the modern human interventions 

including archaeological excavations and restoration works conducted within the site were disturbing 

the cultural landscape and caused the destruction of some buildings as a result of the wrong policies in 

the last decades (Gill Chitty, 1999).  

 

5. The Socio-Economic and Political Impacts on Conservation 

The National Development Plans 

The government went through some development plans in a national level were some sites affected 

reversely rather than expected; some of them were deteriorated and neglected in the long run 

especially because of the delay of the implementation for the formulated plans. 

One of these plans was the “Five Year Plan for Economic and Social Development 1981-1985” by the 

National Planning Council of Jordan (1981), the main goal of this plan was to protect the cultural 

heritage as well as increase the awareness of its cultural value among the people, in the other hand 

promoting them as a source and a backbone for the country’s economy via making them tourist 
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destinations. However, the implementation was far from the set goals and the results as well. This 

national plan had other impacts on the city of Umm Qais in terms of tourism, local community, and 

the management of the site as described in the following points. 

The Tourism Industry 

Since the 1980s and Umm Qais was one of the targeted destinations for the tourism industry, from the 

fact that the Roman cities in Jordan are with great importance and they are highly demanded by the 

international tourists and therefore the cultural value is no longer important rather than the economic 

value of the site. In other words sites now are just protected by reconstructing them and attracting new 

visitors to make it a sustainable income for the country and this is the general idea of how to keep sites 

a live. In 1988, the Ministry of Tourism and Antiquities, in their management plan for the site had first 

analyzed the site they identified the opportunities showing the existing assets of Umm Qais, which 

encourage tourists and visitors to go there as a good supply and the actual needs of these tourists and 

visitors of that site as the demand. Their plan relied on the fact that the roman site consists of 

uncovered remains and monuments of different classical Byzantine, Islamic periods it includes the 

deserted village which could be considered as a good example of traditional village architecture of 

Jordan.  

In 1989, five houses of the village were restored to be used as rest house, museum, police unit, and 

safe parking. The site has also been provided with a big parking area beside the archaeological site 

with a capacity of 200 cars and 15 large buses, the purpose of those projects was to attract more 

tourists and visitors to visit Jordan and the site as well (fig. 4). 

 

6. The Local Community 

The local community in Umm Qais was mainly farmers and cattle raising families their main 

settlement was the old Ottoman Village. The village is distinctive with its heritage houses built in a 

common architectural model based on a courtyard with rooms and other parts surrounding the 

courtyard. The courtyard was a very significant architectural component that contributed mainly to the 

daily life of the community and their social life when they lived in this area one day.  

The courtyard house represents a model for the collective social, political and economic functions of 

the peasant community during the nineteenth century in northern Jordan. The results show that the 

various social systems in the study area were centered on kinship leaving projections in the form and 

order of the various spaces in the courtyard house. The nature of the landscape was a determinant 

factor in the location of courtyard houses, which was triggered by the climate regime in the area (Al 

husban and Al-Shorman, 2011). This whole idea of the courtyard house can be reenacted to show the 

tourist the way of life of the local community and to learn about the history and culture of the area. 

Their main activities were located within the surrounding agricultural areas, but the governmental 

intervention in the region including the weak plans implemented for the development of the region. It 

included the expropriation of the Ottoman village and new real sates as a compensation for the locals 

in addition to promising them to be involved in the management of the new projects in the region 

including the old city of Gadara. The original plan for the city was the reestablishment of the integrity 

between the archaeological section with the traditional part, the Ottoman village, as well as the 

protection of the site from the vandalism, in order to establish an integrated one cultural entity, then 

they started the rehabilitation of the ottoman village to be later as a cluster for the artisans and as a 

cultural shops for the handicrafts as a good source of income for the locals from one hand and as a part 

a part of their cultural identity from the other hand.  

The Roman part was gone through an excessive excavation works parallel with some humble 

restoration works concentrated on the principle monuments such as the western theater most of the 

conservation works were reconstruction and far from the real conservation principles.   

 

7. Management and planning problems 

The main problem which is facing the site is the existing management and planning process that have 

been adopted in the last two decades from the life of the site and since the first intervention, or more 

specifically, its disturbance. This is from the fact that the misunderstanding of the holiness of the 

context and the exhausting decisions that has been taken before to intensively exploit the existing 
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cultural resources. Cultural heritage legislations are not fully activated in Jordan and there is lack of 

enforcement for heritage preservation. In the case of Umm Qais a major problem that can be identified 

is the interpretation and understanding of the whole regional context of the site and its effects in 

preserving the ancient city of Umm Qais. This can be understood from the first intervention of the site 

in which the Ministry of Tourism and Antiquities took a decision in 1972 to own the whole old 

village, the Ottoman village located within the archaeological site, and this decision was activated 

during the 1980s by buying out its people and taking them to a new housing project in a modern 

village of Umm Qais.  

This was done to expand the archaeological site and give the Department of Antiquities authority to 

excavate and uncover more Roman structures that laying under this village, and to start planning for 

conservation and management for the site.  

This action of the expropriation of the village created a conflict between the local people and the 

ministry of tourism which is still considered as an obstacle for any development plan in addition there 

is no comprehensive plan of action for the archaeological site that regulate the balance between the 

protection of the site and its cultural assets as a conservation issue, and there cultural and economic 

impacts on the perception of their visitors and local people as development issue this leads to 

investigate the management and planning process for the identification, conservation, interpretation 

and promotion of the archaeological site of Gadara by which an appropriate comprehensive plan of 

action towards the management and protection of the site. 

The long run policies that were adopted in Umm Qais as a tool of conservation were focusing on 

taking the action of isolation of the existing up-ground remains from the whole surrounding 

environment as well as from the hands of the local people. The ancient city of Gadara was treated as 

an isolated entity from the surrounding  environments, supposing that the up-ground relics are the only 

remains from the past and the need was to isolate them as much as possible, this action stands as a 

major destructive decision parallel with the expropriation of the Ottoman Village since they have 

ignored that the cultural remains are only one component of the ancient environment which includes 

the cultural context of the ancient city of Umm Qais, the agricultural landscapes, and the natural 

landscapes which all together form the entire regional context of the ancient city of Gadara (fig. 5). 

Therefore, the understanding of the ancient sites is a pretreatment requisite for taking the decisions of 

conservation and planning as well. The lack of a scientific approach and methodology in measuring 

the needs of the archaeological sites and the weak management are much more destructive for the sites 

more even than the natural threats. The proper approach needed to follow is best described by the 

“Approaches to heritage Conservation and Management” formulated by The United Nations 

Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) World Heritage Centre and agreed upon 

internationally by The International Council on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS), the International 

Centre for the Study of the Preservation and Restoration of Cultural Property (ICCROM), and the 

International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN). 

The UNESCO World Heritage Centre identified two main approaches to heritage conservation and 

management based on the international best practices. The First approach is the ‘conventional 

approach’ and the second is the ‘values-led approach’. 

This approach is based mainly on the countries own priorities for national conservation. This is 

supported with national legislations established for this purpose. This approach received global 

recognition through doctrines such as the Venice Charter and the work of organizations such as 

ICOMOS. The main components of this approach to planning are: Define (identify), (Significance 

implied), Documentation, Assessing conditions and Planning for conservation interventions 

The recently developed values-led approach has gained popularity for its ability to address some of the 

complexities surrounding heritage and in particular its applicability to World Heritage. This approach 

became better known through the Burra Charter, first developed by ICOMOS Australia in 1979 and 

subsequently updated. The Charter promoted the assessment of the significance of a place – based on 

the values attributed by all stakeholders (not only by the experts) and the use of a Statement of 

Significance – as a basis for developing conservation and management strategies.  

This concept was developed further by the work on Conservation Plans of James Kerr (1982). He 

brought a systematic approach to developing conservation and management plans based on values and, 
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more importantly, on the cultural significance of a heritage place to society. This approach adopts the 

premise that people in society ascribe various values to heritage. The main components of this 

approach to planning are:  

• Collect data,  

• Assessing significance (Values and attributes),  

• Assessing conditions and 

• Planning for conservation / management 

Thus, bad practices and wrong policies within the site may cause a serious disfiguration of the remains 

as well as the disturbance of the natural-cultural harmony of the ancient context. In a more 

philosophical words the visual presentation and authentic view may have been lost so far, and this is 

so evident here in the case of Umm Qais in which the neglect of the regular maintenance of the site 

and the lack of a well-defined conservation policy caused several problems at all levels including 

structural, erosion, bio-deterioration, and visual disturbance. 

 

8. Some Important Factors for Appropriate Treatment 

Based on the methodologies adopted by UNESCO the ‘conventional approach’ and the ‘values-led 

approach’ some factors can be considered for appropriate treatment for the sites. The Standards are 

neither technical nor prescriptive, but are intended to promote responsible preservation practices that 

help protect Umm Qais irreplaceable cultural resources. They cannot be used to make essential 

decisions about which contributing features of a cultural landscape should be retained and which can 

be changed. But once a specific treatment is selected, the Standards can provide the necessary 

philosophical framework for a consistent and holistic approach for a cultural landscape project 

(Feilden, 1982). 

There are many practical and philosophical variables that influence the selection of a treatment for a 

landscape. These might include the extent of historic documentation, existing physical conditions, 

historic value, proposed use, long and short term objectives, operational and code requirements (e.g. 

accessibility, fire, security) and anticipated capital improvement, staffing and maintenance costs. The 

impact of the treatment on any significant archaeological and natural resources should also be 

considered in this decision making process. Therefore, it is necessary to consider a broad array of 

dynamic and interrelated variables in selecting a treatment for a cultural landscape preservation 

project.  

For some cultural landscapes, especially those that are best considered ethnographic or heritage 

landscapes, these Guidelines may not apply. However, if people working with these properties decide 

that community coherence may be affected by physical place and space or if there is potential for loss 

of landscape character whose significance is rooted in the community’s activities and processes (or 

other aspects of its history) this guide may be of service. 

 

9. Resource Conservation and Development  

The purpose of the resource conservation and development is to accelerate the conservation, 

development and utilization of natural resources, improve the general level of economic activity, and 

to enhance the environment and standard of living in designated resource conservation and 

development areas. It improves the capability of Umm Qais, tribal and local units of government and 

local nonprofit organizations in rural areas to plan, develop, and carry conservation and development 

projects. It is important to highlight that cultural resources conservation can contribute to the 

improvement of quality of life through and community participation and development which leads to 

sustainable communities (Feilden and Jokilehto, 1993). It is indicated that more efforts need to be 

harnessed to enhance protect the heritage assets from loss due to lack of adequate planning and 

conservation guidelines and maintenance, and their enforcement (ArcheoMed Project, 2014). 

 

10. Interpretation  

Interpretation can help in understanding and “reading” the site. According to the ICOMOS Charter for 

the Interpretation and Presentation of Cultural Heritage Sites, interpretation refers to the full range of 

potential activities intended to heighten public awareness and enhance understanding of cultural 
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heritage site. These can include print and electronic publications, public lectures, on-site and directly 

related off-site installations, educational programmes, community activities, and ongoing research, 

training, and evaluation of the interpretation process itself. The Quality of the visitor experience in 

Umm Qais is low due to the lack of site development and support services, and inadequate 

presentation and interpretation (ArcheoMed Project, 2014). 

Presentation more specifically denotes the carefully planned communication of interpretive content 

through the arrangement of interpretive information, physical access, and interpretive infrastructure at 

a cultural heritage site. According to ICOMOS (2008) it can be conveyed through a variety of 

technical means, including, yet not requiring, such elements as informational panels, museum-type 

displays, formalized walking tours, lectures and guided tours, and multimedia applications and 

websites. Interpretive goals should complement treatment selection, reflecting the site's significance 

and historic character. Umm Qais possess varying levels of integrity or differing periods of 

significance, both of which can result in a multi-faceted approach to interpretation. In some cases, 

interpretation and a sound interpretive strategy can inform decisions about how to treat a landscape of 

the archaeological and heritage sites (Stanley-Price, 2005). 

 

 

11. Accessibility Considerations 

It is often necessary to make modifications to cultural landscapes so that they will be in compliance 

with current accessibility code requirements. The rehabilitation idea of the Ottoman village needs to 

accomplish access to the historic area for visitors.  

Work must be carefully planned and undertaken so that it does not result in the loss of character-

defining features. The goal is to provide the highest level of access with the lowest level of impact on 

the integrity of the landscape.  

 

12. Suggested Rehabilitation projects of the Ottoman village 

It is suggested to exploit part of the Ottoman Village as an artisans’ cluster for handicrafts creation 

that should be operated in cooperation with the local community. This project could facilitate 

community-based socioeconomic development by creating culture-based industries (handicrafts and 

tourism) in areas adjacent to cultural heritage sites in the Ottoman village, while also improving the 

management of cultural assets, particularly at the local and national level. The project’s primary 

activity concerns the funding of interrelated subprojects in and around a limited number of 

communities containing sites and other assets of cultural importance (figg. 6, 7). 

In order to achieve a better rehabilitation for the village a set of actions are suggested to be taken 

including: a) The implementation of a social and needs assessment at the site; b) the development of 

mechanisms of community-driven development to be implemented at the site and then scaled up 

elsewhere; c) the design of a Participatory Monitoring & Evaluation system for the project; d) a 

tourism assessment both at the project’s site and at the national level; e) the provision of technical 

assistance to design and implement capacity building interventions improving the management of 

cultural assets at national level. The design has been done, but the implementation of this component 

raises a strong need for supervision; and f) project management and oversight. 

 

13. Conclusion 

This research focused on the practices of cultural heritage revival in Jordan and mainly for the region 

of Umm Qais as a case study. Also the research discussed some key issues surrounding the growth of 

cultural tourism in the region in order to provide a sound framework for its development, especially in 

policy-making and promotions. With a sound framework, a fine balance between economic and social 

growth and environmental sustainability would hopefully be achieved. 

The general scope that it has been taken in this research is the exploitation of the region’s valuable 

resources that are not yet fully invested nor managed carefully. The establishment of heritage and 

cultural oriented projects for the region is the best solution for the protection of Umm Qais region and 

beyond that will maintain its significance for the future generation. This study could be a good 

reference for such philosophical and social aspects related to heritage revival in Jordan and not only as 
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a case study for a specific site such as Umm Qais but also as a theoretical study for any future projects 

that could be suggested for any other sites and destinations development and through activating the 

role of local community as one of the most important partners in cultural resources management and to 

focus on considering the local socio-economic development aspects which will contribute to the 

success of such projects. 
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Figure 1: The archaeological part of Umm Qais with a view for the Ottoman Village to the left. 

(Source: DAI ) 

Figure 2: A view of the Octagonal Byzantine Church at Umm Qais (Source: DAI). 

 

 
   

Figure 3: General Plan of Umm Qais that shows the potentiality and management opportunity within 

the site. (Source: DAI) 

Figure 4: A view of the Ottoman Village with the parking area and the restored houses to the right 

(Source: DAI). 

   
Figure 5: A view of the Ottoman village from the archeological area (Source: DAI).  

Figure 6: The Ottoman Village with the detailed trails and circulation routes. (Source: DAI) 
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Figure 7: Different views for the ottoman village showing the traditional architecture.  
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Abstract 

Water curative properties were efficiently used in sanitary architecture for body and spirit relief. New 

buildings as thermal baths, hydrotherapeutic and quarantine stations, seaside resorts were built for 

curative or social-wellness activities. This work focuses on such architectures of water as a large 

typology: similitudes and originalities will be investigated along with materials and constructive 

aspects. Moreover, survivor buildings’ state of maintenance will be reported. The knowledge of 

original characters and functions is useful for the preservation of the “water cultural heritage”. 

 

Keywords: Water Cultural Heritage; Thermal Baths; Use; Constructive Techniques and Tradition; 

Recovery 

 

 

 

1. Introduction 

A profound architectural/constructive connection with water has always been present in many public 

or private buildings. During centuries, water beneficial and curative effects were deeply proven and 

subsequently applied in architecture that slowly became a container of activities for the relief of body 

and spirit. Consequently, the binomial water-architecture became the driving force of a curative 

process to the development of various building types, multiform architectural expressions, and new 

constructive and waterworks systems that used to alternate tradition and innovation (figg. 1, 2). 

Architects and engineers started to face with new designs and technological problems of great interest 

and complexity; ideation and construction of buildings that represented a model of healthiness or well-

being, a place to find care and remedy to body illness, if not also a way to satisfy simple and 

elementary daily-life hygienic demands, prefigured the aspiration to an architecture over that 

“beautiful” and “healthy” also “useful” and “functional”, through distributive, constructive and 

installation expressions technically correct and coherent, versatile in relation to social transformations, 

faithful to the meantime for memory, inheritance and functions to the aspects and characters of 

tradition [10]. Specialist buildings were realized to hold curative, recreational, or social-welfare 

activities: thermal baths and hydrotherapic stations and pavilions that used naturally or artificially 

warm thermal waters, mineral or largely considered as curative sources; bathing stations/seaside 

resorts close to coast-lines, rivers or lakes, with maritime establishments “fluctuating” for a better 

bathing; baths and public wash-houses along with collective laundry were also built inside populous 

districts or peripheral industrial areas, to mainly satisfy the well-liked by physicians and hygienists 

instance of hygiene and healthiness beginning from the XIX century [12] (figg. 3, 4). All those 

buildings used the beneficial connection with water in their arrangement and finality, conforming their 

interiors and main characters to the instances that had determined their birth and existence, and open 

to evolutions and changes in order to face with the capability to assimilate the necessary 

transformations, constructive experimentations proposed by the construction industry and by medical 

science or, in the most refined uses, also by design and decorative arts, and finally able to obligatorily 

introduce those innovations conforming to new norms and regulation [7]. This work will underline the 

specialist aspects of those building typologies: similitudes, originalities or specificities, tracing the 

most important material and constructive aspects, the survivor examples’ state of maintenance, 

tracking the changes occurred in time from native function, that has often provoked loss of identity, 

disappearance of furnishings and decorations. Finally, the knowledge of the original characters and 

functions represents a useful approach for the preservation, maintenance and eventual restoration of 

such a particular constructions. 
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2. Architecture and water: a healthy alliance in late-XIX/early-XX century 

Thermal baths had always represented an ideal poly-functional buildings, a sort of containers where 

different curative, recreational, sporting, cultural, and general accessory activities were sheltered, even 

if the main finality was the practice of watery and vapour baths. In a thermal bath, cure and 

amusement place, customers could also do immersions in the sea or rivers, have sunbaths for diversion 

and relief; thermal baths have so an affinity with all the other architectures for water, buildings where 

the same cure-therapies were practised and water was warmed through opportune systems, since they 

cannot dispose of hot/warm thermal springs. They established common instances and familiarity with 

different collective hygienic buildings: they could be associated to large public baths, or are associated 

to problems similar to other specialist medical structures, as the hydrotherapic bath. Furthermore, 

these buildings could also become a valid replacement to bathing stations and nursing-homes, co-

operate in the cure system with hospitals, lazarettos and sanatoria, as they had the same constructive 

technology, configuration or finalities, on the contrary they were univocally qualified in their function 

and users [2, 4]. An indifferent aim, as regards the plan criteria, was obtained as those sanitary 

buildings were built in multi-level blocks, that guaranteed a easier separation of contexts and 

functions. The compliance of essential hygienic norms preached by medical science have to get out 

from establishments every contagion or infection occasion; since the Middle Age many epidemics and 

pestilences left a profound trace, thus every activity dangerous for germs and diseases diffusion was 

refused. The separation between buildings for cure and cloth washing was performed: if thermal 

establishments also carry out this function, just since the medieval age, washing and disinfection was 

object of specific annexed “laundry”; later, especially from the XIX century, this task was absolved by 

complex “public wash-houses”, that were well-organized and rational [5, 11]. In the XVIII century, 

however, a wide sensitization campaign on collective health initiated, but only in the XIX century 

social hygiene became a precept that must be absolutely obtained. A vivacious debate was opened on 

baths priority and importance in comparison to thermal buildings, to find their origin and derivation. 

Interdependence and coincidence of medical and hygienic instances align themselves in structures able 

to absolve those two necessities, availing of warm water when disposable. A detailed study of the 

evolution and conquests of thermal buildings leads to the recognition of a primacy as regards the 

simple and intuitive necessities that bath-establishments had to guarantee: they allow to dispose of 

perfect distributive schemes, refined architectural solution and installation, related to cures, and the 

great public bath-houses draw to these models and heritage, while the little domestic ones would not 

reach these levels. The collective bath generally didn’t have that magic and amusement dimension 

that, in contrast, invested thermal establishments in community imagination; it had always a useful and 

necessary size, but certainly not related to that recreational instance, fascination and attraction that was 

always associated to thermal structures. From the XVIII century this instance contributes to ponder 

thermal baths as touristic structures and the simple baths as basic structures for hygiene, from which it 

was impossible to leave out of consideration and each house had to provide with the opportune 

installation; this is the reason why rich middle class was so devoted to thermal baths, while working 

class used to go to public baths, also gratuitously for disposition of town public administration [3]. We 

want to detail some characters of such a various buildings that – for the simple reasons of having a 

strong relationship with (warm) water – assumed among them similar characters, or that in their 

original characterization they find, on the contrary, a unique specification. It’s pretentious examine all 

the aspects of every building typology, as each is vast and rich of recalls. Nevertheless, we will mainly 

put in evidence the connections to the “hygienic and salubrious” theme that became for all of them a 

union element, inspiring their functional distribution, aesthetic and technology. We remark the 

constructive effort for such buildings to represent an “instrument” through that water could explicate 

its healthy properties, advantaging a community that, even if not sick or suffering, was diligent in 

public hygiene; in other situations, finally, only desirous to take bathing cures retained “fashionable 

and glamorous” (fig. 5). On public baths, we stress that in 1842 in England, to avoid the frequent 

cholera epidemics, the first laundry was built in Liverpool annexed to a large public bathing-house, 

along with a swimming pool. The clothes washing activities were sometimes subordinated to typical 

functions of thermal baths and to that of collective ones [3]. In late-XIX century, the use of common 
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washing basins recommend the choice of wash-houses to have separated sections, men and women, 

mainly if such buildings were associated to sanitary functions; in many cities, as Palermo or Milan, in 

1892 were built such wash-houses, following the most creditable hygienic ideas of the period. The 

same example was proposed in France, where a 1850 law imposed the construction of public baths, 

simple or mixed (bath and laundry). After 1870, in Germany a collective swimming activities interrex 

spread contributing to public baths endowment; the Berlin Hygiene Exposition of 1883 drawn the 

general attention to the employment of the douche-bath establishments. Thus, collective baths 

represented “innovative and modern” public buildings where architects experimented new formal 

canons, while large thermal buildings were still associated to monumental canons, for aesthetic 

exigencies; many materials as wood, iron, cast-iron or glass were used for the realization of skylights, 

verandas, solariums, covered passages, etc.. In early-XX century, also in Italy public baths were 

realized, often with annexed hydrotherapic sessions [2]. The necessity of specialized healthy places for 

citizens introduced in the XIX century the need to find appropriate therapies for sick, not limited 

solely to guarantee hygienic standards, but that make water, associated to sun and air treatments, an 

important therapeutic instrument. Slowly, these establishments diversified from bathing structures, 

mostly with different constructive systems, referred to sanitary exigencies and to water quality or 

because of special architectural elements necessary to provide cures. Thus, thermal baths were also 

similar to the helio-hydrotherapic establishments, where baths basing on simple waters were effected; 

these were conveniently integrated into hotels, restaurants, and structures for amusement and 

recreation. They were real climatic stations, and constituted a premise for a healthy period in every 

glamorous locality, where tub-baths, douches, warm air and vapour baths could be tried; the most 

important structures also had bedrooms and sitting rooms, swimming-pools and gymnasiums. Analogy 

with thermal building appears evident, even if they were often a portion of sanitary establishments, as 

hospitals or sanatoria, and they represent particular sections, pavilions and special appendixes. 

Hydrotherapy various applications became a new science, with functional buildings at its service, to 

comfortably receive who needs curative waters, light-cures, medical gymnastic and physiotherapy; 

some buildings have quite thermal endowments, with tepidaria and sudaria. Establishments for the 

distribution of mineral water beverage merit a special mention: they could boast some affinities with 

thermal baths, in the interiors or in the aesthetic and distributive characters. Often, spa has a water 

source for beverages, characterized by well-lighted and spacious section in the open air or in internal 

rooms, where visitors could directly pour mineral water or buy bottles. Thermal baths have also a strict 

relationship with other curative structures, medical places using thermal waters only for therapeutic 

finalities. Sanatoria, disinfection/quarantine stations built hydrotherapic section, having functional 

schemes with common characters in comparison to thermal buildings, mainly in relation to 

constructive materials and hygienic finalities to pursue (fig. 6). We underline that lazarettos and 

disinfection stations were usually located in proximity of the ports of the major sea-town or river 

landing-places (isles and peninsulas, artificial or natural lakes and water-tights, etc.): this location was 

ascribed as far from cities to guarantee quarantine to sick persons; for this reasons, they established an 

advantageous relationship with water, characterizing the coastal landscape with their architecture [6]. 

 

3. Materials and constructive techniques  

From mid XIX century a real revolution in the idea of building hygiene was operated: materials were 

also studied for their physical-hygienic properties [3]. Researches confirmed, contemporary, as criteria 

and principles always adopted by traditional constructive culture and by the rule of the art were 

adequate to hygienic aims, in the choose and difference of single material, as in the modalities of 

combination for complex components realization. Manuals and treaties analyse each building 

materials costs and the constructive system, pertaining the building art, with examples and 

applications; executive techniques of building typologies were refined: among the most important, we 

report civil and rural houses, working class economic buildings or farmhouses, wood or iron barracks, 

schools and kindergartens, shelters for poor people and mendicants, hospitals and lazarettos, public 

dormitories, bake-houses, public baths, laundries and wash-houses, markets and slaughter-houses, 

theatres [1, 6]. During time, everywhere sanitary buildings spread, supported by research and 

specialized hygiene treatises, destined to medical doctors and people working in sanitary structures. 
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Hygiene and salubriousness became basic objectives in all cure places, as bacteria diffusion was 

principally caused by their proliferation into air or water; in this sense, water is an enemy of 

architecture! The interaction of water with construction materials and elements, and buildings in their 

complexity, associated to insulation, natural ventilation and illumination, became a main theme where 

researches of engineers, architects, physicians, doctors and chemists were pointed out [8]. About 

thermal baths, experiments performed by construction industry in the production of artificial stones 

and bricks had particular interest; “hygienic stones” were produced, their lightness and solidity was 

highly decanted. Above all, remarkable results were obtained for parietal coverings, floorings and 

plasters (waterproof plasters or ordinary plasters, wall-papers, ceramic coverings, etc.): we recall the 

“new” artificial stone produced after the French chemist Sorel studies, the invention of linoleum by the 

English Walton, materials that guarantee washable surfaces and easy disinfection; moreover, the 

studies on waterproof properties of asphalt or the researches of German hygienist Pettenkofer on the 

materials with high physical-hygienic properties, as all those studies finalized to the fabrication of 

materials and building components able to guarantee a good ventilation of establishments, as the 

glasses invented by Appert and the room ventilation system proposed by the engineer Glover-Lyon, 

exposed with success at the museum annexed to 1901 London Hygiene Congress. Hygiene manuals 

and common lifestyle suggested modalities to prepare walls against germs; an ancient system was to 

smooth and polish wall surfaces with oil varnishes. The disinfection, however was also enlarged to 

gypsum, intensively used for the realization of interior decorations, to wood employed for floors, 

ceilings and floorings; to wall-papers and curtains. It was expressly recommended that floorings had to 

be realized with particular attention, avoiding fissures where dust could hid and buildings had to be 

orientated to guarantee a major sun exposure; windows would have an opportune width; finally, the 

complete abolition of wall-paper, that provoked moulds and parasites (fig. 7). Many technicians wrote 

specific texts on sanitary engineering, finalized to analyse the principal physical-hygienic properties of 

different building materials and the best instruments in order to assure sterilization, advantaging the 

progress of science, architecture and arts. The XIX century was also prodigal of ingenious conquests 

that favoured the progress of installation; above all the heating of establishments attracted the attention 

of experimenter and technicians, and also the modalities of caption and how to convey water from 

springs to buildings tanks [4] (fig. 8). Artisans realized bath accessories that conquered prestige and 

fame: basins and tubs, lavabos and other complements became “hygienic instruments” and amusement 

and interesting means to secure a good earning, excogitating forms and types retained “glamorous”. 

Going to thermal baths became not only a curative necessity, but also an occasion to frequent places 

where it was possible to meet upper class, and to establish cultural relationships along with taking 

advantage of a pleasant stay in amusing localities. Infirm, tourists or simple customers were received 

in establishments equipped with all the comforts and efficiency, buildings were disposed to satisfy 

each demands. The “modern” engineers invented simple installation that could reproduce the same 

benefits of ancient Roman hypocausts in the hydrotherapic establishments, public baths, collective 

wash-houses or thermal baths. Douche and bathing rooms, sections for inhalations and pulverization, 

electric-therapies and mechanic-therapies transformed experimental technicalities in “water tortures”, 

even if many continued to do them every season. In many applications, water arrived in bathing rooms 

through three pipe-line types: one for mineral warm water, one for the simple hot water and finally one 

for cold water; mud for baths were contained in big tanks and heated with vapour; “douche room” was 

studied with a particular care, well dimensioned and aerated; distribution of waters often happened 

exploiting cellars and sewer systems collected dirty waters out of the building. Healthy-hygienic 

necessities recommended the use of particular “electric stirrer and aspirators” in rooms where many 

people stayed or where air stagnation may happen; these installations were amply experimented/used 

in sanatoria and curative stations. The boiler was located underground, furnishing vapour to 

disinfection instruments; some buildings had a dedicated disinfection room. The production of 

condensed vapour inside rooms where douches were effected had eliminated by direct letting in of 

external air through opposed openings (windows, skylights), also with special systems of aeration and 

forced ventilation, using ventilation pipes and aspirating openings. However, a final contribution to 

installation experimentation was offered by basic hygiene; so that were realized pavilions with 

swimming pools; in thermal baths with annexed swimming-pool was a problem to resolve the filtering 
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of thermal water in swimming-bladders, preferred to renewal of water for economic reasons; in some 

situations, the water purification was effected through ozone and bathers had to do a polishing douche 

before immersions [13, 14]. 

 

Notes 

The most of the information are taken from the PhD thesis of T. Campisi [3], others are from 

manuscripts and documents kept at the Palermo State Archive. The authors declare that published 

article and images are not under copyright. 
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Figures 1, 2: Arab thermal bath in the Sicilian city of Cefalà Diana (PA) and hammam of Paris. [9][12] 
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Figures 3, 4: Floating bath [1]; baths on a boat at Pont Royal in Paris, planned by Poitevin.[12] 

Figure 5 - Bathing establishment in the Panormitan seaside of Mondello (Palermo State Archive). 

 

 
Figure 6: Plan of Sicilian thermal bath of Termini Imerese (PA) (end of XIX century). 
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Figures 7, 8: Constructive system with floor and walls having an hollow space, proposed by the 

architect Chadwick in 1870); Arabian bath of Mahomet II in Constantinopoli.[6]. 
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Abstract 

Cajarmarca is a city in the homonymous valley in the Andes of northern Peru that was the scene of the 

first meeting between the last of the Inca and the first Spanish conquistadores. The city was the center 

of a mining boom in the eighteenth century during which most of today's built heritage was created; 

but now, gold mining is endangering both the traditional architecture and the magnificent landscape 

that surrounds it. This landscape, which has been the center of the perceived character of Cajamarca, 

and scenario of its economy and culture throughout its history, is now seriously threatened by the 

uncontrolled growth of the city: a growth that does not respect the urban organization of the historic 

center or the relationship of its architecture with the green valley, every day a little diminished. 

 

Keywords: Mining; Historic Urban Landscape; Anthropogenic Hazards 

 

 

Cajamarca is the capital of the Department
2
 and the Province of the same name in the Andes of 

northern Peru, and the largest city in the region. It is located at 2,720 meters above sea level in the 

northwest corner of the homonymous valley, and 820 km north of the city of Lima, capital of Peru. 

Cajamarca is considered by its population and size an intermediate city, one that became first known 

to Europeans when it served as the scene of arguably the most significant event in the process of the 

Spanish conquest of South America: the “meeting of Cajamarca” in which the Spaniards led by 

Pizarro captured the last Inca ruler Atahualpa. It is also a city that has remained relatively isolated 

until very recent times. This isolation was physical, as evidenced by the few examples of roads and 

similar ways of communication that existed until a few decades ago; but also and above all cultural: 

the city was stuck in a provincial reality, with little change in its urban rhythms, as a relatively self-

sufficient median city without interest in the “progressive” ideas of its coastal neighbors, Trujillo and 

Piura.  

This has meant, among other things, the preservation of an important part of the local historic 

architecture that could be categorized as “context”; i.e. an urban fabric made up mostly of buildings 

dedicated to housing functions, which constitute the majority of the historic city core. This is a rare 

circumstance (and exceptionally happy, from our perspective) among Peruvian historic areas, where 

people tend to “modernize” – with absolutely questionable and often appalling results- the built 

environment as fast as their means allow. 

Also related, the growth of urban sprawl as Cajamarca was generally low and slow, while staying 

within the spatial limits between which the city operated for about 400 years. A short but notable 

exception has to do with the discovery of silver mines in 1772 Hualgayoc: an economic boom that 

enriched beyond their wildest imagination Cajamarca mine owners and traders, but that was 

unfortunately short-lived. But those few years (about three decades) served to set the most important 

construction process in the region during the colonial period, something that determined the shape and 

characteristics of a city that looked into the nineteenth century in an excellent position... but that, once 

exhausted this recourse, was left shivering in a limbo of isolation that lasted nearly two centuries.  

                                                      
1 The original research that made this paper possible was initially funded by the Centro de Investigación de la Arquitectura y 

la Ciudad associated with the Department of Architecture at the Pontificia Universidad Católica del Perú and the Fundación 

Carolina Scholarship (Spain). 
2 A Department is a peruvian territorial division, involving a number of Provinces. Cajamarca is the 15th largest in Peru –out 

of 24– with 33,317.54 Km2. 
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These conditions changed again, and completely, when in the late twentieth century industrialized and 

systematic mining of gold deposits immediately north of the city began, specifically in the area under 

concession to Minera Yanacocha SRL, currently one of the most important sites of its kind in the 

world. Although the large mining company has not intervened directly over the city, investments and 

expenses generated by its staff or its supplier firms do appear to have generated impacts on the city 

and on the orientation of its new, dramatic territorial expansion, somehow forcing Cajamarca to enter 

the logic of globalization. Add to that the presence of a new capital related to mining royalties, which 

placed under the control of the municipalities a significant amount of money – absolutely 

unapproachable otherwise – whose presence is manifested in new constructions, the modification of 

some old structures and limited urban expansion. The heritage-worthy architecture, particularly the 

domestic type, is singularly compromised by this process and is currently under watch from the 

authorities, with further efforts to be dedicated to conservation and preservation.  

Historic architecture in Peru and around the world, is both object and reflection of the society that 

builds it: in the case of civil architecture, even stripped of the symbolism given to the grand religious 

architecture, it is undisputedly part of the shaping of collective memory, and through it, the creation of 

local identity in a complex and painful process, in many ways currently still unfinished.  

In recent decades, the historic center of Cajamarca has gradually seen many of its traditional 

constituent buildings disappear. This is due to multiple factors, including the aforementioned sudden 

growth of the city, that made the former provincial urban center face the need for rapid changes in 

urban and cultural processes previously developed in long periods.  

A determining factor in this process is mining, which historically has been instrumental in the 

development of many areas of Peru, directly or indirectly influencing the formation of cities and 

towns, the migration of workers and the conditions of the natural environment. In that sense, the ‘great 

mining’ - understood as driven by transnational companies- has been an extremely important factor in 

Cajamarca from the late twentieth century; but as mentioned already, there have been moments where 

the same process, in a different scale, was an important part of the development of the area and 

contributed to the wealth or at least relative prosperity of its inhabitants: the cycle repeats itself today, 

including the positive and negative ends of the spectrum.  

The situation also involves the changing of the outlook of the historic architecture of the city, which is 

facing abandonment and destruction, because in many cases it is perceived as an obstacle to 

“modernity”. This ranks as one of the issues of greatest concern today not only to Cajamarca, but also 

to the knowledge and study of the history of architecture in Peru and Latin America, the conformation 

of  Peruvian identity and the possibilities for the future of urban centers in cities of similar size, facing 

the new challenges of globalization.  

The city of Cajamarca now extends over an area of about 1,500 acres on the west side of the valley on 

which it is located, and includes some areas in the adjacent hillside. Urban expansion taking place in 

recent decades has manifested itself mainly in a horizontal growth, with very little planning. Although 

administratively the city falls within a single district, the traditional downtown neighborhoods (La 

Merced, San Pedro, Cumbemayo) have recently added other less consolidated into the suburbs, like 

Mollepampa and San Martin. 

 The historic urban layout becomes more complex in the peripheral area of expansion of the city, with 

larger and more irregular blocks than those downtown, and wider roads for more traffic; but planning 

in the new areas usually do not consider issues such as the removal of water during the rainy season – 

impeding automobile and pedestrian traffic – or occasional excessive slopes in circulations. It also 

disregards one of the main planning concepts traditional to the region and enforced since pre-

Colombian times: the idea that urban centers should be built in the hillsides, protecting the fertile 

valleys for agriculture and husbandry. The disappearance of the Cajamarca valley – and everything 

points in this unfortunate direction  – would have tragic consequences in economical, social and 

ecological terms, just to name a few.  

Both the in the center and the periphery, the predominant function of buildings in Cajamarca is 

residential, with lots ranging from about 300 m
2
 in the center an average of 200 m

2
 in the expansion of 

the city. According to INDECI (National Institute of Civil Defense), in 2005 a polarity is recorded in 

recent construction where in about 54% of the houses adobe predominates as the main building 

material, while in 44% brick and cement are used. New constructions for a certain socio-economic 
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level of the population are always built of the latter two materials, supposedly providing a certain 

image of “modernity”. Regardless of location, most of these buildings employ architectural languages 

completely outside the context, seeking to express above all an improved of social position. On the 

other hand, in the city center and in some protected areas traditional building materials such as mud 

associated with stone are still relatively popular. 

Other buildings look to find an efficient mix of ancient and modern materials and technologies, with 

varying results. It is common to find extensions of adobe buildings made of brick and concrete, 

although both materials are constructively incompatible, which shows a lack of technical knowledge. 

The population in Cajamarca has also grown steadily in the last half of the twentieth century. 

According to the national census, the population has doubled in the last 24 years (1981-2005), 

reaching an un-precedent 120,000 inhabitants, although local authorities currently estimate about 

200,000 to be closer to the actual total: this number does not include the people constantly on the 

move, such as some mine workers that typically travel to Lima every weekend or farmers that go to 

town weekly to sell their products and then return to their land. 

 The current growth of the city is developing in three main directions: towards the airport; along the 

road to near-by Baños del Inca; and towards the sector of Mollepampa / Huacariz. The most troubling 

problem with this situation is that in all cases a disturbing occupation of the farming valley occurs, as 

it is perceived that the population occupying the hillsides has less economical and thus social 

resources. Although many of these developments are illegal, local authorities have been unable to 

enforce them and the – on paper, intangible  – green valley is unlikely to survive at this rate. It is 

important to know that this situation is a particularly big deal for Cajamarca, historically famous in the 

country for its landscape and beautiful surrounding valley. 

Territorial concessions for exploitation (and exploration) in mining in Peru have been historically very 

important, but in the case of Cajamarca are enormous: the set of mining companies operating here in 

1999 had concessions on approximately 55% of the Department of which the city is capital. 

This implies, of course, a significant influence of mining and its links in the region. What it is 

observed is, however, a more complex situation with less direct although strongly present influence. 

On one hand, large mining certainly means a major influx of capital for the entire region through the 

mining canon that goes directly to the areas where mining happens, and therefore also means increased 

operational and purchasing capacities of local authorities, and through it the creation of jobs for the 

local population; but at the same time, a significant increase can be noticed in the prices of products 

consumed in the region, along with transport services. Ecological problems, commonly associated 

with even the most considerate of mining operations, are also a constant concern. 

One of the great problems of the region is still the topic of roads: the main paved road linking the 

region with the coast and the national capital, for example, is currently in poor condition and in 

constant risk from damage caused by heavy seasonal rains. 

Nevertheless, in practice the city of Cajamarca functions as a node and trading center for the provinces 

of the region towards Trujillo and Lima, as befits its role as departmental capital. To the north it 

connects with Porcón, Hualgayoc and the Yanacocha mining area. To the south, with San Marcos and 

Cajabamba. To the east, with the Encañada and Celendín, and through them to Chachapoyas in the 

Amazonas department. 

Cajamarca now faces a pivotal moment in its development, facing the global market but also major 

challenges within itself, including the survival of its traditional landscape and historic center: 

indispensables stocks to build a solid awareness of its identity; as is required if the region and the 

country as a whole are to grow in a sustainable way, taking advantage of their resources and learning 

from their past. 
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Abstract 

This paper presents the City of Buenos Aires Historic Center Management Plan.  Planning began in 

1989 at the same time as the introduction of local heritage legislation and it has been sustained over 

the years and throughout political changes. 

This Plan is based on an integrated policy that focuses on the recovery of the area, from a 

comprehensive and interdisciplinary viewpoint, that addresses the complexity and dynamics of the 

area. 

One of the greatest challenges is to create necessary conditions to maintain the original resident 

population and avoid undesired gentrification. This is an interesting challenge to deal with and an 

example of a management paradigm for Latin American historic centers, reflected in the heritage and 

environmental improvements that have a direct impact on the inhabitants’ quality of life. 

 

Keywords: Management Plan, Latin American historic centers, Argentina 

 

 

The Historical Centers are areas that are defined by an urban landscape with significant historical, 

institutional, financial, architectural and social meaning, which represents a unique cultural unit within 

a city. In Historical Centers, conservation and preservation of buildings, their social functions, 

symbolic and cultural values and vitality are essential for the city’s evolution as a living urban entity 

for its inhabitants. These historical neighbourhoods represent privileged local communities and proper 

management of these increases their quality of life.  For this reason the development of Historical 

Center management plans constitute a fundamental methodology with action plan tools to address the 

area’s specific complex problems and unique features. 

Historical Centers often have unique problems that are difficult to resolve. When working on its 

protection, an understanding of the complex urban landscape is necessary requiring a broad, 

interdisciplinary point of view, which cannot be approached only from the care of its built heritage.  

Conflict resolution and satisfying resident needs is one of the fundamental guidelines that gives true 

meaning to urban landscape protection. 

 

1. The city of Buenos Aires and the historic center  

The City of Buenos Aires, the capital of the Argentine Republic, is located on the right bank of De la 

Plata river
1
. Less than 3 million people reside in the city center, while the province of Buenos Aires 

has approximately 13 million inhabitants. The territorial configuration has a ring structure with large 

unused or partially occupied areas in its periphery, while the city center is highly overcrowded. 

Buenos Aires is a city with many facets. In them we can recognize wealth and poverty observing 

different degrees of urban inequality. The city center holds a variety of contradictions. One of the most 

remarkable is the different quality in urban development between the northern and southern zones, 

which was shaped by both private initiatives as well as public global urban policies which reinforced 

these differences. 

The Historic Center of the City of Buenos Aires is unique. Nowhere else does the city maintain the 

memory and history of our country.  Because of its dimensions the quality of its public spaces and 

buildings and having been the stage for the greatest events of the past, it transcends the local level and 

reaches international importance.  

The Historic Center is located in the Central Area of the City, and has the oldest buildings from the 

19
th
  Century and other more recently constructed heritage buildings.  

mailto:e_airaldi@yahoo.com.ar
mailto:gbmareque@ciudad.com.ar
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The Historic Center Management Plan area covers approximately 5 km
2
, with approximately 1,600 

buildings of heritage value, of which 1,300 have already been inventoried. The area includes the 

Avenida de Mayo, with its highly symbolic and historical value, the Historic Center proper with its 

strong identity and the Plan’s defined area of influence which includes the entire neighborhoods of 

San Telmo and Montserrat. These have a strong tourist and residential potential, as well as receiving 

the impact of outside public services and urban mobility generated from the City, Puerto Madero 

neighborhood and the train station of Constitución. 

For these reasons, the Historic Center not only has a high intrinsic value, but also fulfills a strategic 

role in elevating the city. Confronting the area’s issues necessitates implementing parallel strategic 

action plans, most of them having an effect on the entire city. 

 

2. The historic center management plan of Buenos Aires 

The Historic Center Management Plan of Buenos Aires is included within the framework of the most 

advanced and modern urban planning programs for the historic center development of various cities in 

Latin America and the rest of the world. 

Intervention in the historical center of Buenos Aires is very complex due to the number of factors that 

must be taken into consideration, which required thinking of urban management strategies where 

public and private initiatives come together. Because of this, it was very important to create a technical 

unit to be responsible for the management plan, to design comprehensive strategies and specific 

projects and to effectively coordinate human resources involved in the implementation and/or 

financing of such projects. The Buenos Aires Historic Center Management Plan begins with a 

diagnostic assessment of the area to detect both problems and potentials, and defining main lines of 

action, for the purpose of producing a qualitative change in short, medium and long-term trends, from 

a broad and interdisciplinary perspective. 

The plan ensures the continuity of a process based on the ability to generate efficient tools, with a 

philosophy based on the participation of the residents, organizations and associations with influence in 

the neighborhood, in such a way as to bring about a confluence of all the people involved. 

Some management plan goals are:  

 Contribute to the revitalization of the Historic Center, improve its attractiveness, its civic-

environmental quality and quality of life of its inhabitants. 

 Keep the original population in its habitat. 

 Control the deterioration processes of cultural heritage with significant value and unique 

characteristics, by way of specialized professionals and skilled labor support. 

 Offer an economical alternative for the recovery of heritage, accessible to low income 

population. 

The plan defines strategic guidelines, which indicates actions and projects: 

 Landscape work in order to rescue, protect and recover built heritage and to enhance the 

resident’s neighbourhood experience by improving living conditions and maintaining the 

original population in their own habitat. 

 Revitalization of economic, tourist and cultural activities, promoting the position of the old 

town and strengthening the area’s residential role through equipment and service 

improvement and expansion.  

 Sustainability of the Plan, coordinating training and employment, with policy dissemination, 

promotion of local community organization processes, stimulation of scientific research and 

technological development, system innovation, securement of  funding to promote building 

restoration and their incorporation into the activities of heritage protection. 

The Plan is organized based on two components: 

1. Legal Designation: is based primarily on the Law 449, Code of Urban Planning and serves as 

the legal framework that regulates the actions and projects to be developed. 

2. The Urban Proposal and its Management: defines the area’s intervention strategies based on 

action programmes which take into account the various themes present.  

These  Plans have different themes and levels of complexity. They are: 
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2.1 Urban Space Environmental Improvement Programme  

This programme proposes actions on urban spaces that tend to improve the landscape and 

environmental quality. 

 

2.2 Heritage Building Conservation and Rehabilitation Programme  

The aim of this programme is to develop a protection policy for the enhancement of the architectural, 

urban and cultural heritage. As for heritage buildings, its protection and rehabilitation plays a very 

important role because it acts as a framework for urban activities. The action on these buildings tends 

to preserve and dislay its full value, improving the quality of the neighborhood. 

 

2.3 Promotion of the Activities Programme 

This programme addresses the area’s resident population’s social, cultural and economic issues. It 

develops strategies related to solving drops in commercial activities and growth of unemployment 

through job training programmes. It promotes cultural activity and the extensive use of urban spaces 

which tends to increase social networks. 

 

2.4 Workshop Programme  

This training programme for young unemployed people gives them the opportunity to learn a trade, 

making it possible to provide employment and skilled labour for heritage building rehabilitation. 

 

2.5 Residential Consolidation Programme 

This programme focuses on strengthening the area’s residential use and improvement of living 

conditions for local populations, promoting and encouraging public and private investment. In 

consequence, this residential use strengthens the area. 

 

2.6 Community Services Improvements Programme 

This programme focuses on the improvement and expansion of community services and works for the 

residential sector, reinforcing neighborhood identity. 

 

2.7 Heritage Awareness and Diffusion Programme 

This programme is related to the interaction with the community and raising awareness of heritage to 

highlight the architectural, historical and cultural aspects of the city’s Historic Center and encourage 

the population’s participation and commitment.  

These programmes are not meant to be implemented in isolation, but that their joint and 

complementary efforts permit reaching the planned Historic Center revitalization goals. 

 

3. Management modes 

The city and nation’s governmental organization requires daily coordination and assignment of tasks 

within the Historic Center and its surrounding areas, both with public administrative bodies and 

businesses, civil associations and the local populace. 

The type of management proposed endeavors to establish open mechanisms which permit optimization 

of available resources, strengthening the social fabric. These are integral to the planning process and 

are novel to our administration modes and society. It is characterized by:  

Intrainstitutional connections 

In order to establish a nexus between various governmental departments of the city of Buenos Aires 

with an interest in the area, and working jointly with Technical and Special Committees allowing 

synergistic problem-solving and implementation, optimization of public investment, and 

complementary and coherent results.  

Neighbourhood connections  

The active involvement of the community is vital, composed by the diverse social actors recognized as 

planning process participants and decision-makers and not only recipients of the Plans goals.  
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There is a diversity of inclusion methods, depending on topics involved and the different types of 

elaboration and legitimization: open congresses, public forums, surveys, workshops, information 

sessions, open calls, agreements, talks with neighbours, etc. 

 

Consultation Mechanisms 

The application of the two formerly mentioned crtiteria simultaneously entails joint action of the city 

government, intermediary associations, other local, national and international institutions, and the 

neighborhood residents. This modality permits proposals to be adjusted in the application’s context, to 

have a consensus and achieve compromise. For the community this represents a strengthening of the 

social fabric and the generalization of citizen atittudes which reinforces democratic processes. 

Alternative resource generation and use of available human resources 

Increases in available resources is attempted through the cooperative agreements with international 

and national entities, looking to incentivate private investments from the visualization of public 

investments.  

 

4. Conclusions 

As a final thought, some of the notable aspects of the Management Plan seen as an operational 

instrument for the revitalization and positioning of the City of Buenos Aires Historic Center. 

 The Management Plan has been conceived with a wide and interdisciplinary view which 

encompasses the totality of problems present, taking into account the social, cultural and 

economic heritage. It becomes an Integral Management Plan for the City of Buenos Aires 

Historic Center. 

 The City of Buenos Aires Historic Center has political support, with a Public Management 

Plan formulated from a united administration, in charge of planning and execution of projects 

specific to the area. 

 The existance of an Integral Management Plan for the area, implies sustained planning over 

time. With more that 20 years of the revitalization plan, favors the concept of sustainable 

heritage, created as a socially useful element, reinforcing the sense of belonging for the 

neighbors and positioning the area with added value. Today, it is an attractive neighborhood 

for other nearby city neighborhoods and for tourism. Free evaluations for the improvement of 

facades, environmental improvements of urban spaces, proposals for public and private 

building lighting, grants and subsidies, specific programs for the repositioning of certain 

areas, annual cultural and recreational activity calendars are some of the incentives generated 

by the Plan which makes the area a privileged area within the confines of the City of Buenos 

Aires. 

 The management policies applied is participatory: internally with governmental 

representatives of the City of Buenos Aires with influence on the area, those which also 

initiate projects and investments in the area, and externally with various institutions and 

organizations, as well as the residents and productive activities. A strong interaction with 

neighbors exists, which allows dynamic government-population communication. 

 Public investments in the area have impacted the surroundings in manner that multiplies 

private commercial and resident investments. In some cases, where there is greater economic 

potential it is estimated that the private investments have multiplied the public investments 

five-fold.  

 There exists a high sensibility and consciousness of the inhabitants due to the recognition of 

the Historic Center and its value. When the Management Plan began at the end of the ‘80’s, 

few inhabitants of the city knew of the Historic Center as such. Today, this area is renowned 

as the area with a concentration of high heritage value buildings and an important part of the 

city’s and country’s history. Also, it is recognized as a location with significant comparative 

advantage. 

 In the last few years the social consciousness in regards to heritage care has manifested itself 

increasingly through non-governmental, neighborhood organizations, etc. by way of 

information channels, social networks and/or solidarity campaigns, which put into evidence 

the permanent alert status to possible actions which may put into danger those heritage sites 
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which are not being protected. These organizations have acquired and constructed their own 

spaces, today have an active presence in the decision-making process with respect to heritage 

policies. They have been able to save buildings, neighborhoods and monuments, boosting, 

questioning or stimulating the revision or creation of laws. 
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Notes 
1. The total area of the City of Buenos Aires is 202km2, with a perimeter of 60.5 km with a north-south length of 19.4 km and 

east-west width of 17.9 km. 
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Abstract 

The research aims at the sustainability of rural areas through the protection of biodiversity and 

valorisation of the architectures of small Italian Rural Centres of historical-cultural value in the High 

Caserta area (Italy) with the identification of districts for preserve the heritage images and for 

universal access. The sustainability of these architectonic units is connected to the studies of the micro 

areas, where the cultural districts and their economies can be located. Hence the need to investigate a 

territory by identifying “characterizing aggregation systems” and their exchanges with nature and the 

anthropic reality in order to stress the physiographic systems of the “Territorial Areas”, opposite to the 

smaller “territorial districts”. The aim of the research work, therefore, lies in the knowledge of the 

“sensitivity levels” with which the production, cultural and infrastructure systems, - existing within 

Districts or Multi-district Areas – interact both among themselves and with the neighbouring territory 

to verify or to promote a steady relationship with the modern town planning and compare it with the 

historical, landscape and archaeological culture of the sites. Moreover, the Program of Digital 

Representation promotes the representation of district areas understood as homogeneous areas from 

the standpoint of historical and cultural awareness and to identify new ways of visibility and usability 

of sites with innovative technological systems as modelling technologies.  

 

Keywords: Districts; Program of Digital Representation; Cybercity 3D 

 

 

1. Introduction and objectives 

The articulation of the “Historic Urban and Rural Landscapes” as well as of the environmental mosaic 

of the Italian territory, which accounts for 25% of the world heritage depends on the way of 

developing the economic condition and on the methods of investigation on the places that have 

archaeological and historical Landscape Heritage being important for present and future generations.  

Hence the need to investigate the area in a targeted way to highlight the relationship between sites and 

production, urban infrastructure and physiographic systems of “Territorial Areas (macro-areas)” which 

are very useful to investigate in them smaller “territorial districts” (micro-areas) allowing to define 

Landscape Areas with one or more Landscape Units. That to protect agriculture as a primary economic 

and cultural element of the community interacting with the urban landscape and the landscape vision. 

The aim of the research work, therefore, lies in the knowledge of the “level of sensibility” (De Masi, 

2010) with which the production, cultural and infrastructure systems, - existing within Districts or 

Multi-district Areas - interact both among themselves and with the neighbouring territory to verify or 

to promote a steady relationship with the modern town planning (infrastructure and housing planning) 

and compare it with the historical, landscape and archaeological culture of the sites. This was achieved 

through: 1- the identification of innovative components for the complex representation of Cultural 

Heritage (CH). 2- the traceability of CH of the areas under study for the development and 

communication of the same also for tourism. The knowledge acquired by rural architecture and its 

landscape should be put into relation with modern architecture and its environment to preserve the 

memory of rural life and nature in the urban context. The combination between nature and artifice in 

the millennial course of human civilization from the Etruscan and Roman world to the Middle Ages, 

from the Renaissance to the beginning of the modern period, is one of the main reading keys to 

understand the link between the landscape and the morphology of settlements.  On the other hand, the 

process of development from rurality to urbanism is directly linked to the meaning of landscape, 

understood as the interconnection between closed spaces and open spaces as well as green areas in a 

balanced view of quantity, quality and gradualness of the forms. The methodological approach comes 
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from the study carried out by the author for the 1
st
 Technical Report of the International Team 

Research, established by UNESCO World Heritage Centre (France), “Rural Vernacular Heritage”- 

2007-2014 “Campania Felix (Italy), Cultural Landscape and Rural Environments Governance”. In 

recent years, digital heritage has begun to transform the process of re-creating and understanding the 

past
3
. In fact, the purpose of the ICOMOS Charter for Interpretation and Presentation of CH Sites is to 

define the basic principles of Interpretation and Presentation as essential components of heritage 

conservation efforts and as a means of enhancing public appreciation and understanding of CH sites
4
. 

The paper describes reading criteria for the interpretation/documentation, integrated systems of digital 

technologies and 2D/3D digitization of CH and the procedures followed by DRP
5
 through integrated 

digital survey. The DRP is meant to be particularly useful to heritage managers who are developing 

recording, documentation, and information management strategies for territories, sites, monuments. 

Recording, documentation, and information management are among the central activities of the 

decision-making process for heritage conservation management
6
.  

The study environment being taken into account, developed on an area joining the slopes of the 

mountains: Massico, Santa Croce, Maggiore, Tifatini (beyond Volturno River) with the hill of San 

Sivestro in line with the Park and the Royal Palace of Caserta. It includes ten Municipalities organized 

as early as 350 b.C. in Ager and centuries (decumans and cardines) with commercial centres (pagus, 

vici and  terma) for the storage and sale of agricultural products. The territory is crossed, in the South, 

by the consular roads Appia and Domitiana, in the North, by the Spanish road Real Cammino (Appia 

no.7). This environment, despite the settlement disorder and the resulting fragmentation of the rural 

habitat in the southern areas, still has a high agricultural productivity and, for its strategic position for 

trading exchange in the Mediterranean area, remains the focus of major economic interests.  

 

2.  Methodological lines of the research 

The programmatic lines of the research “Campania Felix (Italy), Cultural Landscape and rural 

environments governance” reflect the multi-functional role played by the agricultural activity in terms 

of richness and diversity of landscapes, cultural and natural heritage. Therefore, in defence of the 

identity of small urban centres of historical value by promoting: 1- the identification and conservation 

of rural landscapes and small urban centres of Caserta territory having great historical and cultural 

value; 2- the management of the transformations of the small rural centres (Axe V European Union) 

with respect to the cultural, tourism and economic (agricultural) interests of the territory, and 

depending on the function of the Corridor1 (cultural tourism) Berlin-Palermo, and on the location of 

Campania and the Province of Caserta at the centre of the logistic platform in the Mediterranean; 4- 

the strengthening of rural areas and of their food products that constitute the foundation for growth 

and employment generated by tourism and accommodation capacity; 5- the promotion of land through 

application of appropriate indicators which contribute to the attractiveness of rural areas and to the 

maintaining of a sustainable balance between urban and rural areas; 6- the sustainability of rural areas 

through the protection of biodiversity, large underground water basins as well as surface basins; 7- the 

highlighting of the fragmentation phenomena found in the marginal areas to protect the natural 

environment of rural areas, the process of biopermeability and the identity of urban areas.  

From the methodological point of view, the research was articulated according to: 1- Human 

semiology, natural and absolute views of the territory to identify new forms of visibility and 

accessibility of the sites. 2- Definition of territorial macro-areas and micro-areas having a landscape 

value (Rural and Urban) resulting from territorial dynamics, to establish a cultural and managerial 

presence interfacing with technical Institutions, cultural Institutions, Universities; 3- Levels of 

sensitivity (trend threshold) of anthropogenic territories to encourage the process of interchange 

between urban systems on the territory (cultural-tourist-archaeological, urban system, manufacturing 

system and landscaping) that occur in fixed points known as "critical" within the rural and urban 

environments, and which are or may become characterizing places of attraction. 4- The Digital 

Representation Platform (DRP) is meant to be particularly useful to heritage managers who are 

                                                      
3 (Brizard, Derde, Silberman, 2007). 
4 (Brizard, Derde, Silberman, 2007). 
5 (De Masi, 2014). 
6 (Letellier, 2007). 
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developing recording, documentation, and information management strategies for territories, sites, 

monuments. Recording, documentation, and information management are among the central activities 

of the decision-making process for heritage conservation management
7
. The process of memory is 

defined by: 1-the historical and cultural value of the urban and rural environments. 2-the images 

heritage with the relevant concepts of visibility and recognisability of the environment, as well as the 

value of identity f the places of the new cultural districts. While the process of measurement and visual 

communication is expressed through the DRP.  

 

3. Identification of innovative components for the complex representation of CH 

The complexity of problems arising from management and transformation of the building heritage 

within the city pushes to develop a sustainability program on the of urban landscapes, both within the 

areas to be protected and in the surrounding areas. The balance between economic needs, ecological 

and social culture supports the sustainability of the city towards the establishment of a production 

system capable of operating without impoverishing the natural resources, that is capable of reducing 

the use of environmental resources with the use of renewable resources that do not produce 

accumulation of wastes. The complex articulation of the landscape and its sustainability should be 

compared with the results of explosive economic culture that has contributed to Environmental 

disorder. The representation of sociological, artistic and architectural models in an urban system 

interacts in a critical way with every planning form not being strongly contextualized. Currently the 

representation of models for analyzing the urban physical space continuously changes following the 

new problems of computerized urban realities – all connected the one with the other – as well as the 

economic globalization. The new realities have affected the way of realizing collective services as 

well as urban and regional infrastructures for the mobility linked to work and culture and the 

computerized communication of commerce activities and services. The new information and 

communication technologies (Internet) organize the economic activity of individuals without a link to 

the territory, since they permit to work through electronic networks. These technologies are to be 

deemed responsible for the city changes, used as “knots” in a wide computer network at an 

international level. Such phenomena have a crucial role because of their consequences on the quality 

of the urban life as well as on the cognizant role of the individual consumer – citizen – of the city of 

the future. Europe is a continent made of cities that are urban agglomerations with no less than 10,000 

inhabitants that constitute little less than 80% of the total population. Demographic projections foresee 

an urban population composing 84% of the total population in 2020. For these reasons the European 

Community is oriented to privilege the compact city, whose size is limited while its density of 

population is high.  The research of a model of sustainable city requires the public strategy to aim at: 

1- Redesigning the peripheries in order to make the car not indispensable, reducing energy 

consumption and pollution. 2- Evaluating the impact of the building proposals on the surrounding 

microclimate and avoiding the probable subsequent damages. 3- Aiming at the maximum duration 

with the minimum energy consumption through the selection of materials. 4- Exploiting all the 

possibilities of the contemporary technology in the field of recycling and waste treatment. 5- 

Integrating the residential, productive, commercial and cultural zones in order to limit the need of cars 

in cities. The environmental reconstruction of the modern urban tissue developed around the historical 

centers represents a problem in the economic and political management of external places extraneous 

to the historical image of the city. For these reasons, the European Community has elaborated a testing 

program for the sustainability of the development and management in the areas to protect and in the 

neighboring zones with a particular attention to the environmental ecology, the relation between free-

time and work as well as new information technologies for controlling the habitat and mobility. 

 

 

4.  Traceability of CH of the areas under study for the development and communication of the 

same also for tourism  

The research works for the definition of the transformation processes of the anthropic environment in 

Campania Felix (Terra di Lavoro), both at the urban small scale, such as the rural one (microcosmos), 

                                                      
7 (Letellier, 2007). 
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and at the territorial great scale (macrocosmos). At the small scale it pursued the reconstruction of 

rural areas from the territorial, social, urban point of view in the area of Campania Felix, already 

reported in the publication Architettura Rurale tra Villa Literno e Carinola (Caserta), Alinea Editrice, 

Florence – Italy – 2006. That in order to evaluate which value presently assumed the relationship 

between the impressive rural architecture diffused in the study area (the great farms) and the Roman 

centuriation being still present in the sites. The territory is still centuriated and organized in harmony 

with the system of inland waters. The Roman roads, plotted as a function of the economic-political 

vision of Caserta area and efficiently linked to the coast (Mondragone), with the production and 

storage centres (pagus) are still in operation. The rural anthropic environment is influenced by the 

presence on the territory of actors (stakeholder analysis), that is protagonists being able to activate the 

circulation of innovations fit for the involvement of the entrepreneurial system with the research 

world. On the other hand, the sustainability of the areas subtend the knowledge of the key connections 

(attraction indexes) and the relations between the citizen-consumer and the cultural and productive 

Institution. The attracting elements (economical-social) of the urban territory are present on the 

meeting nodes between cardines and decumans of the territorial grids of urban planning (pagus, vici, 

terma and villae rusticae) and favour the cultural, productive and infrastructural exchange between 

environment and society of individuals. The attractors, when present, characterize a territorial 

environment and, according their importance, confer a district dimension of the same environment.  

The research, at the macro level, was performed for the 1
st
 Report of the International Team Research, 

established by UNESCO World Heritage Centre (Paris), “Rural Vernacular Heritage” - 2007-2011 

“Campania Felix (Italy), Cultural Landscape and rural environments governance” (October 2008). 

The historical, productive, physiographic, cultural, urban-rural and landscape complexity of the 

environments study and their interactions were analyzed by identifying “characterizing aggregation 

systems” and their exchanges with nature and the anthropic reality. With the processes of self-

recognition and self-organization of the local identities it was possible to identify six “territorial 

dominant features” to form the main systems (urban, naturalistic, rural-manufacturing, rural-cultural 

and landscape-environmental-cultural) which are related to rurality, natural resources and agroforestry, 

physiography of places and biodiversity. These systems coexist with a strong and meaningful presence 

of historical-artistic and landscape assets, in close contact with nature and with the system of inland 

waters. The dominant features connected to nature, agriculture, landscape, culture of the sites, have as 

a referent the ecosystem and the landscape. The latter, which brings together all categories, is a key 

component of the life environment of the populations, of the diversity of the common cultural and 

natural heritage; it is the foundation of their identities and opportunity for the economic development 

based on sustainable use of territory in respect of its natural, agricultural and cultural resources (fig. 

1).   

4.1. Associative Cultural Landscape and Rural Architecture  

The natural environments of Carinola area were analysed which, though far from the coast area of 

Campania, were strictly connected to the development of trading between the sea and the hinterland. 

That allowed the transformation of the agricultural area between Monte Massico and Volturno River in 

a territory having a great economical development, already organized in centuriation (decumans and 

cardines) and trading centres (pagus, vici e terma) since 350 b.C. for the storage and sale of the 

agricultural products. The research reflects the addresses of the Community policy which, as a further 

expansion of the urban centres was considered not sustainable any more, stressed the need to pay 

attention to the valorisation of the rural communities. The main interest of the studies carried out 

concerns the themes involved with the transfer of the images of the great cultural heritage into the 

modern everyday life. In fact, the examined area, for wideness and importance of the social and 

economical culture of the primitive urban centres, includes in the Mediterranean scenario all the 

aspects of Campania Cultural Landscape (fig. 2).  

The research followed the reconstruction of the rural world from the territorial, social, urban point of 

view in the area of the ager Falernus, Statanus and Campanus in Italy. The study area, included 

among the Monte Massico, the via Latina in the north, the via Appia in the south and the Volturno 

River in the east, was analysed in its relationship with the historical territory, economics and rural 

architecture. That in order to evaluate which value presently assumed the relationship between the 

impressive rural architecture diffused in the study area (the great farms, the Royal sites) and the 
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Roman centuriation being still present in the sites. Furthermore, part of the study was referred to the 

Royal Sites (Shooting Lodges) as they constitute a rural settlement type particularly remarkable under 

the architectural point of view. The historical and cultural value of the urban and rural environments is 

defined by the cartographies referred to the examined territory were divided into two blocks: the first 

prior to 1784
2
 and the second starting from 1784

3
, as the graphical representations of the territory 

correspond to two different ways to see and transmit the data and coincide with the historical periods 

previous and following the trigonometric topographical survey. Since 1600, the cartographies report 

the names of the farms and farmhouses with the same graphical dignity chosen for the urban centres, 

even if the first ones represent a modest consistency as to the others. In fact, in the cartographies, the 

farms mostly built on the villae rusticae, constitute an important topographical reference, both for the 

localization of the ancient agglomerations - pagus, vicus and disappeared cities (Forum Pompili e 

Urbana) – and of the road maps being joined with the Roman planning organization. The farms 

Limata, S. Janni e Angiolillo, as an example are important evidences of ancient Roman sites whose 

remembrance is still present in the social culture. Indeed, the first two farms are located in Statio ad 

Ponte Campanu (see table Peutingeriana) which in a following period took the name of Porto dei Carri 

(Savarese cartography). The third farm, Angiolillo, placed northwards, is in the area of the disappeared 

Roman city of Forum Popili, nowadays called Civitarotta, which De Guevara cartography (1635) 

mentions with the Latin caption Vulgo Civita Calena. The layout of the gully drains in the Roman 

parcelling out is still visible in the I.G.M.I. charts, recovered from air photographs, and it is more 

interesting if compared with Savarese cartography (1856). He marks the practiced roads with a 

continuous line and the ager Falernus roads (decumans and cardines) with a dotted line.  

 

4.2. Centuratio, pagus, vici and great farms  

The infrastructures of the territory were represented by the centuriation including small rural centres 

and urbanized commercial area with autonomous administration (pagus, vicus, great Farm: attraction 

indexes). The documentary sources report the existence of three important urban centres which were a 

strategic support to the economical development, e.g. Forum Popili (Civitarotta), Forum Claudi 

(Ventaroli) and Urbana. The centuratio is a net read as a geometrical structure constituted by parallels 

and meridians located on the examined territory. Along the lines of cardines and decumans at first 

small farm settlements concentrated (pagus, vici, statio), then well defined built-up areas where the 

factories respected the classical positions; successively, the junctions of the centuries - key connections 

(attraction indexes) - were occupied by new small centres or great farms whose form strictly dialogues 

with the centuriated net. Other significant element such as mills, farmhouses, old centres, bridges, 

although constituting a weak signal, confirm the complex framework of the old layout of the Roman 

territorial centuriation. The farmhouses are productive microcosms animated by simple and essential 

relationships whose memory is preserved by the tradition. Being built on ancient Roman villae rusticae 

structures, and strategically located for the economical development and military organization of the 

territory, they were located on great road junctions (cardines and decumans) linking with pagus, vici 

and statio and with the urban centres between the coast and the hinterland and they are still nowadays 

topographical references of historical places and infrastructures of the territory as occurs for the 

farmhouses Limata, Angiolillo, S. Janni or Santoianni, S. Aniello, Aceti, S. Angelo and Starza. The 

position of these factories was strategic for the economical development and for the military 

organization of the territory as they were located, as nowadays, on the great road maps linking the 

coast to the hinterland. It was thought to limit the history of the rural buildings starting from the 

settlement date of the Roman colony in the ager Falernus which, according to the Roman tradition, 

occurred in 340 b.C. while for the modern historiography, it was made possible only after 315 b.C., i.e. 

after the definitive defeat of Samnites. By the settlement of the Barbarians following the dissolution of 

the Roman Empire and the gradual passage from a tribal military society to a refined military society, 

founded on personal property of the land and on the discrimination into social classes, the farmhouses 

were given as an apanage, jointly with the pertinence territory, to brave warriors and to the Court 

fiduciaries (fig. 3).  

4.3. Royal Sites 

Generically defined Royal Sites, as any other settlement marked by a wide territory reserved to the 

king hunting, they were registered in 1784 with the topographical chart of the Royal Shooting Lodges 
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in the Work Land, realized by the royal geographer Giovanni A. Rizzi Zannoni. These sites, also 

defined with the expression “royal delights”, were substantially farms organized for the stop of the 

king and his retinue. The Royal Sites in the Work Land gradually become real farms, differing under 

the production profile. They gave a remarkable impulse to the economy and required the realization of 

roads and drainage works in a programme of “integrated intervention”, adapted each time by the 

Bourbons according to the new production needs. Under the typological profile, the buildings show a 

distribution articulated on two floors. On the first floor, the residential environments for the seasonal 

stop of the sovereign and his guests. On the ground floor, the rooms of the farmers and gardeners and a 

series of common environments such as the millstone, the warehouse for oil, chestnuts, walnuts, wheat 

and the canteen. Also on the ground floor, there were the other environments being necessary for the 

daily activities such as the oil mill, the well and, at a certain distance, the trough, WC and the washtub. 

 

5. Conclusions 

The attracting elements are present on the meeting nodes between cardines and decumans of the 

territorial grids of urban planning and favour the cultural, productive and infrastructural exchange 

between environment and society of individuals.  The attractors, when present, characterize a territorial 

environment and, according their importance, confer a district dimension of the same environment.  

The research showed the persistence in the time of the primitive elements being economical-social 

attractors and, in particular of those created with the Roman centuriation such as pagus, vici and terma. 

The progressive evolution in Hamlets, Farmhouses, Royal Sites and, finally, into urban 

microstructures, shows their capability to promote cultural and productive exchanges with evident 

reflexes on the territorial vitality. That, may presently confirm the need to come to the subdivision of 

the territory into districts within which preserve and valorise all the attractors both as a cultural asset 

and as a productive good. 
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Image 1: Campania Felix (Italy) the territorial districts and landscape areas. A. De Masi. 

 

 
Image 2: From left, the Great farmhouses Angiolillo, the Casoni Saraceni – Caserta, Italy (Surveys of 

A. De Masi). 
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Image 3: From left, the Monastery-Great farmhouses Pelliccia and the Chapel of Limata Vecchia - 

Caserta, Italy (Surveys of A.D.M.) 
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Abstract 
Over centuries, hospitals have witnessed not only historical and social changes and adaptations, but 

also the way in which spaces evolve and are de-structured. They are architectural living organism that 

make up a tangible and intangible heritage, that tells the history of townscape, architecture-art history, 

and of course the history of medicine, the social and economic life of a city, along with its religious 

traditions. Hospitals are the custodians of immense treasures and preserving and enhancing this 

priceless heritage involves a complex system of synergies between different stakeholders, policies and 

places, a  challenge indeed.  Florence is definitely an emblematic case, starting with the old Santa 

Maria Nuova right through to the new Careggi.  

 

Keywords: Townscape; Hospital; Tangible and Intangible Heritage; Preservation; Enhancement 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Hospitals provide evidence of a long series of transformations that have taken place over centuries, 

and archival documents are poor substitutes for everything that we can read in hospital buildings and 

their contexts, where healthcare merges with social culture, making history in the urban landscape. 

Hospitals have always played a fundamental role in the history of the city and its inhabitants. 

Formed from a simple aggregation of houses or perhaps located in undeveloped areas on the outskirts 

of the city, sometimes by converting historic buildings or by constructing new ones with state-of-the-

art, purpose-designed technology, hospitals have always been living organisms that are part and parcel 

of the life of the city. Over the centuries, the role and location of hospitals have been transformed: 

initially placed outside the city, then within the city walls and later again outside as an independent 

healthcare citadel, often for hygienic and functional reasons, they have always forged a different 

relationship with the urban context. Not only, hospitals change their model of reference over time, 

with technological progress and new research often dictating the types of building required. They 

acquire different architectural-structural features and are consequently located according to different 

criteria within the territory. The history of hospitals goes hand in hand with the history of healthcare as 

well as that of architecture and economic-social developments, but also of the transformations that 

have influenced and indelibly characterized an urban setting. It is not only the works of art, linked to 

hospitals since ancient times, that enable us to reconstruct the history of a hospital and the dynamics 

that have been played out in a given area. 

 

2. Florence and assistance  

In Florence, hospitals were located in strategic points of the city and its surroundings; evidence from 

the twelfth century places spedali and spedaluzzi on the main traffic arteries close to watercourses and, 

in many cases, in the immediate vicinity of the city gates and walls. In particular, most of the hospitals 

were located along via Faentina, Bolognese, Pratese, Pisana, Senese ed Aretina.
8
They mostly consisted 

of small buildings adjacent to churches or monasteries, with modest patient accommodation capacity 

and hosted poor, infirm, disabled, people without family. Those located within the town walls were 

mainly housed in homes and monasteries and they generally specialized in the treatment of particular 

diseases. 

                                                      
8 (Fondazione Michelucci, 2000). 
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Between the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, the Catholic Church established the Ordini Ospitalieri 

and imposed a rule for care in hospitals and leper colonies which allowed monks and nuns to move 

around from one facility to another.  

By the beginning of the fourteenth century, Florence was a huge city (numbering  a hundred and ten 

thousand inhabitants), with a very lively cultural and commercial scene and considering the 

emergency with the plague in 1348
9
, some hospitals were founded in the town, in addition to, or as 

replacements for, the old small infirmaries  adjacent to the major churches, the most populous villages 

or along the major road axes.  

The founders were the religious orders (Benedictines, Franciscans, Serviti and Cassinensi) and also 

because of a process of secularization, private citizens such as Folco Portinari for Santa Maria Nuova 

(founded in 1288), Bonifazio Lupi for the Bonifazio hospital (founded in 1369) and Lemmo Balducci 

for the San Matteo Hospital (founded in 1385), as well as other prominent citizens who left 

endowments for further hospitals. 

On the one hand, private citizens invested their money in order to ensure the salvation of their souls, 

on the other, corporative associations such as Arti maggiori and Arti minori who invested in hospitals 

to guarantee assistance for their own members. Some of the hospitals were managed directly by the 

Arti, such as the Ospedale degli Innocenti managed by the Arte della Seta, the San Matteo 

administered by the Arte del Cambio, the  Sant’Onofrio founded by the Arte dei Tintori and the  

Bonifazio sponsored by Arte di Calimala.  

By the end of the fourteenth century Florence could boast 35 large and small hospitals, alongside the 

two main ones of Santa Maria Nuova and San Paolo plus the two new complexes of San Matteo and 

the Bonifazio. Among other things, the city’s hospitals were especially privileged by the Florentine 

Republic, which levied taxes in their favour and allowed them to manage their own budgets with 

income from their own assets with a Camarlingo (Administration Director) and a Spedalingo 

(Healthcare Director), who could manage charitable bequests
10

.  

During the Renaissance, Florence demonstrated its economic and political power also via an efficient 

network of assistance; in certain descriptions, the city appeared to be so well endowed with 

“magnificent hospitals” where “excellent food and drinks are within everyone’s reach, the servants are 

very diligent, the doctors very learned, the beds and clothing very clean” (Luther), for Leon Battista 

Alberti: “In Tuscany, land of time-honoured traditions of religious piety in which it has always 

distinguished itself, there are wonderful hospitals, built at vast expense, where any citizen or foreigner 

can find anything they need for their health.”
11

 

Between the fifteenth and the sixteenth centuries the healthcare system was rationalized and Santa 

Maria Nuova, Bonifazio and San Matteo became increasingly structured with a fixed number of beds 

as well as regularly employed doctors and nurses. For the newer complexes, healthcare was 

differentiated according to the patients and the types of illness. The architecture reflected these 

requirements but hospitals were by no means just places of suffering; they maintained an elegant 

appearance, were frescoed with pictorial cycles and en works of art, received in the form of 

endowments  just involving some of the day’s most distinguished artists and architects. These included 

members of the Della Robbia family, Michelozzo, Buontalenti, Allori, Giambologna for Santa Maria 

Nuova (fig. 1) or Brunelleschi for the Ospedale degli Innocenti (fig. 2). 

The main hospitals often reflected the spatial layout typical of convents and monasteries with a series 

of cloisters and gardens as well as stylistic features typical of cathedrals or parish churches. The 

portico had already made an appearance in historic hospitals such as Santa Maria della Scala, San 

Gallo or the Spedale dei Michi, whereas there was generally just a simple porch roof, which became a 

distinguishing feature in the Bonifazio (fig. 3) and the San Matteo (fig. 4).
12

 The Innocenti portico 

designed by Brunelleschi (fig. 2) was an emblematic one, probably taking inspiration from San Paolo 

by Michelozzo as an element of interchange with the urban space. The Santa Maria Nuova also 

boasted a main portico designed by Buontalenti and the Bonifazio also had one, designed by Salvetti. 

The internal layout in the form of a cross, as in the Santa Maria Nuova was inspired by Milan’s 

                                                      
9 (Henderson, 2000). 
10 (Fondazione Michelucci, 2000). 
11 (Fondazione Michelucci, 2000). 
12 (Diana, 1999). 
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Ospedale Maggiore, designed by Filarete (fig. 1). Most of the city hospitals were demolished with the 

siege of 1529, which marked the end of the Republic and the return of the Medici dynasty. The Duchy 

of Florence was created and later became the Grand Duchy of Tuscany with Cosimo I dei Medici, a 

period in which hospitals were managed by confraternities and companies
13

.  

Between 1630 and 1633 Florence suffered major epidemics of the plague, which spread easily, also 

because due precautions were not taken and because those affected were not properly isolated in 

suitable facilities. At the time the city had three particularly emblematic hospitals: Santa Maria Nuova, 

Bonifazio and San Giovanni di Dio, which underwent significant improvements right through to the 

end of the eighteenth century.  

Only with the arrival of the Habsburg-Lorraine dynasty can we talk about public healthcare policies. 

The family, in particular, introduced a new law in 1751 and a series of reforms, continued by Peter 

Leopold  (1765-1790) which brought about a veritable healthcare revolution, which led to the 

suppression of hospitals, convents and religious institutions and to the redistribution of land and real 

estate to the State and to the private sector
14

. Nursing, however, was still done by nuns or by monks 

for spiritual assistance.  

A healthcare survey found most of Florence’s hospitals to be completely unsatisfactory, with negative 

opinions expressed about the facilities and medical/nursing staff as well as about the lack of progress 

in that sector. In 1777 six of the city’s major hospitals were closed down, while their assets were 

incorporated into those of three surviving hospitals: Santa Maria Nuova, Bonifazio and 

Degl’Innocenti
15

.  

The Lorraines’ healthcare network remained almost unchanged also during the Napoleanic period and 

during the restoration right up to the Unity of Italy. At that time, following great transformations and 

the expansion of the city, new decentralized hospitals were built to replace those in the old historic 

centre, except for Santa Maria Nuova and San Giovanni di Dio (currently closed). The new facilities 

included San Salvi, Villa Ognissanti, the Meyer pediatric hospital, the Istituto Ortopedico Toscano, the 

Careggi complex and successively the new San Giovanni di Dio
16

. The treatment of certain diseases, 

such as tuberculosis, should not be underestimated; at the beginning of the twentieth century new 

sanatoriums were built out, such as the Regina Elena in Florence in 1921, the Luzzi, in 1932, and the 

Banti in 1934 in the Florentine hills. Well into the twentieth century, cultural and social changes led to 

hospitals moving away from being care facilities for the needy, whose stays were funded from the 

public purse and by local Councils, to becoming facilities also used by the upper classes, who paid for 

professional medical-surgical health services from their own pockets, rather than going to  exclusive  

clinics or being treated privately at home. Finally, in 1978, the National Health System was launched, 

providing healthcare for the entire population. 

Over the last few years city planning has focused on re-organizing the welfare and healthcare sector, 

and thus the city’s hospitals and healthcare centres, extremely complex living organisms, in view of 

rationalizing and improving services. These new developments are reflected in the urban landscape. 

The hospital-city relationship has been transformed through an infrastructural reorganization of 

spaces, of relations with the population, testimony of a different approach to healthcare and also of 

developments in the medical-nursing profession; this evolution has been more evident than for other 

types of buildings.  

We should not underestimate how hospitals have been and still are, especially the older ones, the 

custodians and preservers of a considerable heritage, both in terms of real estate and of artistic 

treasures that have marked the history of art and architecture and which enable us to reconstruct the 

life of those places. At Santa Maria Nuova the need to commission works of art for the chapels and for 

the church were part and parcel of celebrating divine worship and promoting the welfare of the 

patients’ souls. One of the most emblematic examples is Santa Maria Nuova
17

, which is distinguished 

for being a model both for its structural configuration and for its artistic heritage, becoming over time 

                                                      
13 (Verdon, 2000). 
14 (Corsani, Palazzuoli, 2000). 
15 (Fondazione Michelucci, 2000). 
16 (Lucarella, 1999). 
17 (De Benedictis. 2002). 
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a great collector of works of art and a centre of artistic patronage. A certain part of this was inherited 

by the Careggi hospital. 

  

3. From Santa Maria Nuova to the Careggi hospital complex  

By the beginning of the 20th century, Florence was in need of a new hospital to replace the Santa 

Maria Nuova (that in the time was completely reorganized), one that could meet the city’s changing 

healthcare and bed capacity demands, but also comply with the latest hygiene standards. The choice of 

a healthy site fell on the Careggi area,
18

 located in the hills to the north of the city, historically the seat 

of various stately homes. The area was particularly significant since it encompassed the Medicean 

villa and its estate, which included a large farm. The Medicean villa was famous for housing the 

Accademia Neoplatonica, founded by Cosimo de’ Medici, where leading figures of Italian Humanism 

used to meet.
19

  

And so it was that on 14 June 1902 the Board of Directors of the Arcispedale di Santa Maria Nuova 

approved the plan to build a new hospital and to purchase ten properties belonging to the Boutorline-

Misciatelli family.
20

 In 1912 the Villa Ognissanti sanatorium for tuberculosis patients was started, 

followed a couple of years later by a pavilion for the treatment of general diseases, which went on to 

become the largest Azienda Ospedaliero Universitaria in central Italy.  

The two World Wars greatly affected the construction history of the hospital, but it was above all 

between those two wars, and specifically in the mid twenties, that the building plan, drawn up by the 

civil engineer Italo Guidi and the architect Gino Marchi, was defined. The plan included a clear 

division of the areas between Florence University and the Arcispedale di Santa Maria Nuova for the 

construction of university clinics and hospital pavilions. Planning followed new precepts: no longer a 

series of identical pavilions, but facilities purpose built for specific branches of medicine. In the 1930s, 

competitions were announced for many of the buildings and others were completed.
21

 Villa Medicea 

was purchased, thereby re-uniting the properties that were to house the new hospital’s administrative 

offices. It is interesting to note how the Careggi estate had kept its role and was an integral part of the 

economy of the hospital.  

Two permanent housing blocks were also provided for the Oblate nursing nuns from Santa Maria 

Nuova and for the Capuchin monks to assist spiritually the patients. Construction work was resumed 

in full in the 1950s, leading to the saturation of the original building plan. Several buildings were 

completed and new directives forced the initially defined perimeter to be expanded to include facilities 

such as the C.T.O. (1955-1962) promoted by Scaglietti, designed by P. L Spadolini and funded by the 

I.N.A.I.L.
22

 In 1978, with the birth of the National Health Service, public health was re-organized, 

although the real watershed came in 1989, when the University and the USL/10D (Convention dated 

29/11/1989) defined a preliminary general plan designed to unify the hospital facilities; it was known 

as “Piano per Careggi 2000”, then followed by the “Nuovo Careggi” strategic plan. It was in 2003, 

when the City Council approved the Unitary Plan, today still the plan for modernizing the Careggi 

area, that the destiny of the new hospital was finally settled.
23

 The Careggi hospital complex should 

remain and be completely renovated (figg. 5, 6), rather than creating another one from scratch, as has 

happened in numerous other cases over the last few years. It was a key decision for the organization of 

the city. Work has been done and is still on-going, while all the hospital’s healthcare and 

administrative activities have been unaffected and continue to function. The works underway 

throughout the area are designed to guarantee greater usability of new spaces over time. More 

specifically, two separate levels of service will be provided: on the one hand, accident & emergency 

and intensive care, and on the other, specialist medicine. To achieve this, services will be organized in 

concentric circles. The main aims of this latest plan are modernization, a reduction in the number of 

beds and more people-friendly spaces, with special focus on accessibility, sustainability, state-of-the-

art technology and relations with green areas and the general context. 

                                                      
18 (Uleri, 2006). 
19 (Zangheri, 2014). 
20 (Tombaccini, Lippi, Lelli, Rossi, 2004). 
21 (Gurrieri, Zangheri, 2004). 
22 (Geddes da Filicaia, 2000). 
23 (Donati, Marzi, 2011). 
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4. Conclusions  

The importance of hospitals as distinguishing and changing features of our urban landscapes over the 

centuries is beyond doubt; more than other public functions, they have reflected the evolution of our 

cities from the social, economic, technological and religious points of view, mirroring and shaping that 

historic moment in time. Hospitals are distinguished by a tangible and intangible heritage that tells us 

about the history of art and architecture, town planning, and obviously the history of medicine and of 

technology as well as that of a city’s social-economic evolution, along with the fundamental role of its 

religious traditions and events. Studying the history of hospitals thus helps us to reconstruct and 

understand many of the changes that have occurred in our urban landscapes. This vast heritage, of 

which hospitals are both witnesses and custodians, is priceless and in part we still have to realize this. 

Preserving, safeguarding and enhancing it is a real challenge, as an expression of the synergy between 

the various stakeholders, policies, history, traditions and places, and it calls for heightened awareness 

of the subject and on-going well programmed management.  
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Figure 1: Florence, Santa Maria Nuova Hospital (1789, Regulations of the Santa Maria Nuova and 

Bonifazio hospitals, Gaetano Cambiagi  grand-ducal printer). 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Florence, Degl’Innocenti Hospital with Brunelleschi’s portico. 
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Figure 3: Florence, Bonifazio Hospital in 1787 with portico designed by arch. Salvetti.  

 

 
Figure 4: Florence, Old San Matteo Hospital (author’s photo). 
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Figure 5: Florence, Careggi Hospital, The old main entrance (Francesco De Cesaris postcard 

collection).  

 

 
Figure 6: Florence, New Careggi Entrance (N.I.C., author’s photo).  
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Abstract 

Nowadays a new understanding of cultural conservation in line with sustainable development based on 

human values and able to create visions for future has appeared. This new perception that can be 

denominated as “cultural heritage” enables heritage to be owned and sustained more efficiently. 

Within the framework of this paper it is intended to understand and discuss on one hand the local 

interpretation of the international “sustainable conservation” and on the other the reflection of the local 

on the international, examining the case of a traditional family firm’s heritage perpetuation experience.  

 

Keywords: Sustainable Development; Cultural Heritage; Corporate Identity; Coffee Enterprise 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Nowadays the relationship “heritage” establishes with “culture” where heritage is perceived as a static 

entity in relation to the past, brings forth the responsibility to tie heritage to the future a fact that 

eventually leads to protect it and to hand it over. As it is known although the protection of heritage or 

conservation has deep roots in the past, it turned into an ever-widening practical and theoretical 

discipline only from 19th century onwards. Heritage that had been defined basing itself on tangible 

values up until the middle of the 20
th 

century had been perceived as “figures that are remembrances 

belonging to the past or objects of registration or record that would change in time into a cultural 

heritage inventory
1
. Conservation that was limited for years to the mere making of this inventory 

gained a different perspective at the end of the twentieth century. As the positive impact of cultural 

heritage on social life, natural environment, ecology and economy has been recognised, cultural 

heritage has become the actual subject of the discussions concerned with ‘sustainable development’. 

Nevertheless the commodification of “cultural heritage”- the economic power of which has been 

noticed- and the risk of its transformation into a consumption object in the globalizing world resulted 

in the fact that focus was made to it’s the social value. And at the same time a “new heritage” 

understanding appeared in the 21
st
 century. According to Fairclough this kind of heritage focuses more 

on the process of an interaction between people and their world instead of an interaction between 

people and objects, buildings or sites. Furthermore, it is about social and cultural interactions amongst 

and between people
2
. 

According to the Faro Convention “new heritage” is everyday life (the use of the past in the present 

and its renewal in the future) and as it is created again and again it is an a continuous process. In other 

words living heritage is the heritage that values the future and this kind of heritage changes 

continually
3
.The acceptation of the new heritage as a continually re-creatable, transformable and 

expandable phenomenon having mankind at its centre results in the fact that it becomes easier to 

appropriate and to sustain it. 

In this article it is intended to analyze the “Kurukahveci Mehmet Efendi Mahdumları” within the 

context of this concept of “new heritage”. It is presently the headquarters of a chain of Turkish coffee 

manufacturer and retailers. Here the main objective is to understand how the preservation of a 

traditional enterprise that can be evaluated as valuable sets the appropriate criteria for future 

                                                      
1 (Nora, 1996). 
2 (Fairclough, 2009). 
3 (Fairclough, 2012). 
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developments. Furthermore it intends to demonstrate the effective role of the owners during this 

process. 

 

2. “Genuis Loci” and the Relationship “Heritage” Establishes with Coffee Culture 

The building that houses the above mentioned enterprise embodying the “new heritage” concept and 

which is the object of our analyses may be considered as a representative of “coffee culture” having its 

roots in the 16th century. The retailer is located in Istanbul’s historical and commercial core, named 

Tahtakale. It is still one of the two most significant commercial areas of the town (fig.1). 

In the traditional Ottoman bazaars streets and roads were named after the goods that were sold and to 

the products that were manufactured there. A typical example is the street where the retailer was 

located; it was called “tahmis” meaning to sift or roast the green coffee bean. 

At the beginning of the 16
th
 century coffee beans originating from Yemen were spread to Hejaz and 

Cairo. Coffee reached Istanbul via Syria probably through pilgrimage caravans
4
. Sources agree on the 

fact that under Ottoman rule coffee was spread by the end of the 16
th
 century, and it was sold for the 

first time in Tahtakale and that coffee culture was born there. 

“When coffee reached Istanbul custom’s duty was paid, then stored in a han (traditional warehouse) 

waiting to be sold to the tradesmen. Bought from the herbalists by merchants coffee, after being 

roasted, was marketed in retailers shops”. Marketing took place around Tahtakale, the Egyptian 

Bazaar and in the surrounding hans, storehouses and shops. As the Egyptian Bazaar was a bazaar 

gathering tradesmen and namely herbalists
5
 this area turned into a centre of attraction for the coffee 

trade. According to a 17
th
 century source there were two tahmishanes in Tahtakale and its 

surroundings and coffee trade could be taken under state control thanks to these establishments as 

coffee sales were monopolized and regulated through these tahmishanes
6
. 

As explained above the commerce of green-coffee beans and the production of roasted and ground 

coffee gained such an importance that the streets in Tahtakale were named after coffee. The names of 

the streets which are still in use today left their mark on the place (the lieu) and have thus conveyed 

the traditional production schemes as “memory” from the past to the present. Memory is what we can 

remember, that is to say it has to do with the past we can relate to our present and it is related to the 

tangible context of the “locus”. Assman asserts that memory needs space…”
7
 Whereas Hegel (1770-

1831) considers space as the residue and product of the time that has to do with history
8
. “Becoming 

conscious of the capacity of space to keep knowledge and to preserve experience mankind has 

challenged the act of forgetting with the same method since mythological times”
9
. 

As such Kurukahveci Mehmet Efendi Mahdumları situated in the historical city core in Istanbul on the 

corner of Tahmis and Hasırcılar streets is an example that challenges to be forgotten (fig. 1). The 

enterprise is as it was in the past is still one of the representatives of coffee manufacturing and trade. 

 

3. The Recreation of “Heritage” through Modernization and Modernism 

As stated above, “the Mehmet Efendi coffee manufacturer and retailer” establishes a strong 

relationship with coffee culture being a heritage that transmits its “scent”, its “aroma” or its spirit to 

the place (the lieu) and it takes its strength from the past. The traditional family firm adopts “heritage” 

consciously and it produces it again and again for the future. In other words while heritage is 

conserved, it is at the same time reproduced or recreated. While tangible values (such as the building, 

the space, architectural elements such as lamps for example) are kept as objects of remembrance at the 

same time heritage is used as a source and investigation for the future. 

 

4. From Past to Present: the Changing and Developing Manufacturing Identity of Heritage 

                                                      
4 (Hattox, 1996). 

5 (Bostan, 2001). 
6 (Ayvazoğlu, 2011). 
7 (Assman, 2001). 
8 (Özaslan, 2010). 
9 (Demir, 2012). 
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As coffee turned into a valuable commercial commodity in the 19
th
 century in order to promote coffee 

and to develop the demand within the frame of a marketing policy importance was given to the 

establishment of coffeehouses. To serve this end it is asserted that the first coffeehouse was opened in 

Tahtakale and that coffee was introduced by the Syrian Hakm and Shams
10

 to Istanbul At the 

beginning places called coffeehouses had double functions; they used to be traditional commercial 

spaces where green coffee beans were treated and brewed ready to be cooked. 

Hattox reports that coffee mills did not play an important role in shaping the spatial layout of cafés as 

in the following centuries wholesale traders appeared.who supplied grinded coffee to cafés
11

. In 

Tahtakale from the 19
th 

century onwards with the increased demand for coffee, many shops were 

opened where coffee was processed and sold. One of those shops was the origin of the Mehmet Efendi 

Coffee Company. 

In time the spice and raw coffee business Mehmet Efendi inherited from his father in 1871 gradually 

evolved into an enterprise where coffee beans were roasted and grinded. Hence the shop which was 

originally dealing with the trade of green-coffee beans and spices was transformed into a coffee 

manufacturer. After a short period of time Mehmet Efendi who sold grinded coffee developed into a 

well-known business and begun to be called as Mehmet Efendi Coffee
12

. 

The enterprise which was organized by Mehmet Efendi was appropriated as heritage by his three sons 

and was reproduced/recreated at the same time as it was improved. After Mehmet Efendi passed away 

in 1931 the family adopted “Kurukahveci” (roasted and ground coffee) as its surname in 1934 and the 

enterprise entered into a process of modernization thanks to Mehmet Efendi’s visionary sons. Hulusi 

Bey (1904-1934) who was one of Mehmet Efendi’s sons of the time aimed at increasing the capacity 

of the production. And on the site of the original family shop on Tahmis Sokak he commissioned 

İsmail Zühtü Başar (1886, Istanbul-1949, Istanbul), one of the architects of the time, to design the 

coffee manufacturer and retailer that we can still see today
13

. 

In industrial buildings the main factor that shapes architecture is generally the activity which takes 

place in it, here it consists of manufacturing. The architect Zühtü Bey, in his writing in the 

architectural magazine of the era Mimar, states that after examining various coffee businesses in 

Berlin and Vienna he designed the building in order to address local necessities. In the same article 

Başar specified that the building was designed to fulfill a double function: coffee would be processed 

and then it would be sold
14

. 

It can be drawn from Başar’s words that the building was conceived as a small factory and that coffee 

milling was considered as the crucial function for the overall design of the building. In other words 

filling, milling, grinding, discharging which are part of a coffee mill (coffee grinder) was adapted to 

the building. The building was and is still a three storeyed building, and it was so designed as on its 

upper floor filling was realized, on its ground floor grinding was done and on its basement discharging 

was solved (fig. 2, image 1). 

The coffee beans roasted in a separate space nearby were carried by dockers and poured into the 

timber coffee bin. Grinding was and is still made on the first floor by the three mills brought from 

Czechoslovakia in 1932
15

. After milling the coffee is collected in the bins in the basement, directed to 

the packaging unit on the ground floor by a dumb waiter and then finally is put up for sale (figg. 3, 4, 

image 6). The manufacturing and trading processes are regarded in a holistic way by combining the 

vertically arranged production activity with the horizontally planned spaces such as the storage in the 

basement, shop on the ground floor and the offices on the first floor. The traditional business 

enterprise has been reconstructed as ‘heritage’ while it is being modernized. 

 

5. The Appropriation of a New Architectural Identity via Modernity 

                                                      
10(Hattox, 1996). 
11(Hattox, 1996). 
12www.mehmetefendi.com/mehmetefendi/eng/pages/kkme1.html. 
13www.mehmetefendi.com/mehmetefendi/eng/pages/kkme1.html. 
14(Başar, 1933). 
15From the interview realized on 09.09.2014 with Mehmet Kurukahveci. 

http://www.mehmetefendi.com/mehmetefendi/eng/pages/kkme1.html
http://www.mehmetefendi.com/mehmetefendi/eng/pages/kkme1.html
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Although the designer received classical education in the School of Fine Arts where he had studied in 

the first quarter of the 20
th
 century, the building commissioned by the family was executed according 

to Art Deco principles. The holistic approach concerning production and commerce was also a 

determining factor in the use of the architectural style employed here. Whereas we can discern a 

faithful application of modernistic principles in the overall design, in the overall planification, the 

decoration has streamline deco properties. The building is therefore an early and qualified example for 

this type of architecture. In fact from its facade to the details of its stairs, from its lamps to its 

doorknobs as to its chimney, it is designed according to gesamtkunstwerk principles (fig. 2, images 1-

4).The plan is free. The characteristics of the style are visible in horizontal window frames, the three 

layered string courses that divide the ground floor from the first floor, the horizontally arranged iron 

balustrades and the geometric and floral ornaments on the door knockers. 

According to Tahsin Öz who was in 1928 the director of the museum of the Topkapı Palace after his 

graduation from the school in 1917 among the many restorations Başar conducted there was the 

Topkapı Palace complex too. In a publication dating back to 1949 and dedicated to the works 

undertaken on the field of the palace Öz reports that he can even claim that today the parts and rooms 

that today we can restore owes much to the quick maintenance that constitutes the first principles of 

renovation. Öz also informs that Başar constructed many buildings in Istanbul in addition to his 

restoration projects and had to be engaged in building contracting works
16

. For this reason the building 

can be seen as one of the still existing works representing some expounding elements to understand 

Zühtü Başar’s design skills and architecture at large. 

The emergence of the style followed a similar path as in Europe. The style that is named Art Deco 

containing geometrical ornaments became popular and served as the first step towards modern 

buildings in Istanbul in a similar way to Europe in the post-war 1920s
17

. Art Deco became popular in 

the 1930s in Istanbul and survived up until 1939 in the various districts of the city. It can be claimed 

that the architectural language employed in the building is one of the representatives of the transition 

from the traditional Ottoman design understanding to the universal forms of Modernism in Istanbul. 

It can also be observed that the same style was employed in the company’s Kadıköy sales branch in 

1989. As stated by the current owners of the company Art Deco was deliberately chosen for the new 

building by the architects
18

. Thus it can be claimed that probably in time the streamline Art Deco style 

in Tahtakale Tahmis Street has been decided by the firm to be used as the specific style to serve as a 

corporate identity and as the image of the enterprise. 

As it can be seen at the Mehmed Efendi’s web site, the corporate logo and other promotional elements 

designed by İhap Hulusi (1898-1986) are also in Art Deco style, and this stylistic choice became an 

important step in turning a small business into a new brand (fig. 5). 

 

6. Retaining ‘Heritage’ as Corporate Identity and its Connection with the Future 

Mehmet Efendi Coffee Company still dynamically continues its business and conveys its physical and 

intangible assets to the future generations. This traditional company is yet to be registered as a heritage 

item and recognised by heritage experts but its significance has already been well understood, valued 

and improved by the members of the family. Instead of an imaginary significance imposed by external 

appreciation, a genuine, spontaneous and naturally evolved heritage has been sustainably created.  

In certain communities, heritage consciousness is still dominated by elites and expert concerns. 

Looked after by professionals and academics, one can ask the role of the public in this process?
 19

 In a 

world where the significance of heritage is emphasised in the context of society, the success of 

conservation is directly related to what is understood as heritage by the general public.  

When we look at Mehmet Efendi Company through the ‘new heritage’ concept as mentioned in the 

introduction it can be much better understood how heritage is considered in a holistic approach. The 

‘human’ sits at the very centre of the heritage concept of the company which reflects the efforts, 

determination and philosophy of the whole family since Mehmet Efendi. The moral heritage of 

                                                      
16(Öz, 1949). 
17(Batur,1984). 
18From the interview realized on 09.09.2014 with Mehmet Kurukahveci. 
19(Palmer. 2009). 
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Mehmet Efendi, has become the main motivator behind the development of the company, and the 

creative mentality and sincerity of the new generations have transmitted ‘the heritage’ to the present 

day and created the company’s vision. 

Heritage has not been taken into consideration by focusing on the ‘product’ only but also the people 

who manufacture the product and the relationship between the company and the space are emphasised. 

The continuity of the relationship between coffee culture, which goes back to the 16
th
century, and the 

company, which marked its scent and spirit to its locus, has increased the historical significance of the 

company. While the relationship between the historic company and its past can be best read through 

the space, its connection with the future can be properly understood over the traditional production 

method and its architecture which emerged after modernism and inherited by present generations. 

The company, which was modernised and reproduced as ‘heritage’ in the 1930s, has been preserved 

with regard to its authentic function and architecture, and could successfully be developed into a part 

of cultural life. As well as the items which have been inherited from the company — namely the 

building, furniture, lamps, machinery etc. — the adventure of the heritage as a process is also 

important. 

Fairclough describes the definition of heritage in the Faro Convention as not only limited to ‘the things 

we wish to pass on intact’ but also ‘everything we have inherited’
20

. As stated Palmer, heritage is a 

concept that can be reproduced by continuously adding something on it. It cannot be ‘merely 

preserved and protected’, but instead it can be ‘modified and enhanced’
21

. This perception helps the 

recognition of the significance of heritage with respect to its economic, social and environmental 

dimensions in sustainable development. Fojut, in his assessment on Faro, states that rather than being 

used by society, the new concept is that heritage should serve society
22

. 

The use of or derive benefit from heritage, consciously or unconsciously, lies in the background of 

keeping the Company as a family owned business. While the family owned small business was being 

renewed in parallel to the increasing production and improved technology, a new heritage has been 

created by appreciating an architectural style which was reflected in the corporate identity. 

First generation architectural historians (as Aslanoğlu or Batur) see this style as the expression of the 

progressive, modern, reformist values of the young Republic which superseded the outdated Ottoman 

Empire
23

. The continuity of the company and its well rooted history have been emphasised in the 

promotion and marketing of the coffee, and therefore heritage has been used in this sense. Today the 

company which is well developed beyond Tahtakale and emerged in the world markets is supported 

by its well protected heritage, and therefore it establishes a vision for the future. 

In conclusion in Tahtakale, at the very centre of Istanbul’s historic trading district, the Mehmet Efendi 

Coffee Company is a ‘living heritage’ which defines its identity through the values inherited from its 

own past. It has created a ‘new heritage’ in line with the changing conditions and planned its future by 

using its legacy as a source of inspiration. 

In terms of this heritage ‘human’, the ‘manufacturing process led by human’ and the ‘product’ are all 

perceived as a whole. In Mehmet Efendi Coffee Company ‘heritage’ has been recognised as the 

principle component of the corporate identity. Its role in the development of the company has been 

valued, and with this approach the continuity of the heritage has been established. As a local example 

of the universally defined ‘sustainable heritage concept’, we may say that Mehmet Efendi Coffee 

Company successfully represents the importance of the recognition of the heritage in its sustainability 

and at the same time gives constructive messages to the concept of universal conservation. 
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Figure 1: The location of the traditional building in Istanbul’s historical commercial area. Goad (1905) 

and Pervititch (1944). 
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Figure 2: A drawing of the building (the 1930’s).               

Figure 3: Plan. 

 

        
Image 1: The facade (Mimar 1933)     

Figure 4: Sections and the production scheme. 

 

  
Image 2: The signboard of the enterprise(Mimar 1933).   

Figure 5: The logo and poster in Art Deco style. 
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Image 3: Views from Tahmis street (1933 and 2014). 

 

 
Image 4: Indoor photographies (Mimar 1933). 

 
Image 5: The different phases of production within the building. Filling, milling and discharge.  

 

 
Image 6: Art Deco stairw
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Abstract 

Modern Shanghai is built mostly of bricks. The built heritage of dichromatic brickwork, now at risk, 

documented a neglected/forgotten shift on the production and use of different bricks. Via HUL 

approach, it links modern European culture to that revolution in the material history and culture in 

building Shanghai in details. Besides traditional sources, it utilizes the historical travel books and the 

existent buildings through empirical fieldwork carried out intermittently in recent seven years. The 

urban context and geographical settings are represented by mapping observable transitions. 

 

Keywords: Historic Urban Landscape; Shanghai; Blue Brick; Red Brick; Built Heritage 

 

 

In almost the whole territory of modern China happened an epoch-making shift in the production and 

use of the building material brick: the introduced European “red brick” prevailed over the predominant 

traditional Chinese “blue brick” by the mid-twentieth century
1
. Shanghai became an epitome and 

pioneer in the material shift, with crucial steps happened in 1866-1936. The lasting impact is 

embodied not only in the new forms and languages of the modern architecture, but also in the way the 

Chinese memorize their history in architecture nowadays
2
. But the stratified, delicate history is 

roughly neglected. 

The research addresses another model of knowledge about that material shift embodied in Shanghai’s 

urban heritage, beyond the mainstream interpretations on the same built evidence currently. The 

original input is placed in how the material shift and its dynamics were interwoven with the forming of  

modern Shanghai’s landscape within a grand context when the East and the West encountered. It 

explores the whole transition map principally through the industrialisation process and the 

architectural approach in urbanisation. 

 

1. The blue brick, the geography 

That the blue brick tradition predominated the Han cultural regions in the pre-modern China seems 

almost a common knowledge in Chinese. Relevant fields have records on the traditional use of the 

blue brick
3
. Archaeological evidences and technological texts document the production history

4
. 

                                                      
1 The term “blue brick” and “red brick” are literally translated from the two popular Chinese terms, which apparently indicate 

the colours of the material. Also, the English term “blue brick” is repeatedly recorded in the published materials linked to the 

British MaCartney Embassy of 1792-94 to China. Precisely, the traditional blue brick usually appear a bluish grey hue of low 

saturation, thus “grey brick” is also adopted alternative in some materials. 

Brick, in this paper, signifies the fired clay block used as a building material, while etymologically the Chinese term “brick” 

denotes a broader meaning includes “tiles” in the ancient time. 
2 For instance, in Ningbo Museum (2003-8), a representative work of Wang Shu who won the Pritzker Prize, old blue bricks 

are expressively reused in the exterior walls. 
3 Blue brick was usually used in walls, floors, footings, foundations in the traditional buildings; they were also employed in 

other constructions such as tomb, pagoda, bridge, well, and military structure. Ancient blue brick is considered as a sort of 

pottery in the big family of the ancient Chinese ceramics. The dating, qualities, and the material culture are studied in 

archaeology. In the 1103 work Ying zao fa shi (Building standards) there is a whole chapter devoted to the application of 

brick. 
4 Archaeological research relates the making of the ancient blue brick to the invention of grey pottery and black pottery, all 

appeared in 2300-1800 BC; ancient pottery was almost in reddish colour before. 

Documents upon brickmaking can be found in the most important ancient works in Chinese - Yin zao fa shi (1103, Building 

standards), Zao zhuan tu shuo (1534, Illustrated explanation on brick fabrication), Tian gong kai wu (1673, The Exploitation 

mailto:shuchangxue@gmai.com
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However, a scientific geographical mapping of that tradition requires a thorough literature review and 

a specific approach, which become the first task of this paper. 

European travel books to China throughout the nineteenth and twentieth century favours the mapping. 

The sources include all the popular publications resulting from the authors’ direct contact with China, 

or aiming at introducing China to the public. They rose from the end of the eighteenth century on, 

providing more authoritative details about China than the former publications, thanks to the 18
th
-

century chinoiserie, the developed Grand Tour custom, and the print culture in modern period. The 

authors are of wide professions, including the architect and historian Ernst Boerschmann
5
. They are 

usually not sparing with their texts and illustrations to depict the Chinese cities and constructions, even 

provide first-hand materials about the Chinese brickwork in texts or pictures, covering a vast territory 

of China and to very different extent. Informations are carefully examined as they might contribute to 

some collective imaginations about China for popular interests. The geographical mapping in Figure 1 

is completed mainly based on those materials, showing the revolutionary shift in the use of different 

bricks during the hundred years in China
6
 (fig. 1). One source deserves a special mention, dating back 

to the British MaCartney Embassy to China in 1792-94, afterward produced by the attachés in the 

Embassy
7
. It is a north-south route throughout a large area of the country, north to the Great Wall, and 

south to Macau. The inland waterway the embassy took for the return voyage covered a succession of 

brickmaking spots, including the famous ones, as they were usually set nearby waters due to the 

supply of raw material and the transit of product. The production and use of Chinese blue brick gained 

great curiosity and interest in them throughout the voyage. Their observations were recorded in details 

with misunderstandings, fairly objective though. As shown in the texts, the British recognized that all 

the Chinese were using that kind of bricks throughout the regions they travelled, they even showed 

them in some water-colour paintings depicting the landscape. They particularly showed great curiosity 

in the colours “of novelty”, described as “blue brick”, “a leaden blue colour”, “the blue colour of the 

bricks”, “a bluish, or slate colour”, “grey brick” and so on. They speculated upon the cause of the 

colour. Some thought it being dried in the heat of sun, but soon ascertained that it was burnt; Some 

considered them ill-burnt or half-burnt; some ascribed it to a different quality of the substance that 

composes them; some regarded the method of converting the earth into bricks, and even supposed that 

because in the wood-fire kiln “little actual flame was suffered to attain the surface of the bricks. Such 

as received the action of the flame were inclined to red”. Even, a simple experiment was carried out to 

see whether the blue brick of the Great Wall was burnt or not
8
. This is probably the first time when the 

Chinese blue brick was so carefully observed and recorded in western literature
9
, with many 

misunderstandings though, and none of their speculations reaches the key point. Regardless, those 

English texts also show another important information: blue brick seems no more a representative of 

Chinese civilisation in the view of those British, compared to the excessive applause shown in other 

                                                                                                                                                                      
of the Works of Nature), as well as in many modern materials from 1930s on. Contemporarily, for the most comprehensive 

knowledge documented in English see Needham’s Science and Civilisation in China, vol5, part 12 (Kerr & Wood, 2004). 
5 (Boerschmann, 1927). Boerschmann’s investigation widely covers the provinces of Shangtung, Szetschuan, Hophe, 

Schansi, Peking, Tschekiang, Johol, Tschili, Kuangsi, Honan, Schensi, Kiangsi. 
6 In the coastal southeast China, Minnan region is an exception in the whole blue-brick-tradition territory. Red brick, instead 

of the blue, was widely used there. In a regional conference Trans-Taiwan Strait Dialogues on Cultural Heritage, Quanzhou, 

15-16 December 2010, Professor Yan Ya-Ning from Taiwan ascribed this peculiar custom to the influential activities of 

Spanish and Dutch through commercial trades and colonial rules starting from the 17th century around. 
7 The British Embassy of 1792-94 was named for George MaCartney (1737-1806) who led the endeavour. The goal of the 

embassy was to set up a direct contact and to convince Emperor Qianlong of China to ease restrictions on trade between 

Great Britain and China by allowing Great Britain to have a permanent embassy in Beijing, and reduced tariffs on traders 

in Guangzhou. The journey resulted in a lot of materials produced by the attachés including account, dairy, note, and painting 

about China in Englishmen’s point of view. They were reproduced and/or re-compiled repeatedly in different collections, 

also translated into other languages in Europe. 
8 (Anderson, 1795: 115, 219, 220, 222, 260), (Staunton, 1797a: 276-277),  (Staunton, 1797b: 59, 145), (Barrow, 1804: 63, 

136, 206, 301), Alexander (1805).  
9 Speaking of history briefly, Chinese brick got noticed in different occasions in western literature as early as the religious 

transmission arrived, from the Italian Franciscan missionary Giovanni da Montecorvino (1247-1328), the Italian Jesuit priest 

Matteo Ricci (1552-1610), the Spanish Augustinian Juan González de Mendoza (1540-1617), to the Dutch traveler Johannes 

Nieuhof (1618-1672) (with the popular engravings firstly appeared in 1665 Dutch version). 
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European forerunners
10

. This foreshadowed a new history of the brick industry in Shanghai when 

British arrived afterward. 

 

2. The Brickmaking Spots and the Red Brick at Shanghai 

Shanghai was firmly embedded in the blue brick tradition no matter how to regard its  natural, cultural 

and human resources. It sits on the alluvial plain down the Yangtze River Delta that has rich water 

resources. The same soil that would prove to be problematic in the city’s foundations proved to be a 

generous provider of fine, compressible raw clay. By the late Qing period, it had been surrounded by 

imperial and/or well-known brickmaking sites such as Suzhou, Wuxi, and Jiashan.  

Shanghai’s traditional blue bricks came from diversified kilns, mostly scattered in Pudong, the district 

on the East of Huangpu River. The traditional kilns belonged to different owners, in small to media 

sizes. The employed technology was almost the same, so was the production ability. Bricks were made 

usually according to the specific demands of the clients. The traditional sites were mainly determined 

by the quality of soil, which was very important in the traditional way of brickmaking. There seems to 

be no convenient and fast connections between the Settlements of Shanghai and traditional 

brickmaking sites. The situation had to change after the mid-19
th
 century. Neighbour regions used to 

supply the suddenly increasing demand of brick first, soon afterward it drove an engine for the 

revolution of brickmaking industry. A crucial transition of brickmaking spots went on with the 

development of a new Shanghai City (fig. 2)
 11

.  

Modern industry effectively utilizing the natural and transport resources. They displays a much more 

assembling and reasonable distribution, mainly located in the upriver regions close to the waters 

favoured raw materials supply and the transport for both the products and the fuels. The faraway 

factories particularly rely on the railway. The later opened factories sat further and further to the 

Settlements than the early ones, which indicates stronger productivity and stronger dependence of the 

transport due to the deep-going urbanisation. The urban landscape was being rapidly transformed with 

bricks. However, traditional kilns and modern factories had co-existed at least by 1936 before the War. 

For multiple dynamics of using new brick materials, first of all it is the introduction and encourage of 

new architecture. New masonry structure required new forms and qualities in brick
12

. A large quantity 

was also required due to the increasing booming market of construction from the 1850s on. Besides, 

the municipal control of fire greatly contributed to that, Shanghai must be a fireproof brick town
13

. 

The traditional industry could not satisfy all those requirements. The earliest red brick is said to arrive 

at Shanghai in ballast from England
14

. It is also said in around 1858 European red brick began to be 

produced locally
15

. 

Regardless, the increasing fondness of red brick is always a cultural choice, since the traditional kilns 

and the modern factories both produced the blue and the red brick simultaneously, and throughout 

1866-1936 the comparable blue brick was actually cheaper than the red in the market in general
16

. As 

a hypothesis, this issue is ascribed to the stylistic pursuit of architectural forms both in the westerners 

                                                      
10 For instance, in Juan González de Mendoza’s popular 1585 text about China, the brick is described as: “They have a kinde 

of white earth of the which they make brickes, of so great hardnesse and strength, that for to breake them, you must have 

pickaxes, and use much strength.” But De Mendoza himself never reached China. His text is based on the journals of Miguel 

de Luarca (1540-1591), whose 1580 trip to Ming China provided a simple majority thereof. The citation is taken from the 

English reprinted edition, originally translated by Robert Parke in 1588, re-compiled by Staunton in 1853, London: Hakluyt 

Society, vol.1, p. 26. 
11 Sources for mapping: local annals and records devoted to a specific county or district in Shanghai; annals and records on 

specific industrial sectors like building construction, building material; historical magazines, newspaper, guides, miscellanies 

and etc., where there are specific articles and reports upon this topic. 
12 For instance, both the architect William Kidner and the engineer John William Hart left us evidences about the urgent 

requirement of brick quality in their projects, cf. (Kidner, 1867), (Hart, 1890). 
13 The fire of September 21st, 1860 on Nanking Road inside the Settlement initiated the attention to the danger of fire in the 

local authority Shanghai Municipal Council (SMC). Remarkably, in 1866 the SMC established a bureau of Fire Brigade 

under the administrative framework, afterwards SMC issues a series of regulations aiming at fire prevention. Relevant 

documents can be found in the Minutes, Annals, Gazette, regulations and other records in the archives of SMC. 
14 (Murphey, 1953: 69). 
15 (Johnson, 1995: 251). 
16 According to an investigation into historical journals and magazines related, especially cf. The Builder (November 1932-

April 1937, 5 vols./49 issues, published monthly at Shanghai). 
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and in the Chinese, initially relating to the British powers in developing Shanghai and the top-down 

Self-Strengthening Movement (1861-95) impacted Shanghai, a Treaty Port starting with a British 

Settlement
 
established in 1843 outside the walled Chinese town. 

A “magnificent”
17

 Victorian settlement naturally started with a Protestant church of Gothic on behalf 

of both the religion and the culture: the Holy Trinity church, the first architecture of high form in the 

Settlement. In the design of George Gilbert Scott, plain red walling was deliberately applied to achieve 

a sheer effect under the site supervision of William Kidner, ARIBA, who was sent to Shanghai in 

1866. In Britain, Scott’s design was made sometime during 1860-3
18

, just the historical moment when 

the honest combination of different materials was involving the strength and hotness of red brick in 

Victorian Gothic culture. In the 1830s Augustus Welby Northmore Pugin’s appeal was firstly realized 

in St Marie’s Grange at Alderbury, Wiltshire, with the simple and rational use of red brick. In the 

1840s the ecclesiologist society started to intentionally develop brick in colonial church design
19

. In 

the 1850s red brick and the colour became a rising subject through John Ruskin, George Edmund 

Street, and William Butterfield
20

. Shanghai’s Holy Trinity was called “red church” by the locals,  

overwhelmingly centered in the early landscape of the Settlement (fig. 3). 

As Kidner himself told us, there were serious difficulties in obtaining red bricks of the quality 

required. Bricks were supplied by the Shanghai Brick Company, firstly run by a group of western 

gentlemen and later arranged by a local Chinese Chumshun-li after a cease of the former supply
21

.
 
In 

the following decades, red brick and the redness were gradually and widely accepted to denote not 

only the western identity and the culture
22

, but also the favour, fondness, and applause for new sources 

in the Chinese. 

 

3. The Architecture, Urban Landscape and the Transformation 

Both the red and the blue bricks fully took part in the construction of Victorian Shanghai. Various 

trends of architecture from modern Europe were realized through western architects (mostly British), 

local builders and artisans. Based on their knowledge, technology and craftsmanship, the language of 

dichromatic brickwork naturally and easily got developed from the European prototype 

“constructional polychrome”
23

. It was widely applied in public architecture and domestic buildings, 

thanks to the attempt and effort pursuing new image in the locals. Particularly, the changing taste and 

lifestyle in their homes of the upper-class influenced Shanghai’s modern society top-down thoroughly 

when it entered the 20th century. The lasting impact of new architecture moved forward in the new 

stage marked by the 1895 Maguan Treaty favoured the investing environment at the port. The above-

mentioned industrialisation of brickmaking and the profitable market of real estate greatly pushed each 

other
24

. A Victorian town grew into “greater Shanghai”. The rising population and the rising of the 

new middle class embraced the prosperity; it especially accelerated the collapse of traditional Chinese 

family that used to be big, coalescent, and hierarchical. New typologies of homes were needed. 

Shikumen, an adjusted domestic building type partially following the models of terraced house in 

Britain, were gradually and comprehensively transforming Shanghai, its fabric, image, and landscape. 

As a secular, pragmatic solution reconciling the economy with the taste, they were mostly walling in 

dichromatic brickworks. Via Shikumen the considerable walling of dichromatic brickwork had not 

slowed down until 1937 when Shanghai was involved in the war (fig. 4). 

Today, the surviving brickworks become a most typical and authentic witness of all the interactive 

histories; meanwhile, they mostly become weak buildings at risk with a large quantity remains out of 

the safeguard, regardless of those toppled numerously in recent decades. The limits of knowledge, 

                                                      
17 (Laurie, 1866: 1). 
18 The author’s dating of the Scott design is based on the information published in North China Herald 1866-67. 
19 Ecclesiologist, May 1847, p.169 and Oct 1847, p. 92. 
20 (Muthesius, 1972), and etc. A long bibliographical references upon that history has to be omitted here. 
21 (Kidner, 1867). 
22 This is also clearly presented in the then travel books (Darwent, 1904 & 1920). 
23 In the Ecclesiologist, the term “constructional polychrome” seems firstly occurred in an article “Palais des Beaux Arts” 

when Butterfield’s church of All Saints’ is introduced (Ecclesiologist, Vol. XVI, February 1855, 292). 
24 The situation is also obviously demonstrated in the boom of the architectural design business recorded in the SMC 

archives. 
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such as the ignorance of the material history in this case, degrades the cohesion of the values and 

aggravates the vulnerability of the built heritage. A city of “brick”: that kinds of brick testified the 

industry history, architectural history and urban history: has been overwhelmed by a city of concrete 

and steel through new industry
25

 and new architecture without consciousness and cognition (fig. 5). 
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Figure 1: The geographic distribution of brick tradition in China by the mid-19th century, compared to 

the situation of the mid-20th century. (blue: regions using blue brick; red: regions using red brick; 

yellow: Shanghai. 

 

 
Figure 2: The main areas where sat diffused traditional kilns supplying Shanghai, and the major spots 

of modern brickmaking factories supplying Shanghai until the 1930s. 

 

 
Figure 3: Gothic Holy Trinity Church overwhelmingly sits in the 1848 and 1855 British Settlement, 

rebuilt in 1866-69 based on Scott design with a sheer effect of plain red walling. Source maps from 

(Maybon & Fredet  1929: 24-25) and the atlas (Zhang 2001:37). 
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Figure 4: The distribution of the dichromatic brickwork through the spread-out Shikumen until 

the1940s, Shanghai, with the 1926 land-value zones overlapped.(the distribution of Shikumen is re-

mapped by the author based on the research in a joint workshop in Shanghai, 2006-7, by Uni.-Tongji, 

Uni.-Hong Kong, and UPenn, which the author participated). 

 

 
Figure 5: The fragments of historic urban landscape at Shanghai nowadays, the coloured are the 

surveyed major areas retaining the built heritage of dichromatic brickwork. The situation was 

continuously changing during the investigation period 2007-13, which is highlighted in dark grey and 

orange (dark grey: the bulldozed areas in 2007-13; orange: the remains until 2013; purple: the official 

Historic Areas). 
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Abstract 

Both Taiwan and northeast China were once a colony of Japan’s empire. During the years of 

colonization, the western civilization were introduced to that areas, transforming urban into modern 

one. This study aims to investigate into what changes the implantation of colonial modernity has 

brought to Taipei and Changchun. An attempt is made to examine how the post-colonial modern cities 

make use of the historic heritage to push forward the urban development. Moreover, considering the 

backgrounds of that two cities, suggestion on how Changchun can adapt on its path to becoming the 

city of creativity is offered based on Taipei. 

 

Keywords: Cultural Landscape; Historic Urban Landscape; Heritage Management; Built Heritage 

Conservation; Paradigm Shift 

 

 

1. City Formation and the Transformation of Taipei 

Emergence of Urbanization 

Taiwan was originally located at the Boarder of the Qing Dynasty. After the Opium War in 1840, the 

Qing Dynasty was forced to further strengthen Taiwan’s economic strategies as the international 

powers started to pay attention to Taiwan, and Taiwan’s economic and political status continued to 

increase as a result. After the nineteenth century, Taiwan’s development gradually moved northward. 

In 1875, the Qing government decided to establish a city at Taipei, which marked the first step in the 

urbanization of Taipei. Constructions for Taipei City Walls (台北城) began in 1882 and completed in 

1884. The city parameter was approximately 1.3km long, 1km wide, and has the area of approximately 

1.4km
2
. Government offices for officials at all levels, homes, temples, shops, etc., were continually 

added within the city. Since then, Taipei has become the administrative center of Taiwan. It is worth 

noting that Taipei City Walls (台北城) was the last city built by the Qing Dynasty, it was also the city 

of the largest scale and the only city constructed with stone at the time. However, in less than 20 years 

after the Japanese colonization of Taiwan, the Taipei City Walls (台北城) was soon demolished.  

Modern City Transformation  

After the 1894 "First Sino-Japanese War", the Qing government ceded Taiwan to Japan as 

compensation for defeat, and Taiwan became the first overseas colony of the Empire of Japan. In 

1895, Japan established a governor’s office within Taipei City Walls (台北城) to serve as the political 

center. The old city built by the Qing Dynasty became an obstacle for the development of the colonial 

society. To construct Taipei into a modern city that lives up to the imagination of the colonists, The 

Japanese colonial government removed the surrounding walls of the old city as well as the temples, 

government offices, residential buildings, etc., built by the Qing government. Under the Japanese 

imperialist colonial policy, Taipei entered the course of urban modernization. After the demolition of 

the old city, road quality and health engineering gradually improved within the city. In 1945, Taipei 

city, a variety of modern public building constructions such as the new Taiwan Governor-General’ 

Office, banks, post offices as well as citizen housings, schools, etc., became commonplace. (fig. 1) 

Throughout the 50 years of Japanese rule, Taipei’s urban scale has continued to expend outward and 

mailto:r91544031@ntu.edu.tw
mailto:ccfu@mail.ncku.edu.tw
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has long since exceeded that of the city built by the Qing Dynasty. The modernization brought by the 

colonization gradually changed the original pre-industrialized urban society structure into a 

progressive city that is suitable for modern social life. The efforts laid the foundation for Taipei to be 

developed into an international metropolis in the future.  

 

2. The Formation and Creation of Changchun City  

Colonialism and Urbanization 

Changchun was one of the earliest developed cities in northeast China; however, its urban 

modernization was completed through the colonial expansion of the Japanese imperialism. Prior to the 

establishment of Manchukuo in 1932, Changchun’s development can be divided into three historic 

phases. The first phase was in 1897, when the Qing government decided to enhance the administrative 

hierarchy in Changchun, established a governor’s office in Changchun, and changed the cob walls of 

Changchun City into brick walls. The second phase was in 1899, when Russia took possession of the 

Kuanchengzi Railway Zone (寬城子鐵道附屬地) operated at the north of Changchun City. The third 

and the longest-lasting phase occurred after the Russo-Japanese War in 1904, when the South 

Manchuria Railway Company(SMRC), also called “Manchuria Rail”, began to implement urban 

planning and colonial operations in Changchun.  

The Manchuria Railway Zone and the Birth of Hsinking 

After the Russo-Japanese War, Japan took over Russia’s railway south of Changchun and the 

management rights of the Manchuria Railway Zone due to Russia’s defeat. In 1906, the Japanese 

government established the SMRC that was originally headquartered in Tokyo. The headquarter 

moved to Dalian in 1907 and became responsible for handling the Manchuria colonial policies of the 

Imperial Government of Japan. In addition to railways, its scope of business also involved businesses 

and industries such as mining, ports, electric power, as well as trade; and even included city 

development and planning. Its role was similar to that of the English East India Company. After Japan 

obtained the right to operate the Northeast rail, Japan renamed the branch rail south of Changchun to 

“South Manchuria Railway” and constructed the Changchun Rail Station as well as the Manchuria 

Railway Zone. The Manchuria Railway Zone was a type of semi-colony and regarded as a default 

foreign administrative region of Manchu. Because Manchuria Rail has the ownership and executive 

power to the Manchuria Railway Zone, the Japanese government can establish administrative 

authorities such as policy stations or courts in Changchun and actually implement its rule. As such, 

management of the Manchuria Railway Zone was in fact urban governance to which Manchuria Rail 

plays a critical role. The urban modernization of Changchun was accelerated due to the active efforts 

of Goto Shinpei (後藤新平), the President of SMRC, and urban planning technician Kato Ataenokichi 

(加藤與之吉).  

After the Manchurian Incident on September 18, 1931, the Japanese government fostered Puyi (溥儀) 

to establish Manchukuo in Northeast China (the Northeast territory was actually occupied by Japan) to 

implement a peculiar colonial rule government. Manchukuo set Changchun as its capital and renamed 

the city to Hsinking, which means new city. Numerous young Japanese architects, such as Arata Endo 

(遠藤新) and Aiga Kensuke (相賀謙介), had joined the list of capital construction for Hsinking. 

Those people conducted a brand new experiment on the Western Urban Design Theory,  also created 

“Manchu-Style Architecture”, like the Council of State Affairs(fig. 2)and the Department of Justice 

(fig. 3) in Manchukuo. Therefore, Hsinking turned into the foremost and most modern city in China. 

Similar to Taipei, the city pattern of today’s Changchun City was primarily laid during the urban 

planning from the Japanese Colonial period.  

 

3. Taipei Experience – Using Cultural Heritage as the New Paradigm of Urban Redevelopment 

Strategy  

From Cultural Construction to Cultural Governance 

During the 1980s, Taiwan’s economic development entered the peak period. The more affluent the 

people’s lives, the more the society needed the enrichment of spiritual food. In 1980, the Executive 

Yuan proposed the 12 Major Constructions Plan that included cultural construction as part of the 

major national policy plan for the first time. The proposal of the twelfth item, “cultural construction”, 
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reflected the cultural needs of the Taiwanese society. The primary objective of the cultural 

construction was to build a cultural center containing libraries, concert halls, or museums in each city 

or county within a 5-year period. In addition, the Council for Cultural Affairs (CCA) was established 

on November 11, 1981, which means that representatives at the central level finally have an agency 

dedicated to cultural policies. Although the CCA is also responsible for matters such as arts festival 

promotions as well as music, dance, and theater talent cultivation; its most critical mission is actually 

the preservation and restoration of monuments. Overall, from the 1980s to the 2000s, Taiwan’s 

cultural policy development trends for both the central and the local governments have transitioned 

from cultural hardware constructions to the new governance path of implementing the public policies 

based on the cultural issues. The rise of monuments reuse confirms this “paradigm shift” phenomenon 

of the cultural governance.  

After the 2000s, the urban cultural governance evolution trend became more pronounced with the 

change of the ruling party in Taiwan. For example, the central government listed the “cultural and 

creative industries” as one of the ten key development projects for the nation in 2002, which was given 

the same importance as communications technology, biotechnology, etc. One of the representative 

examples is that the CCA would attempt to use the industrial heritage reuse method to transform the 

five major legacy wineries left-over from the Japanese colonial period into “five cultural and creative 

industrial parks”. Such as “the Huashan 1914 Creative Park” (fig. 4), after the industrial heritages have 

been transformed through ingenuity, they are no longer just static monuments and are further 

integrated with the cultural industry policies to become a critical catalyst to ignite the urban 

sustainability development. Taipei has become the most representative model for this wave of urban 

culture governance experience.  

Historic Urban Landscape – Cultural Governance Analysis for the Museum Group at the Core 

of the Capital  

At present, Taipei has the highest number of cultural assets among the cities and counties in the 

nation, and has the most diversified monuments reuse method. 2014 marks the 130th anniversary of 

the founding of the city of Taipei. To reproduce the historic imagery of the traditional gates of Taipei 

during the Qing Dynasty, the Taipei city government has attempted to construct the old west city gate 

that had been long gone by employing the public arts expression method in order to re-summon the 

citizens’ identity for Taipei City. Although Taipei City Walls (台北城) was a typical city in the Qing 

Dynasty according to history, the Japanese colonial government has converted Taipei’s spatial 

structure into a modern city that was full of political characters. After the Kuomintang(KMT) and 

its government retreated to Taiwan in 1949, the KMT government has also decided to use this 

Japanese colonial city as the center of political power until today and named it the “Boai Security 

Zone” (博愛特區), which is an imitation of the totem of power for “Washington, DC” in the United 

States. Although the vestiges of the old Taipei City from the Qing Dynasty have long since been gone 

in the modern times, her urban texture is still faintly visible as Taipei is beautifully re-debuted as the 

“core region of the capital”. The traces from 130 years of transition are also reflected on its diverse 

historic urban landscape. Unfortunately, Taipei City’s rich historic urban landscape did not receive 

much attention during the process of Taipei re-urbanization after World War II. Although numerous 

public buildings have been designated as national monuments and are protected, there is no exhibition 

strategy that can instill a type of new social meaning and value to those old buildings. As the city 

progresses, the vivid imagery of Taipei City and its historic and cultural features begin to disappear.  

In light of this, the CCA has applied the “Capital Core Region Museum Group” concept to attempt to 

rewrite the city exposition for Taipei City in 2005 and to reshape the capital’s self-identity. The 

“Capital Core District Museum Group” refers to using the National Taiwan Museum (original called 

the Taiwan Governor Museum) (fig. 5) as the center to connect to important monuments such as 

Taiwan Land Bank Exhibition Halls, Taiwan Railways Museums, and Taiwan Industrial Museums and 

to integrate cultural heritages such as the Taiwan Governor-General’s Office, the Residence of the 

Governor-General (now called the Taipei Guest House), and the 228 Peace Park in order to construct a 

capital museum park with modern Taiwan as the theme to serve as an important city landmark of 

Taipei cognition for domestic and foreign tourists. The more important meaning for this move is that 

the “Capital Core District Museum Group” plan draws on connecting a series of historic urban 
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landscapes in combination with the cultural and creative industries such as community participation, 

school education, art creation, and television media. The objective is to change the freeze-style historic 

preservation concept to directly read the city’s cultural heritage like a book, introduce more diverse 

exhibition events and interactive experience programs, and allow the cultural heritage to directly tell 

the stories of the city to the domestic and foreign tourists. Manuel Castells believes that “the city is not 

within the history, the city is the history”. The beauty of a city is that it has endless heart-moving 

stories to tell.  

The Taipei “Capital Core District Museum Group” example outlines the cultural governance 

experiences in Taipei and exemplifies how to combine the “historic urban landscape” concept with 

cultural creative resources and create a paradigm shift of the new monuments reuse method. Similar to 

the Musée d’Orsay of France or the Tate Museum of the United Kingdom, only by integrating the 

cultural heritage into the contemporary urban life and create the social needs can cultural heritage truly 

drive urban development. 

  

4. Imagine the Cultural Governance Strategies of Changchun through the Experiences of Taipei  

Because of Japan’s colonial operations, Changchun has China’s first film industry base called the 

“Changchun Film Studio”, the longest boulevard called the “Chuodori” (中央通), the most advanced 

urban planning ideas, and the first flushing toilets in Asia. Their efforts also enabled Changchun to 

enjoy the reputation of being the capital of cultural. Changchun also has historic districts with diverse 

architectural styles as well as lush green spaces such as the Nanhu Park (南湖公園) and the Victory 

Park (勝利公園). (fig. 6) The Manchukuo era buildings have also become common urban memories 

and historic heritages of the Changchun City. Except for the new city regions, Changchun City has 

basically maintained its urban texture since the 1930s. (fig. 7) However, the overheated urban 

developments are gradually eroding the colonist’s planning imaginations for Changchun.  

Similar to Taipei, Chungchun also has rich historic and cultural resources. However, Chungchun was 

unable to combine its strategies and cultural governance at the urban planning level. Therefore, 

although Chungchun had highlighted its urban characteristics with the humanistic heritage of the 

Manchukuo state, it has long since adopted the freeze-style practice to preserve the old concepts. Not 

only does this method lack public participation, this method also cannot reintegrate cultural heritage 

into the contemporary urban life through the cultural innovation design strategies. Taipei’s cultural 

governance experiences in recent years, such as the “Capital Core District Museum Group” plan, can 

serve as a good example for Chungchun on how to move towards becoming a sustainable city in the 

future.  

 

5. Conclusion 

The motivations of colonialism should not be deliberately beautified, but the two major cities on both 

sides of the strait should have enough confidence to face their past-colonial histories in the 21st 

century. In the homogeneity era of globalization, the heterogeneous colonial histories have in fact 

become the important assets of the cities. When applied properly, the new energy of old city reuse and 

regeneration such as those achieved by the Tate Museum of the United Kingdom, the Musée d’Orsay 

of France, or the Quincy Market in Boston can also be exerted. Therefore, using cultural heritage as 

the new planning strategy for urban governance not only can help to shape the unique historic urban 

landscape, the effort can also spark new opportunities for urban redevelopment as well.  
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Figure 1: The 1945 map of Taihoko city plan illustrates the variations on urban textures of Taipei City. 

 

   
Figure 2: Council of State Affairs of Manchukuo.   Figure 3: Department of Justice of Manchukuo. 
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Figure 4: The Taipei Huashan 1914 Creative Park. Figure 5: The National Taiwan Museum in Taipei. 

Figures 2-5 photograph by Chen, Chien-Chung. 

 

 
Figure 6: The Victory Park is similar with New York Central Park. Photograph by Chen,Chien-Chung. 
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Figure 7: The 1936 Street map of Hsinking. Basically, the main urban textures of present Changchun 

city were accomplished during the Japanese colonial period. 
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Abstract 

The aim of the thesis is to declare the values of conservation, sustainability and green planning 

considering the urban fabric. In Greek cities in particular, the lack of open spaces is a fact. Specifically in 

Thessaloniki there is a major issue of non existing public spaces accessible and attractive to residents. At 

the same time there is enough available space (abandoned areas of military camps) to redefine, 

reinterpret, redesign, valorize, organize and revitalize therefore to become urban parks, with careful and 

prudent interventions and respect to the built environment of the city.  

 

Keywords: Military Camps Built Heritage; Urban Garden; Sustainability; Archaeological Values  

 

 

1. Introduction 

Inside Thessaloniki there are 15 military camps, but it is very difficult to intervene because of the 

legislative frame (specific regulations) and the conflict of interests. Many attempts have already been 

made without a result. But military camps constitute a special opportunity for the city and the citizens. 

So the necessity to change choices is required; concerning land use, that has been provided for military 

camp places, because of conditional modifications and mostly, because of the fact that city needs unbuilt 

spaces, places of social infrastructure and parks.  

After approaching a general consideration into the issue “urban parks” (urban green, urban garden) 

relatively to: firstly, everyday living conditions in Thessaloniki, secondly, emissions in the atmosphere, 

thirdly, what does cause them, and finally, several methods for their elimination, a joint planning 

framework for military camps is organized. 

The generalized plan is based on standards of ecology, innovation and sustainable development, with 

respect for the special historical values of each territory, its local characteristics and built heritage 

conservation. The viability of Thessaloniki urban area overall represents its purpose. It is recommended 

the characterization of military camps into urban green areas or parks, keeping only the remarkable 

buildings that could host social and cultural activities. Especially as far as the military camps are 

concerned: 

1. Northwest (camps Ziaka, Papakyriazi, Alexander the Great, Pavlos Melas and Karatassoy): it is 

recommended to become an arch of open places, through urban and circulatory interventions, focusing 

on the improvement of quality of urban fabric. 

2. In the center (camps Kapetan Kotta and Field of Mars): it is suggested to be transformed into a 

Metropolitan Park and be incorporated inside the Cultural Metropolitan Center, expanding their potential 

dynamics. 

3. Southeast (camps Farmaki, Kodra and Dalipi): it is suggested to become autonomous cores, preserving 

the identity of each territory.  

To conclude, as far as Kodra camp is concerned, the basic purpose of the proposal is to remain accessible 

and indivisible, maximizing its planting surface, away from reconstruction views (conflicting interests). 

In addition, the preserved buildings, that have historical and architectural value, should become 

productive, as modern history monuments of the city. The archeological site of prehistoric period inside 

the camp should become recognizable and accessible to visitors, and the existing stream should be 

revitalized, as it constitutes a trace of rural landscape inside the urban fabric. Thus, environmental and 

architectural quality will be integrated as vector of regeneration for the city.  
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2. The Role of Military camps and Current Practices 

According to the Institutional Framework for Camps Removal is recognized that the existing military 

camps within city centers are not compatible with the surrounding land uses and at the same time the land 

resulting from their removal is valuable for the creation of green spaces, recreation and social 

infrastructure. Until today the institutional and spatial arrangements for the relocation of camps were not 

applied despite the social, cultural, cultural and qualitative need for utilization of these surfaces for the 

benefit of the city and its residents. 

The request for camps removal outside the urban fabric has a diachronic character. It is only partly 

associated with the reconciliation or not of specific installations with the prevailing land uses inside the 

area and any nuisance that they provoke. The request aims to acquire land to create social infrastructure. 

Obviously the lack of them is due to the way of development of Greek modern cities that did not allow 

covering social needs of the respective population that the overexploitation of urban land lead to.  

In the early 1980s, a table with the camps that are released has been composed. The camps included are 

below: Pavlou Mela (Municipality of Stavroupoli), Alexander the Great (Municipality of Ambelokipoi), 

Kapetan Kotta (Municipality of Thessaloniki), Kodra (Municipality of Kalamaria) Ziaka (Municipality of 

Menemeni) and Farmaki (Municipality of Thessaloniki). According to the same table the camps where 

activities of those released are transported are: Papakyriazi (Municipality of Evosmos), and Karatassou 

(Municipality of Polichni). Beyond them, the camps that are not released are: Field of Mars (Municipality 

of Thessaloniki) and Ntalipi (Municipality of Kalamaria). 

The practice of integration of every camp in the statutory planning is followed to ensure over time the 

specific areas from fragmental placement, concessions and interventions. In particular: 

 The camps in the Municipality of Thessaloniki Field of Mars and Kapetan Kotta are integrated 

within the Metropolitan Cultural Center (fig. 1). 

 Concerning Pavlos Melas camp in the Municipality of Stayroupoli, it is provided to become 

urban green, with a sports center and cultural functions for the shells of buildings with a historic 

value.  

 For the camp of Alexander the Great in the Municipality of Ambelokipoi, it is envisaged to create 

educational complex of buildings, a spiritual center and operations of social infrastructure. 

 For Ziaka camp of the Municipality of Menemeni it is provided to become a supra-local center 

with communal functions (green – athletic core). 

 Concerning the Municipality of Evosmos, inside the camp Papakyriazi it is provided to create an 

inter-municipal administrative center, with sports and green. 

 Inside Karatassou camp of the Municipality of Polichni, on the one section apart the ring road it is 

located the Hospital of West Quarter and within the ring road it is indirectly provided higher 

education establishments, but according to the master plan it is proposed for both sections 

suburban green (fig. 2). 

 The Center for Public Administration of Eastern Sector of the city has been located in Farmaki 

camp. 

 For Kodra camp of the Municipality of Kalamaria, it is provided to become a supra-pole, with 

recreational, sport and cultural activities, and according to the master plan it is proposed a supra-

local park and cultural center. 

 Finally, for Ntalipi camp it is provided to become green spaces (fig. 3). 

Despite the transfer of activities from several camps, their effective concession in the city is not 

promoted. There are not few cases in which piecemeal attempts for location or concession of segments of 

freed camps, sometimes successful and sometimes not, are promoted with clear the risk of fragmentation. 

The key subject, however, that is raised concerns the land uses. The request and the relevant provisions of 

the 80's and 90's to create social infrastructure are disputed. The needs assessment emerges as a priority 

the improvement of natural environment that it is directly related to the creation of open spaces – green. 

Regional Municipalities continue to promote solutions to cover needs mainly for sports and education 

inside the released camps. The concession of camps in Northwest part of the city in the “saturated 

communities” returns to the spotlight today. Obstacle to the redevelopment of the camps, either with 
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infrastructure either with social projects in return for financing the camps restructuring program, 

constitutes the characterization of buildings and their surroundings as historical monuments that should be 

protected by the Modern Monuments Organization. Considering all the above it is certain the criticality of 

the role of the camps in the effort to increase the percentage of urban green in Thessaloniki, reducing air 

pollutants and enhancing the living conditions of its inhabitants. 

 

3. Planning Framework for the military camps of Thessaloniki urban area  

Those camps inside Thessaloniki urban area that are not already covered by other activities so far, it is 

required to be secure against new constructions, be characterized as urban green spaces and generally be 

protected. For camps located in the northwestern part and in particular Ziaka, Papakyriazi, Alexander the 

Great, Pavlou Mela and Karatassou, it is required to fully approach design possibilities, necessary 

planning and traffic arrangements so as to create the arc of open spaces. Furthermore these camps should 

be characterized as “monuments” from the Modern Monuments Organization.  

For camps located in the center and specially Kapetan Kotta Captain (late 424 Military Hospital) and 

Field of Mars it is required to join the Metropolitan Cultural Center. For camps located southeastern and 

in particular Farmaki, Kodra and Ntalipi it is required a. to be prepared a new study especially for 

Farmaki as green space, b. to announce an architectural competition for the whole core of Ntalipi (which 

includes the adjacent cemeteries) and finally c. to prepare a new planning study for Kodra.  

 

4. The Municipality of kalamaria, Military Camps and Kodra camp  

Kalamaria (fig. 4) is the second most populated municipality inside the urban area of Thessaloniki. 

According to the 2001 census, the population is 87,225 people, covering an area of 700 hectares and the 

average gross density is 171 per / Ha. 

Inside the territory of Kalamaria two camps are detected: Kodra camp in Karampournaki and Ntalipi 

across the road of National Resistance. These camps along with the coast in Karampournaki, Aretsou 

beach, parts of Nea Krini, green belt with sports facilities of Mikra area and the zone of peripheral canal 

in Foinikas represent a unique opportunity to upgrade the urban environment and reduce the air pollution. 

Historically, Kodra camp has been created under the Ottoman Administration and constitutes the largest 

military camp in the Balkans. Series of buildings inside Kodra are dated from the 19th century. Greek 

troops of the Entente army fighting in the Macedonian Front have been settled there after 1912 and seven 

years later, in 1919, the Greek army too. The area of the camp, except the part occupied by NATO, is 

occasionally used by the Municipality of Kalamaria to organize concerts and cultural events, such as the 

"Annual Festival of Fine Arts" in the context of events “Para thin alos”, hosted in the abandoned 

buildings of Kodra every autumn. It is very important to notice the unsolved problems concerning 

property within the camp until now. Apparently without solving them no comprehensive planning 

legislation or project can be applied to the field. The Ministry of Culture in 1995 has characterized part of 

Kodra as “archaeological site” (fig. 5). It was indicated that the declaration is deemed "necessary on the 

one hand to protect the ancient settlement – probably of Thermi and its Necropolis, and on the other hand 

to progress the technical studies and the construction of a Museum. The Ministry of Culture in 2005 

characterized Kodra as “historic place”, referring to the fact that a) it is one of the first areas of habitation 

around Thermaikos during archaic times, b) from the 19th century until the end of the 20th it is the site of 

military forces and c) there are preserved buildings of the camp, as evidence of the organization of 

military facilities on the outskirts of the city. Finally it is mentioned that Kodra is “an area with 

monuments dated after 1830, which are part of a unique natural environment, representing a 

homogeneous space, whose protection is crucial due to its ethnological, architectural and general 

historical significance”.  

The Ministry of Culture features 16 military buildings as “monuments” inside Kodra camp, in 2007 (fig. 

6). Specifically, 1) cantonment building B2, 2) administration building B14, 3) building of Entertainment 

Center for the Unit B18, 4) dormitories building of the old English Cavalry School B22, 5) warehouse 

building B7 6) warehouse building B8, 7) warehouse building B9, 8) warehouse building B10, 9) 

personnel infirmary building B15, 10) warehouse and material management B16, 11) workshops building 

B19, 12) administrative services building B23, 13) office of management and soldiers cabin B25, 14) 

farriery B26, 15) stables B26 and 16) stables B29. These buildings “are typical and characteristic 

structures that either served basic functions of the camp, either were assigned for a special use. They are 
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inseparably linked with the history of the area as a result of their special architectural and historical 

value”.  

Beyond the above, there is precise provision for the use of the buildings. It is stated that “the buildings 

will host cultural activities and supportive functions so as to become a core of cultural and environmental 

improvement in the region”.  

In the archaeological site of the camp, small-scale excavations are occasionally operating, the responsible 

for which is the professor of Aristotle University of Thessaloniki M. Tiberius. Particularly, the 

archaeological discovery of an underground construction (with honeycomb form) dated from the 7th 

century BC is considered as important.  

 

5. Proposal for Redevelopment of Kodra Camp in Kalamaria 

Kodra constitutes a hope to upgrade the lives of residents of Eastern Thessaloniki, with its transformation 

into a place that deserves respect for its historical value. It is proposed to become a green pole, with 

places for promenades, recreational activities and functions that do not harm the environment. It can also 

become a counterweight to the environmental degradation of the city, as an alternative qualitative 

proposition for the everyday life of its residents. 

For all these reasons, the State should offer the camp to the local communities (as a public space) away 

from the logic of buildings construction and land exploitation. If we accept the creation of settlements 

within the camps, this will mean that we will have concentration of new population and additional traffic 

problems in areas that are already saturated. 

The uniqueness of its geographical position and environmental value, are comparable data for its 

evolution as a reference point, a landmark, both of Eastern Thessaloniki and the whole city. It is worth to 

mention the highly significant positive impacts of the park on the area’s microclimate. The restoration of 

natural elements in combination with cultural activities will upgrade the area. 

The principles of the designing proposal (the project, fig. 7) for Kodra is to a. become a green space while 

denying any building therein, b. be transformed into a lung of life, center of historical memory, oasis of 

recreation and cultural venue. The space should remain unbuilt, indivisible and accessible. Constructions 

and configurations that are not compatible with all the above characterizations are excluded. The existing 

buildings of historic or architectural value should be preserved and then they could host cultural 

functions. Surfaces for planting are maximized, maintaining the relief of the terrain and redefining the 

relationship between man and nature (contact with green and water element) in the context of 

sustainability. Pedestrian paths and bike roads constructed with natural materials are proposed for the 

movement through the different green zones. The overall design is based on the principles of sustainable 

development, green planning and ecology. Summarizing, the purpose is the former camp Kodra to 

become a vibrant urban public space, where visitors will have the opportunity to discover the natural 

landscape inside the urban fabric. The space is treated as a united and continuous. 

The flora already present in the site is limited to a few spots scattered across its surface. That is the reason 

why we make an effort to develop a kind of natural system in which: a) within the park glades are formed 

with lower plants and individual trees (low green) and b) in its perimeter woodlands are formed, creating 

hedges, like a green visual wall (obstacle) from the surrounding buildings and sound barriers from the 

roads Papagou, Hilis and Plastira – Sofouli. Regarding water resources, the trace of the canal is 

maintaining and enhancing and an artificial lake has been created. This achieves ecological restoration 

and enhancement of existing natural areas (forest, stream, meadow vegetation). 

As far as the paths and other surfaces are concerned, such as flat open spaces, amphitheatre and squares, 

we propose the use of natural materials. Beyond the existing buildings none permanent construction will 

be built, except from minimal ephemeral structures, small in size, such as pavilions and kiosks. Therefore, 

Kodra will be transformed into a true park, a space flexible to use and friendly to the residents. 

 

6. Conclusions 

To conclude, it becomes apparent that the fundamental principle of the project is the creation of a park, 

lung of life, with walking routes, paths and recreational places, a space with cultural and environmental 

sensitivity. The aim is a) the space of the military camp to remain unbuilt, open, indivisible and accessible 

and b) to reclaim / develop the buildings with historical and architectural value, as historical monuments 

of the city with potential function as museums. It is necessary to understand the fact that architecture and 
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planning need experimentations and platforms for examination, testing and exchange of ideas concerning 

ecological attempts, green settings and new interventions a) to advance the inherited logic and structure 

and b) to modernize the existing substance. From this originates the “new practices paradoxical twofold 

goal”: to both continue building the city with respect to the inherited fabric and to simultaneously 

modernize it with new hygienic standards, facilities, effects and experiences.  

The way of solving this seeming contradiction was indicated already by practices of historical cities, 

whose many urban layers and intense stylistic varieties were favorably conciliated in convincing 

transhistorical harmonies (its new layer remained loyal to its own historical moment, while paying 

maximum attention to the inherited existing context and identity). It is important to reinforce the city by 

modernizing it, engaging the urban landscape, interacting with the nature, sublimating the regional 

identity and also meeting the international. Finally, the reality of a city should be treated as a laboratory 

for developing socially responsible design measures. Nowadays changing landscapes and 

interdependencies within cities constitutes our modern everyday life. Critical recalibration is required, 

concerning a) a new paradigmatic shift in the cultures, sustainability and ecology and b) disciplines of 

design and urban practice.  
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Image 1: Metropolitan Cultural Cente, Metropolitan Park (camp of Field of Mars and Kapetan Kotta). 

Image 2: Camps of the western arc: a. Ziaka and Papakyriazi, b. Alexander the Great, Pavlos Melas and 

Karatassou.  

 

  
Image 3: Camps Kodra, Farmaki and Ntalipi as green poles.  

Image 4: The peripheral canal (yellow), the main road Ethniki Antistasi – Vas. Olgas (pink) and the limits 

of the municipality of Kalamaria (red). 
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Image 5: The part of Kodra camp characterized as archeological site (1995). 

 

 
Image 6: The military buildings inside Kodra camp that have been characterized as monuments (2007). 

 

 
Image 7: The proposal for the redevelopment of Kodra camp as an urban historic garden. 
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Abstract 

Nowadays cultural landscape is under a transformation process. In cities with an exponential growing 

urbanization a new one is being created. People are arriving to the urbanized areas from different 

backgrounds bringing their own roots to an “anonymous” city. Understanding different cultures is 

becoming crucial in planning to understand which will be the future of those areas. Syncretistic cultures 

that merge from the movement of masses are new and mixed. The Home is a concept that is strictly 

connected to the culture of living, connecting to the neighbourhood and the basic ‘building block’ of the 

living city. Informal settlements are the spontaneous answer to the spatial need of home.  

Slums are often a constitutive part of the city landscape. Informal settlements stretch for kilometres on the 

outskirts of the city but they also jostle in the nooks of the historical city centres.  

They need to be studied as consistent reality of the urban fabric, identifying, case by case, both their 

material development –in architectural terms- and their cultural heritage - often alien from the context - as 

settlers frequently come from other regions or countries.  

The phenomenon of informality, seen as a cultural answer to the need of a house, in an exponential 

growing economy and city, has always been present and was widely studied it in the history of 

architecture and of the urban fabric. The research purpose is to analyse the typologies and the 

morphology of the informal settlement treating it with the same respect and tools used for the formal 

urban fabric, seeing it as part of the cultural landscape of a place. 

 

Keywords: Spontaneous Architecture; Urban Morphology; Informal Settlements; Survey; Urban 

Landscape 

 

 

1. Case study 

In Sao Paulo, Brazil, where the phenomenon is extensively diffused, Municipality has invested and is still 

investing in research on informality, trying to integrate it within the urban fabric. The object of study is a 

block within the favela Guapira II, located in the Northern region of Sao Paulo. The area is called, for its 

rural historical function, by its inhabitants, Jardim Filhos da Terra.  

 

2. Defining informal settlements 
An informal settlement consists of groups of people who occupy land for living purposes without having 

any legal claim to it and without conforming to codes and legal regulations. Squatting can be a conscious 

or unconscious housing movement. It can be caused by the need for housing in poor contexts, but also by 

political movements (Neuwirth, 2004). Slums are settlements which are characterized by informality and, 

according to UN-Habitat, lack at least of one of the following basic conditions for decent housing: 

adequate sanitation, water supply, durability, adequate living space.
1
 

 

3. Methodology 

The analytical approach involves studying patterns in the built form of the favela at varying scales of 

observation and, at each level, to inquire into the community processes that determines such patterns. It 

was observed the structure and spatial patterns of the favela from the perspective of the three levels of 

observation: site layout, individual structure, and interior. The method of analysis will then entail, at each 

level of observation, a description of patterns observed followed by an explanation from the research 

artifacts.  Furthermore the research takes advantage of the methods used by Saverio Muratori on the 

                                                      
1 United Nations. (2007). The Millennium Development Goals Report. p. 26. 
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urban development of Venice, beside a multiplicity of studies on the society living in the neighbourhood. 

The latter encompassed its socio-economic factors and the preserved cultural heritage. All of which were 

documented with drawings, a photo-essay, videos, interviews to the community and graphs. 

A typology is the whole of the structural and organizational elements, which can be classified in an urban 

form of a particular historical period. Housing typology is one of the most coherent factors of the urban 

form. It can be used as a tool to identify the differences between parts of a city. The building type adapts 

to the topography, changing marginally its characteristics. This is usually determined by the relationship 

with the socio-economic situation that the city and its inhabitants are passing through. New typologies are 

added to those which already exist, implementing and enriching them. An organic study of urban units; 

[…] only in the neighbourhoods, surveyed house by house and phase by phase can one begin to grasp the 

indissoluble nexus which ties the individual to society, the individual world to the language, technology 

and economy of the time, and that structure of life, always perfectly described as everything and as the 

moment (Muratori, 1960). 

Since “informal” is the main typology of housing in the city of Sao Paulo, the study deals with the 

precarious settlement phenomena giving it the right to be called “formal” because in terms of quantity it 

is the predominant landscape of the city. 

The survey was carried out in order to understand the process of buildings’ sedimentation that generates 

the present urban structure.  

The survey carried out in this research covers only a small percentage of the favela phenomenon, which is 

why it can not be considered exhaustive. Nevertheless, the dimensions and simple structure of the 

surveyed block make the urban evolution process well visible. And it is possible to extend the knowledge 

of the basic morphological rules to a wider portion of this informal city. 

The active collaboration of the community - who builds and lives the area – was the factor that made the 

research possible. The research carried out in Sao Paulo gave birth to a series of surveys on informal 

settlements aimed to point out the spontaneous solutions that the environment – natural and cultural - 

suggested (follows the Pok Fu Lam Village in Hong Kong). 

 

4. Survey phases 

The survey had two main different phases: research (through archive and site survey) and editing. During 

the first phase the goal was to find the most regular favela (in terms of shape) and occupied since a long 

time, in order to have a settlement where to analyze ordinary typologies, instead of roughly quickly built 

and temporary houses. Secondly, the favela was studied through documents accessible through the 

municipality archives, historical maps, aero-photogrammetric views, historical documentation, socio-

economical data.  Creating the purpose of being trusted and respected by the community was the most 

important and delicate step of the site phase as the fundamental condition for surveying was inhabitants 

opening their doors. Giving lectures to the kids of the local school helped building a relationship, letting 

them know the project and creating trust. Documentation was carried out with pictures, videos, sketches 

and houses measures collection. Understanding the context in all its tangible and intangible forms was a 

focus point of the research. The base document for the drawings was an aerial redraw of the actual 

situation. A rough cadastral plan, as things change quickly in the settlement, but a good base on which to 

work to redraw the interiors. The editing of the material (plans, sections, façades, typologies and 

identifying the standard measures of the houses in the settlement) was a three months long process in 

which it was possible to understand and hypothesize the historical evolution of the settlement. 

 

5. Preliminary investigation 
Sao Paolo has 11 million inhabitants in its micro-metropolitan region. In this area, there are more than 

5100 informal settlements. This informality includes favelas, loteamentos, cortiços, nucleos urbanizados 

and conjuntos habitacionais. 

The favela phenomenon in São Paulo started at the beginning of the 70s, when the city began its 

economic growth, and summoned labour forces from all over the country without having the tools or the 

time to provide sufficient housing. This phenomenon became extremely critical in the mid 80s and 

continues to be so. The city is now dealing with the problem of regularizing urban housing and is trying 

to resolve the most high-risk situations. Yet still 30% of the city's population lives in precarious 

settlements.  
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Since 2000, a new middle class is emerging and most of them are living in informal states. From a social 

point of view, informal settlements usually have a strong community life conducted in public spaces, 

usually in the streets and community centres since all other public spaces are utilized for informal 

housing.  

From a technical point of view, beyond the lack of transportation and sanitation, residents live in highly 

precarious conditions since houses are often without stable foundations, ventilation and sound 

infrastructures. 

The studied area was born at the end of the 90s. This favela, called Guapira II by the Municipality, is part 

of the informal neighbourhood of Jardim Filhos da Terra. The development of the sloped area was 

carried out all at once by a group of people that had tight relationships. Having arrived at Sao Paolo, 

mainly from the Bahia state, and the conditions of the area being difficult with regard to building, they 

acted in unison. Inhabitants divided the block between Boa Vista, Planalto and Davì street, in regular and 

equal plots which are still recognizable by shape. The area is sloped. Its highest point being 835m above 

the sea level, and in one block (around 60m in length) it goes down to 810m. This exposes the area to the 

risk of landslides.  It is located in an important geographic basin where the river Cabuçu runs. The river 

divides the city of Sao Paulo from that of Guarulhos, and it is situated in the subregion of Jacuana and 

Tremembé. It is less than 2 km from the Serra da Cantareira, a mountain whose southern slope is part of 

the Cantareira State Park. This natural resource is highly exploited by the local inhabitants during their 

free time. On its East side, Cabuçu de Cima is delimited by the Fernão Diaz highway, and will be 

extremely close to the Northern part of the Rodoanel, a circular highway which is presently under 

construction.  From an industrial point of view, the area is characterized by the presence of the Furnas 

implant and its power lines, which strongly marks the territory. The municipality considers the areas 

where the lines are conducted risky; a project for a park, to be built below them, to prevent the 

construction of new buildings, is currently underway.  Small rivers, partly occupied by houses, and partly 

used as open sewers, risk becoming the source of pollution, flooding and erosion.  

The region has recently grown a lot and now has more than one million inhabitants. People are mainly 

catholic and evangelical and they actively pursue their faith. Commerce is very important and is 

conducted throughout most of the day and part of the night. The main activities performed at home are 

eating and sleeping. Spending time in cafes is a very important social activity. Most of those employed 

work in the city of São Paulo. Dwellers follow Christian or Afro-Brazilian worship. Christian services 

follow a well defined weekly schedule, attendance is greater at weekends. Afro-Brazilian religious 

ceremonies take place according to the community's needs and don’t have a predefined time or day. 

Religious observers usually meet for several hours in the afternoon or evening. The area’s religious 

heritage originated from the North-East of Brazil, are mainly divided between Christian and Afro-

Brazilian cult believers, Christians are predominantly Catholic, and Evangelical, even though a small part 

of the population follows Spiritualism. Afro-Brazilian religions are mainly practiced according to the 

Condomblé and Umbanda beliefs. A small percentage of people declare themselves as having “no 

religion”.
2
 

From the depositions of dwellers and active occupiers, since the first settling through the occupation 

movement of the land, we find that informal rules, standards for construction, norms, and common 

practices arise from people’s trust and respect to each other. People help each other building their home in 

their free-time, this form of association is called mutirão. The knowledge of how to build is passed orally 

one to each other. Therefore people start building their own house, according to the family possibility and 

needs.  

From the interview that Clair Gonçalves Ramalho made to Paula, dweller of Jardim Filhos da Terra since 

the beginnings, we have descriptions of the occupation of the area Jardim Filhos da Terra, February 1984. 

People had tight relationships, similar problems and a common backgrounds. Therefore solidarity 

between them was a crucial factor in the occupation. The group organized and divided the area 

spontaneously in almost equal plots and created the rectangular shapes that we are able to observe 

nowadays in the neighbourhood. 

The choice was clear: as people acted collectively they divided the area first with streets then in equal 

plots. Irregularities started in the second phase of the occupation. In particular the surveyed block of Rua 

                                                      
2 Datas HABI-NORTE 2012. 
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Planalto, Rua Davì and Rua Boavista came to be occupied between 1996 and 2000, during the 

neighbourhood’s second great occupation. This occupation was characterized by a more irregular settling. 

The irregularities are observable both in streets and plots. As people arriving in the neighbourhood needed 

a piece of land, but almost none was left, they had mainly two chances to get it: or to settle in empty 

leftovers of land or to buy parts (or the entire area) of others’ plot, therefore the shape of plots was 

changed and new narrow alleys to access the new ‘private’ properties were created. In subsequent years, 

people started to fight for their rights to the land that they were occupying and in 2001 the regularization 

movement of the area began. By 2002, the movement had achieved permission for the installation of 

electric implants, water and sewage systems, work which was completed in 2004. The installation of 

flooring in the area started in 2008 and today has almost been completed. 

Usually only a very small number of people deal with the Municipality in order to obtain rights. There is  

no form of organized movement from the area's dwellers. It is an ongoing struggle by the area's leaders to 

engage its inhabitants into caring about their area.  

Nowadays 1821 people live in the favela Guapira II, the second generation of the neighbourhood is adult. 

The origin of people and how they settled in created a series of common characteristics shared by 

inhabitants. Most of them are under 18 years of age. The 19 to 24 year olds are rather scarce, while the 

most prevalent groups are the 25 to 40 year olds, and the 41 to 59 year olds. There are very few elderly 

people. The majority of both women and men are employed. The most common employment for 

members of both sexes is manual labour. A large percentage of the population either have their own 

business (mainly commercial) or have occasional work. Many women are housewives. An average man’s 

monthly salary is around 696 R$ (approx. € 263), while an average women's is around 368 R$ (€ 139).
3  

 

6. Typologies  

Looking at the favelas constructions around the city of São Paulo, it may be observed that there is quite a 

diffused typology. Sao Paulo is a city with a harsh topography and the predominant typology has adapted 

to it. 

Nevertheless, in terms of typology, there is only one rule when following the logic of a favela: bottom-

upwards. The morphology of informal settlements is the opposite of common town planning. The slope of 

the terrain is crucial in the design of the housing units, and the development of a settlement usually 

follows this rule. 

Rather than a random assortment of parcels, one sees definite spatial patterns in the favela. 

The resulting urban units are made of individual structures oriented along the topographic contours 

distributed in rows. Houses are gradually built upwards with rectangular units, by using whatever 

construction material is available: reinforced masonry, blocks, metal etc. Houses cantilever over streets 

and start to grow in height. 

What we see is an orderly arrangement of parcels of predictable, almost regular, size.  They are generally 

rectangular, of an average of 100 square meters in area, their long side oriented mainly N-W/S-E angle, 

even though it depends a lot on the land conformation. One also sees an ordered set of access 

corridors/alleys forming something akin to a grid pattern.  And, so, we observe that the spatial pattern set 

by the first occupation is unmistakeable. But, the second realization  emerges without any formal 

template or plan, set of specs, or formal rules (as verified through the interviews). 

Three types of housing were identified in the surveyed block: the first and most diffused is the 

multistorey house, the second is that consisting of one floor, and the third is the wooden hut.  

 

7. Evolution hypothesis 
The evolution and development of an informal settlement is usually a process involving relationships 

between inhabitants and the location. The age of the house is usually representing the history of the 

family occupying it. The process starts with the settlement of the first family, which tends to arrive 

through contacts with pre-existing friends or through common roots. The members of the first family 

group progressively increase as the family evolves (new born, marriages etc.) and other relatives arrive 

from the place of origin. At this point an enlargement of the house is necessary and this can occur either 

by occupying leftover land or by developing the house in height. The construction work is usually carried 

                                                      
3 Datas HABI-NORTE 2012. 
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out by groups of relatives and friends called mutirões. House improvements provide the main motivation 

for saving money among the poorest classes. Spaces for commerce (usually mixed with the function of 

houses) are very important on the ground floor.  

It may be supposed that the evolution of a plot starts with the arrival of the first family, which rapidly 

builds a temporary hut in wood - hut typology (fig. 1), and then, as time passes, the wooden structure is 

replaced by the first unit in concrete and bricks, usually of the same size as the wooden hut (fig. 5). This 

unit then evolves into a complete one-storey house - single storey typology (fig. 2) and finally, as the 

family grows, becomes a house that has developed in height - multistorey typology (fig. 3). 

Since plots have two different slope directions (up or down) one may observe that the first settlement 

rises from its lowest part (fig. 4). The regularity of the plots in the blocks leads one to assume both that 

the community acts in a regulated way among inhabitants, and that a further eventual distribution of 

spaces for living was already projected at the time of occupation. As a result, in most cases, we find a 

staircase of around 1 m and next to it a room of approximately 3,5 m wide. Stairs are the first element to 

be thought of and constructed.  

The rest of the plot is then invaded by “evolutionary elements”: empty spaces, roofs, terraces etc.  

It is important to note that each project is the result of the geographical and morphological features. 

 

8. Project strategy guidelines 

he survey on the different layers highlighted that the urban fabric lacks of public spaces.  

This has to deal with a non-culture of common property. The strategy is to give a breath to the fabric. To 

do so other kind of values, strongly present in inhabitants’ day-life, have to be used in order to give a 

chance to empty spaces to be respected. Two squares as open on air churches were designed, taking into 

account the fact that the great majority of the population is strongly believer. People are mainly divided in 

Christians and Afro-Brazilians. Spaces for these two religious branches are different as the worship 

completely differs – extremely synthetizing we could say that one (Christian) is unidirectional ritual and 

the other (Afro-Brazilian) is a concentric one. 

The design provides two contiguous ecumenical temples: one for Afro-Brazilian religions and another 

one for Christian worships. 
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Figure 1: Del Bianco, C. The wooden hut typology. 

Figure 2: Del Bianco, C. The single-storey house typology. 

Figure 3: Del Bianco, C. The multi-storey house typology. 

 

   
Figure 4: Del Bianco, C. Scheme of the plots' average dimensions and evolution in plan (above) and 

section (below). 

Figure 5: Del Bianco, C. Scheme of the phases in the evolution of typology. 
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Abstract 

The visual surroundings of World Heritage cultural landscapes need special protection to avoid negative 

intrusions, dissonant with the UNESCO protected areas. The mandatory definition of buffer zones and the 

legal requirements applied to landuse try to create this protection but often deal with arbitrary limits laid 

down by state countries that do not encompass important visible sensitive areas surrounding the WH 

landscape. This study explores the possibility of using a Geographic Information System (GIS) tool 

applied on digital terrain models to create precise visual envelopes for World Heritage cultural landscapes 

and rigorously delineate in a map from where the WH protected area are seen and how far the visual 

protection zone should be extended. 

 

Keywords: Visual Envelope; View Shed; Wind Farm; Visual Preferences; Geographic Information 

System GIS 

 

 

1. Mont Saint Michel and Ferto/Neusiedlersee 

This study presents the use a Geographic Information System (GIS) tool applied on digital terrain models 

to create precise visual envelopes for World Heritage cultural landscapes and rigorously delineate in a 

map how the buffer zone should be extended. The difficulty for an effective visual protection grows when 

it applies to large areas where cultural landscapes spread through  thousands of  hectares of  land. Or  

when cultural landscapes occupy flat topographies, the visual envelope or view shed issue increases. And 

usually the buffer zone is not enough to avoid visual disruption by neighbouring infrastructures. 

The exactitude of these limits are particularly important, for example, for high elements (approximately 

100 m) such as the wind turbines. View sheds generated by the GIS output respond to this specific case 

because its output is a cartographic well delineated limit of the areas from where wind farms visually 

intrude in the cultural landscape that has been (or will be) listed as part of the World Heritage List. 

Software has been developed that respond efficiently to this problem and can be used as practical 

operational tools both for the state countries that prepare submissions to the World Heritage List, and to 

the missions that monitor threats in the vicinity. 

Two case studies are presented: the Mont Saint Michel in France and the Ferto/Neusiedlersee in Austria 

and Hungary are analysed. The first is well-known, as one of the first world heritage nominated sites and 

is located in a very flat area; The second one is a cultural landscape, also in a flat plane between Austria 

and Hungary. Both have a high wind occurancy and wind farms within their non-protected vicinity zones 

threaten both. 

The setup of wind farms in the Mt Saint Michel view shed, presents a serious and negative threat and 

the study focus on its consequences for the World Heritage list. For its awareness, as far as the legal 

procedures of wind mill licencing allowed to pinpoint the liabilities and the threats for the bay as a 

World Heritage site, the French Government didn’t have the tools to define a straight limit for the wind 

mills exclusion based on topographic solid criteria. On the other hand there is a requirement for a 

Environmental Impact Study that includes the visual component which is referred in the Guide de 

l’Éolien as so, «The expertises spécific studies and associated méthods and tools (photomontage, vidéo 

simulations, visual envelopes definition of  topographic  sections,  etc.) »  though  these  studies  

remain  incomplete and inconclusive. 

It is also impossible to conciliate the wind energy production and the Mt Saint Michel 
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outstanding universal value. The commercial profitability based on tourism in the region is mainly 

due to MONT-SAINT-MICHEL which attracts 3,5 million tourists per year. 

The lack of a rigorous methods and precise measurements for the visual impact when the promoters 

are preparing the Environmental Impact studies emphasises the need for a strong and deeper analysis 

of the visual impacts. These should include digital terrain model that allow to generate a visual 

envelop or view shed for any wind mill park based on its future height. 

For the preparation of this cartography defining the visual envelopes, well tested software’s are 

available namely ArcGIS, produced by ESRI. 

The exclusion limit can then be defined by the view shed generated in a GIS map reducing all 

subjectivity as far as the intrusion of any object 90m around the heritage listed such as the Mont Saint 

Michel or the FERTÖ-NEUSIEDLER LAKE, the second case study. 

A ICOMOS-IUCN mission to the FERTÖ-NEUSIEDLER LAKE was called mainly to understand how 

and the extent to which the lake’s surrounding landscape with its visual and conservation issues as a 

World Heritage Site, were getting into a “collision” course with the wind farms ongoing construction. 

This taskforce looked upon how the wind turbines’ establishment presently works from the legal and 

technical points of view, as well as from the licensing procedure. The challenge set to all partners 

involved, and to the mission, was to reach a compromise between energy production and the efficient 

protection of the visual and other attributes of Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) quality and nature 

conservation value of the FERTÖ-NEUSIEDLER LAKE. 

The potential for wind farms in the region of NeusiedlerSee is high in terms of wind power. Three 

large wind farms are built, one is under construction, and the pressure to build 50 to 100 more wind 

turbines exists with a very negative impact on the visual quality of this landscape. In terms of 

OUV, before any further expansion of wind energy development is considered, studies should be 

carried to assess alternative locations for future wind farms and the delineation of this zones should use 

a precise cartographic tool. The landscape around the FERTÖ-NEUSIEDLER LAKE seems to have 

reached more than the limit of its carrying capacity for wind turbines, both from the adverse impact 

on OUV, as well as from the nature conservation perspective. 

Taking into account the importance of energy production, agricultural production and conservation 

issues, visual attributes are an important component of the OUV in the WHS. Therefore in future 

strategic planning, visual factors should be added to the set of factors “measured” and considered 

with the same weight (OUV needs to be given greater weight) as other factors, i.e. conservation, 

economic and touristic development, agriculture production, heritage value, etc. 

Before further developments and based on new visual studies, an exclusion area should be defined and 

mapped, aiming to avoid the impact of more wind turbines in the visible vicinities of the FERTÖ-

NEUSIEDLER LAKE that might impact adversely on OUV. The exclusion perimeter can be 

generated, partly by precise cartography generated with the appropriate GIS software, reducing any 

subjectivity  The visual studies based on Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing from the Technical 

University of Vienna
4
 can be used as a basis for these new the studies which can be obtained.. The 

mission recommends a new regulation based upon a new mapped exclusion area for wind turbines higher 

than 100m. 

The studies to be carried on should also address nature conservation. We make a clear recommendation to 

support and continue monitoring on bird mortality and disturbance by wind turbines and extend them to 

include visibility, sound studies and visual preferences quantitative experiments. 

The stakeholders have not clearly recognized that a major change in the landscape has occurred and 

frequently state that the land use and way of life is still the same as it has been for centuries. In fact both 

have started to change during the 20th century with tourism as a new economic activity, and have evolved 

with wind energy farms being planned. A helpful tool for this public awareness is visual simulations. 

 

2.  Overall protection of the cultural landscape and its setting 

Even though the Burgenland planning system has shown success and good practice, this doesn’t mean 

they can go on with the same developing framework due to cumulative effects. It seems to have reached a 

point where the mission identifies a landscape saturation point With adverse impact on OUV. This means 

                                                      
4 Prof. Dr. N. Pfeifer. 
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that the FERTÖ-NEUSIEDLER LAKE can be used as an example that could be shared through 

dissemination for other areas where cultural landscapes issues and the proximity of energy production 

collide. 

Two problems were identified by the mission that are the basis for a weak protection of the property; the 

inadequate buffer zone and the non-awareness of stakeholders for the change that has occurred in the 

landscape around the FERTÖ-NEUSIEDLER LAKE .The buffer zone limits have no visual criteria for 

the protection of the mostly flat areas around the Lake, and that is one of the reasons why the wind farms 

are so visible from the West side of the lake. 

The wind farms are a new form of human landscape. It has become a common element of 21st century 

landscapes and of new balance in landscape composition, well accepted by the stakeholders involved. It 

can be considered as a fusion between crop production and energy production. In fact for them the 

turbines are a non-air or water polluting device, non-soil disturbance industry, and affects the  bird life in 

a controlled manner so  it is generally considered as a good economic device in their landscapes. This 

attitude does not question the fact that this mixity of energy and agriculture production farms have created 

totally new landscapes, from the millenarian landscape that they want to protect as the WHS. For 

protection to be efficient, awareness of this new fact must be raised in the public consciousness. 

 

3.  Visibility studies and cartography 

The most advanced technical framework to measure the landscape’s visual quality is based on 4 concepts: 

1- The landscape’s visual absorption depends on the terrain and on the observer’s position; these 

locations’ choice reflect the population’s major use. These points need to be identified in a Terrain Digital 

Model and a set of these points has been already selected in the work referred as Photogrammetry and 

Remote Sensing that were presented from the Technical University of Vienna by Prof. Dr. N. Pfeifer. 

2- The landscape’s sensitivity registers whether the landscape is capable or notof keeping its value 

without loss of quality when new intrusions are added to the visual angle. The landscape’s sensitivity can 

only be rigorously measured with the accuracy of an automatic cartography such as GIS (Geographic 

Information System), and when answering the question “can the new element added be seen by the object 

to be preserved? “ 

3- The  inter-visibility:  a  method  developed  using  the  landscape  sensitivity  maps  and 

allowing the identification of the visible area of an object through topographic cartography based on the 

principle that: all the points from where one can see an object, form the area seen from that object. It 

calculates and gives us the area from where the object can be seen. Therefore, the inter-visibility method 

allows us to have areas (view-sheds or visual envelopes) identified on maps from where the object can be 

seen. Landmarks such as the belvederes, points along the roads, or special view points in the towns 

around the FERTÖ-NEUSIEDLER LAKE  are  chosen,  and  inter-visibility  areas  are  defined  and  

overlaid.  The  highest intersections of view-sheds identifies the areas that mostly disturb an object if we 

locate any construction there. With the inter-visibility method we can measure the landscape’s different 

sensitivity zones. 

 

4. Conclusions 
The wind turbinesadded problem is their (out-of-scale) height. It creates a much more extensive visual 

envelope and requires an enlarged visual buffer. The view-shed’s rigorous delimitation for the FERTÖ-

NEUSIEDLER LAKE, defining all the points that can be seen from its flat surface is essential if we want 

to be consistent in its protection. 

The visual studies are mostly produced by Research Centres where that expertise is being developed but 

can also be found in professional practice. Simulations of the impact such as the work presented by Prof. 

Elmar Csaplovics: “Wind Parks and World Heritage Site Lake Neusidle – Evaluation os the conflict 

created by the projects from the view of UNESCO World Heritage Convention on the basis of virtual 

landscape images” can be a complement to the view shed definition and mapping. There is some 

scientific and diffusion publishing on this subject (see bibliography) as well as some specialized GIS 

software (Geographic Information System) as tools to produce automatic cartography. 
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Abstract 
The insertion of contemporary architecture into historic urban landscapes has become an increasing 

concern, particularly because development decisions are sometimes made without reference to human 

values and local characteristics. One way to improve the conservation and management of these 

landscapes is to revisit current orthodoxy in relating new architectural layers to existing ones. 

Accordingly, the present author selects and reviews major literature on the topic to challenge 

conventional wisdom, operates outside the standard social norms to consider a range of design options, 

and defines the concept of compatibility, which is insufficiently explored in standard-setting instruments.   

 

Keywords: Compatibility; Contemporary Architecture; Design Options; Historic Urban Landscapes; 

Values 

 

 

1. Introduction 

This paper aims at contributing to the current state of knowledge on the compatibility of contemporary 

architecture with historic urban landscapes given that the reconciliation of heritage conservation and 

urban development is still an important debate animated by the UNESCO World Heritage Committee and 

international organizations.
5
 One objective is to understand the concept of compatibility, which is 

undefined and insufficiently explored in World Heritage and ICOMOS literature although the challenge 

of adding new construction to existing fabric had been under debate in the urban conservation discipline 

for decades. To support this statement, the author critically analyses major standard-setting instruments 

and documents while pointing out their similarities and differences. The other objective is to identify the 

design options available for achieving the goal of compatible new buildings. For this reason, some 

scholarly publications are reviewed. As a result of this research, a definition of compatibility is proposed.  

   

2. Guidance in international norms and principles  

The 1964 Venice Charter was written specifically for preservation and restoration treatments, but it can 

be used, or rather misused, to guide the insertion of new buildings into historic contexts. Article 6, which 

states “wherever the traditional setting exists, it must be kept. No new construction, […] which would 

alter the relations of mass and color must be allowed,” may be interpreted to mean that compatible 

buildings are those that respond solely to the physical integrity of the traditional setting, expressed 

through the “relations of mass and color.” As a result, it can be misused to justify the insertion of a 

parking facility, for example, that conforms to existing “mass and color” but cause harmful environmental 

effects. Article 9, moreover, favours distinction over compatibility because “any extra work which is 

indispensable must be distinct from the architectural composition and must bear a contemporary stamp.” 

                                                      
5Extensive research and a lengthy bibliography (including national policies) on the topic may be found online in the present 

author’s unpublished PhD thesis entitled “An approach to compatible new buildings in historic urban environments: case study in 

the Arabian Gulf Region” at https://papyrus.bib.umontreal.ca/xmlui/handle/1866/10213. The thesis jury consisted of Julian Smith 

(President of ICOMOS Canada), Christina Cameron (President of the Canadian Commission for UNESCO), Jacques Lachapelle 

(President of the Conseil du Patrimoine de Montréal CPM), Marie Lessard (former President of the CPM) and Isabelle Thomas 

Maret (Expert in sustainable urban development).  

https://papyrus.bib.umontreal.ca/xmlui/handle/1866/10213
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It encourages designers to change historic places regardless of their unified or diversified character. Thus, 

the Charter tends to embrace modernist ideology, which was founded on the rupture from traditional local 

architecture and which caused a problem for urban conservation in the first place.  

The 1983 Appleton Charter asserts that “new volumes, materials and finishes” must “echo contemporary 

ideas but respect and enhance the spirit of the original.” This principle entails that a designer does not 

necessarily have to choose modern materials but could work with traditional ones as long as the methods 

of construction, for example, “echo” or conform to present-day practice. Hence, the “contemporary 

stamp” of the Venice Charter may be interpreted as the current way of constructing buildings as opposed 

to being the architectural style or appearance of the intervention itself. The Appleton Charter also states 

that “new work should be identifiable on close inspection or to the trained eye.” Here, distinction means 

that a new building may look historic from a certain, undetermined, distance as long as it looks different 

up close. Still, the rationale is not evident. For example, “close inspection” may stand for the date of 

construction carved on the main entrance of a new building, whereas “trained eye” implies that only 

specialists would be able to tell the difference between new and existing types of mortar.  

The 1987 Washington Charter expands its guidance beyond historic buildings and monuments with their 

rural or urban settings to include towns and areas. It explains that “new functions and activities should be 

compatible with” historic character. New buildings must respect “the existing spatial layout,” particularly 

“in terms of scale and lot size” and new elements must be “in harmony with the surroundings.” Unlike the 

Venice and Appleton Charters, the Washington Charter places emphasis on compatibility/harmony, 

which is mentioned five times, rather than on distinction, which is never discussed. Yet, because harmony 

is not clearly defined, it seems that compatible buildings are those that maintain existing “scale and lot 

size.”   

The 1999 Burra Charter (reviewed in 2013), in contrast to the previous Charters, shifts the emphasis from 

the protection of historic character to the identification and conservation of values. It explains that new 

work must not “detract from [the] interpretation and appreciation” of the place (Article 22.1). One may 

deduce that views from or towards historic buildings are not worth protecting if they do not contribute to 

the place’s understanding. What merits protection, therefore, is not necessarily what observers see, but 

rather what they experience. Explanatory notes add that new work may be compatible if its “siting, bulk, 

form, scale, character, colour, texture and material” are similar to existing fabric, but “imitation should 

generally be avoided.” Hence, unlike the Appleton and Washington Charters, but similar to the Venice 

Charter, the Burra Charter embraces a particular conservation position. Also, its list of physical attributes 

(i.e. siting, bulk…) reduces compatibility to appearance and contradicts the initial focus on values.  

The 2005 Vienna Memorandum is a transitional document that states: “contemporary architecture […] 

should avoid all forms of pseudo-historical design […]. One historical view should not supplant others” 

(paragraph 21). Yet, that position is a case of one historical view supplanting others, which brings to mind 

Article 9 of the Venice Charter. The Memorandum focuses on “building volumes and heights,” 

“townscapes, roofscapes, main visual axes, building plots and types” (paragraphs 22 and 25); while these 

visual design elements are important, a human element is missing. Because it places emphasis on tangible 

and visual attributes and fails to define the meaning of “the contextualization of contemporary 

architecture” (paragraph 29), it seems that the argument for contextualism is limited to the preservation of 

visual integrity.  

The 2011 Recommendation on the HUL identifies HUL as both an approach to urban conservation and 

“an urban area understood as the result of a historic layering of cultural and natural values and attributes” 

(Item 8). Historic places, which were previously seen as aesthetic and relatively static objects in the 

Venice Charter, are currently perceived as living organisms that experience a continuous succession of 

layers. Although the suggested tools are meant to “ensure that contemporary interventions are 

harmoniously integrated with heritage” (Item 12), the Recommendation does not sufficiently explain how 

these (still to be developed) tools can help achieve their stated purpose. Instead of complementing 

previous standard-setting instruments to advance the understanding of compatibility or that of 

“contextualization” as stated in the Vienna Memorandum, it overlooks these important concepts. The 

meaning of compatibility is still in flux. Hence, this Recommendation with its Action Plan is not the 

solution to the issue of concern; it is rather a starting point that merits to be complemented with further 

guidance, especially to filter the HUL approach from the international level to the national and local 

levels.  
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3. Definitions and design options for relating the new to the old 

The term harmony comes from Latin harmonia, which stands for concord. Integration comes from 

integrare, which means to make whole. Compatibility, from compatibilis or compati, means to be in 

sympathy with something else. Accordingly, the expression “harmonious (or compatible) integration” in 

the 2011 Recommendation on the HUL, for example, may refer to a new building that joins and agrees 

with the individual parts and elements of the whole (i.e. the historic urban landscape with its tangible and 

intangible aspects). Scholars and practitioners often use these three terms interchangeably to refer to how 

well new construction fits into its context.
6
  

Context is derived from Latin textus, which means fabric, and texere, which means to weave. 

Consequently, contextus “indicates a whole entity made from interlacing parts that acknowledges the 

existence, through the act of weaving, of an orderly method, manner, or pattern.”
7
 Whether a context is 

the result of organic and/or planned growth, it is subject to determinants. For example, climate, 

topography and construction materials are urban determinants; trade, social relations, beliefs, activities, 

functions, rituals, cultures, traditions and values are man-made determinants.
8
 It is the orchestration of 

determinants that creates patterns. In view of this analysis, one may argue that compatibility is 

fundamentally about the relationship between tangible attributes (e.g. materials, architectural and urban 

patterns) and intangible qualities (e.g. values, social and cultural patterns) that are observed from without 

and experienced from within.   

To achieve the goal of compatible insertions, moreover, literature reveals three design options. Each one 

determines how closely the new will look and feel in comparison to the old. Reproduction (fig. 1), from 

Latin (re)producere, means to bring forth or recreate. The design of a new building, therefore, is expected 

to mimic another; the outcome, however, may or may not entirely match the original design. If the new 

building is constructed on a different site than the original, then it is a replication, which is synonymous 

with imitation, duplication, repetition and copying. If it is constructed on the exact site of a demolished 

building, then it is a reconstruction. Reinterpretation (fig. 2), from (re)interpretari, means to explain or 

understand again. The new building, therefore, would draw on some existing attributes and qualities to 

capture the essence of the historic character. Unlike reproduction, which generally entails that the 

architectural outcome will have a traditional outlook and feel, this option implies that it will have 

new/contemporary ones. Some authors call this option blending in, background building, abstraction, 

synthesis, in-between, invention within a style, or abstract reference. Contrast (fig. 3), from Latin contra 

and stare, means to stand against. The new building, therefore, would follow a divergent architectural 

language. Some authors call it standing out, focal point or intentional opposition. For clarification, 

contrast precedes modern architecture by a number of centuries; in other words, this option does not 

necessarily imply that architects must design in the modern style.  

Each option has pros and cons. Reproduction preserves local craftsmanship, but it may mislead the 

understanding of historical events. Reinterpretation encourages the use of precedents in a creative manner 

to maintain a sense of continuity, but it may end as a superficial link between the old and the new. 

Contrast adds to the diversity and picturesque quality of a historic place, but it may undermine its heritage 

significance. None of these options should be ruled out or considered falsification. Reproduction, for 

instance, could be appropriate if the place has a homogeneous and unified character. Thus, every 

intervention should be addressed on a case-by-case basis.  

As a result of this research, the author proposes that each design option is a conservation treatment, 

because the challenge of inserting a new building into a historic urban landscape while conserving its 

values requires the same reflection as that of conserving a historic building and its values by means of 

preservation, rehabilitation, restoration or a combination of these processes. Once the historic urban 

landscape with its determinants and patterns is understood, the design and construction of a new building 

can be carried out and may vary from reproducing existing attributes and qualities, through reinterpreting 

them in an original manner, to contrasting them with a different architectural language (fig. 4). Also, 

because values, needs and perceptions change, the understanding of compatibility would likewise evolve 

                                                      
6 (National Trust for Historic Preservation, 1980; Warren et al. eds., 1998; Semes, 2009; Oers & Haraguchi eds., 2010). 
7 (Benzel, 1998). 
8 (Morris, 1994). 
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from one geo-cultural location to another and from one historical period to the next; hence, the 

compatibility of an intervention with its context should be judged in light of the spirit of the place and 

spirit of the time.   

 

4. Conclusion 

While historic places were previously seen as aesthetic and static objects, they are currently understood as 

dynamic environments that welcome the addition of new layers and encounter changing values and 

design practices. Conservation thought has shifted from the ‘protection of heritage to maintain visual 

integrity’ to the ‘management of change to enrich human experience and values.’ Three design options, or 

rather conservation treatments, moreover, may achieve compatibility, which is an evolving concept 

associated with the responsiveness to local determinants and patterns as much as with the establishment 

of visual ties in the urban fabric. These are reproduction, reinterpretation and contrast. The selection of 

the principle treatment depends on the understanding of the historic urban landscape and extends beyond 

the mere question of whether to work with traditional and/or modernist architectural styles.  
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Figure 1: Reproduction. This is the Church of Le Gesù in Montreal, built in 1865. It was designed by 

Patrick C. Keely who has attempted to replicate the design of the Church of the Gesù in Rome. This 

option does not necessarily imply that the reproduced building will entirely or faithfully match the 

original (source: author, 2007-09-11).  

 

 
Figure 2: Reinterpretation. This is Pointe-à-Callière Museum of Archaeology and History in Montreal. 

Dan Hanganu and Provencher Roy designed the Éperon, completed in 1992. They were inspired by the 

shape of the Royal Insurance Company Building, which used to stand in the same location (source: 

author, 2011-07-14).  
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Figure 3:  Contrast. This is Stewart Museum, the Arsenal of the Fort Île Sainte-Hélène in Montreal. Éric 

Gauthier and André Lavoie designed the glass tower (addition) to facilitate circulation. It was completed 

in 2011 (source: author, 2011-07-14).  

 

 
Figure 4: Design options. They define a range of conservation treatments that should be considered in 

every intervention project. It is the understanding of the historic urban landscape that should determine 

the principal treatment with a view to achieving the goal of compatible insertions (source: author).    
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Abstract 

The city of Ljubljana presents an ideal case of urban landscape. Architect Jože Plečnik (1872-1957) 

added an urban network of promenades, parks and passages to the old city near the Ljubljanica River. 

This important European architect of the 20
th
 century took into consideration Semper’s theory of 

Bekleidung. Influenced by theory and his own experiences, Plečnik developed an original architectural 

language. He upgraded the antique and renaissance forms after studying in Florence and Rome. Before 

1945 he transformed Ljubljana’s core into one of the earliest examples of sustainable architecture. 

 

Keywords: Ljubljana; Jože Plečnik; Italian Influences; Sustainable Architecture 
 

 

Case of Ljubljana 

Landscape analyses often focus on open spaces of cultivated nature or manor gardens and large city 

parks. Syntheses of typical European urban landscapes, where key locations are mainly filled with built 

structures as important landscape elements are also interesting case. They can be analysed in the urban 

landscape of medium-sized settlements, such as hilltop towns in Tuscany or any acropolis in Greece. 

Several characteristics of urban morphology primarily originate in adjusting to the relief features and 

climate conditions. Second starting- point was, after Gottfried Semper, the fireplace, origin of built home. 

It spread to protected settlements and to their role for communities: for home-lands. 

Life in this type of little towns, such as what Ambrogio Lorenzetti painted in Siena, organically spilled 

into fields and hills behind them. Ljubljana has kept similar morphology and presents a complex analysis 

pattern, since it is a meeting point of Mediterranean and Northern influences. It is a city on the crossroads 

below the Julian Alps and near the karstic Dinara Mountains. The landscape sweeps gently from 

Ljubljana across rocky masses and red-soiled fields down to the Adriatic Sea. In the predominantly rural 

setting of cohabitation with nature, architects in small towns often conformed to the environment and its 

resources. The sensitivity towards the landscape and its inspirational particularities is typical for 

Slovenian architects as Jože Plečnik, Edvard Ravnikar and painters as Zoran Mušič. 

Ljubljana is a sample example of four millennia of continual progress: from a prehistoric riverside 

settlement with pile dwellings
1
 to a Hallstatt settlement on a lookout hill and later to an antique square 

camp, a castra on a plain named Colonia Iulia Aemona in 14 CE. Afterwards, Ljubljana developed into a 

medieval fortified city under a hilltop castle and behind a wall protected by the river. (image 1) 

The first direct transfer of architectural patterns from Rome to Ljubljana after the antiquity appeared 

again in the 18
th
 century with Andrea Pozzo’s plans for the baroque cathedral. The church was connected 

with early Christian times in a symbolic way.
2
 It was also important that in the Baroque era park surfaces, 

under Italian influence, spread beyond city walls. They were in cohabitation with orchards and meadows 

till now. 

The medieval painter in Siena emphasized the influence that rulers had on city and provincial life: Buono 

e Cattivo Governo.
3
 Political systems, mainly Hapsburg influences (1335-1918), prevailed in Ljubljana 

with their rules and architects. Ljubljana was gradually transformed into a little capital. Northern 

influences were complemented by the cultural life of the near Venetian republic. The urban scheme was 

also stimulated by the French and their Napoleonic Illyrian provinces spreading from Lienz to Dubrovnik 

(1809-1813). Continuous co-creation, mutual influences and a stylistic mixture increased in the second 

                                                      
1 The pile-dwellings of Ljubljansko Barje are on the 2011 UNESCO list. 
2 They built Roman tombstones in the façade of the church. 
3 Good and Bad Government. 
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half of the 19
th
 century, especially after the 1895 earthquake, when the architect Maks Fabiani

4
 designed 

urban elements for the city for the next hundred years. Ljubljana was enriched by art nouveau buildings. 

After the First World War, in the period of transition from Art Nouveau to Modernism, architecture 

flourished in Ljubljana. The reasons for this prosperity were not only the building of new apartments after 

the war and the industrial development. One of the most important facts was the creation of a new Slavic 

country. In the Kingdom of Yugoslavia (1918-1941), Ljubljana became one of three political centres. The 

country sought new purposes and new symbols to distinguish itself from the Germanic past. A university 

was established, and in 1920 Jože Plečnik, an architect favoured by the Czech president Tomaš Masaryk, 

was invited to assume a teaching position. 

Plečnik’s inventive synthesis of architecture and symbolic transformations of urban elements and 

landscapes first materialized on Hradčany in Prague (»the Czech Acropolis«). He created a presidential 

residence for Masaryk and new symbolism for the Czechoslovak republic with a monolith obelisk, a 

gigantic vase, with monument to Semper. He confidently remodelled medieval walls and transformed 

them into viewing terraces. 

His work in Ljubljana took place almost simultaneously with his Prague interventions. He transformed 

the city centre by adding select buildings with key functions such as churches, a national library, an 

insurance company, a stadium, a market hall, (image 2) a cemetery. The architectural forms of these 

structures were classical: a temple, a triumphal arch, a forum, a stoa; he recreated a small Rome. Another 

part of his work, less known but of equal or even bigger importance, is the connection of various city 

quarters, squares and architectures into the so-called Plečnik’s Ljubljana. He achieved this 

interconnection with orderly public spaces, which were supposed to last forever. This work basis has been 

described by Plečnik and the art historian France Stele in the book Architectura perennis. Idea of 

everlasting architecture was one of Plečnik’s answers to the search for a new architectural language. 

The architect first substantiated his new creative language with Gottfried Semper’s theoretical 

framework. His descriptions go back to idealized prehistory, when people were supposedly seeking 

security near hearths, under canopies, protected by curtains and later behind walls. He divided different 

elements of architecture into four main groups, all of which are important for the development of 

architecture: the hearth, the wooden roof, (image 3) the woven screen or enclosure and the mound. The 

scheme is called das Prinzip der Bekleidung in der Baukunst (theory of cladding). This framework might 

seem archaic or even pathetic today, but it was current 120 years ago. The clear, simple division 

emphasizing compositional bases and originating from various crafts (pottery, carpentry and weaving) 

was perfect for Plečnik, who lacked formal secondary school education and helped in his father’s joiner’s 

workshop for several years. However, the presented theory was only one element of creating the 

architect’s new expressive language. Following the theoretical scheme, Plečnik consciously sought 

practical models in antique cultures, from Egypt to Roman antiquity, and in their revived upgrades in 

Renaissance and Classicism, especially in Palladio. The influences of Italian architecture on Plečnik’s 

creativity are proven not only on the basis of stylistic analyses. His legacy includes extensive 

documentation on his travelling with sketches, photographs and a diary from his trip to Italy and tens of 

letters to his relatives and friends.
5
 

During his studies under the architect Otto Wagner in Vienna, Plečnik was a privileged draftsman. With 

the help of the mentor and professor, his excellent thesis
6
 won the so called Rome prize, a one-year 

scholarship for studying in Italy and France. In November 1898, the young architect set out for Venice 

and Florence. Venice with its palaces, canals, and bridges was the first revelation for him. He spent more 

than a month in Tuscany. His study visit continued in Rome, where he lived for four months with several 

shorter trips to Tivoli and Pompeii. He departed from Italy towards Spain and France in June 1899.
7
 

Plečnik joined numerous artists, especially those from Germanic countries, who followed before his time 

in the path of Goethe to Rome to enrich their knowledge of antiquity. The direct contact with different 

environments, landscapes, light and other material elements had a larger influence on his creativity than 

                                                      
4 Camilo Sitte was invited to Ljubljana after the earthquake to counsel on urban renovation. However, the city chose Fabiani's 

proposal. Fabiani Maks. 1899. Regulacija deželnega stolnega mesta Ljubljane. Dunaj/Wien: published by the author. 
5 Plečnik's archives are in the Museum of Architecture and the Design and in the City Museum in Ljubljana. 
6 The title of his work was Urban arrangement of the seaside resort Scheveningen near Den Haag. 
7 He wrote: »Who was the insipid person who wrote »architect« in my certificate? The churches, the bridges, the elegance, the 

bravery and freshness, the pride and the faith; I never imagined any of this.« Mušič. 1987. 48. 
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drawing art nouveau ornaments typical for the Vienna Ringstrasse in the fin de siècle era. The historic 

styles and art nouveau became a part of the past. The end of World War I, which broke out exactly a 

hundred years ago, changed the map of Europe, and at the same time transformed ways of thinking of 

individuals and nations. Large centres were overtaken by the enthusiasm for technologies. This era saw 

the rise of modernism with the clear forms of Bauhaus, which in several instances, just as Plečnik feared, 

intensified into a uniform, soulless internationalisation. In extreme cases, forms evolved into the pathos of 

Soviet Union stone structures, the Great Berlin visions of Albert Speer, the materialised EUR district in 

Rome and also into the Palais Chaillot in Paris. The Prague and Ljubljana architect searched for a more 

personal, responsible, spiritual, expression in the legacy of antique and catholic Italy. Plečnik drew 

inspiration for one of his creative concepts while visiting Michelangelo’s David in Florence: “Not all of 

his sculptures are religious, which is fine, since this is not the antiquity, this is something completely 

new.”
8
 

The architect’s letters and sketches reveal how he was analysing the architecture and open spaces of 

Florence, with constant returning to ideas for developing Ljubljana. While staying in Italy, he asked his 

brother to send him the plan of the Ljubljana.
9
 His inspirations were not only palaces, churches and 

bridges from Florence. Plečnik perceived the importance of anonymous entities, street strings and urban 

furniture. His comprehension of everyday life of individuals and communities in the city is apparent in 

the urban network of Ljubljana, which was completed decades later.
10

 Plečnik achieved the desired effect 

by adding small changes while considering all natural and man-made constants of the area. He put the 

same amount of interest and knowledge into every detail, even when a seemingly easy task was in 

question, such as setting up pavement or planting some trees by the river. 

On his journey, he paid a lot of attention to churches and medieval cities, from Bologna, Siena to Assisi. 

In Rome Plečnik lived in the Palazzo Venezia tower. From the palace under the Capitol he could reach 

Forum Romanum in a couple of minutes. While visiting buildings and antique ruins, he became 

enthusiastic about Italian culture, from architecture, artistic accentuations to cuisine. The contact with 

Italian creativity presented a cultural shock for Plečnik and changed his way of thinking and his creative 

language. In Italy, he became aware of the exceptional significance of antique Ljubljana, Aemona, its 

urban scheme, and precious archaeological finds. The journey was a part of the architect’s growth, the 

start of his independent path, which separated him from the historicism and art nouveau of the Vienna’s 

Ringstrasse. Semper’s theory had been proven. Semper died twenty years before in Rome. Plečnik 

probably visited his grave in the shadow of the Caius Cestius pyramid and used similar idea in design of 

Zois’s pyramid in Ljubljana. 

In the 20
th
 century, architects sought new expressions, new stylistic characteristics, which were often 

based on new technological inventions, and different possible uses of glass, steel, and concrete. Plečnik 

walked into the future with a firm sense of the past, the legacy, and its gradual modernisation. He wrote: 

Michelangelo proved that even columns allow for partial changes.
11

 

Plečnik’s origin in a joiner’s workshop led to his lifelong fondness of working with craftsmen. Wherever 

he could, he used natural resources, e.g. wood, stone, brick, and their combinations. Here, he also 

followed antique Roman examples.
 12

 In Prague, he used precious materials for the Hradčany acropolis. 

Not only size, form, and location of his masterpieces were exceptional. The uniqueness of the obelisk by 

the St. Vitus church was emphasised with the transport and erection, which were consciously reminiscent 

of Egypt and of obelisk erection in Rome. 

In Ljubljana, Plečnik worked with less qualified workers. They constructed the obelisk glorifying 

Napoleon’s Illyria with stone from the Croatian island Brač. The obelisk is located where the axes of the 

antique decumanus and the medieval wall meet. In his hometown, the architect was forced to work with 

cheap materials, often with concrete, and even with prefabricated or serial products, which presented an 

                                                      
8 Stelè France. 1967. Arh. Jože Plečnik v Italiji 1898–99. Ljubljana: Slovenska matica. 69. (From here: Stelè. 1967.) 
9 In addition, I wish for a part of Ljubljana on a map: from the Butchers' Bridge to the Shoemakers' Bridge, from the Ljubljanica 

river to the castle, including the castle itself, perhaps even the whole hill. Stelè. 1967. 129. 
10 The Palazzo with an obligatory open upper floor and a loggia, together with a good, simple arrangement with a little fountain. 

This made me think of a plan for Ljubljana with a square in front of a church, a new cathedral, and an access to the Castle. 

Stelè. 1967. 57. 
11 Stelè. 1967. 63. 
12 In the letter from February 12 he wrote: »Wherever they use brick or stone, they are exquisite.« Stelè. 1967. 137. 

http://cobiss6.izum.si/scripts/cobiss?ukaz=DISP&id=2353274130440972&rec=15&sid=3
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additional challenge. The acropolis of Ljubljana (the design of the Castle Hill) was complemented with an 

avenue and modest railings on the viewing platform at Šance. With polished artificial stone, and 

adaptation of forms and proportions he created monumental market arcades as an echo of Mannerist 

arcades in Florence. (image 4) A stone’s throw away, he imitated the line of Rialto’s balustrades for the 

rhythm and arrangement of the Three Bridges balusters. (image 5) From the disorder of buildings 

surrounding a junction of roads, he created a united city square and a popular meeting place. If Plečnik 

were to design buildings today, he would have been classified as one of the gurus of the architectural 

ecological footprint movement. His buildings are made of stone and brick from the nearest local quarries 

and brickworks. He used simple wooden elements without chemical coatings for buildings and furniture. 

He creatively recycled particular elements of old houses, portals, railings, even complete bridges and 

substituted architectural elements with trees or serial products. 

With his expressive language, Plečnik was an artist of his time. In the seemingly classical forms, we can 

find not only Semper’s influence, but also echoes of the Far East and Egypt. He complemented the 

Roman city wall remains in Ljubljana with reminiscences of Via Appia, and, elsewhere, with monuments 

which present an upgrade to the spiritual meaning of antiquity. The symbolic use of sarcophagi was still 

preferred by his students in the middle of the 20
th
 century. The peak of his symbolic landscape is the 

library façade, a synthesis of Slavic sayings, landscapes of the Karst, and local materials. (image 6) The 

architect and his co-workers, builders and stonecutters, understood their work as an important mission, 

which they honoured with their knowledge and energy. The responsibility increased with the outburst of 

the Second World War in the countries surrounding Yugoslavia.
13

 

A symbolic upgrade of Plečnik’s architectural language was, after his death, mostly developed by the 

architect Edvard Ravnikar. In an inventive way, he designed the municipality building in Kranj and 

several memorial cemeteries: a Mediterranean cemetery on the Croatian island Rab near a sea bay; a 

cemetery on a meadow by a wood in the alpine Draga Valley. 

Plečnik’s designs of urban spaces have shown their relevance in Ljubljana, the capital of the sovereign 

Slovenia after 1991. His works, from the library to the markets, serve their primary purposes, just as the 

architect imagined. The citizens appreciate the refined environments, ideal for walkers of all ages, for 

short strolls, rests, and meetings. Ljubljana’s genius loci preserves the harmony of natural and man-made 

environment elements with the network of Plečnik’s paths and other interventions even 57 years after the 

architect’s death. (image 7) His legacy affirms the developmental direction of Ljubljana, the synthesis of 

heritage and creativity, practicability and symbolism. In the last decade, Plečnik’s central axis of the city 

with the riverside promenades has been extended towards the Botanical Gardens, and complemented with 

bridges and urban furniture.
14

 A sculptor Jakov Brdar comprehended the addition of new, Florence-

inspired works of art with his bronze variation of Masaccio’s fresco Expulsion from the Garden of Eden. 

(image 8) The statue is located in Plečnik’s arcades at the market. The project Rearrangement of 

Embankments and Bridges of the Ljubljanica River won Ljubljana the first prize for Urban Public Place 

in 2012.
15

 The upgrade of architectural development of Plečnik’s Ljubljana was certified again in July 

2014. Ljubljana has been named European Green Capital 2016. 
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Image 1: Ljubljana from air  Photo: Stane Klemenc, 2009. 

Image 2: Jože Plečnik: Market Halls, Ljubljana  Photo: Barbara J. Jeršič and Stane Jeršič, 2007. 
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Image 3: Jože Plečnik: Žale cemetery, Wooden roof, Ljubljana  Photo: Damjan Prelovšek, 2007. 

Image 4: Jože Plečnik: Market Halls-Arcades, Ljubljana   Photo: BarbaraJ. Jeršič  and Stane Jeršič, 2007. 
 

  
Image 5: Jože Plečnik: Three bridges,  Ljubljana  Photo: Damjan Prelovšek, 2008. 

Image 6: Jože Plečnik: National and University Library, Ljubljana  Photo: Barbara J. Jeršič and Stane 

Jeršič, 2007. 
 

  
Image 7: Jože Plečnik: Enbankments of Ljubljanica  Photo: Damjan Prelovšek, 2008. 

Image 8: Jakov Brdar: Expulsion from Eden, Ljubljana  Photo: Gojko Zupan, 2013. 
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Abstract    

The White City of Tel Aviv is the happy conjunction of three Utopian conceptions: Sir Patrick Geddes’ 

theories on the ideal urban community as they appear in his North Tel Aviv Plan of 1925, Modern 

Movement ethics and aesthetics as they reflect in its functionalist, minimalist architecture, and a national 

movement that aimed to create a new society for the Jewish people, one that would be austere, 

progressive and down to earth.                                  

The city of Tel Aviv, a new town planned and developed in the 20
th
 century, is today the centre of a large 

metropolis and represents the financial, commercial and entertainment center of Israel. This paper aims to 

evaluate the first effects of urban renewal upon a city sector, a decade after its designation by UNESCO 

as World Heritage site.  

The Conservation Plan approved by the local authorities in 2000, together with the 2003 UNESCO World 

Heritage designation deal with 20
th
-century architecture heritage within a living, intense and evolving city 

sector, tackling with a large, mixed-use area mostly in private ownership which holds several hundreds of 

listed residential buildings. We intend to ascertain the UNESCO’s designation and the conservation 

plan’s impact upon the city. During the last decade, municipal efforts have been channeled towards 

formal architectural conservation and its technologies. A number of architectonically valuable cases of 

renovation notwithstanding, the authors observe some negative results: firstly, a concentration of private 

and public investment in this area in detriment of the rest of the city, leading to an accelerated process of 

gentrification; secondly, ominous decay of buildings whose tenants cannot afford the renovation costs and 

their predictable displacement from the White City area.  

 

Keywords: White City; UNESCO Declaration; Conservation; Gentrification 

   

 
1.  Background: Tel Aviv’s White City: its history     

1.1. Foundation to Geddes  

Founded in 1909 by a group of families as a suburb on the sands north of the ancient port of Jaffa, the 

urban fabric of Tel Aviv developed as a lineal northward thrust along the seashore. Initially, it was an 

aggregation of neighborhoods with no comprehensive planning strategy.  

However, Garden Suburb ideas informed its planning from the very beginning. By 1887 a first Jewish 

neighborhood -Newe Zedek- had been built as a Hippodamic grid beyond Jaffa’s old city walls; 

subsequently in 1906-8 a housing society established Ahuzat-Bait, a garden suburb focused upon its main 

building – a high school. Privately sponsored estates followed, attaining such success that by 1924 Tel 

Aviv had developed into a burgeoning, chaotic township of 30,000 inhabitants. This disorganized, 

unsystematic growth prompted the legendary founding mayor Meir Dizengoff to invite Professor Patrick 

Geddes, ‘social evolutionist, city planner’, father of regional planning, to formulate a Master Plan 

according to the tenets of the Garden Cities Movement. The result was what is known as the North Tel 

Aviv Plan of 1925. A significant stage in the city’s development had began. 

 

1.2.  The Geddes Plan 

Geddes proposed a plan for a city of 100,000 inhabitants, which would be “more beautiful and health-

giving than any previous form of community in human annals.”  He tackled with a new urban district to 

the north of the existing city: almost 900 acres of sand dunes bordering on the Mediterranean to the west 

and the Yarkon River to the north . The planned area was as large as the built-up city at that time. In fact, 

rather than a Garden City, Geddes devised a unique and original “city of gardens” and summed the plan’s 
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goal stating: “the model and ideal before us is that of the Garden Village. But this is no longer merely 

suburban, but as coming into town and into the very heart of the city block.”   

Geddes’ proposal was a hierarchical system of main streets that defined large urban blocks structured by 

narrow residential streets which, together with pedestrian lanes, led to a public park or to an enclosed 

avenue at the core of the home-block. The main ways carried the traffic and commercial activities while 

the core of the urban block was dedicated to public open spaces and educational, cultural and religious 

buildings. The plan for Tel Aviv of 1925 is probably the most accomplished amongst the experimental 

planning carried out during the British Mandate in Palestine; it stands out for its exceptional originality 

and flexibility. It indeed has produced a new form of urban community and the excellent urban quality of 

life achieved by has remained. 

 

1.3.  The Levant Fair and the reception of Modern Architecture  

With the background of world depression and the ascent of fascism, Tel Aviv underwent a period of 

relative prosperity and substantial growth up to the start of WWII. This, due to the inflow of private 

capital coming from new immigrants as well as a strong and vigorous labor union that organized the 

working force.  

By 1934, Tel Aviv had a population of about 60,000 and was growing fast. Young architects educated in 

Europe, some of them Bauhaus graduates, arrived, and with them, the Modern Movement – MoMo – 

entered the professional scene. This was synchronic with the implementation of the Geddes plan. A 

splendid international exhibition named the Levant Fair was planned, to celebrate the city’s 25
th
 jubilee. A 

select group of young architects designed a compound of forty avant-garde permanent pavilions that 

would transform the urban landscape  

Via the exhibition an unprecedented broad public acceptance of MoMo architecture was attained. The 

existing literature has hitherto failed to assess the effect the fair had in encouraging the diffusion and 

implantation of MoMo in Tel Aviv. It is our conclusion that it was a turning point, a lever for the 

reception of Modern Movement architecture in the Holy Land. This is corroborated by municipal 

statistics: at the opening of the fair, Tel Aviv counted 5,329 buildings; 800 of which – i.e. 14% –, were 

Modernist. Four years later almost 1,200 new MoMo buildings were added to the urban fabric, doubling 

their former share in the cityscape. Ten years after the Levant Fair, the population had tripled, reaching 

180,000 and the city counted 8,055 buildings, of which 4,000 were MoMo.  

 

1.4. The formation of the White City    
Hencethe Tel Aviv architectural community and the city in general overwhelmingly adopted the 

principles of MoMo in concept and form. These tenets were very different to those of British Mandate 

official architecture, which, flourishing at the same time in Jerusalem, combined Beaux-Arts guidelines in 

layout with Orientalist detailing. Unlike Jerusalem, steeped in history, Tel Aviv was felt to be a tabula 

rasa, which encouraged experimentation: the freedom to be new.  

The emergence of new typologies for middle class apartment houses, for workers’ estates, and public 

buildings consolidated the core of the ‘white city on the shores by the Mediterranean’, as it began to be 

called. This was a choice made by the public: private initiative, building cooperatives, architectural 

offices; not a process imposed by central planning authorities. MoMo became, on the people own accord, 

the accepted language of the city’s architecture. The public, designers, builders and patrons agreed to 

adopt this language as an expression of national renaissance. In the interim, the city continued growing 

and becoming the center of a national metropolis.  

 

2. The recognition and designation process                 

2.1. Aging and deterioration  

The conjunct effect of the Geddes’ plan and avant-garde architecture had produced in Tel Aviv a unique 

urban area and its construction continued through the 1950s, coming to a halt with WWII. In turn,  during 

the 1960s the development of affordable housing in suburban estates increased depopulation; the White 

City area decayed, its aging residents did or could not invest in the upkeep of buildings; low real-estate 

values ensued. The previous public enthusiasm was transformed into indifference. The architecture of Tel 

Aviv was trivialized in the public’s eye and stopped to draw attention. 
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2.2. The researchers wake up 

After two decades of decline -the so-called ‘Bauhaus District’- first awoke the researchers’ interest in the 

early 1980s, with a few seminal publications about what was beginning to be considered ’a Golden Age 

of Modernism’ and even a national style.  

This renewed interest culminated in 1984 when, on the occasion of the 75
th
 anniversary of the foundation 

of the city, the Tel Aviv Museum hosted an exhibition named “White City, International Style 

Architecture in Israel - Portrait of an Era”. Its curator, Prof. Michael Levin gave the name “White City” to 

the exhibition catalogue; the term stuck. The same year, the exhibition opened also in New York. The 

process of stirring public awareness to the value of the White City architecture had begun. 

A widening recognition ensued during the 1990s, when several Modern Movement historians visited the 

White City and considered it unique.  The next milestone was the organization of a major international 

conference by UNESCO and the Municipality, the “World Conference on the International Style in 

Architecture”. This event took place in 1994, with the result that two years later Tel Aviv’s White City 

was listed as a World Monuments Fund endangered site. The preparation of a detailed municipal Survey 

and Conservation plan ensued.  

The plan was approved in 2000, introducing a new classification and the recognition of Orientalist 

Eclectic buildings along MoMo ones.  It included about 1,000 International Style buildings, 120 of which 

protected by severe restrictions, with no additions allowed, and a further six hundred buildings of other 

styles.In all it spreads out over an extensive city center site of about 10 square km. and affects the built 

environment design of its adjoining environs. By 2002 the area was proposed to UNESCO for World 

Heritage listing. 

 

2.3. Drawing the blue line: UNESCO’s declaration   

In 2003, approximately twenty years after the White City exhibition, UNESCO named Tel Aviv a World 

Heritage Site ’for its treasure of modern architecture’. The designated area was marked in the city’s map 

by means of a blue contour, which from then on would affect the city’s future. From the UNESCO World 

Heritage decision document we quote:  

 

“The White City of Tel Aviv is an outstanding example of new town planning and 

architecture in the early 20th century, adapted to the requirements of a particular cultural 

and geographic context. [It…] is a synthesis of outstanding significance of the various 

trends of the Modern Movement in architecture and town planning. […] Such influences 

were adapted to the cultural and climatic conditions of the place, as well as being 

integrated with local traditions.” 

“The White City was constructed from the early 1930s until the 1950s, based on the 

urban plan by Sir Patrick Geddes, one of the foremost theorists in the early modern 

period, reflecting modern organic planning principles. The buildings were designed by 

architects who were trained in Europe where they practised their profession before 

immigrating. They created an outstanding architectural ensemble of the Modern 

Movement in a new cultural context”.  

 

3.  Observing & recording: a decade on 

A decade after the approval of the Conservation plan and UNESCO’s declaration, a significant number of 

architecturally valuable cases of renovation has been completed. Nevertheless, the authors observe two 

main negative results currently taking place: 

a, the ominous decay of buildings, listed ones included, whose tenants/owners cannot afford the costs of 

renovation, together with speculative acquisitions by real-estate developers, bring about the threat of the 

original residents’ displacement along time.  

b, an accelerated gentrification process that takes over the whole district. The area’s attractiveness has 

caused strong demand for potentials ‘colonizers’. 

Original dwellers were mainly middle and working class, owners and leaseholders; due to swift rise of 

rental prices, the renewal process brings about displacement of tenants and illegal subdivision and 

subletting of properties. 
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Lower real estate value during the last decades of the 20
th
 century have allowed ’urban pioneers’ to swap 

suburban family flats for inner-city rundown dwellings, at an affordable price, and the quality of urban 

life implicit in Geddes’ plan. Moreover, the area is a cultural hub well served by public transport, retail 

commerce and services and provides easy access to cultural and educational institutions; this generated an 

influx of creative classes, young professionals and empty-nest middle classes, starting in the eighties and 

increasing since.  

Speculative acquisitions by real-estate developers are creating for them an upper-end housing market; the 

so-called Bauhaus style is becoming a marketing ploy, distorting the austere spirit that informed the 

architecture of the White City. As a simultaneous and entwined process numerous up-market residential 

projects, mostly high-rise towers have been planned and several have been already built in the immediacy 

of the declared area. 

The question arises as to whether the UNESCO Declaration and the Conservation plan have been a 

pivotal factor in the gentrification process or did they just accelerate a much wider and complex 

phenomenon. These two documents focused on physical/architectonic aspects but were not informed by 

an assessment of their social impact, nor were complemented by a conception of the White City as a 

social space. Observing the designated area boundaries one realizes how large a portion of the city it 

encompasses; an urban sector such as this must be part of a comprehensive master plan. Only recently 

such a plan has been devised and approved by the Local Council and consequently it has been compelled 

to tackle with the results of the UNESCO Declaration and control or avoid negative trends. Most of the 

listed buildings are in private ownership, limiting the scope of municipal or governmental intervention 

that is why public money has been mainly invested in improving public spaces –most successfully in the 

disused Tel Aviv port, the Culture Plaza and the Boulevards. 

Subsidized loan companies provide assistance to owners that wish to renovate their houses; the situation, 

however, is not simple. Following the White City designation, renewal regulations, strict and costly for 

listed buildings, often render close to impossible for the residents to meet the expenses. This enhances the 

deterioration of the original buildings and has opened a window of opportunity to real estate developers 

who are willing to take upon them the renewal costs, in exchange for the building rights of upper storeys. 

The newly added dwellings are usually built at the highest standard, with obvious social and economic 

implications. Newcomer owners, then, tend to belong to the upper bourgeoisie.  

  

4.  A brief discourse on gentrification  

Gentrification has been defined as the process of renewal and rebuilding of deteriorated urban areas that 

often displaces poorer residents. It is accompanied by the influx of middle-class or affluent people who 

take up residence in a traditionally working-class area, changing its character. The term ‘gentrification’ 

was coined in 1964 by British sociologist Ruth Glass; Glass, a Marxist urban geographer, observed 

changes in the social structure of certain areas of inner London, focusing on the housing market and on 

the rehabilitation of existing properties. Her followers widened the term to contain, besides working-class 

housing also vacant land and newly built designer neighbourhoods.   

The present discourse refers to downtown as the new urban frontier and to ‘gentrifiers’ as urban pioneers; 

newcomers to whom suburban life is no longer suitable and proceed to downtown colonization. 

Geographer-anthropologist Neil Smith has expanded the term’s scope to understand gentrification as a 

new form of neo-liberal urban policy. It is accepted now that the driving force behind gentrification is a 

growing difference between the potential value of inner urban properties and their land values. This 

disparity has opened up a mounting ‘rent gap’ which acts as a magnet for relatively unhampered actions 

of property-based capital, real estate agents and developers. 

 

5. Conclusions  

It is accepted knowledge that renovation or conservation of buildings and sites result in a raise of land and 

real estate values and an influx of affluent dwellers; in the case of Tel Aviv’s White City and its environs, 

the large number of buildings and the extent of its area of influence demanded a comprehensive approach 

to counterbalance the economic forces at lease. However, the Conservation Plan was not complemented 

by a implementation strategy taking into account the social consequences of the urban renewal process. 

Long-term policy instruments were neither devised to counter speculative market trends, nor to avoid the 

displacement of vulnerable population. The renewal and gentrification process developed on the 
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background of a significant change in housing policies. From the 1970s Israel has witnessed an 

diminishing role of the government in housing policy, towards market- oriented urban restructuring 

projects. From a Socialist, centralized welfare state government, that built massive public housing 

neighbourhoods during the 1950s and 1960s, political change brought since 1977 a Neoliberal, private 

enterprise-oriented government. At present, the result is a mounting deficit of dwelling units, and a 

widespread demand for affordable housing in the Tel Aviv metropolis.  

The implementation of the Conservation plan caused a chain reaction: a behavioral impact on a complete 

sector, a living district of the city undergoing change while the economic impact was not foreseen. 

Hitherto, an integrated handling of the whole urban sector as one spatial entity, as well as an adequate 

answer to the acute deficit of affordable housing in the metropolis, are both lacking.  

It is worth noting a significant cultural transformation Tel Aviv White City and the Geddes Plan became a 

prime academic topic and case study research. Questions are arising in academic and professional fields 

concerning the future conservation of public housing estates and buildings of the 1950s and 1960s 

adjoining the White City. The aim this time is to seek guiding principles and regulatory mechanisms for a 

sensitive adaptation to present day needs. Simultaneously, controversy has developed concerning the 

limits of permitted additions and the magnitude of changes allowed within the White City.   

Must urban renewal and architectural conservation always lead to gentrification? There is an urgent need 

for judicious regulatory instruments to control and guide future development, attempting to preserve 

social diversity. 
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Abstract 
Concepción appears to be a city with few references to its past, due to a history which is punctuated by 

repeated earthquakes. The city always seems to have a new décor, with few allusions to a troubled 

past, and as a city which is synonym of collective overcoming obstacles. However, houses’ doors and 

hallways represent a clear exception, which is anonymous to unaware passers-by. 

The custom of keeping or restoring the doors of houses over time not only obeys functionality, but 

also encloses an intentional testimony with a meaning. Behind the preserving of the original door lies 

the search for continuity, the great feat of signalling a presence and a specific identity built on a basis 

of overcoming obstacles. Doors are facts, realities and meanings for Concepción, and are one of the 

few material testimonies of a collective legacy. The continuity of repeatedly walking through the same 

doorway represents a tunnel of atemporality of a collective identity which knew how to build itself on a 

dynamic and physical reality. The door is a symbol, as we will see through its continuation and its 

collective transmission of an identity. 
 

Keywords: Door; Place; Identity; Urbanism 

 

 

1. The door: as a fact 
A door is something so banal it goes almost unnoticed in a city. Every house has a door and becomes 

not only a functional access for its inhabitants but also a threshold between the personal indoor and 

outdoor spaces. In a way, a door is like one’s visible face, the emblem or a sort of business card. In 

fact, the door numbers establish the postal address and the registered identity of the owner. On the one 

hand, a door is a banal element in its daily function, whilst on the other hand, it establishes itself as 

something very personal, in which each family will throw itself into being the business card for its 

indoor space. From both perspectives, the door is understood as a fact which bears witness to a 

presence and represents a landmark for each family. 

 

1.1 The silence of doors 

In cities, the silence behind the anonymity of doors hides the personal testimonies of passers-by’s 

indiscreet stares as they walk along adjoining pavements. At the same time, it hides the inhabitants’ 

daily going into the home. It is the threshold where one can enter a more personal world which wants 

to be saved from an outsider’s stare, whilst at the same time being an element of note. 

In the case of Concepción, doors make up one of the few elements of heritage in the city, despite 

going almost unnoticed. In a very earthquake-prone city which has suffered since its founding, with on 

average two mega earthquakes per century, the physical heritage elements are practically non-existent. 

The city has been rebuilt almost ex novo every time, which gives a sensation of novelty and of little 

attachment of its inhabitants to a past associated with tragedy. 

This context in particular is worthy of note as it demonstrates the inhabitants’ concern for the upkeep of 

their doors, almost as a symbolic element. The door becomes the only element of continuity in time 

between the home and its inhabitants, thereby establishing a deep-rooted link to identity. The added value 

of noble materials and work carried out on door can be seen as one of the functional causes for the 

recycling and upkeep of the old door in the new home. From a functional point of view, we must not only 

consider the door itself, but also the space it takes up and how it would be included in successive re-
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buildings. The door shows in some way the inner structure and the lay-out of the house. In this sense, its 

upkeep can be understood in a practical way: as a recycling of the old floor of the previous construction, 

which uses the door again as a point of reference, or a re-articulator. 

 

1.2 A noble testimony 

The quality of the wood used (which is frequently of Chilean origin), along with the woodwork 

combined with stained glass, bears witness to old doors in a totally renovated urban context. Although 

this type of door might not represent any distinctive features in other urban contexts, they stand out in 

the specific case of Concepción as one of the few elements of the city’s physical heritage. 

 

Figure 1: An example of the discontinuity of elements in the façades of Concepción at Lientur 551. 

Source: own work. 

 

Most doors bear witness to the constructions from the early 20th centruy, with modernist and art déco 

influences, both in the design of the doors and the frequent use of paddles with a more sober outer 

door and a more elaborate inner door. The double door and an intermediate space creates an almost 

ritual routine, a theatricality of the personal indoors with the anonymous exterior, routinely opening 

and closing the outer door as a ritual. This process was at times traditionally associated with sweeping 

the pavement or interacting with neighbours. Closing the gate at the end of the day also represents the 

end of the day and the retreating of the inhabitants indoors. As well as having a security purpose, the 

act of closing has an important symbolic dimension, as in a daily and annual life cycle, in which the 

door and the house come together, almost acquiring an organic and live aspect (Eco, 1980). 

Because of its materials, functions and actions, the door shows a fact whereby communities find a 

symbol on which to secure its long-lastingness; this makes the door a heritage element, from a 

domestic point of view. 

 

2. The door: as a real witness 
The existence of doors turns them into a real testimony, because of their long-lastingness; this 

testimony allows for the passing on of a collective legacy, as a kind of legacy. The recycling of spaces 

and doors is a common vernacular practice in Concepción, which is linked and makes up one of the 

few visible patrimonial practices. It also shows the collective need to make an urban mark on the 

continued occupation of the home, as a self-affirmation of its identity (Halbwachs, 1968). The door 

becomes a landmark for its inhabitants and an axis for a reconstruction which, although it changes in 

shape, maintains the continuity of the pattern in its essence in the long-lastingness of its door (Lynch, 

1960). Everything changes, but the door remains as the thread which runs through the house, on which 

to pour affection, and to create an attachment to a very dynamic place from a natural source (Tuan, 

1977). The door is the perfect adaptation of a vision of sedentary settlement, in a nomadic and 

dynamic environment (Capellà, 2013). 

 

2.1 Recycling materials 

The recycling processes of natural post-disaster materials are a widespread practice which allow on the 

one hand for a quick cleaning of spaces to re-establish their functions; on the other hand, they are 

material quarries for new buildings. Knowledge in ways to recycle makes up an inherited experience, 

from generation to generation. The process of re-building and recycling materials create a reconciling 

collective experience, in the post-traumatic process, which then generates ties upon which the 

foundations of the place’s collective identity are built (Francis, 1983). 

 

Figure 2: Doors are preserved despite the transformations of the house, in Heras 1060. Source: Own 

work. 

 

Recycling materials is common in the processes of re-building houses, especially for the eaves of the re-

building model for two houses (2*1 or 1*2) with different materials; these allow a greater resistance and 
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adaptation when faced with telluric events (Capellà, 2014). However, there is a concern especially with 

regards to the re-use of three elements, due to both their cheap cost and the hours of work necessary. 

Thus by re-using the foundations of the old houses, the bathrooms and doors turn out cheaper, whilst at 

the same time serving as directions for the re-organisation and reconstruction of new homes, in a 

quicker and less expensive way. In the specific case of doors, we need to consider two aspects. 

 

Figure 3: Although the facades fall, the space for the doorway and the door remain, at Cruz 500. 

Source: Own work. 

On the one hand, the space taken up by the door or doorway must be understood from a structural 

perspective of the configuration of all the indoor spaces of a house. Using the same space to re-build a 

home is a way to save money, in a similar vein to the re-using of foundations or bathrooms. On the other 

hand, the monetary value of the doors, which are often made of noble materials, makes them an element 

which is used again in re-building. Furthermore, it is worth noting that a door is easy to re- install. The 

result shows the adaptation of old doors connected to new home structures: they boast of no stylistic 

homogeny, and in many cases there are problems with the fit, because of diverse proportions. Doors from 

old houses in the early 20th century keep some high-roofed proportions which do not fit with nowadays’ 

more reduced proportions. Some old doors which have been re-used in Concepción ultimately give an 

impression of false perspectives, between high hallways, with raised and smaller inside doors. 

 

Figure 4: The re-used doors are adjusted to fit the new structure, as is the case at Rozas 947 and at 

Prieto 551. 

Source: Own work. 

 

Although the door meets some rational and functional purposes, such as the cost of the precious wood 

or the ease for their re-use, it also fits a symbolic dimension associated with its value (Cirlot, 1962). The 

door represents the face of the home and acquires an identity of character. In a way, showing an 

elaborate and cared-for door symbolises a status to the outside. In this sense, the door is also a symbol 

of social status which is to be maintained with its re-use. The remaining of the door indirectly becomes 

one of the only material heritage symbols which show a testimony to the continuity of a family in its 

home. It becomes almost involuntarily an emblem of a legacy which survives through time, beyond 

recurring natural disasters. 

 

2.2 The need for continuity 
Just as spontaneoulsy as the people of Concepción tend to hand old photographs of the city in their 

shops, doors come to be one of the few elements alluding to the past and a visible heritage (Capellà, 

2010). Far from being a conscious and established practice, we see how it is in the more popular 

central neighbourhoods where many of these practices have lived on and been passed on. From this 

angle, we find ourselves with a population that values doors because they bear witness in some way to 

the survival of their immediate family members and their homes. Keeping the door doesn’t so much 

obey an aesthetic logic, given that as we said previously, these testimonies of the past often break 

away from new forms and building materials, in a way that is not very harmonious. In this case, doors 

are seen as the witness that allows a legacy to be passed on. Each door encloses the indoor spaces on 

one side, which remain encapsulated under post-trauma; but above all, on the other side, each door 

encloses all the memories of the past that has been lived. There is life and experience embedded in the 

door which want to survive. The validity of the door therefore symbolises the continuity of a collective 

pattern, adapted to the created dynamic of the local environment. 

 

3. The door: as a meaning 

The door symbolises the continuity within the re-foundation. The survival of the door represents the 

continuity of the transition space for inhabitants coming in and going out. The door will continue to 

make way for different generations, as a lucky blessing. Behind many of these doors we find elements 

associated to blessings (such as crosses, stamps of patron saints or spikes from the May Cross, 
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Christmas wreaths and mistletoe, palms) and which, furthermore, follow an annual cycle of 

celebrations. The door is an improvised altar which protects us from the unknown outside, and 

becomes practically an improvised, anonymous, and almost mobile place of worship. Moreover, the 

door symbolises the honour of the family. Its nobility reflects rank before the rest. The door as a space 

of transition, both from the inside to outside and the outside to the inside, symbolises a materialised 

transition. It is a being which synthesises long-lastingness and ultimately becomes a landmark for the 

human group living in that home (Corraliza, 1987). 

 

3.1 The door: a pattern for identity 

The door represents the emblem and pattern of a dynamic territorial identity. This case in question 

presents the particular nature of articulating a fixed urban, and originally European, identity upon the 

reality of a dynamic and earthquake-prone environment. The result is a sedentary relationship with the 

space from a de factor nomadic and practical approximation. 

The door becomes the emblem of the home, the milestone around which both indoor and outdoor life 

unravel, as the symbol of the home. By filling the empty doorway with their footsteps, inhabitants 

mark its space and continuity and find the pattern upon which to establish their identity. The door 

symbolises the greatness of their history, founders, and tradition. The continuity of the legacy and way 

of life lies in its passing on (Nogué, 2003). 

The houses re-built in Concepción lose their anonymity in the reflection of their added-on doors, with 

the pride of an identity that resists and has adapted itself to such a dynamic natural environment. As 

long as doors exist, its inhabitants will continue to live on and preserve their identity. 
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Abstract 
Purpose of the article is to show the entire body of attitude and action, that had ensured changes of 

attitude towards  historic  center  of a  small  post-soviet  town  Kuldiga  (Latvia) regarding heritage: 

tangible – urban space – renovation of streets and buildings, as well as part of intangible heritage – 

ability of craftsmen and inhabitants to renovate buildings with traditional methods and materials. It 

summarizes positive tendencies and directions,, that could be used as an example for preservation of 

historic center under circumstances of restricted finances and legislation. 

 

Keywords: Cultural Heritage; Value; Inhabitant; Kuldiga 

 

 

Since 2003 when Old Town of Kuldiga in a Primeval Hollow of Venta was inscribed into the   UNESCO 

Tentative List, the municipality has purposefully worked on carrying out research, stock taking and 

management programme for the historic center.  The purpose for it was renovated historic cultural 

heritage on a high level. In order the historic center of a particular town – Kuldiga – could get developed 

in such a way that “we did not threaten possibilities of future generations to satisfy their needs by 

satisfying our needs today”,1 we have to rely on long term planning principles, like preservation of 

cultural heritage, economic use of buildings, landscaping the public space, encouragement   of   culture   

interactions   and   integration,   improvement   of   public   space   and circumstances. The long-term 

space has three dimensions – economic, social and environmental -, and there should be balanced 

approach towards its planning. Although cultural landscape of Kuldiga is regarded as an important value 

it is important to rely on present demands to improve both historic buildings and the urban space at the 

same time when planning events for preservation. In order to preserve values that are important to 

inhabitants, specialists and tourists of the town, cultural values have to be defined first then the necessary 

functional improvements planned and then the area should 

  be established where it all could be carried out. 

 

The Old Town of Kuldiga in a Primeval Hollow of Venta – a unique ensemble of elements of nature 

and history 

The historic center of Kuldiga is famous for its waterfall that is the widest in Europe and its unique urban 

environment (image 1). It is a rare thing among NE European small towns that has the best preserved and 

the least changed cultural and urban environment of the 18 – 19th c., that still has the landscape of tile 

roofs, historic buildings, scenic street perspectives, distinguished nature and outstanding emotional 

values. Kuldiga historic center has developed since the 13th c., and the authenticity of buildings has 

preserved character of cultural heritage of the first part of the 20th c. 2 

   Nature and scenic urban environment in Kuldiga is a unified complex that is apparent not only in      

cultural but also in outstanding esthetic values that brightly characterises the identity of the place. 

 

  Attitude. Necessity of changes 

Kuldiga is a small town in Latvia that is a post-soviet country with consequences that had been inherited 

from this 50 year long period: property rights – historic buildings and the land around them have been 

divided into separate units – separate apartments, layers of ideology and demands of the era 
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– demolished buildings, replicas had been built, renovations of buildings, asphalt coverings for streets 

and squares, and the most important the value system of inhabitants – everything belongs to everyone and 

somebody else has to take care of it. 

What can we do if the national legislation, available finances and attitude of people that has been created 

during the soviet era does not encourage preservation of large cultural areas as Kuldiga on a national 

level? If the Council has made decision about the necessity of preservation of this heritage then it has to 

carry large amount of activities in order to change the attitude of inhabitants, legislation, working out 

management plans to preserve, manage and inhabit the urban monument according to the latest 

conclusions in the field of heritage. 

Part of administrative work is to do activities, to stimulate renovation of buildings and to supervise it. 

Long term specialists of the Council and other institutions also have to change their attitude towards 

more involvement of people instead of discharging them – they need to more rely on people, to help them 

to create their own concept on cultural identity that corresponds to the vision and priorities of the 

municipality and monument protection institutions – to preserve the cultural heritage of the specific 

place. Many questionnaires have been carried out in order to find out opinion on heritage issues, whether 

they feel involved in the preservation and to understand their opinion on restrictions. Change of basic 

setups for specialists and most active inhabitants has been carried out and one conclusion has 

been made - that the most important activity is the preservation of historic buildings and it still need to be 

worked at. Bigger restoration works could be carried out in separate occasions when the building had not 

been well preserved and its basic constructions have been damaged a lot. 

 

Preservation of historic environment and buildings is being solved on different levels in Kuldiga 
Regulations – planning, development strategy, building regulations tell about necessity and rules of 

wooden and cultural heritage. 

Research level – urban values have been scientifically researched in the work of the team of the most 

renowned heritage specialists in Latvia “Kuldiga. Architecture and Urbanism" (2014) 3. Every building 

in the heritage area has been researched and analised architectonically (2009).4 There are 185 buildings 

in that area and 165 have been analised and colour probes have been worked out for them. They have 

dates of buildings and their parts, original elements that still are there and layers that have to be removed. 

This information has been placed on maps that give visual idea about the present situation and values.) 

Digitalised data base for buildings has been created with more than 250 buildings, historic pictures, and 

publications about buildings, their renovations and colour changes. 5 

Both these researches are on internet for more information to be available for owners of buildings, 

architects and managers. 

Level of understanding and craft encouragement - organising courses, workshops, and booklets for 

inhabitants,  owners and managers  of  buildings.  (e.g.,  Guide to renovate  historic buildings,  that 

explains  different  issues  for  renovating  historic  buildings  in  a  simple  language  –  concept  of 

renovation, practical advice, calendar of the year when specific works could be carried out as well as 

regulations and specific characteristics for Kuldiga) .6 

   Practical renovation of wooden architecture and parts – basic constructions of the building, facades,   

restoration of carpenter works – doors,  windows, shutters, and interior parts. 

Studying and strengthening craft traditions – finding local craftsmen, their involvement, education, 

fostering international cooperation implementing the best practice. 

Besides the bureaucratic preservation instrument – Building Department, that has worked out planning 

documents that ensure preservation of the historic center and carries out the supervision of Kuldiga 

historic center, the Council has organised a new structure in 2009 that involves more people in the 

preservation – Kuldiga Restoration Center that is situated in the very heart of the old town and is away 

from the city administration (images 2, 3). It has been appreciated by inhabitants and house managers of 

buildings of the historic center. Inhabitants, restorers, craftsmen, architects and builders are happy to 

participate in events organised by this center. Restoration Center has made a close and successful 

cooperation with other centers of old towns in Nordic countries. It is the place (image 4), where every 

inhabitant of the historic center may get the consultation and advice – what and how to preserve their 

own house. In 2013 EUROPA NOSTRA awarded Kuldiga in Category “Education, Training and 
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Awareness  Raising”,  for  activities  of  Kuldiga  Restoration  Center  “Complex  of  Activities  for 

Preserving Kuldiga Historic Center”. 

There are several factors that prevent preservation of historic building of old towns in Latvia. One of 

them is property rights - joint estates for one building. Most of buildings have several owners of 

apartments (5-6), who have difficulties to agree among themselves about renovation of buildings and 

finances. Although the most important problem to renovate historic buildings is the understanding of 

values of owners and inhabitants that has been created during the soviet period and that needs to be 

gradually changed. For example, it is easier to use cement for repairing the building (it can be bought 

everywhere) although lime mortar is more appropriate for the building and cheaper. More appropriate 

because it is a material that had been used when the building was built and its physical qualities are more 

compatible with the existing materials. It can be seen in places where cracks of the building have been 

repaired with cement, they get wider later, and the paint with oil colours is not consistent and falls off. In 

order to do the restoration in a right way to and to have it for long term period, this cement has to be 

hammered out and the plaster has to be repaired with the lime mortar. One of the most important tasks of 

the Restoration Center is to explain to apartment owners that they are also responsible for other parts of 

the building – small passages, yard, and basic constructions: walls, roof, foundation, entrance door, and 

stairs. And all owners have to do it together or house manager has to do it. 

The model of Kuldiga Restoration Center had been worked out after research of several examples of 

restoration  centers  of  Nordic  Countries  –  restoration  center  Tammel  in  Old  Rauma,  (Finland), 

education center and craftsmen workshop in Kristiansfeld (Denmark), craftsmen education center in 

Drobak (Norway). Several activities have been carried out in the Council and in Restoration Center in 

order to educate inhabitants and specialists, to inform them about values of Kuldiga as they are real 

preservers of the historic environment because they live in these buildings and take care of them. 

Therefore international heritage labs had been organised on different issues where local inhabitants, 

architects, municipalities and specialists of state institutions and international experts had a possibility  

to discuss specific problems and how to find solutions for them, e.g., facades of historic buildings, roofs, 

carpenter works,  insulation of historic buildings, influence of different layers (both present and from 

Soviet times). Inhabitants had a possibility to participate in two courses “Styles of Architecture in 

Kuldiga” and “Principles, methods and practical works of management of historic buildings”, that had 

been financed by NordPlus Adult programme, and they were free of charge for inhabitants. Several 

activities had been organised for school children about history and architecture of the like UNESCO 

Town Game about styles of architecture and history of buildings, creative labs for heritage days. 

It is important to say that original parts have important role in preservation of urban environment and 

buildings. Only authentic parts have true value. Therefore it is important to restore these original parts, 

e.g. door (image 5). People say that it is not possible to find two similar doors in Kuldiga, and they do not 

exaggerate. Richness and differences of ornamental parts is surprising. “Saving programme for Kuldiga 

Doors” has been carried out and more that 14 doors have been restored in different techniques and in the 

framework of different workshops and camps. The original door has been preserved even if their lower 

part has been damaged. The best parts get renovated and the damaged parts changed for new ones from 

proper wood and paint. The door that has been in use for more than 150 years have been better preserved 

than the ones from the Soviet time and recently made copies of the old door, where inappropriate wood 

and paint have been used and no value for craft point of view. The same with windows. 

Several restoration methods have been used in the town, e.g., buildings on Kalna Street 13 and 15 (image 

6). Method used for building in Kalna Street 13 when the old paint is cleaned off and repainted with 

linseed oil (wooden parts in Kuldiga historic center have traditionally been painted with linseed oil) the 

colour was found during the research. Therefore the effect for authentic parts have been made with patina 

that they have acquired during centuries. But the building in Kalna Street 15, carpenter works and parts – 

windows and door, all the layers have been cleaned and new layer has been painted, also from linseed oil 

and the colour found from the research. 

In order to keep the authentic parts, other authentic parts have been stored in the Center, e.g., shutters, 

windows, door fittings – handles, hinges etc. When some building outside the historic center is getting 

demolished the Restoration Center is asking the owner to hand over the historic parts, if they are not used 
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for restoration of some specific building. It would be possible to ensure continuity of products of local 

craftsmen in renewable houses, but it has not been carried out yet. 

Like any other old town of Latvia also it is necessary also in Kuldiga historic center to maintain buildings 

so it is not necessary to renovate them on a large scale. Kuldiga Restoration Center gives a possibility for 

house owners and inhabitants to restore parts of historic buildings under the supervision of restorers. If 

the building needs more thorough works, then they have to be carried out by restorer. In case of 

maintaining windows – to clean the old paint, to repaint them, and fix them with putty then the restorer of 

the Restoration Center shows how to do such a work and people can do it themselves and it has  been  

appreciated  with acknowledgement.  When renewing the  windows with  linseed  oil  and putting them 

(image 7), people need to wait for them to dry (about three weeks) as these are natural paints. 

 

  Specific latest projects to change values and understanding of preservation of heritage 

  Project Save the House! 

During the framework of this project, craftsmen of different fields – carpenters, roofers, builders could 

learn the ways for proper maintenance and renovation of historic buildings. These craftsmen have learned 

to renovate buildings in such a way that they did not damage the cultural value of the building and would 

not lose the decorative parts, but to ensure preservation of authenticity of the historic building. Since 

September 2013 inhabitants of Kuldiga historic center have a chance to apply for a service “Save the 

House!”. This service offers:  Inspection of the historic building – after filling specifically designed 

questionnaire, the technical situation of the building is being evaluated, where the present situation of 

technical constructions are established that are bases for work out a project proposal for applying for 

different funds; Evaluation of urgent needs are described in a detailed way to protect the building from 

damage – in a prioritised sequence according to the urgency works are described that have to carried out 

to stop damaging the house; Working out the project for applying for financing. This service includes a 

set of documents that anyone could use for saving their own historical house (please see the website of 

Culture Project Coordination Center . 7 

   Restoration workshops 

Restoration workshops have been organised every year on different topics – renovation of windows and 

doors, renovation of wooden facades and repairing the basic constructions of the building and fixing 

wooden buildings (image 8). The task of the workshop is to ensure preservation of Kuldiga historic  

heritage  for  future  generations,  making  use  of  experience  of  Scandinavian  countries  by carrying 

out conservation and restoration according to nowadays needs. Craftsmen from Drobak, Norway, worked 

on renovation of window set and important restoration works for the building in Raina Street 6, that will 

be a very good sample of restoration works, a proper way of construction works when using traditional 

methods and materials. 

Activity  for  inhabitants  “Regular  Maintenace  of  Windows”. Every year activity for  inhabitants of 

historic center is organised to restore historic windows of their own buildings. The Council allows to 

arrange all the necessary documents free of charge (research,  permissions and reports to the Latvian 

State Inspection for Heritage Protection if works take place in a listed building), and allows to use all the 

necessary tools, linseed oil for basic layers for frames, putty and paint to carry out the necessary work for 

free. Therefore this is a real chance for inhabitants to repair their own windows under supervision of 

experienced experts free of charge just contributing their time and work. This activity has a wider 

ideological bases – both to promote to keep the old windows, that people did not change them to new 

ones that are usually not appropriate for such buildings and to teach skills for house owners  to  maintain  

their  own  windows  that  they  have  to  regularly  later,  and  to  promote  the understanding  and  

communication  with  municipal  restorers  that  changes  the  average  attitude towards the cultural 

heritage as such. These activities take place in marquees so that everybody could get to know each other 

and after it inhabitants continue their work in Restoration Center (image 9). More than 400 shutters have 

been restored in such a way in the historic center by now. Support in financing. Is the wish of inhabitants 

to change the old wooden door made by craftsmen to new factory made metallic doors is functional 

improvement of present technologies and availability of   materials or subjective and emotional whim? 

When learning the strict preservation rules for renovation historic buildings inhabitants quite often are 

not happy about them. According to town inhabitants – if they live in such a unique place, municipality 
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and the state have to find financial means to renovate houses. The answer to the question whether they 

wanted to live in houses that have been built according to modern needs, i.e., „If you were offered to 

move to the apartment building outside the historic center, would you be interested?”, is usually negative. 

Several reasons are mentioned: no wish to live in apartment houses; higher fees for heating; they like to 

live in historic center etc. Those who wanted to move to apartment houses outside the historic center, 

mentioned the following reasons: bureaucratic obstacles; lack of utilities and wooden heating etc. 8 

Up to 2009 the national legislation did not allow municipalities to give financial support to renovate 

houses. Now the legislation supports it and the Council has found possibilities for house owners to cover 

50% of renovation expenses for limited works. It is possible to get the co-financing for repairing the 

basic constructions of the building, to renew facade and important parts of it, backyard repairs. This is 

additional possibility in national legislation for historic house owners. This was one of the reasons  why  

the  Council  started  to  enlarge  the  area  of  listed  urban  monuments,  it  has  been successfully 

implemented (from 165 houses to 400 houses) and it helps to support our inhabitants not just with 

informative help but also financial support. The available support is rather small for such a small 

municipality of Latvia,  the total renovation is not encouraged just the repair of some spots with the 

biggest problem and renovation of houses step by step, this process takes place for several years and 

renovation skills improve every year. The Council has financed researches mentioned earlier. Projects get 

prepared in the Restoration Center in order to help house owners to get national financing as well as EU 

foundation finances. Council restorers advise and show maintenance works for house owners, e.g., how 

to maintain the window covering also costs of materials and tools. 

When analysing activities for education and involvement of inhabitants, I would like to conclude that this 

work should be carried out on a regular bases – regular teachings should be organised together with 

practical restoration works in the town, informative booklets about values of the historic center should be 

spread around and possibilities for inhabitants to do renovation works themselves should be arranged. 

The change of values takes place slowly, but it has started. That can be seen when comparing photos of 

2013 and 2014 where the public infrastructure has been repaired – water and sewage system in the 

historic center, street and square coverings, public buildings like Town Hall, library, museum, parks as 

well private buildings and their parts.  The change of attitude can be seen in younger inhabitants and even 

in those who have moved to this town of heritage preservation policy and its aura from other parts of 

Latvia. The whole value of environment authenticity is in specific parts and details therefore the attention 

is paid to correct preservation and maintenance, making more use of conservation methods. 

It is not enough just to create a place where inhabitants can get information but it is also important for 

employees of Restauration Center to approach house owners, informing them about values of the 

building, technical condition, necessary works for the maintenance of the house and possibilities to 

renovate it. Investment in education and culture is not only a democratic act, it is the best way to 

guarantee the heritage protection in future. 
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Image 1 – Old Town of Kuldiga in Primeval Hollow of Venta. The Restoration Center has been 

marked with the red circle. 

 

 
Images 2, 3 – 20. gs. A wooden building before and after restoration, the Restoration Center had been 

placed in it in 2009. 

 
Image 4 – A workshop of Kuldiga Restoration Center. 

 
Image 5 – Restored doors in Old Town of Kuldiga in 12 1905 Street, 32 Baznīcas Street, 13 Kalna 

Street, 16 Jelgavas Stree. 
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Image 6 – Renewed carpenter parts in buildings in 15 Kalna Street and 13  Kalna Street. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image 7 – The glass in left window has been fixed with wooden lathes widely used in the soviet time. 

The glass on the right side has been fixed with putty. That gives better insulation and protects frame 

against damage (moisture does not get behind the lathe), as well as sound insulation. 

 

 
Image 8 – International wood restoration camp 2011. Restoration workshop for wooden facade and its 

parts for building in 15 1905 Street. 

 

 
Image 9 – Window maintenance yearly activity when inhabitants repair their own windows 

themselves.
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Abstract 

The value that Industrial Heritage has acquired to the progressive deterioration and disappearance of its 

landscapes modifies our sensitivity to them, and causes the defense of those few remaining values. 

It is necessary, to reflect on the relationship between industry and city, to awareness to make decisions in 

the proceedings on Industrial Heritage, to understand the complexity of Post-Industrial Landscapes, and to 

find out what are the project implications. 

Ultimately, it is about recognize Post-Industrial Landscapes as new contemporary cultural landscapes 

within the complex Urban Landscape. 

 

Keywords: Industrial Heritage; Urban Landscape; Planning and Design; Reaction Emplacement; Cultural 

Habitat 

 

 

1. Industrial Heritage in the Urban Landscape 

The Industrial Heritage, or taking a broader and more complex definition, the Industrial Landscape, 

consists of scattered buildings but always present contained by the urban landscape. This quality makes 

recognizable these industrial landscapes and architecture as reference points in a particular territory, 

becoming a landmark.  

In this short article, we will focus on the Industrial Heritage linked to the urban landscape. We will try to 

understand the complexity of this mixture of landscapes, industrial or post-industrial
1
 and urban. And we 

will also make an effort to appreciate the opportunities that these areas offer to generate cultural sites. 

First of all, we need to comprehend that these buildings, in most occasions, unattributed and little 

considered as objects of architectural merit, were necessary within the landscape. Originally they were 

situated in remote parts of the cities, but in the actuality, these post-industrial buildings possess a crucial 

role in order to be within the network urban. As we know, the quickly growth of cities forced to change of 

place industrial areas, which results in that industrial activity was moved to new suburbs, leaving the old 

factory next to the city without functionality. These areas, now near the cities, become centers of attraction 

for new strategies, not all associated to the conservation of these majestic buildings. 

In the face of the rapidity and transience of new events and the needs of the social order that make it 

impossible to stop, often we overlooked and forget to give value to the things around us. The Industrial 

Heritage, or the new Modern Monuments, need to be granted time to be recognized within the urban space. 

And they need time to be recognized by urban space and society, too. 

For all of that, the questions that come up now are: How do we act on these spaces or buildings? Can they 

play a role and functions necessary for society? What is really important to be recovered? Is it 

economically feasible? After we known the adverse effects that happened in the past, what should we do? 

What is the correct way to act? 

These and many more questions need to be answered after a thorough analysis of these places. It is critical 

understanding their relationship with the city, and it is necessary to interpret procedures about Industrial 

Heritage that have already been made, and to establish guidelines for resolution, too. 

 

2. Old factories in the urban landscape 

                                                      
1 We refer to as Post-Industrial architecture or Post-Industrial landscape, because they are not buildings or landscapes that have the 

functionality for which they were created and they are now parts within the urban landscape. 
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Relationship between industry and the city have experienced a large change after the transformation 

processes of traditional industries which disappeared in the central urban areas, although some industrial 

landscape left ruins and abandoned buildings that on occasion, they take the category of Industrial Heritage 

and cultural attractions. Besides, these factories represent an important resource in urban strategies for 

planning and design new public places that add value to unstructured and, or away from the city center2. 

The general trend is to re-use abandoned buildings and industrial sites as new uses and often to transform 

them as emblems of modernity, that is to say, to convert them in material and functional expression of the 

city's future. This is paradoxical if we think that it is the legacy of industrialism, a period in which the city 

was filled with factories and it projected a negative image of industrial landscapes. These places were 

associated with concepts such as unhealthy, conflicting, chaotic places without any interest3. 

Also, the urbanism of this period left a strong trace on the urban fabric and the city map, to create spaces in 

which the presence of the factory was a constant and an element that defines the urban concept. A 

landscape full of factories that surrounded the historic and the extensions areas, and it mingled with the 

suburbs, coexisting industrial space with the factory workers neighborhood and populated areas and 

developing areas that will eventually merge with the central areas and force, since the late 1990s, a 

requalification method of central and sub-urban neighborhoods. This fact was observable in all 

contemporary cities regardless of the size of the areas (fig. 1). 

Thus the ancient material remains are a valuable legacy and a resource of considerable interest to the 

modern city. These buildings and spaces are linked to a process of renovation to give content and 

projection to the growing social demand for quality public facilities and activities related to leisure, 

recreation and cultural in general. In this context, Industrial Heritage takes on a major role and an 

unprecedented value in urban strategies, from being a factor of marginalization and degradation to become 

an important element in the modernization of the city. 

 

3. Seduction of Industrial Heritage 

Other artistic disciplines have taken advantage of this situation of neglect and forgetfulness of Industrial 

Heritage. Photography, film and sculpture have been able to understand and use, long before than 

architecture, opportunities and suggestions that these buildings, infrastructure and landscapes could get to 

inspire. Photography has been essential to evaluate and look these remains in a different way. Teresa Siza 

says that Photography gave thrust to industrial remains. “They were who invented a new way to look these 

monumental remains [Industrial Heritage].4” She says that these artistic disciplines were what created the 

diversion of sense with which we face today, especially through photography, chimerical constructs, before 

to be a memory past, they are memory of the image. It has been known to show and reveal to the public 

that the Industrial Architecture has got an immense weight architectonical, making remarkable its 

presence, that is to say, his monumental dimension. Ultimately, arts illustrate their existence as 

architecture. 

 

4. Complexity of Post-Industrial Landscapes 

Based on the above, where we understand its undoubted value as part of our culture, we need to begin to 

define the complexity of Post-Industrial Landscapes and the different strategies or approaches to design 

these areas in order to prevent deterioration and claim their existence not only as architecture but as 

Cultural Heritage. 

                                                      
2 (Benito del Pozo, 2008).  Paz Benito del Pozo tries to demonstrate the valuable resource posed by abandoned industries in cities 

as exemplified by the city of León, Spain. 

In other publications she makes a summary of the Industrial Heritage of Castilla y León, by which we realize the numerous 

industrial traces within the urban network that requiring a recuperation procedure. 
3  This contribution is part of the results of a research Project funded by Junta de Castilla y León, LEO61A05, entitled, Patrimonio 

Industrial y desarrollo territorial en Castilla y León. Principal investigator: Dra. Paz Benito del Pozo, Departamento de Geografía 

y Geología de la Universidad de León. 
4 (Siza, 1999). 

"Fueron ellos los que inventaron una nueva forma de mirar esos restos monumentales", "fueron ellos los que 

crearon el desvío de sentido con el que encaramos hoy, especialmente a través de la fotografía, las construcciones 

quiméricas que, antes de ser memoria de un pasado, son memoria de la imagen”. 
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Industrial architecture, in most developed by engineers, has always been a field for architects to look at 

with admiration and respect. This is so, mainly, because of its consistent, clean and expressive forms. Now, 

the decline of industrial areas poses new challenges for architects and landscape architects, new spaces 

waiting for new uses. The question is obvious but difficult to answer, what could we do with these 

forgotten areas? 

The Post-Industrial Landscape transformations involve the construction and recovery of public space5. 

These changes can be understood as an aesthetic and artistic discipline that creates, on a scientific and 

technical basis, a place that is sensitive to various factors that affect in the landscape: ecological, cultural 

and social, patrimonial and economic. When we merge these factors properly, we get a balanced 

relationship between the city and these public areas or these old industrial places. 

For that, it is necessary to understand the complexity of these landscapes. You can simplify the planning 

and design strategies, if you based on the understanding of landscape as several components that come 

together to form a very complex system, that is to say, the working system landscape. We were able to 

make a distinction of four factors or components involved in many of the transformations on the Industrial 

Heritage. These components, like gears in a machine, interact with each other and draw different strategies 

depending on the predominant factor in the planning and design decisions. 

The elements implicated in the working process of the industrial landscape have been divided into four 

main groups: patrimonial, ecological, socio-cultural and economic. 

Patrimonial factor can be translated as the whole Industrial Heritage. We can not only simplify the 

preservation of the constructions but the addition of the elements of landscape. This legacy consist in 

buildings and machinery, garage and warehouses, factories and power station, transports and all its 

infrastructure, as well as, locations used for industry-related activities. 

The Heritage concept is linked to the concept of memory6, which is emerging as a very important aspect in 

the design practice. Robert Smithson defines the concept of memory. This concept is understood as a 

transient quality, a perceptive of the past, a reminder that changes, and not the preservation of the place 

intact. This affirmation is similar to what Peter Latz says; he incorporates elements of the past to help in 

order to make sense of present things (fig. 2). 

Peter Latz is the spectator, the visitor, who sets up through his walk your own image of the place, that is to 

say, its own history7. 

Ecological factor represents the addition of methods and activities produced by nature or made by man’s 

actions which the most important aims are the elimination of contaminated areas with the regeneration of 

the natural environment. Those allow integrating living beings in surroundings. 

This factor is very important because of for many years, the pollution generated by industry, has opened a 

discussion about the possibility of designing an architecture that respects the environment. In fact, 

ecological movements and environmental sustainability concepts arise. Besides some of the first eco ideas 

are based on observation and admiration of order content by nature against certain aspects of the science 

that got success. 

This topic has been increasing interest in the general public by the obvious signs of environmental 

degradation and the demand to try to correct the problem. 

This factor next to many others generated a general idea to repulse this kind of architecture as the cause of 

the problem. 

As we know, during the nineteenth century, the Industrial Revolution marks a major change in the 

technological advances of humanity. In addition to urban expansion, caused by the progress of 

industrialization, emerging of industry form the first visible negative effects. Architecture of this period 

starts a discussion about its position opposite the nature that today it becomes more importance.  

                                                      
5 The public space is understood as constitutive of the city, social scene, and site of relations and identification of contact between 

people that interact on it with a marked character of centrality. 
6 Memory concept is present in all interventions on Industrial Heritage, but there are different interpretations. Peter Latz 

incorporates elements of past and present mixed with present functions to create coexistence between two time scales or two 

worlds, the past and the present. A deliberate contrast between past and present is produced for every tourist and they get a 

different answer. 
7(Weilacher, 2007). 
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With the increasing concern about the material impact that some architectures, such as industrial 

architecture, have got on the natural environment, it is important to study the efficacy of the natural 

resource in the first designs. The benefits are not only ecological but symbolic or related with the 

surroundings.  

Socio-cultural factor is related to the social and cultural aspects of a society. It can be understood as the 

integration of processes in order to achieve public and private areas that remind you of the lifestyles and 

customs of our time and our society. 

In recent decades, architects have reconsidered the importance of history and details in the planning and 

design phases. This preoccupation with the history is given by the belief that the value of a building to 

society is in its memory. Therefore there is a common point in the recovery actions of the Industrial 

Heritage, that is to say, the union of the fragments of the past with new elements that make them attractive 

and necessary for society. 

Economic factor is related to the appropriate distribution of time, effort and money. Most actions need 

much money, especially when the buildings have got a high grade of abandonment and deterioration that 

currently it cannot afford. 

They are linked those events whose purpose is to do a minimal transformation where you can get the most, 

that is to say, to do more with less. Many of these strategies are aimed at finding a tourist attraction or a 

new center of tourism with a great economic benefit, which unfortunately ends without a correct 

conservation of Industrial Heritage. 

 

5. Project as a search for a new cultural interpretation of the Industrial Heritage 

At this point there is no doubt that these majestic buildings mean new and silent parts within the urban 

context, where its sober presence is remarkable if we compare to other buildings around it. 

For centuries, the landmarks created by the hand of the man that dominated the vision of cities were the 

towers of churches and cathedrals, castles or fortified enclosures. Now, industrial heritage, with its gigantic 

proportion and simplicity result of its functionality, compete and even outshine the old landmarks of the 

cityscape. 

To find a new use for Industrial Heritage not only ensures the conservation of these architectures, but 

shows a respectful and committed attitude to culture, favoring enrichment interested observer perception to 

be able to compare the differences between several constructions, and understand the evolution and 

ongoing transformation of landscapes. 

But this search is not only aimed at the creation of a museum, art gallery and entertainment space, because 

of its large interior spaces. Also, architects have methods or architectural mechanisms to accommodate 

very different functions and they take a more domestic scale inside, opposite the imposing exterior shape. 

 

6. Conclusions 

To understand these Post-industrial landscapes, inside urban landscape, it is necessary comprehend its 

complexity. The different factors that characterize the landscape: economic, socio-cultural, ecological and 

historical form a strange and powerful dynamic that don’t draw always logical and coherent strategies. 

This architecture, inoperative with the terms which it was built, has got a demonstrated functionality. They 

are susceptible to changes of use, public facilities and also residential buildings can accommodate into 

these architectures. In addition they also have an unquestionable aesthetic value, as we can be seen in other 

artistic disciplines. 

Walter Benjamin said in 1930 that to dwell means to leave traces8. That suggests the idea of each object, 

which is in turn a precise reflection of people and places. From the consolidation of an Industrial Heritage 

in a public space to making an amusement park of industrial built, all are trying to get areas connected with 

the memory, emotionally and magically prosperous and attractive. 

If we start the paper asking about the possibilities of these modern and industrial constructions, we need to 

finish, considering these forgotten areas as reaction places, emplacement to try to reduce the instability of 

the cities into firm and permanent parts. These constructions confer us the possibility to claim the tradition 

and identity. Additionally we can add new elements to get the needs of society. It is important to take this 

                                                      
8 (Gabriel Pérez, 2004). 
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into account due to the risk of being paralyzed by these bigger architectures. If we only focus on the trace 

or in the history of the place, we become prisoners of the past without possibility of reaction, and we will 

turn our cities into theme parks or sanctuaries to celebrate the history. 

It is essential to have no fear of the future, of the continuous changes, of the coexistence of the newer and 

the older. 

You need to understand that these sites are connected to the present, with new lifestyles, and that it is 

impossible to return the original activity. Therefore, they are necessary and demanded places by the new 

society that are useful to recover in most cases the lost public space. 

For that reason, now it is the turn of the architects, the same as we have admired and inspired many of our 

projects in industrial architectures. It is time to contribute something to prevent the disappearance of these 

constructions, to propose new ways to understand and generate new elements that let the dialogue with the 

immediate landscape. The rebuild process and the search for a new spatial quality of these buildings, as 

well as to find ways to interact with humans, is completely the realm of architecture, but it is necessary to 

know and appreciate the simplicity of these elements, namely, to understand their value and to let these 

magnificent buildings look like they were, industrial buildings, that today are converted into a paradigm 

for the future. 
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Figure 1: Bankside Power Station, now Tate Modern, Museum of Contemporary 

Art. The factory is located at the south bank of the River Thames, while the city 

center with the presence of the Cathedral of St. Paul, is situated on the other side. 

This creates two distinct and opposing landscapes: the urban landscape and 

industrial landscape. The transformation of the old power station allowed new 

possibilities for cultural development creating a vital area with new uses for 

Southwark neighborhood. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2: Aerial picture of Duisburg-Nord Park designed by Peter Latz in 1991. The complexity of the landscape is shown in this 

city park. Industrial relics have been preserved as museum pieces of its past and reused as a center of cultural activities. It has now 

been converted into a park that meets the interest of the city and society.
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Abstract 

The dynastic change in the 18th century Spanish Empire marked the beginning of new notions of territory, 

there was the search for greater economic exploitation and the assertion of power. The combined situation 

resulted in two scenarios in Lima: the reorganization of the city and the construction of works in the 

“modern style”. 

This paper discusses two works in particular: the doorway of Callao in the Lima wall and the bell tower of 

Santa Clara, with research based on unpublished documentation that reveals the enthusiasm of many 

sectors of the population for the new project. 

 

Keywords: Urban Landscape; Absolutism; Control; Territorial Rationalization 

 

 

1. Introduction 

The development of Spain and Spanish America in the eighteenth century had a traumatic onset: The 

succession war waged after the death of a childless King Carlos II, between the supporters of the House of 

Bourbon and those of the House of Habsburg with the subsequent victory of the first, the crowning of 

Felipe V as King of Spain and the loss of the European possessions of the Spanish monarchy. 

After some initial reforms, by mid-eighteenth century, the transformation of the Spanish Empire in a 

centralized state deepened. This new phase would be known as the “Bourbon reformism”, which had three 

major guidelines: economic transformation, education and scientific reform, and territorial control. The 

three of them were closely interrelated, since the first was intended to boost production through trade 

liberalization and the promotion of modern industries, which required well-educated people to be useful to 

the kingdom. In order to fulfill this, the government established academies and reformed universities: all 

knowledge and studies would be designed to serve the state and, ultimately, to ensure the survival of the 

monarchy and the empire. Economy and education were entwined within the framework of a territorial 

control that allowed the consolidation of royal power by identifying each individual and urbanizing the 

territory.
1
 

It is in this perspective that we will develop our analysis of the impact of the Bourbon territorial and 

cultural policies on a major center of the Spanish empire, like Lima, which as we see, was a central part of 

the reform of the Spanish monarchy since the mid eighteenth century. Thus, we will focus on two 

elements, urban planning and architecture, by analyzing two works that would allow us to illustrate the 

action of the government and society: the road to Callao, and the new bell tower of the Church of Santa 

Clara, both in Lima. 

 

2. Urbanism: the road to Callao 

Lima was for two centuries the most important city in South America in all areas: social, political, 

economic and cultural; and across the Americas the only city that had a similar level of development was 

Mexico City, whose specificity would make a comparison to Lima inaccurate.
2
 

Thus, as political center, Lima was always - from its founding to its consolidation in the seventeenth 

century - a true reflection of the policies of the Spanish Empire in America. In this case, Lima’s urban 

                                                      
1 Mattos-Cárdenas 2004: pp. 117-126. 
2 Guimerá, 1996. 
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history reflects a failed attempt to implement a particular project that degenerated into a pragmatic urban 

fabric emerged from its utility to the city’s inhabitants
3
.  

In the change of dynasty and the new territorial logics that the eighteenth century brought emerged an 

interest by the metropolitan government in making urban reforms in Latin-American cities. Except for the 

very specific case of Mexico City a programmatic “reform” as we understand it today was not carried out. 

In most cities simplistic urban transformations based on normative and punctual interventions were 

performed
4
.  

In this context new urban landmarks, showing the aesthetics the government wanted to promote, were 

created and a new urban organization that eased the house numbering was introduced. All of this within a 

new economic framework: The government wanted to make great transformations without having to invest 

a large amount of money. 

In Lima’s case, we distinguish two stages. The first stage, undertaken by Superunda and Amat viceroys, 

was of great building activity and the creation of “modern” urban spaces with specific purposes. In the 

second stage, from viceroy Croix to the end of the Spanish era, new laws reorganizing the city in cuarteles 

(districts) and barrios (neighborhoods) for greater governmental control were introduced and new 

buildings were erected, influenced by the ideas of the enlightenment. Our study cases, the Callao doorway 

and the bell tower of Santa Clara church were built in the second stage. 

The Callao doorway (fig. 1), the largest and best positioned of Lima’s city gates, was located at the 

entrance to the city from the port, becoming the first sight a foreigner would have before arriving to the 

city. It was also part of a larger project, the new Lima-Callao roadway, which was funded by the “Tribunal 

del Consulado” (a special court and administrative body for commercial affairs) with the promise of 

improving the transport of goods from the city to the port. In a purely architectural sense, its composition 

reflects the colonial government ideas by using a rational classic architecture combined with baroque 

ornaments seeking to convey a clear message: the importance of monarchy and its national interests. On 

top of the structure, there was a cartouche bearing an inscription where Carlos IV king of Spain, was called 

“Emperor” rather than “King” (“Imperante Carolo IV, anno MDCCC”) and in a lower level the local 

government and the local trading elite (the “Tribunal del Consulado”) were represented with their coats of 

arms. Thus, a political ideal was expressed to the citizens and foreigners that entered the city from the port. 

On the other side, the road itself was a great work of engineering as it was 13,310 “varas” long (about 11.2 

kilometers) and was designed to facilitate the transit of goods and people. In most of its route, it had three 

parallel tracks: the royal road and two minor traffic roads that also served as a connection to the 

surrounding farms. It also had 13 culverts, 36 ramps and five squares (óvalos) with bleachers and services: 

Queen’s square, Marquis square, Consulado square, Bellavista square and Pescadores square. 

The royal road was elevated on an embankment of brick masonry and rubble, 16 meters wide, which was 

cobbled.  To facilitate traffic the pavement was covered with a four-inch layer of sea sand and had a 

wheelguard made of brick. The more simple side roads were 6.7 meters wide, made of rammed earth and 

flanked by brick walls that prevented the entry of animals (fig. 2)
5
. 

The scale of the intervention speaks of the importance of urban planning for the government (which took 

the initiative) and the elites (which financed the work). However, we begin to see in the building of the 

doorway a complementary but parallel effort by using architecture as a representation of royal power 

framed in a spatial and urban policy. 

 

3. The architecture: the bell tower of Santa Clara church 

The position of the Poor Clare’s Church in Lima’s urbanism was quite privileged: it was in the present 

jirón Ancash (interrupting the route of the street) at the midpoint between the city center and the “cercado 

de indios” and, since 1808, halfway to the great enlightened project in Lima: The general cemetery
6
. 

Furthermore, analyzing 19th century city plans it is noticeable that it was located on the border between 

two areas: One consolidated and another more rural near the city wall (fig. 3). 

                                                      
3 Mattos Cárdenas, 2004. 
4 Guimerá, 1996. 
5 Unanue, 1975. 
6 O’phellan, 1999. 
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In the eighteenth century, under new conceptions of urbanism, it was quite plausible that a church in this 

location was going to be remodeled. And indeed it was, as we have discovered at the archiepiscopal 

archive of Lima, since at the beginning of the nineteenth century an ambitious program of reforms was 

held. The goal was to transform the traditional colonial architecture of the building without investing big 

amounts of money. In order to achieve that, the program focused on the interior and the bell tower as a city 

landmark. 

The historical documentation about the construction of the bell tower comes from a process followed by 

the monastery abbess in the archbishopric in which she asks for money to build the structure
7
. In her letters 

to the ecclesial authorities she highlights the fact that it was an “emergency” because the old bell tower 

was “ruinous” and was a danger to her and her community. After some coordination with the monastery, 

the church authorities sent the architect, constructor and artist Matias Maestro, who certified the poor 

condition of the structure and recommended its immediate demolition and reconstruction. 

Likewise, we found that the author of the design was Matias Maestro himself. He was quite famous at the 

time for being the one who introduced the new architectural and artistic style in reaction to the traditional 

baroque architecture of Lima, as did Tolsá in Mexico or Toesca in Chile. Knowing that, we can say that the 

bell tower was designed with the guidelines of the “modern style” because its architect had a very strong 

commitment with the new stylistic ideas and for that reason was a very influential man in the creole elite of 

Lima.  

The ecclesial authorities required a cheap structure, restricting the budget to 2,000 pesos; however, when 

the construction began, the monastery asked for a budget increase
8
. This is not surprising because although 

the design was clean and simple, it was taller and more elaborated than the bell towers in other nunneries 

in Lima (but not as tall as the ones in the main churches of the city). The design consisted of three parts: 

The base, the belfry and a cupola. Although this configuration was typical of limeño architecture, it had 

one important variation: There are two additional segments, one between the base and the belfry, and the 

other between the belfry and the cupola. As we can see in a section of the bell tower (fig. 4) those 

additional segments hold no function, but they have a reason to exist: They increase the height of the bell 

tower, making it taller than the other nunneries’ bell towers in Lima. That’s pretty contradictory because 

the church authorities, as we could read in the documents of the archive, were supposedly searching for a 

cheap design.  

Extrapolating the need for greater height to the urban project (in which the church had invested additional 

money in a work that sought to be low cost), we can see that in fact even if the older bell tower was 

ruinous, the design motivations were beyond that, showing us that there was a search for a greater presence 

in the city. This, beyond any reasonable doubt, places Santa Clara bell tower within the Bourbon’s project, 

at least in an urban context, for it became a city landmark with a new architecture. 

Nevertheless, this pretension fell short because, even with a new architectural language, the structure 

incorporated many traditional limeño elements. The cupola and many other ornaments, like pinnacles and 

pilasters, are a clear inheritance of the Lima school of art and architecture. Also, as we have said before, 

even if the proportions changed (to make the bell tower taller) the composition (base, belfry and cupola) 

remained unchanged. So, although we can assure that this structure was part of the urban project held by 

the authorities and was based in a new language and urban territorial logic, we can also assure that it was 

influenced by the previous logics, the ones that ironically were the exact opposite. The result is a mixture 

of the authorities’ effort for a uniform empire, and the local’s traditions and logics that had its origins in 

the previous autonomy of the Hispanic Americas. Therefore, we can say that even if the elites participated 

in the new project, and made big efforts to import this “modern style”, this couldn’t have happened without 

making concessions to the previous sensibleness. 

 

4. Conclusions 

The Callao doorway in the Lima Wall and the road to Callao, at the time of their inauguration, were 

exalted as great works that symbolized modernity and illustration because not only did they represent 

urban and territorial transformation, but they also were a symbol of the desire to modernize the viceroyalty 

                                                      
7 AAL, XXXI: 15 1806 LIMA. 
8 AAL, XXXI: 20 1813 LIMA. 
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in the late colonial period from the creole elite. We can feel that when reading the speech that Hipolito 

Unanue dedicated to this works: “Un camino cuya vista recordase ser Lima la primera y más grande 

ciudad fundada por los españoles en el nuevo Mundo, e hiciese nacer en los que aportasen del antiguo, la 

idea que pisaban el suelo de los tesoros y del emporio del Perú” (A road whose prospect made people 

remember that Lima was the first and greatest city founded by the Spanish in the new world, and that it 

could grow in the old ones the idea that they were touching the ground of the treasures and the emporium 

of Peru)
9
. 

In the same way, by reading the documentation regarding the bell tower we can find a letter written by the 

abbess of the monastery requesting more budget, in which she referred to the works on her monastery (not 

just the tower but also the transformation of the church’s interior) as modern, saying that: “We have 

whipped out its old appearance from a time of darkness”
10

. But as we have seen previously, the works 

weren’t totally modern, because they retained some elements of the older logics “from a time of darkness”. 

Both the road to Callao and the bell tower of Santa Clara represent the contradiction of an elite willing to 

collaborate with the government plans, but also unable to see that it was impossible. The process that made 

Peru a nation different from Spain was already a reality and the efforts to create a uniform empire were 

pointless. The architecture and the territorial logics were just an example of that. 
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Image 1: Elevation of the Callao doorway / Elaboration: The Author. 

 

Image 2: Callao Doorway, queens square and the roadway, yellow: Royal Road; Brown: Side roads / 

Elaboration: Marco Antonio Buitrón Alvarado and the author. 
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Image 3: Church of Santa Clara, in red, jirón Ancash / Elaboration: Marco Antonio Buitrón  

Alvarado and the author. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image 4:  Elevation and section of the bell tower of Santa Clara’s church / Elaboration: The author.
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Abstract 
This article assesses the impact of the Porto Maravilha Urban Operation being executed by the Rio de 

Janeiro City Hall since 2009, partly in preparation for the 2016 Olympics, on the conservation of the 

Saúde, Gamboa and Santo Cristo protected districts, known collectively as the Sagas Conservation Area, 

situated in the Rio Port Zone, which, in turn, is located in the vicinity of a cultural landscape listed by 

UNESCO as a World Heritage Site. In particular, it intends to verify the validity and relevance of the 

concept of cultural landscape in analysis of the case in question. 

 

Keywords: Urban Conservation; Cultural Landscape; Porto Maravilha Urban Operation; Rio De Janeiro 

City 

 

 

1. Urban area conservation and the cultural landscape concept 
Throughout the structuring of the urban area conservation knowledge field, a broadening of the scope of 

the traditional built environment concept has been observed. Initially, attention had focused on the 

historical centres. This vision has been relativised for the historical sites, including peripheral districts and 

later the city in its totality. At first, value was placed on the physical dimension structured by the cultural 

ambits (architectural suites, public spaces, street furniture, etc.) and the natural ones (the internal and 

surrounding nature). Subsequently, the social spheres (of the composition of the groups present in these 

places) and economic ones (of the human activities) were included. There has also been change in the 

justifications for protection of this whole universe that have allowed establishment of broader 

environmental meanings that include identification of manifestations of notable artistic and historical 

merit, ranging from modest cases to strips defined for the composition of ambiences and urban renovation. 

After definition of the protection parameters, attention turned to inclusion of new structures (physical, 

social and economic) in these protected contexts (Warren, Worthington and Taylor, 1998). Principally the 

conjugation of the actions of continuity (of preservation of original structures) and of change (urban 

renovation), which, apparently, are contradictory, but may be mutually potentialised with all due 

precaution. In order to viabilize the conjunction of these two models of the conceptual and methodological 

point of view, it was necessary to enlarge the conservation strategies beyond the domains of the 

preservation of authenticity and integrity, including them in the sustainable social development models, 

founded, in particular, on an egalitarian approach. The reflections and practical results of this trajectory 

have generated international documents (charters, declarations and/or recommendations), which have 

formed the basis for conservation policy and served as conceptual and empirical references for 

investigators of conservation, above all in the urban field. 

It is observed that, from Gustavo Giovannoni (the beginning of the 20
th 

century) until the early 90s, the 

cultural and natural dimensions were gradually becoming integrated. The ever greater acceptance of the 

concept of sustainable development and revision of the criteria for inclusion of new assets on the UNESCO 

World Heritage List have produced favourable conditions for the establishment of the consensus regarding 

cultural landscape. The cornerstone of this initiative was the meeting of the World Heritage Committee in 

1992, which decided on the recognition of this new focus in the field of protection and conservation of 

cultural heritage. Thus, three categories of landscape were created (clearly defined, organically evolved 

and associative), which, in some way, contemplated the integration of the cultural and natural universes, 
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transforming the cultural landscape into a single specific asset, which, in the same manner, expressed the 

trajectories of the communities and the formation of human settlements conditioned by physical, social and 

economic factors. 

Rafael Winter Ribeiro (2007) cited that, after the 1992 Convention, various local, regional and 

international thematic meetings took place to debate cultural landscape, the highlight among which was the 

European Landscape Convention in 2000, which relativised the application of this concept without making 

distinctions between the two dimensions in evidence classifying the cases into three categories: of notable 

merit, ordinary and degraded. In 2005, UNESCO promoted a revision of the set of criteria in force for 

operationalisation of the Cultural Heritage Convention, which implied improvements in the interpretation 

of the term, cultural landscape. According to Ribeiro (2007, p. 49), the six cultural precepts and the four 

natural ones were integrated into 10 single ones that enabled definitive acceptance of this concept in the 

international scenario, bearing in mind, moreover, the relations of authenticity and integrity defined in the 

1994 Nara Conference. All these reflections and enhancements were included in the 2008 UNESCO 

Operational Guide, which currently forms the basis of the World Heritage Convention. 

In Brazil, initiatives for implementation of the cultural landscape concept in the legal structure for the 

protection of cultural heritage occurred in 2009 by means of the Decree 127 of the Instituto do Patrimônio 

Histórico e Artístico Nacional - IPHAN [The Institute of the National Historical and Artistic Heritage]. At 

local level, the Rio de Janeiro City Hall assumed responsibility for introducing the question for the first 

time in the guidelines of the 2011 Master Plan in effect. Both legislations sought to relativise the 

exceptionality of universal character contained in the UNESCO references, which can be noticed in the 

assessment of the work of Fowler (2002) about the first 10 years of cultural landscape discussions and 

practices. 

 

2. APAC of the SAGAS 
The early stages of the occupation of the Rio de Janeiro Zona Portuária [Port Zone], which covers the 

greatest part of the Área de Proteção do Ambiente Cultural - APAC [Conservation Area] of Saúde, 

Gamboa and Santo Cristo (SAGAS), besides Centro, remind one, from the viewpoint of nature, of the 

exceptionality criterion used to justify the UNESCO listing of this area of the city as a World Heritage 

Cultural Landscape, in 2012. In the first three centuries of the occupation of Rio, that is, as of its 

foundation in 1565, the place was defined by its exuberant nature composed of the coast around the bay, 

Baia de Guanabara, replete with coves, islands, and hills in the background whose silhouettes merged with 

the greater ones, Sugarloaf and the Tijuca Massif, where, today, the Christ the Redeemer statue is situated. 

The effective occupation of the region, throughout the XVIII century, began with farmsteads following the 

logic of the expansion of the city, above all in the central part. In the last part of that same period, as well 

as in the following century, the local physical, social and economic characteristics were altered 

significantly due to the expansion of commercial activities and services in the city centre, especially those 

in the port and in the slave market, set up in what, today, is called Valongo. In that period, around five 

hundred thousand slaves were traded, concentrating the greatest diaspora in the history of black African 

slavery. Later, in 1843, the Valongo quay was renovated for the arrival of the future Empress, Teresa 

Cristina, who would marry Emperor Dom Pedro II. Archaeological remains of both berths were discovered 

in the urban infrastructure works of the Projeto Porto Maravilha [Porto Maravilha Urban Operation], to be 

covered below. 

The growth of the port activities intensified as of 1870 upon the economic expansion phase based on 

coffee, which transformed Brazil into one of the world’s main producers of this product. The coast of the 

region began to become indented with innumerable wharfs, which also attracted various other commercial 

establishments linked directly or indirectly with exports and imports handled in this port, considered the 

country’s main one at the time. In 1855, further inland, along the base of the hills, Morro da Providência 

and Morro do Pinto, one of the first major railway lines in Brazil was built, and, two decades later, a 

branch was added to link with Gamboa on the coast. 

Within and around this economic structure, lower middle-class and low-income population contingents 

installed themselves. Natives, migrants and immigrants provided a mainstream cultural character to the 

three port districts. In this context, there was a prominence of the actions of the black community, who 

grouped together, especially in Saúde around Pedra do Sal, known as “Pequena África” [Little Africa] 
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(Moura, 1983), giving rise to, among other cultural manifestations, the samba music typical of Rio de 

Janeiro, the basis of the Carioca [Rio] Carnival of great international fame. 

In the last two decades of the XIX century, the hill, Morro da Providência was occupied by low-income 

groups along with a contingent of Brazilian Army soldiers, who had been combating a social rebellion, 

Revolta de Canudos, in Bahia State, at the end of the 1890s, one of the most controversial historical facts 

in the country. It was due to this episode that the term, favela arose, as the soldiers had come across the 

same plant as one typically found in the Northeast region (Cardoso, 1987). The Morro da Providência hill 

settlement is considered the first Brazilian shantytown. This term has become generalized in the country in 

labelling precarious settlements from the physical and social point of view. 

In 1906, after various discussions about reform of the city’s port structure, regarded as one of the greatest 

in the world (Lamarão, 1991), practically all the indented coastline was straightened by large-scale landfill 

for the construction of the present-day port with a quayside 2.5 km in length. For some decades, the Port of 

Rio was the main importer and national distributor of merchandise. The construction consolidated what is 

today called the Zona Portuária of the city, and this, along with the existing rail links, also implied 

confirmation of the region as strategic for industrial development (fig. 01). 

The social and economic structure of Saúde, Gamboa and Santo Cristo developed, notably because of 

activities linked directly or indirectly to the port. The architectural suite that defined the townscape of these 

districts was composed predominantly of buildings of the Eclectic Period featuring a contextual character, 

also observed in the other APACs of the city, especially in the central part. However, there were also 

worker housing estates, slums, rows of tenement houses, factories and commercial sheds, among other 

architectural typologies forbidden by the building and urban regulations of the City Hall in the City Centre. 

It is to be noted that few buildings of the initial occupation phase of the region survived the urban 

renovation observed at the turn from the XIX to the XX century. 

The three port districts were further marked, in an indirect manner, by the isolation caused by the 

construction of the avenue, Avenida Presidente Vargas in the 1940s, and much affected by the building of 

the viaduct, Viaduto da Perimetral, along Avenida Rodrigues Alves, the main thoroughfare in the port 

context. However, the shift of the country’s capital to Brasília in 1960, and principally the process of 

economic decentralization of the country as of the 1970s, contributed decisively to the decline of the port 

activities in Rio. This process of stagnation was potentialised by the City Hall’s urban policy and by the 

actions of the property market, whose priorities were concentrated in the South Zone of the city (Botafogo, 

Flamengo, Copacabana, Ipanema and Leblon) and, more recently, in Barra da Tijuca, areas where a great 

part of the UNESCO World Heritage Cultural Landscape is situated. 

The Rio port zone’s loss of urban vitality in the economic sphere has motivated various proposals for its 

urban renovation. The first of them occurred in the early 1980s. Another four took place in the following 

three decades. The last and only one actually implemented is currently in progress, and will be assessed 

below. Denominated Riopart, the proposal made by the Associação Comercial do Rio de Janeiro [Rio de 

Janeiro Trade Association] in the 80s, was quite categorical in terms of physical renovation (of the 

architectural suite), social (change in the profile of the users of the region) and economic (linkage of the 

local activities with the context of the so-called global cities), which motivated the conservationist 

mobilization of the local residents, families of various generations, who still maintained the urban vitality 

of the region (Sampaio, 1994). Thus, in 1983, a fortnight of debates was promoted, the outcome of which 

generated the formation of an inter-institutional group whose work (SAGAS Project) was fully used in the 

proposal for the creation of the Environmental Protection Area - APA (later renamed Cultural Environment 

Protection Area - APAC) of Saúde, Gamboa and Santo Cristo - SAGAS. The concepts, criteria and 

methodologies applied in this case generated the basis for the City Hall’s urban area protection 

instruments, used in designations of the other 26 conservation areas scattered throughout the city. The 

SAGAS experience also contributed to the formulation of the guidelines for the analogous policies of the 

1992 City Master Plan and of the 2011 plan in progress, considered national references. 

The SAGAS Conservation Area extends throughout the port zone and covers the districts of Saúde, 

Gamboa, Santo Cristo and parts of Centro. It is structured around four protection sub-areas concentrated 

along the original stretch of the region, the part subjected to land-fill for construction of the port, and the 

architectural ensemble found there, being practically disconsidered. Within this perimeter, there are 1,782 

protected buildings, which, together with the other conservation areas in the central part (Corredor 
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Cultural, Cruz Vermelha and Teófilo Otoni) and the immediate periphery (Santa Teresa and Cidade Nova), 

formed the largest architectural suite at the turn from the XIX to the XX century in Brazil, and one of the 

greatest in the world that is relatively authentic and intact. Despite these attributes, this entire cultural 

complex was not included within the perimeter of the World Heritage Cultural Landscape. 

The decree regulating the law (1987) that substituted the original SAGAS legislation (1985), which in 

reality maintained the same parameters of use, occupation and protection, determined the creation of a 

technical office, the Tec-SAGAS. This was established in the region in1989, and operated, in a rather 

precarious manner, till the end of the 90s. In 1990, 1993 and 1995, Tec-SAGAS proposed strategies to 

raise the value of the area, concentrating on the conservation of the physical dimension of the protection 

sub-areas that had not gone ahead. Also, at no moment was the office involved in the proposals for urban 

renovation that succeeded the 1983 Associação Comercial project, all of which were along the same lines, 

namely, general and isolated actions. 

Later, in 1992, the City Hall extended the protection of the port zone by creating the Área de Especial 

Interesse Urbanístico - AEIU [Area of Special Urbanistic Interest], located near the square, Praça Mauá 

and the central business area. This stretch includes part of the 1906 port, extending from Pier Maua, along 

the passenger quay, as far as Warehouse 7 of the original group. The initiative also includes the listing of 

15 buildings. It is along this stretch that are concentrated the few initiatives directly correlated with the 

urban conservation provided in the aforementioned proposals to remodel the area. Their addition to the 

context of the protected universe of the region fills a gap in the conservation area in relation to a phase of 

marked occupation of the region. Despite the port having represented significant interference with the 

original natural aspects along this stretch of the city’s waterfront, the scale of the buildings does not cause 

rupture of one of the most significant correlations of the Rio landscape: the connection between the sea, the 

hills of the city, extending to the flat parts where the built environment is developed. 

In view of the discussion about the formation and protection of the Rio port zone, it may be concluded that 

it lies within the context of the concept of cultural landscape as defined in the previous topic, especially in 

the conjugation of the cultural and natural universes that are articulated with the other parts of the city, the 

country and particular international instances, and principally in the relativisation of the exceptionalities 

focused in the UNESCO and IPHAN approaches. Next there is an appraisal of how this whole complex is 

being considered in the context of the so-called “revitalization” programme for the entire region. 

 

3. Projeto Porto Maravilha [Porto Maravilha Urban Operation] 

The desire to intervene in the port zone has existed since the early 80s. The first proposal, made by the 

Associação Comercial, interpreted the local context as decadent and susceptible to drastic restructuring of 

the physical, social and economic domains, disregarding the historical trajectory, heritage, cultural and 

social persistence, and the potential for protection. The following projects indicated the question of 

conservation in relation to the creation of the SAGAS Conservation Area in 1985. However, the priorities 

totally ignored the sub-areas of protection in order to concentrate on places with greater potential for return 

on investment: along Avenida Rodrigues Alves, the main thoroughfare in the region, especially near Praça 

Mauá, beside the central business area. The latter trends are maintained in the current project. 

Porto Maravilha (PM) was commenced in 2009 in accordance with Municipal Law 101 of the same year 

with the denomination, “Operação Urbana Consorciada da Área de Especial Interesse Urbanístico - AEIU - 

da Região Portuária do Rio de Janeiro” [Consortium for Urban Operation in the Area of Special Urbanistic 

Interest in the Rio de Janeiro Port Region], which transformed the entire locality into an AEIU. The 

proposal, justified in the context of preparation of the city for the 2016 Olympics, presents comprehensive 

guidelines, with strategic positions linked to the discourse of transformation of the area to include it in the 

context of the global cities, on the lines of American urban regeneration experiences (Baltimore, Boston, 

New York, etc.) and that in the UK (Dockland, Shad Thames, among others) in the 80s and 90s. It is an 

attempt to identify with the concept of revitalization resembling some urban area conservation parameters. 

However, it is very similar to the concept of urban renovation more correlated with interventions that 

promote demolition/reconstruction/construction in physical terms (architectural suites, roadways and 

public spaces) and in social (removal and/or gentrification). 

In attempting to appropriate the idea of revitalization, leaving aside the persistence of social and affective 

relations still in evidence in the area, the PM, according to one critical investigative approach to the urban 
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question (several of them cited in Diniz, 2014), it resembles the speculative property development groups 

aimed at wealth accumulation processes. Nevertheless, it is necessary and very important to differentiate 

the distortions of revitalization, rehabilitation, requalification, etc., from the concepts and methodological 

procedures of the conservation knowledge field, above all, of urban areas, which are positioned in a 

manner categorically against the destruction of authenticity and integrity of the physical, social and 

economic tissues of the built and natural environment. It is fitting to highlight that the specialized literature 

on conservation condemns social exclusion (Sampaio, 2007), and understands that lifestyles personalize 

these spaces, making them unique, and, therefore, also susceptible to preservation with appropriate 

protection instruments in accordance with the nature of the cultural assets concerned, whether material or 

not. 

The PM covers an area of 5,000,000 m², incorporating all the SAGAS Conservation Area, the 1992 AEIU, 

the protected stretches of the port, including the avenues, Avenida Francisco Bicalho and Avenida 

Presidente Vargas, two of the main street axes in the city centre, parts of the Cajú District, and as far as 

Praça Mauá (fig. 02). The basic concept that orients the actions of the project is the flexibilisation of the 

urban management, that is, the same as in the development corporations of the already mentioned 

paradigmatic urban regenerations. It is crystal clear from the published material and on the Internet page of 

the programme (http://www.portomaravilha.com.br/) that the concentration of investments and 

interventions in the regions with greater potential for densification, mobility and international visibility that 

allow spectacularisation of the developments along the lines of the American and European flagships 

(Healey, 1992). The historical, cultural and social particularities are relegated to a relatively secondary 

plane, except in cases that can be converted into sellable distinguished landmarks. 

One of the most emblematic PM proposals, which had not been foreseen in previous projects, is the 

removal of the viaduct, Viaduto da Perimetral, which can be considered the most drastic urbanistic 

intervention that has occurred in the whole region. This expressway, built in the 1950s, in the ambit of the 

urban policy that valued individual transport, which also used to cut across the city centre, especially the 

square, Praça XV, one of the most important historical sites in Brazil, broke the intrinsic link of the built 

environment in the central part with the landscape of the bay, Baia de Guanabara. 

The demolition began in 2013 and is still in progress (fig. 03). It has caused broad debate about the 

probable detriment to the city’s urban mobility that has put on a secondary plane the benefits that the 

initiative could trigger in the conservation of Centro and the whole extent of the port coinciding with 

Avenida Rodrigues Alves. The re-establishment of homogeneity of one of the main landmarks of Rio’s 

cultural landscape, the correlation of the sea, the most significant architectural suite in the city with the 

surrounding relief, would certainly potentialise the cultural and social attributes identified. It would revive 

an area of the city that has been forgotten in the minds of the population. However, on the inland side of 

Avenida Rodrigues Alves, the PM proposes a height limit for new buildings that varies from 11 metres 

(along a short stretch) to 18, 60 (along longer stretches), 90 (the longest stretch), and 120 - 150 (on other 

stretches). The consolidation of this occupation has made the cited re-establishment of the integrity of the 

cultural landscape unviable, and clashes directly with the compatibilisation of the new with the existing as 

defended in the conservation concepts of urban areas commented at the beginning of this work. It would 

therefore benefit only the expected property developments that would take advantage of a new upgraded 

view (fig. 04). 

The end of the Viaduto da Perimetral belongs to the first phase of the PM , which concentrates on the 

works to improve the urban infrastructure of the entire region. In one of the works, archaeological remains 

of the old quays, Cais do Valongo and Cais da Imperatriz, were found, considered to be one of the main 

recent archaeological discoveries in both the city and the country. Albeit late, IPHAN and the City Hall 

intend to submit to UNESCO the inclusion of these on the World Heritage List, in the ambit of the concept 

of ethnic tourism of the project, “Rota do Escravo” [Slavery Route] being developed by the latter 

institution since 1994 (fig. 05). The following stage will converge with the establishment in the area of 

new property developments covered by the project, where priorisation of commercial and service activities 

has been identified. Regarding residential use, which, according to the specialized literature, is the factor 

that determines the success of the conservation of urban areas (Coupland, 1997), densification is foreseen 

with around 30,000 new inhabitants of middle to high class socio-economic profiles. This indicates that the 
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low-income population will face difficulty remaining in or moving to the PM. Probably, one of the greatest 

processes of gentrification in the history of Rio will take place. 

Within the SAGAS Conservation Area, the interventions are quite timid and restricted to isolated 

conservation works of some historical landmarks. For the protected contextual architectural suite, which 

determines the townscape of the three districts and the whole central part of Rio, the main architectural 

grouping of the type already pointed out, the PM is limited to actions of the Novas Alternativas [New 

Alternative] and Pro-APAC Programmes, both scheduled for the entire city. The first has been in progress 

since 1995 and specifically founded on expropriation of deteriorated buildings and their reoccupation with 

the greatest possible number of new residents. Some experiments have already occurred in the central part 

of Rio, including the SAGAS Conservation Area, with doubtful results in terms of the sustainability of the 

initiative and the conservation of the buildings, above all, in terms of authenticity and integrity. The 

second, as recent as 2013, was constituted of a line of finance for conservation raised by professionals in 

this field (architects and/or engineers), contractors, cultural producers and/or NGOs, who would be in 

charge of the work. After the conclusion of the work, the destiny of the tenants, found in large numbers in 

the region, is not clear, given that, certainly, the increase value of the buildings would lead to rent 

increases. Furthermore, there is no evidence of measures to create awareness of the importance of the 

conservation and maintenance that would take place. On the Morro da Providência hill, the first 

shantytown in Brazil, the PM is promoting the restructuring of the occupations with insertions considered 

arbitrary by specialists on the theme of social housing and the Comitê Popular da Copa e Olimpíadas do 

Rio de Janeiro (2014) [The People’s Committee of the World Cup and Rio Olympics], which pointed out 

that a process of gentrification is in progress. 

The grandeur and complexity of the interventions presented in the PM mean that it can be regarded as the 

greatest intervention in a context that involves protected urban areas and potential for protection in Brazil. 

This favourable condition is due in particular to the combined efforts of the federal, state and municipal 

governments, the mentioned preparation of the city for the Olympic Games acting as one of the main 

justifications. The impacts on the SAGAS Conservation Area is questionable in various senses, for 

example, the spectacularisation of conservation that determines priorities linked to a strategy of creation of 

sophisticated commercial and business centres aimed at launching the area into the context of international 

capital the flow, which particularly favours the foreign investor. Thus, the opportunity would be lost to 

contemplate effective conservation and integrity of one of the protected areas (together with those in 

Centro) that most expresses the key aspects of the mainstream culture of the city, incurring national and 

international repercussions. Bearing aspects relatively parallel to the vision of the official historiography 

(African Diaspora, establishment of shantytowns, social movements, mainstream culture, etc.), it is also 

the precursor of the implementation of one of the main urban area protection policies in Brazil. In the form 

the Theory of Conservation and its respective specialized literature recommends, that is, the integration of 

the physical, social and economic dimensions in overcoming the exceptional vision of cultural assets, the 

conciliation of new structures with the other protected ones, the preservation of the social relations and 

traditional activities. 

In specific terms, with regard to the concept of cultural landscape, Porto Maravilha does not promote one 

of the pillars of this approach: the conciliation between the cultural dimensions (of the built environment) 

and the natural (of the bay, Baia de Guanabara and the backdrop of the city’s mountain massifs) as a whole 

in isolating the SAGAS Conservation Area from the belt with the new buildings proposed, besides the 

rupture of the social and cultural heritage of the region (fig. 06). However, the study of this Conservation 

Area has contributed to reflection about the conceptual scope of the cultural landscape, especially the 

relativisation of the UNESCO and IPHAN concept of exceptionality in the definition of what can be listed 

and protected. It also collaborates with the possibility of revision of the concept of authenticity and 

integrity in the consideration of partially decharacterized cases, albeit with significant potential for 

conservation that could recuperates its plenitude. The solution of the factors of deterioration identified 

within and around the ambience of the SAGAS Conservation Area, and in the others in the central part of 

Rio, together with possible course corrections for Porto Maravilha, would justify the classification of these 

places as national historical heritage and their inclusion within the bounds of the UNESCO World Heritage 

Cultural Landscape. 
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Figure 01: The Port of Rio. Rodrigues Alves Avenue, c. 1906. 

Source: Arquivo Geral da Cidade do Rio de Janeiro. From CARDOSO, Elizabeth Dezouzart (et al). 

1987, p. 105. 
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Figure 02: Porto Maravilha Area of Special Urbanistic Interest: AEIU. Incorporanting SAGAS Conservation Area 

(including its protection sub-areas) and the AEIU 1992. 

Map redraw by Ana Paula R. de Araújo from the Port Maravilha site (http://www.portomaravilha.com.br/, accessed 

in 24 September 2014). 

Figure 03: The removal of the viaduct, Viaduto da Perimetral in 2013. 

Source: the Port Maravilha site (http://www.portomaravilha.com.br/, accessed in 24 September 2014). 

Figure 04: The Porto Maravilha height limit for new buildings. 

Map redraw by Caroline D. Machado from Fernando Nogueira Costa blog 

(http://fernandonogueiracosta.wordpress.com/2011/06/19/plano-de-revitalizacao-do-porto-da-cidade-

maravilhosa-rio-de-janeiro/, accessed in 24 September 2014). 

Figure 05: The archaeological remains of the old quays, Cais do Valongo and Cais da Imperatriz. 

Author’s photographs, 2012. 
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Figure 06: The Rio de Janeiro Dockland from the Guanabara Bay. 

Source: Google Earth, 2014 (22°52'09.79"S  43°11'03.83"O). Redraw by Caroline D. Machado. 
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Résumé 
Les Conventions Mondiales reconnues depuis 1992 constatent que les paysages culturels sont des 

lieux que résultent de l’interaction entre l’homme et le milieu naturel. Versailles est le berceau des 

“Jardins à la française”, il révèle le moment où l’homme a appris à dominer la nature. Versailles est 

envisagé comme un site patrimonial, mais le Domaine de Versailles est un paysage culturel qui s’est 

cristallisé à l’époque de Louis XIV, au XVII
ème

 siècle. Le site de Versailles est passé par différentes 

étapes ; il fut Résidence Royale, Musée d’histoire et Château-Musée. 

 

Mots-clefs : Paysage culturel cristallisé ; Patrimoine culturel ; Château de Versailles 

 

 

1. Introduction 

L’Aptitude à comprendre les études théoriques sur le Paysage Culturel Cristallisé de Versailles a été 

atteinte pendant mon Master MACLANDS, en 2010,  à Saint Étienne, France. Tout au long de notre 

cursus, les différentes équipes pédagogiques quelles soient françaises, italiennes ou allemandes, nous 

ont présenté, au travers de plusieurs disciplines, leur conception des notions de patrimoine et de 

paysages culturels, ainsi que les actions de préservation qui leurs sont associées. Ces acceptations 

locales viennent corroborer multiples textes comme l’article 5 de la Convention Européenne du 

Paysage (Florence, 20.10.2000) qui “reconnaît juridiquement” que le paysage est le composant 

essentiel et fondamental pour l’identité d’un peuple et exprime la diversité de leur patrimoine culturel 

et naturel ; citons également l’article 1 de la Convention du Patrimoine Mondial qui définit le paysage 

culturel comme “l’œuvre conjuguée de l’homme et de la nature”
232

.  

Selon, FONTES ( 2004, p. 173) [2] : 

[...] le bien patrimonial ou monument autant qu’une construction historique, contient en soit même, et 

en chaque partie qui lui appartienne, un peu de son histoire de formation[… ]et seulement obtient 

sens et valeur, quand nous comprenons comme un patrimoine vivant dans son espace historique. 

Aujourd’hui le résultat se présente comme un produit de l’accumulation stratigraphique des éléments 

constructifs et des relations établis avec son ambiance.  

La définition ci-dessus est fondée sur l’accumulation stratigraphique des éléments constructifs de 

Versailles. Elle est mise en avant à travers la version de Château-Musée qui préserve la mémoire de 

Louis XIV ; cette représentation de Versailles montre la cristallisation du site à l’instant « T » qu’est la 

période du Roi Soleil, c’est-à-dire au XVII
ème

 siècle.  

Pour démontrer cette cristallisation, on utilise l’étude rétrospective et historique du site. Cette méthode 

permet de mettre en avant des évènements du passé et montrer les différentes altérations 

                                                      
232 La Charte de Florence, élaborée par le « Comité International des Jardins Historiques-ICOMOS IFLA. (Article 

disponible-source : www.international.icomos.org).  
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architecturales qu’a connu l’ensemble Versaillais. À travers la ligne chronologique, nous souhaitons 

révéler le contexte social de la « Grande » époque, en décrivant le lieu avant, pendant et après la mort 

de Louis XIV. Toutefois, n’envisageons pas Versailles comme un site passéiste et figé. En effet, grâce 

aux processus de restauration qui se sont succédés pendant des années dans les complexes 

architecturaux, il nous est possible de comprendre ce témoignage historique, en révélant toujours de 

nouveaux indices qui composent la construction de cette mosaïque Versaillaise. Autre point 

importante, qu’il faut souligner pour illustrer se réveil de Versailles, se sont les stratégies de gestion du 

complexe architectural et des jardins.  

Depuis 1995, Versailles est sous la tutelle du Ministère de la Culture et de la Communication ; il s’est 

peu à peu transformé en un établissement public à caractère administratif. Cette transformation lui a 

offert la possibilité de devenir autonome, notamment concernant sa gestion administrative et 

financière. Cette liberté de gestion financière a permis au site de faire appel au mécénat (levée de 

fonds auprès d’entreprises et de particuliers afin de financer des projets de recuperation du patrimoine 

culturel Versaillais), et de cette ouverture résultent de nombreuses actions de préservation.   

Ce travail est avant tout une réflexion sur l’aspect historique du paysage culturel « Versaillais » qui 

concerne l’ensemble constructif (la ville, le Château et ses jardins). Cette méthode nous a conduit à 

analyser la conception du Château-Musée ainsi que les mutations intervenues dans la gestion du site et 

les actions prévues dans le cadre du projet “Grand Versailles 2003-2020”.  

 

2. Les jardins et leur époque 

Les jardins sont comme des bâtiments, ils sont créés pour refléter le pouvoir royal. Ils montrent les 

choix théoriques sur des applications pratiques. Pour comprendre ce lieu historique nous avons besoin 

d’étudier sa conception et comprendre  ses modifications. 

Le Jardin à la française s’inspire des jardins italiens, à cause de l’admiration du roi français “Charles 

VIII” pour les jardins italiens, qu’il a connu lors de ses campagnes militaires contre le royaume de 

Naples en 1494. Les premiers jardins construits en France se situent dans le Val de la Loire, mais 

l’apogée de cette technique a été atteinte avec les jardins de Versailles. Le style est plus rigide et 

formel que les autres styles. Il se traduit par des formes géométriques et de symétrie parfaite. Un jardin 

à l’ambition esthétique et symbolique, que corrige l’art de la nature pour imposer la symétrie. Il est le 

triomphe de l’ordre sur le désordre, de la culture sur la nature sauvage, du réfléchi sur le spontané. 

Louis XIV domestiqua et ordonna la nature selon les principes de la géométrie, de l’optique et de la 

perspective. L’art des hydrauliciens fut associé à l’art des architectes. Le jardin était alors dessiné 

comme un édifice, en une succession de pièces que le visiteur traversait selon un parcours préétabli, 

bien décrit dans les “Manières de assembler les jardins de Versailles par Louis XIV”. C’est le roi qui 

établissait le parcours de la promenade; il était seul juge des points de vue ou haltes qui étaient dignes 

et d’intérêt. L’art de contrôler la nature mit en valeur la profession des jardiniers, à partir de cette 

époque va exister le temps des jardiniers royaux; cette profession devint héréditaire et créa une 

véritable dynastie (ils ont développé et organisé les corporations de jardiniers en 1599). Les maîtres 

des jardins appliquèrent les progrès de la science topographique, graphomètres, pour reproduire leurs 

dessins sur le terrain.  

 

3. Réflexions : Versailles est Louis XIV et inversement 

Pendant le règne de Louis XIV toute la puissance de la France émanait de Versailles, car il était le 

centre royal, politique, et culturel de France. L’installation de la Cour Royale à Versailles développa la 

plaine de Versailles et ses alentours. Une nouvelle ville fut construite autour du Château avec les 

quartiers des ouvriers, maçons et charpentiers (principalement de la région de Limoges) qui ont 

participé au chantier. 

Pour fournir les matériaux de construction et d’ornementation du Château, le roi a créé et a développé 

de nouvelles institutions dans plusieurs régions du royaume, englobant plusieurs domaines de la 

science, de la technologie, de l’industrie et de l’art ; éléments qui donnent une nouvelle impulsion au 

développement économique français. 

Tous les efforts pour construire le Château de Versailles, joignant ses jardins “à la française”, furent 

déterminants pour la création d’un nouveau style, architectural et jardinier. Le Château baroque 
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remplaça le Château cité du moyen-âge de forme carrée est utilisée pour la protection du propriétaire 

féodal. La configuration du Château baroque se modifia en trois ailes avec une avant-cour fermée par 

une grille, remplaçant la quatrième aile du Château médiéval. L’avant-cour est importante, car elle 

délimitait l’espace royal de l’espace populaire, permettant quand même que le peuple voit le Roi. 

L’architecture de cette période est caractérisée par l’adoption des plans de masse,  volumes 

rectangulaires et symétriques. L’utilisation de la pierre (blanche), de la brique et de l’ardoise, donne un 

résultat qui conjugue trois couleurs permettant d’obtenir de très belles formes et de beaux contrastes 

chromatiques. La brique n’est pas un matériel neuf, mais il est accessible et facilement associable à la 

pierre ; l’ardoise remplaça la tuile pour la couverture (elle devient au XIX
ème

 siècle le principal 

symbole constructif de distinction sociale). Ces matériaux avec leurs qualités physiques et esthétiques 

marquent l’architecture de cette époque. 

Louis XIV changea la superficie de la région quand il modifia toute la plaine de Versailles, créant les 

jardins pour une construction végétale ordonnée avec l’implantation des espèces végétales d’autres 

régions du pays. C’est une façon de montrer son pouvoir sur la nature, à travers de grandes ailes 

régulières qui structurent l’espace, extraient la beauté de la nature modelée par la composition 

scénographique, les jeux d’eau, fontaines et statues. Les jardins  de Versailles représentent pour le roi 

un lieu de protection destiné à tracer et ombrager les promenades dans lesquelles il se promenait avec 

la Cour derrière lui. Le Roi établissait le chemin à parcourir. 

Les jardins paysagers portent des marques visibles de l’intervention de l’homme. LE NÔTRE créa un 

espace vert que semble naturel, mais il est régi par un système codifié, organisé et contrôlé.  

Après Louis XIV Versailles fut abandonné car ses successeurs n’avaient pas la même force pour 

maintenir ce lieu. Ils changèrent quelques aspects mais l’atmosphère principale qui donne l’identité à 

Versailles resta telle qu’elle avait été conçue par Louis XIV.  

Les jardins et le Château restèrent dormants pendant très long temps. Quand arriva la Révolution 

Française, le domaine subsista sous forme de ruine ; il perdit une grande partie de son territoire et le 

patrimoine matériel du Château fut pillé.  

Cette stagnation changea au XIX
ème

 siècle lorsque le Château de Versailles devint un  Château-musée 

sous l’impulsion de Louis Philippe I
er
 en partenariat avec Pierre NOHRAC. Un processus qui peu à 

peu contribua à la redécouverte de ce patrimoine unique (classé comme patrimoine UNESCO en 

1979).  

La version Château-musée se consolida pendant des années avec la gestion de ces administrateurs et le 

soutien financier du mécénat. La gestion du site est réalisée comme une entreprise associée au 

mécénat ; il en résulte une recette administrative efficace, principalement depuis 2003, date à laquelle 

est mis en place le projet “Grand Versailles-2003 à 2020”. Ce projet se prolongera pour 17 ans, c’est 

un programme “parapluie” composé de multiples actions, en plusieurs domaines qui visent à la 

revitalisation du site. Un programme  basé sur la gestion qui voit le site d’une façon globale à long 

terme. Les chantiers de restauration et de recherche archéologique sont financés par le mécénat, ces 

actions enrichissent l’histoire de ce patrimoine avec ces découvertes. 

Les résultats actuels sont très favorables car ils augmentent considérablement la demande du public ; 

quant à la diffusion des informations sur le Domaine de Versailles, elles agrandissent au fur et à 

mesure des recherches sur le lieu qui diversifient le pouvoir d’attraction du site et promeuvent 

l’ouverture aux arts contemporains, liées au passé et à l’actualité.  

Pour préserver un site, les actions de restauration ne sont pas suffisantes, il faut aussi développer les 

actions de conservation préventive et de contrôle des travaux  réalisés, parce que ces actions de 

conservation sont la “raison supplémentaire pour nous inciter à la prudence”
233

. Nous devons penser 

aujourd’hui mais aussi à demain : comment conserver et prolonger les investissements et les actions 

faits pendant les projets de restauration ?  

Il est nécessaire de mettre en place un plan d’action de conservation préventive, concernant différent 

secteurs, avec les étapes qui seront appliquées à une gestion stratégique et opérationnelle dans chaque 

domaine avec un encadrement des risques et de contrôle. Le contrôle doit faire partie de la gestion, 

prolongeant ainsi les effets de la restauration et diminuant les dépenses en ressources financières. Une 

                                                      
233 ODDOS, Jean-Paul.  La conservation: principes et réalités, 1995, p. 337. 
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administration attentive et multidisciplinaire aura la vigilance et le contrôle des enjeux liés aux projets, 

avec les plans d’actions que visent à la protection de ce patrimoine.  

La réalisation de cette recherche fut très importante, parce qu’elle fournit des informations 

remarquables pour comprendre l’histoire de la construction de ce site, ainsi contribuant à élargir ma 

conception des éléments qui forment le paysage culturel et sa stratigraphie de construction. Réfléchir 

sur le modèle du Château-musée Versaillais et l’importance du système de préservation du patrimoine, 

pour la création, gestion et développement des Château- musées dans mon pays et autres.  
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Figure 01 - L'axe solaire de Jardin du Château de Versailles 

Source: site Officiel de la ville de Versailles. www.mairie-versailles.fr 

Figure 02 - Le plan du Domaine de Versailles 

Source: Jean-Claude LE GUILLOU, Benoît PATTERLINI «Versailles, le Château en construction, 

2006 »www.artlys.com.fr  

 

Figure 03 - Plan général des étangs et rigoles supérieurs et inférieurs de Versailles (1812).  

Source : ADYvelines, service des eaux: Archives Départementales d’ Yvelines, extrait de l’article:"Les eaux 

de Versailles" ( http://www.cg78.fr/archives/accueil/presentation.html) 

http://www.mairie-versailles.fr/
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Résumé 

Lors de la Conférence à Saint-Pétersbourg (Russie), pour la première fois, l’UNESCO conférerait le 

label culturel à la ville de Rio de Janeiro, ayant pour thématique les Paysages Cariocas entre la 

Montagne et la Mer. Cependant, l’UNESCO approuva la carte sans faire figurer un programme de 

gestion du Paysage Culturel Urbain, exclut les zones á risque - les favelas. Par voie de conséquence, 

cette carte résulte des sites urbains fragmentés.Simplement, L’UNESCO ne prend pas en considération 

la conjoncture sociale et les plans de gestion sociaux des favelas autour de ce paysage urbain. Partant, 

le vrai concept de paysage culturel est restituer les caractéristiques et les valeurs sociales humaines 

comme des noyaux, pour que la coexistence pacifique et l'interaction culturelle soient l’identité du 

territoire d’origine. 

 

Mots-clefs : Paysage Culturel  Urbain ; Rio de Janeiro ; Carte UNESCO 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Il y a une grande variété de paysages qui représente différentes régions du monde. En définissant, 

l’objectif de préserver la diversité culturelle et les interactions entre les humains et leur environnement 

naturel, la protection des cultures traditionnelles et de leurs connaissances pour qu’elles ne disparaissent ; 

ces lieux exceptionnels ont été inscrits sur la Liste du Patrimoine Mondial, en tant que paysages culturels 

et témoin de l’identité de l’humanité. Pour cette raison, l’UNESCO, lors de la 36
ème

 session du Comité 

du patrimoine mondial des Nations Unies pour l’éducation et la science à Saint-Pétersbourg (Russie), 

remette à la ville de Rio de Janeiro le titre de site du patrimoine mondial, en tant que paysage culturel. 

C’est la première fois qu’une ville se voit attribuée ce label culturel dans un paysage urbain. En 

s’appuyant sur la carte approuvée par l’UNESCO “Rio de Janeiro, paysages cariocas entre la 

montagne et la mer ”, il se peut affirmer que les brésiliens commencent á interpreter le concept de 

paysage urbain et á revitaliser les centres urbains naturels, en apportant des nombreux avantages au 

Brésil. En regard de cela, l’UNESCO lors que confère le titre á Rio de Janeiro, l’institution ne prend 

pas en considération la conjoncture sociale et les plans de gestion sociaux des favelas autour de ce 

paysage urbain.  

Partant, le vrai concept de paysage culturel est restituer les caractéristiques et les valeurs sociales 

humaines comme des noyaux, pour que la coexistence pacifique et l’interaction culturelle soient 

l’identité du territoire d’origine. 

 

2. Justification 

Depuis 1992, l’UNESCO et l’ICOMOS, à l’échelle mondiale donnent plus d’ampleur au concept de 

patrimoine culturel. L’idée générale ne converge plus et exclusivement aux monuments et villes 

historiques, mais l’application des critères est plus flexible, destinée à perpétuer la mémoire humaine.  
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Au Brésil, dans l’année de 2009, le gouvernement créa une législation sur le paysage culturel. En 

2011, la première inscription et le premier paysage culturel brésilien fut lequel formé par 

l’immigration allemande au Sud du Brésil  - Testo Alto, Pomerode, Santa Catarina (fig. 01). 

La carte de Paysage Culturel Brésilien est un instrument juridique de conservation et préservation du 

patrimoire matériel, immatériel et d’identité culturelle d’un territoire spécifique. Il faut, surtout, 

analyser l’ensemble qui constitue le paysage culturel, avant de le classer erronément selon les critères, 

puisque les concepts soient encore embryonnaires. 

  

3. Le paysage culturel urbain - Rio de Janeiro 

Lors de la 36
ème

 session du Comité de Patrimoine Culturel à Saint-Pétersbourg (Russie), pour la 

première fois, l’UNESCO conférerait le label culturel à la ville de Rio de Janeiro, ayant pour 

thématique les Paysages Cariocas entre la Montagne et la Mer. Il  comprend les sites isolés : le Pain 

de Sucre, le Corcovado, la forêt de Tijuca, l’ensevelissement de Flamengo, la forteresse Leme, le 

Jardin Botanique, la Plage de Copacabana, la Baie de Guanabara ; Mont du Leme, la forteresse de 

Copacabana, le parc de Flamengo et Arpoador.  

Néanmoins, les critères de la carte UNESCO doivent être discutés, car tous les sites touristiques y sont 

compris, c’est um compartimentage du territoire, qui compose le paysage urbain, en excluant les zones 

á risque, habitées par les personnes nécessiteuses ; les favelas, Cantagalo. (fig. 03) Les ONG jouent un 

rôle très important dans les communautés plus pauvres, c’est une mesure en faveur de la réduction de 

la violence urbaine, réaffirmer l’identité culturelle, les valeurs valeurs sociales humaines comme des 

noyaux, pour que la coexistence pacifique et l’interaction culturelle soient l’identité de la 

communauté. 

Un autre point, qu’il faut être discuté sur l’exclusion du programme de gestion de la carte, il n’est pas 

possible avoir um paysage urbain reconnu par l’UNESCO sans  tel  critère, très requis par les 

évaluateurs. 

   

4. Le danger de la généralisation  

Après la Carte les Paysages Cariocas entre la Montagne et la Mer, au Brésil,  l’éxacerbation des 

médias sur le concept de Paysage culturel devient banale ; littéralement la généralisation du terme 

“Paysage culturel”. Comme les paysages brésiliens sont en abondance naturels, les brésiliens disent 

que “tous les paysages sont culturels”. Une autre tromperie est confondre les thématiques : Paysage 

culturel et le paysagisme (en raison de l’exubérance des espaces naturels dans le territoire brésilien). 

La généralisation du concept Paysage culturel et urbain dévalorise les études des spécialistes dans ce 

domaine, laisse le type de patrimoine favorable à la spéculation illicite du secteur immobilier et fait 

que la législation soit impraticable pour qu’il ait la conservation. 

Les définitions conceptuelles ne doivent pas être de signification étendue, les critères dans le domaine 

patrimonial et les droits patrimoniaux suffisamment clairs, car cela sont les facteurs fondamentaux 

pour ne pas vulgariser la Carte de Paysage culturel. 

  

5. Conclusion 

Il faut prendre plus au sérieux les processus, critères et les droits patrimoniaux pour y arriver á faire 

une réflexion, analyse et études des concepts pour ne pas généraliser définitions spécifiques qui sont 

fondamentales á la conservation nationale et mondiale du patrimoine. Les affaires patrimoniales ne 

sont pas de domaine politique et d’interêt d’une minorité puissante et irresponsable. La perception du 

paysage est associée á la communauté locale, son identité culturelle, la responsabilité sociale, 

économique, environnementale et légale. La gestion du Paysage est primordiale en équilibre, car cela 

permet la sauvegarde des valeurs patrimoniales de chaque territoire. 
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Figure 02 – La ville de Rio de Janeiro 

Source: http://allaboutitalymagazine.wordpress.com/2012/04/10/lost-highways 
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Figure 03 – Les zones à risque et les “favelas” absents au cenário du  Paysage Culturel Urbain de Rio de Janeiro 

Source: www.rio-turismo.com/rio/favelas.htm 
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Abstract 
Within few decades of the October Revolution, the tradition of European inspired formal Tsarist 

garden architecture transformed into a new concept of outdoor space based upon a political ideology.  

Manmade open spaces were an integral part of this new life style and are closely related to the 

evolution of the ideal of what the perfect communist city was supposed to be. 

With massive shortcomings of all housing, public spaces became a balancing factor for all cultural 

activities. 

In the absence of ownership of private property, a new sense of ownership of public places emerged 

and became a primary venue for cultural interaction and artistic experiments at the margins of 

approved art forms. 

 

Keywords: Townscape; Cultural Landscape; Urban Gardens; Public Art in Green Space 

 

 

The phenomenon of landscaping as a cultural habitat within the former Union of Soviet Socialist 

Republics, (USSR) is immensely vast and multifaceted. From a tradition of European inspired formal 

Tsarist garden design, a new concept of outdoor space was created, which affected the everyday life of 

hundreds of millions of Soviet citizens. 

Under communistic leadership, the USSR, a conglomerate of 15 republics, consisted of the largest 

land mass with the most people, and the most diverse geographical and environmental configuration. 

What all the various republics of the Soviet Union had in common, was a centralized government with 

one single ideology to regulate every aspect of human life.  

From the existence of humanity, from ancient to present, the land reflects the evolving of people. In 

Soviet common ideology man-made open spaces were an integral part of a new life style. The 

evolution of landscaping as a cultural habitat in the Soviet Union is thus closely related to the ideal of 

what the communist city was conjectured to be. 

The communist city was ideally defined in the early years of the Great October Revolution, from 

1917-1931 by an interdisciplinary, highly intellectual, and artistic approach.
1
 The dominant role model for these intellectual discourses on urban planning was Sir Ebenezer 

Howard’s concept of the Garden City. The Garden City is a utopian method of urban planning of self-

containing communities surrounded by “greenbelts,” around residences, industry, and agriculture.
2
  

Many Russian intellectuals braced these theories and proposed different alternatives and scenarios. 

And while the intelligentsia disagreed on a number of solutions, they all agreed in the principal and the 

final goal. The ideal communist City was small in size, proximity to work places; it provided for its 

residents every facility, including public transportation, common spaces for sports, recreation, and 

daily chores. It also provided ample open space.  Congested city centers were to be avoided; the use of 

“green” satellite cities was to be encouraged. 

On the other hand, the very existence of the concept of the City was questioned by another group of 

communist ideologist. After all, urban concentrations were created by capitalism to provide access to 

markets. The prominent Soviet planner, Milutin, noted the following:  

                                                      
1 The driving force of this initiative was the movement of Constructivism, created by communist intellectuals in 1917. 
2 In 1898 Ebenezer Howard proposed his ideal Garden City. A utopian small town based on a concentric plan with 6 wide 

boulevards starting from the center and plenty of open space and green areas. This concept has been an inspiration for many 

future urban planners and was especially promoted by the Soviet Urbanists. 

mailto:mgbdomus@aol.com
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“The modern city is a product of a mercantile society and will die together with it, merging into the 

socialized countryside.”
3
 (Milutin, 1974) 

Conversely, in reality, all of the above endeavors for a new ideology remained simply theory.  The 

harsh reality was dictated by the central regime, which had a totally different perspective for the 

priorities of the Soviet system. What was paramount was speedy industrialization, at all cost, and a 

high priority for certain programs, in particular the space exploration, and massive improvements of 

the military machinery.  

The well-being of the citizen was unequivocally repressed and ignored.  

In this context a new communist lifestyle was developed. As a result of design, architecture was 

supposed to limit private life in residences, and force communal life for all human activities, including 

the structured use of open spaces, and landscaped parks. 

Private spaces within the buildings were minimized. Apartments were designed without bathrooms, 

kitchens or living areas. Privacy was discouraged and thus private spaces were reduced for shelter and 

for sleeping. All other aspects of life were communal. 

The USSR’s haft of the people’s republics mandated that private ownership of real estate was 

prohibited, and all real estate belonged to the state. This enabled the state to gain unlimited powers; 

city planners were in a unique position to design urban and open spaces on an unprecedented scale and 

mass. In this context preservation of green space and creation of new landscaped areas became an 

urban development priority. Early 1930’s planning rules required that 10 percent of all residential 

areas to be dedicated to parks and recreation. No housing unit was supposed to be further than 2000 

feet from a park, and industrial areas had to be screened from housing areas by a protective green belt 

of 300 feet wide.
4
 

Soviet Communism had a Socialist ideology marked by the hypothetical theory of Marxism and 

Lenin, that there is an absolute truth for understanding social life. Even if the policies of social life 

were unpopular amongst the masses, the Soviet party would reject all other truths and assume ultimate 

power. Socialist ideology, further defined the organization and the layout of open spaces. The state 

required and organized large-scale public demonstrations, rallies, parades, and speeches. These state 

solemnizations necessitated adequate public places at a monumental scale.
5
 In time there was an 

increasing rate of people who used these public spaces. 

In the absence of private ownership a new sense of ownership of public places emerged.   

In order to appreciate the consequence of this phenomenon in the Soviet Union, it is important to 

envision the quality of the average Soviet housing. At the eve of the Great October Social Revolution, 

the housing conditions in the various republics were barely acceptable.
6
 

Just as there was a destruction of the human authentic development, the vast urban development of 

USSR was destroyed in WWII by the Nazi Army bordering about 100 million square meters of 

housing. This massive destruction of housing, and industrial projects, escalated the deficiency of 

residential housing to catastrophic proportions.   

The situation was not mitigated in the years from 1931 through 1953, during the so-called Stalin years. 

The emphasis of Stalinism was a rapid industrial transformation of an agrarian society, and the 

implementation of a monumental architectural style, known as Stalinist Gothic, and antagonistic to the 

quality of a flourishing life for the Soviet citizen.
7
  

It was only after the demise of Stalin and the nomination of Nikita Khrushchev, the First Secretary, of 

the Communist Party that housing was addressed. In 1956 Khrushchev personally addressed the issue 

                                                      
3  Milutin Nikolai. 1974. Sotsgorod The problem of building socialist cities. 
4 Bliznakov 1976, p. 245, citing Vekhazanova. 
5 All party members, and by extension every soviet citizen, was required to attend at least two major yearly demonstrations. 

One on Nov. 7, the Revolution Day and the other May 1. The International Labor Day. 
6 The massive shortcoming of housing in Tsarist Russia was one of the major reasons of public discontent and this was 

specifically addressed by Lenin, who had promised to provide “sanitary housing” for all. 
7 In the early stages of the October Revolution there was an intellectual and artistic ambition, favoring a minimalist 

functionalism. This movement was silenced as soon as Stalin came to power, who promoted an incredibly monumental, large 

scale architecture, comparable only to that of Nazi Germany. 
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of the massive housing shortage throughout the Soviet Republics, and mandated the immediate and 

rapid construction of affordable, prefabricated, large-scale housing units.
8
  

In 1958, a new ideal communist city was proposed by Alexei Gutnov. Philosophically the social 

theories of the Garden City and the constructivism movement, further defined this new concept of 

human daily life, in contrast to the traditions of the Western world. Indoor and outdoor spaces were 

restructured completely in the foundation of the Garden City’s exact and concurrent dimensions for 

each residences, industry, and agriculture.  

In practicality however housing was arranged in micro-regions made up of pedestrian friendly, large 

apartment blocks, with public transportation, urban amenities, and public green spaces.  A residential 

unit could be as small as 27 sq. m with no amenities. Often more than one family shared and squeezed 

in a small apartment with common facilities. More often than not, these apartments did not provide 

showers, kitchens, living rooms or recreation areas. Children were to be raised in boarding schools. 

Common Laundromats, dining halls, and workers clubs were provided as communal uses for large-

scale residential units.  

Outdoor activities were conducted within specifically designed facilities such as landscaped parks and 

open spaces. The central government decided what open spaces should be. It controlled the design of 

the open space within certain parameters, while implementing simultaneously throughout the USSR, 

with little respect for national conditions, culture or environment. As a result man-made landscaped 

areas became an integral part of everyday life. 

The USSR was divided roughly and globally in four geographic and climatic zones.
9
 Despite that, the 

compliance to the centrally designed housing and landscaping concepts was more important than 

sensitivity to local environment, which ranged from deep forests, tundra, steppes, arid deserts, 

mountains, and gorges. All of which had their own specific climates, fauna and flora, and cultural 

heritage. Upstanding was the building program, style, and technique in uniform for all environments. 

Consequently, within the shadows of huge residential complexes, green spaces were developed to 

provide those services that the housing units could not. At the minimum, this meant a space within the 

housing units, typically a courtyard enclosed on all sides by residential blocks. 

On the next level, there was the man-made landscaped area for the larger neighborhoods or the city. 

What developed from that point on was almost instantaneous. Open spaces became an attraction for 

people, who could hardly stay within the confines of their congested habitations. Subsequently, a 

public place was an extension of the private space. 

An outstanding example of a man-made landscaped area, designed as a prototype and implemented 

throughout the various republics is the Gorky Park in Moscow. The Gorky Park was originally 

dedicated in 1928. It was restructured in 1958 and served as a model for hundreds of similar parks. As 

a result, there were several Gorky Parks throughout all the various republics of USSR.   

The Gorky Parks were endowed with a monumental gate that announced the entrance to yet another 

achievement of the worker’s paradise. The park itself is designed on a formal layout with specific 

functions and features. Formal paths, promenades, and garden features are reminiscent of European 

estate gardens of Tsarist-era. Benches and gazebos provide gathering places for friends and family. 

For larger scale events, there were often staging areas, open-air auditoriums, and public performance 

arenas. 

Water features also embellished the public parks; they were desirable and provided an amenity rarely 

found in other locations. As there were no front lawns or small green spaces for children to play, the 

parks provided large-scale children’s playground. The single most popular feature of these was the 

Ferris wheel. In fact, the Ferris wheel became an icon in every major park, in all of the Soviet 

Republics. However, every major public place and man-made landscaped area had to reflect the glory 

of Communism. It was mandatory for these parks to feature statues of Lenin or Stalin, and if possible, 

                                                      
8 Khrushchev in fact had promised to complete the building of communism by 1981. 
9
 The large land mass of the USSR encompassed many climatic regions, ranging from temperate to arctic climates zones. The 

central government had provided guidelines for specific climate zones, which by default were on a large scale and did not 

reflect many microclimates.  
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to celebrate Communism by government approved artwork.
10

 As artistic expressions were approved by 

the ideologists of the regime, they were bound to follow a narrow path of permissible art forms 

formally defined as Soviet Realism. 

Public art in parks and piazzas in all USSR followed the example of Moscow. If an art form was 

acceptable, then it could be safely implemented with national tones and variations. 

Not only was USSR adorned with Gorky Parks in various republics, but each republic in the Soviet 

Union was endowed with a Victory Park, with tanks and other war memorabilia. For instance, a 

triumphant hero on horseback was a desirable theme, representing national heroes within approved 

stylistic expressions.   

If Russia had a Rodina, a statue symbolizing Mother Russia, so could the other republics such as 

Ukraine, Georgia, and Armenia. The Victory Park in Moscow had 1825 fountains to commemorate 

every day of the 5 year Great Patriotic War 1941-1945. Subsequently, in 1968 in Yerevan 2750 

fountains were built to commemorate the years of its foundation. In the Republic of Azerbaijan, an 

ancient and historic cultural heritage, embraced with fields, of literature, music, architecture, and 

visual arts was also bestowed with a similar fountain.  

During the developments of the government controlled demands, in the process a change occurred that 

might not have been envisioned by the Soviet central authorities. Parks became a luminescent place, as 

a primary venue, for artistic experiments at the margins of approved art forms. Almost as if, it was a 

“door of freedom” for artists. For example, a gate was signifying the public space for the workers of 

the world. The design of the gate itself evolved slowly, from a mere copying of the gate in Moscow, to 

that of a gate with ethnic and local interest. 

At a continually increasing rate, parks, and open spaces became a radiant venue for artistic displays. 

Often these were not obvious and in remote neighborhood parks and away from the close scrutiny of 

Moscow ideologists. More significantly, the artistic expressions developed into a national, rather than 

a soviet art form. For instance, in Armenia, a country with no background in the art of sculpture 

embodied this particular form of art. It became rampant and developed into something new and 

spectacular to date. The evolution of this art form, evolved with a thematic change. This thematic 

change, approved the artistic style, used to commemorate a local hero, a national personage, which 

was camouflaged by its artistic form.  Subsequently, artist took up their creative beauty, and began 

experimenting, and testing the boundaries of what is allowed or not.   

What has happened since 1991 and the dissolution of the Soviet Union is equally fascinating.  Within 

the first 10 years of the collapse of the USSR, and even prior to the economic upturn of many Soviet 

Republics, the net developed area in Russia doubled by almost hundred percent.
11

 As green space 

provided the most desirable real estate within city centers, they were often destroyed and replaced with 

new structures. It was inevitable that natural green area resources would be utilized by private 

entrepreneurs to develop new residential and commercial centers. In certain countries, predominantly 

in Central Asia, the concept of monumental parks was continued. In others, like Armenia or Georgia, 

after an initial net loss of green space, the public and the private sector have been instrumental in 

restoring and maintaining a number of neglected parks, thus mitigating the impact of the rampant 

development. 

Today in Moscow, contrary to the initial belief, there is now more green space than there was 50 years 

ago.
12

 Izmaylovsky Park alone covers an area of 15 square kilometers, five times more than that of 

Central Park in New York. The Gorky Park has been beautifully transformed, to change its usage from 

that of an amusement park to that of a serene natural green space 

Presently, a new green belt project is planned for the entire city; and a most interesting redesign is 

proposed for the Zaryadye Park, adjacent to the Kremlin. Its concept of incorporating all four 

landscaping merkmals of Russian natural resources: steppes, forest, tundra, and marshes, into a wild 

landscaping with amazing developments and interaction of people with the landschaft. 

                                                      
10 This symbolic ever presence of  Lenin and Stalin in statues and paintings influenced greatly the arts within the USSR and 

is typical for all authoritarian regimes.  
11 Golubchikov. 2003. 

12. The green space per resident in Moscow today is 32 square meters, as compared to 18 square meters in New York. 
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Landscaping as a cultural habitat in the USSR was developed based upon a single communistic 

political ideology. It was designed and mandated by Moscow and obstructed pure freedom of ideas in 

the various Soviet Republics. After the collapse of the Soviet Union, each republic developed its own 

national path. Consequently, landscaping has become a national approach for development of urban 

areas and as a cultural habitat for humanity.  
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Figure 4: Mariupol, Ukraine, green                   Figure 5: Moscow, Communal kitchen   

Space within dense urban residences                      photo by Andrew Roth, Russia Profile  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 6: Kiev 

Figure 7: Entrance to Gorky Park, Moscow                      Figure 8: Entrance to Gorky Park, Minsk, Ukraine 

 

 
Figure 9: Life in Gorky Park, 1954     Figure 10: Chess play in Moscow            Figure 11: Chess players 

Photo by Cartier-Bresson                               public park 2013                    Kirov Park, Yerevan 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 Figure 12: Ferris Wheel in               Figure 13: Cascading steps         Figure 14: Cascade Project,  

Gorky Park, 1960                              in Victory Park, Moscow   Yerevan, Armenia 
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Figure 15: Victory Park, Moscow  

Commemorative fountains 

          
 Figure 17: Soviet Realism in                 Figure 18: Soviet Realism in     Figure 19: Lenin and Stalin in  

 Russia, by Vera Mukhina                Armenia                     Grutas Park, Lithuania 

 

       
  Figure 20: Babajanian statue, Yerevan, Armenia                                     Figure 21: The rubber Lion , Armenia 
 

 

 

Figure 16: Commemorative fountains, 

Yerevan, Armenia 
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Abstract 

In the 17
th
 century, the North-East  Brazil was occupied  by the Dutch West Indian Company.  Under 

the administration of the German Count Johan Maurits van Nassau-Siegen, the first  park and hortus 

botanicus of Brazil was created. The garden still operates as an urban  park situated  in the heart  of 

Recife, a metropolis of  3 million inhabitants. The purpose  of the  research is to carry out a  

reconstruction of this historical landscape through 3D modeling software to enhance  its cultural 

significance as a  heritage site shared between  Brazil and the Netherlands. 

 

Keywords: Historical Landscape Park; Shared  Heritage; Colonial Brazil; Digital Media 

 

 

1. The history of the garden 
When the Dutch invaded the North-East of  Brazil  in 1630, they decided to form a base in a narrow 

island. This was a small Portuguese settlement called Santo Antônio do Recife, that had an  important 

harbour for the shipment of  sugar cane, the most important product that was cultivated  in the colony 

at that time. The place was surrounded by a swampy delta and separated from the open sea by a long 

series of reefs. These environmental  conditions were familiar to  the Dutch, who had a lot of 

experience of  reclaiming land from the sea. 

When Count Johan Maurits van Nassau-Siegen (1604–79), came to Brazil on 23 January 1637 as 

¨stadtholder¨ [chief provincial magistrate],  the place was destined  to change. A man of  noble birth 

and upbringing, his  motto  was Qua patet orbis (As far as  the world extends), which denotes  a desire 

to explore  the whole world. As a   humanist  who had been  educated at the court of Kassel and  a 

close friend of Constantijn Huygens,  Johan Maurits was  seeking to exercise  virtus, which could not 

just  be attained  through military prowess  but also through   culture, science and civilization. 

It was a time of military conflict  but he enthusiastically  set about  occupying the island of Santo 

Antônio do Recife,  with the aim  of building an ‘ideal town’.  This meant  following  the Renaissance 

principle of  constructing a town  that conformed to the rules  of  geometry.   Another factor that 

inspired him  was the  desire  to transform nature.   At that time, according to Erasmus, there was a 

continuous tension between nature and art and it was  the obligation of a noble man  to improve 

nature. Thus, life in a city was  not complete  without the inclusion of  nature aside. It had to  be 

tamed, as in a garden or park. Thus, the tiny village of Santo Antônio do Recife had  its name changed 

by Johan Maurits to Mauriciopolis  or Mauritsstad. The town was re-planned, and turned  the previous  

Portuguese settlement into a regular system of streets and canals. The count quickly set about the task 

of  creating  a  huge park.   

On one level,  this landscape had a symbolic  dimension and can be understood as an attempt to  turn  

the wilderness into a sort of ordered landscape. On another, it combined pleasure with scientific  and 

economic pursuits. Plants and animals were carefully selected, studied and classified, and the 

information arranged  in collections of books and paintings, all of which from  a contemporary 

standpoint, constitute  a cultural  heritage. 

mailto:mas@pq.cnpq.br
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The garden was created as an addition  to the palace of the count, that was built later, and its history 

can be restored  because it has been  carefully recorded and preserved  in words and images. The count 

himself ordered  reports, charters, paintings and engravings to be compiled as a record of his stay in 

Brazil.  Among these,  are  the writings of Caspar van Baerle (Barlaeus), who  was commissioned by 

Johan Maurits to act as the chronicler of his administration in Brazil
1
. As Barlaeus stated, he wrote as 

if with the eyes of someone  who had really seen what he described
2
. America, when viewed in 

classical attire through  Barlaeus’ narrative, was ‘some kingdom of Utopia, dreamt  up by the fanciful 

genius of Plato’
3
. 

The author provides a good deal of information concerning the garden, but it was the Friar Manuel 

Calado, in a book published in 1648, who gave  a classical description of it. The Friar had a friendly 

relationship with Johan Maurits, probably because of the latter’s religious tolerance. As the count had 

invited him to live close by him in Mauritsstad, his description of the garden suggests that he visited it 

in person: 

…and in the midst of that sterile and unfruitful sand a garden was planted, and all the species of fruit 

trees which grow in Brazil, and even many which came from other parts, and the strength of much 

other fruitful soil, brought from outside in shallow boats, and much addition of manure, made the 

place as well conditioned as the most fruitful soil; in this garden they put 2000 coconut palms, 

bringing them there from other places, because they asked the inhabitants for them, and they ordered 

them to bring them in carts, and with them made some long good-looking rows, in the style of the tree-

lined path of Aranjués, and elsewhere many trellised vines and beds of vegetables, and of flowers, with 

some gaming houses, and entertainment, where the ladies and their friends would go to pass the 

summer festivals, and to have their treats, and make their picnics and drinks as they do in Holland, 

with their musical instruments, and the desire of the Prince was that all should go to see its curiosities, 

and for pleasure he himself walked to show them off, and to live happier left the houses where he lived 

and moved to his garden with the greater part of his servants.
4
 

The liveliness of this description is increased  if it is accompanied  with the drawings of the garden. A 

beautiful front view of it is found in the book of Barlaeus, made by the painter Frans Post, who came 

to Brazil in the entourage  of the count. On the extreme right, it is possible to observe the famous 

palace and gardens where the  skyline was adorned by the starry shape of the coconut trees. 

(fig. 1)  View of Vrijburg Palace and garden from Barlaeus’s Rerum per Octennium in Brasilia, by 

Frans Post. 

It can be imagined what a  strong impression  the vastness and wildness of  Brazilian nature  had on 

the Dutch, who found themselves in an environment that was completely different from that of their 

homeland. However, even in face of such exuberance, Johan Maurits still had plans to improve  

tropical nature, and his garden can be understood as a way of turning it into a sort of private paradise. 

The plants were arranged in a strict order to make nature even more perfect. Removed from their 

natural context, they were placed geometrically so that they conformed to the principles of symmetry, 

proportion and balance
5
. This can be followed by looking at  the detailed  plan of the garden and its 

caption, published in Barlaeus’s book. 

(fig. 2) Detail of the Plan of Vrijburg with the sub-title: A, Fl. Bibaribe, Beberibe River; B, Friburgum 

Aula Comitis, the room for the retinue of Vrijburg; C, Stabulum 24 ex ordine equorum, stable for 

twenty-four horses; D, Norti cc Plantaria, well for the planta tion; E, Viridaria et herbaceo- rum horti, 

gardens with shrubs and herbs; F, Sepimenta e citrÿs et limonibus, hedges with lemon trees and citrus; 

G, Porticus vitifera, pergola of vines; H, Porticus e granatis, pergola of pomegranates; I, Hortus malo- 

rum Aurantiorum limonum et citreorum, citrus and orange fruits against disease; K, Hortus ficus 

                                                      
1 Caspar Barlaeus, Rerum perOctennium in Brasilia Et alibi nuper gestarum, sub Praefectura Illustrissimi Comitis I. 

Mauritii Nassoviae, & Comitis, nunc Vesaliae Gubernatoris & Equitatus Foederatorum Belgii Ordd. Sub Auriaco 

Ductoris Historia (1647). 
2 (Barleu,1974:20). 
3(Barleu,1974:13). 
4
(Calado, 1985, I, 111). 

5 (Silva & Alcides, 2002:161). 
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aljasque arbores habens, Ficus and various other trees; L, Domus hortulani, gardener’s house; M, 

Ambulacra e cocÿs arboribus, avenues of coconut palms; N, Opus coronarium fruticibus consitum, 

roundel made of hedges; O, Sphzristerium, bowling green; P, Hortus arborum quas Bachovens vocant, 

gardens with trees called banana; Q, Gallinarium, poultry yard; R, Vivaria, fish ponds; S, Mons 

coniculorum, rabbit place; T, Sades olorina, swan’s island; V, Suggestus lapideus, stone rampart; W, 

Vetus collumbarium, dovecote for old doves; X, Puteus in usun stabuli, underground space for the use 

of the stables; Y, Campus sicandis listeis, space for feeding trout; Z, Hortus olerum, olive plantation; 

+, Auditus sive ingressus Friburgiane Aule, entrance to Vrijburg square; ♀, Hospitium nigritarum, 

slave quarters; 1, Castrum Ernesti, Fort Ernestus; 2, Monasterium, monastery; 3, Terre quas mare 

intumescens inundat, land covered at high tide; 4, Fl. Capibaribi, Capibaribe River; 5, Piscatorie 

locus, fishing grounds; 6, Alluvies terrae refluo marj e secca, land left dry at low tide)
6
. 

It was with these ideas in mind that Johan  Maurits decided to create this sort of locus amoenus, and 

thus improve  the health and security of the settlement. Even when Maurits was fully active and 

waging war, he was also seeking to benefit a prosperous and well-ordered society by raising its 

standards through planting and building, in accordance with the aesthetic principles that prevailed in 

the Netherlands during his time. “The practice of garden art counters martial virtues and produces 

balance:  the art of war as well as the art of peace confer virtue and honor on the king. For 

understanding country state gardens, even in the Dutch Republic, it is essential to recognize the 

importance of the princely appreciation of country life and garden art. Even during his military 

campaigns in the 1630s and 1640s, Frederik Hendrik was closely involved in the design of the gardens 

at his country states of Honselaarsdijk and TerNieuburgh, and there  was a conscious effort to fit the 

design of these gardens into a long tradition.”
7
 

Inspired by Epicurean beliefs, which had been revived at that time by Northern humanist thinkers such 

as Charles de L’Ecluse (Clusius), Director of the Botanical Garden at the  University of Leiden, Johan 

Maurits seems to have been moved by the ideal of approximating otia and negotium 
8
 [leisure and 

business]. This involved  housing  important specimens of the flora and fauna both  of the New World, 

and  of other parts of the globe where the Dutch  expanded their dominions. Thus, it can be considered 

the first botanical garden of Brazil, and even of South America. 

Barlaeus mentions a ‘Museum of the Count’  that was probably a sort of Kunstkammer or 

Wunderkammer, transposed from Northern and Southern Europe to Brazil, ‘for which the ships from 

the West and East Indies, and from Africa and other regions, brought exotic animals, plants, 

barbarian ornaments, clothing and arms for the most delicious and rare spectacle available to the 

Count’
9
. 

When Johan Maurits returned to Europe, he brought with him his collections. In 1652, a number of 

items were given to Friedrich-Wilhelm, Elector of Brandenburg, in exchange for noble titles and lands 

near Cleves. Between 1660 and 1664, some paintings and crayon drawings were arranged by Christian 

Mentzel, Friedrich-Wilhelm’s private physician, into four folios called  Theatrum rerum naturalium 

Brasiliae. The idea of theatrum highlights ‘this sense of having achieved something of the world’s 

fullness lost with the Fall’
10

. 

 

2. The garden as a cultural landscape 
Sadly, in 1665, Johan Maurits’ house in Siegen burned down along with its art treasures, which 

included much material from Brazil. In 1707, another disastrous fire consumed the Mauritshuis, his 

house in the Hague, and destroyed much of its large collection. However, the heritage of Maurits as a 

European gardener  was not completely lost. His influence on  Dutch gardening can be traced through  

                                                      
6 The sub-tilte  was written in Latin (except for ‘O’, which was in archaic Dutch) and was kindly translated by Dr. 

Nicolaas Vale. 
7
 (De Jong, 1993:11). 

8 (Barleu,1974:150). 
9 (Barleu, 1974:158). 
10

 (Hunt,  197–98). 
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his own history since he  created  important gardens in the Netherlands and Cleves, based on his 

experience in Brazil
11

. This influence  reached England during the reign of William III and  can be felt 

in Hans Willem Bentinck’s garden interests.  People as John Evelyn learned how to transplant palm 

trees by reading the book written by Barlaeus
12

. 

In his last letter to the Council that was responsible for the administration of Brazil, Johan Maurits 

wrote: 

“Among other things I commend to Your Lordships the Vrijburg garden and the nurseries situated 

nearby, not because of my particular interest, but because in times of penury one can take from there a 

notable quantity of provisions, given that on other occasions it was necessary to procure them 

elsewhere with great danger and loss of people.”
13

 

However, soon after Johan Maurits left Brazil, the Dutch started demolishing a part of Vrijburg Palace 

and also removed some of the trees from the garden, allegedly for security and military reasons. When 

the Dutch definitively left Brazil in 1654, the palace was used by the governors of Pernambuco until 

1663 and them, demolished in 1840. The memory of Johann Maurits’ work was not, however, 

completely obliterated, as since that time the area of the now destroyed garden has served as a public 

greenery, known today as the Praça da República. 

(fig. 3) - View of the former area of Vrijburg palace and garden. Photo by Alice Jardim 

Another important aspect of Maurits’ heritage that is linked to  the garden is the books of natural 

history which are still of  great importance today:“…the zoological and botanical results of the Dutch 

occupation of Brazil must be considered as insuperable testimonies of a lost world which has only 

survived in dispersed forest remnants and in flickering images of fading memories. In a certain way, 

these ancient documents appear as a somber oracle, remind us by its careful and enigmatic answer, 

that our attempts to rediscover such a varied natural universe using only the available dispersed 

phrases, incomplete reminiscences and mere lists of images, is useless.”
14

 

 

3. The memory of the garden and  digital media  
At present, the value of places like historical gardens is widely recognized  and they are protected by 

heritage legislation. According to UNESCO, and echoing Erasmus, though not from a religious 

perspective,  cultural landscapes combine the works of nature and  men. 

Cultural landscapes are at the interface between nature and culture, tangible and intangible heritage, 

biological and cultural diversity—they represent a closely woven net of relationships, the essence of 

culture and people’s identity. Cultural landscapes are a focus of protected areas in a larger ecosystem 

context, and they are a symbol of the growing recognition of the fundamental links between local 

communities and their heritage, humankind and its natural environment. 
15

 

Currently,  the Joahn Maurits’ motto ‘Qua patet orbis’ seems appropriate to  our  global society in 

view of  its capacity to interconnect every place in  the world,  especially through  the virtual  media. 

Thus, the Research Group Studies of Landscape of the Federal University of Alagoas, Brazil, (which 

includes the authors of  this paper), has  found a way to revive the memory of  the Johan Maurtis’ 

garden by “rebuilding” it with the aid of  graphical programming software.  

After carrying out an in-depth  historical investigation of  the garden, the Group is attempting to 

reconstruct  the historical landscape by means of 3D modeling software. The work  started by  

systematizing  the database, which was  mostly compiled  by  17
th
 century primary sources. All the 

images were digitally processed so that they could be available for use in the digital construction. With 

regard to the representation of specimens of flora, the books by Georg Margraf (1610-44) and Willem 

Piso (1611-78), who followed Johan Maurits during their  stay in Brazil, have been extremely useful. 

                                                      
11

 (Diedenhofen, 49-80). 
12

 (Evelyn, 1664:13). 
13

 (Mello,  1985: 399). 
14 (Teixeira, 1995, 164). 
15

 (Metchtild, 2006, s.p.). 
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Their illustrated catalogues of plants, are a valuable source of  information and  have been contrasted 

with the “real” plants. 

Another methodological procedure was to pay visits to the area were the garden was originally 

created,  in the city of Recife. An iconographic exercise was conducted   to make comparisons 

between the past and the present: the plan of the garden which was sketched in 1647 was 

superimposed on an aerial view of the present garden. This provided  important information and 

showed how some vestiges of the old garden still remain visible  in the contemporary landscape. It is 

interesting to note how the previous location of the fish pond was selected as the site for  the Santa 

Isabel theatre, which was built in the 19
th
  Century (1). The surrounding area of the roundel was 

chosen as the site for the government palace of the State of Pernambuco, where  Recife is the capital 

(2). Another feature is that the open space provided by the alleys of the garden was  used to  make 

room  for avenues. The  iconographic  reference-point  was set at  the old Franciscan monastery (3), 

which was turned into a fortress during the 17
th
 Century but has  survived until today. (fig. 4). The 

plan of the garden which was sketched in 1647 (fig. 2)  superimposed on  an aerial view of the present 

garden 

The  modeling of the garden was carried out with the aid of  software  like AutoCad and 3DS Max. 

The next activities involve image processing and  will bring a more lively atmosphere to the garden. It 

will be illuminated and  its own  colours will be restored, including brightness, transparency, 

reflections and textures After this, sound and movement will be added by means of  mathematical 

parameters. 

The Research Group Studies of Landscape  has been working on visual programmes and the theme of 

heritage for  more than a decade. After the experience of preparing books, exhibitions, sites and 

videos, the 3D reconstruction of  Johann Maurits’ garden is the next challenge. The aim is to bring to  

light some knowledge about  this landscape park, which is relatively  unknown even in Brazil. A 

garden which, in the past, was designed  to embody the best of human nature in all its perfection, in 

the 21
th
 Century should be endowed with greater   visibility and value as a heritage site through the 

power of the virtual media. 
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Abstract 

In this paper, the case of Japanese Period housing of the National Taiwan University (former Taihoku 

Imperial University during Japanese Colonial Period), which was registered as a legal cultural 

heritage, will be discussed. Values and Visions of these housing heritage in urban, especially the role 

and viewpoint of people of the contemporary era, will be the core of urban landscape conservation. 

 

Keywords: Housing Heritage; Urban Landscape; Living Function; Commercial Reuse 

 

 

1. Preface: the Current Preservation Status of the “Japanese-style Dormitory Group” 

Surrounding the National Taiwan University  

Taiwan’s urban housing heritage preservation efforts often face strong land development pressures and 

commercial interest conflicts. This is especially true in the central city of Taipei during the colonial 

period, which contains the housing heritage of a significant number of the so called “Japanese-style 

Dormitories.” These dormitories often face the fate of transformation under huge commercial interests 

and lose their original “livable community” core values. Although these outsource management 

“Japanese-style Dormitories” embody the possibility of heritage driven urban developments, they have 

also ignited considerable discussions and controversies.  

The “Japanese-style Dormitories” surrounding the National Taiwan University refer to the residential 

community built by the professors of the Taipei Imperial University and the teachers of the Taipei 

Commercial High School in the 1920s. They formed a "university housing credit group" and bought 

lands in the adjacent and surrounding area called “Longanpi of Da An Village” to build houses. This 

area used to be filled with large rice paddy fields, now it is the core region of the city. After the war, 

the Nationalist government moved to Taiwan and the National Taiwan University took over the 

properties formerly belonged to the Taipei Imperial University and incorporated the previous privately 

owned residences into school properties. At present, 16 cases have been designated as the residence 

category heritage of the Taipei City Government. Most of these buildings are currently used as “staff 

quarters” by the National Taiwan University, and a small portion is under the “outsource 

management” plan for empty space reuse.  

The “Ting-Ying Ma Residence” and the “Hai-Guang Yin Residence” cases have presently completed 

the “outsource management.” Because the “Hai-Guang Yin Residence” was built by Professor Hai-

Guang Yin, its spatial feature is not considered a Japanese-style dormitory and is not included for this 

discussion. In this paper, we performed an analysis comparison by following the living functions of 

the “Tong-Ying Wen Apartment” and the “Ting-Ying Ma Residence (Qingtian Seven Six)” now 

employed as a restaurant. The objective of this paper is to explore the “Continual Residence 

Application” and the “Outsourced Management Commercial Reuse” cases, how they present the 

housing heritage values to the modern people, and what effects do these Japanese-style homes and 

community patterns have on the sustainable development of the urban landscape. 

  

2. The Value and Scope of the Housing Heritage  
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The housing heritage is designated in Taiwan, especially for the “Japanese-style” residences, usually 

have the following heritage values: celebrity residence, Western and Japanese-style mixed residential 

architecture, intact original appearance, fine workmanship, etc. In addition to its Western and 

Japanese-style mixed residential architecture built by the professors of the Taipei Imperial University, 

the National Taiwan University’s “Japanese-style Residential Group” surrounding the Qingtian Street 

is designated as a cultural heritage mostly because important celebrities in the academic field used to 

live there and the existing ideas as well as the cultural products are directly related to the cultural 

values. That is, the residential group surrounding the Qingtian Street is designated as important 

cultural heritage primarily because of the uniqueness of the building designs and technologies, 

followed by the historical significances of the former celebrities who used to live there.  

However, it is interesting that the Qingtian Street Japanese-style Dormitory Group was first 

recognized not for the “historical” value of the Japanese-style Dormitories (buildings) themselves, but 

based on the “ecological” value of the large trees surrounding the buildings. The opportunity that 

raised the public’s concern initiated from the debate over the National Taiwan University’s attempted 

to demolish the old buildings and cut down ancient trees in order to construct new school buildings as 

well as the government’s request for the National Taiwan University to recycle the low utilization 

homes for assets activation
1
.  

As previously mentioned, this community used to be congregated by the professors from the 

universities in the suburbs. The front and back yards of each home contains a significant amount of 

trees that have grown into exceptionally tall trees after eighty years, which turned the surrounding 

areas of the Qingtian Street into green-shady corridors. As a result, the possibility of large-scale urban 

development must be blocked in order to maintain the greenery of this region, which thereby gave rise 

to the “House Protection is Tree Protection” preservation discussion
2
. After a series of hurdles as well 

as the outcry and efforts of the community residents and historical preservation professionals, some of 

the homes that used to be resided by the well-known professors are finally designated as historical city 

sites and buildings. This forced the Department of Cultural Affairs to formally put the ancient trees at 

these sites under legal protection in order to prevent the trees from getting cut-down arbitrarily. The 

community residents have also organized and participated in the various public hearings, briefings, 

and street tours as well as mobilized the residential human resources to generate the historical heritage 

cognition and recognition throughout the interpersonal resource construction history
3
.  

The Qingtian Street Japanese-style Dormitory Group showcased the people’s efforts to maintain the 

quality living environment, prioritize the contemporary values of architectural arts preservation, and 

highlight the key role that housing heritage plays in sustainable development. The significance of their 

existence is beyond the simple architectural aesthetic value and extends into the broader community 

ecology, humanity, and historical values. Such a process often raises the debate on whether the 

historical preservation is a “strategy” or an “objective,” and also highlights the contemporary heritage 

connotation value changing process.  

In short, the scope of the contemporary housing heritage value should be extend from the architectural 

arts value of the residences themselves into the surrounding environmental and ecological values as 

well as the community humanities and historical values. Although this category has a hierarchical 

relationship in terms of spatial scale, the importance of the various key elements is not necessarily 

more diminished as they expended outwards. Furthermore, some values are “specific and visible” and 

some are “hidden and invisible”. The sense of value perceived by the people is an abstract concept. 

Not only are the assessments of the experts or scholars relied upon to define the value of regional 

heritage, the participation of the residents is also required to further signify the heritage values.  

 

 

 

 

                                                      
1 (Zhang, 2010). 
2 (Zuo, 2006). 
3 (Guo, 2007). 
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                          Figure 1: Value category of housing heritage (spatial scale level) 

 

3. “Visible” and “Invisible” Orientations of Value  

The “designation” of a residential building as cultural heritage is often not the end of the story, but the 

beginning instead. If “Conservation” means “actions taken to prevent the dilapidation” in conjunction 

with adaptive reuse and historical preservation, then heritage reuse means the process of incorporating 

new functions to enable the old buildings to be reborn
4
. However, how to interpret and highlight the 

value of the original building, add new vitality for human life in the future during the conversion of 

the buildings’ original designed purpose, and the process of creating new purposes are challenges 

faced by the contemporary heritage preservation professionals.  

This is especially true if the value of the housing heritage preservation is derived from the diverse 

living culture. However, the original housing value must be sacrificed due to the demands to open the 

buildings to the public. For example, the Japanese lifestyle and space configuration of the “Japanese-

style Dormitories” during Taiwan's colonial period are not readily accepted by their occupants. In 

addition, it is difficult for the post-refurbished “Japanese-style Dormitories” to retain their original 

residential functions due to the functional changes in the modern urban life, wooden structure 

buildings are difficult to maintain, and the buildings’ configurations do not meet the needs of modern 

family life. These buildings are mostly transformed into business (or exhibition) spaces to (1) resolve 

the “unsuitable-for-living” problems and to (2) increase the economic benefits of the land. This 

method seems to be regarded as the means to drive sustainable development. The difficult thing is that 

when the commercial environment vanquishes the original household as well as the living cultures and 

leaves only the symbol of commercial space, is the sense of the architectural history and aesthetics the 

only things left for the core value of the housing heritage and has the “living culture” value created by 

the interactions between the people and the environment been lost?  

In case 1, the original living functions of the “Tong-Ying Wen Apartment” are still maintained due to 

the “Lifetime Residence” policy of the National Taiwan University as a courtesy to the old professors. 

In case 2, the “Ting-Ying Ma Residence” is reused as the Qingtian Seven Six restaurant through 

“outsource management.” The Goldenseeds Education Organization (with its alumni status) has 

obtained a six-year operation right for the restaurant. The second category of the preservation and 

reuse method highlights the possibility of the housing type heritage preservation and reuse for 

habitability, commercial use, and educational outreach.  

If the “Tong-Ying Wen Apartment” continues to be used as a residence and its architecture function 

has not been modified, this model should be the most consistent with the heritage-authenticity 

principle. However, Professor Wen was a postwar Chinese immigrant. His spatial perspective and 

lifestyle in terms of the “Japanese-style Dormitories” are vastly different from those of the Japanese 

professors during the colonial period, and the spatial remodeling have also significantly veered the 

style of the building itself away from the Washitsu housing spirit. Therefore, except for maintaining 

the artistic value of the building hardware, there is really no preservation of the Washitsu living 

culture. Reverting back to the original configuration and lifestyle would be unrealistic for the current 

residents and appears inconsistent with the principle of reality. Therefore, if we are to redefine the 

heritage value of the “Tong-Ying Wen Apartment”, maybe we should not do so based on the 

architectural arts value of the “visible Japanese-style Dormitory” as the core, but should instead 

                                                      
4 (Kao, 2002:3-2 to 3-3). 
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redefine the urban heritage significance of the “Tong-Ying Wen Apartment” based on the perspective 

of the “invisible” community humanities and urban historical value — the special form of living 

culture created by the cultural exchanges of different groups of people due to historical factors.  

The only unfortunate aspect of this case is that the privacy of the residents is restricted from the 

public, which significantly limits the education and promotion purposes of the cultural assets. 

However, the designation of the building as a cultural heritage has indeed helped to maintain the 

surrounding ecological landscape and humanistic values. This is also the significance that prompted us 

to consider heritage preservation as well as what methods and what level of resources do we need to 

invest in order to preserve the heritages that are not open to the public while considering the public 

sector’s increasingly tight budget for monument maintenances.  

Although the “Ting-Ying Ma Residence” has generally maintained the atmosphere and residential 

taste of its original creator, Professor Li-Ren Zu of the Agriculture Department, the building additions 

and alterations made by Professor Ma’s family have altered the building's original appearance. After 

the building is reused as a commercial restaurant, the new cooking and display function 

accommodations have changed the internal and external appearances of the building even more 

significantly. Because the original occupant was a famous geology professor in Taiwan and the current 

operator is also an alumni from the Geography Department of the National Taiwan University, the 

operator has also focused on the promotion of geographical knowledge, gave cultural and historical 

tours, and organized community events in addition to providing meal services in order to introduce 

geology, the academic life of a philosopher, and the Western and Washitsu mixed Japanese 

architectures to the visitors. The operator has even integrated community resources such as the 

surrounding bookstores, celebrity residences, and themed exhibition halls to enable visitors of 

different ages to further experience the community living space in terms of ecology, humanities, and 

historical communications; which are positively beneficial to the heritage preservation and reuse.  

The significance of the Qingtian Seven Six Restaurant from the “Ting-Ying Ma Residence” has 

transcended its architectural arts value. It is also a historical site of Taiwan’s geology education and 

has the deep community life humanistic and regional historical values. If the heritage operators cannot 

realize the “invisible” values of the housing heritage , it would be difficult to maintain the living 

context related to the original occupant and highlight the value of the community or urban histories. 

Therefore, the architectural arts value highlighted by the housing heritage may only be regarded as a 

starting point rather than the ending point. The emphasis is not on how to maintain the housing 

(substance) space or persist the living style, but to proceed from the community and re-understand the 

cultural and historical potentials brought by this housing heritage.  

 

4. New Horizon for the Housing Heritage  

In this paper, we explored the housing heritage value orientation for the contemporary people through 

the “Continual Residence Application” and the “Outsourced Management Commercial Reuse” cases. 

The study results indicated that the emphasis on the architectural arts value of the housing heritage in 

the past has been converted to the reuse of the cultural resources such as community environment, 

humanistic events, and regional urban history. Therefore, although habitability is the core element of 

the housing heritage value that we have come to expect, the commercial application or any suitable 

education promotion reuse policies are also critical orientations that cannot be neglected when 

assessing the value of housing heritage.  

Meanwhile, the owner or the operator’s understanding of the cultural heritage as well as the impact 

that the cultural heritage has on the urban landscape (ecological environment) should be expanded in 

order to extend the diverse feasibility of preservation as well as reuse and ensure that the housing type 

heritages can still retain their core values in this rapidly changing modern society.  
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Image 1: The National Taiwan University Dormitory group surrounding the Qingtian Street.
1
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image 2: The “Ting-Ying Ma Residence” (Qingtian Seven Six Restaurant) Community Tour 

Event. 

                                                      
1  (Zhang, 2010). 
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Résumé 
Durant toute la moitié du XIXe siècle et le début du XXe siècle, l’Algérie fut le théâtre de multiples 

expérimentations urbanistiques et architecturales ouvertes aux théories des socialistes utopiques 

européens de la fin du XIXe siècle. Sous l’influence des thèses fouriéristes et saint-simoniennes, 

beaucoup de petites villes communautaires et de villages agricoles ont été fondés en Algérie, en cette 

période, dans la perspective de colonisation d’un territoire allant vers son autonomie. Ces colonies ont 

eu un impact majeur  sur la reconfiguration du territoire Algérien. Elles ont apporté de profondes 

transformations sur le paysage urbain qui furent fondamentales dans la fabrication de l’image de 

l’Algérie française.  

Parmi ces cités, celles des colonies industrielles ont le plus marqué le paysage culturel algérien, tant 

par leurs activités industrielles, percement de lignes de chemin de fer, création de ports industriels, 

exploitation de mines à ciel ouvert, etc., que par leurs concentrations urbaines (fondation de villes 

nouvelles et urbanisation de territoires vierges). 

Aujourd’hui l’activité industrielle a cessé et les descendants d’ouvriers européens ont quitté l’Algérie, 

laissant derrière eux un vide urbain rapidement comblé par des populations rurales qui n’ont ni les 

prérogatives ni la culture des lieux. Avec l’augmentation de la population, les transformations sur les 

typologies architecturales se sont multipliées et les petites maisons ouvrières que, jadis structuraient 

l’espace urbain, sont démolies et reconstruites en logements spacieux sans respect de l’esprits du lieu. 

Une situation qui fait perdre aux Company-towns leur homogénéité architecturale et fait détruire les 

hiérarchies qui structurent la forme urbaine. 

Il s’agit dans cet article de discuter du statut des villes ouvrières algériennes crées à l’origine pour 

fixer une main d’œuvre européenne, et ainsi d’aborder les risques d’une urbanisation rapide qui 

menace cet héritage urbain. 

 

Mots-clefs : Algérie ; Paysage urbain ; Patrimoine industriel ; Fouriérisme ; Saint-simonisme 

 

 

1. Introduction 
En  pleine Europe industrielle du XIXe siècle, la France fut traversée par de grandes réformes 

politiques et économiques qui impactèrent profondément les nouvelles fondations de la société 

industrielle Française. Parmi les grandes doctrines socio-économiques qu’a connu la France du XIXe 

siècle, seul le fouriérisme et le saint-simonisme réussirent à s’imposer véritablement en Algérie
1
. Ils 

impactèrent durablement le paysage culturel de ce pays. 

Il s’agit ici de deux mouvements de pensée diffus qui cherchent à expliciter et orienter les relations 

naturelles des hommes en développant des modèles théoriques d’établissement humain et 

d’organisation du travail. Pour les disciples du saint-simonisme, l’événement d’une nouvelle société 

égalitaire ne s’opère que par le triomphale de « la classe industrielle »
2
 sur « la classe féodale »

3
. Une 

société de mérite qui se base sur une morale terrestre (de travail) et non plus céleste (de privilège). 

Cette vision qui a pour principe unique la fraternité universelle allait s’avérer en Algérie très 

                                                      
1 De 1830 à 1962, l’Algérie fut une colonie de peuplement française.   
2 La classe industrielle est composée d’ouvriers, d’artisans, d’agriculteurs, d’entrepreneurs, de scientifiques, 

d’intellectuels et d’artistes qui tirent leur pouvoir de leurs aptitudes individuelles.   
3 La classe féodale est composée de nobles, de prêtres, de rentiers et de militaires qui tirent leur pouvoir de leur titre 

acquis arbitrairement.     
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arabophile et respectueuse des valeurs locales. À l’inverse, les fouriéristes qui ne remettaient pas 

seulement en question l’organisation du travail, mais la morale de toute l’organisation socioculturelle, 

accordèrent peu de valeur à la réalité historique et à l’élément culturel dans leur doctrine « sociétaire ». 

Il faut tout métamorphoser, tout reconstruire, disait Fourier. Une conception de l’homme universel 

libre de toute attache historique et culturelle qui affiche une vision d’ordre et de classification qu’on 

retrouve dans le projet du « Phalanstère »
4
.      

L’apport des doctrines fouriéristes et saint-simonismes ne furent pas uniquement théoriques. La 

colonisation de l’Algérie en 1830 offrit aux uns et aux autres l’opportunité de fonder des sociétés et 

des organisations de travail nouvelles, donnant parfois lieu à des interactions entre les deux thèses. « 

L’Algérie », écrivait Enfantin, est « le lieu d’essai convenable pour cette œuvre »
5
. De même, pour le 

fouriériste Jules Duval : « La terre que nous habitons semble prédestinée aux expériences sociales 
6
»

7
.  

 

2. L’Algérie, lieu d’expérimentation sociale 

En Algérie, les points de divergences entre les fouriéristes et les saint-simoniens ne tardèrent pas à se 

faire face. Les fouriéristes prônèrent rapidement position contre l’administration militaire du régime de 

Napoléon III
8
 et s’engagèrent en faveur des colons. Les saint-simoniens plus conscients de la 

différence culturelle et historique du pays, prônèrent une politique moins rigide en vers les 

musulmans. L’Algérie, écrivait Enfantin, « nous offre aussi, dans la population indigène [...] des 

modèles à copier »
9
. Cependant les deux doctrines s’accorèrent sur le principe de la séparation  des 

populations musulmane et européenne. Chacune devait être maintenue dans son milieu social et 

culturel. 

Les premières expériences urbanistiques furent l’œuvre d’une élite militaire soucieuse des questions 

sociétaires et encline à adopter des mesures nouvelles pour la colonisation du territoire occupé. Dans 

le clan des assimilateurs (colons, fouriéristes et républicains pro-civils), la thèse privilégiée fut celle 

d’une colonisation par cantonnement
10

 et substitution des musulmans par les civils européens. Cette 

thèse, farouchement défendu par Lamoricière, s’est traduite par un quadrillage du territoire occupé en 

plusieurs villages relais, et d’une urbanisation par agglomérations compactes (Oran, Bône, Alger, etc.) 

« dominant par leur masse le pays arabe »
11

.   

En revanche, chez le clan des associationistes (arabophiles, saint-simonistes et les pro-militaires) toute 

mesure de refoulement ou de cantonnement des musulmans était exclue du projet de colonisation. Ils 

développèrent un concept de colonisation contrôlée par l’état limitant nettement le pouvoir des colons. 

De ces thèses naquirent quelques expériences urbanistiques inédites, comme les « villages indigènes »  

créés par Lapasset en 1845 à Ténés et organisés en forme smalah plus adaptée à la vie musulmane. 

Mais ces expériences sociales restèrent très marginales, presque inexistantes dans le paysage culturel 

algérien.  

 

3. Les colonies industrielles dans le paysage culturel algérien 
De l’œuvre des saint-simoniennes, on retient pour l’Algérie les nombreuses contributions scientifiques 

d’Enfantin et de ses disciples sur les arts, les lettres et les sciences qui parurent entre 1844 et 1867 

sous le titre d’Exploration scientifique de l’Algérie. Mais aussi leur implication dans les grands projets 

de restructuration territoriale, comme la création du réseau de chemin de fer d’Algérie, le 

                                                      
4 Un Phalanstère est une unité sociale d'étendue moyenne de 1620 individus qui se forme par la libre association et 

par l'accord affectueux de leurs membres.   
5 (Enfantin, 1843  : 533). 
6 (Duval, 1848  : 22). 
7 (Almi, 2002 : 11). 
8 La France du second Empire est celle des utopies économiques et sociales, Napoléon III portait au pouvoir par le 

coup d'état du 2 décembre 1851 se  montrait soucieux des conditions ouvrière et très attentif aux idées du saint-

simonisme. Cependant il ne disposait pas de toutes les prérogatives pour faire triompher ses idéaux.   
9 (Enfantin, 1843 : 488). 
10 Le principe de cantonnement consistait à condenser les populations musulmanes dans des terrains circonscrits dans 

le but d'offrir des terrains vastes aux colons européens.     
11 (Lamoricière et Bedeau, 1847 : 39). 
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développement des transports maritimes et terrestres, ou encore l’impulsion de l’industrie extractive 

minière.  

Entre 1843 et 1846, des expéditions géologiques furent organisées sous la direction de l’ingénieur des 

mines Hanray Frounel « pour constater les richesses minéralogiques que le sol du pays peut renfermer 

»
12

. De ces explorations naquit une industrie minière algérienne qui s’est traduite par des fondations de 

plusieurs colonies industrielles. 

Rapidement, les colonies minières apparurent pour les assimilateurs comme un excellent moyen 

d’encrage territorial de la colonisation; et qui plus est, se trouvèrent souvent dans les endroits reculés, 

non encore colonisés. Au lieu d’associer les autochtones au projet industriel, ils préfèrent importer de 

la main-d’œuvre directement de l’Europe. Des milliers d’ouvriers et leurs familles furent donc 

ramenés d’Espagne, de Grèce et d’Italie pour coloniser et travailler dans les mines de Béni-saf, Ain-

Mokra, et l’Ouenza. Mais toutes les mines ne font pas des villes. 

Les quelques mines qui se développèrent en agglomération, comme Béni-saf et l’Ouenza, rampèrent 

catégoriquement avec la tradition architecturale et urbaine locale. Les cités ouvrières, étant construites 

pour une population européenne, reprirent naturellement les modèles des company-towns européennes 

: configuration géométrique des rues, alignement de corons et subdivision de l’espace urbain entre 

quartier des cadres et quartier des ouvriers. Ces cités minières transformèrent profondément le paysage 

culturel de l’Algérie; tant par leur industrie : installations techniques à ciel ouvert, percement de ligne 

de chemin fer, construction de ports et de routes, etc. que par leur urbanisation: logements, écoles, 

hôpitaux, églises, marchés, etc. Des transformations qui furent fondamentales dans la fabrication de 

l’image de l’Algérie française. 

Avec l’augmentation de la production minière, la main-d’œuvre musulmane finit par accéder au 

travail, et constituer une population ouvrière assez importante pour être prise en considération. 

Cependant, cette dernière resta en marge des progrès sociaux apportés par les   socialistes utopiques 

dans les cités ouvrières algériennes. Contrairement aux ouvriers européens qui jouissaient des 

commodités de la vie moderne de la cité, les ouvriers musulmans n’avaient pas droit au logement 

ouvrier et par conséquence ils n’habitaient pas la cité ouvrière. Le un tiers de la population de Béni-

saf, écrivait Jules Renard, « est formé de Marocains logés dans les grottes »
13

. De même pour Robinet 

qui écrivait sur les ouvriers de l’Ouenza : « à l’heure actuelle 90 % des indigènes habitent encore leurs 

misérables gourbis enfumés et sans lumière »
14

.    

Ainsi, le long de la colonisation française, la population ouvrière musulmane fut refoulée et cantonnée 

dans des quartiers de regroupement à l’extérieur des cités ouvrières. Des quartiers spontanés comme 

celui de Ghar-el-baroud à Béni-saf et de Hallatif à l’Ouenza qui furent construits par des ouvriers 

musulmans suivant les schémas d’urbanisation traditionnelle : ruelles tortueuses, maisons introverties, 

mosquées, hammams publiques, etc. 

 

4. Patrimoine industriel urbain vs bien immobilier     

Après l’indépendance de l’Algérie en 1962, la plupart des ouvriers européens et leurs descendants ont 

quitté le pays dans la précipitation. Un départ massif qui a laissé un vide urbain rapidement comblé par 

les populations musulmanes locales. Pour Béni-saf et l’Ouenza, ce fut la communauté ouvrière 

musulmane qui s’établit en premier dans la cité ouvrière, suivie quelques temps après par d’autres 

populations rurales de la région. 

Ces cités ouvrières européennes, autrefois fermées aux populations musulmanes, furent réappropriées 

dans leur totalité. Une réappropriation qui s’est opérée dans certains cas par des transformations 

architecturales, comme fut le cas de la plupart des lieux de cultes transformés pour le besoin en 

mosquées  (fig. 1). Cependant, le reste des édifices publics: école, infirmerie, marché, bureau de post, 

etc. n’ont pas subits trop de transformations, préservant ainsi la typologie architecturale et 

patrimoniale de ces villes ouvrières. 

Aujourd’hui, l’augmentation de la population urbaine dans les anciennes cités ouvrières entraîne une 

hausse du foncier qui se traduit par des transformations radicales sur le paysage urbain. Au nom de 

                                                      
12 (Frounel, 1849 : ix). 
13 (Renard, 1888 : 213). 
14 (Robinet, 1931 : 200). 
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l’intérêt économique, la population locale transforme ses biens immobiliers en logements spacieux et 

en magasins commerciaux, souvent mal exécutés et sans respect de l’esprit du lieu (fig. 2). Une 

situation qui fait perdre à ces villes ouvrières leurs homogénéités architecturales et leurs valeurs 

historiques et culturelles. 

Si les destructions du patrimoine urbain se banalisent, c’est en partie à cause de la méconnaissance des 

populations locales de l’histoire de leurs territoires. À Béni-saf comme à l’Ouenza, on continue à 

regarder cet héritage comme un patrimoine des autres réduit à un simple bien immobilier sans 

qu’aucune valeur historique ou sentimentale ne lui soit attribuée.                          
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Figure 1 : L’Ouenza : Réappropriation et transformation architecturale de l’Église Sainte-barbe 

en  mosquée. 

 

Figure 2 : Béni-saf : Destruction de logements ouvriers et reconstruction anarchique sans 

respect de la typologie architecturale ni de l’esprit du lieu. 
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Abstract 

From the 60’, culture and architectural heritage are sometimes treated as a consumer object, trying to 

offer the tourist what it was popular at that particular moment. This often means that the heritage 

intervention has been developed on request, often bringing about contradictions that change the 

perception of the heritage: the monument as a mark of the city, as a merchandising object. From 

different study-cases we will show that fact and what are the consequences for heritage. We will focus 

on the Cathedral of Leon, one of the most representative examples. 

 
Keywords: Historic Urban Landscape; The evolution of a concept and its relevance in planning 

practice and built heritage conservation; Demolition and reconstruction of historical buildings; 

Cathedral of Leon 

 

 

1. Introduction 
During the last years, the monuments were frequently conceived as a mark of the city or a 

merchandising object. So the interventions in the architectural heritage searched what it was fashion in 

that particular moment, bringing about the model that the public demanded.  

For many years it has happened in this way in the restoration of monuments and in the care of 

Heritage. Thereby, during a time it was popular to complete the historic districts. Also, monuments 

should have unity of style and the interventions meant to isolate the monument, to overthrow some 

parts in order to surround it. Even it could happen that the monument was moved to other places, 

losing much of the documentary values and taking it out of context. 

Through different study-cases of that fact we will understand how the documentary value is not 

important for them and what it means for heritage. Moreover, we will understand with these examples 

that the fashion or trends change over time and turned upside down, leaving the monument with a tic 

to the fashionable 

For our purposes, we will focus on the Cathedral of León, one of the most representative examples, 

where the problems in its foundations were the excuse to rebuild large parts of the monument from 

1859 to 1901. During that period, remarkable buildings and part of the city walls attached to the 

Cathedral were demolished too, in order to show this monument as a representative example of Gothic 

style. 

All this show will demonstrate us that the use of a method of intervention with a diagnosis to assess 

the monument as a whole with all its complexity do not happen very often and the need for this 

method to not maul the monument and to lose important values of it. 

 

2. The Stereotype: the Cathedral of Leon 
The importance given to the artistic and historical values in Architectural Heritage has produced many 

interventions linked to the aesthetic, changing the course of the history of these monuments. So get the 

model or the desired image was considered the main reason for intervention, leaving in the 

background the documentaries values or structure and physical consistency of the building. 
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One of the most representative examples of this fact is the Cathedral of Leon, the first Spanish listed 

monument (1844). The problems manifested in its foundations since 15th century were the main 

reason and excuse to rebuild large parts of the temple between 1859-1901. During that period, 

remarkable buildings and part of the city walls attached to the Cathedral were demolished too, in order 

to show this monument as a representative example of Gothic style. 

The chosen restoration project enhanced the artistic value of the monument, which meant the 

demolition of part of the transept of the cathedral, walls, chapels and subsequent reconstruction in 

“Gothic style”. Thus, the restoration intended to create unity of style through the purity of the lines and 

design. 

This aesthetic intervention was for the experts an opportunity to search a stereotype, losing parts of the 

monument. No other aspects were considered, facades were reconstructed or completed trying to find 

that ideal model through the use of new techniques and cheaper materials of easier operation.  

The west and south facades of the cathedral were demolished down to its base and rebuilt, restarting 

from a stakeout operation regulirazed according to a symmetric plant (fig. 1). The architect made use 

of hydraulic lime bricks to achieve the desired “beautiful” effect , similar to the original. This same 

effect was sought in the new vaults erected by Matias Laviña in the South transept , after its 

demolition shortly before. These were built with double layer of brick board received with cement of 

Zumaya (fig. 2).  

It was decided that the deformed pillars of the transept and the dome were the cause of the problems of 

the cathedral. So they were demolished and then rebuilt but keeping the predominant style, regardless 

of other proposed projects such as the dome projected by Laviña (fig. 3). In this way, the aesthetic was 

the reason that led the restorations that followed, through the pursuit of what in Spain is called Superb 

Restoration.  

However, it is questionable whether this stereotype was absolutely necessary to ensure the structural 

stability of the cathedral. The study of other intervention projects proposed shows that the possibility 

of consolidating the most damaged parts without demolishing were discutted by experts. 

 

3. New theoretical strands: Camillo Boito 
The general theory is no longer the unity of style with Camillo Boito and the “Scientific” restoration, but 

the study, documentation and formal differentiation. Architectural heritage interventions made at that 

time focused on the use of modern materials and techniques, as a reaction to the aesthetic models or 

stylistic interventions. 

This theory published by Boito in 1880 arrived much later in Spain, around the 20s of the twentieth 

century.  

According to the premises established by Boito, interventions include formal differentiation, although it 

is not much given to the relationship and compatibility with the existing parts.  

Examples include platforms on cubes of Alcazaba at the Alhambra in Granada and the reinforced 

concrete slab designed and executed by Leopoldo Torres Balbás, or the reinforced concrete slab on metal 

girder in the roof of the tower of Comares, also designed by  Leopoldo Torres Balbás and located at the  

Alhambra in Granada (fig. 4). 

However, many of these works which were consistent with certain theories and defended at scientific 

conferences, were not widely accepted.  

 

4. Crisis and “heritage marketing” 
Time changes and new businesses are invented, and thus the “heritage company” or the “heritage 

management” was born.  

From this time decrease the discussions that question the mode of intervention or methodology. There 

is hardly a speech or a clear theory of restoration. However, the final result, the number of tickets sold 

in a museum, the money raised from gifts and souvenirs report is valued. And it all comes to visit our 

heritage as a large number of people who leave a large amount of money.  

And to ensure that this is so, it enables the public to find what they want to see, and not vice versa. In 

this way tourists can take the photo in the same frame and continue collecting monuments in their 

check list. 
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Sometimes that “heritage marketing” is somewhat exaggerated in certain monuments, historic city 

centers or itineraries and routes. And it promotes actions aimed at obtaining rapid, visible and 

“brilliant” results.  

Also, access are provided (sometimes too many) and numerous advises and posters are incorporated. 

In many cases, this may even break the charm of the place or the surprise effect. And so we find 

highways that facilitate accessibility, numerous interpretive centers and visitor reception, services, 

shopping, etc.  

Thus, many places that accessed those who had prepared earlier paying attention, become impossible 

for them, in the midst of a whirlwind tour operators, buses and image collectors. Amidst cyber panels, 

interest in the place itself is almost lost, giving himself paradoxes such as lack of attention to the 

valuable, authentic and irreproducible element, while focusing on the explanatory panel and 

technology.  

Access to certain places should have a preparation, a rite upon arrival, a prize. 

 

5. Conclusions 
If at a time the public seeks unity of style, at another time the contrast or the dialogue between the old 

and new parts of the monument are looking for. This variability serves changing fashions, not a 

restoration methodology that analyze the complexity of Heritage in a global way. So we are getting 

into a very sensitive area and also challenging.  

What is meant by management? Management time and money? Without knowing the goals or 

conflicting goals between different professionals, the loss of time and money is assured and often lead 

to the "destruction" of the most significant values of the architectural element that was intended to 

restore.  

Regarding this issue is important to assess the speech exposed by Paolo Torsello about the monuments 

that have been forgotten for a long time, now suffer the excesses of heterogeneous and contradictory 

“care”. 

Restoration has its own timing, generally slow, complicated and with numerous surprises that often 

require changing strategies. A time to approach the element or complex, a time to understand its 

evolution. And all this through a methodology based on the study of the element in its complexity, 

able to give out the most significant values of the element and its state of conservation. This will 

provide a more thorough and comprehensive diagnostic element, beyond the material support or 

tangible form.  
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Figure 1: Main front of the cathedral. Archives of the Royal Fine Arts Academy of San 

Fernando. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Vaults Plant. Archives of the Royal Fine Arts Academy of San Fernando. 
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Figure 3: Section of the transept and dome designed by Matías Laviña. Archives of the Royal 

Fine Arts Academy of San Fernando. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Plant and section reinforced concrete slab on metal girder in the roof of the tower of 

Comares designed by Leopoldo Torres Balbás (AGA).
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Résumé  

L’interface nature, homme et l’évolution de ses besoins, lui a permis de s’entre lier  fortement 

avec l’environnement et à l’installation progressive des générations.En prenant naissance sur un 

site à topographie exceptionnelle ; sur une crête donnant sur la baie, la ville d’Alger s’est vu 

doté d’une histoire riche marquée par des tissus urbains et des édifices remarquables à grandes 

valeurs. Sous les effets de la métropolisation et les tendances vers un développement urbain 

durable la singularité des villes historiques et des ensembles anciens s’affirment de plus en plus 

en tant qu’éléments du paysage et s’attribuent un contexte à enjeux territoriaux.Un choix 

méthodologique illustre les aspects liés à la dimension paysagère et relationnelle dans la 

délimitation des secteurs sauvegardés. 

  

Mots clés : Sauvegarde ; Limites ; Paysage urbain ; Système urbain 

 

 

L’interface nature, homme et l’évolution de ses besoins, lui a permis de s’entre lier  fortement 

avec l’environnement et à l’installation progressive des générations. L’existence de différentes  

ressources et leur exploitation si savante par le cerveau humain a conduit à la  propulsion de 

certains lieux par rapport à d’autres, ou des civilisations ont pris naissance. Dans cet 

avancement au fil des siècles, l’homme ne réfléchis plus  individuellement ; mais pour l’intérêt 

de groupes donc de sociétés, il est parvenu à construire un cadre de vie dans lequel il s’épanouit 

intelligemment avec son environnement naturel. Les modes de vie des sociétés sont représentées 

dans la structuration et l’organisation des espaces, ainsi que dans l’architecture des maisons et 

des édifices, reflétant la culture propre à chacune d’elle. 

Les caractéristiques géographiques particulières d’Alger, en cadrant la mer, elle s’adapte 

harmonieusement au front de mer (Image 1 - Alger entre terre et mer) ; dont l’arrière en terre  

s’adosse si finement aux collines en s’entourant de plaines au sol si fertile. Ces lieux si riches 

n’ont pas manqué d’attirer des civilisations différentes, que chacune les a conquis et façonnés à 

sa manière : les phéniciens, à l’origine de l’implantation sur la baie, les romains puis les 

byzantins, les arabes, après les turcs et en dernier la présence française. 

 

1. Contraste et continuité dans le contexte spatial  

Alger tient ses origines du noyau initial, bien délimité, la Casbah. Le processus historique a fait 

que cette délimitation disparaisse pour que d’autres typologies évoluent issues de la ville 

coloniale sur les espaces riverains à la baie et en contournant la médina. Certes ce sont des 

discontinuités typologiques et des contrastes sociaux. Cependant l’expression historique des 

formations urbaines permet de lire cette volonté de s’orienter vers la mer, d’envelopper la ville 

traditionnelle, formant un ensemble cohérent morphologiquement ou la force des rapports avec 

la mer est remarquable. Ce théâtre si magnifique, offre un paysage urbain historique, 

impressionnant et unique en son genre, symbolisant l’histoire et l’identité de la ville. 
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La Casbah d’Alger occupe sans nul doute une place particulière, elle constitue un exemple 

d’équilibre, entre les lieux naturels qu’elle occupe, les pratiques de défense, les nécessités 

sociales et les exigences esthétiques.  

C’est donc d’un moment de « création architecturale exceptionnellement heureux que rend 

compte la médina d’Alger. »
1
 ; elle reflète les capacités des sociétés traditionnelles de produire 

un habitat en harmonie avec l’ensemble des autres composantes urbaines. L’habitat traditionnel 

constitue, en tant qu’édification, organisation et sphère de l’activité humaine, l’un des plus 

riches enseignements que nous tirons de l’histoire. 

Avec la colonisation, à côté de la médina s’installait une ville européenne, avec ses avenues, ses 

places, ses bâtiments symbolisant le pouvoir. C’est dans l’union un peu forcée de ces deux 

centres que se dessine aujourd’hui la centralité de la ville d’Alger. 

Cependant ces entités connaissent des mutations, qu’elle soit d’origine arabo-andalouse ou 

coloniale, à travers les dégradations  et les modifications qui s’y opèrent. Les situations de 

déséquilibre que subissent ces entités historiques face aux phénomènes d’extension des 

ensembles urbains nouveaux, ne font qu’appeler à une prise de conscience par les pouvoirs 

publics et exigent des solutions par besoin de protection, de conservation et d’affirmation en 

tant qu’images de centralité. 

Nous assistons à un glissement de rapport entre la médina ville traditionnelle et la ville coloniale 

du XIXème siècle dont les paramètres fondamentales dans son implantation étaient planifié et 

d’ordre défensif et de protection. Les modes de vie et les manières d’habiter sont si différentes, 

dont chacune reflète un pouvoir et une vie urbaine qui lui est propre. Cependant l’intensité des 

liens spatiaux, de la proximité, et de la liaison forcée faite autour de la mer arrive à construire un 

ensemble
2
. Ce sont deux entités historiques géographiquement et historiquement pertinentes 

dans l’histoire de la ville d’Alger et du pays. 

 

2. Procédure de sauvegarde et le débat de la reconnaissance patrimoniale 

Le périmètre de la ville traditionnelle, médina, classé en tant que patrimoine national en 1973 et 

inscrit par l’UNESCO en 1992 en tant que patrimoine universel s’étalait sur une surface de 77 

ha tandis que  le périmètre du secteur sauvegardé de la casbah d’Alger se propage un peu plus 

que la délimitation initiale sur une surface de 105 ha ; par intégration de quelques bandes 

appartenant aux communes limitrophes, de naissance colonial. La contribution du processus de 

patrimonialisation (Figure 1 - planification stratégique et confrontation aux instruments 

juridiques afférent au patrimoine culturel en Algérie) mis en place constitue une démarche dans 

ses constituants et étapes à travers les quelles l’unité territoriale des deux aires historiques peut 

être générée. D’autres entités urbaines historiques en référence à la période coloniale sont 

sujettes à des altérations et  du coup la maîtrise de la conservation devient de plus en plus 

difficile à assumer. Il faut tenir compte des paramètres qui mettent en avant la reconnaissance 

patrimoniale des lieux en tant qu’ensemble historique, à paysage unifié malgré les contrastes 

engendrés par les différentes occupations humaines.  

Ceci ne peut mettre en avant une mise en oeuvre  de la conservation à une échelle territoriale, 

plus efficace en tant que stratégie de maîtrise des espaces à pertinence. La ville coloniale a pris 

de la matière architecturale  de la casbah pour dessiner son paysage urbain colonial (Image 2 -  

centre Alger, paysage urbain coloniale, Rue Didouche Mourad) associant victoire et protection
3
. 

Peut on dire que la ville coloniale en tant qu’environnement urbain construit constitue le 

paysage de la médina. Très ambitieuses sont les solutions attendues dans la réintégration du 

patrimoine culturel dans le processus de développement et d’aménagement durable du territoire 

                                                      
1 Sakina Missoum, (2003), “Alger à l’époque ottomane, la médina et la maison traditionnelle”, Editions SARL INAS, 

Alger, 279 pages. 
2 La Wilaya d’Alger compte 33 communes dont 28 communes  issues de la présence coloniale donnent sur la baie 

comptabilisant 61% de la circonscription administrative de la Wilaya. 
3 Beguin François, 1983, « Arabisances, décor architectural en tracé urbain en Afrique du Nord 1830-1950 », Dunod, 

Bordas Paris, ISBN2-04. 011141, 170 pages. 
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dans le développement économique, le renforcement de l’attractivité, d’image de marque, 

renforcement de l’identité nationale, préservation des écosystèmes et de l’ industrie culturelle. 

 

 

 

3. L’approche paysagère alternative de résolution des problématiques d’articulation entre 

les entités historiques, l’environnement naturel et le paysage urbain 

Sous les effets de la métropolisation et les tendances vers un développement urbain durable la 

singularité des villes historiques et des ensembles anciens s’affirment de plus en plus en tant 

qu’éléments du paysage et s’attribuent un contexte à enjeux territoriaux, tantôt saisis un 

patrimoine urbain culturel représentant une authenticité reflétant un savoir faire ancien qu’il y a 

lieu de conserver,  restaurer  et de réhabiliter, tantôt vues comme une caractérisation d’un mode 

de vie dépassé et qui ne s’adapte nullement à la vie actuelle. L’approche paysagère qui met en 

relation l’homme avec son environnement
4
 et qui est largement reconnue pour sa pertinence 

territoriale par l’ensemble des disciplines qui lient les sciences de la nature aux sciences de la 

société. Les notions de respect du paysage environnemental s’associent à celles du paysage 

urbain et culturel et se fondent en moyens qui consolident les territoires et veillent au respect 

des enjeux du développement durable. Les monuments historiques, les sites historiques, les 

centres historiques, dans leur implantation et naissance , leur intégration environnementale et 

paysagère est une évidence  reconnue par le bon sens des prédécesseurs dans le choix des lieux 

dans leur peuplement, pour leur survie et leur paix. 

Les temps avancent, les territoires s’agrandissent et se modifient , seulement les paramètres qui 

affluent et règnent dans les processus de vaincre le territoire à différentes échelles de 

gouvernance territoriale, à la mesure d’un état pour protéger ses frontières, réussir 

économiquement pour assurer le court et moyen terme et assumer le futur pour son peuple. 

Donc l’environnement naturel et la géographie des lieux, constitue un premier paysage naturel 

dans le quel s’insère les monuments, ensembles et villes historiques. Par le développement qui 

s’établit au fil de l’histoire, ces entités historiques ont subis des transformations, à la fois des 

agrandissements, des destructions et reconstructions ou même des abandons et des 

marginalisations. L’exploitation de pistes nouvelles plus ouvertes sur l’approche paysagère et 

patrimoniale, dont les principes de concrétisation de la sauvegarde, centrés sur la gestion 

territoriale des deux entités historiques  pourront constituer des alternatives à l’effet de maîtriser 

les effets de l’une sur l’autre tant de point de vue de la morphologie spatiale et sociale. 

L’environnement construit   peut il être considéré comme un paysage, de part les nouvelles 

lectures spatiales ou la considération du fonctionnel et du global
5
 dans la notion 

environnementale même  telle est la question fondamentale dans de telles situations, ou la ville 

est une succession d’entités historiques successives en rapport aux différentes périodes qu’a 

vécu le territoire.  

Les deux villes liées historiquement, par la force des lieux et des événements.Un paysage à voir 

en distinguant en son intérieur la médina Casbah sur les collines, et et tout autour la ville 

française ; cette interface reflète la richesse des lieux et la nature qui a produit de tels résultats. 

Les dimensions naturelles et paysagères constituent de nouvelles tendances réclamées dans la 

préservation des milieux, de l’histoire et de l’identité culturelle des peuples. L’exploration du 

paysage de l’environnement construit tente de montrer le continuum chronologique
6
  à travers le 

quel le processus d’évolution historique de la ville d’Alger s’est fait. Le paysage, en tant 

                                                      
4 Pierre Dérioz, 2008, “L’approche paysagère : un outil polyvalent au service de l’approche opérationnelle et 

interdisciplinaire des problématiques environnementales”, manuscrit auteur, 1éres Journées scientifiques ARPEnv – 

Université de Nîmes – 6 juin 2008 Interdisciplinarité et gestion environnementale : Partage d’expériences autour de la 

psychologie environnementale, http://halshs.archives-ouvertes.fr/halshs-00363625/fr; 23 pages. 
5 Avant propos Sud-Ouest Européen, Revue géographique des Pyrénées et du Sud-Ouest, n°7, 2000, revue publiée 

avec le concours du centre national de la recherche scientifique, « L’environnement entre nature et paysage : 

propositions pour une approche géographique », Presses universitaires du Mirail, ARUZ-2W3-6BG3. 
6 Garmy Pierre, 2012, villes, reseaux et systèmes de villes , contribution de l’archéologie, éditions errance, ISBN 978-

2-87772-494-4, 329 pages, p33. 
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qu’approche pour aborder les interrelations spatiales, en considérant la ville comme un système
7
 

ou des causes et des effets sont induites spatialement et fonctionnellement ; ou des 

dénominateurs sont communs aux périodes historiques, en tant que contenants du territoire , la 

mer et la terre
8
. 

Deux discours émergent: l’attractivité paysagère  pour une démarche à priori sociale face aux 

opportunités économiques qui s’y présentent . Il s’agit de la reconnaissance patrimoniale, de la 

qualité des tissus urbains, de l’unité architecturale et de l’amélioration des conditions de vie des 

habitants. L’enchaînement de la sauvegarde du patrimoine architectural lu en termes esthétiques 

et artistiques. Les revendications de préservation des ambiances paysagères, vues panoramiques, 

perceptions visuelles, parcours agrémentés, donc du formel et de l’esthétique par rapport au 

besoin social et fonctionnel des usagers. 

 

4. La délimitation : barrière – transition – continuité  dans les secteurs sauvegardés 

La question de la délimitation d’un secteur sauvegardé, se fait en rapport à la reconnaissance 

patrimoniale  seulement dans cette situation ou en est le potentiel de la ville coloniale en tant 

que ville du 19ème siècle. La délimitation des espaces, ne peut être distingué comme un geste, 

d’ordre administratif pour en faire une frontière,  ou ségrégatif  pour clore sur une zone à 

intérêts communs dans un but de protection et de défense. La question de délimitation des 

espaces ou des secteurs patrimoniaux est très appuyé dans les orientations de la planification 

urbaine
9
 pour encadrer la protection sauf que de quelle manière il serait opportun d’intervenir. 

L’approche paysagère semble évidente face à ces considérations de globalisation, 

d’’interrelation et d’unification territoriale du fait que la ville coloniale est le paysage urbain de 

proximité et le support de l’évolution de la ville au fil de l’histoire en s’inscrivant dans une 

structure écologique et morphologique bien ordonnancée.  

 

5. Conclusion 

La réflexion méthodologique est dirigée sur l’articulation du secteur sauvegarde avec 

l’environnement. Il faut passer en revue les paramètres dans la délimitation  et guider les 

décideurs vers le concept de l’approche paysagère et les enjeux qui s’y attachent évidemment 

vers l’efficience, la maîtrise de l’espace territorial, une gestion d’équilibre des aires urbaines 

historiques. Ce ne sont que des attentes pour un développement  urbain durable en restituant la 

logique des lieux faite par l’histoire en tant que paysage urbain historique. Un choix 

méthodologique qui illustre des aspects liés à la dimension paysagère et relationnelle et dans la 

délimitation des secteurs sauvegardés en diagnostiquant l’environnant. De nouvelles pistes sont 

à envisager et des éléments objectifs paysagers. 

La relation entre les entités historiques est une suite d’événements dans l’histoire de la ville, 

donc tout ce qui est considéré comme potentiel architectural et urbain d’une valeur est à prendre 

en charge dans une dimension environnementale et paysagère. La préservation des éléments 

naturels à l’origine de la genèse de la ville, ne peut que consolider  et confirmer la pertinence 

territoriale des entités historiques à l’échelle territoriale (voir figure 2 - Réflexion sur le 

processus d’inclusion de l’approche paysagère dans la délimitation des secteurs sauvegardés). 

Fondamentalement un questionnement se pose en regard de la délimitation d’un secteur à 

sauvegarder qui peut pas être vue comme une barrière ou considérée comme une transition et 

articulation ? Nous pourrons confirmer l’aspect spatial de la zone de délimitation. Il est 

impératif d’associer toutes les démarches liées à la perception et à la mise en relation des 

                                                      
7 Laffly Dominique, 2008, « Approche numérique du paysage : Formalisation, enjeux, et applications », EPU , 

éditions publibook université,sicences humaines et sociales géographie 315 pages ,ISBN 978-2-88086-371-5.  p 192. 
8 Clementi Alberto, Francesco Giovanetti, Vittorio Spigai, Alessandro Sartor, Giancarlo Palmerio, Mauro Bertagnin, 

Paolo carlotti, 1993, « Algerie perspectives de la recuperation », édition centro analisi sociale progetti S.r.l.-Roma, 99 

pages, p 10. 
9 Plan Directeur d’aménagement et d’urbanisme (PDAU) de la Wilaya d’Alger rappelle les services compétents à 

garantir : « les éléments fondamentaux qui constituent l’image ou les caractéristiques générales ou typologiques 

d’ensembles de bâtiments d’espaces ou de sites de valeur patrimoniale historique ou archéologique seront préservés 

». 
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séquences paysagères en rapport avec les espaces environnants. Les relations fonctionnelles et 

spatiales en tant que forces potentielles d’articulation et de dynamisme  arrivent à appréhender 

toute ségrégation ou gentrification. Il s’agit d’analyser les enjeux et fonctionnements de ce qu’il 

est convenu de désigner aujourd’hui comme secteur sauvegardé et d’interroger sa capacité à 

s’intégrer dans un véritable projet de ville et de territoire. Une évaluation du processus mis en 

route de la patrimonialisation de la ville d’Alger s’avère indispensable, dont une réflexion 

consistera à faire ressortir les éléments de correspondance entre l’approche paysagère et la 

question de délimitation des secteurs sauvegardés. 
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Image 1 : Alger entre terre et mer, source : Google earth. 

 Image 2 : Centre Alger, paysage urbain coloniale, Rue Didouche Mourad, source : Auteurs. 
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Strategie 

echelle Nationale  
399Instruments juridiques liant environnement, urbanisme et preservation culturel 
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nationale.d’aménagement 

du territoire (SNAT) 

 Loi n° 83-03 du 5 février 

1983  relative à la protection 

de l’environnement 

Loi n° 90-29 du 1er décembre 1990 

relative à l'aménagement et 

l'urbanisme 

 

 

Loi n°98-04 du 15 juin 1998 relative à  la 

protection du patrimoine culturel 

 

Loi n° 02-02 du 5 février 2002, relative à 

la protection et à la valorisation du 

littoral  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Vision 
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 et 
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 Préoccupations  

développement 

durable :  

La durabilité des 

ressources   

naturelles et 

culturelles 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contenu 

principal 

 de la  

loi 

 

 

 

 

 

 

La mise en œuvre d'une politique 

nationale de protection de 

l'environnement  

 

 

 

 

Mise en place des règles générales   

d'aménagement et d'urbanisme   

 

 

 

  

Définition du  patrimoine culturel de la Nation, 

d'édicter les règles générales de sa protection, sa 

sauvegarde et sa mise en valeur, et de fixer les 

conditions de leur mise en œuvre 

 

Dans le littoral, I'ensemble des actions de 

développement s'inscrit dans une dimension 

nationale d'aménagement du territoire et de 

l'environnement. Il implique la coordination des 

actions entre l'Etat, les collectivités territoriales, les 

organisations et les associations qui œuvrent dans ce 

domaine et se fonde sur les principes de 

développement durable, de prévention et de 

précaution. 
Considérés comme patrimoine culturel de la nation : 

Tous les biens culturels immobiliers, immobiliers par 

destination et mobiliers existant sur et dans le sol des 

immeubles du domaine national, appartenant a des 

personnes physiques ou morales de droit privé, ainsi 

que dans le sous-sol des eaux intérieures et 

territoriales nationales légués par les différentes 

civilisations qui se sont succédées de la préhistoire à 

nos jours. 

 

Les biens culturels immatériels produits de 

manifestations sociales et de créations  individuelles 

et collectives qui s'expriment depuis des temps 

immémoriaux à nos jours 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Objectifs 

Protection, la restructuration et la 

valorisation des ressources 

naturelles 

Organiser la production du sol urbanisable, la 

formation et la transformation du bâti  

  

 Etablissement des  secteurs sauvegardés : 

Les ensembles immobiliers  urbains ou ruraux tels 

que les casbahs, médinas, ksours, villages et 

agglomérations traditionnels caractérisés par leur 

prédominance de zone d'habitat, et qui, par leur 

homogénéité et leur unité historique et esthétique, 

présentent un intérêt historique, architectural, 

artistique ou traditionnel de nature à en justifier la 

protection, la restauration, la  réhabilitation et la 

mise en  valeur  

 

Veiller à orienter l'extension des centres urbains 

existants vers des zones éloignées du littoral et de la 

côte maritime, 

 

 La sauvegarde et 

la valorisation du 

patrimoine culturel  

 

L’évaluation et la 

réappropriation du 

patrimoine culturel 

matériel et 

immatériel 

 

 

La sauvegarde et la 

protection des 

biens culturels 

 

L’intégration du 

patrimoine culturel 

comme facteur de 

développement 

durable  

des territoires 

 

 gestion économe des sols, de l'équilibre entre la 

fonction d'habitat, d'agriculture et d'industrie 

 

préservation de l’environnement, des milieux 

naturels, des paysages et du patrimoine culturel 

et historique sur base du respect des principes et 

objectifs de la politique 

nationale.d’aménagement du territoire 

Creation et delimitation des secteurs  sauvegardes 

 

Les secteurs sauvegardés sont créés et délimités par 

décret pris par rapport conjoint des ministres 

chargés de la culture, de l'intérieur, des collectivités 

locales et de l'environnement, de l'urbanisme et de 

l'architecture. 

 

La création des secteurs sauvegardés intervient après 

avis de la commission nationale des biens culturels. 

Classer dans les documents d'aménagement du 

littoral comme aires classées et frappées des 

servitudes de non-aedificandi, les sites présentant un 

caractère écologique, paysager, culturel et 

touristique, 
compatibilité avec les objectifs de sauvegarde 

des équilibres écologiques lorsqu'elles sont 

situées sur des sites naturels 

 

Prévention et la lutte contre toute 

forme de pollution et nuisance 

compatibilité avec la nécessité de sauvegarde des 

sites archéologiques et culturels. 
 Encourager et œuvrer pour le transfert, vers des 

sites appropriés, des installations industrielles 

existantes dont l'activité est considérée comme 

préjudiciable à l'environnement côtier. 

Figure 1 : Planification stratégique et confrontation aux instruments juridiques afferent au 

patrimoine culturel en Algérie, source : auteurs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 : Réflexion sur le processus d’inclusion de l’approche paysagère dans la délimitation 

des secteurs sauvegardés, source : auteurs.
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Those who had the fortune of participating in the Congress of Architects and Technicians of 

Venice in the spring of 1964, when the charter of the conservation of the architectural and urban 

property was signed, could confirm the weakness of the bonds between the tutelage and the 

monumental restoration with the conservation and enhancement of the environmental heritage.  

However, one year later at the foundation congress of the International ICOMOS in Warsaw 

and Krakow, characters such as Piotr Bieganski, director of the faculty of architecture of the 

Warsaw Polytechnic, Peio Berbenliev of the University of Sofia, Sandro Angelini urban advisor 

of Bergamo, Italo Angle, secretary of the ICCROM, Roberto Pane, founder of the restoration 

course of the University of Naples and the undersigned, manifested on June 25 of 1965, at the 

Wawel Palace of Krakow, our concern for the growing alienation of the landscape in the interior 

and surroundings of  the historic centers and intended then to strengthen the charter published 

the previous year, so that it took in consideration and guided the instruments of territorial and 

urban planning with the aim of safeguarding the image and the landscape that coexist with the 

built heritage.  

Already in the meeting of Poland, alert was emitted on the modification of the social 

composition of the old neighborhoods with the substitution of the population -ingrained for a 

long time- for higher income strata, as it was seen that the modification of the human landscape 

also put in risk the authenticity of the site. 

It was then when the colossal work carried out by Guido Baccelli more than fifty years back, in 

the Roman archaeological park that occupies great part of the historic center of the capital of 

Italy was recalled as model. Its surface comprises from the Aventine to the Caelian Hill and 

from the thermal Baths of Caracalla to the Palatine and the Imperial Fora. Undoubtedly this 

work, between archaeology and landscape design continues being an inspiring model for the 

current generation after one century. 

It is necessary to recognize that the recent advances in the protection of environmental property, 

whether natural or anthropized, come to us primarily from the World Heritage Convention; 

without ignoring the contributions of the specialists of the ICOMOS-IFLA International 

Scientific Committee in numerous aspects of the topic. 

Environmental property associated to the historic legacy is, without any doubt, the most solid 

reference of the collective identity of those who recognize themselves in them. And there is no 

more democratically shared property than public spaces and the urban landscapes that define 

them. Those belong so much to the poor as to the rich, to the elders and the youths and their 

shared enjoyment is an indicator of the quality of life and of the social health in any settlement. 

The approaches and guidelines of the pioneers and the most fortunate experiences in this field 

impelled us to form a working team composed by restoring architects, historians, urban 

designers, landscape architects and botanists that maintained a constant dialogue with the 

community and with the authorities of the city and of the state of Campeche. 

San Francisco de Campeche was founded around the mid-16th century by Spanish invaders 

under the control of Francisco de Montejo, in the coast of the Gulf of Mexico, exactly in the 

base of the Yucatan peninsula. In the place a settlement of Mayan affiliation existed previously. 

The small port succeeded as beach head for the conquest of the Mayan cacicazgos or chiefdoms 

of Yucatan and later as port of shipment for the peninsular products. 

The population center, where the families of the Spanish conquerors settled down was traced 

with a grid plan parallel to the coast and tight in the back by a closed forest of tropical species. 
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In the chronicles as in the old maps
1
 is emphasized the evergreen forest around the city and on 

the tree-line and the vegetation within the city that mitigates the effects of the extreme weather 

and produces refined fruits. 

During the 17th century, as consequence of the assaults of pirates and corsairs, the Spanish 

Crown decided to strengthen the precarious defenses that protected Campeche and to encircle 

the city with a wall. The chosen project was imposed on the existent layout without following it 

orthogonally. The hexagonal layout lengthened in the sea front had eight ramparts and sea and 

land doors
2
. The construction lasted over a century. 

Around the city were defined spaces to settle different peoples or ethnic groups that during the 

conquest and colonization of the territories of the New Spain accompanied the Spaniards as 

labor force, those of Nahoa language from the center of Mexico, in the Neighborhood of San 

Román, those of African origin that arrived as slaves, in that of Santa Ana and the Mayan 

already subdue to the viceroyalty, in those of San Francisco and Guadalupe. The layout and the 

parcels of each neighborhood still maintain the settlement pattern of the ethnic group that 

founded it. 

For near three hundred years the wall and its ramparts defined and qualified the landscape of 

this city between the sea and the forest, whose houses, both the popular and the aristocratic, 

were endowed with orchards of proverbial amenity. 

The layout and parcels historically sedimented have remained almost entirely but the defensive 

system that was concluded when it was no longer useful, was mutilated and partially 

demolished by the end of the 19th century and by the middle of the 20th, due to diverse reasons, 

highlighting initially the intent of communicating the external neighborhoods through the 

walled city and the use of the demolition material to stuff the sea front and to speculate with the 

resultant land.  

Later on, the mobility demands of the vehicles and the collective transports beyond the 

foundational neighborhoods, offer an alibi or excuse to demolish big wall canvases and to 

disappear or brutally mutilate some ramparts leaving these beloved and beautiful architectures 

in the center of avenues acting like arbors without access for pedestrians. The city that once had 

man as measure, now surrenders to the automobile and the residence use quits before tertiary 

activities. 

By the end of the 20th century a reaction tries to break the degrading inertia that alienates the 

ingrained population and erodes its identity. Parts of the wall and of the mutilated ramparts are 

then reconstructed. The national authority and the local powers have continued working in the 

restoration of the ramparts and old walls and restoring demolished wall sectors that faithfully 

obey the historic layout. 

The current recovery proposal that emanates from the local community, from experts in 

different disciplines and from the concern of the federal and state instances, has been collected 

by these authorities that recognize the necessity to guide the urban historic landscape rooted in 

the collective imaginary and rescue the vocation of the spaces degraded by spurious uses, in the 

border of the historic city as in the heart of the neighborhoods that constitute the core zone 

established in the World Heritage inscription of the site. 

To carry out these works are profited the traditional materials and building skills but denoting in 

their treatment and in subtle features of the design, their creation in the 21st century, to avoid 

falsifying the reading of the historic stratification. 

The projects of the public space intend to avoid the main vehicle traffic and to attenuate their 

circulation within the city to privilege man over automobiles, which today bully pedestrians. 

To sustain the proposals for landscape architecture and enhancement of public spaces, an 

extensive and careful documental investigation was carried out and a stock of images of the city, 

its architecture and its natural and urbanized environment was gathered. Special emphasis was 

                                                      
1 See image of 1663. 
2 See image of 1751. 
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set on the identification of the endemic arboreal species (because it had never been made 

before) and the convenience of reintroducing them in the urban context.  

Simultaneously, a team of botanists made a survey and a phytosanitary diagnostic of absolutely 

all the trees within the city and the significant spaces in the area of recent urbanization that is 

the urban sector requiring an environmental requalification with more urgency. 

The squares and urban finishing, abusively utilized for vehicle parking and other degrading uses 

are becoming public spaces endowed with all the satisfactors for the collective enjoyment. The 

specified pavements, whose plot or quartering intend to emphasize the line to celebrate the 

noted monuments, are made of stony material of the region with a texture and a degree of 

porosity that gives security to the wayfarer and mitigates heating. The chosen arboreal species 

provide a refreshing shade and some have the charm of a colorful blooming. 

The recovered wall following its old trace and the proposed tree-line wrap up the historic center 

and visually isolate it from the spurious constructions that make its ancestral message illegible. 

The parapet walk that crowns the walls and offers a privileged view of the city will be available 

as a long stroll. The ramparts whose original use got lost more than two centuries ago, will be 

destined to cultural installations, for enjoyment of the whole population and of the numerous 

visitors that go to Campeche attracted by the strong seduction of its fortifications and walls, of 

its traditional houses, aristocratic residences, its splendid religious constructions and for its 

population always warm and kind. 

The master plan was elaborated by Salvador Aceves, Saúl Alcántara; collaborators: Liliana 

Guzmán, Fernando Ortíz, Luis Manuel Peña, Llésica González Tec. 
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Abstract 

Segovia has a singular system of water supply, usually identified by its remarkable monument, 

the Aqueduct. But this construction is not the unique hydraulic heritage founded there. In some 

buildings still survive spaces and elements with a clear goal: the water conduction and supply 

by cisterns and wells. Nevertheless, the trace of the aqueduct as well as documentation of this 

pipeline is lost through the walls of the city. 

The aim of this study is to rebuild the network and identify as many elements as possible, and to 

generate documentation to describe their actual state, to protect them and show the interest of 

this network in the development of the city along the history. 

 

Keywords: Water Cultural Heritage; Historic Urban Landscape; Heritage Management; 

Underground Water Network 

 

 

1. Water landscape in Segovia 

The development of Segovia has been linked to three rivers since their very beginning. A high 

rock massif was shaped in the middle of the riverbeds of Clamores and Eresma rivers, the area 

where the first human settlements around were placed. This zone has always been a remarkable 

part of the city because of being surrounded by a wall and therefore occupied by the noble 

families from the repopulation started around the year 1088. Historic suburbs grew along the 

river banks, meanwhile the upper area went hand in hand with a network to provide running 

water from Sierra de Guadarrama due to the difficult access and storage of water. This water 

system is identified by the Aqueduct and is actually the third river already mentioned, an urban 

river crucial to the city life. 

The Aqueduct net is a result of all the processes that took place in the city and its surroundings 

over time. This network, combined with the environment it crosses, constitutes an historic 

testimony linked with the place from its early stages, and tells us about the way in which those 

men lived and the systems of water pick up, guidance and supply they carried out. Both of these 

elements define an essential component of the cultural landscape in the area of Segovia. We 

define cultural landscape as “the result of the people interaction with the environment over 

time, whose expression is a territory perceived and valued for its cultural qualities that are the 

product of a process and support of the identity of a community”
1
. 

The entire water supply system is developed in response to natural and urban environment, from 

both its construction and its purpose, establishing a bond not only with the environment but also 

with society.  Along the aqueduct line we find different constructions; some of them are 

alterations of the natural background carried out by men for water handling but others reflect to 

the environment in another way. From its arrival into the town, the Aqueduct rises not 

modifying but reacting to the topography, and water transmission pipelines are laid out in the 

walled city in a similar way, responding to the conditions surrounding. The network that 

continues the Aqueduct is composed not only by channels, but by another elements and spaces 

                                                      
1 National Plan for Cultural Landscape definition, aproved in the Council of Historic Heritage. IPCE, Madrid  4 

October 2012. 
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inserted in the urban layout. Although these constructions don’t involve direct changes in the 

natural background, they modify the perceived scenery and the inner urban scenery too, turning 

this net as an identity- defining element in the city. 

Consequently, couple with the importance of natural and artificial elements linked to water in 

the city development, we introduce the concept of water landscape in Segovia. The existence of 

water elements is one of the points that define these sceneries, necessarily close to those which 

reveal an historic constancy of relations between society and water. 

“Water landscape is a reflection of past lifestyles, of our history, so they should be appreciated 

as cultural heritage” (Anna Ribas Palom, 2007)
2
 

We are not talking only about cultural landscape in Segovia. We emphasize the idea of water 

landscape related to this city, due to the fact that this urban scenery has been transformed and 

has become consolidated regarding a system of water supply that responds to the natural 

background in which it has been developed. 

 

2. City and hydraulic network: Operation of a system  

The water supply system in Segovia is made up of two parts: the upper part and the 

subterranean part. The upper part covers the infrastructures for transport and purification from 

the collection of water in Acebeda pinewood, in Riofrío, to the arrival in Segovia. The 

subterranean part continues the aqueduct line, running along the Postigo del Consuelo, one of 

the gates of the wall; near from here, a separating funnel was erected and demolished in the 19th 

Century because of improvements in the road traffic. The principal channel of this network is 

called in many documents as Canal Madre and it travels around the town in a descendant way 

thanks to gravity, finishing in the Alcázar. 

This network has been crucial in the city development. As previously pointed, the Aqueduct has 

remained the main feature of this network, and it has been the subject of numerous studies. 

Nevertheless, the rest of the network has gone unnoticed. The developed study focuses on the 

walled city, where the aqueduct  trace is lost through the walls of the city. The Canal Madre is 

widely known and documented. However, there are too several branches that distributed water 

to the different areas of the city through manholes and wells. Nowadays, its layout is not clear 

and in many cases it is unknown.  

Different historic documents have been consulted in order to draw this network. Most of this 

documents demonstrate the existence of a network of pipelines derived from the main channel 

as well as water storage spaces in private homes of the walled city. Specifically, the Relación de 

pozos y Aljibes
3
, written in 1825, lists 332 homes with a well or a cistern in this part of the town, 

with a distribution network supposed which involves input and output elements, and manholes. 

Meanwhile, we can see outlines of the underground channel and bypass manholes in a part of 

the city in plans submitted by Miguel Arévalos in 1854
4
. That document evidenced the 

existence of the water network in the subsoil of the walled city. These plans contain details of 

the situations of certain manholes and channels and its water supply in some homes and other 

buildings. Some of these underground cisterns have been located by a fieldwork research. Until 

now, they were spread throughout the city and disconnected from any network. We are able to 

make a hypothetical layout of ramifications by studying the part of the network described in 

1854 (fig. 1). It places the Canal Madre as a center channel, from which the water is distributed 

to the cisterns found. Secondary channels leave the main one in a perpendicular way, following 

the descending topography on both sides. They rush to the cisterns and wells after having been 

distributed by a manhole. These channels are collected by other two parallel to the main one. 

                                                      
2 “Los paisajes del agua son reflejo de estilos de vida pasados, de nuestra historia, por lo que deben ser 

considerados como patrimonio cultural.” Anna Ribas Palom, 2007, Los Paisajes del agua como paisajes culturales: 

conceptos, métodos y una experiencia práctica para su interpretación y valorización. Revista da Associaçâo de 

Professores de Geografia, n32, pp. 39-48 Grup de Recerca Medi Ambient i Tecnologies de la Informació Geográfica 

Universitat de Girona. 
3 Relación de pozos y aljibes, 1825. Municipal archive of Segovia. 
4 Plans by Miguel Arévalos, 1854. Municipal archive of Segovia. 
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They are responsible for collecting the excess of water, completing a mesh network that give 

service to the city. 

We have studied the full path of the water system that supplies the city of Segovia to understand 

the importance of this network in the formation and functioning of the city. We can consider the 

Canal Madre as the backbone of a mesh-type network that allows the water supplying in public 

fountains and other constructions for home consumption. A distribution manhole appears in 

every network turning in order to improve the operation and control the water consumption in 

each building (fig. 2). A sewer network also exists in a parallel way. The complete network 

supposes the culmination of the reason by which the aqueduct was built. This construction is not 

visible to the pedestrians but it is recorded in the street directory with names as Plaza de las 

Arquetas, currently named Plaza de la Reina Doña Juana, who drafted Las Ordenanzas del 

Agua
5
, and in the oldest buildings where cisterns and wells are present. The channel is adapted 

to the topography of the area, running along the dividing line. This line influences the 

functioning of the city and determine the possibility of water supply mains from the Canal 

Madre. 

In terms of the UNESCO World Heritage Convention, Cultural landscapes are cultural 

properties and represent the “combined works of nature and of man”. They are illustrative of 

the evolution of human society and settlement over time, under the influence of the physical 

constraints and/or opportunities presented by their natural environment and of successive 

social, economic and cultural forces, both external and internal”
6
. Both hidden and visible part 

in the aqueduct network fit to this definition. 

We suppose that the channel supplied the fountains at the beginning. However, attending to the 

irregularities in the water flow and its dependence respect to the meteorology, the construction 

of cisterns was necessary. These cisterns are placed under the housings as private property, and 

are always associated with the existence of a well in the house’s courtyard (figg. 3, 4). Some of 

this cisterns are carved out of the rock, while others are built of masonry and bricks, giving rise 

to barrel vaults or making the best use of the terrain opportunities through mixed techniques. On 

the functional aspect, the concession of a license to stock up water, referred to as Mercedes de 

agua
7
, and a pipeline from the main channel with the pertinent manhole were necessary. Not all 

the housings had a cistern. Nevertheless, housings with two cisterns have been found:  one of 

them was provided with water from the mountain range and was built under the first building; 

the other one collected rainwater and was placed under the courtyard. This second cistern could 

be a later construction as proves the study of the constructive stages in some houses. This study 

shows that they don’t respond to the courtyard house typology, being a concatenation of 

housings added as needed, where the courtyard is a non-different element in that constructive 

sequence. 

  

3. Proposal on the water spaces recovery  

The cultural interest of these landscapes results from the intrinsic value from a cultural point of 

view, not only because of the context beauty; independently of what can be constituted 

perceptible landscape or not. 

At this point we want to make an aside. The definition for landscape provided by the European 

Landscape Convention implies perception. Because of that, it would be desirable that this 

hidden part of the tracing starts emerging in the culture and city life, answering the question: 

where does the water of the aqueduct arrives in its final stages? 

This goal makes necessary to develop a standard operating procedure that permits, firstly, the 

identification and sorting of the cisterns preserved until the present day, as well as every 

element of this network found. Next step is focused on making an intervention proposal in each 

                                                      
5 Ordenanzas del agua de la puente de la ciudad de Segovia, dictadas por la reina doña Juana, hija de los reyes 

católicos, a copy of the original eight papers document. Municipal archive of Segovia, shelf I, file XI, doc. 19. 
6 UNESCO, World Heritage Council, 2008, p. 47. 
7 Mercedes de agua are registers of families that had a license to stock up water from the channels. Censos de agua. 

Municipal archive of Segovia. 
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cistern taking into account its conservation status, access or ownership. This will allow us to 

understand the complete functioning of the aqueduct and, in a further step, to achieve a larger 

knowledge about the town development, lifestyle, town planning and construction.  

In conclusion, the landscape arises from the interaction between humans and the environment 

along the time. This interaction is clearly visible in Segovia because humans have deployed all 

the possible means to deliver water from the close mountain range to the town. However, as we 

approach the water delivering in the village built on the rocky wall, the interaction starts to 

disappear. This hidden stretch of the aqueduct, strictly speaking, should not be considered as 

part of the landscape because it is not perceived by the population. Nevertheless, the question is 

raised as being the result of human and natural factors that have the goal of controlling the water 

flow. 
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Figure 1: Hypothesis of the full underground network, based on the plan submitted 1854 and the 

situation of the cisterns found. Made by authors, 2014. 
 

 

 
Figure 2: Manhole found in Plaza de las Arquetas. Photo and situation. Made by authors, 2014. 
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Figure 3: Well found in a house in 12 Escuderos street. Photo and situation. Made by authors, 

2014. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Cistern found in the house in 26 Juan Bravo street. Photo and situation. Made by 

authors, 2014. 
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Résumé 

L’intervention proposée vise à questionner les enjeux intrinsèques au concept de paysage urbain 

à travers l’analyse des espaces publics de la ville précoloniale de Porto-Novo au Bénin. La 

porosité et l’interrelation entre leur matérialisation spatiale et les pratiques cultuelles 

traditionnelles qui y ont lieu, traduisent concrètement l’idée de paysage urbain comme forme 

matérielle et immatérielle d’un site 
1
 dans sa configuration physique, historique et 

socioculturelle. Cette richesse symbolique et stratifiée nécessitera une démarche 

pluridisciplinaire d’observation, de compréhension et d’analyse structurée autour des 

temporalités, des appropriations et des pratiques propres aux usagers locaux. Ainsi, une telle 

approche impliquera la remise en cause de la définition, de la méthodologie et de la démarche 

essentiellement technique du projet patrimonial, urbain et architectural, en mettant en premier 

plan la dimension humaine et culturelle en tant que vecteur traditionnel de développement et de 

modernité 
2
. 

 

Mots-clefs : Paysage culturel ; Espace culturel ; Modernité et traditions ; Urbanisme et 

patrimoine immatériel ; Analyse projectuelle 

 

 

En s’inscrivant dans la réflexion suggérée par le concept de « paysage urbain », la notion même 

de ville peut être définie comme une totalité qui se construit sur elle-même et où tous les 

éléments concourent à former l’âme de la cité; une figure conceptuelle de la société qui est 

souvent devenue, dans le cours de l’histoire, une grande représentation de la condition humaine
3
. 

L’espace de la ville devient de plus en plus le lieu de la différence
4
, amas de minorités culturelles, 

religieuses, linguistiques, ethniques, de niveaux de revenu, de styles de vie, d’architectures et de 

savoirs ; elle est aussi le lieu de l’écoulement du temps, le lieu des imbrications, de changements 

continus, de désaffectations et de réaffectations.  

Par conséquent, la forme de cette même ville, en tant que prolongement de l’homme, de sa 

pensée et de ses exigences, peut être toujours identifiée avec la forme d’un temps de la ville.  

La matérialisation physique du passé a assumé des fonctions différentes ; elle a continué à 

fonctionner en se mêlant à la ville et en conditionnant l’environnement urbain, dont elle est 

encore aujourd’hui un foyer important.  

En reprenant donc ce concept de la dimension urbaine comme la chose humaine par excellence
5
, 

la notion d’espace public peut être aussi considérée comme le symbole révélateur de la 

complexité urbaine et culturelle d’une ville et de son identité anthropologique et sociale. Dans 

cette perspective, l’espace public peut être lu comme la cristallisation matérielle des 

stratifications historiques et culturelles au sein desquelles différentes générations ont donné vie à 

                                                      
1 (ICOMOS, 2014). 

2 (Schulz in de Jong et Rolands, 2007). 

3 (Rossi, 1966). 

4 (Latour, 1997; Stengers, 2001). 

5 (Rossi, 1966). 
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une immense archive de signes dans laquelle nous pouvons saisir un large ensemble d’intentions, 

de projets et d’actions concrètes
6
.  

Dans le sillage de cette réflexion, le réseau des placettes vodoun de la ville de Porto-Novo peut 

être identifié comme la traduction pratique de cette réflexion en étant considéré par la population 

locale comme des véritables lieux de communion, de transmission de la mémoire collective, de 

cohésion sociale et de reconnaissance identitaire
7
. Elles sont considérées en même temps comme 

des véritables lieux de connexion et d’articulation urbaine, mais aussi comme le théâtre de la 

« condensation » matérielle et immatérielle des pratiques culturelles intrinsèques à chaque entité 

communautaire.  

Ainsi, la tension témoignage d’un « vécu » historique et culturel de la ville de Porto-Novo, 

permet de sortir du concept strictement technique / fonctionnel d’espace public comme vide 

structurant la ville, en reconnaissant la valeur identitaire et culturelle intrinsèque à sa 

matérialisation spatiale. Le concept d’espace public s’éloigne donc de son identification avec un 

« élément technique » faisant partie d’un système de fonctionnement urbanistique globale ou bien 

d’un système de classement patrimonial standardisé.   

Les pratiques cultuelles traditionnelles sont ainsi considérées comme des véritables « faits 

psychiques » inscrits dans des configurations sociales, qui ne sont pas sans influer sur la 

formation, l’adaptation et la lente transformation de la spatialité urbaine
8
 (fig. 1). 

C’est dans cette perspective qu’il faut rappeler la tentative de l’Unesco d’amener à 

désoccidentaliser les concepts fondateurs de sa Convention du Patrimoine mondial (1972) pour 

atteindre via la notion de paysage culturel
9
 et de paysage urbain historique

10
 à une meilleure 

représentativité des réalités culturelles africaines subsahariennes (architecture vernaculaire, 

ensemble urbain, bois sacré, ....). 

La notion « vivante » de patrimoine permet donc à l’espace de se livrer comme un révélateur de 

rapports sociaux, mais aussi comme révélateur de rapports de pouvoirs à travers les 

manifestations qu’y si déroulent, les interdits et la symbolique qui les caractérisent
11

 (fig. 2). 

Cette réflexion affirme indirectement la mise en patrimoine des usages, des traditions, des 

stratifications politiques et culturelles en définissant les communautés, leur façon de vivre 

l’espace, leurs gestes, leurs habitudes comme des éléments à la base de la notion vivante de 

« patrimoine immatériel ».  

Cet élargissement des limites du concept de patrimoine alimente les réflexions autour des enjeux 

« critiques » et des menaces liées à la « condition actuelle » du paysage urbain comme, par 

exemple, la croissance urbaine frénétique et irrespectueuse du genius loci, le développement 

urbain incontrôlé et incontrôlable, la pratique du « mal projet » dictée par une frénésie de 

changement et de « modernisation », etc... (fig. 3). 

Dans ce cadre spéculatif, le rôle du patrimoine dans un processus de développement prend alors 

tout son sens, en soulignant l’importance et la nécessité d’instaurer une relation active et 

« jouissante » avec cet héritage matériel et immatériel.  

L’enjeu fondamental est donc de comprendre comment les appropriations présentes et passées 

modifient et enrichissent la manière dont ces entités spatiales, par nature imbriquées et 

stratifiées, sont vécues et utilisées.  

Par conséquent, la « patrimonialisation » de ce « bagage » culturel et identitaire oblige à se 

questionner autour de la traduction concrète de la relation entre « conservation / transmission » et 

« jouissance » d’un patrimoine qui, en tant qu’expression vivante, est naturellement destiné à 

subir « l’érosion » matérielle ou immatérielle du temps.  

                                                      
6 (Corboz, 1981). 

7 (Bassalé, 2011). 

8 (Kretschmer, 1995 ; Noret et Petit, 2011). 

9 (UNESCO, 1992). 

10 (UNESCO, 2011). 

11 (Pedrazzini, Chenal, Cisse, Kaufmann, 2009). 
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Le patrimoine devient de telle manière le trait d’union entre tradition et modernité, le passage 

indispensable pour regarder en avant sans oublier la richesse et l’exclusivité de chaque héritage 

matériel et immatériel.  

Dans le sillage de cette réflexion, la notion même de développement perd sa signification stricto 

sensu économique en ouvrant son champ sémantique à la notion de développement humain et de 

capabilité
12

.  

Même le concept de développement durable, dans cette perspective, peut être considéré comme 

« superflu » : le développement est intrinsèquement durable sachant qu’un processus culturel 

s’inscrit toujours dans la durée. La notion de développement doit donc être nécessairement 

« soutenable » en étant directement dépendante de l’essence même des comportements et des 

œuvres de la vie d’une société
13

. 

Cette réflexion introduit aussi le concept de modernité responsable intégrant les principes de 

précaution, les valeurs de conscience, de mémoire, de solidarité, d’identité et de diversité
14

. 

D’ailleurs, le travail de remise en cause des « définitions » du concept de modernité et de 

développement soulève aussi une réflexion pratique directement connectée à la dimension 

matérielle du réel et à ses nombreux processus d’adaptation et de transformation. Cela implique 

la recherche de « stratégies situées » qui vont mélanger des dynamiques locales, des contraintes 

et opportunités globales et des outils de structuration spatiale urbaine. Une telle approche 

permet aussi de tisser des liens interdisciplinaires indispensables pour développer une politique 

patrimoniale au service de la ville dans le sillage du concept de conservation intégrée
15

.  

A ce propos, l’exemple des espaces « publics
16

 » de la remarquable ville historique de Porto-

Novo peut être considéré comme la « cristallisation » d’une démarche pluridisciplinaire réflexive 

et analytique visant à lire les vides structurant la ville
17

  comme les noyaux emblématiques d’une 

analyse à la fois spatiale, sociale et anthropologique (fig. 4).  

La ville de Porto-Novo, grâce à son caractère « authentique » et syncrétique et au dynamisme 

culturel de l’activité de l’Ecole du Patrimoine Africain, constitue un cas exemplaire et 

paradigmatique. Récemment, les nombreux projets et études centrés sur la richesse matérielle et 

immatérielle des espaces publics  portonoviens ont généré de nouvelles méthodologies 

d’analyse croisées et interdisciplinaires
18

 qui, en reprenant le concept vivant de l’ habiter 
19

 et sa 

traduction urbanistique et architecturale
20

 fusionnent l’approche humaine/immatérielle à travers 

l’anthropologie et la sociologie qualitative
21

 et visuelle
22

. 

Par conséquent, ces nouvelles approches avancent des canons (critères) incitatifs qui considèrent 

les acteurs, leurs positions sociales et leurs projets comme le cœur de la dynamique urbaine. 

Dans cette perspective, l’apport théorique du sociologue belge Bertrand Montulet joue un rôle 

fondamental
23

.  

Sa théorie propose en fait de décoder les éléments de la réalité à travers une grille de lecture 

dynamique définie en fonction de la temporalité des usages et des usagers.  

Il s’agit donc d’une conception de l’espace public comme mise en œuvre des rapports entre la 

sphère matérielle de la spatialité et la sphère immatérielle de la temporalité.  

Cette réflexion, qui pourrait être considérée comme la base de cette approche d’ « analyse 

projectuelle » d’observation, de compréhension et d’intervention, est donc directement reliée au 

concept d’espace public comme espace de dialogue entre matériel et immatériel. 

                                                      
12 (Nussbaum, 2012). 

13 (Gossé, 2011). 

14 (Javeau, 1991). 

15 (Déclaration d’Amsterdam, 1975). 

16 (De Biase et Coralli, 2009). 

17 (Krier, 1975). 

18 (Dahou 2005, Bassalé, 2011). 

19 (De Certeau, 1990 ; Lévy et Lussault, 2000). 

20 (Rossi, 1966).  

21 (Glaser et Strauss, 1967). 

22 (Pedrazzini, Chenal, Cisse, Kaufmann, 2009). 

23 (Montulet, Hubert, Jemelin, Schmitz, 2005). 
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En s’inscrivant dans l’idée de sacrifice patrimonial de perte et de conservation
24

, l’enjeu principal de 

cette démarche sera donc de gérer une injonction paradoxale : la demande de patrimonialisation, 

principalement portée par la coopération internationale, l’Ecole du Patrimoine Africain et quelques 

membres de l’élite intellectuelle locale d’un côté, et, de l’autre, le projet de modernisation urbaine 

en marche, porté par l’élite économique locale et nationale
25

. Cette complexité nous amène 

inévitablement à proposer la mise en place d’une méthodologie d’analyse située et contextualisée 

dont « diagnostic » et « pronostic » demeurent intimement liés. En dépassant la vision classique- 

fonctionnaliste structurée autour d’une succession rigide, qui va de l’ « analyse du problème » aux 

« solutions projectuelles » en passant par le « survey » et le « diagnostic »
26

, il s’agira de 

« complexifier » la notion d’« intervention projectuelle » en la décrivant comme un vrai processus 

cyclique, entre description, analyse et projet
27

.  

C’est dans ce cadre de réflexion que la discipline architecturale/urbanistique joue un rôle 

fondamental en tant qu’outil d’analyse et d’intervention en équilibre entre l’approche patrimonial et 

l’approche moderniste-développementaliste. 

Dans cette perspective, les « outils » propres à cette discipline se profilent comme des éléments 

fondamentaux dans la recherche de cet équilibre éphémère entre « jouissance » et 

« conservation ».  

En remettant en cause les notions urbanistico-architecturales de « planification » et 

d’ « aménagement a priori », cette réflexion pourra donc se relier cycliquement à l’hypothèse de 

départ selon laquelle la « dimension traditionnelle-culturelle » et sa matérialisation spatiale peuvent 

être identifiées comme des vecteurs traditionnels de développement et de modernité
28

, en 

démontrant par conséquent l’importance fondamentale du rôle de l’observation et de l’analyse 

contextualisée dans la totalité du processus et de la démarche de projet.   

Ainsi, en revenant au cas d’étude, la description des espaces publics de la ville de Porto-Novo ne 

pourra que se développer à partir d’une définition « active et vivante » de la dimension spatiale qui 

met au premier plan les usages et les usagers.  

Fort de ce constat, la seule démarche capable d’analyser ce type d’espace est donc, tout simplement, 

une démarche basée sur l’observation, le relevé et la pratique du terrain en faisant surtout référence au 

concept d’ « anthropologie visuelle
29

». Ce sera donc le terrain lui-même qui définira à la fois les 

critères d’analyse et de « classification » ; la grille d’observation, de lecture et de compréhension et la 

méthodologie d’ « intervention projectuelle ».  
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Image 1 : Les symboles culturels et cultuels (Iroko, Hysopes, Autels vodoun) sont à la base de l’organisation de cette 

place publique en définissant des parcours et des connexions « physiques » qui restent pourtant invisibles au premier 

regard. La Place Lokossa, Porto-Novo, Bénin. 

 

 
Image 2 : La sortie des masques lors d’une cérémonie liée à la pratique du culte des ancêtres au sein d’un espace 

public « périphérique » de la ville de Porto-Novo, Bénin.  
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Image 3 : Le skyline caractérisant l’entrée de la ville de Porto-Novo est « violemment » marqué par le profil 

« monumental » du chantier de la nouvelle Assemblée Nationale.  

 

Image 4 : Les espaces publics sont aussi les lieux d’échanges, de rencontres, de palabres. Ils traduisent physiquement 

et matériellement  les liens sociaux d’une collectivité. L’embarcadère du quartier Djassin, Porto-Novo, Bénin.
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Résumé 

La Médina de Tunis est un centre historique qui a été inscrit sur la liste du patrimoine mondiale 

en 1979. Aujourd’hui elle connait des interventions diverses: restauration, réhabilitation, 

reconversion, démolition/reconstruction, réaménagement/extension. Au cours de ces différents 

types d’intervention, il y a introduction de l’architecture contemporaine à travers de nouvelles 

formes, de nouvelles techniques ou de nouveaux matériaux.  

Nous proposons d’évaluer l’impact de trois types d’intervention : la réhabilitation, la 

démolition/reconstruction et réaménagement/extension. 

 

La réhabilitation de la rue Sidi Ben Arous a été planifiée et conçue par des spécialistes de la 

conservation du patrimoine. C’est une intervention lourde qui a touché aussi bien le bâti que les 

divers réseaux tout en essayant de respecter l’authenticité et l’intégrité du paysage urbain. Il est 

vrai que l’impact visuel est important à cause de la perte de la patine ancienne, mais les formes 

et les proportions ont été scrupuleusement respectées. Cette opération a eu un impact positif 

puisqu’elle a incité les habitants des rues annexes à réhabiliter leurs habitations pour donner une 

plus value à leurs biens.  

Dans plusieurs quartiers du Sud de la médina, le nombre de parcelles en ruine est frappant. Ce 

phénomène peut être une conséquence normale de la vétusté et de l’abandon des bâtiments, 

comme il peut être intentionnel à cause du coût élevé de la restauration/ réhabilitation. En effet, 

les propriétaires qui préfèrent construire un nouveau bâtiment laissent périr l’ancien. De 

nouvelles constructions témoignent du phénomène de démolition/reconstruction. Elles marquent 

le paysage urbain par un changement certain des matériaux, des techniques mais surtout des 

formes. L’impact de l’adaptation au nouveau mode de vie et ses exigences est très visible et nuit 

considérablement au paysage urbain. 

L’impact de l’usage de l’architecture contemporaine varie selon le type d’intervention. 

L’évaluation des impacts sont une ouverture vers la recherche des limites au-delà desquelles il y 

a un  risque de perte de la valeur patrimoniale. 

 

Mots-clefs : paysage urbain historique ; impact de l’usage de l’architecture contemporaine 

 

 

La médina de Tunis inscrite sur la liste du patrimoine mondiale par l’UNESCO en 1979, est un 

lieu de mémoire remarquable, par l’unité de son tissu urbain, ses caractéristiques architecturales, 

ses monuments civils et religieux et ses activités économiques, sociales et culturelles 

spécifiques. 

Au cours des dernières décennies, la médina a connu des transformations diverses à cause des 

interventions telles que : la restauration, la réhabilitation, la reconversion, la 

démolition/reconstruction et le réaménagement/extension. Mais, le tissu urbain n’a pas subit de 

grandes altérations. Les rues, impasses et placettes ont gardé leur morphologie.  

Au cours des différents types d’intervention, il y a introduction de l’architecture contemporaine 

à travers de nouvelles formes, de nouvelles techniques ou de nouveaux matériaux. le paysage 

urbain historique s’en est trouvé complètement transformé. 
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Nous proposons d’évaluer l’impact de trois types d’intervention: la réhabilitation, la 

démolition/reconstruction et réaménagement/extension, sur deux parcours de la médina de 

Tunis.  

Ce travail est basé sur les résultats d’enquête et interviews auprès des responsables de 

restauration et de spécialistes ainsi que sur nos propres observations in situ. La même 

méthodologie sera adoptée pour évaluer les deux parcours choisis.  

Phase 1 : une brève présentation du parcours sera faite ainsi que les circonstances qui ont 

conduit aux projets d’intervention.  

Phase 2 : une pré-évaluation nous parait essentielle car elle sera basée sur la première 

impression que nous avons eu en visitant les parcours.  

Phase 3 : nous procèderons à une évaluation de l’intervention qu’il a subit en se référant aux 

principes suivants :  

• L’intervention minimale pour évaluer l’impact sur l’authenticité  

• La réversibilité pour évaluer l’impact sur l’authenticité 

• La visibilité pour évaluer l’impact sur la perception visuelle 

• La compatibilité physico-chimique pour évaluer l’impact physique 

• La compatibilité fonctionnelle pour évaluer l’impact sur la vocation 

• La mise en valeur l’impact sur la fréquentation 

Phase 4 : les résultats des enquêtes sont portés sur un radar pour tirer une synthèse de 

l’évaluation qui a été faite.  

Phase 5 : Une synthèse générale est faite sur la base d’un radar récapitulatif des deux parcours.  

Notre choix s’est porté sur deux parcours de la médina de Tunis qui sont les suivants: 

-la rue Sidi Ben Arous qui a été restaurée par l’association de sauvegarde de la médina de Tunis 

(ASM). 

-la rue des Teinturiers (sabbaghin)qui a subit une large opération de réaménagement/extension 

et une vague de démolition/reconstruction faites par les habitants. 

Ces opérations menées par divers intervenants nous permettront de faire le point sur leurs 

degrés de réussite, leurs impacts et leur respect des principes de conservation du patrimoine. 

 

1. Evaluation du parcours n°1 : la rue Sidi Ben Arous  

1.1. Présentation du parcours 

La rue Sidi Ben Arous se situe dans le prolongement de l’axe Nord-Sud qui traverse 

longitudinalement la médina centrale.  

Elle fait partie du parcours  la mosquée zitouna-sidi brahim  qui a été restaurée par l’ASM de 

Tunis. Ce projet a bénéficié d’une étude préalable de l’ensemble du parcours et d’une 

collaboration entre l’ASM, la municipalité de Tunis ainsi que les différents concessionnaires 

publics. Ce projet a également bénéficié de l’accord et du consentement des habitants du 

quartier concerné.  

C’est un projet global qui a été programmé dans l’objectif de mettre en valeur le parcours en 

tant que prolongement du circuit touristique existant le long de Tourbet El Bey, et pour donner 

l’exemple des interventions possibles pour conserver le paysage urbain de la médina de Tunis.  

1.2. Pré-évaluation de l’intervention 

La première impression que nous avons lorsque nous parcourons la rue Sidi Ben Arous est 

plutôt positive. Ce parcours restauré a un impact visuel considérable ( fig. 1).  

Le coup de neuf est bien ressenti grâce à la couleur blanche éclatante. L’harmonie des couleurs 

et des formes sur les  façades reflète un bon état de conservation et montre que l’intervention a 

fait l’objet d’une étude préalable.  

La patine ancienne n’est plus visible par contre, le cachet architectural a été scrupuleusement 

conservé ( fig. 2).  

1.3. Évaluation de l’intervention 

Intervention minimale : en minimisant les rajouts et les soustractions, c’est la conservation de 

l’authenticité qui est recherchée.  
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L’intervention sur ce parcours a bénéficié d’une étude préalable basée sur une restitution avec 

prise en compte des transformations valables de toutes les époques (fig. 4).  

C’est une intervention lourde qui a touché aussi bien le bâti que les divers réseaux en essayant 

de respecter l’authenticité et l’intégrité du paysage urbain.  

Et là nous citons un passage du livre publié par l’ASM « Tunis patrimoine vivant » qui décrit 

l’intervention :  

« Les interventions sur les façades, dessinées et réalisées par l’ASM, ont été multiples et variées 

et ont constitué une occasion pour résoudre de sérieux problèmes de structure et d’esthétique 

urbaine. Les risques d’effondrement ont été pris en charge en priorité et les déversements 

muraux corrigés, en utilisant les mêmes matériaux retrouvés. Les conduits d’évacuation des 

eaux pluviales défectueux ou décollés des façades, ont été remplacés et couverts de tuiles 

émaillées à l’ancienne. Les voûtes supportant les sabats ont été restaurées avec la brique pleine 

d’origine. Les belles portes à double encadrement en pierre sculptée, menacées de disparition 

ont été démontées et remontées avec restitution des pièces manquantes. Les colonnes d’angle, 

les arcs boutants (fig. 3) et les accès des rues et impasses ont été soumis au même traitement. 

Les rideaux métalliques, bannis, ont été remplacés par des portes en bois plus esthétiques. Les 

enduits à la tyrolienne donnant un aspect rugueux accumulant les poussières, ont été décapées et 

remplacés par des enduits lisses et blancs. Des éléments architectoniques protégeant de la pluie 

ou porteurs d’ombre ont été ajoutés. Une gamme de couleurs utilisées traditionnellement, a été 

remise à jour débarrassant la zone de « l’hégémonique bleu Sidi Bou Said » … Le bitume de la 

chaussée a été remplacé par un pavage en pierre. Tous les riverains ont été branchés aux 

nouveaux réseaux de gaz et d’eau potable rénovés et mis sous terre. Les façades ont été 

dépolluées grâce au remplacement des câbles électriques et téléphoniques apparents par de 

nouveaux réseaux enterrés. »
1
 

Dans ce contexte, nous pouvons confirmer que plusieurs éléments de décor ont été déposés et 

remis en place et d’autre restitué à l’identique avec des matériaux et des techniques, pour la plus 

part, traditionnelles. Il est entendu par ce principe, une reprise à l’identique pour donner une 

image authentique.  

La visibilité : devant allier les deux exigences, reconnaissance des parties ajoutées et 

conservation de l’harmonie en évitant les différences trop criardes, la visibilité dans ce projet est 

globalement appliquée.  

Pour la menuiserie : de nouvelles portes et fenêtres ont été posées. Le bois neuf de section 

différente de celle de la menuiserie ancienne est très visible.  

Pour les encadrements des portes : les pièces ajoutées sont de la même matière, ce qui rend 

leur visibilité improbable.  

Pour le pavage : c’est un nouveau matériau qui est très distinguable à cause de sa texture.  

Pour l’enduit et la peinture : Les enduits à la tyrolienne donnant un aspect rugueux, ont été 

décapés et remplacés par des enduits lisses et blancs. Une gamme de couleurs utilisées 

traditionnellement, a été remise à jour « débarrassant la zone de « l’hégémonique bleu sidi bou 

said » ».  

Cette partie de l’intervention comme elle prend beaucoup de surface rend l’intervention 

globalement visible. D’ailleurs, c’est l’un des objectifs de l’opération. Toutefois, nous trouvons 

regrettable la perte de la patine ancienne.  

La réversibilité : au niveau des rajouts, les enduit, pavage et encadrement des portes sont pour 

la plus part difficiles à retirés ou remplacés à tout moment parce que cela nécessiterait des 

interventions lourdes. Par contre, en ce qui concerne la menuiserie et les auvents, les matériaux 

sont réversibles. Donc la réversibilité est moyennement satisfaite.  

La compatibilité physico-chimique : plusieurs éléments de décor ont été déposés et remis en 

place et d’autre restitué à l’identique. La restauration des murs, des arcs et des voûtes a été 

réalisée avec des matériaux et des techniques, pour la plus part, traditionnelles.  

                                                      
1 Tunis patrimoine vivant- ASM de Tunis-p. 173. 
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Nous en concluons que les matériaux et les techniques utilisés pour l’intervention ont 

généralement satisfait le critère de compatibilité physico-chimique. 

 

 

 

La compatibilité fonctionnelle :  
De nouvelles fonctionnalités ont été données à quelques demeures jalonnant le parcours tel que 

l’hôtel de charme Dar El Medina ou le café/restaurant de Dar Bach Hamba ou le café culturel 

parenthèse et quelques boutiques d’artisanat…  

Toutes ces nouvelles affectations n’ont pas influencé le parcours dans le choix des matériaux ou 

des techniques ou les formes utilisés lors de l’intervention. Par contre, ces nouvelles fonctions 

ont fortement contribué à la mise en valeur du parcours surtout de point de vu fréquentation.  

La Mise en valeur :  
le projet a permis de révélé un patrimoine qui était en péril en donnant au parcours une image 

cohérente qui se rapproche de son état initial grâce aux restitutions et à la volonté d’harmoniser 

le paysage urbain.  

Ce projet pilote est aujourd’hui perçu comme un exemple à suivre et une expérience à refaire 

pour le reste des parcours de la médina de Tunis.  

Et là aussi, nous citons un passage du livre publié par l’ASM « Tunis patrimoine vivant » qui 

décrit l’impact de l’intervention :  

 « le projet réalisé de juillet 2008 à juillet 2010, se voulait, un véritable outil de communication 

au service de la médina. » il visait à promouvoir le concept de patrimoine culturel, sensibiliser la 

population locale à la valeur de son habitat, offrir une alternative au tourisme de masse, initier 

un projet profitable à l’économie locale et doter la médina d’une vitrine à la hauteur des 

réalisations accomplies. Le projet revêt une dimension pédagogique très importante puisqu’il 

offrait aux passants et aux riverains un catalogue ouvert des interventions possibles pour la 

restauration et la mise en valeur des bâtiments anciens et associait les habitants à la mise en 

place et au fonctionnement du parcours. 
2
 

1.4. Synthèse 

Les petites faiblesses relevées au niveau de la réversibilité et de la visibilité sont mineurs (fig. 

5). Il est vrai que la patine ancienne n’est plus distinguable, laissant la place à la fraicheur des 

nouvelles peintures, mais cet effet a été voulu et recherché par les réalisateurs du projet dont 

l’un des objectifs était d’accentuer la visibilité du projet. Quand à la réversibilité moyenne, elle 

a été dictée par la volonté de restituer les formes et les matériaux d’origine qui sont eux même 

irréversibles.  

Le projet a globalement atteint ses objectifs dans le respect des principes de conservation du 

patrimoine. L’authenticité du lieu a été plutôt bien conservée. Les impact sur la visibilité et la 

fréquentation sont positifs. Le fait que le projet ait été conçu et réalisé par des spécialistes du 

patrimoine a fortement contribué à cette réussite.  

 

2. Evaluation du parcours n°2 : la rue des Teinturiers  

2.1. Présentation du parcours 

La rue des Teinturiers se situe sur la limite Sud-Est de la médina centrale(en intramuros).  

Elle prend son départ de la rue Bab Dzira et s’étend jusqu’à Souk El Blat.  

C’est une rue résidentielle qui a vu se développer, peu à peu, un métier artisanal spécifique à 

savoir la teinturerie (fig. 12). Quelques herboristes de Souk El Blat arrivaient même jusqu’à là. 

Depuis quelques années, et avec le développement du commerce parallèle dans la rue Sidi Bou 

Mendil à la périphérie de la médina, la rue des Teinturiers est devenue le point de vente et de 

dépôt des vêtements contrefaits.  

Ce commerce de plus en plus florissant a amené les commerçants à faire des interventions de 

décoration intérieure et d’embellissement de façade pour attirer plus de clientèle (fig. 13). 

                                                      
2 Tunis patrimoine vivant- ASM de Tunis-p. 167. 
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Des interventions ponctuelles et espacées, la rue des Teinturiers est aujourd’hui entièrement 

transformée à cause de ces nouvelles installations.  

La rue a également vu se répéter les opérations de démolition/reconstruction avec des formes, 

des matériaux et techniques nouvelles (fig. 11). 

Les interventions avec ou sans permis de bâtir sont mises en œuvre par des tacherons qui n’ont 

aucune sensibilité à ce patrimoine et échappent au contrôle des services municipaux. 

 

2.2. Pré-évaluation de l’intervention 

La première impression que nous avons lorsque nous parcourons la rue des Teinturiers est que 

nous sommes vraiment dans un souk ou une galerie marchande et non pas dans une rue (fig. 14). 

La succession de boutique au décor presque semblable et la marchandise étalée à même le sol et 

sur les murs ne laisse rien paraitre des façades d’origine. 

La rue qui était complètement découverte est aujourd’hui couverte par des auvents en taule ou 

en plastique. Le peu de vide qui reste entre les auvents de part et d’autre est couvert par des 

bâches en plastique. 

Le paysage urbain est complètement transformé à cause de la nouvelle fonction. De temps à 

autre et avec l’œil du connaisseur, on peut retrouver de belles portes ou entrevoir des ganarias 

(figg. 8, 9).  

2.3. Évaluation de l’intervention  

Intervention minimale : la rue des Teinturiers a connu une intervention plus ou moins lourde 

qui a touché aussi bien le bâti que l’environnement urbain. Plusieurs rajouts et soustractions ont 

été effectués sans prendre en compte la stratification historique ou le cachet architectural de la 

rue. Les murs ont été restaurés et de grands percements ont été effectué au niveau des rez de 

chaussés lors de leur aménagement en boutique (fig. 10). Les façades ont été polluées par le 

revêtement mural qu’elles ont subit.  

Des opérations multiples de démolition/reconstruction marquent aujourd’hui le parcours avec 

l’introduction d’un style architectural étranger à celui de la médina de Tunis à cause des formes, 

des matériaux et des techniques nouvelles. L’authenticité du parcours s’en trouve totalement 

altérée.  

La réversibilité : les nouveaux percements, les nouvelles constructions sont irréversibles. Par 

contre, les revêtements muraux et les auvents, sont réversibles. Donc la réversibilité est 

moyennement satisfaite.  

La visibilité : l’intervention subite par la rue des Teinturiers est justement gênante à cause de sa 

distingabilité. Celà a fortement contribué au changement d’ambiance. 

Pour les portes et leurs encadrements : de nouvelles portes et rideaux métalliques viennent 

remplacer les belles portes anciennes. de nouveaux matériaux sont utilisés tels que la faïence et 

la pierre reconstituée (Dar Chaabène) (fig. 15).  

Pour le revêtement des murs intérieurs et extérieurs : ces revêtements sont très distinguables 

car ils sont supposés donner une plus valus aux boutiques. Cette partie de l’intervention comme 

elle prend beaucoup de surface rend l’intervention globalement visible.  

Pour les auvents : la rue qui était complètement découverte est aujourd’hui couverte par des 

auvents en taule ou en plastique. Le peu de vide qui reste entre les auvents de part et d’autre est 

couvert par des bâches en plastique (figg. 16, 17).  

Ces nouveaux éléments ont tellement transformé l’ambiance lumineuse et la perception du 

parcours qu’ils sont très distinguables.  

La compatibilité physico-chimique : les nouveaux revêtements muraux ne permettent pas aux 

murs de respirer ce qui contribuera fortement à leur dégradation. L’enduit des murs est à base de 

ciment. Nous en concluons que les matériaux et les techniques utilisés pour l’intervention 

contribuent à la dégradation des murs ce qui ne satisfait pas le critère de compatibilité physico-

chimique.  

Plus globalement, le critère de la compatibilité physico-chimique est faiblement satisfait.  

Compatibilité fonctionnelle :  
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La rue des Teinturiers a connu un changement important de vocation. D’une rue résidentielle 

avec de petites installations artisanales de teinturerie et Quelques herboristes, elle est devenue 

un point de vente et de dépôt des vêtements contrefaits. Ce commerce de plus en plus florissant 

a amené les commerçants à faire des interventions de décoration intérieure et d’embellissement 

de façade pour attirer plus de clientèle. 

 La rue des Teinturiers se trouve aujourd’hui entièrement transformée à cause de ces nouvelles 

installations. Ce changement de vocation a fortement influencé le choix des formes et des 

matériaux utilisés lors de l’intervention.  

Mise en valeur : Paradoxalement, même si l’intervention sur la rue des Teinturiers n’a pas 

respecté l’authenticité du tissu traditionnel, les interventions de revêtement mural et de 

couverture avec les auvents ont donné au parcours une image cohérente d’une galerie 

marchande. Aussi, la fréquentation de la rue à fortement augmenté à cause de l’implantation de 

ce commerce de la contrefaçon de plus en plus recherché par les Tunisiens qui n’ont pas l’air 

d’être gênés par la métamorphose qu’a subit la rue car ils s’intéressent peu à ses valeurs 

patrimoniales.  

D’ailleurs les deux monuments phares de la rue qui sont la mosquée Youssef Dey et la mosquée 

Sabbaghin (figg. 6, 7) qui sont deux jalons importants de ce parcours sont complètement 

dévalorisés par les étalages qui viennent s’y coller et aucune mesure n’a été entreprise pour 

pallier à ce problème.  

2.4. Synthèse 

Les interventions effectuées sur la rue des Teinturiers ont eu un impact néfaste sur l’authenticité 

du paysage urbain historique. La population qui s’est installée dans cette rue et dans les rues 

mitoyennes issues de l’exode rural (principalement de jelma) n’a pas respecté les valeurs 

architecturales et historiques de ce bien patrimoine mondial.  

Les interventions avec ou sans permis de bâtir sont mises en œuvre par des tacherons qui n’ont 

aucune sensibilité à ce patrimoine et échappent au contrôle des services municipaux.  

Les réversibilité étant faibles (fig. 18), ceci devra encourager une opération d’ensemble pour la 

restitution de l’intégrité et de l’authenticité du paysage urbain.  

Les interventions « spontanées » voulues par les usagers ont globalement atteint leurs objectifs 

de point de vue fréquentation, même si elles n’ont pas respecté les principes de conservation du 

patrimoine. 

 

3. Conclusion 

L’impact de l’usage de l’architecture contemporaine varie selon le type d’intervention. 

L’évaluation des impacts permet une ouverture vers la recherche des limites au-delà desquelles 

il y a un  risque de perte de la valeur patrimoniale. 

En effet, nous avons pu voir que l’impact d’un projet de réhabilitaion bien étudié nuit très 

faiblement à l’authenticité d’un paysage urbain historique. L’amélioration de la fréquentation et 

la mise en valeur  sont autant d’impactes positifs. 

les opérations de démolition/reconstruction et réaménagement/extension ont un impact très 

négatif sur l’authenticité du paysage urbain historique. Le changement d’ambiance du à l’usage 

de l’architecture contemporaine à travers de nouveaux matériaux et de nouvelles formes nuit 

fortement à la perception du paysage urbain historique. Ceci est essentiellemnt du au fait que 

ces opération non étudiés et exécuté par des experts en patrimoine a fortement contribué à ce 

mauvais résultat.  

L’impact de l’usage de l’architecture contemporaine varie donc selon le type d’intervention. 

L’évaluation des impacts sont une ouverture vers la recherche des limites au-delà desquelles il y 

a un  risque de perte de la valeur patrimoniale. 
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Figure 1 : Vue d’un trançon de la rue Sidi Ben Arous après l’intervention. 

 

               
Figure 2 : perte de la patine ancienne.                             Figure 3 : Restauration d’un arc boutant. 

 

 

Figure 4 : Façade d’un trançon de la rue avant et après intervention   Figure 5 : Radar résultant de l’enquête sur 

terrain. 
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Figure 6 : Photo d’archive de la rue des Teinturiers.       Figure 7 : Photo de la rue des Teinturier  

prise en mai 2014. 

 

                                            
Figure 8 : Détail d’une fenêtre traditionnelle.            Figure 9 : Détail d’une porte traditionnelle. 

 

 

     
Figure 10 : usage de nouvelles formes et de nouveaux matériaux.  Figure 11 : De nouvelle construction 

(démolition/reconstruction). 
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Figure 12 : Les teintureries traditionnelles.                Figure 13 : Nouvelles vocations, nouveaux 

besoins. 

      
Figure 14 : Nouvelle ambiances de la rue.                              Figure 15 : Nouveaux matériaux et nouvelles 

formes pour les portes et leur encadrements. 

 

 

       
Figure 16 : Les nouveaux stores.             Figure 17 : Les auvents traditionnel.    Figure 18 : Radar résultant 

de l’enquête sur terrain.   
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Abstract 

The cultural landscape of Nantong and its environs is imprinted by the life work of the scholar- 

official/reformer/entrepreneur Zhang Jian (1853-1926). It represents an outstanding component of China’s 

20th  century heritage. After introducing the complex composition of Zhang Jian’s Nantong, “reading” it as a 

total work of art, the achievements as well as theoretical and practical problems of conservation will be 

discussed as well as its future prospects. A Historical Geographical Information System is introduced 

supporting awareness raising and providing a tool for conservation practice. 

 

Keywords: Industrial Heritage, early modern China, industrial cultural landscape, total work of art 

(Gesamtkunstwerk), Historical GIS 

 

  

Does China’s 20th century heritage offer options for its ongoing urbanization? 

China’s urbanization not only implies huge ecological and social problems but also the loss of urban identity 

(“thousand cities, one face”). As a reaction to this trend, China’s cultural policy – supported by the evolution 

of a new urban middle class – aims at underlining the individual profile of cities and regions. One aspect of 

this policy is the recent proliferation of museums combined with great efforts in heritage conservation. In 

this context the work of Zhang Jian (1853-1926), a prominent scholar-official, politician, social reformer and 

entrepreneur and his main field of activity, the city of Nantong (north of Shanghai), attracted academic 

research and stimulated conservation measures
1
. Important architectural testimonies of the Zhang Jian period  

are  acknowledged  as  a  national  monument  of  China’s  Industrial  Heritage
2
. It demonstrates a modern 

Chinese industry based landscape in contrast to the foreign industrial enterprises in neighboring Shanghai. 

But Zhang Jian is not only celebrated as a pioneer of China’s industrialization, its modern museums’ culture, 

education and public welfare system but also as a sensitive preserver of China’s built, garden and landscape 

heritage. Conservation of his creations, accomplished within the first quarter of the 20th century, began in 

the 1980ies, resulting in the identification and protection of fragmented parts of the original manufacturing 

architecture  as  well  as  certain  representative  buildings  (villas,  museum  and  other  urban structures). 

These achievements tend to support a restrictive interpretation of Zhang Jian’s life work. They suggest that 

Zhang Jian’s merits are confined to the establishment of modern urban-industrial facilities in the narrow 

sense of these words. What is in need – instead of this perception – is the understanding of his heritage as a 

vision of China’s social and cultural renovation. Zhang Jian was deeply rooted in traditional philosophical 

and aesthetic concepts of man-nature relations which he tried to apply when giving the city and its environs a 

modern shape. The adequate solution for the conservation of Zhang Jian’s complex heritage would thus be 

the concept of an industrial cultural landscape. Within the wide range of China’s 20th  century heritage 

Zhang Jian’s Nantong represents a modern urban and industry oriented version of the traditional shanshui 

(Mountain and Water) balance between man and nature. It is his strong sense and attention for the local, 

urban and regional site conditions (physical, cultural, historical) which is urgently in demand for today’s 

urbanization. 

 

                                                      
1 Comprehensive introductions into Zhang Jian’s Nantong are provided by Shao Qin 2004, Yu Haiyi 2005 and Wu Liangyong 

2006. 
2 Dasheng Cotton Mill in Tangzha, Nantong City. This protected site has recently been enlarged by Nr. 3 Cotton Mill in Haimen, 

east of Nantong (fig. 1). 

mailto:yh@hotmail.com
mailto:kuechler@imup.tuberlin.de
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Zhang Jian’s heritage: What is still findable? 

It took some time to unveil the remaining tangible assets of Zhang Jian’s legacy on the different urban and 

regional levels. Documenting a highly complex spatial arrangement which may aptly be described as a total 

work of art (figg. 1-3). In order to grasp the integral and multi-facetted nature of this heritage, we have to 

look at it from different perspectives. From a purely formal point of view one may distinguish the following 

components: 

Point  elements  like  factories,  clock  towers  and  pagodas  (fig.  2);  some  400  elementary schools in 

urban and rural settlements, usually located at former temple sites; individual urban and rural buildings. In 

order to provide a natural setting, shade and cooling, these structures were embedded in a frame of greenery, 

e.g. the Nantong Museum (fig. 3). 

Linear elements: Traditional channels were complemented by modern ones, macadamized tree-lined roads 

suitable for motor traffic were among the first in China. New villages were arranged as alignments of 

farmers’ settlements along the channels of reclaimed lands. Coastal protection dikes were established to 

prevent the flooding of low lying cotton fields and built- up land (fig. 1). Visual relations between pagodas, 

graveyards and mountain peaks were carefully preserved. Zhang Jian was closely familiar with traditional 

concepts of landscaping and  gardening.  He  revived  Nantong’s  specific  North-south  orientation  which  is  

slightly tipping towards NNW-SSE to provide the optimal fengshui location orienting the city towards the 

Langshan range close to the banks of the Yangzi River (fig. 2). 

Spatial elements: Specifically arranged agricultural lands spread over several thousand hectares of coastal 

reclaimed zones (a pattern comparable to the centuriate field system on the plains of Northern Italy or to 

Dutch reclaimed coastal lands), urban-industrial complexes, urban ensembles of cultural and service 

institutions, reforested hills serving as recreation grounds etc. (fig. 1). 

Most of the above mentioned elements were associated with certain types of plants because of their 

constructive, productive, ecological and/or aesthetic functions. 

With regard to their position within the traditional-modern continuum, one may find 

- revitalized and preserved examples of traditional Chinese culture such as: the old city core, religious 

sites, a network of visual relations between hills and pagodas (fig. 2), land-water interfaces carefully 

designed as green open spaces; 

- traditional  religious  sites  reactivated  for  modern  education  and/or  recreation  like: temple 

grounds transformed into public parks and school complexes, holy mountains serving also as scenic spots for 

tourism;  

- modern  industrial  facilities,  water  and  land  transport  systems,  institutions  for education (fig. 3) 

and public health, social activities. 

This  built  heritage,  which  may  still  be  experienced,  reflects  a  unique  combination  of intangible 

values
3
.  These values found their expression in Zhang Jian’s biography, a hinge between tradition and 

modernity. 

Zhang  Jian’s  heritage  incorporates  conservative  values:  On  the  one  hand  he  was  the incarnation of the 

good scholar/official: a highly qualified, goal oriented, unbribable government  servant,  a  paternalistic  

politician  with  a  deep  sense  of  social  responsibility towards the existing and future generations, 

especially the needy groups of society like children and women, ill and old people. He was involved in 

national politics, partly as a Minister for agriculture and industry as well as in provincial and local affairs: 

Various nation- wide reforms which he tried to initiate were implemented in the Nantong region in the field 

of agriculture, forestry, education etc. He perceived Nantong as a model for China at large. Zhang Jian was 

an ardent advocate of “self-government”, not necessarily in the modern sense of a participative democratic 

order, but implicitly arguing in favor of the principle of subsidiarity, delegating power to the regional and 

municipal levels for decision making on all local and regional affairs. 

On the other hand Zhang Jian was a gifted and reflective artist: Thinking about urban/rural renewal today, he 

perceived the city and its hinterland as a unique shanshui pattern. Any activity  of  modernization  should  fit  

                                                      
3
 Intangible values in a more narrow sense may be attributed to the great variety of written and printed documents like all kinds of 

text productions, newspapers, innovative maps etc. Some of these cartographic products proved to be a valuable basis for the 

historic GIS. 
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into  this  given  natural  setting  between  the  rocky Langshan hills and the waters of the Yellow Sea, the 

Yangzi River and the extensive moat surrounding  the  city  (figg.  1-2).  Like  all  great  scholar-officials  he  

communicated  his reflections with literary creations (wonderful source material for conservation work!). He 

was also in command of an impressive calligraphy, which was used to celebrate special occasions and 

localities, and which was sold for fund-raising. 

The high priority given to education is perhaps the deepest intangible impact on Nantong’s cultural 

landscape, a blending of a reactivated Confucian and Taoist philosophy with the educational principles of a 

modern industrial society. Thus Zhang Jian’s Nantong Region deserves to be protected and interpreted as an 

interdependent natural, social and economic unit, a cultural landscape, representing the values of China’s 

philosophical traditions as well as those of an urban-industrial society. Zhang Jian’s heritage is the 

materialization of the famous slogan lao wei xin yong, yang wei zhong yong
4
.  It was and still is a model 

provoking and stimulating discussions about the future perspectives of China’s urban civilization. 

 

Heritage conservation in Nantong – will it support the broadened understanding of Zhang Jian’s 

legacy? 

Globally less than fifty UNESCO World Heritage sites, documenting the historical industrial culture, have 

been recognized until now. Yet not even one of these of the 20th century exists in  Asia.  While  foundations  

of  China’s  heritage  conservation  have  already  been  laid  in Republican years (1911-1949), efforts for the 

conservation of its industrial heritage started only in the late 1990ies, gaining momentum in the new 

millennium
5
. They were supported by Nizhny Tagil Charter for the Industrial Heritage (7/2003)

6
, Wuxi 

Proposal of 4/2006
7
, Beijing Proposal (11/2010)

8
, and the Taipei Declaration for Asian Industrial Heritage 

(11/2012)
9
. 

Between 2001 and 2012 eleven industrial heritage sites had been designated at the national level, and the 

Dasheng Textile Factory in Tangzha, northwest of Nantong (fig. 2), was one of these
10

. In addition in the 

Nantong Metropolitan Region ten other objects are registered as National Heritage, five of which are related 

to the Zhang Jian period
11

. Furthermore six of 26 provincial level heritage sites are related to Zhang Jian’s 

work. Finally at the metropolitan level additional 60 heritage sites are acknowledged, including some 25 

objects of the Zhang Jian period. Apart from the various individual buildings to be conserved the only 

industrial heritage ensemble consists of the former Dasheng Cotton Mill
12

.  Other historic ensembles which 

were closely linked to the cotton industry are the green waterfronts of the Haohe River
13

, the assembly of 

gardens and representative buildings along Mofan Lu (Model Street) and the Langshan Range. These green 

areas are managed as touristic zones by the tourism department. Even though this status guarantees some 

special treatment, in the long run they should be integrated into one concept of industrial heritage 

conservation. 

Nantong’s heritage conservation is institutionalized at the metropolitan and district level with more than 20 

professional employees, responsible for a densely populated area of 8.000 km², rich in historical cultural 

relics of this highly dynamic coastal zone. Decisions related to conservation are – like in other fields of 

Chinese society, a top-down affair. Professional expertise is “imported” by short term contracts with external 

research and design teams from renowned academic institutions. Within this arrangement the involvement of 

an informal community of some 300 activists, attached to the museums, from the local academia and the 

Zhang Jian archives should not be underestimated. Having gained several national awards for cultural and 

ecological achievements Nantong takes pride in its heritage consciousness. Looking at the Nantong situation 

from distance, it may be described as the initial phase of conservation  being  accomplished:  Basic  research  

                                                      
4 Let the old serve the new, let foreign things serve China. 
5 This recently growing interest is documented by the annual workshops on China’s built industrial heritage organized by 

Industrial Architecture Heritage Academic Committee/IAHAC 2008, 2010, 2011, 2012. (Zhu and Liu, 2009, 2011, 2012, 2013). 
6 http://international.icomos.org/18thapril/2006/nizhny-tagil-charter-e.pdf. 
7 The Wuxi workshop in April 2006 was the first Chinese meeting solely devoted to the 20th century heritage (following 15 th 

ICOMOS Conference of 10/ 2005 in Xi’an). For the first time the urgency to protect China’s industrial heritage was put on the 

agenda. (Committee…, 2006). 
8 (Zhu and Liu, 2011, 382-383). 
9 http://ticcih.org/about/charter/taipei-declaration-for-asian-industrial-heritage/. 
10 In 2014 (7th amendment) the list of national industrial heritage sites has swollen to include 4296 objects! 
11 Nantong Museum, Zhang Jian’s graveyard, Nantong Chamber of Commerce, Rugao Normal school. 
12 But this complex does not yet officially include labor lines or shops for the workers, let alone the relics of social facilities 

associated with the factory. 
13 In fact this “river” is a moat surrounding the ancient city with a width of 100-200 m. 

http://ticcih.org/about/charter/taipei-declaration-for-asian-industrial-heritage/
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has  been  done,  inventories  have  been established as well as some cartographic documentations, 

ensembles have been identified, national as well as international recognition and a considerable level of 

public awareness exists. Yet certain aspects need further attention: 

- Overlooking Zhang Jian’s relevance for heritage conservation he is mainly perceived as a 

modernizer and reformer. Also his grounding of modern spatial creations on 

traditional philosophical concepts deserves much more attention. 

- Conservation  emphasis  is  restricted  to  architectural  structures,  not  including  the dimensions of 

water, of plants and communication lines. This is not acceptable in the case of Zhang Jian, who was a 

passionate planter and landscape architect. 

- So  far  the  physical  manifestations  of  Zhang  Jian’s  agrarian  and  infrastructural modernization 

have not been considered worth of conservation. 

In short, the holistic nature of Zhang Jian’s concept of China’s modernization as expressed in the Nantong 

model is hardly readable from the presently preserved built structures. Hence the future perspective of 

Nantong’s heritage conservation must be the overcoming of the present piece by piece approach by 

integrating isolated protected objects into the broader scope of an industry  inspired  regional  cultural  

landscape.  The  term  “industrial  cultural  landscape” (gongye wenhua jingguan) is accepted among 

professionals and has already been applied to describe the redevelopment of devastated/polluted industrial 

sites like the prominent example of Huangshi Mining and Metallurgy Industrial Heritage
14

. 

“Industrial heritage in Asia is always part of a comprehensive cultural landscape, [...].”
15

  It will take much 

time and effort, to explain the meaning and the practical implications of this simple statement to the 

authorities, bankers, investors and the local public at large. The gradual physical implementation of such a 

concept means to grasp Zhang Jian’s thoughts to manage rampant problems of today’s Chinese society, 

culture and environment: 

-    Prepare the region for the ongoing global change of climate. 

-    Improve polluted soil and water resources. 

-    Educate the aesthetic skills of the local populace and foster a sense of local identity. 

In order to materialize these long-term aims, it will be helpful to apply the approach of some advanced 

design offices like Beijing’s Turenscape: A flexible quotation of physical relics of the heritage combined 

with ecological restoration and the creation of an attractive recreational potential
16

. This is not an argument 

supporting the transformation of Nantong’s industrial cultural landscape in favor of a commercial culture-

industry (wenhua chanye) but rather an 

argument for a positive response towards an environmentally compatible industrial culture (gongye wenhua). 

It implies a strategy of “sympathetic adaptation and re-use”
17

, not to be mistaken as an open door for 

arbitrary decisions. Respecting and conserving the authenticity of the given heritage must always be the 

guiding principle. 

 

Historical Geographical Information System – just another digital gadget? 

The appropriateness of the industrial cultural landscape concept becomes evident, when we integrate the 

enormous wealth of source materials of the Zhang Jian era. Innumerable maps, plans, photographs, statistics 

as well as all kinds of textual documents survived war and revolution. Being rather work-intensive, until now 

just a fraction of these sources was structured  by  a  conservation-oriented  GIS, which might  be  subsumed  

as  a  method  of  a Historical Geographical Information System (HGIS)
18

.  As a flexible and open structure, 

it permits  the  integration  of  different  sources  on  different  space  and  time  scales,  from an individual 

building, a single building plot of land up to the territory of a municipality or a region (figg. 1-3). All of a 

sudden these diverse and disparate sources are contributing to a “panoramic” and at the same time detailed 

view on the complexity of the historical industrial cultural landscape and its philosophical background. The 

value of the information system is its multi-functional usefulness: It may serve the political leadership by 

providing background information for strategic planning. It will quickly be an indispensable tool for all 

concerned administrations. It will raise awareness for the wealth of the early industrial cultural heritage and 

                                                      
14 (Zhu and Liu, 2011, 2013). 
15 Taipei-Declaration-for-Asian-Industrial-Heritage, Preamble, V, 2012. 
16 An excellent introduction into the philosophy of this office and into some of their famous projects dealing with industrial 

heritage sites provides Saunders, William, S. (ed.) 2012. 
17 Nizhny Tagil Charter 4 III. 
18 (Shao, 2012). 
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allows the participation of an informed public in controversial debates. Finally the HGIS will  be  supportive  

for  conservation  research  to  identify  open  questions  as  well  as  the discovery of certain heritage 

qualities, which so far have been overlooked
19

. 

 

 

 

The Meaning of Zhang Jian’s Heritage Conservation 

The fascination of Zhang Jian’s heritage for so many contemporaries poses questions and great challenges 

for conservationists. His reforms, initiated in one of the darkest moments of China’s history, offered a 

humane answer in a situation of crisis and disorientation. Conservation has to transmit this historical 

importance as well as the universal validity of this artistic, yet rational concept. To succeed means to 

strengthen self-confidence and creative imagination vis-à-vis the social, ecological and aesthetic crisis of 

today’s China. The international recognition of this industrial cultural landscape, Zhang Jian’s life’s work, as 

a World Heritage would greatly support this spirit of reform and renovation. Moreover the authors are 

convinced that this heritage is also meaningful to other regions of the world on their path towards new types 

of urban-rural industrial societies. 
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Figure 1 – Cutting from: Nantong Region between Yangzi and Yellow Sea, showing land reclamation schemes, 

modern tree-lined roads (green) and industrial sites (red). 

 

 
 

 

Figure 2 – Cutting from: Nantong: Visual relations between port, factory, city and Langshan Range, combined with 

the idealizing panoramic bird’s eye-view.
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Figure 3 – Nantong City: Sample Section showing Museum and attached Botanical Garden, in the 

southeastern part of the old city, locating historical photographs. 

Using ArcGIS/QuantumGIS, the Town Plan of Nantong of 1914/1925, 1:6.000, was digitized as base map. 

Overlays with differing scales were integrated. Signatures provide links to further information. Red Arrows 

represent historical photographs and indicate direction, into which they were taken. Black signatures refer to 

buildings, green to open spaces and plants. Source: Shao Yaohui, 2012. Sample picture B15-01: View of the 

Botanical Garden from NW to SE. Source: Nantong Museum.
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Résumé 

Cette présentation fera un survol de la transformation des ruelles de la Ville de Montréal comme de 

multiples paysages culturels urbains qui permettent d’une part, une lecture des préoccupations 

publiques et sociales en matière de cadre de vie et, d’autre part, une intégration du patrimoine culturel 

matériel et immatériel de ses citadins comme source d’inspiration pour le développement durable. Il 

sera démontré que ces ruelles favorisent, par l’action de ses résidents, une interaction de qualité 

permettant de définir, quartier par quartier, un paysage culturel en constante mutation. 

 

Mots-clefs : Usage et protection ; Implication citoyenne et sociale ; Patrimoine naturel et culturel ; 

Médiation culturelle ; Ruelle verte et éco-quartier 

 

 

1. Le contexte historique des ruelles montréalaises comme caractéristique typique 

À Montréal, la multiplication des bâtiments contigus obligeait à ouvrir des voies de service donnant 

accès aux cours arrière grâce aux portes cochères. S’y ajoutent à certains endroits des abris ou des 

hangars
1
. Dès 1846, les architectes britanniques ont  permis la mise en vente des fermes bourgeoises 

d’où l’apparition des premières ruelles
2
. Une transformation de l’architecture résidentielle s’opère : le 

modèle traditionnel de la maison hérité de la colonie française est abandonné pour la maison en rangée 

avec une ruelle à l’arrière (Photo 1). Vers 1860, les duplex puis les triplex font leur apparition en 

conservant la ruelle. Celle-ci se transforme au début du XXe avec l’avènement des immigrants 

italiens, grecs et portugais qui importent les premiers jardins urbains. En 1871, avec ses 107 000 

habitants, Montréal dépasse en nombres toutes les autres villes canadiennes et se classe parmi les 

agglomérations importantes de l’Amérique du Nord. En 1907, plusieurs nouveaux lotissements se font 

sur un seul modèle : longs îlots avec ruelles et lots de mêmes dimensions
3
. Dans le quartier Rosemont, 

la campagne fait place au développement économique et urbain par l’implantation, en 1904, d’un 

complexe industriel de construction de locomotives, propriété du Canadien Pacifique (CP) : les usines 

Angus. De 3 000 à 12 000 ouvriers y travailleront de 1904 à 1945. Après la Seconde Guerre mondiale 

grâce au boom démographique et à la pénurie de logements, la croissance se poursuit et une 

architecture vernaculaire ouvrière s’y développe (Photo 2). À partir de 1960, une partie des usines doit 

être démantelée jusqu’à sa fermeture en 1992
4
. À partir de ce moment, la Ville de Montréal coordonne 

un processus de réappropriation des lieux par la construction de multiples types d’habitation avec 

parcs et services de proximité. 

Les ruelles montréalaises, bien qu’étant assez larges pour permettre le passage de véhicules, ne sont 

pas considérées comme des rues et ne sont pas formellement identifiées. Pour les résidents, on emploie 

des périphrases comme « la ruelle entre la rue de la Roche et la rue Christophe-Colomb ». Elles 

relèvent de l’administration municipale depuis 1960 et elles sont asphaltées et entretenues par son 

service des travaux publics. Aujourd’hui, les ruelles servent de lieu de promenade et de voies d’accès 

aux jardins et aux places de stationnement privées. Le ramassage des déchets ne se fait plus dans les 

ruelles depuis les années 1990.  Selon l’auteur du guide « Marcher à Montréal et ses environs », la 

Ville compterait 450 km de ruelles
5
. 

                                                      
1 (Lefin & Lacelle, 2010).     
2 Centre d’histoire de Montréal, http://ville.montreal.qc.ca/portal/.   
3 PINSONEAULT, A.-R. Atlas of Island of Montreal and Ile Bizard, 1907, BNQ-M Cote: G 1144 M65G475 P5 1907 CAR. 
4 Ville de Montréal. Évaluation du patrimoine urbain – Arrondissement de Rosemont – La Petite-Patrie, 2005. Page 21. 
5 (Séguin, 2009).  

mailto:mariaines.subercaseaux@videotron.ca
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Aménagées à l’origine (1890-1930) pour remplir des fonctions utilitaires, les ruelles montréalaises 

forment aujourd’hui des espaces ouverts et dynamiques. Tout comme les escaliers extérieurs, les 

ruelles sont une caractéristique typique de Montréal. Traditionnellement un lieu d’interactions 

sociales, les ruelles, publiques ou privatisées, connaissent depuis quelques années une nouvelle forme 

d’appropriation par les citoyens. La Ville compte poursuive sa collaboration afin de permettre des 

expériences novatrices par la participation citoyenne
6
. La valeur de l’architecture vernaculaire 

montréalaise ne réside pas tant dans les unités d’habitation que dans les ensembles qu’elles contribuent 

à former. En effet, c’est grâce à ces ensembles d’habitations et aux styles de vie qu’ils favorisent que  

« Montréal est considérée comme la plus européenne des villes d’Amérique du Nord »
7
.   

 

2. Paysage, confort urbain et promenade à pieds 

Comme le présente Jean-François Augoyard, la marche devient un paradigme de l’espace urbain : « Le 

regardeur dont l’œil est régi par une esthétique de la contemplation devient, au sens étymologique, 

spectateur. La notion du paysage occidental et moderne paraît donc entièrement construite à partir 

d’une expérience du regard ». Par ailleurs, « … On sait encore moins s’il est possible de parler de 

paysage olfactif, de paysage tactile ou de paysage sonore par exemple. »
8
.  Ainsi, le paysage urbain 

peut se définir, dans les ruelles, comme le résultat à la fois du regard, des odeurs et des sons. Les 

cordes à linge sont omniprésentes dans les ruelles montréalaises et sont souvent le sujet de prédilection 

des photographes professionnels comme amateurs. Les garages multicolores se transforment en 

peinture naïve (Photo 3). Ces éléments de la vie courante définissent une manière différente 

d’apprivoiser l’espace comme autant de paysage culturel en constante mutation. Certains de ces 

paysages servent d’inspiration aux créateurs: cinéastes, écrivains, peintres, chansonniers, dramaturges, 

sculpteurs et photographes. 

Dès 1969, un documentaire est réalisé par l’Office national du film du Canada « Les fleurs c’est pour 

Rosemont »
9
. Ce film relate le travail accompli en 1968 par cinq étudiants en architecture dans le but 

de rénover une rue/ruelle de Montréal avec l’aide des résidents. En 2007, la ruelle est devenue un 

exemple à suivre par tous les citoyens. De nos jours, par le truchement d’Internet, plusieurs autres 

films sur l’aménagement des ruelles sont disponibles (voir Yannick Gélinas)
10

, ainsi que différentes 

visites guidées pour chaque saison de l’année. Comme le démontre clairement l’écoute du CD intitulé 

« La ruelle en chantier, ici et maintenant » créé par de jeunes artistes entre mai et août 2013
11

, son 

inspiration est tirée de l’aménagement de la plus grande ruelle verte de Montréal : « L’Échappée Belle 

» inaugurée en août 2011
12

. 

Par ailleurs, Jacques Pezeu-Massabuau  nous convie à un « voyage imaginaire au pays des maisons »
13

  

avec une réflexion qui oscille entre une conception universalisante de l’habiter et des références à des 

modèles culturels précis ou archétypaux. Il considère les figures mentales de l`habiter comme 

reproduisant la diversité des cultures, par-delà les variations personnelles. L’image de la maison, aussi 

individuelle soit-elle, « partagerait toujours avec celle d’autrui une commune origine »
14

. Finalement, 

bien que le bien-être soit une notion subjective, il démontre que l’habitat, qui déborde le cadre du 

logement pour occuper les territoires du quotidien, exige de prendre en compte une nouvelle 

dimension de la qualité de vie : le confort urbain. C’est précisément à partir de ce concept du confort 

urbain que nous affirmons que la ruelle montréalaise devient l’extension rêvée de l’habitat capable 

d’accueillir le citoyen dépassant ainsi son besoin primaire au profit du territoire occupé. 

                                                      
6 Plan d’urbanisme de la Ville de Montréal, http://ville.montreal.qc.ca/portal/.   
7 (Marsan, 2012).    
8 (Augoyard, 1991).  
9  du cinéaste Jacques Giraldeau (1969, 51 min. 15 sec.), http://www.onf.ca/film/les_fleurs_c_est_pour_rosemont.    
10 Site de Yannick Gélinas,http://www.yannickgelinas.com. Site consulté le 12 juillet 2014. 
11 L’Échappée Rieuse, http://Vidfetch.comm/demos/.  
12 Ruelle verte, http://fr.wikipedia.org/.  
13 (Pezeu-Massabuau, 1979-2010).     
14 (Pezeu-Massabuau, 1979-2010).   

http://ville.montreal.qc.ca/portal/
http://www.onf.ca/film/les_fleurs_c_est_pour_rosemont
http://www.yannickgelinas.com/
http://vidfetch.comm/demos/
http://fr.wikipedia.org/
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Des parcours de ruelles à pieds sont organisés par différents organismes sociocommunautaires. Un des 

circuits le plus convoité est celui de la « Promenade de Jane »
15

 qui célèbre la marche en ville et 

souligne l’héritage de Jane Jacobs. Cette militante canado-américaine qui plaidait qu’il fallait 

parcourir les villes à pieds pour les comprendre et les planifier. Elle valorisait l’expertise citoyenne, 

l’histoire, et la symbolique des lieux de même que le réseautage communautaire. Au début des années 

1960, son discours tranchait avec la tendance dominante en faveur du tout à l’automobile et des grands 

boulevards dans les villes américaines. Aujourd’hui, elle est considérée comme une visionnaire. 

       

3. Mise en application des ruelles vertes 
Les ruelles font aussi l’objet du développement responsable et durable de l’urbanisation de Montréal. 

Entre 1981 et 1986, la Ville mettait en œuvre un premier programme de revitalisation des ruelles 

intitulé « Place au soleil » pour les rendre plus sécuritaires. Puis, le programme « Ruelles vertes » a 

permis une amélioration radicale des ruelles montréalaise quant à la qualité de l’air, à la réduction des 

bruits environnants et au combat des îlots de chaleur. Une ruelle verte est d’abord un mouvement de 

résidents volontaires qui désirent se réapproprier l’espace de leur ruelle et ainsi améliorer leur qualité 

de vie. D’autres organismes peuvent aider pour le financement des ruelles comme Éco-Action 

d’Environnement Canada. Le « Plan de développement durable de la collectivité montréalaise 2010 à 

2015 »
16

 comprend diverses orientations et 21 actions pour arriver après 5 ans au verdissement des 

ruelles d’une manière volontaire. 

Pour transformer une ruelle en ruelle verte, les résidents doivent former un comité avec un minimum 

de 51% des  riverains (une signature par adresse civique) et travailler en collaboration avec l’Éco-

quartier selon l’orientation décidée par les résidents. Les étapes à suivre sont:1- démarrage du projet 

par le comité de ruelle et l’Éco-quartier; 2- conception et élaboration du projet; 3- réalisation des 

travaux. Ces étapes répondent aux analyses déjà présentées par les auteurs de Montréal en paysage
17

 

qui privilégient 4 étapes pour rendre compte des principaux enjeux montréalais en matière de paysages 

urbains. Les étapes du « processus de gestion des paysages » sont : A. Lecture des paysages urbains; 

B. Élaboration des visions collectives; C. Outils d’intervention et; D. Suivi des transformations et des 

actions.  À l’étape réalisation, la Ville collabore gratuitement avec les travaux d’excavation ou ceux 

qui nécessitent de la machinerie lourde, ainsi que des modifications à la signalisation. La plupart des 

ruelles permettent la circulation des véhicules à l’exception de quelques-unes qui étaient déjà 

piétonnes comme la ruelle Demers (Photo 4). Cette dernière représente l’imaginaire de sa communauté 

avec un paysage en miniature: pont, rivière et moulin à vent, et un coin de prêt gratuit de livres.  En 

2013, cette ruelle a servi d’inspiration à Miyuki Tanobe, artiste-peintre d’origine japonaise, pour 

réaliser une œuvre intitulée : Le paradis de la ruelle verte (Photo 5) ainsi que plusieurs autres sur le 

thème de la vie urbaine montréalaise
18

. 

Depuis 1999, l’Éco-quartier du Plateau-Mont-Royal a accompagné les résidents à la réalisation de 

douze ruelles vertes et de 2 cours d’école et a participé à l’organisation des visites des lieux. Le 

programme du gouvernement du Québec « Planter des arbres pour la planète »
19

 a permis 

d’encourager les jeunes à contribuer à rendre la planète plus verte en collaborant avec des 

organisations comme les Éco-quartiers et Équiterre. Le verdissement des milieux urbains est une 

solution efficace pour remédier aux problèmes des grandes villes. Le couvert végétal limite la 

formation d’îlots de chaleur et capte les polluants atmosphériques. L’utilisation des plantes améliore la 

qualité de vie des résidents sur plusieurs plans et embellit le paysage. C’est sur le principe de la 

biodiversité que la plantation des arbres natifs est réintégrée sur plusieurs terrains publics. Ainsi, c’est 

en recréant des liens entre l’être humain et la nature que les végétaux ont un effet apaisant sur les 

citadins. 

                                                      
15

 En hommage à l’urbaniste Jane Jacobs décédée en 2006, http://www.janeswalk.org/.   
16

 Plan de développement durable de la collectivité montréalaise 2010-2015, http://ville.montreal.qc.ca/portal/.  
17

 (Poullaouec-Gonidec & Paquette, 2011). 
18

 http://www.galerievalentin.com/art-contemporain/miyuki-tanobe/. Avec l’aimable autorisation de la Galerie.   
19

 Gouvernement du Québec, ministère du Développement durable, de l’Environnement et de la Lutte contre les Change-

ments climatiques, http://www.mddelcc.gouv.qc.ca/.    
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4. Implication citoyenne, usage et requalification 

Selon Jan Gehl, les principes qui doivent guider la création des villes saines, animées, sûres et 

durables s’appuient sur une doctrine de gestion des villes vivantes, en constante évolution, qui ne perd 

jamais de vue son principal objectif : accorder la priorité aux citoyens. « Des espaces urbains de 

qualité contribuent à l’avènement d’une société durable, ouverte et démocratique »
 20

. Pour créer une 

ville à échelle humaine, il faut accorder la priorité aux piétons, aux cyclistes et à la vie urbaine. Nous 

l’avons vu précédemment, la mise en application des ruelles vertes se base sur cette doctrine où le 

citoyen montréalais se réapproprie un lieu urbain, ici la ruelle, et fait acte de protection de son milieu 

de vie par une action coordonnée, dynamique et intégrée avec l’appui des décideurs. Cette initiative a 

eu un effet positif sur l’aménagement urbain général de la Ville. 

Aujourd’hui, Montréal compte une centaine de tronçons de ruelles verdies. Le Plateau-Mont-Royal 

demeure le champion avec plus d’une cinquantaine de projets, mais on trouve des ruelles vertes dans 

les arrondissements de Ville-Marie, de Rosemont-La Petit-Patrie (Fig. 1), de Villeray-Saint-Michel-

Parc-Extension, de Ahuntsic-Cartierville (Fig. 2), de Côte-des-Neiges – Notre-Dame-de-Grace et du 

Sud-Ouest
21

. Certaines de ces ruelles sont devenues de petits jardins botaniques, d’autres qui avaient 

comme thème « Dégustons nos plates-bandes »
22

, ont favorisé les plantes comestibles (Photo 6) et les 

herbes médicinales. Dans la plus longue ruelle de Montréal, L’échappée belle, on compte 43 arbres, 

155 arbustes et 186 vivaces. Ce concept a inspiré plusieurs initiatives pour transformer le visage de 

son quartier
23

 grâce à des citoyens engagés qui s’approprient trottoirs et façades urbaines ainsi que des 

ruelles mal entretenues, pour favoriser l’alimentation de proximité. S’approprier l’espace urbain pour 

faire pousser des légumes est une idée qui a germé chez Transition NDG
24

, un groupe d’action établi à 

Notre-Dame-de-Grâce, qui s’est inspiré du mouvement mondial « des villes en transition »
25

, vise à 

appliquer des solutions durables et équitables aux changements climatiques. Un autre mouvement a 

surgi de ces initiatives en constatant que dans les espaces publics, comme privés, existent des arbres 

avec des fruits non récoltés. Après consultation auprès des arrondissements et des habitants des 

ruelles, le groupe Les fruits défendus
26

 a pu convaincre la plupart des intervenants à participer à une 

récolte communautaire. Le résultat de cette récolte a permis de répartir équitablement les produits 

amassés. 

La ruelle, par sa proximité, permet à ses riverains d’exercer une certaine forme d’entraide qui se 

concrétise par la préparation de repas communautaires lors d’événements comme la célébration du 24 

juin (Fête nationale du Québec) où tous contribuent, par leur savoir-faire culinaire, à animer et à 

mettre en valeur les activités de voisinage (Photo7). Depuis quelques années, de nouveaux types de 

restaurants ouvrent leurs portes en offrant des menus basés sur les produits locaux et s’installent dans 

les quartiers où les ruelles vertes sont appréciées. Ils permettent le développement d’une gamme de 

produits du terroir. Ainsi, la ruelle se transforme au gré des saisons et selon la créativité de ses 

habitants. Dès le printemps, des regroupements de personnes engagées se présentent au moment de 

faire les corvées de nettoyage ou d’installer de nouvelles plantes. C’est à ce moment, que les premières 

idées d’aménagement se concrétisent afin de planifier un nouvel aménagement dans une partie de la 

ruelle. Une fois finie cette période de plantation, l’été est déjà arrivé. Enfants, parents et amis 

s’approprient les nouveaux espaces urbains. À l’Automne, la dernière cueillette dans les jardins fait 

partie de la préparation de la ruelle pour l’hiver. Une fois la neige arrivée, les enfants prennent 

possession de la ruelle pour pratiquer leur activité sportive préférée: le hockey. 

 

5. Les « Quartiers culturels »  

                                                      
20 (Gehl, 2012).    
21 Ville de Montréal, http://ville.montreal.qc.ca/portal/.   
22 Les amis du Jardin botanique de Montréal, https://amisjardin.proactik.com/revue.   
23 (Guerra, 2014). 
24 Transition NDG, https://www.facebook.com.  
25 Ville en transition, http://fr.wikipedia.org/.  
26 Santropol roulant,  http://santropolroulant.org/fr.  
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La Ville a déjà identifié la valeur intrinsèque de ses ruelles dans le paysage urbain montréalais et son 

impact touristique. Cependant, c’est sous l’autorité de chacun de ses arrondissements que se décide sa 

revitalisation. En 2013, la métropole reconnaît qu’elle doit se développer à partir d’un réseau de 

quartiers dont les richesses culturelles et patrimoniales correspondent à la mise en valeur de la notion 

de Quartiers culturels dont la vision, précisée au cours des dernières années par la Ville en 

consultation avec ses citoyens et partenaires, est « d’offrir à la population montréalaise une offre 

culturelle de proximité de qualité et d’encourager la participation culturelle des citoyens dans le 

développement et l’amélioration de leur milieu de vie »
27

. Cette démarche, coordonnée par la Ville et 

ses arrondissements, permet de mettre en valeur les richesses patrimoniales, artistiques, 

architecturales, naturelles, commerciales et ethnoculturelles des quartiers montréalais dont le concept 

s’inscrit dans les nouvelles approches intégrées du développement urbain. L’animation et la mise en 

valeur des quartiers culturels sont favorisées par la création de circuits culturels (Photo 8) et 

patrimoniaux et le développement de projets artistiques basés sur la médiation culturelle qui 

encouragent la diffusion de toute œuvre (des arts visuels, des arts de la scène ou de l’art public) en 

intégrant le citoyen dans le processus créatif de l’artiste. Ainsi, l’artiste et le spectateur font partie 

intégrante de l’œuvre. Le riverain des ruelles montréalaises fait donc partie de l’équation culturelle qui 

la transforme selon les circonstances et au gré des interventions comme un paysage culturel en 

constante mutation où tous les sens (vue, ouïe, odorat, toucher et goût) sont mis à contribution à même 

son contexte urbain propre. 

À la Ville de Montréal, l’approche de gestion par les valeurs a été retenue. Elle repose sur l’idée 

qu’au-delà de la conservation matérielle des éléments caractéristiques d’un lieu, c’est la pérennité des 

valeurs que ces lieux représentent aux yeux des communautés qui les reconnaissent, qui importe. Les 

valeurs attachées à un lieu constituent alors une source précieuse d’inspiration dans la poursuite de 

l’évolution de ce lieu
28

. La transformation des ruelles de Montréal comme paysage culturel et 

patrimonial permet une lecture du cadre de vie et une intégration du patrimoine culturel matériel et 

immatériel de ses citadins comme source d’inspiration de l’art de vivre et le verdissement du territoire. 

L’action dynamique et intégrée de ses résidents favorise la réappropriation des lieux, le respect du 

paysage urbain et permet de redéfinir, quartier par quartier, un paysage culturel en constante mutation 

tout en liant valeur, stratégie, usage, protection et créativité.  
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Figure 1 : Les 49 Ruelles vertes réalisées entre 2010 et 2013 dans l’arrondissement de Rosemont- la 

Petite-Patrie de la Ville de Montréal (source : http://ville.montreal.qc.ca/pls/portal, 2014). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure  2 : Exemple d’une transformation verte réussie d’une ruelle de Cartierville à Montréal par le 

Groupe Rousseau-Lefebvre (gagnant d’un prix de l’AAPC en 2014) (www.rousseau-lefebvre.com) 

http://ville.montreal.qc.ca/pls/portal
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   Photo 3 : Porte de garage multicolore (MIS). Photo 4 : La ruelle Demers (MIS).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

   Photo 5 : Œuvre de Tanobe créée en 2013.    Photo 6 : Dégustons nos plates-bandes (MIS). 

 

 

 

 

 

 Photo 7 : Voisins en fête (MIS).                        Photo 8 : Musiciens lors d’une fête (MIS). 

Crédit photos : Maria Inés Subercaseaux (MIS)

Photo 1 : Ruelle au printemps (MIS).  Photo 2 : Cour arrière en hiver. (MIS). 
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Abstract 

The recent decades have seen a structural change in agricultural land use that lead to fundamental 

changes in the rural areas. The farm’s average size regarding farmed surface and live stock is 

constantly tending upwards. Simultaneously there is the paradigm of effective economy due to 

economies of scales on the one hand and very important arguments for nature and landscape 

protection (e.g. biodiversity, monument conservation) and last but not least public interests on the 

other hand. 

In most of the cases, cultural landscapes can only be maintained and protected by an active 

agricultural use. This use (= production) includes the preservation and the promotion of landscape 

elements and landforms. The continuous work on and with the land is highly important, for the 

farmers as well as for all people living and profiting from the countryside.  

The people in the rural areas should have a better awareness of the farmers’ activity: Although the 

people, living in the rural countryside, are surrounded by cultural landscapes, their knowledge about 

the importance for the sustainable environment and the cultural function is very limited. The same is 

true for politicians and scientists: Agricultural landscapes are every day landscape and reality, but 

have rarely been subject of systematic European observation and research.  

ICOMOS (as stakeholder for preservation and conservation of cultural heritage), politicians and 

agricultural scientists play an essential role here and should (better) cooperate in future, before the 

traditional knowledge on sustainable use, background and design of these cultural landscapes is 

vanishing or will be lost forever.  

 

Keywords: Sustainability; Research; Information; Database; Knowledge Transfer 

 

 

1. Background & statistics 

For decades the change of structure and methods in agriculture lead to fundamental changes in the 

rural areas and the landscape. The farmed surface and live stock is constantly tending upwards. The 

number of individual farms is going down (see figg. 1, 2).  

Figure 1 shows the composition of farms in the EU-member states in 2007, the tendency is confirmed 

by data of 2010
1
. It is obvious that the situation differs from country to country. While approximately 

half of the countries have a large variety in their farm size, based on UAA (utilised agricultural area), 

we observe in the other half a tendency towards extended single exploitations. Malta, having no farm 

with 100 ha or more and no farm between 30-50 ha marks one edge and Slovakia having nearly 85 % 

of farms with 100 ha or more designates the other extreme. 

                                                      
1http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/statistics_explained/index.php/File:Utilised_agriculture_area,_by_size_of_the_holding_%28

UAA%29_%28hectares%29_AgriPB13.png. 
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Figure 2 illustrates in the first graph the UAA per country in 2012, while the second gives the number 

of holdings in 2010: nearly 12 Mio in the EU-27. The third graph demonstrates the UAA holdings in 

2010. 

 
Figure 1: Farmsize in Europe, % of the utilised agricultural area (UAA) in 2007 (most recent chart 

available): In many countries, the number of farms with more than 100 ha is constantly increasing. In 

some countries, small scale farming has nearly vanished. 

 

Over 77% of the EU’s territory is classified as rural (47% is farm land and 30% forest) and is home to 

around half the European population. In EU-27 out of 505,73 million inhabitants, 13,7 million are full-

time farmers, which represents 2,7% of the working population. The farm‘s average size is around 12 

ha. If we compare with the US, there we have a population of around 320 million and 2 million full-

time farmers with a farm‘s average size of 180 ha.  

In Europe, 2/3 of holdings are located in Romania, Poland, Italy and Spain. The 13,7 million holdings 

cultivated in 2007 172,5 million ha. A (constant) decrease of farm numbers (8,8% per year) is 

observed, while the surface of the agricultural used land remains more or less stable. Nearly half of the 

holdings possess more or equal to 100 ha/holding. Small sized exploitations, which means many farms 

with <2 ha, are especially found in Romania, Poland, Italy, Greece (see above: they are at the same 

time the countries with the highest share of farms), Hungary, Bulgaria, Greece. This extreme disparity 

in farm size leads to the result, that about 50 % of EU-27 farms produce on only 2,8 % of the UAA, 

while the other 50 % produce on 97,2 % of the agricultural land. We find big farms with more than 

100 ha mainly in France (29,6 %), Spain (16,7 %) which is very interesting as Spain has also very 

small farms (see above), United Kingdom (12,8%) and Germany (10,5 %). They represent 2,2 % of all 

holdings, but generate the lion‘s share of the agricultural production which means 46,6 % in EU-UAA. 

Looking at the demographics, we observe that 2,7 % of the working population in Europe are 

responsible for the direct physical environment and living area of at least half of the EU population. In 

addition we consider only those living in the countryside and not those who go there for leisure and 

vacation. 

 

2. Structural change and demands towards farmers and landscape 

Between 2003 and 2007 in most member countries of the EU the number of farms with a utilised 

agricultural area (UAA) between 2 and 50 ha has decreased, while the number of farms with 100 ha 

UAA or more has increased. Exceptions are Greece (–17,8 %), Italy (–8,5 %), Romania (–5,9 %), 

Portugal (–3,7 %) and the United Kingdom (–1,7 %). The group 50 ha to <100 ha remains 

heterogeneous. Nevertheless, many countries have increasing farm numbers in general: Slovenia, 

Poland, Slovakia, Lithuania, Romania and the Czech Republic. But we find also decreasing numbers 

of 10 % or more e.g. in Denmark, Sweden, Luxembourg and France. 
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Figure 2: Statistical data from 2010 and 2012: 1st graph – Utilised agricultural area (UAA) in the EU 

in 1000ha in the EU; 2nd graph – number of holdings in the EU in 2010 in 1000; 3rd graph UAA in ha 

per holding in the EU in 2010. 

 

However, there are still successful lower and higher scale farms all over Europe. They have to cope 

with different regional demands, guidelines, outside interferences, politics, and economies. Not to 

forget about regional effects of farming, especially on chances for regional and local identification of 

society with economic activities of farmers (see fig. 3). Yet if tendencies to ever higher economics of 

scale exist, there is room to keep the link of landscape and people in the countryside. To keep this link 

is especially important facing the facts of actually faster changing regional societies caused by 

migration out of and into regions strongly differ from region to region. Before talking about the 

different demands towards farmers and landscape, we have to have an eye on the structural change all 

over Europe. This does not only concern the ha-size and number of holdings and the farmers, this 

concerns distribution, infrastructure, mobility, technical progress etc. 
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Figure 3: Structural change in a small scaled rural respectively farm landscape in Southern Germany: 

A large water reservoir had been created and has changed the farming landscape towards leisure and 

tourist landscape
2
. 

 

Figure 3 shows a recent structural change in a rural landscape in Southern Germany: In 1970 29 % of 

all working people in the village of Absberg had been employed in the agricultural sector. Today one 

hops farmer has remained and 9 farmers which make a combined farming and tourism production. In 

order to construct the water reservoir Brombachsee of 2,700 ha, 2,200 ha UAA had been destroyed, 

equal to 46 % of the UAA of that village. Approximately 1,000 farmers with an average of 10 ha 

UAA/farm have lost approximately 20 % of their land – up to 70 % in some villages. Today the main 

income in that region is generated from tourism and leisure activities: 576 guest beds, 75,000 

overnight stays which generate 3,3 Mio € of returns.  

Size of farms and maintaining of visually appealing of landscape in the view of society seems 

contradicting. But there is no rule that higher scale farms have to disrespect regional landscape and 

biodiversity. Simultaneously there is the paradigm of effective economy due to economies of scales on 

the one hand and many different demands and important arguments of nature and landscape protection 

towards the farmers on the other. In the exercise of their work today’s farmers have to reply to a 

manifold of requirements and they exercise different professions at once. They are not only farmers 

but one could tag their profession as land managers. (see fig. 4). 

Europe’s current appearance and land structure was predominately shaped by centuries of agricultural 

use of land. Due to geography, geology and climate, different production formed particular 

landscapes. Although there are wide varieties in Europe, we are also able to identify many similarities 

– in production and in results – creating similar/comparable landscapes on different soils. On the other 

hand, history has produced many different solutions for solving related/comparable questions.  

Looking at field boundaries in Europe, to name only one example, it is amazing to see how different 

and rich they are. Figures 5 and 6 show some results of 30 years of research on European field 

boundaries
3
 in order to illustrate the existing variety. Especially figure 5 on different ways of fencing 

fields, shows not only a great variety of styles and techniques, it demonstrates especially why it is so 

important to do this kind of research and collection work: Who among the readers would have been 

able to list these variety of different ways of constructing stone walls and fences? It is obvious, that 

this is not only landscape, but also cultural heritage and tradition, and today foremost vanishing 

knowledge. 

                                                      
2 http://www.alf-wb.bayern.de/erwerbskombination/linkurl_0_2_0_0.pdf [2014/09/15]. 
3 Georg Müller (2013) “Europe’s Field Boundaries”. 

http://www.alf-wb.bayern.de/erwerbskombination/linkurl_0_2_0_0.pdf
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Figure 4: A farmer today is confronted with many different – in the worst case even contradictory – 

demands. They are not “only” farmers any more but land managers. (modified by KRUSE 2014 on the 

basis of Roth, M. & A. Kruse4 (2010))  

 

                                                      
4 24th AESOP Annual Conference 2010“Space is Luxury” Track 7: Planning for Rural Areas.  
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Figure 5: European plurality of stone walls as field boundaries, Müller 2013-Vol. 1, p. 82. 

 

Varying in material, methodology, maintenance etc. – according to natural preconditions like soil and 

available material, but also due to cultural background and history, field boundaries give a fantastic 

testimony of the agricultural heritage that we need to preserve. It has to be stated that it is an 

evanescent heritage, due to changes in production and regulations but also due to the loss of the know-

how (traditional land-use knowledge).  

 
Figure 6: We also find a multiplicity of fences in Europe, Müller 2013-Vol. 1, p. 91. 

 

Unfortunately this kind of works that have been done by Georg Müller, who collected information, 

pictures, history of European field boundaries over 30 years, are isolated attempts. Some countries or 

better to say, some regions have started in the recent years with regional landscape atlases or land 

registers providing at least for some European regions detailed information. There are samples, like 

the “Paesaggi Rurali Storici – per un catalogo nazionale” by Mauro Agnoletti (ed.) and the 

“Outstanding cultural landscapes of littoral Croatia” by Goran Andlar (see fig. 7). In 2007 the 

EUCALAND network had organised a workshop on “Agricultural Landscape Data – State of the Art”. 

The participants from 11 European countries gave an overview on their agricultural data, collections 

and methodology. The important knowledge that was gained, was: There are data available in mostly 

all countries, BUT they are never connected towards a European level, sometimes they do not even 
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cover the whole country (for historic reasons), as for example in Belgium and Spain. And certainly 

they all differ in used technology, methodology and digital data. 

  
Figure 7: Impression of the collected material in “Outstanding cultural landscapes of littoral Croatia” 

by Goran Andlar. Interesting enough, the author says, that “although it is the first comprehensive 

landscape study in Croatia, [it] is [a fact] that it has still no institutional foothold, it still has form of 

research work”. 

 

The book “The rural landscape of Europe” done by Urban Emanuelsson, is a first attempt towards a 

coherent opus covering Europe, but more detail is needed.  
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The EUCALAND network
5
 aims at filling this gap. Found in 2006, the work on European 

classification and description of agricultural landscapes
6
 started as soon as 2007. In order to create a 

transferable methodology that could be used with simple means but be standardised in all of Europe, 

the work began with a search on existing methodologies, terms, land register, literature etc in order not 

“to reinvent the wheel”. As first results EUCALAND was able to present and disseminate a basis for a 

classification of agricultural landscapes
7
), a short history of farming and landscape in Europe

8
 and a 

glossary with 41 agricultural and landscape terms, including a translation of the terms into Dutch, 

German, French, Italian, Spanish, Hungarian
9
. These attempts provide already rather holistic pictures, 

but are far from grasping the richness of all European agricultural traditions. They are indispensable in 

order to ensure that future works will use a coherent methodology and comparable vocabulary. 

Why these works? Why the demand for a European description and classification of every day 

landscapes? There are three main reasons:  

The first reason is the demand for protection. Most people “like” or “love” their landscape, these every 

day landscapes surrounding our towns and our life. We call this the people level or physical object 

interrelationship. It relates to the different landscape functions (see also fig. 4)
10

. Therefore people and 

in particular those living in the rural areas should have a better awareness of the farmers’ activity: 

Much less the people, living in the rural countryside, are surrounded by cultural landscapes, their 

knowledge about them is limited. In order to feel “at home” and to create a sense of belonging, it is 

important that the people are able to identify themselves with the countryside they live in. They have 

not only to “feel” but as well understand their everyday landscape in order to make the decisions and 

actions to protect it. To fulfil this criteria, the countryside has to present certain features that need to be 

sustained (and therefore to be identified and kept).This fact leads to a demand for protection. In most 

of the cases, historic cultural landscapes can only be maintained and protected if the knowledge is 

there: How (and why) was it created? How shall/can it be maintained? Which production is needed? 

Which is endangering? Can modern agriculture answer to all this demands including the preservation 

and the promotion of landscape elements and landforms? This activity is highly important, for the 

farmers themselves (see also point 3) as well as for all other people living in the countryside.  

The second reason is politics and strategic advice. Little has been done so far to describe agricultural 

landscapes at a European level, despite the fact that contemporary policies have a more holistic vision 

that includes landscape in rural development.
11

 We have seen in recent years that traditional and 

specific knowledge intense methods serve as economic and commercial arguments for different fields 

of actions in Europe. The sustainable use of land with low invasive methods alongside with the often 

interrelated awareness on the created dependency of farmers on large scale seed providers became 

again an important argument.  

Regarding the European administrations making them able to judge where and how to invest, we need 

today a good analysis of the status quo and results. The research on this area will be essential within 

the Horizon 2020 Agenda and serve in particular the different, now transversal, approaches of the EU 

directorates. 

The third reason is scientific research attempt: There is no European description existing. There are no 

European land registers. Landscapes, landscape elements, production forms and types are vanishing – 

even before they have been mapped and recorded. There are European catalogues on plants, animals, 

buildings, but not on landscapes. Therefore in 2008 a network of networks was established by ESF and 

                                                      
5 Today Institute for Research on European Agricultural Landscapes e.V. www.eucalandnetwork.eu. 
6 See www.eucalandproject.eu. 
7 Graham Fairclough, (2010): Complexity and contingency: classifying the influence of agriculture on European landscapes. 

pp. 73-114. 
8 Hans Renes (2010): European agricultural landscapes history. pp. 115-148. 
9 Alexandra Kruse (ed.) et al (2010): Glossary on Agricultural Landscapes: 99–127. 
10 Maria Dolores Velarde et al.(2010): Description methods for European agricultural landscapes: Definitions, Cultural 

Character and Values. pp. 49-72. 
11 Maria Dolores Velarde et al. (2010): Summary chapter I: Description methods for European agricultural landscapes: 

Definitions, Cultural Character and Values: 11–12. 
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COST, two major European research funding programs. Six main requirements for linking research 

and action through integrated landscape research over the next two decades have been identified: 

• Better ways to connect integrated landscape research with policy and practice; 

• Effective mechanisms for equal collaboration between the physical sciences, humanities and 

social sciences; 

• Formal structures to create and maintain interdisciplinary understandings of landscape; 

• Widely agreed research aims, theory and methods founded on the integrative paradigm; 

• Adequately funded research programmes for both applied and curiosity-driven integrative 

research; 

• Structures, funding and training to produce the next generations of scholars for whom 

interdisciplinary and action-related research will be the norm.
12, 13

 

Interdisciplinary cooperation is very important in order to identify and work on these issues. 

“Observing that landscape research is currently dispersed across many domains and its proponents are 

often divided by disciplinary barriers, the authors indicate the need to enhance integrative approaches 

between human, social and natural and physical sciences. The integrative nature of landscape research 

has been greatly strengthened in recent decades by landscape becoming a subject of disciplines as 

diverse as archaeology, cultural geography, ecology, environmental studies, historical studies, 

landscape architecture, planning, psychology and sociology
14

.Other disciplines and organisations, like 

ICOMOS with their scientific committees become core partners in this work.  

The ICOMOS network adds to our equation a knowledge that is often forgotten when discussing and 

working on agricultural landscapes. While we have easily accepted to protect monuments and sites, 

even “cultural landscapes”, it is still often forgotten that the way we have organized most of our land, 

is as well not only an immaterial heritage, but very much a material one that has, often, a crucial role 

in the sustainable use of our environment. It might be at least convincingly that elements like hedges, 

traditional dams for water retention, traditional dyke systems for irrigation, are important landscape 

elements that need not only legal protection but as well documentation and research. But the crucial 

point with agricultural land is, that we deal with living and active component parts as heritage and 

knowledge archives. Current European agricultural regulations often induce too general rules to 

specific types of landscapes and by that destroy their use and appeal (for example incite to large scale 

farming and destruction of bocage landscapes). With the cooperation of ICOMOS it will be possible to 

work on the (historical, cultural and social) importance of specific landscapes, identifying best 

practices in sustainable land use and make them known to European decision makers. In order to 

achieve this, we have to work together to identify, catalogue and analyse this common heritage.  

 

3. Conclusions 

What do we need for this first step?  

The authors would like to quote once again from the Science Policy Briefing No 41 (2010), p. 6. A 

first SWOT analysis of landscape research has made clear, that there are many good reasons to 

strengthen interdisciplinary research and cooperation: 

• A basic understanding in many nations and regions of environmental history (very deep time 

as well as more recent) and long-term historical processes and transformations underlying 

present-day perceptions of the environment; 

• Dynamic and innovative landscape research in disciplines such as archaeology, geography, 

ecology, environmental studies, the social sciences and artistic fields; 

• Tried and tested methodologies, updated with new technologies, for example, in participatory 

study, archive- and field-work, surveying, mapping, as part of a long tradition of studying 

landscape as personal and collective cultural constructions; 

• Solid groundwork on mapping national and regional landscape character, often using 

advanced digital and remote-sensing techniques; 

                                                      
12 European Science Foundation & COST, 41( 2010), p. 2. 
13 See for example the change in objective in the New Narrative for Europe by Barroso. 
14 European Science Foundation & COST, 41 (2010), p. 1. 
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• A long tradition, including through trans-national networks, of landscape-based heritage and 

nature management, planning and design, giving a basis for future stronger links between 

research and practice. 

In order to maintain knowledge, heritage and cultural landscapes, an information system and portal on 

European agricultural and traditional and modern land-use data is needed. Next to the pure collection 

and preparation of data, it shall contain also information on the cultural background of landscapes, 

e.g.: Why is this a cultural landscape? Which history does it have? Which meaning does it have for the 

local people? Does it have a transnational importance? Is it comparable to other land-use types? Is it or 

its elements transferable to other regions? 

Furthermore, the different (national) theories of land use and technical terms regarding land use and 

farmer’s activity shall be compiled and explained.  

Finally, it is important to know: Although agricultural landscapes are all around us and although 

farming is not only one of the oldest professions and concerns every person in Europe as a consumer 

of agricultural goods, the knowledge is very limited and information systems (data-base) are rare on 

regional or national level. This is of course even truer at a European level.  

Landscape descriptions, classifications, tool kits for the different groups of actors and users, including 

politicians and planners are desperately needed on a European level. 
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Abstract 

This paper presents the results of the enhancement project of the Bonoris Foundation’s peri-urban 

rural heritage, located in a protected area near Mantua. Nowadays peri-urban contexts are part of a 

transformative process in which the structural, ecological and cultural role of the landscape is not 

considered so this projects shows a method in which the built heritage enhancement is the engine for 

local development, from an economic point of view (confirming agricultural vocation), from a cultural 

one (fostering a network of cultural activities) and from a social one (re-integrating people in distress). 

 

Keywords: Peri-urban Landscape; Environmental Protection; Rural Heritage Enhancement; Local 

Development 

 

 

1. Project and aims 

This paper presents the results of the research program between Politecnico di Milano, Laboratory 

TEMA and Count Gaetano Bonoris Foundation, in cooperation with Mincio Park and local entities, on 

the enhancement of the Bonoris Foundation rural heritage
1
 (Mussinelli, 2014). 

The Bonoris Foundation was founded in 1928 by Count Gaetano Bonoris, with the mission of 

promoting and subsidizing institutions which provided assistance and protection to young people in 

distress. Its agricultural lands in the Mincio Park represent a significant component of the peri-urban 

rural landscape in the north of Mantua (Lombardy, North Italy). They also connect the city, which was 

declared a World heritage site by UNESCO in 2008, with a system of protected natural areas. This 

undivided portion of 600 hectares of land is situated in a strategic position outside the city. It has 

preserved its agricultural characteristics but nowadays it needs to be modified in order to enhance the 

territorial features through environmental projects. 

The main purpose of the research program is to make a project able to preserve the rural landscape of 

the Bonoris Foundation and develop the whole system, in terms of sustainability and compatibility of 

buildings and business set up (which is what the farms need) and the naturalness of the places and the 

cultural value of the city. So the aim is the enhancement of the local development from three main 

points of view: the economic one (confirming the agricultural vocation), the cultural one (fostering a 

network of cultural activities) and from the social one (re-integrating people in distress). 

The research project presented also the opportunity to formalize a shared and participated method for 

the enhancement of the peri-urban rural landscape, taking care for a sustainable governance of the 

resources. 

2. Project framework: peri-urban rural landscape 

                                                      
1 The research contract “Studi e ricerche per il recupero e la valorizzazione fruitiva, ambientale e paesaggistica del 

patrimonio della Fondazione Bonoris, nel contesto territoriale del Parco del Mincio” (scientific coordinator Prof. Elena 

Mussinelli) was signed in 2012 between Politecnico di Milano, Department Architecture Built environment and Construction 

engineering (ABC) - with the research unit “Governance project and enhancement of the built environment”, Laboratory 

Technology Environment and Management (TEMA), PhD course in “Design and technologies for cultural heritage” - and 

Count Gaetano Bonoris Foundation. The activity has been developed in cooperation with Mincio Park, National centre for 

study and conservation of forest biodiversity “Bosco Fontana”, Superintendence for architectural heritage and landscape of 

Brescia Cremona and Mantua, Province of Mantua with the Department of economic development and agricultural policies, 

the towns of Mantua and Porto Mantovano. 
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The Bonoris Foundation’s area is a peri-urban rural landscape of exceptional value, which - unlike 

other areas of Mantua suburbs - has still maintained its strong identifying characteristics, thanks to 

protection exerted by the Mincio Park. The area of Bonoris Courts clearly shows its landscape features 

and its strong cultural history; it is included inside the Mincio Park and it connects Natural Reserves 

and the suburban park on the banks of the Lakes of Mantua. The agricultural sector is still very 

productive nowadays and so there are large tracts of land sown with a typical kind of grass used for 

the supply of dairy cows for the production of Grana Padano, and also corn fields. In addition, the 

Bonoris Foundation has ten historical courts characterized by elements of architectural merit and 

morpho-typological buildings whose characteristics and conditions are not, however, more appropriate 

to the current needs. 

This portion of land is on the edge of the city, the “everyday landscapes” (as defined by the European 

landscape convention), and it links the agricultural areas, protected by the Mincio Park, and the urban 

landscape. The area, which is close to Mantua city centre and easy to access, is also attractive for the 

real estate market; unfortunately, it is subjected to strong urbanization and land use. In these peri-

urban areas design solutions and outcome realizations are do not often take into account the identity of 

places. This is a current problem which partly reflects the strong separation, typical of Italy, between 

the protection of environmental and cultural heritage (achieved through the strict enforcement of 

constraints), and the management and transformation of the territory, including economic aspects 

(implemented with programming tools and planning). It is important to adopt a design synthesis in the 

project of the “peri-urban landscape”, because it expresses a new system of relations between the 

consolidated city and the cultivated land: it is a “zone of contact and strong relationship between 

demographic pressures related to the needs of the human being and the conservation of natural 

resources and sustainable landscape” (Lombardy Region, 2011, p. 18). 

Mantua is, like all the other mid-sized cities, a typical example to show the importance of the lands 

which connect the city and the countryside. In July 2008, Mantua and Sabbioneta were declared a 

World heritage site by UNESCO. The statement of outstanding universal value (Decision 32 COM 

8B.35) also reports that: “The city meets the required conditions of integrity and authenticity, since 

their most significant architectural and urban components have been preserved over time, as well as 

their relationship with the land”. What gives the city its exceptional value is the close link with the 

territory and the balance between the urban and natural environment and agriculture. The preservation 

of this exceptional value needs a more common approach to the project, measured and respectful 

interpreter of existing structures and relationships between the elements that identify the landscape. 

Especially in these peripheral areas, attention on sustainability - of the environment, the landscape and 

the social and economic aspects - of the interventions will lead to a different way of operating: it is 

necessary to evaluate ex ante different alternatives, taking care for identity values of the context, and 

for design solutions culturally aware. It is important to be conscious that today the quality of the 

landscape is a necessary condition for the competitiveness of a territory, in terms of ability to attract 

resources, economic growth and development, including tourism, for the local system (Bolici et al., 

2012). 

 

3. Research method 

This border context, made up of relationships and balances, required a systemic approach, able to 

create synergies between disciplines and to operate in a multiscale way, considering the complexity 

and integrating different skills and elements in coherence with a global plan. The systemic approach is 

a process that guarantees that all the requirements are taken into account, without forgetting the 

economic component, essential to the successful development of an area, in this case related to 

agriculture and tourism fruition, the Bonoris Foundation social mission and the presence of a rural 

environment to be protected even from ecosystem point of view
1
. This is typical of the Architectural 

Technology, in particular of the environmental design, and it has to converge different skills and 

                                                      
1 This kind of approach is one of the objective of the UNESCO-CDB Joint Program. It underlines the importance of linking 

different aspects, above all biological and cultural aspects at relevant scales, through projects, enhancement of synergies and 

management and governance practices. 
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different disciplines in the projects (Gangemi, 2001). This approach is necessary from the first phase, 

the analysis, to identify in a critical way the significant elements and to converge them in strategic 

axes that become the categories of intervention. For the analysis of the territorial framework and the 

local context detailed tools already exist, as the guidelines of the Lombardy Region (Lombardy 

Region
, 2011)

, these lines describe analytically elements to identify the heritage but a complete analysis 

must not only be descriptive: it has to consider the significant elements depending on the value given 

from the community, the existing constraints, the relationships that make legible the system, the 

identity elements. It is a part of the landscape interpretation that allows you to define the conditions to 

which the project will have to answer. The technological approach ensures that the actions intersect, 

creating a network of projects and synergies. This approach also allows you to have a complex 

management plan that considers and connects all the significant aspects of the area and all the 

requirements but also allows you to break up the project into autonomous actions that will ensure the 

feasibility of the project as it can be achieved and implemented in different phases over time, even on 

the basis of territorial development programs, on the axes of current funding and occasional financing. 

This ensures coherent management over time of actions and stable profitability up to have profits to 

re-invest. The identitary elements identified for the rural peri-urban landscape are land uses, 

settlements, areas of natural interest, areas and elements with constraints, traces of the historic 

landscape, infrastructures and networks, itinerary and stopping points, entries, economic activities and 

uses, tourism facilities, elements for energy production
1
.  

For this kind of approach, the participation is essential: each citizen, institution and stakeholder have 

different points of view, skills and needs. The involvement represents a transversal element in all 

phases of the process. From the early stages of analysis local stakeholders (renters, associations, 

people involved in the conducts of funds), local entities and institutional actors (Bonoris Foundation, 

Mincio Park, Superintendence, Province of Mantua, local municipality, National centre for study and 

conservation of forest biodiversity “Bosco Fontana”) have to be involved to define the needs of the 

local community, the axes and the intervention strategies
2
.  

The local community and the actors involved in the process play a crucial contribution at all stages as 

they ensure a constant check of the projects. Therefore it constitutes one of the instruments of ongoing 

monitoring and management during the time focused on the quality of the actions, not only measurable 

in quantitative data. This kind of approach is typical of the environmental design, starting from the 

studies of the master of Architectural Technology, careful to the intangible aspects of the project assets 

and pointed to an environmental and socio-economic sustainability prelude of the current approaches 

of the territorial governance (Schiaffonati et al., 2011).  

 

4. Research project 

The project for the enhancement of the Bonoris’ heritage started from the analysis of the peri-urban 

landscape, in order to make a detailed description of the context, identifying the compositional 

elements (the Courts), the relationships (visual and concrete connections elements), the system of 

values (historical, cultural, symbolic, scientific-ecological elements) and the constraints (result from 

the instruments of spatial planning at different scales) (Agosti, Riva, 2014). 

The cognitive analysis of the Bonoris’ heritage has been carried out with an analysis of policies, 

documents and planners: Piano di assetto idrogeologico, Piano di coordinamento territoriale of the 

Mincio Park, Piano di coordinamento provinciale of the Province of Mantua and Piano di governo del 

territorio of the towns of Mantua and Porto Mantovano. These documents were necessary to identify 

                                                      
1 These elements have been established starting from the Lombardy Region guidelines and then integrated with 

considerations and elements extrapolated during the exchanges with the stakeholders and the elaboration of the projects. 
2 The active participation of the whole community and the improving of relationships between actors (public and private) 

have been ensured thanks to the cycle of workshops “Bonoris Courts in the Mincio Park: fruition, environmental and 

landscape enhancement project”. They had been organized in four panel discussions: “Territorial plan for the promotion of 

the heritage” March 11, 2013; “A day in the Mincio Park” May 11, 2013, with the formula of the photographic workshop 

coordinated by Pixcube in collaboration with Nikon School - Nikon for Parks; “Guidelines for the enhancement of the 

heritage” June 27, 2013; “Landscape Day 2013” September 15, 2013 with a guided tour by bike through the system of Courts 

and Reserves, with a moment at the end of the day to collect impressions and directions for the project from the participants. 
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the areas in which interventions have to consider the vulnerability to hydro-geological risk and the 

high level of environmental protection, in particular the area on the sore of the Lake and ones near 

Natural Reserves. These documents also point out places and goods of relevant historic interest. 

Together with this analysis a research on historic documents produced maps and layouts showing 

historical landscape traces and information about building typologies and spatial configurations. At the 

same time surveys, meetings and questionnaires with the renters of the Courts underline strength and 

weaknesses of territory, of buildings and of activities set up. 

In particular, it was particularly clear that an active network of relationships between the actors and 

the resources of the territory is absent and this really limits the attractiveness of the area. This situation 

becomes more critical if we consider that a lot of structures have already been abandoned because they 

are no longer adequate to the uses. Without a constant maintenance of the territory, as well as common 

lines of development and cooperation the consequences for the landscape will be the progressive 

splitting of the territory, the crisis of the characteristics of places and therefore the loss of the sense of 

belonging and the lack of the value of the suburban landscape. The analysis also shows the Bonoris 

Courts are the nodal point of a wider green area characterized by a “slow” fruition of the territory: it is 

crossed by the cycle track Eurovelo North Cape-Valletta, placed near the offices of the Mincio Park, 

and connected with the network of tracks in the Park itself that develop along the waterway of the 

river and its position is extremely useful for the realization of the ecological network in the provincial 

and regional scale. Another potentiality has always been the witness of the evolution of the 

agricultural landscape of Mantua, of the development of agricultural techniques and changes in ways 

of living. Traces of a local identity which today risk to be damaged from the demands of productivity, 

a role then also the cultural and social context can play. 

From these considerations, the enhancement project has identified strategic lines of action, divided 

into five interrelated themes: landscape qualification of interventions, accessibility, quality of tourism, 

energy improvement, agricultural production and social inclusion, and set the objectives of 

strengthening the connections between cities, the countryside and the protected areas. The 

enhancement project has identified what each area needs and the main actions have been the 

establishment of ecological corridors system, mobility networks and the assignment of a special theme 

to the Courts according to their identifying characteristics and connoting them with agricultural 

functions, social, touristic, educational and cultural activities. 

The master plan talks about the synthesis framework of rehabilitation and reorganization of activities 

that aims to recover and integrate the assets of the Bonoris Foundation within the broader system of 

local resources, in collaboration with the programs and initiatives of wide area. At the level of the 

territorial master plan, resources have been linked to the system and placed in the strategic lines of 

action previously identified. At the level of buildings the project of rationalization of procedures for 

the use of the artefacts has involved the re-definition of the spatial layout in order to pursue the multi-

functionality that is required today in peri-urban agriculture. All the requirements for the adaptation of 

buildings for residential and productive purposes, guidelines and priority actions for the recovery of 

buildings have been previously checked with the Superintendent. 

From the point of view of the landscape qualification of the interventions, the project has found out the 

necessary elements for the creation of an ecological corridor through the restoration and 

environmental rehabilitation of the landscape. The interventions planned are the reconstruction of 

natural habitats, the implementation of the biodiversity and the re-naturalization in order to recreate 

some of the identifying signs of the historical landscape, whose traces remain in the historical 

cartography. 

The theme of accessibility is particularly important as a prerequisite for the use of the system of the 

Courts. Accessibility means here “design for all”: a design of routes and services to the community 

that outweigh the concept of architectural barriers in favour of a holistic approach to a new kind of 

design that takes into account physical, physiological and biological limitations, relations, behaviour 

and emotional aspects.  

The reflection on accessibility was also aimed at the qualification of the tourist facilities. Some 

interesting services such as reception, accommodation, educational and teaching activities are located 
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in different Courts, depending on their characteristics and the availability of areas, having secured as a 

prerequisite the accessibility and therefore the connections between all points of interest.  

The transformations cause a predictable increase in the energy demand of the system of the Courts so 

the project tries to give alternative solutions through new strategies: improving the efficiency of the 

buildings through non-invasive interventions agreed with the Superintendent after the evaluation of the 

historical value of the artefacts and the adoption of systems, which are as minimally invasive as 

possible, to product energy from renewable sources. 

Another interesting opportunity is the project “Social farming in Mantua” promoted by the Province 

with the training company For.Ma. and the Bigattera multipurpose centre. The project wants to 

reintegrate in the society people with difficulty, through working in agriculture.  

The strategic lines of action were further clarified with the establishment of two pilot projects: one for 

San Giovanni Bono and Comino Courts “gate of Mantua” and the other for Canfurlone and Ca’ Bianca 

Courts “gate of the environmental system”.  

The enhancement project for San Giovanni Bono Court involves the construction of an agri-camping 

and some general services that can enhance the possibility of fruition of the entire system. Overall, the 

agri-camping offers eco-friendly services. The creation of the agri-camping is designed on one hand as 

an element for the development of an experiential tourism in contact with nature, and so the choice of 

placing the pitches within an orchard of new plant and the possibility to make excursions, and on the 

other hand as an opportunity to implement the re-naturalization of the area.  

The second flagship project affects the area of Canfurlone and Ca’ Bianca Courts. Most of the 

buildings of Canfurlone Court are at the service of the activities of management of farms so the project 

focused on the recovery of the now disused buildings to create some flats to social housing, an office 

for a local non-profit association who manages guided tours, some activities linked to the tourism: a 

small restaurant and some bed and breakfast rooms, and an agri-nursery school, facing a kind of 

natural and environmental education. 

 

5. Project outcomes  

The main objective of making a project able to enhance the rural landscape of the Bonoris Foundation 

has been achieved through the development of a master plan for the overall management, able to put 

together territorial resources and local actors. 

The project is not closed but it is open to future developments and implementations in the short and 

long period through participation to founding, in particular the collaboration established with the 

Mincio Park allows participation in banking non-profit funding and axes of regional financial supports 

for the creation of ecological corridors and the implementation of services to fruition, in continuity 

with the actions already taken by the Park. An additional development is represented by social 

projects: the initiative “Social farming in Mantua” takes care for people in distress but it is also the 

starting point to introduce unemployed people in the work world, thanks to a collaboration with 

Caritas Diocesana of Mantua started on the occasion of a round table with local entities. First people to 

whom it may be directed the jobs will be the guests of social housing, under construction at Bettola 

Court, and young guests at the family-home of the Gombettino Court that will soon reach the age of 

majority. The expected activities are linked to the rural sector (production of vegetables, orchard, plant 

nursery) and to the system of fruition (management of the agri-camping, of the bed and breakfasts and 

restaurants and support to educational activities). The mission of the Foundation in this way goes 

beyond welfare and ensures the creation of a system able to become self-sufficient and generate profit 

to reinvest. 

The project for the development of the Bonoris Foundation’s rural landscape has been presented 

starting from May in some exhibit and with a publication (Mussinelli, 2014). In this occasion the 

neighbouring d’Arco Foundation expressed its interest in taking up design and management actions, 

coordinated with the projects in progress. D’Arco Foundation has the same social mission of Bonoris 

Foundation and its assets are similar for solidity and nature so it could be an occasion to implement the 

enhancement of the territory with coordinated actions and methods. This is also the demonstration that 

the project triggered a process of empowerment and awareness that the quality of the landscape and 
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cultural heritage management generates social, cultural and economic benefits for the global 

community. 
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Image 1: Masterplan. 
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Image 2: Flagship project “Gate of the environmental system”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image 3: Flagship project “Gate of Mantua”. 
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Image 4: Project for the agri-camping in San Giovanni Bono Court. 
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Abstract 

This study aims to determine the values present in Güigüe’s Abbey monastic landscape beginning 

from notions of dwelling and genius loci by Martin Heidegger and Christian Norberg-Schultz, to 

relationships between architecture and Benedictine tradition. This building, considered as a National 

Cultural Property, is presented as a synthesis of relationships which handle a conception of space 

linked to tradition and life of its inhabitants as well as geographical characteristics of place. In this 

sense, this analysis claims to examine the environment character, considered as the spirit of place, 

which refers to particular monks’ sensibility for choosing appropriate zones to settle their monasteries. 

 

Keywords: Monastic Dwelling; Landscape; Benedictines; Spirit of Place 

 

 

The monastic life way has understood the building conception from the nature of dwelling, that reveals 

the built  thing, the monastery, as the gathering of the fourfold, while allowing a site for the same 

fourfold. 
1
 

The monastery as a place makes room for the fourfold in a double sense, initially admitting and then 

installing-belong together. Accordingly, the monastery is a shelter house for the fourfold (huis). From 

this monastic dwelling building receives the directive for its erecting places, and in turn, the buildings 

erected in this way mark the monk’s dwelling, leading him to his essence and housing this essence.  

The monastery as a place makes room for the fourfold in a double sense, initially admitting and then 

installing-belong together. Accordingly, the monastery is a shelter house for the fourfold (huis). From 

this monastic dwelling building receives the directive for its erecting places, and in turn, the buildings 

erected in this way mark the monk’s dwelling, leading him to his essence and housing this essence. 
2
  

In the essence of these monasteries as places reside relationships between: man – space, man– 

landscape and construction - landscape. Geographically, monasteries were established as relatively 

isolated units, and for the most part, where they were built, they transformed the landscape creating a 

place.
3
  

 

1. Monastic sensibility to the genius loci  

The relationship between man and building sketched, now joins the environment,
4
 and from their 

mutual correspondence, it can refer to the concept of existential space, which “... is not identified with 

the geographical space defined in purely physical terms, but it is determined by experienced 

                                                      
1 Heidegger proposes that dwelling has as fundamental trait caring (sparing, preserving), and rests on the human being, that 

is, in his way of being on earth, under the sky and in front of  deities. This unit of four has been called Fourfold and mortals 

enter it to dwell. Hence "Mortals dwell in the way they care for the fourfold in its essence." "Building, dwelling, thinking" In: 

Heidegger Martin. 1994. Lecture and articles. Barcelona: Rowan (Translation of Eustaquio Barjau).  
2  The examples offered by the Middle Ages are significant    because the building was not a simple structure that responded 

to a function, but it was something deeper, going beyond the technical work, because the purpose of the matter was not only 

represent the divinity to invoke, but it was a means in which divinity is expressed. 
3 See the metaphor posed by Heidegger referring to a bridge that transforms the landscape creating a place. In: Heidegger, 

Martin. Op Cit. (web version).  
4 From the theme of dwelling and its realization in the place now we claim an approach to the concept of Genius Loci 

developed by Christian Norberg-Schulz, which states that all places - both natural and built - have their spirit and this is 

forged in the course of the  history of the place. 

mailto:avedebby@hotmail.com
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properties, processes and interacting relationship. Therefore, it is neither uniform nor “neutral”, but 

has a qualitative and vital character.” 
1
  

This existential space contains existential meanings, which “... are inherent in life itself, and arise from 

the relationship between natural human properties, processes and actions”; 
2
 experiencing those 

meanings in the surrounding environment is one of the essential needs of man. When this experience 

happens, “... the space becomes a set of ‘places’. So the term ‘place’ determines something familiar 

and ‘concrete’, while ‘space’ indicates more abstract relationships between places.”
3
  

Places “... are goals or focal points where significant events of life are experienced, but they are also 

starting points, orientation bases and conquest of the environment.”
4
 In this sense, “being somewhere” 

is more than a factual location because it involves essentially the inhabitant identification with the 

specific nature of places, routes and areas related. 

As to the character of environment, it has been regarded as the “genius loci” or “spirit of place”, and it 

refers to the genius that is forged in the historical course of the place or emerging from nature itself. 

This concept allows approaching to one of the most significant aspects of monastic and Benedictine 

architecture tradition: the particular monks’ sensibility for choosing the appropriate areas to emplace a 

monastery. 
5
  

To Debuyst, the monastery is a “full human and Christian place” 
6
 which in most examples has a 

genius loci derived from its complicated nature and singular at the same time. Their particular 

presence in the landscape makes almost all unique.
7
 

The complicated character is given by an internal complexity that cannot  be recognized at first sight, 

which corresponds to many and varied activities that monks have been developing over time. 

Furthermore, this complex character is evidenced by a genius of place that expresses completeness, 

wholeness and synthesis, taking strength from an interiority that houses the liturgy, seeks solitude and 

protects the closure of the community.  

This tendency to introversion reaches equilibrium with other monastic maximum, dialogue with nature 

and the landscape. It is known practice of discernment by the monks searching for a suitable location 

for the establishment of monasteries, taking them to settle in areas with a strong geographical and 

natural seal.
8
 Consequently, landscapes and buildings have created the enabling environment for the 

development of monastic living.
 9
  

This attitude refers to well-known “sensibility of the Greeks for selecting the right site of implantation 

of their buildings, which will cause predisposition to lift and mysticism in man.”
10

 To this may be 

added, the ancient belief of the Romans who claimed that “every natural and built site, was protected 

by a kind of tutelary numen; this “genius loci” was worthy of veneration…” 
11

 These concepts are 

interpreted and translated into the particular sensibility of monks to the spirit of place and their 

admiration for nature as God’s creation. 

The historical relationship of Christian monastic buildings with the natural environment has been 

twofold that has distinguished the western monastic architecture (and especially Benedictine) from the 

eastern way. In both cases, most buildings were made with an introspective character (with a tendency 

to centrifugal spatial configuration in the West and centripetal in the East), but allowing the line of 

                                                      
1 Norberg-Schulz, C. (1999): Arquitectura Occidental. Barcelona: GG,  p. 225. 
2 Idem. 
3 Ibidem. p. 223. 
4 Ibidem. p.226.  
5 These aspects indicate the theoretical proposal of genius loci within the Christian specificity raised by Frédéric Debuyst. 

See: Debuyst, F. Op. Cit. pp. 3- 4. 
6 Ibidem. p. 55 
7 Idem. 
8 While more ascetic community was much more walked away for established on top of the mountains, small islands or in 

desolate plains.  
9 "... Man chooses those places in his environment to meet his psychic needs." See: Norberg-Schulz, C. Op. Cit. p. 227. 
10 Conenna, Claudio. "Monastic Morphology in Greek space. Monastery and Context (an organic hierarchy)." See: 
 “Morfología Monasterial en el espacio griego. Monasterio y Contexto (una jerarquía orgánica).” See: 

http://www.architecthum.edu.mx/Architecthumtemp/colaboradores/conennatouret.htm. 
11 Debuyst, F. Op. Cit. p. 1. 
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sight occupy a significant position to an environment with  its own beauty. The difference lies in the 

way they were implemented on the ground with a geometric morphology trend in the first case and 

organic in second.  

The “geometric arrangement is considered in Roman way, which takes into account the need and 

functionality, but mainly depends on a general mastery form-meaning that accompanies any 

deployment.” 
1
 Right angles’ rigidity contrasts with the landscape, thus imposing on the environment. 

However, it did not imply indifference on the properties of the place, because the buildings were 

arranged in line with climate factors, insolation, wind direction, etc.  

On the other hand, the organic trend has particular solutions for each case, as it depends largely on the 

land on which it is located, adapting to topographic variations, making it more natural and 

autonomous. 
2
 

The stiffness can be attributed to building Benedictine tradition (embedded within Western), in 

relation to the natural environment, it has changed in recent decades. Debuyst denotes a deep and 

growing attention to the specificities of the natural environment. “Today, abbeys take distance of 

typical projects and close closure. A great freedom is manifested in the relationship with nature and 

the landscape.” 
3
  

“Monks know and experience it throughout life. Most of them enjoys the benefit of participating in a 

‘spirit of the place’ truly worthy of this name, sometimes endowed with exceptional qualities 

(although it be inevitable that gaps manifest here and there), deeply consistent with their life styles. It 

is what the visitor sees immediately when traveling to a monastery and unexpectedly he is in front of 

it. First  he comes looking for it and then it is almost hitting a feeling of ‘full’: all this happens as if 

monastery’s genius loci symbolize forever and ever, the fullness of life”.
4
 

 

2. In Güigüe, an abbey was opened to the tropical landscape  
In the late 80s, the Benedictine community of St. Joseph in Caracas (capital of Venezuela), decided to  

move the monastic seat because the area did not offer optimal conditions for the development of the 

monastic life (fig. 1).  

The community preferred another place that would provide the right environment for meditation, 

prayer and silence, distinctive of monastic charisma. In 1981, monks chose a land on a hill near 

Güigüe village, located in Carabobo state, at south-west of the Venezuelan capital. 

The monks believed that this area of sixty acres on the “Hatico” hill met the necessary conditions for 

the development of Benedictine life, because it had strong sunlight and fresh air, with a hot and humid 

weather though tempered by the breeze. In addition, this area became desirable because it was a fertile 

ground suitable for agriculture, where several types of crops are harvested and appropriate for 

producing honey too (fig. 2). 

Further, the distance from urban chaos, coupled with the spectacular view of the landscape on 

Valencia Lake and Coast Range, as well as to areas of leafy trees, provided a perfect natural setting for 

solitude, contemplation, silence and prayer (figg. 3-5). 

The total length of the field is characterized by rugged topography. The building designed by 

Venezuelan architect, Jesús Tenreiro-Degwitz, was based on the highest point of the hill but variations 

in topographic relief made that only the cloister (central core) sits directly on the floor; other parts of  

the building consists of four elongated pavilions,  which rest on structural elements.  

These four pavilions are arranged and formed in line with the direction of sunlight and wind. From a 

cosmological order (the relationship between universe and its parts), each wing is oriented to the 

cardinal points from exploiting or protecting the spaces of solar incidence (as needed), in order to be 

climatically comfortable (fig. 6). 

                                                      
1 Conenna, Claudio. " Monastic Morphology…” See : 

http://www.architecthum.edu.mx/Architecthumtemp/colaboradores/conennatouret.htm. 
2 Idem. 
3 Debuyst, F. Op. Cit.p. 75. 
4 Ibidem. pp. 55-56. 
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Furthermore, the optimization of flows of air has exerted a significant influence in this general 

configuration; main areas of the building are separated from each other, aligned in these extended and 

slim pavilions, which are convenient to be traversed by the air flow and also to take advantage of all 

the visual landscape.  

In this sense,  singularities of the area (topography, weather and insolation)can be considered as 

determinants of the monastery’s morphological character, and the link established by the implantation 

site selected with the surrounding landscape, which passes forming part of the building (fig. 7). 

The consequences of these attributes not only happen inside  the monastery, but have had an impact on 

Güigüe village too. Consideration of the building as National Cultural Property and the award given at 

IX National Architecture Biennial (1998), have given to Güigüe a distinctive position in the country, if 

only nominally, because the name of the  Abbey  is usually associated with this village. 

In addition, relationships established between San José community and neighboring areas (there are 

some nearby villages besides Güigüe), indicate two essential features of Benedictine life, its 

dedication to agriculture and its spiritual vocation. In the  first case, trade between the monks and 

farmers in the area come from the rental of land for cultivation and purchase and sale process of 

agricultural products. Another dimension reveals the importance given to the abbey as a spiritual focus 

by the inhabitants of these neighboring sectors, who usually come on Sundays or days of Christian 

holidays. 

Finally, the condition of wholeness, completeness and synthesis of the abbey can be highlighted, it  

can be seen in its formal setting and implementation in the field since the cosmological relationship 

already stated. This correspondence reveals a building which shows the interrelationship of the 

fourfold because it lies in the being of man, his way of being on earth, under the sky and in front of the 

deities. The link with the landscape takes strength from this own interiority sheltering the liturgy, 

seeks solitude and protects the closure of the community, but that is also combined with an 

understanding and openness to the spirit of place. Consequently, the landscape is understood as an 

exhortation for building. 
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Figure 1: Benedictine Abbey of St. Joseph at Caracas 

Photo: Weidner y Martinez “Abadía de San José”. 

Figure 3:  View of Valencia Lake  Photo: http://usuarios.lycos.es/guigue/Pag_Abadia.htm. 

Figure 2: Benedictine Abbey of St. Joseph at Güigüe 

Photo: Weidner y Martinez “Abadía de San José”. 

Figure 4: Small lagoon at southeast of Abbey. 

Photo: Author 

Figure 5: View of Valencia Lake from Abbey. 

Sunrise. Photo: Author 

http://usuarios.lycos.es/guigue/Pag_Abadia.htm
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Figure 6 – The monastery  from south side. Photo: Weidner y Martinez “Abadía de San José”. 

 

 

Figure 7: Panoramic view from  southeast. Photo: Beda Hornung, osb. 
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Abstract 

In early Taiwanese agricultural society, the land was an agricultural living landscape that reflects the 

inhabitant’s life style as well as cultural pattern. This paper uses the “Faro Convention” to study are 

the Liukgah Settlement in Taiwan and the Hsinwawu Hakka Culture Conservation Area. The goal for 

this paper is to understand how the Taiwanese Hakka traditional agricultural society’s living value can 

find a proper method to conserve its original inhabitant’s landscape and understand how the local 

community can be defined and passed upon the new inhabitant of the next generation. 

 

Keywords: Heritage-scape; Heritage-based; Hakka; Hakka Architecture; Heritage Education 

 

 

1. Introduction 

According to the Framework Convention on the Value of Cultural Heritage for Society 
1
(the Faro 

Convention), the definition of Cultural Heritage is as followed: “Cultural heritage is a group of 

resources inherited from the past which people identify, independently of ownership, as a reflection 

and expression of their constantly evolving values, beliefs, knowledge and traditions. It includes all 

aspects of the environment resulting from the interaction between people and places through time; a 

heritage community consists of people who value specific aspects of cultural heritage which they wish, 

within the framework of public action, to sustain and transmit to future generations.” In other words, , 

while considering the part it plays in the modern society, the concept of “Cultural Property” (文化資
產) that are commonly used in Taiwan should be viewed in a broader sense, as in we should now 

convert from the concept of 「資產」(Asset) to 「遺產」(Heritage), and uses this mindset to 

consider the ways of inheritance for cultural landscape’s meaning and values.  

The main objective for this research is to study a phenomenon common in Taiwan:  How can a 

traditional agricultural town conserve and develop the original lifestyle and traditional value under the 

rapid development of urbanization?The realization of this issue begins from the Liukgah Settlement in 

Zhubei City, Hsinchu County, Taiwan, which was originally a typical Taiwanese Hakka settlement. In 

the seasons of harvest, golden spikes of rice spread over the plain. There were channels that were built 

to irrigate the plantations, but also served as public space for social purposes that provide drinking 

water and a place for tool cleansing. This land was inhabited with a single-surname Hakka village that 

is commonly seen in traditional Taiwanese agricultural society, of which the traditions of Hakka 

traditions still stands, including the traditional Hakka flower drum band and the ritual where they 

worship their ancestors in ancestral shrine.With the development of urbanization, how can this 

                                                      
1The Framework Convention on the Value of Cultural Heritage for Society (the Faro Convention) was drafted between 2003 

and 2005 by a select committee of experts. It was adopted by the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe on 13 

October 2005 and opened for signature to member States in Faro (Portugal) on 27 October of the same year. The Faro 

Convention entered into force on 1 June 2011. To date, sixteen member States have ratified it.This Convention is based on 

the idea that knowledge and use of heritage form part of the citizen’s right to participate in cultural life as defined in the 

Universal Declaration of Human Rights. The text presents heritage both as a resource for human development, the 

enhancement of cultural diversity and the promotion of intercultural dialogue, and as part of an economic development model 

based on the principles of sustainable resource use. 
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settlement’s living landscape which is composed of all the above traditional elements be conserved? 

And what tangible or intangible cultural resources should be conserved? Especially after the original 

landscape has been altered after urbanization, how can one recover the cultural elements that 

agglomerate the local self-identification and sustained as a “heritage”? This paper would discuss and 

use action observation research with the above topics. 

 

2. Research Method and Viewpoint Extension 

The foundation of this paper is based on two focuses, which is also the basis for the action observation 

research. The first is to use the “social value of heritage and the value of heritage for society” from the 

Faro Convention to interpret the conversion of landscape. The other part is to view with the 

perspective of heritage-education, and analyze the cultural value of the local residents’ attempt at 

reconstructing a new community by promoting educational event.   

Faro Convention is a convention with a framework, its goal is for the contracted parties to make 

proper strategic decisions in the simplest way possible. In a sustainable development perspective, a 

framework convention cares about the subsequent development’s dynamic and spontaneity, and how it 

could use the sharing of practical experience to reach the expected objective. Currently, the European 

Council has three operational promotion strategy. The first is the “Faro Steps”, which is inspired by 

the idea of “ballades patrimoniales”(heritage walks), that raises public awareness through direct 

experience of a place while encouraging people to reflect on the value of heritage. The second strategy 

is the“Faro Initiatives”; it appeals for contributions from member States, and the observers aim at 

gathering as much information as possible on ideas, experiences and projects carried out or in progress 

which can illustrate and explain the principles and objectives of the Faro Convention. The third 

strategy is to systematically publish and promote “Faro Steps” and the “Faro Initiatives”.  

The second focus is about the analysis for the implementation of heritage-education in the Liukgah 

Settlement in Zhubei City, Hsinchu County, Taiwan. With the financial support from the local 

community organization and government department, the local residents and community organization 

founded “Liukgah Workstation”; the concept of the project is “Liukgah Academy”, of which they 

provide educational events of different forms in the Hsinwawu Hakka Culture Conservation Area. By 

implementing this project, the original residents and the new residents can learn about the traditional 

Hakka culture. This paper has employed almost six months of field research and observation and 

found that the operation model not only reflects the strategy objective, it also creates a good 

opportunity for rediscovering, interpreting, and self-identification of the area.  

With the above considered, this paper will focus on the heritage education that incorporates place- and 

activity-based learning with history, and social studies; language arts; music and mathematics. 

Especially, educating local residents about their heritage through the study of historic buildings and 

their preservation (historic preservation education); educating resident about their community and 

training them to be good citizens and stewards of the built environment, both as children and as adults 

(community education); and applying architectural education to a wide variety of subjects, thereby 

enhancing the study of these subjects. 

 

3. Historical Background of the Liukgah Settlement 

The Liukgah Settle is located in the southeast of Hsinchu County, Zhubei City, Taiwan. It is across 

from the Hsinchu city and at the northeast direction of the Touqian River; on the north of Liukgah is 

the Litou Mountain, which separates it from the Sinpu Township, and on the east is Qionglin 

Township.Before it was renamed as “Liukgah” in 1920, its old name was “Liuzhangli”. Since it is 

located near the main water source of Hsinchu Country the Touqian River, Liuzhangli grew to have 

fertile soil that harvested rice annually, which made it a important agricultural area of Hsinchu and 

was named as the “rice granary of Hsinchu”. As a result, “A harvest in Liukgah is a harvest for 

Hsinchu” was a commonly said idiom in the area.  

To construct the high speed railway in the 1990s, the government designated this area as the THSR 

Hsinchu station special rezoned district. After the THSR special rezoned district’s been established in 

the 1999, this area attracted large number of land developers, investors and new residents, which 
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resulted in the rising number of the annual in-migrant since 2001. This urban planning would cause 

the loss of the Northern Taiwan’s traditional Hakka agricultural landscape (image 1). The local 

residents and cultural groups called out for the conservation for the Hakka cultural from Liukgah 

settlement as well as the Hsinwawu Lin’s single-surname settlement within the area. At last, under the 

coordination between the Hakka Affairs Council of the Executive Yuan and the local government, in 

August 2005, the government decided to designate the Hsinwawu settlement as the first “Hakka 

Culture Conservation Area”, and it also appoint many traditional homes as county designated 

monument or register as historical buildings. From then on, the traditional agricultural landscape that 

the Liukgah settlement has been sustaining can finally reconsider the ways to face their living area, 

where over the past decade, has transformed dramatically urbanized with houses towering and 

crowding over the land (image 2). Liukgah settlement is nearby the Hsinchu Science and Industrial 

Park, it is therefore a popular housing choice for new residents. With this, being the first Hakka culture 

conservation area of Taiwan, Liukgah settlement also has to consider how it can integrate the 

traditional Hakka historical culture and agricultural culture with the new resident’s living space, or 

even build a new place identity.  

Another important challenge for the Liukgah settlement is to preserve the existing agricultural 

landscape and the channels. After the 1990 preservation movement, three main channel were left, the 

Shiwulang channel (十五朗圳), Di channel (低圳), and Gao channel (高圳) (image 3). The 

preservation of the three channels are different from the other cities, where channels are built into 

underground drainage ditch; the channels are kept on the original above ground routes. This method 

allows the area to keep the original settlement’s clear structured environmental boundaries; the areas 

where the channels travels through would have green space as buffer from the main road and include 

paddy fields as well as green parks (image 4), these not only provides living needs, but they also 

represent feng shui and defensive purposes in the past. The areas where the channels run through and 

the one paddy field that was intentionally preserved for the Hsinwawu Hakka Culture Conservation 

Area, actually provides an opportunity for a reshaping of past Liukgah agricultural landscape.  

 

4. The reinterpretation of “social value of heritage and the value of heritage for society” 

As the original residents and traditional architecture experience the gradual loss of their traditional 

agricultural lifestyle, they had to confront the changes that had happened to the environment and 

landscape after the expansion of city urbanization; however, they are very reluctant to give up the 

traditional Hakka cultural spirit and the community consciousness of the agricultural living area. 

Based on the above, the cultural heritage values of the Liukgah settlement include: social value, 

architectural value, biodiversity value, and the Hakka traditional cultural value. The interpretation 

below is based on the two aspects “social value of heritage” and “the value of heritage for society” 

discussed in the “Faro Convention”, of which both pays special focus to social values. 

(1) “The Social Value of Heritage” of the Liukgah Settlement 

The social value of the Liukgah settlement’s heritage is a reflection of the contribution of what the 

paddy fields had made for the Hsinchu area’s agricultural output and food supply; the social value also 

includes the interaction and connection between the Hakkas and the ecological environment under the 

traditional agricultural society.  

(2) “The Value of Heritage for Society” of the Liukgah Settlement 

To the society, the value of heritage itself is an extension of education. Especially since the original 

Liukgah agricultural landscape has disappeared, however with the channel elements that was 

preserved, the particular area was able to be transformed into a recreational area for the community. 

The traditional Hakka architectures were converted into an educational facility for Waldorf Education 

(image 5) or Hakka cultural creative industry’s production center. The traditional Hsinwawu Flower 

Drum Band has gradually became a performing art that showcase the art of drumming. These are all 

new social values that has been considered and transformed from the original heritage value.  

 

 

5. The loss of Agricultural Landscape and Reappearance of Heritage Landscape 

http://terms.naer.edu.tw/detail/1886509/?index=1
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With the development and impact caused by urbanization, the work of preserving the traditional 

cultural aspect of the Liukgah agricultural landscape and lifestyle is very difficult. However, it is also 

important to consider the ways to keep the connotation of the traditional value while facing the loss of 

all the traditional agricultural landscape. “Heritage Education” might be an effective way to pass down 

the cultural value. Therefore, as “Liukgah Workstation” is represented in a concept “Liukgah 

Academy” as the beginning of a series of educational event, many environmental element and 

historical architecture has become a topic that was showcased in education, which also means it is the 

subject of the preserved object;after being transformed by the educational activities, the preserved 

subject becomes an object that can be learned and understand. As a result, these element of space for 

the traditional space regain the opportunity of reviving its value. For example:  

 (1) “Channels”: a path to heritage walks 

“Water” was once the lifeblood of the Liukgah settlement, served as both drinking water and for 

irrigation. The channels that were conserved include the approaching channel and the water rings, 

Dongxing channel, Shui Bian Tou, Shiwulang channel, Di channel, and Gao channel; though no 

longer function as agricultural irrigation use, but they are still the representatives that witnessed the act 

of crossing community barriers. Through the educational activities arranged by the Liukgah academy, 

people can learn about the water irrigation of the past; during the process of learning, they can also get 

to know the ecological environment of the surrounding communities.   

(2) “Farmland”: a base for Food and Agricultural Education 

A corner lot of the Hsinwawu Hakka Culture Conservation Area was originally a farmland; although 

the channel is no longer available for irrigation, the local residents still managed to find other water 

source to irrigate the area. Each year, the residents of the community follow Taiwan’s solar term and 

regulations to fertilize and plant rice. After the rice has been harvested by the community residents, the 

rice is distributed to the local communities. Food and agricultural education is also incorporated within 

the farming process, which is an opportunity for the residents to learn about agricultural knowledge 

(image 6).  

(3)  “Ancestral Shrine”: a space for remembering one’s ancestors. 

The act of worshiping ancestors is still an important tradition for traditional Hakkas, the ancestral 

shrine buildings in the Hsinwawu Hakka Culture Conservation Area has maintained its original 

function as a worship facility. Though most original residents had moved from the area, during 

important festivals, most of the Liukgah settlement’s Lin’s descendant would come back to the 

ancestral shrine for the ancestor worship ritual. This is also a very traditional cultural practice. 

(4) “He Cheng” (Traditional courtyard): Market for cultural and creative industry 

In architectures of the traditional agricultural society, the courtyard of each house is usually shaped as 

|_|. This particular section is named as “Cheng” (埕); another name for it is “He Cheng” (禾埕), for 

during harvest season, most courtyard are used to croft and dry rice. Since people today enjoy and 

have high interest in creative markets, the settlement invited vendors to join and held markets in the 

“He Cheng”, which act as an attraction for community residents to visit the conservation area (image 

7). 

(5) Flower Drum: Leading act in performing arts 

The Hsinwawu Flower Drum Band, the last Hakka flower drum band of Taiwan that was originally 

formed to celebrate Taiwan's retrocession by the residents, was formed in 1947 and gradually became 

a leisure activity for the resident’s entertainment. Performers dress in clown like make-up and shirts 

with flower print, carry flower-print umbrellas, walk special steps and plays the flower drum; they 

entertain the audience with humorous and interesting performance that provides joyful performances. 

The Hsinwawu Flower Drum Band has been performing for over sixty years; its existence is a way to 

record a family’s history, and it also unite the community and boost the Hakka’s cultural self-

identification. 

 

Table 1: Liukgah Settlement’s Heritage Education’s Future Development 

Aspect 
Special Features of 

History and Space 

Future Developing 

Direction 

Activation and. 

Repurposing 
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Geography Channel 
Water source eco-

culture 

Channel environmental 

educational center, 

cultural experience and 

travel. 

Industry Agriculture 
Food and agricultural 

education for city. 

Food and agricultural 

education, promotion of 

agriculture, local food 

court. 

Culture Family and religion 
Parent-child cultural 

education. 

Parent-child reading, 

Hakka cultural creative 

industry. 

Source of information: Lin Xiao Wei, Jung Fang Chieh (2014: 108). 

 

6. Conclusion: a chance for Liukgah Academy to serve as a facility for sustainable heritage-

education 

Liukgah’s Hakka culture and agricultural landscape conservation movement has not yet come to an 

end, on the contrary, the community organization and original residents are starting to deviate from the 

traditional idea that conservation is saving “objects”, and instead give “cultural property” a chance to 

become “cultural heritage”.  The implementation of diverse “educational” activities in Liukgah 

settlement,which involves cultural heritage, historical culture, ecological environment and ecological 

areas(image 8),is actually a straightforward act of solicitude to their land from the community 

residents; this is an act based on humanistic thinking. This operating strategy reflects on the resident 

population of the Liukgah settlement. The establishment of high-rise residential buildings has caused 

the rise of total resident population number, and the fact that the government conduct land acquisition 

due to urbanization plans, also is the direct or indirect reason for the Lin’s family’s descendants to 

leave their homeland. Nevertheless, through the method of heritage-education and environmental-

education, the traditional Hakka value of Liukgah settlement can still gain the recognition from the 

local residents. This is an opportunity for sustainable development, and also a chance to encourage the 

Liukgah settlement’s heritage-education to move forward. 
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Image 1: An aerial Image of the Liuzhangli 
Lin’s House of Hsinchu Liukgah settlement, 
taken before the land acquisition for urban 
planning. 

Source: Mr. Pan Guo Zheng (彭啟原) 

Image 2: Hsinwawu Hakka Culture Conservation 
Area and the surroundings. ( Compare with Image 
1) Source: Chen Ban (陳板) 

 

 

Image 3: The areas where the three channels, which were conserved in the Liukgah settlement, 
would pass through after the land acquisition for THSR. Source: Chen Ban (陳板) 
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Image 4: The Shiwulang channel behind 
Hsinwawu (Fuxing 6th Rd.) 

Image 5: Waldorf School hold classes that 
teaches children to create art on site. 

 

  

Image 6: The only paddy field conserved for 
residents to plant in the Hsinwawu Hakka 
Culture Conservation Area. 

Image 7: Green market held on the third Saturday 
of each month. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   Image 8: Four Major Aspects for Liukgah Settlement’s Sustainable Development. 
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Abstract 

The present study refers to an extremely tiny territory of Syria nevertheless characterized by a huge 

number of architectonic and archaeological evidences. Those alone would suffice to classify this 

territory as one of the most interesting both in Syria and the whole network of world sites of interest in 

the Mediterranean. The territory of concern covers an area of about 10 x 15 km and contains some 

archaeological relevances as in Ebla, historical architectonic attractions as the urban settlements of the 

“dead towns” Ruweiha and Gerade, architectonic emergencies as the Bizzos church-monastry, the 

Bizanthinian habitations, and the kinds of houses with raw dirt, namely the domi of the rural 

settlements of Mardikh, Mardebsi, Anquarati. 

The aim of this essay is to highlight how an integrated territorial development of the Ebla area can be 

promoted, through the development of agriculture, tourism, archaeology and craft. 

 

Keywords: Retrieval of the Mediterranean Landscape; Protection of the Historical Cultural Heritage; 

Cultural Tourism; Enhancement of Local Economies 

 

 

1. The territory and its historical, archaeological and architectonic stratification 

In the northern Mediterranean Syria, from the border with Turkey to the city of Hama, before the 

beginning of the civil war, the “dead towns” area was an important strategical national resource 

because of the high increase of tourist activities. For this reason the whole system of dead towns has 

played, since 2006, an important role in the UNESCO strategies allowing the inclusion of a number of 

its parts in the World Heritage List. This way, the settlements of Ruweiha and Gerade have been 

included, since 2012, among the World Heritage Sites of UNESCO. 

The region of the "Dead Cities" of northern Syria, which extends over an area of 30x70 km, has 

played a crucial role in the Byzantine period due to the trade of oil and wine, and was then abandoned 

in the seventh century following the Muslim conquest and the consequent change of territorial 

conditions. 

This region includes about 700 villages, abandoned sites, where the architectural and typological 

characters of the buildings are clearly legible, because of the specific construction techniques that use 

large ashlar stone. In particular in the area of study (in the southern part of Idleb’s Governatorate) 

there are very important architectural historical emergencies of this historical period in the village of 

Ruweiha (as for the Church of Bizzos) and Gerade. These settlements bring out a long permanency 

and an overlap of the same architectural techniques surviving with the same kind of society and the 

same landscape management through several centuries.  

At the same time, the region of Tell Mardikh is characterized and conditioned by the presence of an 

important archaeological park, Ebla, a city of the Bronze Age. 

Here, in 1975, with the discovery of the royal archives there was the certainty of what was the most 

important archaeological discovery of the twentieth century, not only with regards of Syria, but the 

whole territory of the modern Middle East. 

The study of epigraphic and archaeological evidence has revealed the reality of a large urban center. In 

the first phase of development, between 2500 and 2300 BC it had been in contact with the great cities 

of Sumer as Kish and Ur, on the one hand, and with the  ‘Pharaohs’ Egypt on the other. The 

testimonies mark along a millennium, the historic route of an ancient village, destroyed three times 

and twice risen, from about 2500 BC and 1600 B.C. 
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The three main villages, still active, involved in this area of study are Mardikh, Mardebsi, Anquarati: 

typical rural settlements of northern Syria. They are characterized by the presence of typical buildings 

made of mud-brick (abodes) and false-vault called “domes”. 

The abodes (domi) were introduced in this territory since the III-II millenna BC and are characterized 

as mono-cellular isolated systems mainly with a pseudo-quadrangular structure. Their planimetric 

sizes vary approximately between 3 and 4 m, with walls also varying from 1 to 3 m. Frequently, along 

the main routes of the village structure, they are characterized as organisms aggregated in linear 

systems with an overlook on the route and a rear court, or, with more evolved configurations, with 

serial forms of aggregation around a central court. 

The farmlands inside and outside the area are traditionally planted with wheat and barley, while fruit 

and olive trees exist in small numbers in the vicinity. Three valleys, where rainwater flows into the 

lower lands during the winter, exist around the Tell. Wadi AI Qassas to the northeast of the site, Wadi 

AI Hermas to the east and Wadi AI Kibar southeast.  

These have allowed through the centuries to maintain in these lands a high level of agricultural 

productivity, enough to justify the important role that the olive tree culture has gained for this macro-

region and in particular for the outcomes of Ruwehia e Gerade. (image 1) 

 

2. The reasons for the territorial disequilibrium 
All of this would be sufficient to move thousands of visitors to these sites, to generate a high social 

development and grant the conservation of the cultural resources so far described. Anyway the evident 

poverty and decay of these places shows the extreme distance from those objectives. 

The purpose of this essay is to highlight how an integrated territorial development of the region of 

Ebla can be promoted, through the development of a circuit that holds together agriculture, tourism, 

archaeology and crafts. 

The overall situation of these settlements from an economic and social point of view, appears to be 

highly fragmented. 

The main problems of the delayed local development are connected to a strong staticity of  the social 

cultural local system which cannot coordinate the development of local (material and immaterial) 

resources balancing the effects. 

Therefore the following aspects can be highlighted 

• Although the area is characterized by an undeniable historical and archaeological importance 

and is well connected to the principal road linking Damascus to Aleppo, the economic 

development is struggling to take off.  

• The inadequate local income affects the improvement of the living conditions for the 

population, favoring the phenomena of messy urbanization and seasonal migration to 

Lebanon. 

• The interrelationship between the development of the agriculture sector and the growing 

promotion of local archaeological resources is insufficient. 

Territorially coordinated solutions and local economic development strategies (encouraging integrated 

development in rural areas) are hence required, based on local skills (agriculture and handcraft) and 

values (archaeological, historical and architectural). 

 

3. The logic of the project: Aims and purposes 

The strategy of strengthening the cultural &tourist circuits of this territorial sector has been developed 

since 2010, by the Polytechnic of Bari within an International Cooperation Project aimed to the 

“creation of a rural development integrated in the Ebla area (Idleb – Syria)” and a specific degree 

laboratory of  2011. 

The project's interventions are focused on the improvement of local living conditions and are directed 

primarily towards the village of Mardikh, and those of Mardebsi and Anqarati. The aim is to favour 

more structured forms of population gathering towards these villages, avoiding the habitation 

dispersion of the countryside and providing a better structure of these settlements. 
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For these reasons  the villages of Mardikh, Mardebsi and Anqarati have been projectually interpreted 

as new urban accesses of the territorial park at issue with the aim to become: 

 Access points from the outer territory (as for Mardikh)  

 Welcoming points (with the organization of temporary living areas and the eating places ) 

 Starting points for the leasure and local  historical cultural activities and circuits (with the 

organization of market areas,  exhibits and museal routes, … ) 

The action of convergence of the project on these settlements allows above all to strengthen the social 

and cultural identity of local communities and the institutional role of local governments, that is 

certainly the most important lever for the development of this area. 

In this way, the development of agriculture, tourism (archaeological, historical and culinary), crafts 

and trade become instruments of a territorial park which consists of several poles, each one with 

different capabilities of attraction and growth: 

 Archaeological areas of high international fame and great attraction 

 Residential centres structured according to the guidelines of the local building tradition and with a 

small craft (wood and stone),  

 A very strong landscape from an aesthetic and productive point of view (especially pastoralism 

and olive tree)  

The specific project goals are therefore to: 

 Counteract the phenomenon of loss of identity in the places (as a typical aspect of global culture)  

 Counteract the reduction and simplification of the cultural landscape 

 Protect and strengthen the value of the cultural distinctiveness of places as a tool for economic, 

cultural, social and environmental growth 

 Favour paths of sustainable design focused on the networking of cultural resources into specific 

circuits 

 Improve territorial connectivity for individuals, communities and enterprises (fair accessibility, 

inter‐modal transport solutions, secondary networks) 

 Ensure a global competitiveness of the region on the basis of a strong local economy (place‐based 

approach, local responses) 

Such purposes in the study model designed by Polytechnic of Bari are achievable through the 

promotion of the identities incarnated in the local culture and, overall, the retrieval of the material 

traces existing on the territory. This has allowed to program specific interventions aimed to: 

o the retrieval of historical layouts, from the transit of  pastoralism activities and the architectonic 

structures of the agricultural lands division; 

o the restoration of surface water gathering systems and underground water collection differently 

connected to the functioning of the rural settlements and agricultural practices. 

o the promotion of the local architectural culture and the update of the historical construction method 

in terms of the building forms and techniques, with the retrieval of the habitation models of the 

“domi” and the aggregate shapes “court like” which still compose the dominant model of the few 

architectonic units still existing. 

These actions have led to formulate a “rural integrated development plan” which could be proposed 

again within similar territorial contexts where the population often cannot manage to draw benefits 

from a single resource as an archaeological park might be, because it cannot, in turns, be a “system” 

with a wider network of territorial receptive activities.  

 

4. The project master plan and the lines of intervention 

The project strategy has been developed starting from these data, on three different lines of 

intervention. (image 1) The first one, aimed to structure the territory, concerns the whole area and the 

reorganization of the reconnection routes and the archaeological areas and is essentially articulated in 

the following actions: 

1. definition of the organized tourist tours of the area (thanks to the direct support of the Syrian 

Culture and Tourism Ministers); 
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2. federation of the villages for the coordinated management of the territorial resources (thanks to 

the direct support of the Idleb’s Governatorate) 

3. retrieval and promotion of the territorial and landscape abandoned places (caves) or compromised 

(agricultural areas) also with the inclusion of specific tourist-receptive functions; 

4. retrieval, innovation and enhancement of the production and management of the agricultural 

landscape and of specific local cultivation (thanks to the direct support of the IAMB and the 

Agriculture Ministry - GCSAR (General Commission for Scientific Agricultural Research)). 

5. enhancement of the entrepreneurial skills for the starting of new agricultural and industrial micro-

companies for the agricultural transformation, with access to the micro-finances and promotion of 

craft with the creation of art laboratories and workshops for the stone recreation of traditional 

objects and archaeological findings (thanks to the direct support of Syria Trust for Development 

Foundation - FIRDOS ONG (The Fund for Integrated Rural Development of Syria);  

The second stage of intervention, more properly architectural, acts on a more detailed scale and 

defines the conduct and the specific typologies of intervention involved for the single territorial sectors 

of the area of intervention. It mainly involves interventions in favour of the settlements and their 

specific parts: 

1. Restoration of Mardikh old town (general urban equipment, spatial and architectonic redefinition 

of the public spaces, design of the access, brake and transfer areas); 

2. design of the accesses from the Damasco-Aleppo highway to Mardikh, Mardebsi, Anquarati 

settlements; 

3. ridefinition in the general urban plan of Mardikh (limits of buildings expansion, development 

areas, commercial development areas, typology and nature of the activities to be included in the 

settlement); 

4. enhancement of hygienic conditions – health condition of the homes and the agricultural-food 

companies of the territory 

5. creation of a market in Mardikh and Ruweiha to promote and sell the craft production adn the 

typical food products 

6. restoration of the «Domi» closer to the settlements and promotion for eating and/or guestroom 

functions 

7. congestion and redefinition of the urban border of Mardikh, Mardebsi and Anquarati settlements 

through the repurposing of the building techniques and the formal and urban processes of the 

Domi. These interventions are aimed to return compactness to the urban patterns, allowing an 

auspicable increase of the population (local inhabitants and tourists) which would not generate 

dispersion and fragmentation of the urban and social pattern.  

8. creation of a  “visitor centre” near Mardikhdi which opens the archaeological route of Ebla site  

9. creation of a secondary street way which, siding the Damasco-Aleppo highway, could allow a 

quick communication of Mardikh, Mardebsi and Anquarati villages with Ebla and with Ruweiha 

and Gerade 

The third stage of intervention is primarily dedicated to the restoration and redevelopment of the 

Landscape and historical settlements of Ruweiha e Gerade. Granting, apart from the conservation of 

the site, the possibility of fruition of the edifices so to actively reinclude them in the tourism fruition 

(image 2) 

With particular attention to the historical context of reference, a close study morphological and 

technological allowed to set up proper systems of consolidation and formal recomposition of the pre-

existence based on criteria of anastylosys and procedure of scientific restoration. 

In this sense there are, in the dead towns, some very particular building typologies connected to the 

scarce presence of wood or however shrubs not adapt to the construction of big lights. Therefore an 

articulate range of cases of joist systems and covering with stone structures is developed, directly 

derivating from pre-hellenic models, which characterized the area. This way every intervention of 

rehabilitation and consequently safety operation, must first deal with the conservation of its supporting 

system (the main root of the form and features of the vernacular local architecture), and then with the  

conservation of the ancient materials. 
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According to the data collected it was possible therefore to provide for restoration and architectural 

promotion actions aimed at: 

1. the riqualification e riabilitation of the historical buildings of Ruweiha and Gerade until it is 

possible to make it viable again to host the necessary information and attraction points.  

2. a specific conservative restoration intervention of Bizzos church and other smaller monumental 

attractions of Ruweiha and Gerade sites, useful for the strengthening of the tourist-receptive 

attractiveness and for the recognition of a cultural identity root of the site. (image 3) 

 

5. Conclusion 

The aim of the reconstruction of the ancient landscape of Ruweiha and Gerade and the enhancement 

of the archaeological site of Ebla here proposed, is to promote the knowledge of the site between 

tourists who visit Syria and to push them to visit these sites during their journey from Aleppo to 

Hama.  

The ultimate goal of this project is to give back to Syria the memoriaurbis and the historical and 

cultural identity of the analyzed area. Furthermore the methodological approach of this project could 

be used again in future project for cultural tourism and enhancement of archaeological heritage. 

This is the real tool to facilitate the improvement of the living conditions for local people and promote 

integrated territorial development of depressed areas 
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Image 1: Masterplan: ideogram of the design strategy for territorial intervention. 
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Image 2: Modeling of a typological home, and details for technological updating to ensure the reuse. 
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Image 3: Church of Bizzos in Ruwehia: the present state and the reconstructive model of the most 

probable configuration of the church in the IV century. 
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Abstract 

Assay is part of the research on the relationship between city and cultural landscape carried out in 

several years within a European programme (INTERREG III A Programme - WET SYS B) and 

currently under way enhancement project of Ugento’s regional park and coastal urban area. 

We are in Puglia, in the last ramification of the Ionic coast. In the past the coast of Ugento appeared to 

visitors as a wild place dominated by the medieval castle of Ugento’s settlement.The town, an old 

Messapic centre called “Uzentum”, rises on a small hill that slopes towards the sea. Today, along the 

coast you can find centres that starting from the 1960s have suffered the aggression of an unregulated 

tourism that threatens to destroy the entire surrounding landscape. 

This research aims at demonstrating how, behind the crisis of an urban historical area and its system of 

reference, there is a hidden alteration of the primary relationships between the settlements and the 

surrounding landscape. 

 

Keywords: Architectural and Typological Character; Cultural Homogeneous Habitat; Architecture 

and Landscape 

 

 

1. The historicized landscape: Architectonic aspects 

Ugento’s territory has been dominated by several cultures which have left multiple traces through 

time, making a view of the territory extremely articulated. Ugento’s landscape is characterized mainly 

by a multitude of medieval coastal towers, brothels and masserie, although utterly important are also 

the Messapic and Roman archaeological sites and the protohistoric megalitic structures. 

This territory distinguished from the rest in terms of importance and prestige already in prehistoric 

age; as testified by the caves and the survival, over millennia, of structures with megalitic blocks as 

dolmen and menhir, and even more typical structures of the microlitic Sub-Appennines culture as the 

Specchie (large mounds of stones located on high grounds which acted like watchposts and defensive 

posts), the Pajare (constructions similar to trulli, built by men both as a habitation and for defense) 

and entire archaeological settlements (“the Pazze”). 

With the Romans arrival, in the second half of the III century BC, deep mutations occurred in the 

social, urban and territorial structure of Ugento’s landscape to which corresponded the diffusion of 

numerous villas (the masse) dedicated to the management of agriculture. 

Between High and Low Middle Ages, with the Angevins, the social economic system of latifundiums 

was established and the landowners built new farmhouses and masserie. 

In the XVI century the urban scenery saw the apparition, along the coast and in the hinderland, of 

isolated coastal towers and fortified masserie with towers, to defend the territory from external attacks. 

Today all this historical architectonic heritage and its close integration with the landscape are not 

protected and sometimes their great value is not even known to the very residents and fruitors. (image 

1) 

 

2. The historicized outlook: Landscape aspects 

The territory could be summarized in three altitude classes, recognizable for their specificity compared 

to the anthropic and natural system: coastal belt, plains belt and foothills belt. 
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The modern villages are mainly located in correspondence of the coastal belt and along the surface 

water network, while the oldest ones are along the foothills belt. 

The coast is characterized, from north to south, by sectors of cliffs alternated to long sand strands. The 

territory is strongly karstic and offers a great variety of hypogean and epygean forms. The 

hydrographic system is extremely modest because of the mainly calcareous nature of the land which 

favoured the development of a conspicuous underground water network. 

In such context, the presence of the humid area of Ugento’s basins is of particular relevance to the 

landscape. There are seven artificial basins, connected to one another and to the sea by means of some 

draining canals, built in the early ‘900 to reclaim the very external swamps, locally called Mammalie, 

which had always characterized this sector of the coast, and constituted a serious economic and health 

problem. 

The deep alterations of this territory, which started with the reclaim period and historically justified by 

health and economic growth necessities continue, unfortunately,  still today with a massive tourist 

exploitation of the coast which has, by now, irremediably compromised the eco-mosaic of the 

originally existing habitats in this area. 

Behind the coastal belt start the so called Ugento’s Serre. They are scarcely high lands, cut through by 

rivers, today mostly underground (the gravinelle), covered by extended formations of Mediterranean 

scrub in which numerous masserie alternate and a consistent number of caseddhe, pajare and muretti a 

secco propagates. 

In the last decades the extinction of the Mediterranean scrub has been remarkably reduced because of 

the strong antropization of the territory and only since 2007 the “a macchia” area has been protected 

with the imposition of the SIC restraint SIC (Habitat Directive 92/43 of UE). 

Also the coast landscape has undergone a deep alteration in the last years, partly due to the natural 

evolution of geophysical phenomena as erotion, further accentuated by an uncontrolled anthropic 

aggression (with entire settlements risen in the immediate vicinity of the coast). All of this has altered 

the regenerative dynamics of the landscape, causing, among the rest, a repentine recession of the 

coastline. 

The consequence is a fragile ecosystem (humid areas and dunes), which for its lito- hydro- 

morphology and because of a scarce vegetal coverage (caused by fires and deforestation) is 

characterized by a wide critic area corresponding to the most anthropicized areas, where the high 

concentration of water collection works (for civil and agricultural use) has caused the saline 

contamination of the aquifer and the start of a long desertification process.  

 

3. The contemporary landscape: the reasons for the decay 

The profound and uncontrolled anthropic aggression that Ugento’s coast system has undergone during 

the last decades – and which has determinedly affected the alteration of the landscape and triggered 

intense degenerative processes of the environmental system – is to be ascribed mainly to an excessive 

urbanization and building expansion. The uncontrolled urban growth is primarily associable to an 

excessive pressure of tourists flows exclusively connected to bathing, to which it does not correspond 

a planning of social, economic and cultural development of these areas, nor any action of active 

protection of its resources, leading indeed to an inexorable consumption of the territory and its 

landscape value. 

Such criticism, increased by a spread temporary residency, generates heavy impacts due to the 

considerable concentration of population during summer and the consequent increase of the traffic 

along the main connecting routes, with a range of correlated issues: 

 to the opening of service roads 

 to the multiplying of parking allowance into areas of “environmental recharge”, 

 to the alteration of the continuity of the ecologic network of the dune lines,  

 to the dropping of litter and inert waste of various kind which generate in time more or less serious 

forms of surface and ground water pollution,  

 to the increase of the daily water demand concentrated in those months with limited availability, 
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which favours the continuous pumping of the ground water and a consecutive process of 

salinization and desertification of the soil,  

 to the increase of the sewer load which puts in crisis the the already undersized purification plant 

causing a consequent increase of the pollutants in the sea and in the subsoil, 

Some of these aspects could be conveniently controlled through project interventions aimed to: 

o restrict the vehicular loads (heavy in relation to light but also pedestrian in relation to car),  

o introduce axes of sustainable mobility (with a low environmental impact),  

o balance the settling rate (especially temporary),  

o reorganise the services integrated with the territory and the implant networks (especially water and 

sewer pipes). 

Far more complex is, instead, the reconstruction of the historical, social and cultural identity of these 

places. 

 

4. The project program: the connections system 

The study of Ugento’s territory is aimed at an interscalar project ranging from territorial scale to the 

architectonic  design of the single structures composing the landscape scenery of concern.  Moreover, 

it constitutes an example of close collaboration between the University and the local authority, that is 

essential for the good management of this vast land. 

According to an interdisciplinary methodology, the whole landscape has been read through three 

different layers (biotic, abiotic and anthropic), and through their overlapping there was the possibility 

to define the guidelines of the main sectors, namely the environmental, infrastructure and the 

management of the territory, in order to follow the aim of the environmental conservation and 

sustainable improvement of existing resources. Afterwards it has been possible to identify some 

peculiar areas -characterized by aspects that can be considered as representative of other similar zones- 

where to settle pilot projects. These projects approach different themes, some more connected to the 

specificity of the architectural intervention, as the refurbishment of a disused industry or the extension 

of an ancient masseria, while others are more related to the fruition of the landscape, situated 

respectively along the coastline, along the river basin and in the olive-groves. 

With these premises, the realization of the state of decay diffused in Ugento’s territory and the 

recognition of the resources contained has led to the definition of a project scenery with the priority of 

strengthening the levels of landscape protection and the drastic reduction of the environmental 

detractors. Along with the conviction that these very choices might trigger processes of social and 

economic development compatible with the territory.Such a project policy has been forwarded 

focusing mainly on the recognition and consequent strengthening of the complex system of landscape, 

naturalistic, monumental and archaeological connections/ itineraries existing on the vast territory. 

Even those with a simpler structure are, in fact, likely to innervate portions of the territory 

characterized by homogeneous behaviours, and act as privileged corridors useful to connect portions 

of habitats, landscapes and history initially fragmented and so not easily recognizable. 

The project program has been hence articulated on three lines of intervention: 

 For the settlements connections system the specific behaviours of Ugento’s and Torre San 

Giovanni’s settlements have been identified, and in the wide belt occupied by informal settlements. 

This has put in evidence the necessity to forward: a strong limitation to the extension of Ugento’s 

urban centre; the restrainment of Torre San Giovanni’s settlement through regrouping and urban 

congestion interventions aimed to return a greater structure to the settlement and delineate a well 

defined urban boundary; the thinning (also through equalisation policies) of the scattered 

residential aggregates  (private villas and tourist resorts) and the environmental conversion of some 

strategic areas. (image 2) 

 For the archaeological and architectonic sites connections system it is possible to plan punctual 

actions of retrieval and requalification of some architectonic emergencies distributed over the 

territory (specchie, coastal towers, masserie, barns, etc.). These are partly employed within projects 

oriented to the development of cultural systems and a new low-impact tourist reception (diffused 
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guest houses with a lower anthropic load, service centres and tertiary infrastructures) that could 

constitute a valid alternative and integration to the bathing tourism. These would also facilitate the 

territorial redistribution of the anthropic loads and a more equal repartition of the tourism 

proceeds.The interventions are aimed to value the considerable historical, cultural, artistic and 

architectonic heritage characterizing the whole territory, and grant a fair maintenance and fruition 

along with the possibility to put “on the network” relevant environmental and cultural resources 

without outbalancing the delicate equilibrium of the territory, instead, differentiating the benefits 

for the new economic and social sectors. Consider, in that sense, the possibility to incentivise and 

stabilize the tourist receptive offer of the territory through the retrieval of the masserie circuit of the 

coastal hinderland and their ability to connect with the environmental and landscape systems of 

Ugento’s regional park and the rear-dunes belt.  

The project program proposed for this line of intervention is oriented to predispose convenient 

urbanization, refurbishment and functional and architectonic integration works. Such actions are 

aimed to increase the provision of services (commercial, leisure areas, etc) and infrastructures to 

grant a fair fruition of the territory, the integration of the historical architectonic emergencies of the 

circuit and the “normalization” (technical-functional adjustment) of the rural artifacts useful to 

grant efficiency and fruibility of the territory and mainly the safeguard and maintenance of the 

historical and environmental heritage. 

 Another category of intervention is that of the environmental connections system. It regards the set 

of interventions on the environment (both actions of restoration of natural environmental systems 

and territory engineering). These actions are aimed at the safety regulations of the territory, the 

drain canals and flow to the sea and the fishing centre area, etc) but also at the enhancement of the 

decayed areas (as the restoration of dune systems and the areas at the boundaries of the settlements) 

and at the protection of systems with high landscape value (as the gravinelle and the areas a 

macchia). Such actions, on the other hand, although essential for the regulation of Ugento’s 

landscape, could be considered and performed only at a later stage with respect to those for the 

restoration of the settling, infrastructural and monumental systems, otherwise any action of 

protection and enhancement would be ineffective. Not respecting such a sequence would, in fact, 

determine the impossibility to stop the regression of the landscape. Its cause, before being 

ascribable to natural events, is to be found in the direct and indirect actions of men on the 

landscape and a wrong policy of management of the territory. 

 

5. The line of intervention on the cultural landscape: the archaeological and architectonic 

connections system. The masserie itinerary 

The masserie dotting Ugento’s landscape identify one of the “weak networks” of the territorial system. 

These architectonic episodes are strongly connected, with their position and conformation, to the 

“shape” of the landscape (to its geology and orographic conformation) and often preside over 

important nodes of the historicized territory, interfering with the historical defensive and cultivation 

systems and so with the anthropic processes of soil transformation. 

Nearly all these architectonic structures are excluded by specific typologies of restriction or protection 

and are therefore destined to cancellation through time, causing, at the same time, the loss of unity of 

this immense historical architectonic heritage. The cancellation of the a macchia areas, the alteration 

of cultivation lands and the mass tourist pressure act heavily, in some cases absorbing this heritage 

within areas more and more built, or cutting the primary connections with the nearby landscape. This 

way these masserie, actually very small, lose their original significance and end up being abandoned 

or permanently demolished. This results in the need of a plan with the ability to enhance and make 

fruible such an important historical-architectonic resource for the understanding of Ugento’s territory 

and probably still capable to set in motion new economies connected to tourism and the agricultural 

cultural enhancement of these places. 

The analysis of context have so allowed to identify on Ugento’s territory the existence of at least two 

different types of connections between the masserie that represent, in turns, well defined cultural and 
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historical itineraries. These two itineraries intercept sites of relevant archaeological interest and are 

ascribable to the two great territorial systems: the coastal defensive implant and the serre’s masserie 

circuit  (the latter includes Ugento’s archaeological settlement).The first of these itineraries is certainly 

the most important for the relevance of the architectonic structures it contains (primarily constituted by 

fortified masserie and coastal towers) and for the particular value and diversification of the landscape 

it crosses (the variation of the coastline, the dune structures, the humid area of the park). (images 3, 4) 

In particular, among the numerous masserie existing in this area it is possible to recognize, South-

West  and South-East of Ugento, at least two circuits that could put in evidence the complexity of this 

territory. In both cases there is a fortified masseria with a tower working in close viewing connection  

and located on the ridge in the immediate vicinity of the ancient swamp area. Some of these masserie 

(Gianferrante, Mammalie and Casciani) today host tourist activities (agritourism or eating facilities); 

the others are in partial or complete state of abeltonment and risk, on the short term, to delete the 

identity of the entire system. This accounts for the importance and the urgency of actions aimed at the 

enhancement of this architectonic heritage and at its inclusion in specific cultural and circuits which 

would guarantee the survival of the cultural identity of these places. 

 

6. Conclusion 

The social and economic enhancement of such a complex territory as Ugento’s, a condition often 

found in a multitude of places on national territory, necessarily goes through a process of recognition 

of its own environmental and historic identity. Such an identity could produce deeper roots into places 

and trigger processes of sustainable cultural growth, and only afterwards also economic and 

productive. This way, the rediscovery and the enhancement of the complex system of landscape, 

naturalistic, monumental and archaeological connections existing on the territory, become privileged 

project vectors through which fragmented portions of landscape and history can be linked and new 

forms of social economic development can be produced. 
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Image 1:  Ugento and the system of fortified farms (C. Montalbano). 
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Image 2: Torre san Giovanni -  the construction of urban limit and its aggregative fabric (C. Montalbano. 2012. pp. 195 and 

211). 

 

 

Image 3: The network of cultural heritage - the coastal itinerary of the masserie (C. Montalbano. 2012. pp. 168-169). 
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Image 4:  Modeling of a typological “pagghiara” and detail of typological opening in dry masonry. 
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Abstract 
The east of the province of Misiones, Argentina constitutes a cultural landscape the research team of 

the National University of Misiones has been working on since 2001 with the aim of rescuing and 

preserving the whole heritage. The research has helped develop a series of activations for tourist use 

that consolidate an itinerary with topics ranging from the monumental (Santa Maria La Mayor) to 

intangible elements of the regional / local history and everyday heritage. Continuous border 

struggles transform coexistence into a fundamental human value that spans the ages. 

 

Keywords: Territory; Cultural Landscape;  Heritage tourism;  Conflict;  Coexistence 

 

 

Introduction 
Our goal is to share the progress of the work developed during more than a decade by the team at 

the Universidad Nacional de Misiones
1
, which falls within heritage activation through multiple 

research and recovery strategies. The study area was the eastern province of Misiones, Argentina - 

Figure 1 - which stands out for its role in a chapter of the Jesuit Guarani seventeenth century 

epic (the uruguayenses peoples) and then responded to cross-border settlement dynamics and 

territory establishment. Recognizing that the potential of this rural area lies in economic, social 

and environmental aspects integrated to meet the challenge of sustainable development in times of 

global change, we seek to highlight the cultural landscape that still stands as clear historical 

evidence of its origin and the subsequent population experiences whose dynamism is characterized 

by synthesizing the constant migratory influxes. The results of the continuous campaigns of 

research, extension and project management allow us to propose that the resulting  values  arise  as  

a  result  of  the  interaction  between  biodiversity  and  cultural  diversity,  as highlighted by the 

Joint UNESCO - CBD program. It is fitting to mention the active role of populations in conflict, at 

various points of the process of the missions and later for the establishment of the nations that 

succeeded the Spanish and Portuguese crowns, border battles have given way to integration, and 

favored language,  population, traditions and  customs  mixing.  What  remains,  despite every 

vicissitude,  is  an agglomeration of social strategies that can be summarized as the value of 

coexistence. The Santa Maria La Mayor Mission (UNESCO World Heritage, 1984), the main 

attraction of the study area, is a cultural landmark that, together with the exuberant natural 

surroundings, gives material support to the intangible 

heritage asset on which we have spent considerable time and 

effort. 

 
1 Investigación Re.Sa.Ma.Ja.I-VI, Facultad de Humanidades y Ciencias Sociales Universidad Nacional de Misiones, 

directora Angela Beatriz Rivero, codirectora Graciela Gayetzky de Kuna 2001-14

mailto:kunagraciela@gmail.com
mailto:bearivero.b@gmail.com
mailto:cristinaferreyra7@gmail.com
http://www.unam.edu.ar/
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Rural/cultural landscape 

 

The toponymy of the province of Misiones speaks of the social and collective event built by Jesuits 

and Guarani in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, in a region that is now constituted by 

jurisdictions of Argentina, Brazil and Paraguay. Thus is the territory transformed into narrative. 

At the time of the estrangement of the Society of Jesus in 1768, eleven of the thirty settlements 

were within the present province of Misiones and this legacy constitutes its most iconic heritage 

reference. Four of those eleven missions, San Ignacio Miní, Santa Ana, Nuestra Señora de Loreto and 

Santa Maria La Mayor, were incorporated to the list of World Heritage by UNESCO in 1984, the first 

three located in the vicinity of the Paraná River and the latter near the Uruguay River. In fact, they 

were and are generators of belonging between subjects and the cultural and social space that is in 

constant transformation. 

At this point we must provide a minimal conceptual framework to summarize our stance. Thus, 

we network the concepts of landscape, territory, and cultural landscape as support for the idea of an 

open museum-territory and define the study area and the issues discussed during our technological 

scientific career in it. 

According to the international scientific community and contained within the definitions adopted in the 

Guidelines for the Implementation of the Convention of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage 

(UNESCO, 1972), refers to the issue of identity. The concept of genius loci or spirit of place that 

served in antiquity to agree with the gods before setting the camps of Roman centurions designated the 

spirit that ruled over that space, which generally had a particular characterization that set it apart from 

the rest. It seems rights to link this idea to “cultural landscape”, in order to support the open museum-

territory, where the symbolic space itself is offered to the visitor. 

We  define  territory  as  the  representation  of  driven  cultural  domains  on  the  field,  where,  from  

its contraction and expansion, is one of the clearest, most concrete and tangible ways to introduce the 

scope of a construction and reconstruction process within this physical space. This constitutes, 

beyond any doubt, a highly significant theoretical foundation. This also implies a question: What 

happened here? A temporary slip that allows us a smooth transition in its diachronous nature and in the 

same manner allows us to rethink the social experience that this landscape sheltered and blanketed, and 

still does today. This form of the landscape, gives us the possibility to unravel the deconstruction and 

reconstruction that occurred. It is our role then, to lend a voice to the landscape interpreting it in its 

synergic relationship between history and the present. 

The area covers part of the historic landscape and is located in the current tourist regions of Tierra 

Colorada, Mate, and Sierras Centrales, defined in this way by the provincial government with 

the potential for development of tourism activities. It involves a society with a defined identity and 

capable of decision making on the management of economic assets (land, government and local actors 

with various interests and logical stances placed on a plane of relative equality), to set in motion 

processes aimed at generating community-managed wealth, values, and goods. 

 

From Conflict to  Coexistence 

 

The territory of the Uruguay River is a largely rural area with a few scattered and sparsely populated 

villages, and agricultural units called "chacras" that by the surrounding undulating terrain, are 

classified as "chacras serranas" – Figure 2 -. This container of superimposed layers of different 

cultural issues resulting from the process of settlement and ongoing depopulation, was the scene that 

sheltered the  

Guaraní Jesuit missions of Santa María La Mayor, Concepción del Ibitiracuá (current Concepción de 

la Sierra), San Francisco Javier (current San Javier) and Santos Mártires del Japón (declared 

Provincial Heritage and National Historic Landmark, now overrun by the jungle), shaping the 

Argentine chapter of the Uruguay river - Figure 3 - leaving footprints in the territory of a dense 

organization also consists of estancias, estanzuelas, chapels and puestos, once connected through a 

wide network of connecting paths, tracks, passes, and roads. 
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As part of the Jesuit world, the occupation of the uruguayense territory, in contrast to the paranaense, 

accounts for an eventful history, full of all kind of transformations. This space functioned as an 

interface between the crowns of Spain and Portugal, which usually disputed its domain and sometimes 

worked in unison.  And  it  is  also  the  space  where  Argentina  and  Brazil  heated  that  border  but  

later  lived harmoniously, interconnected through MERCOSUR and UNASUR, as an example. 

Thus, the territorial vision occurs through overlapping layers in the Iberian traditions, both Spanish and 

Portuguese added to the originality posed by the new world of American peculiarities Then as now, 

the Uruguay river was a stage where astounding feats and horrible offenses to human values were set. 

These include the Battle of Mbororé when, in 1641, 200 Guaraní canoes, led by the chiefs Nicholas 

Ñenguirú and Ignacio Abiarú and the Jesuit Domingo de Torres, defended the Jesuit Missions 

for 8 days and repelled Portuguese slavers. Or the Guarani War which lasted nearly 3 years where 

Jesuits and Guarani defended the eastern missions, which had to be evicted by decree of the king, 

against the armies of Portuguese and Spaniards who had trained them in the soldierly arts until a day 

before. 

After  the  expulsion  of  the  Jesuits,  the  settlements  were  left  adrift  and  the  road  network  

remained untouched. Later came the surveyors from both crowns, and caused more strife over the 

upper limit of the seaward curve of the Uruguay river. The territory would witness a stream of gradual 

repopulation with the opening of immigration and the border migration in the late nineteenth 

century and early twentieth century, which reconfigured and formed the basis of modern society, and 

amalgamated in this identity process the cultural roots and the heritage of their adopted home with 

those of their ancestral ones, all over the world. 

Traces of the events are synthesized symbiotically, still survive and can be seen on the uruguayense 

horizon. Therefore, the proposed concept of Cultural Landscape, interacting with the open-museum 

territory, seems appropriate to register the epic and contingencies of this space, sticking to the product 

of the  cultural  interaction  in which  the  "chacras  serranas"  provide  a landscape  of  diverse  

subsistence farming, mate dominated fields, framed by a forest of high biodiversity - Figure 4 -,. This 

area hosts and hosted migrant groups in the past and in the present which, after several failed attempts, 

finally found their space,  the  "land  without  evil",  that  holy  place  or  "paradise"  in  which’s  

search  the  Guaraní  people wandered, following their cosmogony and beliefs. 

The  current  rural  landscape  summarizes  the  material  signs  visible  as  the  ruins  of  the  Jesuit  

towns reassessed as monumental heritage, where nature speaks of a scenario in which we can place 

their history. Our work with UNaM is a contribution to densify the presence of cultural registers 

understood as heritage assets. Heritage entails a discussion of the scope and implications of social use, 

and our proposal is based on a responsible model from a particular point of view: "heritage tourism" is 

a coupling that explains our stance on social use of goods. We refer to the type of tourism that is built 

on and promotes knowledge, exploration and promotion (in the sense of development) of heritage 

preservation as a social construct and aids preservation while emphasizing the living culture of these 

territories by drawing ties to the "spirit of place". This doesn't means that instead of fossilizing a 

legacy, we work towards activating hidden or forgotten pro-identity meaning. We are interested in 

exposing, discussing and rethinking the way the tourist experience is carried out and specifically when 

dealing with a Heritage site, in all of its scope (Global, National, etc.). 

This category pays Identity Issues and drives an alternative model that goes beyond the superficiality 

and banality of standardized mass tourism. In this effort we have selected topics to develop potential 

tourist itineraries. These are exceedingly numerous. We can cite: 

• Guaraní Jesuit Heritage area historically constituted by the four uruguayenses missions: Concepción 

del Ibitiracuá, Santa Maria La Mayor, Santos Mártires del Japón - Figure 7 - and San Francisco Javier. 

• Santa María La Mayor World Heritage (UNESCO, 1994). 

• Biodiversity: Connecting with Moconá Provincial Park, RAMSAR site 

• Freedom Trail direct epic (Gesta Mbororé, Guarani War came and freed slaves from Brazil) 

•  Various  ethnic  components  that  are  reflected  in  cultural  patterns  and  vernacular  architecture  

and gastronomy 

• European Migration through Brazil (XX 

century). 
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• Accessibility of the area and integration into national and provincial territory from the 

construction of the scenic Parkway: provincial Route No. 2 . 

• Local production systems: yerba mate, tea and unique production facilities (chacras 

serranas) 

At the micro level we put the focus on bringing out into the light small fragments, characters, places in 

the old missions, that hide amongst their ruins the remains of the priests and wise precursors of the Río 

de la Plata science such as astronomer Buenaventura Suarez, or Dr. Pedro Montenegro. The men 

of Santa María La Mayor wrote about and painted nature to unveil the secrets of the healthy greenness 

of Guaraní medicine (Montenegro, 2007) - Figure 5 - wrote about the sky in a time where it was 

strategic for domination to further knowledge on the movements of the stars, (Suarez, 2009). Through 

these acknowledgements we make the components of the heritage visible and "active". 

We use many resources to make immaterial elements tangible. For example, the Staging of the  

Missions printing house  (Kuna,  2012)  - Figure  6  - or  the  development  of  a  brochure  for  a  

self-guided  tour identifying medicinal plants described and drew by Father Montenegro. And we are 

currently providing interpretive content for the visitor center of Santa Maria La Mayor. 

 

Conclusion: towards an activated rural landscape 
The open-museum territory, the spirit of place and cultural itineraries concepts, applied to the study 

area   have an effect in the dialectic between heritage and new interpretations and appropriations we 

may find for it. "Activating" the heritage, as we have described it, means that the elements transformed 

into "heritage assets" can influence and return to being part of a local or national character. Thinking of 

the spirit of the place of the missions we studied meant rebuilding references as an act of abstraction 

figure 7 . Recreating a cultural and historical significance, the material and the intangible that may have 

vanished in time and in the inert remains which are destroyed, reused, new towns are built over the old 

missions. The ruins are freshened so that the appellant intends to re-unite, to connect these scattered 

pieces and identify the transcendent meaning of a place will prevail on a territory that now faces new 

challenges and actors. 
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                                                                                          Figure 1 Location Misiones, Argentina 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                              

                                                                                              Figure 2 Chacras Serranas(Graciela Kuna) 
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Figure 3.  Drawing mape 1771, the four Jesuitic 

Guarani  Missions,  Argentina  the  Paraná  

River and de Oriental Missions, Brazil 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Montenegro’s drawing 1710 : Yerba Mate  

Figure 4 Territory: Frontier/Landscape 

(Marcelo Lobo) 
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Figure 6 Staging the first print of the Río de la Plata (Graciela Kuna) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7 Santos Mártires del Japón 

research ride (Marcelo Lobo) 
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Abstract 
The role of native vegetation and  water in conserving soils in an ancient continent  where rural 

landscapes were forged by Aboriginal burning was slowly learnt by European settlers over the last 

200 years and the very successful Landcare movement is testament to biodiversity conservation on 

agricultural lands. Cultural landscapes of consistent agricultural productivity resulted in older settled 

areas but few of these are protected. Rural landscapes have been appreciated in art and literature but 

whether there is political will to protect these is a moot question in a time of climate extremes and 

need  for  adaptation  and  where  wild  and  natural  landscapes  have  been  valued  in  pref erence  by 

Australians. A new paradigm for agricultural landscape protection is needed. 

 

Keywords: Rural Landscapes; Agricultural Adaptation; Landscape Heritage 

 

 

Introduction and Context 

They had not lived long enough
1
 

Judge Leonard Stretton wrote this in his Royal Commission report describing the people who lived in 

the forests of south-eastern Australia which were engulfed by a holocaust wildfire on ‘Black Friday’, 

1939.  He was lamenting the absence of environmental knowledge, pitying the innocence of 

European immigrants in a land whose natural rhythms they did not yet understand –and still do 

not, as witnessed by the repeat catastrophes in 1983 and 2009. Australia is recognised across the 

world for its wild landscapes whose vegetation was forged by Aboriginal fire. The first Australians 

used this tool for 60,000 years to ‘care for country’, firing a mosaic of small areas for ensuring 

food resources, clearing pathways, signalling, ceremonial activities and marking boundaries
2
.
 
They 

did not however practise agriculture in the sense that we know today. 

Immigrants in the 19
th  

and 20
th  

centuries learnt how to adapt their agricultural practices brought 

from Europe to a less fertile environment with bush fires, droughts and floods and few reliable 

sources of water. By trial and error and assisted by government organisations like CSIRO 

(Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation they bred crop varieties and stock 

able to thrive in the new environments and developed management practices so that sustainable farms 

have resulted. 

Australia was settled from Sydney Cove in New South Wales in 1788 as a convict outpost of the 

British Empire. After 1815 stock and their keepers spread across natural grasslands and watercourses 

occupying rural Australia. By 1860, after only 70 years of European farming, there were already 1.2 

million acres (or 480,000 hectares) under crop and livestock numbers had increased to 25 million 

head3.
  

While in ecological terms it is not long since the first livestock were introduced to 

Australia, their impact has been profound especially in relation to soil erosion. Australia quickly 

became, and remains, the leading producer of fine fibre wool in the world mostly exported to 

China, Italy and India
4
. 

The pastoral landscape is often forgotten now that 90 per cent of Australians live in urban areas, 

mainly along the coastal fringe. Australia is a large country and contains very diverse environments, 

but all rural areas have a sparse population spread across vast distances; only 3 per cent of 

Australians live in remote areas. The rural way of life that once saw Australia ‘ride on the sheep’s 
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back’ no longer defines Australian identity due to declining populations, incomes, services and a 

consequent deteriorating quality of life in ‘the bush’. 

Our vast pastoral landscapes  inland from the coastal ranges  have pockets of agriculture developed  

initially in  the  nineteenth  century for  fodder  crops  for  horses  and  vegetable growing on pastoral or 

‘squatting’ stations often maintained by Chinese market gardeners who came for the gold rushes. These 

pockets are also found at large inland waterholes and oases, on the edges of country towns and along 

valley floors and floodplains. Australia’s rural landscape in the better watered areas of the coasts and 

inland slopes was originally one of large colonial estates and squatting stations, often with small village 

style settlements for the workers located near the main homestead. 

These estates were subdivided in the 1860s, 1890s and 1920s for closer settlement in smaller farm 

allotments, often 640 acres and this size of farm formed the main unit in the closer settled rural 

landscape in the twentieth century. Over the last 150 years, the rural landscapes of south-east and south-

west Australia have largely been defined by a mix of cereal cropping, livestock and dairy farming, and 

commercial forestry in native and plantation forests. Until the late 1980s most of the small towns and 

regional centres depended on these industries for their viability
5. Climatic extremes challenged farmers 

leading to inventions and methods of production that have often put Australia at the forefront of world 

agricultural development: inventions of the combine header harvester and stump-jump plough, improved 

strains of drought  and  disease-resistant  wheat. Australian farmers  were  quick  to  adopt  large  scale 

mechanisation, irrigation practices and grain handling and storage systems in order to remain price-

competitive. 

 

Agricultural landscapes 

The Australian continent of 769 million hectares contains three broad zones in which agricultural 

activity occurs (fig. 1).
6
 Diverse agricultural landscapes range from green introduced pastures for 

dairying, potato paddocks and white opium poppy fields in Tasmania, cattle and sheep grazing on the 

Victorian plains, canola and sorghum on the western slopes of New South Wales and vast cotton fields 

further north, sugar cane stretching 2000 kms south from Cairns in Queensland along a narrow coastal 

ribbon, huge wheat belts in southern Western Australia, South Australia and New South Wales, irrigated 

intensive horticulture of nuts, fruit, vines along the Murray River and vegetable ‘bread baskets’ on the 

peri-urban edges (fig. 2), all contrasting with a vast semi-arid and desert rangelands with extensive cattle 

grazing covering 56 per cent of Australia (fig. 3). 

Irrigated agriculture on less than 1 per cent of all agricultural land produces 29 per cent of the total  

gross  value  of  agricultural  production,  including  rice,  cotton,  grapes,  fruit  and vegetables, sugar 

and dairying. By 2013 only 8 per cent of agricultural land was used for crops.
7
 In temperate regions, 

winter cereals such as wheat, oats, barley and rye are grown in rotation with pastures, such as 

subterranean clover, medics or lucerne, and with other winter crops such as canola, field peas and lupins. 

Rice, cotton, soybeans, maize and sorghum are summer cereals grown in rotation with winter cereals in 

some areas. This diversity gives a seasonal colour palette to croplands. 

Australia’s horticulture industry is labour intensive, mostly seasonal, often dependent on overseas 

backpackers and comprised of mainly small-scale family farms with a growing number of recent 

immigrants, such as Vietnamese picking berries in their conical hats adding a new dimension to the 

landscape. Large scale tropical horticulture includes large irrigation schemes in the Ord River in Western 

Australia and the Burdekin River in Queensland.
8
 There are vineyards in all States producing 1.5 million 

tonnes of wine grapes on 152,000 hectares of bearing vines. Australia currently produces sufficient food 

to feed up to 60 million people but has a population of less than 23 million so is a significant global 

exporter with 2 per cent of total global exports in 2011.
9
 

 

Changing landscapes 

Australia’s agricultural  landscape  is dotted  with  ruins  -  stone  buildings of  wheat  farms beyond 

Goyder’s line of adequate rainfall in South Australia (fig. 4) , abandoned pastoral homesteads, 

windmills, shearing sheds, yards and outstations in a wide arc of the inland, cane cutters barracks in the 

tropical north, timber farm houses and dairies on slopes of the coastal range  from  Queensland  to  
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Victoria,  oast  houses  and  apple  packing  sheds  in  Tasmania, tobacco kilns in north-eastern Victoria 

and northern Queensland. They reflect unwise expansion in good seasons and changing production 

methods and markets. The semi-arid areas have always been marginal agricultural land, especially for 

producing traditional commodities like wheat and wool, and unprecedented drought over the last decade 

has further limited their future viability. 

Marketing challenges and changing consumer tastes including for certified organic foods, the 

international trading environment, biosecurity, management skills and labour supply with an ageing 

workforce, labour and transport costs, provision of infrastructure, innovation, research and development, 

financial stress from prolonged drought, succession issues and a dynamic environment of community 

expectations about animal production practices, production inputs and  protection  of  the  nation’s  flora  

and  fauna  are  all  drivers  of  change  for  Australian 

farmers.
10

 

The  paradigm  shifting,  highly  successful  Landcare  movement  established  in  1989  has resulted in a 

more treed environment as catchments are replanted and farmers realise the benefits of riparian and 

roadside vegetation corridors so that agricultural landscapes are now seen  as  not  just  ‘as  sites  of  

production…but  as  fragile  and  complex  agro-systems incorporating a number of non-productive 

elements such as native flora and fauna.’
11

 

Landscapes are also changing as a result of demographic shifts with population decline resulting from 

restricted employment opportunities in remote pastoral and marginal dry land farming areas, and 

population growth from counter-urbanisation by ‘sea changers’ or ‘tree changers.’ Antrop’s analysis of 

landscape zones in Europe  is informative for Australia where changing lifestyles create new landscape 

zones such as the rural commuting zone as distinct from the ‘deep countryside’ or ‘outback’ in 

Australia.
12

 Rural landscapes are increasingly valued  for  their  aesthetic  and  environmental  qualities,  

with  land  prices in  excess of  its agronomic potential. Indicators of this, as well as land price rises, 

include increasing rural population, increasing numbers of rural landholders, increasing numbers of 

small rural properties (5-40 ha) is and decreasing numbers of farmers.
13

 

In Australia, biodiversity is associated almost exclusively with indigenous flora and fauna, separated in 

practice from agricultural production, and despite 200 years of massive clearing of forests and 

woodlands to create European style agricultural landscapes, the native vegetation is still very evident in 

farming regions. Abandoned farmland is associated with loss of production and farming families but it 

may also contribute to increased biodiversity and  alternate  production  values  like  tree  plantations  in  

higher  rainfall  zones.
14

 While landscape change may be triggered by agricultural failure, non-farmers 

see it as ‘natural’ and back to nature. Conversely, over the time of Landcare in Australia, a ‘good farmer’ 

has come to mean one practising agricultural production and restoration of native vegetation, a major 

environmental transformation. 

 

Heritage landscapes 

Australians value  natural  landscapes and  protection  was initially for  ‘beauty spots’  like volcanic 

lakes, mountain lookouts, fern tree gullies, waterfalls and spectacular cliffed coastlines. These were 

expanded into national parks initially for urban dwellers and then in mid 20th century for conservation 

of biodiversity and wild landscapes, so that now 37 per cent of Australia has some form of legal 

protection. Of Australia’s 20 World Heritage Areas, 17 are  wild  natural  landscapes,  two  are  urban  

built  icons  and  only  one  contains  historic agriculture – Brickendon-Woolmers in Tasmania, part of 

the serial convict sites of Australia (fig. 5). 

In heritage terms the European imprint is so recent compared with 60,000 years of Aboriginal 

occupation  creating  their  sentient  cultural  landscapes. Some  iconic  homesteads  and woolsheds are 

listed on State government heritage registers; the associated agricultural landscapes are not protected 

under heritage controls and continue to evolve as productive farms. There are a few exceptions with 

loved rural estates on heritage registers and historic landscapes – Yarra Valley (Victoria) and Swan 

Valley (Western Australia) and vineyards of the McLaren Vale (South Australia). Key grain growing 

areas such as the Darling Downs, Queensland and the Liverpool Plains, NSW have overlays to protect 

strategic cropping zones from coal and coal seam gas mining. 
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Threats to the landscape aesthetics 

New technologies such as plastic sheeting replacing horticultural glass houses and huge plastic covered 

grass hay bales feature in rural areas while extensive blue plastic covered bins protect the wheat harvest 

at reception points rather than the old tall concrete silos which dotted the wheat belt and marked railway 

sidings. 

Windfarms are an increasing feature in agricultural areas and the source of both admiration for 

renewable energy proponents and protest by those often living nearby. Mining is a major threat in 

agricultural landscapes, both open cut coal mining in Queensland and parts of NSW and coal seam gas 

with its unknown impact on aquifers. This is a major current political issue in rural Australia. 

Loss of open but wooded and grazed landscapes to increasing vegetation regrowth in national parks, 

conservation reserves and unmanaged lands is also changing the appearance of rural areas. The reduction 

in sheep numbers and rabbit control across a vast area of the wheat belt and its fringes has resulted in a 

less nibbled landscape enabling woody weeds or native shrubs to regrow giving the once ‘neat’ 

landscape a mottled, unkempt appearance. Plantation forests have been planted on abandoned and 

marginal farmland but large acreages of these were part of failed managed investment schemes and they 

now sit growing but unmanaged. Changing rural use is occurring with an increase in less labour 

intensive cattle raising and decreasing  sheep  numbers  but  yards,  sheds  and  farm  buildings  remain  

and  become dilapidated because of owner inertia, reallocation of management funds or lack of demand 

for recycling. Property amalgamations lead to abandoned buildings and their ephemeral tracks, yards and 

links to the wider landscape vanish. On the other hand lifestyle or niche farming on small acreages is 

increasing in a wide belt away from cities, with new housing, new roads and an  alternate  economy of  

trade  in  specialty products,  often  organic,  or  off-farm  income. 

 Weekend farmers markets selling direct to urban consumers are popular and widespread, and the Slow   

Food movement and similar healthy food initiatives are gaining momentum. Landscape is a strong 

thread in Australian art and literature shaping community appreciation of landscape aesthetics and ways 

of ‘seeing’ the landscape such as the ‘red centre’ and the ‘sunburnt country.’
15

 Landscape heritage is a 

confluence of scenic amenity – the visual values – with  natural  heritage,  historic, aesthetic  and  social  

values  or  community attachment to landscapes.
16

  Research for scenic amenity showed that Australians 

valued coastal, mountain and  water-based  scenery  over  working  agricultural  landscapes.
17

 The  

National  Heritage listing of the Glass House Mountains in Queensland used artistic depictions and 

literature of acknowledged authors were as well as the inherent geological value of the volcanic plug 

landscape to assess its significance.18 However, the surrounding cultural landscape with its agricultural 

history is not protected. 

 

Conclusion 

Australia has a cadastral inheritance, the imperial imprint for colonial settler societies, and landscapes 

show this with farming and clearing to straight fence lines rather than according to topography or soil 

types. To implement ecological sustainability, which is in effect a new cultural value of ‘caring for 

country’, we will have to turn the agricultural landscape into a mosaic rather than a grid and live learning 

the natural rhythms of the land whether we live in the settled rural lands, wild country or the dry inland 

outback. 
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■ Pastoral: 5400 farms 

■ Wheat-sheep: 54 300 farms 

■ High rainfall: 57 800 farms 

 

Figure 1 - Australian agricultural zones. 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2 - Vegetable picking, Kinglake on urban fringe of Melbourne, 2012.
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Figure 3 - Cattle droving, Brigalow, central Queensland, 2011. 

 

 
Figure 4 - Abandoned wheat farm homestead, north of Terowie, South Australia, 2013. 

 

 
Figure 5 - Convict created landscape, Brickendon, Tasmania, Oct 2011. 
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Abstract 

Santorini’s vineyard is one of the oldest in Greece. Moreover, the local history and culture are 

intimately related to vineyards. Τhe devastating earthquake, tourism and the lack of an overall 

protection strategy, have caused the abandonment and severe destruction of Santorini’s vineyards. 

This paper aims to define the vineyard’s role in the contemporary local community and the process of 

its re-appropriation, to study whether vineyards can form a cultural landscape and to explore the ways 

of their protection against tourism.  

 

Keywords: Historic Rural Landscape; Cultural Landscape; Local Community  

 

 

Santorini is one of the southern islands of the Cyclades and known for its magnificent natural 

landscape. The unique ecosystem of the island, which totally differs from that of the Aegean islands, 

produces throughout its history, a few but fine agricultural products. The main among them has always 

been wine.  

Due to the explosions of the volcano, but mostly due to the grand eruption of approximately 1600 B.C. 

the soil acquired its unique character; volcanic ash, pumice stone and pieces of solidified lava and 

sand are the major elements of  Santorini’ s soil, the so called “aspa”. 

Along with the volcanic soil, Santorini has a distinctive microclimate, that contributes to the 

uniqueness of its ecosystem. Rainfall here is rare while strong winds are usual, and the temperature is 

lower compared to that of the other Cycladic islands.  

On this waterless and dry volcanic landscape grow a few of the most exceptional varieties of Greek 

vines; the porous elements of soil absorb the rare rainwater, which remains deep into the earth until the 

summer, when heat draws it near the surface to nourish the vines. Furthermore, essential water source 

is as well the night dense mist created by the evaporation of the sea during dry summertime, which is 

absorbed by the porous soil and given to the vines during the day, when it is mostly necessary. 

Additionally, the climate and volcanic environment have created a natural resistance of vines to 

disease and pests, which reduces the need of vines’ treatment. Thus, the vineyard has survived the 

phylloxera epidemic, which spread across Europe in the late 19th century and destroyed most of the 

continent’s grape growing industry. Today, Santorini’s vineyard is included in the list of the few 

European vineyards whose vines, instead of being grafted as it occurred across vineyards of Europe 

after the epidemic, hold their original rootstocks.
1
 

Characteristic feature of the island’s vineyards is the peculiar pruning method is used by the local 

farmers, the so called “ampelies”; the vines lie close to the ground, pruned low in a shape resembling a 

round basket (“kalathia”). The delicate grapes grow in the centre of the basket, in order to be protected 

from the sand thrown onto them by the strong winds of the Aegean Sea throughout the year. This 

method deriving from thousands of years ago, was probably invented in sandy, dry and waterless 

regions such as in African and Asian regions. It is claimed that the people of Santorini were inspired 

by the Phoenicians to follow this particular farming method, when as settlers of Cyrene (in Libya) 

became familiar with the vine-growing techniques of northern African regions, which were in that 

period Phoinician settlements. Besides Santorini the only wine region in Europe that hosts as well this 

method is a small volcanic island south of Sicily.
 2

 In Pantelleria, where the soil is hot, dry and sandy, 

and the winds are strong, the vines are pruned by an identical to “ampelies”, primal method. 

                                                      
1 (Varvarigos, 2001). 
2 (Kourakou-Dragona, Ampelies, 1994). 
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Local farmers on Santorini developed through the years this unique technique; nowadays, they still 

apply this method, thus “ampelies” are spread throughout the island. As Dr. Kourakou-Dragona 

appositely notes: as long as local wine growers persist to apply this method, “ampelies will always be 

a part of the European wine herirage”.
3
  

More of half of the island’s vineyards were located in the central-southwest (adjacent to Emerovigli, 

Megalochori, Akrotiri, Pyrgos). (image 1) On the southeast as well as the north part of the island lied a 

significant percentage of vines (adjacent to Emporeio, Vothonas, Ekso Gonia, Oia).
 4
 

Based on archaeological evidence, wine-making in Santorini dates back to the Prehistoric period, since 

when there are many indications for viticulture and vinification.
5
 However, it’ s not until mid-14th 

century, when local population began to systematically cultivate vineyards. Later, in the 17
th
 century, 

the local wine reached the broad market of Europe and Russia. In that time, it was sold under a name 

that indicated its origin. Since the early 19th century, the vineyards were extended across the island 

due to the significant growth of wine-trading. In that time, the entire local population was engaged in 

the production and trade of wine. In 1956 a devastating earthquake resulted not only in the collapse of 

establishments and industries, but moreover in the abandonment of several wine regions in Santorini.
6
 

However, it was then when the Greek Wine Institute, undertook the vinification of the traditional vine 

varieties in the experimental Institute’s winery, using the most modern methods. Thus, the quality of 

Santorini’s wines was revealed and the potentiality of these exceptional vines was highlighted.
7
 In 

1970, Santorini was declared a region that produces “Appelation of Origin of Superior Quality” wines; 

while in 1981, the wine of Santorini was included in the European Union’ s list of “Quality Wines 

Produced in a Determined Region”. 

Along with wine making, a particular architectural typology for wineries was developed. Wine was 

produced and stored in subbteranean establishments called “canaves”. Such buildings, a large number 

of which still remains, were found all over the island. In some regions the number of “canaves” was 

higher than that of residences.  

Moreover, wine making contributed also to the rapid development of shipping (in the heyday of wine 

making, Santorini was the third most significant maritime power in Greece) and the development of 

cooperage. Lastly, wine tradition including certain customs linked to vine-growing and winemaking, 

can still be traced on the island. In conclusion, is beyond doubt that vineyards are intimately related to 

Santorini’s history and culture. 

During the last decades Santorini has turned into one of the most popular travel destinations in the 

world, confronting uncontrolled growth. Although vineyards and wine are the major part of history 

and culture on the island, since the 1980’s the wine sector has been increasingly threatened by the 

island's ever-expanding tourism industry. Tourism grew so rapidly that the profitability of 

infrastructure (hotels, restaurants, bars) extremely increased land prices, making farming a less-

attractive commercial object. Moreover, villages expanded in the expense of farmlands in order to 

respond to the massive call for lodging and recreation. (image 2) Eventually, local young generations 

of farmers lost their interest in cultivating, considering also the difficulty of farming. Alteration and 

desecration of Santorini’s unique landscape was now a fact. (image 3) 

However, wine making has never stopped on the island, even as a private product for family 

consuming. Nowadays, it is estimated that 1500 hectares of vineyards are still under cultivation 

throughout the island of Santorini. Vineyards lie mostly in the central-southwest, from Emerovigli to 

Akrotiri (image 4), that is in regions that as above mentioned, were historically the richest in 

viticulture. The surface of vineyards under cultivation has dramatically decreased, considering that in 

1915 there were 3285 hectares under cultivation, in 1935 were reduced to 3000 hectares and in the 

1960’s approximately 2500 hectares of vineyards were cultivated.
8
 

                                                      
3 (Kourakou-Dragona, Ampelies, 1994). 
4 (Kourakou-Dragona, The potential..., 1994). 
5 (Doumas, 1994). 
6 (Philippides, 2001). 
7 (Kourakou-Dragona, From the wines ..., 1994). 
8 ((Kourakou-Dragona, The Santorini..., 1994). 
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Even though the surface of vineyards has shrunk and the yields have decreased, the production of 

bottled wines has increased due to the upgrade of wine quality. Currently local wineries export a 

significant amount of their production. Eventually, vines’ price has increased. It appears that 

viticulture on the island not only survived the adverse effects of tourism, but also nowadays tends to 

recover considering that lately the loss of vineyards has been stabilised, while the average age of local 

farmers has fallen to 53, when in 1995 was 65.
9
 

Besides, more and more private initiatives by the local wine producers lead to an organized promotion 

of wine. A significant contributor to this endeavor is Santo Wines, a cooperative venture, which 

processes the grapes of those vine-farmers who do not produce wine. Santo Wines has proved vital for 

promoting Santorini’s wine as a quality product.  

At the same time, the concept of wine tourism is developed as well on the island. Lately, local 

wineries and tourist agents, organize wine tours, events and exhibitions. Additionally, a wine-road has 

been recently created allowing visitors to locate certain wineries simply by following the signs along 

it.  

In conclusion, it appears that today the local community is in the process of re-appropriating the 

landscape; still there is a long way to be made.  

Nowadays, the need for re-appropriating the unique landscape of Santorini as well as for protecting it 

against tourism, seems to be still essential. But in which way could the re-appropriation of landscape 

be succeeded in a place, where local population in its majority consider it as a commercial “product” 

available for exploitation in favour of tourism? 

Definitely one way towards re-appropriation would be by encouraging and supporting the re-

cultivation of this unique natural landscape and by promoting the exceptional agricultural products. In 

this case, wine which has always been the major product, should certainly lead this endeavor.  

Another approach would be the re-appropriation of vineyards as a part of the island’s cultural heritage. 

That would require a well-organised plan in order to define, protect, manage and promote vineyards as 

cultural heritage. In this context, vineyards’ protection should also associate with the preservation of 

historic wineries and local traditions that are related to wine. 

Key-tool towards the preservation of vineyards as a whole, could be beyond doubt the declaration of 

them as a cultural landscape, which according to the UNESCO World Heritage Committee is defined 

as “... a combined work of nature and of man...”.  

Santorini is a distinctive example of a beautiful and unique natural landscape, which is intimately 

related to wine. The human activity on this landscape, covers thousands of years. Moreover, wine has 

continuously determined all aspects of life and always held a vital role in local history, economy and 

culture. 

Vineyards’ landscape, formed by the unique primal pruning method of “ampelies”, illustrate the 

human activity from the ancient years till now and could be considered as part of European wine 

heritage. Moreover, vineyards are an example of a historical land-use, which is the result of the 

specific ecosystem and culture of Santorini. In conclusion, vineyards along with historic wineries (the 

number of which definitely reflects the dynamic of wine throughout the island’s history) and 

intangible heritage linked to wine, such as customs and traditions, could form an overall cultural 

landscape. 

Still, nowadays Santorini’s vineyard calls for immediate and direct protection against tourism. A long-

term protection requires an integrated approach as well as a comprehensive strategic plan, in order to 

preserve the historic vineyard as a whole and to reveal and maintain its virtue as cultural heritage. In 

this context, the remaining vineyards will be protected from further destruction; those which are 

abandoned could be re-appropriated and the traces of those which are destroyed will be 

preserved.Such a major-scale protection in order to be activated should definitely long for political 

will and social consensus. 

Primarily, the in-depth knowledge and understanding of the vineyards’ historical and cultural 

significance to the local community and the assessment and analysis of the current condition are 

                                                      
9 (Mourby, 2013). 
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mandatory elements towards the protection plan. Consequently, that a register of vineyards should be 

created by recording valuable data, such as the current condition, whether they are under cultivation or 

not, specific characteristics, the degree of destruction, the kind of ownership. Eventually, vineyards 

should fall into subcategories according to whether they are cultivated, abandoned or destroyed, their 

condition, location, size, etc.  

Furthermore, a socioeconomic and functional analysis of Santorini, meaning trends and growth rates, 

social characteristics, etc. should be very helpful in understanding the current conditions and 

imperatives on the island and useful for drawing the frame within the plan could prove successful. 

Additionally, the existence and adequacy of legal framework for landscape protection in Greece 

should be thoroughly studied. Reviewing former protection plans and projects of the island’s heritage 

should be taken also into account. 

The above analysis should lead to a certain outline and set the guidelines regarding the vineyard’s 

future character and role in local community and the possible actions and interventions.  

Primarily, it is necessary to establish the legal framework for the protection of vineyards as a cultural 

heritage. Towards this direction laws, measures and settings should be enacted. 

Legislative measures regard the declaration of vineyards as a cultural heritage and its legislative 

protection, the exact determination of the area under protection, the specification of permissible 

cultivation and harvest methods in this area, the enactment of specific building rules and restrictions 

implementing in this area. 

Essential is also the establishment of an administrative instrument, which would consist of experts, 

would ensure the effective management of the landscape and supervise and coordinate operations and 

activities in order for the protection plan to be functional and sustainable.  

Moreover, a realistic protection plan requires a sustainable management, adapted to the prevailing 

conditions and needs of the island. It’s essential to secure the sustainability by attracting funds and 

public or private investments, environmental friendly. Financial incentives and public support- 

mechanisms, such as loans, subsidies and tax exemptions, for cultivating and maintaining the 

vineyards, should come along with the island’s current major product, meaning tourism. Although 

tourism is an expanding threat to the island, under certain circumstances can be used as a tool in order 

for mechanisms and incentives to be activated. Furthermore, lately an alternative form of tourism 

appears as a new trend, opposed to mass tourism; interest on landscape, local history and culture, 

customs and traditions, etc. tends to emerge. 

In addition, actions of great importance such as the wine-road’ s expansion, the creation of 

information kiosks, audiovisual tours, signs located in villages introducing to visitors the local 

vineyards, the use of new technologies (information touch-screen units, mobile phones software), etc. 

will help effectively promote the concept of vineyards as cultural heritage. Tourist operators and 

agencies on the island should also contribute to this effort. Moreover, in order to highlight the cultural 

landscape, municipality and cultural institutions, as well as individual winemakers could organize 

events, shows and exhibitions related to the vineyards. 

The involvement of local community in vineyards’ protection is considered as mandatory. A number 

of settings and measures definitely can not secure re-appropriation and protection, unless local 

population actively participate in them. It is necessary special training programs for vine-growers to be 

arranged and realistic incentives to be given in order to motivate young generations. Moreover, 

collective awareness concerning the heritage value of vineyards should be raised in order for local 

population and visitors, to adopt protection attitudes; this can be achieved through educational 

seminars, workshops and tours, brochures, audiovisual media, websites, etc. Last but not least, the 

awareness of both inhabitants and visitors, is essential for developing voluntary activities linked to the 

long-term protection of vineyards as cultural heritage. 
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Image 1:  Megalochori village in southwest.  
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Image 2:  The north (Oia, Phoenikia) and central part of the island (Mesaria, Pyrgos, Vothonas, Ekso 

Gonia).  

Image 3:  Perissa, Perivolos (southeast) belong to one of the major tourist regions on the island.  
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Image 4:  The southwest part of the island. It has always been the major wine region on the island.
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Résumé 
Cette communication exprime les résultats obtenus au cours d'un projet qui cherche identifier et 

caractériser le "paysage du vin" à Mendoza, Argentine. Sa potentialité cherche à être évaluée comme 

recours, pour fonder son valeur comme paysage culturel à partir des nouveaux ou anciens usages. 

Les caractéristiques de chaque étape de la vitiviniculture ont laissé sa marque dans le territoire, l'ont 

transformé, et ont incorporé des éléments qui se combinent et juxtaposent dans le paysage d’aujourd'hui. 

On peut identifier dans la vitiviniculture de la région trois étapes : 

1) Proto-industriel 

2) Industrialisation et 1ière modernisation 

3) Crise et 2ème modernisation 

Pour analyser le paysage du vin on s’appuie dans les résultats des projets préalables du groupe de 

travail. Cette connaissance nous permet identifier des zones, des bâtiments, des sites et d’autres 

composants qui caractérisent des unités du paysage. D'ailleurs la connaissance historique de l'industrie 

vinicole fait possible comprendre ce que nous pouvons trouver dans le territoire. Ce comme ça que le 

savoir historique opère comme un outil indispensable de compréhension des diverses couches 

juxtaposées dans ce que nous "voyons" comme paysage dans le présent. 

 

Mots clés : Types ; Paysages vinicoles ; Mendoza 

 

 

1.  Introduction 
La région de Cuyo, dont Mendoza c’est la ville principale, a des caractéristiques singulières qui lui 

confèrent une identité particulière dans le territoire argentin. L'existence d'établissements humains est 

liée - depuis la période préhispanique - avec la présence et la possibilité d’emploi de l'eau. 

Jusque aujourd’hui l'économie, basée sur l'agriculture, et la distribution de la population sont très 

dépendants de l'irrigation artificielle. Ce procès a abouti à la formation des écosystèmes appelés "oasis 

irriguées", produit du développement et de la systématisation des réseaux d'eau, alimenté par les 

rivières. Dans le cas de Mendoza ces oasis occupent une fraction de la superficie totale de la province - 

4%  -  où elle se concentre à 97% de la population. A cause de la petite échelle des villes et villages - 

tant territoriale que la population – il n’y a pas eu presque déséquilibres des écosystèmes naturels 

jusqu'à la fin du XIXe siècle. 

La ville de Mendoza a été fondée à 1561 sur un établissement agricole des Aborigènes Huarpes, qui 

avaient systématisé l'utilisation de l'eau d'un bras de la Mendoza. L'eau est à Mendoza un élément 

structurel de l'oasis. L'évolution de la ville montre un fort attachement à un réseau primaire, organisé 

dans les temps anciens sur la systématisation des cours d'eau naturels par rapport à la topographie et les 

pentes. Cadres de structure du territoire: rues, routes, terrains urbains et ruraux et l'emplacement des 

bâtiments et des cultures sont des marques tangibles imprimées par la logique de l´eau dans le paysage.  

Bien que la vitiviniculture dans la province de Mendoza - Argentine date des temps coloniaux, les 

témoignages matériels de cette période sont peu abondants dans le présent. La plupart des édifices et 

des sites patrimoniaux des grands et petits ensembles qui se conservent appartiennent à la période de la 

première modernisation de l’activité agricole et industrielle et à sa crise d'expansion (1880-1950). 

À  Mendoza,  la  vitiviniculture  à  une  échelle  industrielle  s’est  développée  à  partir  de  dernières 

décennies du XIXème siècle. Elle a réorganisé le territoire comme un espace productif, social et 

symbolique. L'exploitation intensive du sol agricole  - résulté de la monoculture de la vigne  - a 

déterminé la multiplication de petites propriétés structurées sur un système d'irrigation d'oasis. Le 

mailto:scirvini@mendoza-conicet.gob.ar
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"patrimoine de la production" résultant de cette première modernisation technologique et culturelle 

comprends l'ensemble complexe et hétérogène d'œuvres et de biens qui se trouvent dans le domaine rural 

et l'urbain, et qui appartiennent à l'activité agricole, industrielle et de services. 

Les crises cycliques de l'industrie vinicole, approfondie dans le dernier tiers du XXe siècle ont mis en 

risque le vaste ensemble de biens y liés. Cependant la vitiviniculture dans la région traverse depuis la fin 

du XXème siècle une nouvelle modernisation, non seulement technologique et économique mais aussi 

culturelle. Des vignobles anciens ont été écartés sous la pression immobilière des quartiers privés, 

tandis qu’íl a crû la surface cultivée avec l’incorporation des nouvelles zones vinicoles (Vallée d'Uco,  

Agrelo).  Cette  étape  de  reconversion  vinicole  a  transformé  le  paysage,  en  ajoutant  des nouveaux 

éléments et en perdant d´autres. Ce phénomène a causé un gros impact culturel et environnemental, dans 

la société, le territoire et le paysage. 

La surface cultivée en fines raisins de cépage a considérablement augmenté au cours des dernières 

années par l'action des capitaux étrangers investis dans les installations existantes et nouvelles. La 

reconversion vinicole a transformé le paysage, en apportant des nouveaux éléments et en effaçant 

d´autres. 

Toute action de protection et d´aménagement du paysage, doit faire attention à quoi est ce qu'il faut 

maintenir pour enrichir la valeur patrimoniale: c'est-à-dire le paysage raconte une histoire. Il s’agit d’une 

narration insérée à l'intérieur de la culture, une construction complexe et changeante, qui ne peut pas 

cesser de se transformer à la fois qu’elle maintient épaisseur historique. 

 

2. Le paysage vinicole : patrimoine cultural et touristique 
Depuis son origine au XIXe siècle, le tourisme a utilisé le paysage comme l'attraction principale. 

Aujourd'hui, aux paysages naturels on ajoute des paysages culturels, lus comme des manifestations 

différentes de l'interaction entre l'homme et l'environnement. Le paysage est donc le résultat d'une 

combinaison de facteurs naturels, historiques, fonctionnels et culturels. Selon la Convention du 

patrimoine mondial (UNESCO, 2000), on peut distinguer différentes catégories de paysages culturels. 

Dans les paysages culturels, ceux de la vigne et le vin dans notre région sont du type évolutif et actif. On 

dit évolutif, car il s’est transformé au fil du temps, de l'action collective et il porte des traces du passé. 

C´est un paysage actif parce qu’il maintient sa fonction original avec un dynamisme qui fait possible son 

adaptation aux besoins du présent. 

Quand on parle de paysage du vin, on ne parle pas de paysages exceptionnels, plutôt on pense à la 

somme des unités de paysage dont la valeur c’est ensemble. Notre intérêt dans la description de ces 

espaces, c´est la valorisation, parce que la force des choses a naturalisé ces paysages dans l'expérience 

quotidienne de la population locale. Mais on peut y voir l'interaction entre l'homme (la société) et la 

nature  transformée  par  l'activité  productive.  Nous  voulons  raconter  l´histoire  contenue  dans  le 

paysage, car il fait référence à une histoire partagée, un ouvrage collectif développé au fil du temps. 

Dans ce cadre, le paysage du vin lié à l'agro-industrie dans la région est un type particulier de paysage 

culturel, et à la fois une ressource de grande valeur culturelle dans ce qu'on appelle le tourisme du vin. 

 

3. Les types de paysage du vin selon les étapes de la viniculture 
Les caractéristiques de chaque étape de l'industrie du vin ont laissé leur empreinte, une trace sur le 

territoire, qui a été transformé avec des éléments incorporés dans ce qu'on appelle "le paysage du vin." 

Chacune des étapes a produit des changements dans le paysage que nous pouvons assimiler à des 

"couches", qui se sont étés montés une sur autre en changeant le paysage. Alors, parfois prédominent 

plutôt les traits de l'une des étapes dans le paysage, parfois l’on y trouve des traces de plusieurs étapes. 

Les étapes que nous pouvons identifier dans la viticulture dans la région comprennent: 

1) Proto industriel: Depuis le XVIème siècle avec la colonisation espagnole, les premiers ordres 

religieux arrivent et apportent la viniculture comme activité économique et des pratiques culturelles 

adaptées aux conditions locales. La production a été dirigée au marché local et aux besoins des habitants 

des petites villes dans l'actuel territoire argentin. Cette phase de la viticulture coexiste avec le modèle de 

production de céréales et du bétail. (Image 1) 

2)   L'industrialisation et la 1ère modernisation: La première étape de l'industrie du vin se développe 

entre 1885 et 1930. Elle se caractérise par une croissance rapide tirée par les politiques du libéralisme 

économique, les grandes œuvres d´irrigation, l’importation de technologie, la grande immigration et le 
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chemin de fer. Il y a une tendance à la monoculture, sur une production à l'échelle industrielle des vins 

ordinaires. Une deuxième étape correspond à l'extension (territoriale et économique) du modèle de 

production et la crise depuis 1930 jusqu’à 1970. (Image 2) 

3) Crise et 2ème modernisation: La viniculture a continué en crise entre 1970 et 1990 parce que la 

surproduction de vins de basse qualité, la petitesse du marché et l'effondrement des grandes 

entreprises qui appartenaient aux familles traditionnelles. Depuis la dernière décennie du XXème 

siècle, une nouvelle étape de modernisation (qui continue encore), se caractérise par une forte 

orientation vers des vins de haute qualité, le marché national et international et exaltation de l'identité 

territoriale (nom développe origine) avec la production de variétales. (Image 3) 

a.   Le paysage proto-industriel vinicole: le cas de Panquehua 
Le paysage de la période proto-industriel qu´on peut voir aujourd´hui, contient des éléments et 

caractéristiques datant du XIXe siècle et présente des caractéristiques d'un stade plus précoce: 

L´exemple de ce paysage est "Bodegas Panquehua" à l'origine connu sous le nom La hacienda de los 

potreros (pâturages), dédié au commerce de bétail, qui a été progressivement transformé en une 

propriété viticole. 

L'établissement est dans le quartier Panquehua, à l'ouest de la zone urbaine de Las Heras. La carène de 

l'Hacienda est à la retraite 530mts de la route d'accès, est entouré par cultivées de vignes, d'oliviers, 

d'arbres fruitiers, les pâturages et les champs. 

Ce casque dans le cœur de la propriété, est l'un des éléments qui trahit l'âge de ce paysage. Il est 

organisé autour d'un espace central qui relie : 

• la maison principale (1863 - l'architecture vernaculaire) 

• la maison de l'administration (1910 - fin néoclassique) 

• l´oratoire avec la maison du prêtre (1910 - style gothique) 

• résidences pour les employés, ateliers, hangars, où il était autrefois la " Maison de traitement", une 

sorte de magasin général où il s'échangeait partie de la production (1850 - l'architecture vernaculaire)  

A l'ouest, derrière les bâtiments principaux sont les 4 corps (nefs) de la cave autour d'une aire de 

manœuvre : 

• Les deux premiers nefs, sur le chemin menant au moulin est la plus ancienne cave de la province, du 

même que les anciens bâtiments du moulin (1856 - architecture vernaculaire 1896 postcolonial) 

• Les deux autres nefs sont le résultat de la croissance de la cave au début du XXe siècle. 

La « Hacienda de Panquehua » était une vraie unité autosuffisante : il y en avait tout, on produisait et 

on faisait le commerce, des viandes, le pain, des vermicelles, des vins, des fruits, il y avait des 

herbages, un bétail, des vignes, des cultures, des grands jardins, les édifices pour la production, la 

maison des patrons, des employés, des ouvriers, des servants. Il y avait aussi un oratoire, avec une 

maison pour le prêtre et une crypte comme lieu d'enterrement. Bien que le tremblement de terre de 

1861 ait détruit beaucoup d'édifices, d´ autres ont continué en pied et l'ensemble de la Hacienda de 

Panquehua a été reconstruite en suivant la distribution originale. (Image 4, Image 5) 

On peut différencier dans cet établissement des éléments du paysage proto-industriel du XIXe siècle : 

Le  premier  trait  distinctif  c’est  que  le  paysage,  comme  espace  agricole  n'est  pas  seulement 

vinicole. On peut y trouver des éléments et les édifices (ou des ruines) où de diverses activités 

productives se sont développées au même temps que la viniculture, comme la fourragère, les moulins, le 

troupeau. 

L’espace agricole se structure autour des anciennes fonctions de la ferme, pas autour des caves. La 

production vinicole occupe un rôle complémentaire. 

L’ensemble de la ferme se trouve organisée d'une forme introvertie autour d'un espace central. 

Les éléments de plus grande hiérarchie sont la maison familiale et l'oratoire. Les caves sont 

édifices simples, pas hiérarchisées, ni à cause de son placement ni à cause de son style et échelle. 

En se plaçant dans les rues publiques on ne peut pas voir l’ancien centre de la ferme, où se trouve 

actuellement la cave Panquehua. Elle se trouve séparé des voies de circulation, entourée des 

cultures. 

Sur l'espace central de la ferme, il y a une convergence des chemins qui structurent la propriété et lient 

les divers édifices où se développaient les activités productives. On peut observer les restes de bas 

murs de pisé qui accompagnent ces chemins et qui divisaient les secteurs de la propriété. 

b. Le paysage de l'Industrialisation et 1ere modernisation vinicole 
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Le paysage vinicole, lié à d'autres activités agricoles et d'élevage a remarquablement changé dans les 

dernières décennies du XXème siècle. Depuis que le FC (1885) est arrivé jusque’ à l´année de 1910, il y 

a eu une croissance inusitée, vertigineuse de cette industrie, favorisée par l'incorporation de technologie,  

l'immigration,  la  construction  d'œuvres  d'arrosage.  Dans  les  décennies  suivantes  le modèle 

s'épanouit et l'industrie croît en se produisant des crises vers 1970. Dans cette période de la 

1ªmodernización vinicole s'est forgé le plus typique des paysages du vin de la province, comme un 

produit d'un développement moderne, et d'une production massive avec un grand poids sur le marché 

intérieur. 

Les nouvelles manières de produire et l'échelle portent à une spécialisation de l'espace agricole et des 

constructions: les caves et une variété de demeures et d'infrastructures: les établissements augmentent en 

se faisant plus complexes, comme s’il s’agissait des noyaux des lieux habités. Tout le territoire s’est 

structuré sur la trame des petites propriétés occupées par des « contratistas » (ouvriers agricoles) qui 

vivent dans chaque propriété. La vigne avec des oliviers et des fruitiers est l'élément l'unificateur du 

paysage qui prend les formes et les couleurs de chaque saison et des cycles de la production. 

Des éléments du paysage de la 1ère étape industrielle vinicole sont :Les réseaux d'infrastructure: le 

réseau d'arrosage est une matrice qui couvre le territoire et qui est liée aux chemins, et à la trame interne 

des tissus de vignes. 

Les chemins et les rues ont des grands arbres qui forment des tunnels et donnent un air 

particulier au paysage. 

Les limites et les bords des domaines cultivés (vignes, oliviers et fruitiers) ont, d'habitude, des futaies, 

presque toujours des peupliers qui forment des tranchées ou des barrières protectrices du vent et qui font 

les lignes de division de propriétés. 

La cordillère est toujours une référence visuelle à la manière d'un rideau de fond. 

Les édifices de l'espace agricole (les caves, les maisons patronales, des employés et des ouvriers 

agricoles) se trouvent proches du chemin, on peut les voir depuis la rue. Il y a une volonté de "montrer": 

l'établissement, la maison patronale, sont toujours tout près de la rue. 

Les édifices couvrent une ample gamme de styles, de types et de matériaux: les caves de façades 

italiennes, de brique vue et de proportions classiques, les styles modernistes du début du  XXe  siècle,  

pittoresques,  néocoloniales  et  finalement  les  rationalistes.  Les  matériels couvrent aussi un ample 

spectre : la brique crue avec les toits de poudre en bois, la brique, le béton armé et les couvertures 

métalliques. 

L'équipement  et  les  machines  s'enrichissent  avec  l'importation,  le  développement  de 

technologie vinique locale, l'immigration italienne et française, les écoles agricoles, etc. 

Les établissements vinicoles associés aux chemins deviennent noyaux générateurs de petits villages 

dans son environnement. (Image 6, Image 7) 

Le marché interne, qui a demandé l'élaboration des grandes quantités du vin et son expédition rapide, 

ont produit une nouvelle typologie de cave pour affronter les nécessités productives modernes. Cela a 

fourni l’occasion à la naissance des grands établissements vinicoles de dimensions qui disposaient 

d’édifices industriels et caves, mais aussi de demeures et bâtiments pour l’appui technique et 

administratif. Les caves qui font partie de ces ensembles sont les corps productifs où l'activité viticole 

se développe. Les maisons patronales sont éléments symboliques et hiérarchisés de ces ensembles. 

Mais le plus grand nombre des caves sont des petits établissements qui commençaient avec un ou deux 

nefs en ajoutant d’autres à fur et à mesure qu’il ait devenu nécessaire. 

La cave avait besoin du chemin pour déposer la matière première pour élaborer et(ou) pour fractionner 

du vin et pour distribuer rapidement le produit terminé aux centres de commerce et de consommation. 

Aussi les  grands  ensembles  vinicoles ont eu ses  propres embranchements de  chemin  de fer qui 

arrivaient aux caves pour apporter la matière première et pour effectuer l'expédition du vin aux centres 

de consommation. 

Comme la production industrielle avait besoin des espaces de grande taille, on commence à utiliser de 

nouveaux matériels et les techniques constructives qui permettaient de couvrir de grandes lumières et 

quelques niveaux de sous-sols. Il y a eu un changement remarquable d'échelle: les caves sont 

devenues des édifices monumentaux. Cela a produit les constructions de dimensions qui ont dépassé la 

hauteur moyenne des édifices de l'environnement, avec une qualité constructive et technique qui les a 

transformés en des vraies marquants dans le paysage agricole du fait qu’ils représentent le progrès 
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économique de la région. Aussi les grandes maisons patronales sont apparues, bien que liées avec la 

zone productive ils ont maintenu son indépendance fonctionnelle et spatiale. Les plus antiques avaient 

des jardins et des vergers. Aux commencements du XXe siècle elles sont devenues plus luxueuses en 

des styles européens, entourées des jardins et parcs qui les hiérarchisaient et permettaient la séparation 

des fonctions à l'intérieur de l'établissement. 

Très peu d'établissements vinicoles avaient des demeures pour les ouvriers, bien qu’il en ait pour les 

employés. Ainsi, ont pris naissance des hameaux, de petits lieux habités proches des caves dans les 

marges des chemins qui sillonnaient le territoire cultivé. Finalement nous trouvons un autre type de 

demeure dans l'espace nettement agricole: chaque vignoble avait une maison pour l'ouvrier rural et sa 

famille. Avec l'immigration massive le système de "contrat" s'est généralisé pour le travail agricole des 

cultures de la vigne, des fruitiers, les oliviers, etc. Ce système consistait en ce que le propriétaire livrait 

sa propriété, ou une fraction d'elle à une personne pour être travaillée au lieu d'une rétribution minimale 

et un pourcentage de la production. En épargnant beaucoup d'anciens ouvriers ruraux réussissent à 

devenir en propriétaires de petites unités de production. De là la supériorité de la petite propriété 

agricole de cette période. 

Les maisons typiques des ouvriers, dont les Italiens étaient majorité, ont peuplé les propriétés de toute 

la périphérie agricole. Dans les plus antiques le schéma de la plante consiste en rectangle de double 

file de chambres avec un vestibule ouvert sur le plus grand côté. Les chambres forment une "U" et il 

peut avoir dans la partie postérieure une galerie adossée. Dans les plus modernes, à partir 1940, le 

schéma compact prédomine à un type châtelet avec une galerie adossée. 

D'autres éléments du paysage sont les cheminées sveltes en brique des machines génératrices de force 

motrice, ou les œuvres d'écluses et de vannes dans les cours d'eau pour l'arrosage. 

c. Le paysage de la 2ème modernisation vinicole : les Vignobles de hauteur 
Les dernières décennies du XXe siècle présentent de nouvelles demandes à l'intérieur du marché du 

vin, très différents de l'étape antérieure. Ce n'est pas déjà le vin commun en vrac, pour consommation 

massive, l'objectif d'établissements et les viticulteurs. La production s'oriente aujourd’hui vers les 

cépages fins pour élaborer des vins hauts de gamme, destinés à l’exportation. Bien que la reconversion 

se   soit   produite   avec   fréquence   dans   des   établissements   anciens,   le   nouveau   paysage   est 

principalement le résultat des nouveaux établissements. 

Quels sont donc les éléments de ce nouveau paysage du vin ? 

La situation : D´abord la culture de vignes est réalisée dans de nouveaux terrains, en général inculte 

ou autrefois destinés aux herbages de pâturage, placés dans le piedmont à la plus grande hauteur 

(la Vallée d'Uco, les terrains placés à l'ouest de l'aire cultivée de Luján de Cuyo) à la recherche de 

meilleures conditions climatiques pour élaborer des vins de haute gamme. 

Les visuels et des perspectives : Les caves se trouvent éloignées des routes de circulation et sont 

entourées de tissus de vignobles de géométrie parfaite. Cette situation centrale dans le domaine apporte 

une caractéristique spéciale au paysage qui ne peut pas être perçu seulement depuis les chemins. Il faut 

entrer en traversant des points contrôlés pour voir cela de précieux qui  existe  dedans.  La  vue  de  la  

cordillère  est  un élément  beaucoup  plus  important,  par l'altitude, et l'absence de constructions. 

La  technologie appliquée à  la  production : Les vignobles et les caves répondent à de 

nouvelles requêtes de la qualité en élaboration du vin et de soutenabilité dans la conservation 

environnementale. Par exemple l'arrosage est en général par dégouttement ou aspersion. Les caves 

possèdent les caractéristiques matérielles qui lui donnent une image avec identité et sont résolues dans 

une esthétique tout à fait moderne, éloignée des modèles historiques. Se combinent des matériels 

traditionnels et matériels et technologies constructives de pointe. 

On a vu des différents paysages du vin à Mendoza, si l’on voit du point de vue de sa condition 

patrimoniale,  comme  des  biens  qui  lient  la  culture,  l'identité  et  le  territoire  agricole.  Les 

caractéristiques  et  composants  de  ces  paysages  se  sont  transformés  au  fil  du  temps,  avec  le 

changement d'époques, de technologie, de la demande de produits, par la croissance démographique et les 

politiques que sur l'activité vinicole a imprimées l'économie d’un siècle. C´est désolant la faible 

estimation pour les paysages dans la formulation des politiques d'ordonnance territoriale et d'usage du 

sol. Aujourd’hui on peut registrer l'avancée des quartiers privés et des constructions sur l'oasis. Son effet 

est la perte irréparable du paysage et de biens architectoniques qui sont irremplaçables comme des 

témoignages  de culture. (Image 8, Image 9) 
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4. Conclusion 
Le paysage du vin dans la région de Cuyo - Mendoza - Argentine, est un paysage culturel, produit de 

l'action humaine dans un milieu physique naturel donné. L'oasis cultivé résultant d'une construction 

historique, une œuvre lente et collective, est peu estimé dans son caractère de bien culturel dont qu'il faut 

faire attention. 

Les régulations d'usage du sol, les normes d'ordonnance territoriale ne fixent pas de restrictions à 

cause du paysage vinicole si lié à l'identité locale. On ne reconnaît pas son valeur (culturel, touristique, 

économique, historique, esthétique) dans l’administration et la gestion de nouveaux usages. On n’y fait 

pas attention de la part des organismes de l'État. 

D'un autre côté le marché immobilier, en avançant agressivement sur l'espace agricole, en insérant des 

quartiers  privés  qui  produisent  "des  îles"  de  privilège  environnemental  d'existence  éphémère, 

produisent des modifications du paysage qui vont ruiner la qualité de vie de tous, y compris ceux qui sont 

privilégiés aujourd'hui. 

Les voix qui se lèvent  contre ce "laissez faire" appartiennent aux scientistes, techniques et spécialistes 

en affaires environnementales, conservation du paysage ou des biens culturels. Il y a aussi des 

institutions de la société civile qui représentent les affectés par les processus de changement, les 

personnes dont les conditions de vie se sont abîmés. 

La considération du paysage comme un bien culturel fonde sa protection: bien que les changements 

sont nécessaires et désirables dans une économie active, ils peuvent se réaliser sans perdre les 

composants précieux du paysage et toujours appuyés sur la soutenabilité social et environnemental et 

sur la qualité de vie de la communauté. 
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Image  1 : Paysage Protoindustriel – Carène “Hacienda Panquehua” – Las Heras. 

 

 

 
Image 2 : Paysage 1ère modernisation – “Bodega Trapiche” - Coquimbito Maipú.
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Image 3 : Les nouvelles caves du 2ème modernisationBodega Rutini  – Vallé de Uco- 

Tupungato- Mendoza. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image  4 : Chemin central de la “Hacienda Panquehua” – Las Heras.
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Image 5 : Carène de la “Hacienda Panquehua” – Las Heras. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image 6 : “Bodega Di Tommaso”, au bord du chemin - Russell Maipú.
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Image 7 : “Bodega Trapiche”, la cave et la ligne du chemin de fer - Coquimbito Maipú. 

 

 

 
Image 8 : Édifice  KILKA  Bodega Salentein – Vallé de Uco- Tupungato- Mendoza.
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Image 9 : Intérieur Bodega Salentein – Vallé de Uco- Tupungato- Mendoza. 
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Abstract 
Economic development of a historical landscape is an important issue to foster the heritage preservation, 

and vice versa. Yet, its coherence is still discussed. As a widespread tool used for integrating preservation 

and economic development on collapsing rural areas, cultural tourism has possible threats on heritage. 

The process may result with change in fabric, identity and meaning caused by changes in daily life 

patterns, loss of traditional knowledge and techniques. This paper aims to address this issue over a case 

study: Rural heritage of Adatepe and Yeşilyurt in North Aegean Coastal Area. 

 

Keywords: Rural Heritage; Rural Development; Tourism; Gentrification; Adatepe and Yeşilyurt  

 

 

1. Introduction 
Rural landscape is a living organism synthesizing all identity components of a rural territory, becoming a 

heritage asset itself. It is like a special molecule consisting of different atoms; a change in formula 

changes the whole molecule; any kind of intervention coming from outside may spoil its balance. Thus, 

one of the most urgent scenes in terms of heritage preservation: development balance is the possible 

transformation of rural heritage due to gentrification linked with discovery of rural landscapes rich in 

cultural heritage by tourism sector which seems to be an effective economic development tool. Here lies 

the question about the process: What about the rural landscape as a whole with its aura and authenticity? 

Does it remain as a cultural habitat, or become an economic habitat?  

Even though rural heritage preservation is strongly linked with economic development, it is still 

discussed regarding of the concerns about possible changes in rural character - like rural fabric, unique 

identity and meaning - caused by the changes in social and daily life patterns, loss of oral tradition, 

traditional knowledge and techniques in production practices like architecture, agriculture and handcrafts. 

In Turkey, the most overt region suffering of this situation is North Aegean Coastal Area. Due to the 

country’s economic climate in terms of rural policies, industrialization and urbanization, the villages  are 

facing with some challenges of change and conversion of the cultural landscape is inevitable. 

Moving from this point, two main questions should be discussed in the context of the tension between 

heritage and cultural tourism as a tool: a) Will cultural tourism be an efficient and safe tool for an 

integrative approach on coastal rural future? b) What kind of risks, problems or changes are expected to 

be taken into account as results to be managed? The paper will search for answers by anecdotal evidence 

method over two coastal villages of the area, Adatepe and Yeşilyurt. The main dynamics of the change 

are addressed based on literature review and individual observation done during field research. Lastly, a 

framework of criteria regarding the development of a model will be proposed in order to seek a balance 

between heritage preservation and cultural tourism. 

 

2. Rural Landscape vs. Cultural Tourism 

Beyond an environment containing tangible and intangible cultural characteristics of a rural territory, 

rural landscape is overall an important shared and experienced cultural heritage asset representing itself, 

as it is also stated in the European Landscape Convention. Being subjective and objective, two-

dimensional perceptive character of a rural landscape is strongly connected with its inhabitants as they 

are the people shape the heritage by experiencing the place. Thus, any physical or social transformation 

may change the characteristics and perception of it, which result with change in subjective value of the 

rural landscape as habitat.  

With the impact of global economic system, the lifestyles and sociocultural attitudes has changed. 

Increasing passion of who never experienced it, the accessible and visible rural landscapes which 
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contains cultural heritage, nature and production altogether are brought up to date as new destinations. 

Experiencing and perceiving a rural habitat subjectively gained great importance which cultural tourism 

became an important tool for. In most cases in Turkey, as it will be scrutinized on the examples of 

Adatepe and Yeşilyurt villages, cultural middle class urbanites, looking for better places to spend their 

time in, buy houses, to refunction or sell, from former owners in characteristic rural settlements in 

culturally and naturally attractive areas, collapsing due to economic or social reasons. Replacement 

becomes a self-regulated strategy to enhance the collapsing rural areas which social impacts of economic 

environment result with emigration. As result, economic development foster the preservation of tangible 

heritage in terms of object value and some traditions may surrend longer, but as those cultural assets are 

served as organized activities, authenticity and context deriving from their origin get impaired. The rural 

habitat transforms into an economic habitat, which is not preserved for native inhabitants but “designed 

as original” for tourists, losing its authenticity and subjective value together with its rural characteristic 

and living heritage. 

 

3. Rural Heritage Characteristics of Adatepe and Yeşilyurt  

Situated at the west side of Turkey, the North Aegean Coastal Area lies within the borders of Çanakkale 

and Balıkesir province, sharing a common rural heritage in terms of agrarian culture, social pattern and 

rural architecture. Being in Gulf of Edremit and on Edremit coastal plain, the area is also called Edremit 

Gulf Region. It is bordered by Mount Ida at north and Mount Madra at south. Situated on slopes of 

Mount Ida, both Adatepe and Yeşilyurt villages are the inner coastal band settlements of North Aegea 

Coastal, in the borders of Küçükkuyu county (fig. 1). Surrounded by olive and pine trees, the villages 

have great view. As it is also stated in 2013-2023 Nature Tourism Master Plan, both villages are also 

very precious in terms of natural assets; being at the intersection of Mount Ida, Aegean Sea and forest.  

From the ancient times (Assos, the biggest ancient settlement of the area, dates back to B.C. 5000), 

culture and the settlements of the region were shaped with geographical elements. Since the first 

settlements (Yeşilyurt in 10th century, Adatepe in 15th century), both villages have been a transition 

region due to their geographical location.Therefore, the villages share a common rich cultural 

background and heritage characteristics. Tangible heritage of villages includes settlement patterns, 

houses, churches, mosques, cobblestone roads and Zeus Altar in Adatepe date to 900 years before, to 

ancient times. The villages had shaped organically around a square which is important as a gathering 

point for inhabitants.The most prominent tangible heritage asset is architectural style. They share the 

same vernacular architectural style and material deriving from the landscape character. As structural 

material, local Nusratlı stone is used due to the volcanic soil character of the region, and timber is used 

due to the proximity to forestry areas. They hosted both Turkish and Greek culture; hence both Turkish 

and Greek style is observed. All mansions in the villages are masonry buildings. The houses are usually 

in a yard surrounded by stone walls and have atriums and annexes shaped with the agricultural 

production and also have an organic link to the street.  

In both villages, since the first settlements, main agricultural activity is olive cultivation, as the vast 

majority of the landscape is covered by abundant olive trees. It is the most prominent region of Turkey in 

olive cultivation
1
. It is also a non-replaceable knowledge of production as intangible heritage. The 

secondary agricultural production had been small cattle breeding; though tourism has taken the place of 

it. Intangible heritage of the area has shaped with human-geography interactions. Narratives and folk 

songs on Greek and Turkish people’s life together and daily rituals are examples of how the traditions has 

been shaped by associations. 

 

4. Threatening Transformations in Adatepe and Yeşilyurt  

For the past fifteen years, the region has been facing with economic challenges. Due to the national 

agricultural policy, decreasing profit margin of production led villagers to subsistence agricultural 

production and they tended to leave the sector, selling their houses, looking for jobs in towns and cities 

which also have better social facilities. As a result of emigration tied to decreasing agricultural activity, 

two types of transformation is seen on North Aegea rural. The villages on the mountains has been 

shrinking; even some of them have only one or two households. Even though most of the inner coastal 

                                                      
1 (Efe and Tagil, 2007). 
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settlements on mountain slopes are preserved per se, villages on inner and outer coastal band, which are 

visible in terms of their location, cultural and natural resources, have a different faith. Instead of 

shrinkage, they are exposed to a kind of gentrification caused by their attractiveness in tourism. In both 

cases, it ends up with conversion of the cultural landscape. 

As well as their common heritage, Adatepe and Yeşilyurt villages also share a common demographic 

structural background. Two great population turns had changed the faith of the villages. First is the 

population exchanges between Greece and Turkey in 1923 and 1924, resulting Turkish immigrants in 

Balkans settle to the houses of former Greek residents of the villages. The second population turn is the 

emigration wave in late 1950’s due to national agricultural policies and some political issues, leaving the 

villages prone to deterioration and loss of identity
2
. Alongside of leaving for jobs in cities; some villagers 

moved to settlements closer to seashore where the service sector grows with the rise of coastal and 

cultural tourism. As well as loss of intangible heritage in terms of living heritage, after 1960’s, the decay 

of the tangible heritage had fastened. 

Villages’ close location to popular summer destinations and their natural, cultural resources like the 

ancient settlement Assos, as well as both the sea and forest the view from the villages made them visible 

and caused their discovery by cultural tourists as well as urbanitas. After the ferro concrete buildings 

have been built up near the village, Adatepe have been declared as protected zone at 1989 and Yeşilyurt 

is not under protection. Around 1990’s, a group of intellectuals from Istanbul bought several houses and 

get them restored by local stonemasons. Today, most of those houses are functioning as boutique hotels 

and restaurants. In 2001, an entrepreneur who settles in Adatepe village turned an old soap factory into 

olive oil museum and uses the brand name Adatepe in their products. Concurrently, the abandoned 

elementary school of the village, made of stone also in 1943, Taşmektep, had been rented from 

governorate and refunctioned as an institute giving philosophy, art history and mythology courses by 

well-known intellectuals of Turkey. The institute had been only functioning on summer season. The 

participants of classes were curious tourists and urbanites coming specially for those courses. For few 

years, the institute has not been functioning on summers. Yeşilyurt almost has gone through the same 

process. Three bankers from Istanbul bought and restored mansions and converted them into boutique 

hotels. Due to increasing demand for hotels, improper buildings are being built in the settlement and new 

motels being built up at the periphery create pressure on the village. However, the process is slower than 

in Adatepe since the villagers observed how the real estate prices rise and the former inhabitants are 

regretful for selling their houses, leaving their village.  

Results of the process 

As Islam (2004) states, “Replacement, rather than displacement, is more common in these villages as the 

local inhabitants mostly consist of home-owners”. This kind of gentrification cause those places to 

become isolated except for a small period in summer, with ending holidays of most of the new 

inhabitants
3
. This gentrification process two villages has faced can be divided into two phases: First 

phase between 1990-2000 and second phase in 2000’s.  

It can be said that the isolation and cultural decay get fastened with second phase of migrations. In 

1990’s, as the headman of the village indicates, the first wave incomers were who really missed the rural 

life, moved in and felt belonging to the village. With the second wave in 2000’s, the profile migrating in 

has changed. They have not owned the settlements, aimed to earn money over real estate. The 

relationships between inhabitants has weakened; a gap has occurred between social groups. The results of 

this process is visible: In the first years of new inhabitants settle into the villages, local women used to 

sell their own local products like thyme, soap, olive and olive oil, handcrafts. After packaged products of 

brands began to be sold in village stands, income of local women has increased. Many farmers sold their 

farms. Small cattle breeding has almost ended in villages due to increasing touristic activity and the 

concerns of new inhabitants. The headman also states that the new inhabitant want to accede to the 

management of the village in Adatepe, which will fasten the cultural change
4
.  

The deterioration of settlement fabric has begun with setup of parcels and functions of buildings being 

not proper for urbanites’ lifestyles and their intended use of properties. The new inhabitants has intended 

to change the use of annexes in parcels, construct swimming pools in garden, moved the wet areas inside, 

                                                      
2 (Yücel Young, 2007). 
3 (Islam, 2004). 
4 (Başaran Uysal and Sarıkaya, 2013). 
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which are originally outside the main building. Even though the annexes are important as they reflect the 

daily practices, they have not been counted as worthy in architectural value to be protected in their 

intended use. With increasing demand to use water cause water shortage and the villagers state the 

irrigated farming has decreased. The increasing solid waste also fasten the soil degradation. With demand 

for parking, a parking area is intended to be created in village square which also interferes the organic 

pattern. As the headman of village states, after Adatepe is declared as protection zone, instead of 

obtaining the preservation, as the villagers could not cover the restoration costs, handover process has 

fastened
5
. 

As the cultural signs weaken, local identity is getting lost, local inhabitants lose the feeling of belonging 

to where they live and tend to migrate from the settlements more. As local people get older and younger 

people who have traditional skills outmigrate, intangible culture including oral traditions, rituals, stone 

masonry is extincting and knowledge of production is being continued on as a reminder or attractive 

issue in settlements.  

 

5. Conclusion and Suggested Framework 

Many characteristic rural landscapes, as Adatepe and Yeşilyurt examples, are under threat of being lost 

due to lack of preservation-development balance. The rural gentrification and degradation of cultural 

heritage is inevitable in case of tourism activities fail to obtain rural development and become 

unsustainable. It can be seen that, if not properly managed, a change in economic structure of a rural 

settlement or an external intervention most likely cause some changes in rural character and therefore 

have risks on rural landscape and heritage. Those changes and risks are mainly: 

 Outmigration of local inhabitants due to decreasing income 

 Rising prices due to demand after discovery of area’s heritage value 

 Gentrification due to rising prices and local people not being able to restore properties 

 Weakening social relations 

 Change in local people’s practices like agricultural production and rituals 

 Change in architectural functions and settlement patterns and its results on sustainability of traditional 

lifestyle and knowledge 

 While tangible heritage gains visibility, intangible heritage degregades and perception of unique rural 

landscape as a total place change. 

In cases like Adatepe and Yeşilyurt, a preservation approach focuses only on the tangible elements of 

rural heritage like restoration of houses, or intangible elements only representing the artistic aspects of 

the culture which may be attractive for tourists, seem to fail. For historical rural landscapes under threat, 

a new approach considering the landscape as a cultural habitat together with all aspects of its assets in 

terms of authenticity and sense of place is needed. To develop a framework model with such approach, 

some fundamental issues are: 

 Systematical management: A management programme on special kind of areas with unique heritage 

under threat should be generated. It should include evaluation of the area in all aspects, observation 

process and include precautions for potential negative effects of social and economic changes as 

increasing tourism activities. The programme should be created with local people; however, firstly, 

they should be prepared for such task.  

 Broad preservation programme: A preservation programme on rural landscape and heritage with a 

broad perspective including all aspects of rural landscape, grounding on the issues in European 

Landscape Convention, should be implemented to management programme with long projection. 

Restoration grants also should be given to local inhabitants. 

 Local’s management: The management of the settlements by local villagers should be supported, local 

villagers should be trained in local management. Small working groups may be created to train and 

work with other stakeholders.  

 Supporting local production: Training programmes on management and marketing in agricultural and 

other local production types should be carried out. Cooperation should be managed in fundamental 

local production types. If necessary, subsidies including tax incentives, grants and special support 

programmes should be implemented. 

                                                      
5 (Başaran Uysal and Sarıkaya, 2013). 
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 Regional approach: An evaluation of settlements in their regional habitat is important for stronger 

connections. In this context, collaboration between settlements gets easier. 

 Local participation: In such model, participation of local people should be necessarily provided as 

they have shaped the landscape. 

Whether preservation or economics, any kind of policies should be based on the nondestructive relation 

between human and nature which can be observed in rural landscapes. This approach not only will help 

enhance the unique value of the landscape as heritage, it will also help the rural landscape keep still as a 

cultural habitat for those who has shaped it 
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Figure 1: Location of Adatepe and Yeşilyurt in North Aegean coastal band. 

 

 
Image 1: A street view from Adatepe

6
. 

 

                                                      
6 (Retrieved from: http://aragec.com/ada+tepe.html). 

http://aragec.com/ada+tepe.html
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Image 2: A street and a boutique hotel in Yeşilyurt

7
.

                                                      
7 (Retrieved from: http://gezegeze.biz/wp-content/uploads/2009/04/dsc-00041.jpg). 

http://gezegeze.biz/wp-content/uploads/2009/04/dsc-00041.jpg
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Abstract 

Bergama is an Anatolian city where there is a multi-layered cultural landscape in which the physical and 

cultural structure along with its topographical fabric have been formed in accordance with the 

archaeological heritage intertwined urban heritage that constitutes the built environment. The heritage of 

Hellenistic, Roman, Byzantine, Karesi Principality, Ottoman and Republican periods has been 

inextricably structured. In this paper, documentation and evaulation of the multi-layered heritage in the 

context of the holistic conservation approach will be presented in the case of Pergamon Red Hall 

(Sanctuary of the Egyptian deities) and its environment. 

 

Keywords: Pergamon; Red Hall; Urban Archaeological Landscape; Multi-Layered Cultural Landscape 

Areas; World Heritage Sites 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Bergama is an Anatolian city where the life exists since ancient times, possesses traces of human 

settlements belonging to different periods both in underground and overground. Bergama had been in the 

World Heritage Tentative List, and its tangible and intangible values which were determined by physical 

and semantic- symbolic properties that showed ‘multi-layered’ features as a whole, has been the most 

prominent key in promotion of the statue of the common heritage of all humanity. These outstanding 

universal values owned by the city provides it to upgrade from World Heritage Tentative List to World 

Heritage List with the name Pergamon and its Multi-Layered Cultural Landscape after the UNESCO’s 

Doha meeting realized in June 2014. The different period’s physical and cultural characteristics existing 

in the history of the city could be seen not only as differentiated layers but also in some cases these 

different periods came side by side or overlapped, creating the urban fabric and constituting the layers 

and physical properties of the today’s city. Bergama epitomizes a city of integrity and continuity where 

archaeological heritage intertwined urban heritage within a physical and semantic context
1
. The historical 

fabric reached today, is a result of the evolution of each civilization’s relationship with the previous 

civilizations, reflects the identity and cultural richness of the city. The conservation decisions in multi-

layered cities like Pergamon must be taken with a holistic approach developed by a detailed and rigorous 

documentation and all the layers owned by the city should be respected with its tangible and intangible 

heritage.  

This study focuses to the priorities on the conservation and evaluation of the cultural heritage in the 

multi-layered cities and in particularly Red Hall and its environment which is a remarkable example of 

the city’s multi-layered characteristic. In this context the conservation approaches that should be carried 

out in this areas are discussed. Within this scope after the invitation of the Municipality of Bergama, 

Mimar Sinan Fine Arts University has made a workshop
2
 in April 2013 and the results of the detailed 

documentation and analysis of the site has shared with the Municipality of Bergama and Izmir Regional 

Cultural Heritage Conservation Board (IKVKBK). 

 
2. Multi-Layered Cultural Landscape of Bergama 

                                                      
1 (Binan, Binan, 2008, 2009). 
2 MSGSU Faculty of Architecture members Mevlüde Kaptı, Binnur Kıraç, Koray Güler and Graduate students Evşen Ocak, 

Korcan Özbek has attended under the supervision of Demet ULUSOY BİNAN to the workshop with the name ‘Analysis of the 

Traditional Fabric in (Bergama) Red Hall and its Environment’.  
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Bergama rises high above the Bakirçay Plain in Turkey’s Aegean region. Bergama is an outstanding 

example of a multi-layered Anatolian cities, which holds traces from the Archaic, Classical, Hellenistic, 

Roman, Byzantium, Karesi Principality, Ottoman and Turkish Republican periods. Multi-layered cities 

are settlements which has been inhabited continuously from ancient times to today and holds traces from 

different periods
3
. Bergama’s date of first establishment isn’t known definitely, but today’s city took its 

name from an ancient settlement Pergamon. The city was under the domination of Persian Empire during 

5th-4th century B.C. The Persian domination were abolished by Alexandre the Great in 334 B.C. and 

many Anatolian cities along with Bergama had been entered under the control of the Macedonia
4
. During 

Hellenistic period, the city became the capital of the Pergamon Kingdom and its importance had 

increased substantially. The new capital which was built on the Archaic and Classical period’s town, 

shows all the characteristics of the Hellen city. After the 1st. century A.C Pergamon became a part of the 

Roman Empire. Romans have protected and used the Hellen city, within this they have enlarged the city 

with the new construction activities and have given a new form to the city. In the late Roman period with 

the acceptance of the Christianity, the Hellenistic part of the city abandoned and the temples belong this 

era were destroyed. In Byzantine period the city was a bishopric center allied to Ephesus earlier and later 

the city became as a metropolitan. During this period Pergamon have suffered raids by Omayyads in the 

8th. century and by Turkmans in the 12th. century. When it comes to the 13th. Century, Pergamon 

became a part of the Karesi principality and began to evolve an Islamic city which was developed along 

the riverbed. Pergamon has kept its importance in 14. th century under the sovereignty of Ottomans, 

because of being on the important transportation axes
5
. In Ottoman period, city has continued its growth 

in organic form above the Roman city. Within the establishment of the Modern Turkish Republic, earlier 

the city has continued its growth above the Roman and Ottoman city but the new urban plans dated to 

1943 and 1968, have brought prohibition about all the new construction activities on the archaeological 

sites. According to this plans the new residential areas determined in the southern part of the ancient city 

and the city has continued its growth in this direction.  

In today’s settlement fabric of Bergama which holds many cultural properties belong to different periods 

as like as Hellenistic, Roman, Ottoman and Turkish Republic all together, reflects the city’s strong multi-

layered character. The Hellenistic theatre integrated with the steeply topography of Kale Hill, the temples 

and sanctuaries, the Great Altar (although does not exist in situ today), gymnasiums, stoas, baths, palaces, 

library, agoras, the tumuli reflecting the human articulation of nature and expression of power over 

territory and landscape and the high pressured water pipe-line system can be mentioned among the 

architectural and engineering masterpieces of Hellenistic Period Pergamon. Red Hall (Sanctuary of the 

Egyptian deities), Roman Theatre, Amphitheatre, Aqueducts, Asclepion, bridges and infrastructure are 

among the well-known architectural and engineering masterpieces of Roman Period. Besides all these, 

there exists many important monumental buildings such as mosques, minarets, khans, bedesten and 

hammams, which are referred as noteworthy representatives of Karesi Principality and Ottoman Periods 

in Bergama
6
. The different period’s physical and cultural characteristics existing in the history of the city 

could be seen not only as differentiated layers but also in some cases these different periods came side by 

side or overlapped, creating the urban fabric and constituting the layers and physical properties of the 

today’s city
7
. The historical fabric reached today, is a result of the evolution of each civilization’s 

relationship with the previous civilizations, reflects the identity and cultural richness of the city. 

 

3. The Red Hall and It’s Environment 
The Red Hall which was built as a ‘Sanctuary of the Egyptian deities’ by Romans has continued its 

religious function today (figg. 1-3). The building had converted to a church after the acceptation of the 

Christianity by Romans. In Ottoman times some parts of the building has converted to a mosque which is 

still in use. The Red Hall was built as a temple in nearly 270 m length and 100 m width. With its huge 

Egyptian style caryatids, one of which has been carefully restored last summer by Ministry of Culture of 

Turkey coordinated with DAI (German Archaeological Institute), the complex provides a striking 

                                                      
3 (Bilgin Altınöz, 2002; Binan, 2004). 
4 (Radt, 2001). 
5 (Uzunçarşılı, 1984). 
6 (Binan, Binan, 2005). 
7 (Binan, Kaptı, Kıraç, Töre, 2005, 2006). 
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example of the cultural diversity that Pergamon possessed even in antiquity. Remains of a Roman road 

recently discovered and preserved in modern Bergama attest a rectangular relation between the street 

system of the Roman lower city and the Red Hall
8
. As well as in the case of Red Hall many Ottoman 

buildings were constructed on the remains of the Roman and Byzantine periods buildings. Other use of 

the ancient buildings in Ottoman period, was to dismantle some parts of these buildings and used these in 

new constructions as a building material. The Red Hall and its environment was also a settlement area in 

Ottoman era. The oldest visual documents belongs to the Ottoman traditional urban fabric which has 

been formed in the front courtyard of the sanctuary dated back to the 19th Century (figg. 1-3). This 

traditional fabric gradually developed and formed today’s building plots and streets. There was a big 

damages in Red Hall and surrounding areas as a result of the big flood in 1847 and fire in 1853
9
. The 

wrong decisions has been taken for the protection of the area has affected to the degradation process in 

the cultural properties. Sometimes one settlement layer preferred to another according to the age value or 

eclectic historicism view in conservation and evaluation approach to the multi-layered cities. These kinds 

of approaches are caused to the interruption of the historical continuity of cities and destruction of a 

certain period in urban memory, briefly these are caused disruption of the city’s semantic context. As a 

dramatic example of this situation: German archaeologist M. Wiegand who were managed the 

archaeological excavations during 1932-1938 in the Red Hall, where urban fabric and archaeological area 

overlapped, took decision of the demolition nearly about 30 buildings including houses and shops which 

were in the courtyard or adhered to the walls of the temple
10

. After the proclamation of the new Turkish 

Republic, Bergama’s first urban plan studies with a modern urban planning concept were dated back to 

1943. The approach of the 1943 urban plan which were continued in 1968 plan was to freeze the 

traditional urban fabric settled on the remains of Helenistic and Roman periods layers. The plans were 

envisioned for new residential areas and future development of the city in the southern direction outside 

of the ancient settlement.  

It would understood that traditional residential and commercial fabric of Ottoman period in the city 

blocks numbered 374 and 474 which are in the borders of Red Hall and streets that surround these blocks 

could partially preserved and reached today. Red Hall and it’s environment have been registered as a 1st 

Degree archaeological site and has been taken under protection by the Turkish conservation law. 

According to legislation of conservation in Turkey, 1st Degree archaeological sites are special fields that 

should be protected without any change and intervention except scientific studies. Turkey’s laws decree 

that absolutely any construction is allowed on these fields and these areas should be designated as 

protected fields in urban plans moreover no excavation can be done apart from scientific excavations. 

However restoration of registered buildings is allowed after taking the necessary permissions from 

cultural heritage conservation board. Before the workshop held by Mimar Sinan Fine Arts University in 

2013 April, it has been determined that only five traditional buildings were registered as a cultural 

heritage. This legal situation has foreseen that urban fabric of Red Hall and it’s environment which came 

from Ottoman period to nowadays might be removed from field and only five buildings can be protected. 

 

4. Analyses for Conservation Approach 

As in the case of multi-layered cities as like as Bergama, in parallel with the ongoing life and 

development, existing tools and methods comes short to preserve the historical stratification against the 

multi-dimensional, physical, social, legal and economic problems. Against this problematic ‘urban 

archaeology’ notion is emerged and developed as a scientific study area which tries to contribute the 

city's future as a continuation of the historical continuity by researching, documenting and evaluating the 

historical data. For the correct inventory studies and develop correct conservation approach the first step 

is to identify correctly what is to be protected. In ICOMOS’s 1996 dated “Principles for the recording of 

monuments, groups of buildings and sites’’ charter, it is stated that Records of monuments, groups of 

buildings and sites may include tangible as well as intangible evidence, and constitute a part of the 

documentation that can contribute to an understanding of the heritage and its related values
11

. In this 

context, for understanding the transformation in Red Hall by the time and for protecting the integrity of 

                                                      
8 (Pirson, 2014). 
9 (Emecen,1992). 
10 (Bayatlı ,1951). 
11 (ICOMOS, 1996). 
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the multi-layered fabric, firstly all of the properties of the building stock should be analyzed and 

documented detailedly. In this regard, the buildings in 304 and 474 plots which are located within the 

boundaries of Red Hall, were analyzed under the headings of  ‘function’, ‘structural condition’, 

‘authenticity condition’, ‘number of floor’, ‘construction techniques’ and ‘legal status’ (tabs. 1-5). Also 

plans of the buildings which has been evaluated as cultural property located in the area and the 

silhouettes of the surrounding streets of the Red Hall has been documented.  

Within the boundaries of the studying area 78 buildings was examined by considering their function. The 

58% percent of these buildings are used by commercial functions. The second important function with 

the 34% percent is residential function, residential+ commercial buildings ratio is 7%. At the present time 

some part of the Red Hall has been used as a mosque while some part has been used as a museum (tab. 

1). According to information received from Izmir Regional Cultural Heritage Conservation Board, the 

five parcels are registered as a cultural property within the working area (fig. 5). Legally the working area 

has been declared as a 1st degree archaeological site and according to this legal statue any construction 

activities allowed except restoration of the registered buildings. The reason for the low numbers of the 

registered parcels is the perceive as less valuable of the conservation of Ottoman traditional fabric from 

the conservation of the archaeological layers in and around the Red Hall. In this respect, starting from the 

fact that the Ottoman traditional fabric has been created as a result of the traditional knowledge 

developed during the centuries, constitutes a value and integrity with the archaeological remains in the 

field. According to this idea, 17 Ottoman traditional buildings in the area have been proposed to be 

registered to the İzmir Regional Cultural Heritage Conservation Board. Some parts of the Ottoman fabric 

located in the boundaries of the Red Hall were destroyed during the archaeological excavations carried 

out in Red Hall in 1938 and later implementation of the urban plans. Conservation of the remains of 

Ottoman traditional fabric which have been reached today is extremely important for the Bergama city 

which has been declared as a World Heritage Site with the name ‘Pergamon and its Multi-layered 

Cultural Landscape’ by UNESCO. In this context, authenticity condition, construction system, facade 

typology, roof system and cover material of the buildings are taken into account for the proposal 

registrations. The ratio of buildings that proposed to be listed, constitute 22% of the whole. 

During the field work, the buildings except listed or proposed to be listed buildings are also evaluated 

with the criteria as plan type, parcel dimension, height and roof shape. As a result of this evaluation 24 

buildings determined compatible and 33 buildings incompatible with the traditional urban fabric. (fig. 5). 

The high numbers of the incompatible buildings in the 1st degree archaeological site which has been 

protected by the Turkish conservation law shows the failure on the conservation despite the laws.  

For the construction techniques analysis; masonry (stone + brick masonry), semi masonry (masonry stone 

+ timber frame) and concrete topics were identified. According to this definition, 44 % of the buildings 

construction system was documented as masonry, 11 % semi-masonry and 45% was documented as 

reinforced concrete system (tab. 2).  

For the determination of the number of floor of the buildings in the working area buildings were 

examined under the ground floor, ground+1 floor and ground+2 floors headings. In the working area, 

buildings with only ‘ground floor’ is 55% percent, the second ratio with 39% percent is ‘ground+1 floor’ 

and the last ratio with the 6% percent is “ground+2 floors’ (tab. 3).  

When building’s structural condition evaluated; small material deterioration not affects the structural 

system degraded as ‘good’, partial deterioration on the construction system or architectural fragments 

(windows, doors, climbing, floor moldings, the cornice, gutters, chimney, etc.) and partial destruction or 

modification of the building materials degraded as ‘medium’, weakness of the construction system or 

modifications in general plan scheme (rooms, sofas, stairs, etc.) or modification in facade system (height, 

mass effect, surface effect, the roof) degraded as ‘bad’ and the remains of the buildings which are 

difficult to be defined degraded as a ruin
12

. In accordance with the evaluation criteria whose descriptions 

were given above, 74% percent of the buildings in the working area were degraded as ‘good’, 16% as 

‘medium’, 5% as ‘bad’ 5% and 5% as a ruin (tab. 4).  

When buildings authenticity condition evaluated; partial deterioration in the roof tiles, wall paintings, 

structural elements and ornaments degraded as ‘good’, minor modifications in the plan scheme and 

facade order degraded as ‘medium’, major modifications in the plan scheme, architectural fragments and 

                                                      
12 (Binan, 2013). 
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facade order (height, mass effect, surface, proportions, etc.) degraded as bad
13

. In authenticity condition 

analysis the buildings which were degraded as “good” is 14%. The medium category is 42% of the total, 

and the “bad” category is 44% (tab. 5). 

 

5. Conclusion 

As a result of the detailed documentation and analysis realised in the Red Hall and its environment, 17 

buildings which were located in the front courtyard of the Red Hall proposed to be listed to Izmir 

Regional Cultural Heritage Conservation Board (IKVKBK) in the context of the multi-layered cultural 

landscape. As a result of this appeal IKVKBK has been registered 14 buildings as a cultural heritage so 

that number of the listed buildings has been increased from 5 to 19. As we have tried to reveal in 

particularly in Red Hall and its environment case all the multi-layered cities should be documented with 

the detailed inventory studies in which relationship between urban fabric and archaeological remains and 

natural properties have been established in accordance with the complication of the stratification in the 

city. The correct definition and interpretation of the area should only be realised with the evaluation of 

the results gained from the inventory study supported with the coeval and deep dated visual and written 

sources. The inventory study should also give an opportunity to make an evaluation and inquiry chances 

of the site’s horizontal and vertical layers. In this direction city’s physical presence and spatial features; 

can be documented in the context of city’s identity, sense and continuity. In the context of the multi-

layered features and cultural landscape; it is an important necessity for Turkey to make a common 

database and an inventory system in which Turkey’s tangible and intangible heritage with the natural 

properties included. This database and inventory system should be established under the the hosting of 

the Ministry of Culture, and should be work coordinated with other related ministries as like as Ministry 

of Environment and Urbanization. If it can be achieved the correct evaluation of the rareness and 

uniqueness value of the Turkey’s cultural and natural properties in national and international 

conservation areas will be possible. The correct documentation will bring forth the correct evaluation and 

correct evaluation will also bring forth the correct identification and conservation approaches. 

We see the inventory studies realised in Red Hall and its environment as a first step for generating the 

holistic conservation approach for the future of the site. This conservation approach should be developed 

by the coordination of the municipality, universities and the local inhabitants. Coordination with the 

Bergama municipality and Mimar Sinan Fine Arts University should be enriched with the participation of 

the local inhabitants. As a result of a serious meetings realised with the coordination of the municipality 

and university took a decision for the future of the area. According to this decision the future of the site 

which were declared as a World Heritage recently will be shaped by a national architectural competition. 

The jury will be constituted multi-disciplinary including urban planner, archaeologist, architect, 

landscape architect and supervisors as like as sociologist, lawyer, economist, communicator. The aim of 

this national architectural competition is to generate a scientific and contemporary conservation approach 

example for the multi-layered sites as like as Pergamon Red Hall and its environment. 
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Image 1: Left: An old photograph dates back end of the 19th century(Archive of DAI), right: 1904’s 

Bergama in Otto Berlet map (Archive of DAI). 

 

Image 2: Left: Aerial photograph dates back after the 1930s destruction of Ottoman layers of Red Hall 

(Archive of DAI), right: Mermer Direkler Street in 1950’s (Archive of DAI). 
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Image 3: Left: 2010 aerial photo(Turkish Aeronautical Ass.), right: 1930 Aerial photo (Archive of DAI). 

 

Image 4: Left and middle: Views from the working area, right: 2010 aerial photo of the working area.  

 

Image 5: Left: Legal Status Analysis, right: 3D Model of the working area. 

 

Image 6: Silhouette of Mermer Direkler Street. 

 
Image 7: Silhouette of Kınık Street. 
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Image 8: Silhouette of Değirmen Street. 

Table 1- Function Analysis 

Function Number of Buildings Percentage 

Residential 27 34 % 

Commercial 46 58 % 

Residential+ Commercial 5 7 % 

Religious+ Cultural 1 1 % 

 

 

 

Table 2- Construction Techniques Analysis 

Construction Technique Number of Buildings Percentage 

Masonry+ Timber Frame 9 11 % 

Masonry (Stone+ Brick) 34 44 % 

Reinforced Concrete 35 45 % 

 

Table 3- Number of Floor Analysis 

Number of Floor Number of Buildings Percentage 

Ground Floor 41 55 % 

Ground Floor+ 1 33 39 % 

Ground Floor+ 2 4 6 % 

 

Table 4- Structural Condition Analysis 

Structural Condition Number of Buildings Percentage 
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Good 12 74 % 

Medium 58 16 % 

Bad 4 5 % 

Ruin 4 5 % 

 

Table 5- Authenticity Condition Analysis 

Authenticity Condition Number of Buildings Percentage 

Good 11 14 % 

Medium 33 42 % 

Bad 34 44 % 
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Abstract 

Positioned in Croatian Adriatic along the western Istrian coast, the area of national park is landscape 

where one can record 5000 years of human intervention. The area bounds the remains of the Neolithic 

settlement, the Bronze age hill-forts, roman villas, Byzantine fortified settlement, medieval villages, 

military outpost fortifications from the mid of the nineteenth to the beginning of the twentieth century 

together with early form of luxury touristic resort that had been transformed into summer residence of 

former Yugoslav and later even Croatian presidents. 

The landscape that characterize area of the Park will be described through great biological diversity, but 

with strong and everywhere present human cultivation of the primordial ecosystem and forming the now 

present landscape. The ecosystem that was transformed at first to farmland landscape and within the last 

century even to the pleasure ground manifests great human impact through changing biodiversity and 

landscape formation leaving almost no ecosystem unaffected or without alteration by human exploitation 

or occupation. 

With such structure of its prime phenomena protection was nevertheless legally defined around the 

concept of protected nature and further more emphasized within the National park official documents in 

the form of definition that states that protection and preservation of authenticity of nature is something 

that has to be pursued. With strong historical context and enormous human intervention the legislative 

and administrative responsibility for the park area is placed under jurisdiction of the Ministry of 

Environment and Nature Protection of the Republic of Croatia. Within such administration the naturalist 

concept of authenticity and heritage protection is quite different from the historically oriented one 

manifested under Ministry of Culture jurisdiction. 

The paper presents the main features of National park exceptional natural and cultural phenomena that 

forms the landscape as almost petrification of long and meticulous human habitation. It elaborate the 

thesis that within the Brioni area main interest for protected space is not biologically derived but 

culturally shaped through the impact of the human habitation on the nature within the landscape. It show 

that even within the last century the area is saturate with historic symbolism that makes nature almost 

subordinate even to recent political history. Furthermore the paper describes the present conflict within 

two primary concepts and theoretical ideologies of protection, where one is the environmental and 

naturalist conception of area protection while the other is based on protection of the man-made heritage. 

Within that conflict it is emphasized conceptual differences that are endangering both the natural and 

cultural elements of the landscape features together with some of the remedial actions that could be taken 

to prevent even possible devastation. 

 

Keywords: Landscape; Archaeology and Landscape; Cultural Landscape; Regional Planning; 

Institutional ad Legal Tools 

 

 

1. Landscape - Spatial Elements and Structures  

Area of the National Park is characterized by extreme stratification. Within the protected area of 3,395 

hectares with islands total area of 743.30 ha and almost 47 km of the coastline the fundamental values of 

the Park consists of preserved natural habitats and the diversity and density of plant and animal 

population within the area where on about 8 square kilometers every civilization that once existed in the 

northern Adriatic Sea left some trace emphasizing exceptional authentic features. Within the Brioni 

National Park continuity of mutual overlapping works of nature and man defines the cultural landscape as 

mailto:hdspatium@hdspatium.hr
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most attractive phenomena. The landscape that have embedded symbolism of the restricted area that was 

used for the ceremonial purposes of today Croatian president together with all predecessors
1
.  

From a conservational point of view, the Brioni landscape is a remarkable blend of natural and cultural 

heritage with a large number of registered and relatively well-preserved buildings of historical and 

cultural values, which are evidence of the development of the entire area. As such it is a unique museum 

of architectural heritage rich in monuments from different eras together with the natural qualities and 

make an excellent tourist attraction. Extent of the findings  include registered locations
2
  of 6 

paleontological
3
 sites, 8 prehistoric sites 21 sites from roman antiquity and byzantine period, 14 sites 

from early Middle Ages to the 18th century, 51 sites from the XIX
th 

 century up to the year 1945
th
 and 

even 7 sites from the second half of the XX
th
 century (figg. 3, 5, 7). 

Despite the considerable influence of man through the ages, native vegetation within holm oak (Quercus 

ilex L.) forest had been retained on all of the islands. Many parts of the larger island are covered with 

dense and almost impassable maquis of the holm oak, but on some areas the height of oak and crown 

diameter exceeding twenty feet, and where they are left to individual tree, trunk circumference reaches up 

to three meters (fig. 2). Even if it is by now on several places already degraded still represents richness in 

plant species as a major landscape-aesthetic value.  

Within its natural elements particularly important is rich and diverse fish stock, which is relatively 

protected from the overfishing over the years due to the special status of the area or most of the second 

half of the 20
th
 century. To protect the special values of marine flora and fauna, there have been identified 

areas with stricter regime or special conditions of protection, besides the special reserves with the best 

natural conditions for the development of plant and animal species.  

The preserved remains of the historic landscape, taken as a whole, gathered in a relatively small area and 

relatively good condition provide an abundance of data which can be extracted quite certain conclusions 

useful for science. They documented several epochs and eloquence that you wear as well as historical 

issues that have illustrated, among other things, a special value as educational elements. 

The large portion of the area within the island of Veli Brijun is today maintained as a landscaped park 

(fig. 4). In this space recreational facilities blends with the natural forest areas within the cultural 

landscape that have presentable the archaeological remains in quite large extent and even forest 

landscape plantations on the sites of demolished buildings of the former settlements in the area of  the 

main port. Landscape in general emphasizes a high density of historical and cultural values representing 

all stages of the historical evolution of the area, and are located in a harmonious natural and deliberately 

cultivated ambiance.  

 

2. Legal Protection 

Outstanding natural beauties were recognized in year 1947 and initiative for legal protection of Brioni 

begun in year 1948
4
. However, due to the special security regime, and inaccessibility to the public from 

March 1949 the process of formal protection was not completed until year 1983 when the area was 

inscribed in the Register of immovable cultural monuments. Status of legal protection of the area was 

enabled by the Constitution of the SR Croatia where the President of the Presidency had the possibility to 

brings a decree enacting the Law on the National Park and the memorial area Brioni (Official Gazette no. 

46/1983.). With that Law provision for permanent protection of the islands areas was established and 

maintained till today, but it was also the Law that enabled after almost 30 years of isolation, that in affect 

had been a particularly positive on the reconstruction of the island's ecosystem, domestic and foreign 

citizens from April 1, 1984 to visit and tour the islands as its outstanding natural and cultural heritage. 

The formalization of the conservation process during 1983 was speeded up after many years by the same 

fact that had stopped all activities earlier. All happened because late Yugoslav president Tito’s had 

residence on the Brioni islands that after his death had been declared as memorial area and National Park.   

It was in the year 1991 that Croatian democratic government issued a decree establishing the Public 

Company for the protection, promotion, maintenance and presentation of the cultural-historical and 

                                                      
1 It must not be overlooked the memorial component related to activities of late Yugoslav president Tito that initially 

significantly affected the idea of area conservation. 
2 (Mavar, Božić-Goldstein, 1998). 
3 (Bajraktarević 2003). 
4 (Pevalek,  Freudenreich et.al. 1948.- 1955). 
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especially protected areas within the national park Brioni that was since 1996 transformed into the public 

institution still owned by the Republic of Croatia. With the operation of the public company/institution 

the overall responsibility for the area of the national park was by decision of the Croatian Government 

delegated to the Ministry of Tourism, then to the Ministry of Culture, Ministry of Physical Planning, 

Construction and Housing, the Ministry of Environment and Physical Planning and finally to the Ministry 

of Environment and Nature. It was responsibility of those ministries to define the program and the 

concept of protection and adequate use. It was for former and it is still for the last ministry responsibility 

to monitor activities on protection and fair use of the area.  

Profusion of the authorities that had to provide the safekeeping of the Brioni National Park affected  

different scope of interests and even opposite affiliations with quite unspecified criteria for evaluation of 

the total area (especially in the category of cultural landscapes) so that various influences, particularly 

political ones had after every parliamentary election provoke reorganization of state administration  and 

with it the difference in dealing with the Brioni as a complex structure. From the 1983 onwards within 

declared and legally defined boundaries of Brioni National Park and memorial area not all of its 

designated space could be under control of designated Institution. In practice the usable area under the 

administration of the National Park had been reduced to the space of the central and northwestern part the 

island of Veli Brijun together with the island of Mali Brijun, while the rest are still under firm control of 

the Croatian Ministry of Defense and Croatian presidential protocol.  

 

3. Opportunities and Obstacles to the Integral Protection  

Brioni National Park provides exceptional model example of protection effort that have within embedded 

all positive and also many controversial elements in conservation of larger areas that have the 

convergence of exceptional natural and cultural features. It provides the model of cultural landscape that 

within has embedded real features of natural ecosystems interwoven within the thick fabric of human 

interventions that had been there for millennia. In that respect cooperation of various professional 

disciplines is needed even more in enabling adequate protection process for such landscape as well as for 

other examples of landscape architecture. It is due to the complex nature of the basic elements that make 

up the value of the landscape and their interconnection than urge for integral protection.  

On the one hand definition of the area as National Park had been the action that at first enabled the 

possible integral protection as a result of actions from the highest national legislative body (Presidency at 

first and Croatian parliament now). It was the action that had ensured the public involvement in any 

actions that could jeopardize the outstanding features and qualities of protected area and within the 

possibility of control over the integral approach towards protection and conservation. In that respect 

positive elements in dealing with the National Parks are defined according the IUCN
5
 standards for 

nature protection with basic features: 

 strict notion of integral care for larger areas defined in each nation by its highest authority  

 tendency to define legal status in consideration to the ownership and other related matters within 

the main phenomena that is essential for the protection of the exceptional qualities of the area 

 definition of firm protection structure through the legal entity that will steer and manage all 

within the area 

 strict definition of eligible actions and activities 

 definition of actions taken that will be able to enforce needed results 

Together with the basic natural conservationist dogma the official position within the formal structure of 

decisions within each country necessitates some sort of spatial planning as approach in regulating the 

integral protection (fig. 1). Within recent practice that have to deal with the planning and protection of areas 

that are defined in the broad sense as National Parks few issues emerge as Planning problems that are present 

in some form even in the basics off spatial planning processes
6
. Those issues are: 

 Lack of integration from  different sector oriented fields of protection that even in formally conceived 

plans or schemes do not take the overall aspects of the area into account (that especially is evident in 

sharp opposing stands that have the environmentalist and naturalist on one side and conservation 

                                                      
5 IUCN – The International Union for Conservation of nature as world's oldest global environmental organization founded in 

1948. 
6 (Arbutina, Alfirevć Arbutina, Ževrnja. 2013). 
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specialists within the field of cultural heritage on the other side) 

 Consideration of historical structures as part of the historic cultural landscape without extensive 

development trends or without unrealistic and hypertrophic notion for growth potential within area 

(that is now present within trends considering heritage as  

 Tendencies to recreate “the natural ecosystem” that do not exists any more, but have to be in 

compliance with basic definition of the national parks category. That represents rigid implementation 

of dogma that is materialized within the actions that tend to reestablish something long gone due to 

the millennia of human occupation.   

 definition of preservation within the national parks within mono-functional zones that do not provide 

integration of activities within the area (where protection often becomes just the excuse for lack of 

decisive action) 

 often do not provide the notion of  multidimensional effects that the certain protective measures  can 

have on the space affected 

 formal approach that tends to fulfil the legal obligations more than practical purpose of protection, 

where the planning do not provide  coordination for activities and different conservationist  principles  

in area 

 lack of heritage protection sensitiveness among those directly involved in the protection of the nature 

(for the cultural landscape the integration of the human influence with the natural system provides the 

phenomena that is recognized as sensitive and preservation valuable) 

On the other side of the huge problem is the growing concern for the preservation of natural values (that 

is for itself completely positive) that often very notion of landscape identify with only the natural 

environment. In respect to standards in treating the areas defined as National Parks the problem arises 

with the fact that those set of rules explicitly included in the essential IUCN definition of National Park 

from year 1969 state that:  

 within area of national park are present ecosystems that are not materially altered by human 

exploitation and even occupation  

 there is definition of the natural landscape as basic feature in landscape protection  

 main activities must be focused not just in elimination of the human exploitation of area natural 

resources but even in elimination of human occupation   

In the case of cultural landscape protection of elements of cultural and historical values (mainly building 

structures, but also the elements of landscape architecture as well) registered even in the Register of 

Cultural Property is usually neglected if not considered partially hostile. Often is ignored the fact that by 

reducing the protection of cultural and historic values of the area in the complex structure of the cultural 

landscape even selected natural elements will also suffer. In that process the especially threaten survival 

is of the elements that have local meaning or those that, for some reason, did not yet found a place in the 

official Register.  

The other most prominent obstacle in the integral protection of the spaces with features of cultural 

landscape (included within the areas of national Parks or not) is the ever grooving need for economic 

self-sufficiency that almost became official dogma within Croatia (and many other places). It is the 

notion that national parks (with Brioni among them as prominent one) have to be asset and development 

driver and finally also as development object, in tourism and in all part of the economy related to the 

tourism industry (fig. 6).  

With all that other important obstacles to integral protection, are often the formal legal division in formal 

care about conservation between few ministries and departments within government. It is the fact that 

those are often mutually disconnect but have a direct role in shaping the landscape. In practice this means 

that the individual professional interests of each of the ministries or departments and their methods are 

directed to the separate goals and separate elements of space. That separation is then often reflected 

within spatial planning, that is only aimed at arranging fully divergent protective or development 

objectives. In that case the wider environment is often not recognized as an integral unit consisting 

typically of a variety of elements natural and cultural, or anthropogenic) and types of landscapes, each 

itself with very complex issues where than there is a ignoring the compositional relations in space that are 

defining specificity of landscape architecture, which, especially in the case of cultural landscape denies 

the tradition of historical compositions. 
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4. Conclusion 

Despite the studies that were used to create spatial analysis, principles for protection and plans for use of 

National Park space, planning results and development of the islands are full of controversy. Often the 

plans presented a completely arbitrary decisions contrary to the results of the research. It was the 

economic benefits that hampered objectives of protection by increasing the accommodation capacity 

providing the options for new construction (hotels, villas, commercial restaurants, sports facilities, etc.).  

Today towards Brioni (presented as a model) is pursued disregard of international recommendations and 

even the binding national legislation. It is often forgotten that National Park area cannot be treated merely 

as tourism resource. It is forgotten even within the official institutions that deal with the environment and 

nature that tourist facilities capacity should be based on an assessment of the ecological capacity of the 

area with the determination of the optimal threshold for acceptance of exactly defined functions and 

facilities. Today series of diametrically different interests for use of natural and physical resources (even 

extremely valuable cultural and historical objects and sites) are subordinated to the notion of almost full 

economic derived profitability.  

Basic controversy in the case of the Brioni is the fact that it is in general example of outstanding cultural 

landscape where the human intervention and management is present from the third millennia B.C. till 

today with buildings and artifacts together with interventions through introduction of different plant and 

animal species that were reflected in today valuable landscape. The exceptional nature of the area where 

restrictions within the management process (considering military management of the area for long period 

of the time) made possible for the nature and its ecosystems to recuperate in a way that now the marine 

life in the protected area rich in biodiversity. But narrow definition of the natural conservationists scope 

of interests and rigid definition of the actions that have to be taken (or had to be planned at first and then 

executed accordingly) within the area that is designated in a category of national park, enables the 

absurdity of the possible results. The notion that the national park is declared makes the area receptacle to 

the basic environmentalist principle of restoration of natural ecosystem though purification of any human 

interventions. Within the Brioni the entanglements of the human occupation is one of the main features 

that had been cause fort the area preservation and the notion that this had to be eradicated according to 

the concept of unhampered natural ecosystem made the physical planning procedures more than absurd. 

Unfortunately it was in those plans that the environmental and naturalistic concepts had to be 

implemented no matter what. It means that some part of cultural landscape had to be eradicated in 

restoring the natural ecosystem, even if that is dependable on heavy management activities that do not 

correspond with the principles of nature protection and that natural ecosystem after few millennia of 

human occupation and intervention is hard to even recognize and furthermore harder to establish. 

As additional threat to the area more increasing demand for tourist development, was prompted by the 

dogma of economic self-sufficiency in preservation. It was heavily emphasized in the last few years even 

with the limitations imposed by National Park status and strict regime to protect the area from the aspect 

of cultural and historical valuation, extraterritoriality of still present Presidential residences and the 

military authority.  

But Brioni also represent viable model of preserving complex cultural landscape that is often neglected in 

a way that formal protection is recognized as necessity, but the implementation is hardly enabled. The 

possibility of declaring such areas as National Parks represent the practical model of achieving the 

possible protection and care that is needed within such areas. Conservation of such complex entities 

could be viable even by using the basic tools that are developed for the nature protection, amended and 

carefully implemented in a way that will not threat the cultural heritage and the human involvement into 

the areas of cultural landscape. 
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Figure 1: Brioni national Park - Land use plan with the borders of the park area. Source: Ministry of 

construction and physical planning of Republic of Croatia. 

 

 
Figure 2: Veli Brijun, coastline of the norteastern part of the island.. Foto: Dražen Arbutina 
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Figure 3: Veli Brijun, area of the roman villa rustica. Foto: Dražen Arbutina 

 

 

 
Figure 4: Veli Brijun, landscape of the central part of the island.. Foto: Dražen Arbutina 

 

 
Figure 5: Veli Brijun, area of the Byzantine castrum. Foto: Dražen Arbutina 

 

 
Figure 6: Veli Brijun, main port with the hotels in the background.. Foto: Dražen Arbutina 
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Figure 7: Mali Brijun,position of the torpedo station from the begginig of the XX
t
h century, close to the 

Austro-Hungarian Fort Brioni Minor. Foto: Dražen Arbutina
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Abstract 

Heritage and archaeology have a long and complicated relationship. New archaeological finds 

automatically become part of heritage, and eventually require curating in some form or another. The 

best curating allows for evolving and even alternative interpretations, filtered through a scientific 

process. But what happens when even the best heritage curating is handicapped because of blind spots 

in the archaeological gaze? It might be at our peril that we ignore a new understanding of the 

landscapes of the past: one based upon human cognitive factors, as well as the environmental factors 

which have dominated some regional prehistorical research in the past half-century. There is a real 

urgency at the moment to consider all aspects of cultural landscapes, as a basis for responsible 

sustainable energy planning and management. Increasing pressure for wind energy, for example, 

might come into conflict with a cultural landscape whose full scope is only recently understood 

through a new body of data on its past human significance. 

The author's research at the site of Troy presents a compelling case-study. Research from 1990 to 2009 

was based on field documentation, an extraction of metrics, and interpretation of the architectural 

remains across a long time period, from the beginning of the Bronze Age, to the late Roman Empire. 

Across time, certain aspects of place of the legendary city became apparent, but not fully explained by 

themselves, and in fact posed new questions. The traditional methods of the post-1960s Aegean 

Prehistory were not always helpful in addressing some of these questions, and indeed may have 

unintentionally limited some insights into not only understanding, but managing the site of Troy — as 

in 2009 the author also produced a management master plan for Troy, with support from the Institute 

for Aegean Prehistory (INSTAP) and the Samuel H. Kress Foundation. 

Research since 2009, also supported in part by INSTAP, has focused on the Early Bronze Age cities of 

Troy, but expanded the study to the entire Aegean region, and to the Iliad-not as a poem, but as a 

textual artifact. Filtering out later accretions to the Iliad, and mapping the remaining places mentioned, 

reveals two strands of evidence for understanding a world that existed 4500 years ago, rooted in a 

landscape we still enjoy today. On one hand, there appears to be a network of sacred places in this 

Homeric landscape — reinforcing the ideas of Jane Jacobs about the rise of cities and the role of 

religion in extra-urban trade contacts. On the other hand, there are the early navigators, whose feats of 

memory — with narrative as a mnemonic device for negotiating a coastline — may have been one 

source for epic. Gaining this understanding (the subject of a book currently in progress) at the same 

moment that a wind farm was erected to the south of Troy, interfering with a "sacred" view down the 

coast, as seen from the citadel itself, underscores the urgency we face to plan carefully and 

thoughtfully for a sustainable future that does not obliterate important human values. 

 

Keywords: Cognitive Archaeology; Landscape; Wind Farms; Prehistoric; Navigation 

 

 

1. Introduction to the Problem 

The nature of threats to heritage has recently evolved and expanded in response to climate change, 

challenging interdisciplinary stewards of monuments and sites to keep up with new demands. 

Currently there are real and growing pressures to build renewable energy infrastructure, which may 

come in conflict with heritage sites. New ideas and methods for understanding the human-shaped 

landscapes of the past are a set of tools that we might need to use more often, and with greater 

intensity, to ensure that the global need for sustainable energy does not cause an unintended erasure of 

heritage. Many urban building codes offer a simple analogy: over time these laws have evolved in 

response to the need and the rightful expectation that human dwellings require a minimum amount of 

light and air. Can we go beyond these basic needs by adding the cognitive realm of human endeavor? 

Do we have a right to be able to perceive a landscape that might have been particularly meaningful to 

mailto:riordee@ucmail.uc.edu
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our forebears? Action on this matter might appear almost impossible. But maybe now is the time for a 

dialogue, an initial understanding of the problem, and a pro-active stance. 

This paper will identify a methodological problem within archaeology that may hinder an ability to 

advance the interpretive framework, especially outwards, towards landscape. Some landscapes, which 

might once have been seen as sacred, may be vulnerable as a result of this methodological blind spot. 

The author's research on the site of Troy in the third millennium BCE makes an accessible case study 

for the issue of conflict between infrastructure and heritage. 

For the last five decades the so-called New Archaeology has benefited human understanding by 

applying new scientific methods to the analysis of all human material culture which exists in the 

physical world, as well as a scientific reconstruction of the physical environment which formed the 

context for a given cultural assemblage. These methods are essential when dealing with prehistoric 

periods; for early or pre-modern periods their application in the past decades have also been very 

useful: textual sources from the Middle Ages, for example, are often shown to be unreliable, while 

new archaeological methods offer less ambiguous evidence. As a result of this success, there had been 

a significant de-emphasis, over the previous decades, by certain regional specialty areas of 

archaeology, of the cognitive aspects of human endeavor (although recently there is evidence of a 

correction to this trend). 
1
 What did prehistoric people of the Aegean, for example, believe about their 

universe, and what was their cosmology? Can we tease out any notion of their belief-systems from the 

remnants of their world? In mapping out areas for conservation, study and communication to the 

public we may have set boundaries that exclude a larger site context that was once meaningful to the 

inhabitants of a particular place, thus obscuring a new understanding of the past. 

  

2. Early Troy: understanding a prehistoric city 

Eighty years ago at the site of Troy, the American excavator Carl Blegen was a  pioneer or a fore-

runner of the New Archaeology. With a very small team, a relatively short campaign (seven years, 

each season only a few months) and a skeptical mind he brought to light much new information about 

the earliest settlements, called Troy I and II (ca. 2800-2200 BCE). He was properly cautious with 

interpretations. However, some very interesting features and objects that Blegen found were, in 

essence, “reburied” in his reporting, and only recently have scholars begun to “re-excavate” these 

features.
2
 To be certain, there were discoveries in the 1980s and since, that Blegen could never have 

known, and so we can understand that his reticence was a wise gift to future generations. However, 

there is also the problem of “authority” and the relative difficulty that scholars have in appearing to 

contradict that authority. But to return to Troy I: my in-progress research on the nature of the Trojan 

cities, and other cities of the third millennium Aegean has lead to an investigation of cult and belief 

systems among a set of cultures thought, until recently, to be compelled mostly by the trade in metals. 

Some aspects of the first fortified citadel at Troy (late Troy I) appear to show that there were other 

important aspects at play, connected to trade, but to a much older trade network, going back to at least 

the fourth millennium, and perhaps even earlier — and therefore even predating the development of 

bronze for weapons and tools. 

 

3. Jacob’s theory on the development of cities 

In her seminal book The Economy of Cities, Jane Jacobs put forward several ideas that challenged 

much received wisdom about the origins of human urban culture. Jacobs argued effectively against the 

theory that agriculture was a pre-condition to urbanization. Rather, she showed that cities predate 

agriculture, and that farming was one of the innovations of city-dwellers, whose urban life was based 

on trade networks and religion.
3
 Jacobs used the site of Çatal Hüyük in central Anatolia as evidence. 

Since her publication, new evidence, especially the late Mesolithic religious site of Göbekli Tepe, 

appears to vindicate Jacob's views. Before the Bronze Age began there was a brisk trade in obsidian, 

textiles, dyes and crafts such as jewelry fashioned from valuable stones, shells and minerals.
4
 There 

was also probably a network of whaling and tuna-fishing grounds that goes back to the Mesolithic 

                                                      
1 (Renfrew and Bahn, 2000) 385. 
2 (Bachhuber, 2009) synthesizes cult aspects of Troy II. 
3 (Jacobs, 1969) 3-36. 

4 (Sotirakopoulou, 2008) 71-73.  
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period.
5
 Traders and whalers alike sought supernatural protection during their perilous travels; religion 

also facilitated an inter-regional social function by declaring certain areas off-limits to violence. 

Jacobs identified two different types of cultic space which helped, in theory, a network of trading 

cities survive: 1) a temple at the main trading square of the city, and 2) extra-urban shrines at the 

boundary between regions, along side the travel route. Recent archaeology has revealed many 

examples that reinforce her fifty-year old theory. 

 

4. A Shrine older than Troy I? 

The recent excavations at Troy (the author participated from 1990 onwards) found no evidence (such 

as masonry walls or domestic assemblages) for any occupation at the site older than Troy I. Yet there 

must have been a religious site, older than Troy I,  in the vicinity. The evidence was found by Blegen 

in the 1930s but has been largely overlooked in the literature on early Troy. Blegen found the main 

south gate to Troy I, an impressive mud-plastered rubble-stone construction, in 1936.
6
 Immediately to 

the east of the east tower of this gate he found three re-used stones (fig. 1, a-c). The stele with the face 

is well known, but has been compared to other stele from the fourth millennium which are widely 

spread and in fact not very similar.
7
 On the island of Thasos (like Troy part of the North Aegean) one 

stele, found by chance in the 1980s, is quite similar to the Trojan stele, and appears to show a female 

figure (fig. 1-d). The third millennium site of Skala Sotiros, excavated in the 1980s, is an even 

stronger link to Troy, for here is a coastal fortified citadel with several older stele and stones with 

circular drilled holes re-used, apparently on display at the southeast gate. The curators of the Thasos 

archaeological museum interpret the drilled slabs of schist and limestone found on the island to be 

“star symbols” showing important constellations. The stones from Troy appear to show the star 

Arcturus in its constellation Boötes (fig. 1-b), and the Pleiades (fig. 1-c). The stones from Thasos 

appear to show Orion (fig. 1-e); all three star groups are associated with the goddess Artemis, in her 

various guises. Based upon research done on Middle Minoan peak sanctuaries, the brightest stars in 

the sky (Arcturus is in the top five for the northern hemisphere) were noted at certain times of the year, 

often the midpoints between equinoxes and solstices.
8
 These quarter points of the year marked the 

most important religious festivals, for both Mediterranean peoples and proto-Indo-Europeans. 

 

5. Multi-ethnic, multi-cult city and Epic 

For Troy I, there is evidence for at least one other cult area within the densely settled area, older than 

the fortification walls. Blegen recorded pit deposits of broken plates (much newer research has vastly 

clarified the cult nature of such deposits for the Neolithic and early Bronze Age), adjacent to the 

megaron-house 102; this structure was more free-standing than its neighbors, and was rotated to a 

different orientation.
9
 The broken plates were incised with eyes and sometimes faces, between sets of 

parallel lines. Perhaps this cult traveled from the east (Tell Brak’s so-called Eye Temple) with traders. 

The Tell Brak deity is thought to be a protector of merchants. Jacob’s model for urban economies 

anticipates that a trading center would have a multi-ethnic population, with their own religions, or 

amalgamations of several religions.
10

 The North Aegean appears to be a place where, over time, an 

amalgamation of cult practices could happen. There is much additional evidence during the Troy II 

period for both continuity of the older cults and also for new-comers, one of which develops a truly 

monumental architectural setting, only to be systematically or violently destroyed (fig. 2).
11

 This great 

Megaron complex must have resonated in the North Aegean, and was even replicated on a smaller 

scale at Kanlıgeçit in Thrace.
12

 Surely the violation of this important cult center might have been 

remembered for many generations, perhaps incorporated into an oral re-telling, with embellishments 

over time. 

                                                      
5 (Holloway, 1981) 19-20 ; (Holloway, 1991) 6-7. 
6 (Blegen, 1950) Vol. 1:  part 1, 155-158; part 2, figs. 183-194. 
7 (Anthony, 2002) 338-339, fig. 13.11. 
8 (Moss, 2007) 46-47, 103-114. 
9 (Blegen, 1950) Vo. 1: part 1, 58-59, 89-100; part 2, figs. 135-147, 234. 
10 (Jacobs, 1969) 18-23. 
11 (Bachhuber, 2009) 7-9. 
12 (Özdoğan, 2003) 105-120. 
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If the archaeology and consideration of the Iliad are combined, avoiding the futile but never ending 

obsession with the Mycenaeans, there is some truthfulness to the idea that Ross Holloway entertained 

as early as 1981: that the core event of the epic story that become Homer’s Iliad happened during the 

third millennium, not the late second millennium, or later. So many scholars have taken the 

archaeology of the Late Bronze Age Aegean (late second millennium) and turned analytic back-flips 

in order to force a convergence of the Mycenaean world and a posited Trojan War. Holloway, an 

expert on prehistoric Italy and , it must be disclosed, this author’s professor at Brown University, has 

been ignored completely by the Aegeanists. Susan Sherratt on the other hand, can hardly be ignored by 

them; nonetheless, her very insightful paper entitled Homer and the Trojan War: fact or bricolage? 

was taken to a potentially hostile audience of Mycenaeanists. She declares emphatically that there is 

only slight evidence for a Trojan War in the Late Bronze Age, that a period of formation of the Iliad in 

the Middle Bronze age precludes this, and that some inclusions of the epic patchwork are probably 

even earlier.
13

 Maybe more scholars should take note. 

 

6. Mapping the early core of the Iliad 

There are a few elements of material culture described in the Iliad which exist only in the Early 

Bronze Age world of Troy II. It is possible that memory of this material culture lasted into the Middle 

Bronze Age, during early formation of the oral epic. But we can point to these items, being fairly 

certain that they were not inserted into the story any time from about 1600 BCE to 1875 CE, when 

Schliemann brought them to light. There is another “inclusion” that points to perhaps an even earlier 

period. In Book 22 (26-31) the hero Achilles is likened to the bright star Sirius rising in the east after 

sunset, on an autumn evening. This simile is a constant puzzlement to scholars of the Iliad, because 

the acronychal rising of Sirius, at the reputed time of Homer, and taking into account the General 

Precession of sidereal time, occurred at the winter solstice. During the Late Bronze Age it would have 

been in the days approaching the winter solstice. During the third millennium Sirius would rise around 

the mid-point between the autumnal quarter-point of November 1st and the winter solstice. In the mid-

fourth millennium, however, the star's dramatic acronychal rising would have coincided with the 

sacred quarter-point in early November, understood as the liminal point between a long summer-short 

autumn season and the long-winter season (followed by a short spring between the vernal equinox and 

early May, when the long summer began). The Achilles-Sirius simile could be a fragment of cult 

tradition surviving into the epic. 

If the sections of the Iliad with late inclusions are excluded, and the geographic locations in the 

remainder are mapped (fig. 3), we get a rather lopsided view of the “world of the core Troy story”. 

Places in the Troad around Troy (cities, rivers, a prominent cape, and mountains) are numerous, 

including its own entry to the Underworld with an eponymous chthonic ruler: Aidoneus. Of all the 

many hundreds of islands in the Aegean, not including Crete, only eight are mentioned. Three of the 

eight islands are within sight of Troy. Aigina and Salamis are in conjunction with Ephyra (Corinth), 

Kythera makes the bridge between Crete and the Peloponnese, and Ikaria occupies a lonely position as 

a bridge between Asia and Ellas. Ithaka is at the western edge of the known "world" but its position at 

the other end of the gulf of Corinth may be significant. All of the mountains mentioned are clear 

landmarks to seagoing travelers, with the single exception of Mount Tmolos in Lydia (near the site of 

Sardis). Yet Tmolos may have been an extremely important landmark for an important inland trade 

route connecting the region of Hyde, at the foot of Tmolos, and Troy, at the foot of Ida (and especially 

the gold coming from the Hermos river valley). It is not surprising that Argos, Sparta and Mycenae are 

mentioned, but the Hermos valley is a surprise. Recent archaeological survey work there, however, has 

shown that several fortified cities sprang up there in the Middle Bronze Age;
14

 it remains to be seen 

(and would come as little surprise) whether some of this activity is even earlier. Another apparent 

oddity of inclusion in the map is another city called Ephyra, in the region of Elis in the northwest 

Peloponnese. Again, there may be new information in the future, concerning important prehistoric 

trade routes crossing the Peloponnese from the Argolid to the Ionian sea. 

  

                                                      
13 (Sherratt, 2006) 4, 11-16; (Holloway, 1981) 105; (Holloway, 1991) 37, note 25. 
14 (Luke and Roosevelt, 2010) 206-209.  
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7. A cognitive network of sacred places 

Another aspect of this mapping is noting how many of the cities are described in Homer as "sacred." 

Troy itself, of course is so described, and perhaps in competition Mycenae — a city which 

archaeology shows can make a claim as “sacred.” But other cities along the south and west coast of 

the Troad are either explicitly sacred, or, like Chryse (where new evidence shows pit deposits going 

back to the sixth millennium)
15

 by implication of the narrative of Book 1, are sacred. The entire island 

of Lemnos is also called "sacred" as is Kythera. Past Homerists may have thought these mere 

formulaic epithets, but perhaps they are vestiges of something more meaningful. If we were dealing 

with times since the year 1000 BCE, we might conclude that the map is more about pilgrimage than 

trade, but this would obscure the very “otherness” of the prehistoric world: that the dynamic of 

religious and non-religious- or purely economic- activity was a very entwined affair, alien to western 

epistemology. Indeed, if one maps the sites sacred to Artemis-Eilythia-Zerynthia-Amarynthia-

Dictynna (all aspects of the same goddess) its coincidence with the author's Figure 3 map are striking, 

although there are some notable omissions, and it must be underscored that (as with all prehistory) we 

are dealing with fragmentary evidence. 

 

8. The role of the navigator 

Hypothetically, there was a group of prehistoric persons, neither priest nor bard, whose feats of 

memorization may have lead to the some of the narratives in the epic: navigators. We would expect to 

find two telltale elements, based on what we know about Mediterranean navigation under conditions 

of prehistoric boating technology: 1) description of coast landmark features, and 2) reference to the 

stars used for navigation. Studies of Polynesian navigators, who committed to memory an enormous 

amount of information needed for their task, form an ethnographic comparison source.
16

 The bright 

stars Arcturus and Sirius were used by the Polynesians to sail with great accuracy, across a vast open 

ocean, from Tahiti to Hawaii and back. In the Aegean this may have been somewhat unnecessary, 

because there was little open sea. But the old whaler and tuna-fishing networks may have pursued 

longer voyages, with more stretches of open water, out of sight from land. They may have relied upon 

some of the bright stars: Sirius, Arcturus, Antares, and maybe even Spica in the constellation Virgo. 

There is never reference to Polaris (not extremely bright), and for good reason. In the sixth to fourth 

millennia, the pole star (because of the General Pregresssion — the wobble of the earth's axis of 

rotation) was somewhere in the constellation Draco. The constellations depicted in prehistoric art are 

very distinctive: Orion, Scorpio, and the Pleiades. Knowledge of these stars would have provided 

ancient navigators with instant orientation at many times of the year. The greater feat of learning 

would have been the coastlines and it is this author's thesis that some early navigators used narrative 

structures as mnemonic devices. 

 

9. Conclusion: awareness required 

There may be ample evidence for the special heritage nature of the Troad coastline. The usual 

protections offered for World Heritage Site Troy, and the National Historic Park that serves as its 

buffer zone, do not extend to view corridors beyond the border of the Park. Some significant views are 

probably safe; for example, the view from Troy to the island of Tenedos. Serendipitously, the Park 

extends all the way to the coast in the line of this view, and the strait between the coast and the island 

is a busy shipping channel that might be too narrow for an offshore wind farm. But the view to the 

south, which takes in the rise above Chryse (Gülpinar), at Cape Lekton, has been marred by the line of 

windmills running in a line from the coast eastward to the hills between Ballı Dağ and Neandria. In the 

future, viewsheds from historic sites could be combined in GIS analyses for a more sensitive 

placement of energy and other infrastructure. 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
15 (Takaoğlu, 2006) 292-293, 306-307, fig.12. 
16  (McGrail, 2001) 344-345. 
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Figure 1: The Troy stele (a) and related stones (b,c); the Potos (Thasos) stele (d) and Thasos star stone (e);all at 

approximately same scale (drawing by the author). 

 

Figure 2: Plan of Troy II, Phase C (drawing by author). 
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Figure 3. World of the Iliad (drawing by author). 
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Abstract     

The archaeological and historic landscape of ancient Thorikos, Greece, is a cultural habitat, which promotes 

interactive dialogues between architectural heritage, natural landscape, society, topography and culture for 

over 3000 years.  Theoretical and design issues will discussed aiming at the implementation of a “master 

plan” for the site, laying the foundation for the creation of an extended coastal archaeological park, nearly 130 

hectares, that would provide for the protection and conservation of the architectural heritage, as well as, the 

preservation of its historic and natural landscape. 

  

Keywords: Historic Landscape; Archaeological Park; Thorikos; Master Plan 

   

     

In the exploration of the sub -theme “Landscape as cultural habitat”, the paper will focus on the 

archaeological and historic landscape of Ancient Thorikos, in the greater Municipality of Attica in Greece. 

(fig. 1). This vast landscape embeds historical structures and events that can be used to revitalize a dead zone 

area and give life to a new cultural habitat, reviving the natural landscape and its surrounding communities. 

The paper will discuss the case study entitled “Unification and Enhancement of monuments and 

archaeological sites of Thorikos, Attica”
1
 The study deals with theoretical issues and design discussions 

aiming at the implementation of a “master plan”, which lays the foundation for the creation of an extended 

coastal archaeological park, of nearly 130 hectares, that would provide for the protection and conservation of 

the architectural heritage, as well as, the preservation of its historic and natural landscape. It proposes the 

documentation, the study and evaluation of the social, geographical and economical aspects of the site and the 

establishment of a site management plan within the context of the historic landscape or “topio” with respect 

to the ancient remains. 

Ancient Thorikos is located in northeast Attica, on the northeastern coast of Lavrio, 50 kilometers from 

Athens. According to mythology, the first king of Athens, Kekrops, united the people of Attica and organized 

them into 12 townships, Thorikos was among them. The area is dominated by the bimodal hill of Velatouri 

(fig. 2), which is surrounded by remnants of Neolithic, Bronze Age, Geometric, Archaic, Classical and 

Hellenistic periods and testifies to a dense inhabitation of the site as early as the 4th millennium BC. The 

prehistoric settlement is believed to be located on the east hill, at a short distance from the coastal zone, where 

there are two natural harbors, which functioned as trading posts in the Eastern Aegean in the very early phase 

of Greek civilization.  Although the Neolithic settlement (3000-2000 BC) has not yet been identified, the 

human presence and activity is attested by the dispersed pottery and the traces of metal mining activities, near 

the ancient theater. During the Middle Bronze Age (2000-1600 BC), a settlement developed along the slopes 

of the hilltop, from which there are a few but important architectural remains and findings.  

In Mycenaean times, Thorikos had become one of the most important centers of Attica. Across the hilltops, an 

extensive settlement of this era had developed but only a small portion has been investigated to date. Two 

tholos tombs and several shaft graves of the same period are believed to have belonged to hegemonic families 

of Thorikos and are considered extremely important for the study of Mycenaean funerary.  Equally important 

                                                      
1 “Unification and Enhancement of monuments and archaeological sites of Thorikos, Attica”. The case study was compiled by the 

authors of the present paper, who are employees at the Directorate for the Restoration of Ancient Monuments, (of the Hellenic 

Ministry of Culture) and it was presented at the Conference “The search for the Public Spaces” held by the Technical Chamber of 

Greece in Thessaloniki (2011). 

mailto:epantel123@gmail.com
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remnants, dating to the Geometric period, are also preserved at the top and on the slopes of the hill.  Historical 

sources in combination with the findings confirm that Thorikos had developed into a thriving commercial, 

mining and fortification center from the Archaic and Classical periods. The core of the ancient town was 

located on the western slope of the hill, where the theater, the settlement and the mining facilities were 

situated. A fortified tower of the 4th century BC, cemeteries of the classical period and the Doric temple of 

Demeter and Kore are located in the wider area as well.     

By the end of the 5th century however, Thorikos had displayed serious signs of decline, perhaps due to 

Athens’ multiple defeats during the Peloponnesian War. After the exhaustion of exploitable mining deposits 

of Laurion in the late 4th century and the devaluation of silver, Thorikos started to decay. Thus, Pausanias 

(2nd cent. AD) barely refers to it. Whereas the Roman geographer, Pomponios Melas (1st half of the 1st AD) 

refers to Thorikos, as a city that was once well known; however, during his time, its name only remained.   

The antiquities of Thorikos were first mentioned by the French architect, Julien David Le Roy, in the 1750s, 

who had engraved the ruins of a Doric edifice (later identified as the temple of Demeter and Kore) west of 

bimodal hill (fig. 3). This gravure is a rare documentation that reflects the condition of the monument, before 

the systematic excavations. In 1801, the English traveler, E. Dodwell
 
describes the fortifications of the ancient 

city of Thorikos, noting that the wall stretches for 4630 meters. In 1820, with funding from the “Society of 

Dilettanti”, he conducted excavations in the valley west of the hill, during which he uncovered many of the 

architectural elements of the Doric building, which was depicted by Le Roy.  Unfortunately, with the passage 

of years, the monument was covered again by the debris.  

In 1885, systematic excavation of the theater was undertaken by the American School of Classical Antiquities. 

In the 1890s, V. Stais launched the excavation of the Mycenaean tombs and the acropolis settlement, where 

numerous finds of the prehistoric period were identified. In 1960, the Belgian Archaeological School dug 

several trial trenches on the peninsula of Saint Nicholas, in order to date sections of the fortification that were 

built by the Athenians during the Peloponnesian War. The systematic investigation of a much wider area was 

launched in October 1963, by Greece’s Archaeological Service, in collaboration with the Belgian 

Archaeological School, under a ten-year program of extensive excavation and study of the material. The 

excavations unearthed the tombs and the remains of the Bronze Age and the Geometric Period, the Southern 

and Western Necropolis comprising more than 170 graves with rich burial items from the geometrical (1100 

BC) to the Late Classic period (350 BC), residential remains and residual from the metal processing facilities, 

250 meters length section of the fortification wall, traces of an ancient road, settlement remains in the 

extended area of Thorikos with one of these important findings being the Hellenistic building found along the 

coastal road, and the theater of Thorikos (the oldest theater in all of Attica).  In 1967, most of the monuments 

and their surrounding area were classified as being under full protection accordance to the Greek 

Archaeological law
2
. From 1990 to 2011, the Directorate for the Restoration of Ancient Monuments of the 

Hellenic Ministry of Culture has performed various restorations of the ancient theater and has taken protective 

measures especially regarding the Mycenaean tholos tombs III & IV.  The directorate has plans to continue 

the restoration of the theater in the near future. Today, the Belgian School of Archaeology in collaboration 

with the Archaeological Services continue their investigations in various sections of the site. 

It is evident from the various ruins that the “polis” and society of Thorikos evolved throughout the ages 

around the natural landscape and developed and grew in accordance to what the landscape offered. The master 

plan proposal touches on five different aspects of the landscape of Ancient Thorikos, including (1) the 

archaeological and historical remains (fig. 4), (2) the historical topography, (3) the institutional landscape, (4) 

the existing condition of the site and finally (5) the analysis of the geographical topography.  The study 

documents the conditions of the monuments and their surrounding sites. These monuments include: the 

settlements of the Bronze Age, the Mycenaean tombs (I, II, III, IV and V), the houses and the cemeteries from 

various historical periods, the theater, the Doric temple of Demeter & Kore, the fortifications and port 

structures, as well as, the industrial and mining facilities dating from antiquity through modern times and the 

19th century railroad structures and rail. After taking inventory, the study proposes measures to be taken for 

additional studies for the protection and enhancement / promotion of these monuments in context of 

developing an archaeological park as to unify the monuments within the wider context of the landscape. It, 

also, takes into consideration Thorikos’ general proximity to other historical and archaeological sites, such as, 

Sounio, Lavrio and Marathon.    

                                                      
2  Law No. 527/B/24.8.1967 under the Ministerial Decision no. 21220/10.8.1967 “Under the characterization of archeological spaces 

and historical preservation of monuments”. 
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The world-renown archaeological site of the Temple of Posiedon at Sounio is a popular day excursion for 

tourists from Athens, approximately 15 km south of Ancient Thorikos. Another organized archaeological site 

is the ancient silver mines of Lavrio located less than 10 km away.  The Lavrion region is an industrial over 

ground museum of ancient and contemporary metallurgy industry.  Its historical port also caters to tourists 

traveling to the Cycladic islands. Another well-known organized archaeological site, is Marathon, which is 

approx. 20 km away. The case study recognizes how a landscape’s historic significance, as evident by the 

nearby organized sites, can enhance the quality of daily life of the community, as well as, the cultural identity 

and the development of an awareness of cultural preservation within the society.  Furthermore, the case study 

investigates local and governmental surveys of its topography in relation to its urban development & 

archaeological laws. It proposes that areas which are not under protection by the Hellenic Ministry of Culture 

to be included. It investigates and documents modern interventions, such as, the abandonment of the railroad 

tracks and modern mining facilities, as well as, illegal dumping and unorganized housing development. The 

unorganized housing development is the result of uncontrolled and rapid development of the city of Athens in 

the 20th century which hinders the landscape and its historical significance. The study documents all of these 

conditions and proposes either rehabilitation of the 19th century industrial structures and / or removal of 

modern structures that are not usable. Currently, it seems that there is no interaction between the community 

and the landscape nor with the archaeological remains.  Thus, the project seeks to promote human activity and 

integrate it in the cultural landscape. Finally, it develops a site analysis taking into account the previously 

discussed to develop an archaeological / ecological park.    

After a site analysis the master plan establishes boundaries of the new archaeological park of Thorikos. Limits 

are necessary as to establish the specific regulations for its protection and maintenance and to develop a 

sustainability management plan. Starting from the ancient pier, the boundaries of the proposed archaeological 

park (moving clockwise) following the landscape elements, namely the coastal road, the riverbed crossing 

Thorikos plain, the remains of the railway line “Athens-Lavrion”, the axis of the main route 85 Leof. Lavrion, 

the hill located in the northeast of the area, the industrial zone in the south, the bay of Thorikos and back to 

the coastal route. (figg. 5, 6). These physical topographical boundaries contribute to the spatial coherence of 

ancient Thorikos.  Some of the boundaries, such as, the river, create 'closed' perceptual spaces. While others, 

such as, the sea, create 'open' spaces. Other limits, such as, the embankment of the railway line, are 

harmonized with the landscape but require renegotiation of their role. While others, such as, the plant Public 

Electrical Power Plant, create visual and aesthetic discontinuities that need to be resolved.  Four “gates”, or 

points of entry, are suggested for this extensive archaeological park: two active gates to the archaeological site 

and two points whose spatial qualities dictate their activation. (fig. 5). The first two gates are Gate B and Gate 

D, the existing accesses from the coastal road to the ancient theater and the Mycenaean tombs respectively. 

Gate A is located in the southwestern region of the study area. It is created to bind the ancient pier and the 

remnants of the 19th century railway within the archaeological park. In symbolic terms, the ancient pier 

operates as an entry into the settlement of Thorikos from the sea. Moreover, Gate A is located a short distance 

from the old railway station, which marked the arrival into Thorikos well into the early 20th century until it 

ceased to operate. Gate C marks access to the archaeological park from the main route (85) Athens-Lavrion, 

which creates the north and northwest boundary of the site.  The gate’s location was determined by the 

geomorphology of the area. From position C, it is possible to approach the area facing the twin hills of 

Thorikos, the evocative presence, surely would not have escaped the attention of the ancient people nor of the 

visitors today.   

The analysis also refers to discontinuities in the landscape of ancient Thorikos. These are the spatial elements 

or modules that cause disruptions and gaps in understanding the optical and physical continuality of the 

natural and historic landscape. The illegal constructions mainly on the coastal zone and on the peninsula of St. 

Nicholas, the Public Electrical Power Plant and the adjacent factory, the modern abandoned quarries are 

perceived as sores in natural terrain. The coastal road itself interrupts the landscape progression toward the 

sea. The desolated state of Mycenaean tumulus tombs III and IV on the slopes of Velatouri hill degrade the 

natural landscape.  Finally, instead of a flowing river, the riverbed is overfilled with waste landfills, illegal 

crops and various kinds of arbitrary construction which degrade the protected landscape. To overcome these 

discontinuities the concept of epicenters and links (fig. 5). are created as referred in the site analysis are the 

monuments themselves and the dialogue within the natural landscape that the plan intends to establish 

between them and the visitors.  
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In compiling all these factors together, along with the economic factors, in order for the master plan to 

succeed it had to be divided into smaller projects, each coming up with its own sustainability plan. The master 

plan divided the project into four categories each describing the specific sub-projects to be performed. These 

categories and subprojects, respectively, are: (1) Rehabilitation and reconstruction of the physical and 

historical landscape (rehabilitation of quarry spaces; cleaning and clearing of unauthorized and unlawful 

structures; restoration of monuments and groups of monuments; protection, reconstruction and enhancement 

of Mycenaean tombs; rehabilitation of the railway mound and transforming it into a new green area; 

transforming the riverbed into a new green area (fig.6); securing visibility of the archaic Temple of Demeter) 

(2) Unification of landscape (creating pathways and trails connecting the monuments and points of viewing 

nature; connecting the newly created sidewalk along the coastline with the newly developed area before the 

ancient port; creating a large extended green area including the riverbed and railway. This area extends 

westward, towards the ancient road, it includes the ancient theater and extends towards the shore, uniting the 

parking area with the ancient port; constructing metal pedestrian bridge that connects the ancient road with the 

temple of Demetra). (3) Creation of boundaries (defining a new zone with full protection under the law, 

which includes in entirety the Velatouri Hill along its contour lines; creating visual blockage of the industrial 

structures using plants / trees along the shoreline road).  (4) Networking in collaboration between varies 

governmental agencies and townships (creating educational programs, website for the archaeological and 

ecological park, outdoor exhibitions, and rehabilitation of the theater for public and civic sponsored 

performances). 

In antiquity, the selection of the “topio” or the landscape for the establishment of a “polis” or city was very 

specific and the integration of the “polis” within the “topio” created harmonic dialogues.  This study tries to 

incorporate the ecological awareness that our predecessors had; thus, proposing large areas of extended “green 

spaces”, such as transforming the riverbed and old rail tracks into areas of green landscape, creating hiking 

trails throughout the Velatouri hills, enhancing the physical landscape itself, suggesting the transformation of 

the main road artery into a road with a wide pedestrian way, etc. The study coincides with the town planning 

schematic regulating plan undertaken by the municipal committee “Organization for the Master Plan of 

Athens”, which  establishes zones of extended areas of cultural and ecological interest in the greater 

metropolitan area, within the prefecture of Attica.  The archaeological, architectural and historical values of a 

site play a major role in the urban development.  Nowadays, in confronting the issues dealing with the 

physical “green” and the cultural landscape (“topio”), it is unavoidable to interlock disciplines for the 

protection, management and enhancement of cultural heritage within the boundaries of the urban fabric and its 

perimeter. As the urban center of Athens expands towards its peripheral, the Archaeological Park of Ancient 

Thorikos will become a focal point of interest, incorporating nature, historical and cultural events and 

activities. The protection and enhancement of the historic and natural environment can be used as a tool for 

planning the future of the city. By protecting the past, architects and urban planners, policy makers and 

governmental bodies will be forced to design accordingly and focus on how to achieve the continuity of the 

landscape. In this manner, the chaotic and increasingly accelerated diffusion in the suburban residential 

landscape can be restricted. Thus, the 'animate' conception of the historical landscape, as the main issue of the 

study through comprehensive landscaping interventions, illustrates the anticipated quality of the living past 

activated through the preservation of the monuments, ecological and historic landscape of the city and in turn, 

preserving the memory the historic city. 

In conclusion the central objectives of the master plan’s framework for the development of an archaeological 

park at Ancient Thorikos, is the emergence of monuments and monumental groups, not only through the 

restoration of the architectural residues but also through the protection and proper configuration of the natural, 

historical, cultural and aesthetic landscape in which they operate. By identifying and highlighting all elements 

of the space that are able to contribute to the creation of an archaeological park, including incorporating the 

monuments and structures of all eras, it will enhance the landscape features, the intangible historical and 

cultural elements and the characteristics of region. The proposal doesn’t merely create naturalistic-

archaeological walks which will physically link the monuments with pathways and the use of information 

materials to create an archaeological park. It views entire landscape “topio” as an active cultural habitat. It 

focuses on the taking inventory of the “wounded” modern interventions that injure the unity of landscape and 

hindering the perception of continuity within a historical park. It attempts to restore the natural topography. It 

proposes the reusing of existing elements of the site and incorporating them into new functional modules 

rather than allowing the reckless construction of new facilities, ultimately any aggravations to the landscape. It 
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Figure 1: Maps of Ancient Thorikos.                     

suggest the reuse of historical elements giving them a modern program; such as, using the ancient theater as a 

theater for modern events and the railway house as an exhibition room. It tries to enhance the spatial and 

historical connection of Thorikos with neighboring historical sites such, as Sounion and Lavrion. The site will 

bring economic and social growth of the area and to the prefecture of Attica in general. Tourists will choose to 

stay another day in Athens, having another day excursion. Even in process of creating the park, the proposal 

suggests the need for schools, community and center and local authorities to work together will enrich cultural 

awareness. The archaeological historical park will improve the quality of life and opportunities for residents 

and visitors alike. It will resuscitate this historical landscape returning to it, its economic value and social 

value through the enhancement of its cultural value.  
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Figure 2: The bimodal hill of Velatouri.                                        

                                  

Figure 3: Ething ( copper engraving). Le Roy  (Collections B. 

Dioskouridi. 

 

 

Figure 4: Monuments of Ancient Thorikos. 
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Figure 5: Unification plan with pathways: Green circles note gates/points of entry, Red circles 

note the epicenters. 

 

 

Figure 6: Unification plan with “green areas” and pathways. Rehabilitation and reconstruction of the physical and 

historical landscape. 
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Abstract 
This paper discusses a multidisciplinary methodology for the 3D reconstruction of the hypothesized ancient 

landscape along the Tiber Valley North of Rome, as part of the Tiber Valley Virtual Museum project. The 

orientalising period is particularly important for the growth of the first urban centers.  

The landscape is considered in its several components,  geological, natural, historical, archaeological, 

anthropological, evocative. The soil use in the past have been simulated,  starting from data collection and 

data acquisition on the field, to GIS elaboration up to realistic 3D representations. 

 

Keywords: 3D Reconstruction of the Potential Ancient Landscape; Multidisciplinary Approach; Spatial 

Archaeology; Virtual Museums, Digital Ecosystems  

 

 

1. Virtual Museum of the Tiber Valley  

A scientific and multidisciplinary approach aimed at communicative impact  
The Virtual Museum of the Medium Tiber Valley (2011-2014) developed by (... anonymous) and supported 

by Arcus s.p.a., is quite original and ambitious for its multidisciplinary approach to the study of the landscape 

considered in its several cultural components: geological, natural, historical, archaeological, evocative and 

symbolic. The area North of Rome, between Monte Soratte (North) and Fidene (South), Palombara Sabina 

(East) and Sacrofano (West) and crossed by the ancient consular roads via Salaria and via Flaminia, has been 

taken in consideration. The territory has been investigated and represented at different scales: from the whole 

landscape, considered in its geological and historical evolution, to specific sites: 1) Lucus Feroniae, where the 

ancient Italic goddess Feroniae was venerated before the settlement was transformed in a roman colony under 

emperor Augustus; 2) Villa dei Volusii, an opulent roman villa belonged to one of the richest and most 

powerful families of Augustus’ time; 3) Monte Soratte, where the sacred dimension connected to ancient 

myths and rituals combines with the recent dramatic story of the II World War and of the Cold War; 4) the 

Natural Park of Tevere-Farfa, a place of migration of birds with a great naturalistic value.  

The purpose is to promote the medium Tiber valley both at local level, inside museums placed in the villages 

and archaeological sites disseminated in the area, and at central level, in Rome, inside more attended and 

important museums. In the first case local people, schools, tourists already moving across the territory, are the 

main target. In the second case we try to bring tourists and families from Rome to the countryside and let them 

discover beautiful places few kilometers far from the capital. Despite the purpose of the project is in mainly 

communicative, it bases on solid scientific methodology adopted in the creation of 3D reconstructions, both 

for the landscape and for specific sites. The most spectacular result is a virtual reality installation dedicated to 

the Tiber, where the user can explore four different scenarios, using his body movements (natural interaction) 

and living different experience through the eyes of: 1) a fish swimming in the river, among floating images 

and voices of historical memories; 2) a bird that flies over the landscape represented in evocative style (fig. 1); 

3) the ancient characters living in the roman city of Lucus Feroniae; 4) a freed slave that was introduced in the 

a famous roma Villa dei Volusii, living his own drama.The installation will be presented for the first time in 

Villa Celimontana in September 2014, in occasion of the Festival Internazionale della Letteratura di Viaggio, 

in collaboration with Società Geografica Italiana and will be accessible until the end of 2014. Later on it will 

me moved in other roman locations and also abroad.  
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In this context, a movie with the 3D reconstruction of the hypothetical layout of the landscape in the 

orientalising period (VIII-VII sec. a C.) has been realized. This period is crucial for the growth of the first 

urban centers in this area. All the data that have been collected, produced, integrated with the final purpose of 

the 3D reconstruction together with the whole description of the methodological approach followed in the 

interpretative process will be available on a website dedicated to the Tiber Valley Virtual Museum (under 

construction at the moment of this writing). 

In our approach the final 3d representation of the landscape plays a key rule both at scientific level and for 

public dissemination. In a 3D environment we have multiple possibilities of analyses and interpretation, 

because this simulated space offers a perceptive and cognitive dimension similar to the one we experience in 

the real life. 3D is fundamental in the knowledge process based on the experience, because it creates a 

difference and dynamic relations between who is interacting and the environment. Moreover 3D is a perfect 

scenario to tell stories on scientific base and with a deeper emotional and conceptual impact. In fact inside a 

3d environment user feels spatially embodied in the system and this embodiment constitutes a new frontier of 

the communication and learning processes.  

For this reason it is fundamental to define a good protocol to preserve the original scientific reliability of data 

and translate the 2D representation to a 3D simulated environment, useful both for experts and especially for 

the museum audience. 

 

2. The Medium Tiber Valley in the Iron and Orientalising ages 

The population of the Tiber area during the Iron Age results extremely variegated as the Tiber river is going to 

shape the proto-urban scenery of such territory, becoming the main trade route with its own harbors and river 

ports. Tiber is also becoming an important political “frontier”1 between the Etruscan lands, with the Capenate 

area to the west, and the area under Latini’s and Sabini’s influence to the east2. The substantial presence of 

man in the Sabina area is probably due to the displacement of people from the Velina valley towards the Tiber 

river, as historical sources revealed. Next to this important political-commercial fluvial route, a new terrestrial 

one develops, similar to the ancient segment of Via Cecilia3 - which today becomes the famous Via Salaria - 

around which various traces of human presence have been found. Sabina people of the VIII century B.C. lived 

in small villages located in strategic points along the Tiber river, directly distributed near the riverbed or near 

its tributaries like the Farfa river. These villages, with an extension of about 8 up to 10 ha, consisted of huts 

with roofs of reeds and branches. There were not extended lands with mono-cultures, on the contrary men 

used to cultivate vegetable gardens within, or just beside, their villages, where activities related to subsistence 

economy and the proto-historical production were carried out, such as: growing vegetables, raising animals in 

small enclosures, pottery manufacture, bread baking etc (fig. 2). Cultivated species of plant, which have been 

archaeologically attested, are: lens esculenta (lentils), peas, broad beans, grains spelled, barley, millet, panic, 

grass pea and vetch, some for human uses and others for animal employments. The vines was cultivated not in 

rows but climbing on the trees along the wood’s border.   

Starting from the end of the VIII-beginning of the VII century. B.C., (Early Orientalising age), the situation 

changed with the accentuation of the proto-urban phenomenon that will definitely emerge by the VII century. 

B. C. Villages evolve, some get together until reaching a total dimension of more than 20 ha; others disappear. 

Major centers develop on level hilltops, as Eretum and Cures, extending their area to 25-30 hectares4. Other 

centers as Nomentum (15-20 ha) Ficulea (22.5 ha) and Poggio Sommavilla belong to the same category as 

Cures and Eretum. 

In the Orientalising phase, the proto-urban centers5 are about 10 km far from each other. They control 

territories of about 100 square kilometers, due to the long-distance commercial traffic promoted by the 

emerging elites. People of the VII century B.C. lived in houses made of bricks with foundations and tiled roof, 

sometimes decorated with painted terracotta. Necropolies appear in this period, with chamber tombs, such as 

those of Colle del Forno and Poggio Sommavilla. Thanks to a more favorable climate, drier and with lower 

temperature range, some plant species appear, like dogwood, elderberry, blackberry and rowan, used for the 

production of fermented beverages, together with various types of fruit, grown in the areas surrounding the 

                                                      
1 (Guidi, Santoro, 2004). 

2 (Quilici Gigli, 1986). 

3 (Guidi, 2004). 

4 (A. Guidi, P. Santoro, 2004). 

5 (Pacciarelli, 2001). 
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villages. Furthermore, vineyards and olives are attested, both for domestic production and exchange, as 

showed by specialized pruning tools found in Etruscan villages. 

Sabina centers developed their own handmade ceramics production too, although strongly influenced by 

neighboring people such as Etruscans, Latins and from Praeneste and Tivoli. 

Sabines, unlike Etruscans and Latins, are going to remain anchored to a pastoral culture, populated by gods 

related to nature as Feronia to which sacred woods and a temple were dedicated. Other sacred temples like 

Trebula Mutuesca, still dedicated to Feronia, and the one of Forum Novum, arose at crossroads, exchange 

points and market places, rather than in towns. 

 

3. Complete procedure proposal for the digital 3D reconstruction of the Medium Tiber Valley 

landscape in the Orientalising age 

In this project, following a multidisciplinary approach, several kinds of information, quantitative evaluation of 

geological and ecological data have been combined together with historical, archaeological and demographic 

studies. We propose a complete pipeline procedure, from GIS data elaboration up to final realistic 3D 

renderings.  

As first step we realized a digital Elevation Model (DEM) of the actual landscape with a resolution of 10 mt, 

obtained thanks to the collaboration of the National Institute of Geophysics and Vulcanology, which was 

textured with a satellite image (IRS) with a resolution of 5mt.  

In parallel we elaborated a digital elevation model of the area with a resolution of 5 mt, starting from aerial 

photogrammetry6. A set of 12 aerial IGM analog photos has been used, taken in 1954, before the construction 

of the two major modern infrastructures: the dam of Nazzano (1955) and the highway (1961). This DEM has 

been realized in collaboration with Bruno Kessler Foundation and constituted the base for the 3d model of the 

terrain in the past ages. 

Basically, for the creation of the ecosystems the archaeological map and the land unit map were our starting 

points.  

Which morphological elements of this area may have changed substantially over the last 3000 years? This is a 

short period from the earth-sciences viewpoint7. So one may state that during this time span the hills, slopes 

and valley floors have not changed much, apart from the hills being lowered in height a few meters due to 

erosion and the valley floor levels having grown with a similar value due to natural accumulation. The latter is 

proven by the burial of the Roman age surface in the lower Tiber valley at a depth of about 1-2 meters8. What 

has certainly changed substantially is the course of the Tiber river, though not in all stretches to the same 

degree. Proof of these variations is provided by some historical maps of the area9, by aerial photographs and 

by the partly known evolution of the lower Tiber since Roman times (ibidem).  

For the medium Tiber valley area, a Land Units map at scale 1:50.000 was drafted. Such a map depicts the 

spatial distribution of the soils in their lithological, morphological and drainage context.  From the original 75 

land units, 6 main macro-ecosystems have been obtained after a process of simplification:  

1) volcanic; 2) sedimentary eco-landscape (sandy-conglomeratic-clayish), 3) calcareous eco-landscape of low-

medium height (Soratte mountain); 4) calcareous eco-landscape of considerable height; 5) valley eco-

landscape (Tevere, lower terraces included); 6) Tiber banks eco-landscape. 

The Land Units map was then combined with the Phytoclimatic map of Latium at scale 1:250.00010, to create 

a map of the “Eco-Landscape” (fig. 3). For each legend unit were described: the dominant phytoclimate, the 

main soil characteristics (depth, stoniness, water retention, fertility, acidity) and the expected vegetation. 

These data were used to evaluate the suitability of the territory for cereals (eventually with rows of vines) and 

grassland (fig. 4), and for olive groves and orchards. 

Both maps were used as input for the landscape model of the orientalising age (VIII-VII century BC). 

We also analyzed the geomorphology and geology of the territory, the slopes, the orography, the accessibility 

of the river and we elaborated an hypothesis of ancient courses for the Tiber and of possible presence of 

ancient harbors or crossing points/structures on the river (fig. 5). The results were compared with the 

archaeological remains and we found good correspondence. 

                                                      
6 Aerial photos set of 12 analog images IGM (1954), digitized at 20 micron (ca 2,600 dpi). Camera Fairchild KF246 with 152 mm 

lens. Height of flight: ca 5,600 m. Ground Sampling Distance: ca 40 cm. Ca 30 GCP for geo-referencing. 

7 (Bellotti, 2011). 

8 (Arnoldus-Huyzendveld, Pellegrino, 1996). 

9 (Anonimo, 1744, Eufrosino della Volpaia, 1547). 
10 (Blasi, 1994). 
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Regarding the definition of the potential natural vegetation to associate to each macro-ecosystem of the 

landscape, the existing thematic cartography elaborated by Regione Lazio and Provincia di Roma has been 

considered. We can assume that the potential natural vegetation has not changed in substantial way. These 

data have been combined with the archaeological map11 and demographic analyses12 for the orientalising 

period (also the roman period has been elaborated but it is not described in this paper) in order to define the 

areas influenced by the presence of human settlements and activities (“buffers”). 

 

4. Determination of the cultivated land in relation with demographic studies 

The landscape reconstruction process was performed in 4 steps: 

- Definition of the natural terrain attitude (see above): What would probably be natural soil cover without 

human action? 

- Definition of natural terrain attitude (see above) to different cultivation: Which kind of culture is any area 

more suitable for? 

- Definition (in consideration of a large amount of data) of a range of land suitability values for agriculture: 

How good would any area be for being cultivated?  

- Determination, for the whole study area, of the quantity of land cultivated land in relation of nutritional, 

commercial, working cost needs: How much land was needed to cultivate? 

The first two were described in the previous paragraphs. This paragraph deals with the latter two passages. 

Once created a GIS and the ecological attitude (eco-landscape) map of the whole territory, the next step is to 

define a gradient of attitude for the cultivation of different areas. Such a process is a complex one, as it is 

connected to different aspects and each of them may have different relevance according to the social context 

we are dealing with. Closeness to settlements, to rivers, to roads may have influenced an area in different 

ways through time. Following such observation we defined a polynomial approach: 

aX+bY+cZ.... 
Where X,Y,Z are the different thematic aspects formalized in the GIS layers, and a,b,c their relevance, on the 

basis of social and technological features of the context. 

Thus, to define Orientalizing Iron Age cultivation attitude map, we attained the formula:  

M=(X+0.5Y+0.5Z+3K+W) [if J<40%] 
Where (fig. 6): 

M= area agricultural potentiality  

X= map of distance from settlements (round buffers at 2,4,6,10 km) 

Y= map of distance from roads (buffer at 1,2 km) 

Z= map of distance from rivers and waterstreams (buffers at 300,1000 m) 

K= simplified eco-landscape map (5 categories of ecological potential)  

J= slope map (only values < 40% are considered)  

W= cost map (cost analysis): quantifies the effort needed to reach any point from the settlements. 

For instance, in Roman Age, the same formula may be used just changing relevance parameters: 

M=(0.5X+Y+0.5Z+3K+W) [if J<40%] giving less relevance to the closeness to settlements (X) and more to 

the closeness to roads (Y), in a social context with a well organised transport network. 

The resulting map will show a gradient of the area suitable for agriculture. The next step is, then, to choose a 

cutting point to limit the cultivated area on the basis of agricultural needs (set by working availability, 

nutrition need, demography, etc.). Both ethno-archaeological and documentary data may be used for such a 

purpose.  

In our case, for the Orientalising Iron Age we considered a wheat yield of about 6-700 Kg per hectare: 

Columella and Varro’s texts refer of about 1300 Kg, but it seems too large13. Besides, on the basis of 

literature, we considered a ratio wheat/flour of 100%, a supply of 300 kcal/100 grams and a need of 2500 

Kcal/day half of which provided by cereals (in the frame of a balanced diet). 

The famous bina iugera tradition tells us that Romulus gave each family (4 people) two iugera of land (4 

iugera= about 1 hectare), and would lead us to an estimation of 0,125 hectares and 87 kg per year per person, 

corresponding to 700 kcal per day: a too low budget.  We decided to adopt an estimation of about 0,2 ha p.p., 

                                                      
11 (Belardelli, Di Gennaro, Angle, 2007). 

12 (Peroni, Di Gennaro, 1986). 

13 (Arnoldus-Huyzendveld, Pozzuto, 2009). 
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still compatible both with the bina iugera tradition and the hypothesis by  Arnoldus & Pozzuto, reaching a 

final value of 1150 kcal/day. 

For the demographic estimation we choose to follow Di Gennaro and Guidi’s approach14, considering an 

extension of 25 hectares for larger settlements (Cures, Eretum) and 8 for the others, with alimited number of 

smaller ones (2 ha). The estimated density of 100 persons per ha15, and the hypothesis of 12000 inhabitants 

for the whole studied area led to a result of some 2400 hectares cultivated for cereals, shifted to 3000 

considering land managing features.  

The final color map corresponding to cultivated areas, was then drawn considering an extension of 3000 ha of 

cereal/pasture-prevailing land and about 400 fruit orchard-prevailing land (at that time, plantations were not 

exclusive, oil and vineyards are included also in cereals-prevailing ecosystems, as classical authors refer).  

The resulting map was then superimposed to the Soil eco-landscape one, attaining the final basis for the global 

landscape reconstruction (fig. 7). The final step has been the conversion of this symbolic description of the 

landscape (GIS) in a realistic 3D representation, through powerful tools for landscape/ecosystems generation 

and design like Vue, and with the integration of other software like 3D Studio Max, ZBrush and Mudbox to 

model animals, houses, huts, fences, pottery and other details related with the daily life (figg. 8, 9). 
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Figure 1: Scenario of the flight over the territory. From here two movies about the geological evolution and 

the reconstruction of the potential landscape in the orientalising period can be accessed. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2: Sketches of a village and of its land organization in the VIII cent. BC. 
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Figures 3, 4: On the left: Eco-Landscape map. On the right: evaluation for cereals/ meadows-grazing (possibly 

with vine rows).  

 

  

Figures 5, 6: On the left: geological study related to the accessibility of the medium Tiber Valley and 

hypothesis of the ancient Tiber course. On the right: Buffer maps.  

 

 

 

Figures 7, 8: On the left: final color map with natural landscape and cultivated areas (VIII-VII sec. a.C.), Each 

color refers to a specific ecosystem. On the right:3D reconstruction of the whole landscape in the orientalising 

age (begin of the VII century B.C.). 
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Figure 9: 3D reconstruction of Eretum in the VIII cent. BC. On the right typical hut and built house. 
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Abstract 

The city of Adelaide, South Australia, was established less than 200 years ago on the traditional cultural 

landscape of the hunter-gatherer Kaurna people. The archaeological remains of their village mounds, 

cemeteries and sacred sites still pattern the urbanised landscape, and their descendants and heritage 

professionals strive to preserve and record their heritage. Kaurna Elders seek recognition from Government, 

developers and the community. Kaurna heritage survives today despite the urban transformation, and still 

provides an Indigenous dimension to Adelaide’s contemporary cultural landscape. 
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1. Hunter-gatherer cultural landscapes superimposed by cities 

In general, cities are not considered to be particularly good locations for studying the cultural heritage of 

hunter-gatherer societies. As they grow to dominate their landscape, cities progressively obliterate the 

archaeological evidence and cultural links to their pre-urban heritage. Yet in many places around the world, 

the fertile river banks and estuaries which have provided a major focus for urbanisation were previously the 

homelands of some of the most settled and populous societies of hunter-gatherer-fishers. Consequently, these 

preceding cultures are often poorly known in archaeological, anthropological and historical terms. In many 

instances in the past, such cultures evolved into urban agricultural societies themselves, while others retained 

their demographic and economic character as hunter-gatherers until conquered through external colonisation. 

In the latter scenario, despite the impacts of colonisation and urban transformation, can essential 

characteristics of the original, Indigenous cultural identity and cultural heritage survive within the landscape 

of the modern city? 

 

2. Australian cities and their antecedant Indigenous cultural landscapes 

Australian Indigenous cultural heritage differs from most of Asia and Oceania – this is a continent of hunter-

gatherers and fishers until colonised from Europe from the late 18th Century AD onwards. Contemporary 

Australia too is distinctive, a large, semi-arid continent with a modest population of 23.3 million (in 2014). 

This is one of the most urbanised countries on the planet, with more than 89% of the population living in 

urban areas - in a continent with the third-lowest population density on the planet (less than 3 per square 

kilometre). Australia’s capital cities are the sites of initial European colonisation and expansion – established 

on fertile floodplains of major rivers, with their ports at the river mouths. Before colonisation, these locations 

were already the focus of long established Indigenous settlement of very different appearance and lifestyle.  

 

3. Case study: Adelaide city and Kaurna Yerta 

Adelaide is the capital city of South Australia, a sprawling urban complex of nearly 1.3 million people 

spread along 90 km of a 20km-wide coastal plain (fig. 1).  

A brief summary of some key features of the traditional cultural heritage of the Kaurna Tribe in the Adelaide 

Region illustrates the archaeology and anthropology of a poorly understood, southern Australian Aboriginal 

society. In the present, both the tangible and intangible cultural heritage of the Kaurna people survive today 

despite massive changes over the last two centuries, and they continue to provide an Indigenous dimension to 

the contemporary multi-cultural landscape of the Adelaide region. 

European colonisation of the Adelaide Region commenced in 1836 – it was a British government-sanctioned 

commercial venture, a large scale real-estate development, focussed around Colonel William Light’s design 
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for a modern city surrounded by parklands (commenced the following year), and the sale of over 400 square 

kilometres of coastal plain surveyed mostly into 80 acre blocks of land (Sunderland 1898). 

The local Aboriginal traditional owners are the Kaurna people, and their traditional lands are known as 

Kaurna Yerta – “Yerta” means “my country” or “homeland”. Early interaction between the new settlers and 

the local Kaurna people was often cordial. The means of conquest was not so much a matter of guns, horses 

and soldiers, although these played their part, but more of the insidious spread of European diseases ranging 

from smallpox to the common cold, the relentless expansion of farms and fences to exclude local people and 

the wildlife they hunted from food and water sources, and of broken promises from a British Government on 

the other side of the world about respecting Indigenous rights and lifestyle. These misguided promises were 

based upon a mutual, comprehensive lack of understanding between hunter gatherers and the ever-increasing 

influx of farmers and townspeople – on the British notion that land which was not fenced and farmed was not 

owned or needed by the original inhabitants (“terra nullius” – no-one’s land). 

At the time of colonisation, the Adelaide Plains were defined by red-gum Eucalyptus forests along the 

coastal rivers and streams, and mixed forest and grasslands that were maintained by seasonal burning to 

reduce dead timber and tangled thickets and promote the growth of new grass and shoots on trees and shrubs 

– a landscape maintenance strategy known as “firestick farming”. These were the hunting and gathering 

grounds of the Kaurna, adjacent to their fishing and fowling places along the coast. 

The centre of Adelaide City was positioned by Colonel Light around permanent deep pools of the Torrens 

River – in Kaurna language the Karrawirra Parri (“river of the red gum forest” - Teichelman and 

Schürmann 1840) this was already the site of numerous large, semi-permanent camps of Kaurna people (fig. 

2) - and also of their frequent visitors from neighbouring tribes, who came to trade, for social interaction, to 

arrange marriages and visit relatives, and to participate in the rich pageants of ceremony and ritual 

(“corroborees”) which provided the framework of Ancestral laws and customs which constitute the social 

glue of traditional Aboriginal society The centrepeices of this interaction were the corroborees - large 

gatherings of people from the host group and surrounding tribes for performance of sacred dances and songs. 

By the mid-1850s, the emerging urban landscape came to dominate the seminal city along the Torrens River 

– most of the trees had been cut down for miles around for construction timber and firewood, the deep water 

pools of the River were muddy ponds with eroding banks, the streetscapes were expanding, and Aboriginal 

people were literally moved away to become fringe dwellers in their own homeland (ACHM 2005; Amery 

1998; Foster 1991; Gara 1990, 1998; Hemming 1990; Hemming & Harris 1998). Some Kaurna people 

became fringe dwellers within and around the city, but many were incarcerated in missions established in 

regional areas, such as Poonindie on Eyre Peninsula and Point McLeay on the lower Murray River lakes. Up 

intil the 1880s, Aboriginal people were still brought to the city to perform corroborees for the Annual Royal 

Agricultural show or other public events, but otherwise the original inhabitants and their culture were largely 

forgotten by the Twentieth Century.  

 

4. Aboriginal village Mounds of the Adelaide Plains 

Adelaide grew during the 19th century from its initial city centre on the River Torrens both northwards 

towards the Gawler River and southwards towards the Onkaparinga River, at first in terms of agriculture and 

small townships. As the landscape was modified by these activities, the archaeology of the Kaurna people 

gradually came to light, particularly in terms of mound sites – former Kaurna villages and burial places. 

Many of these sites disappeared under this initial expansion or due to subsequent urban infill in the 20th 

Century and beyond, but Figure 1 shows a number of these sites that have been recorded (often through 

disturbance by urban expansion or redvelopment). 

This re-emerging knowledge of the Kaurna people in archaeological terms first appears in the early 20th 

century in local newspaper reports – one example from the Advertiser newspaper 5/11/1908 refers to mounds 

like the burial barrows found in the English countryside. Another Advertiser newspaper article in 1926 was 

entitled “An Old Aboriginal Rendezvous”. It referred to long scars on the River Red Gums from building 

bark canoes, and 

 “.... small hillocks on the slopes near the creek, which had been built up by generations in the process of 

baking the game and fish on which the blacks used to live.  The remains of numerous aboriginal ovens have 

been unearthed and the soil, which was little else but decomposed vegetable matter and ashes, has been 

spread over many of the gardens as manure.” 
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“In addition to these facts the discovery of aboriginal skeletons and skulls at various times along the Para 

[River] has proved beyond doubt that the place was a burial ground also long before the white man took 

possession of the country.” 

South Australian Museum anthropologist Dr. Norman Tindale conducted test excavations at twin prehistoric 

mounds near the mouth of Dry Creek, north of the City Centre. In his journal he noted that such mounds had 

been harvested commercially for decades as a source of rich soil and fertiliser for market gardening, and 

were known to commonly contain Aboriginal skeletal remains. 

In 1992, the levelling of a low mound at an industrial estate near Dry Creek at Greenfields exposed many 

skeletal remains and artefacts. The factory building site became an archaeological salvage operation over the 

next seven months (fig. 3), directed by the author and involving a large crew of archaeologists and students, 

as well as the full involvement of the Kaurna Heritage Committee and a Government grant which employed 

12 Kaurna field workers for the duration of the recovery project. The Greenfields project brought hundreds 

of Kaurna people to visit the site and pay respect to their ancestors, including schoolchildren. It also received 

widespread media attention from televison, newspapers and radio news in Australia. 

The Greenfields site illustrated that semi-permanent villages, used for lengthy periods and re-used again and 

again, were major living sites for the Kaurna people on the Adelaide plains. The Greenfields mound is 

typical – about 60 metres in diameter, originally standing up to one metre high above the surrounding flood 

plain, and composed entirely of the accumulated charcoal, ash, earth, and organic debris of cooking ovens 

and fireplaces, huts and shelters – and in this case, from burials incorporated into the mound. Approximately 

half of the mound had been disturbed during construction of an olive oil processing factory. 

Use of the Greenfields mound was from approximately 300 to 800 years ago. Faunal preservation was 

excellent – including the bones of kangaroo, bandicoot, dingo (wild dog), articulated fish vertebrae and even 

fish scales.  

The stratigraphy of the site is complex – the constant use and re-use of the mound over hundreds of years, 

including shallow excavations for cooking ovens and also for burials, created a dense palimpsest of 

stratigraphic lenses, which were subsequently modified by further activities and deposition. Fifteen adult 

burials, as well as one infant, were recovered from the damaged half of the Greenfields mound. One of the 

burials was of a middle-aged woman, but the grave had later been opened, and the burial of an infant added, 

as well as the reinterment of several limb bones from other adult burials which had presumably been 

disturbed by erosion or other activities. Three burials of native dogs – dingoes – were also discovered, as 

shown at lower right. All of these remains were reburied at the site after analysis, and the damaged portion of 

the mound was reconstituted to preserve the site as a whole. One burial, an adult male, had puncture wounds 

through a lumbar vertebra and the sacrum, with the tip of a quartz spear barb still lodged in the vertebra. He 

had been speared, probably during an episode of intertribal conflict (see Forster 1991 for examples and 

sketches by W.A. Cawthorne in the 1840s - Foster 1991). It is noteworthy that the puncture wound showed 

several months of bone regrowth prior to the man’s death, which illustrates both the efficacy of traditional 

Kaurna medical care and also the semi-permanent nature of these settlements. There are numerous other 

examples of quite sophisticated medical and social health care documented from other traditional burials 

throughout the Adelaide plains. This kind of archaeological information holds interest and value both for the 

Kaurna and wider South Australian community. 

As Adelaide continues to expand, so more mound sites are discovered. In the north along the Gawler River, 

agricultural land at Buckland Park has been the subject of a thorough heritage survey for a planned new 

township (ACHM 2013). Sandy mounds with eroded flanks reveal stone artefacts and cooking ovens, which 

we hope to excavate in cooperation with the Kaurna Heritage Committee next year. Near the red gum forest 

which still fringes the Gawler River, we have recorded the gentle rise of an apparently undisturbed mound 

about 60 metres in diameter, which we hope will be permanently preserved in parkland, and perhaps studied 

via ground penetrating radar. Another cemetery and camping place in the northern Adelaide suburbs was 

disturbed during pipeline excavations relating to a new urban development in 2014, and is being studied and 

remediated by Kaurna heritage workers and ACHM archaeologists at the time of writing. 

 

5. Kaurna cemeteries in the suburbs 

Not all mound sites contain burials as well as the archaeology of repeated occupation. There are also 

dedicated cemetery sites which were not living sites. 

One major cemetery site occurs on a sandy ridge above Adelaide’s major southern River the Onkaparinga – 

known to the Kaurna people as the Nangkiparri, or “Women’s River” – the estuary is a sacred site for 
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Women. There are also many archaeological and burial sites recorded along the coastal reaches of the river. 

The cemetery was revealed during excavations on the hilltop for the footings of a 1.5 km rail bridge being 

constructed across the estuary. 

The rail bridge alignment could not be altered because urban development already had taken all of the land 

adjacent to the rail corridor, so archaeologists and Kaurna heritage workers carefully recorded and excavated 

18 burial sites, exhibiting a range of burial modes (ACHM 2012 - fig. 4). The remains were reburied in a 

park established next to the rail corridor, in the same relative positions as the original cemetery layout. 

Traditional smoking ceremonies (where each person present is spiritually cleansed by passing through the 

smoke from a small fire of fragrant Eucalyptus leaves) were conducted by Kaurna Elders to accompany both 

the removal of the burials from their original locations, and for the reburial, to give peace both to the spirits 

of the dead as well as their descendants and the participants in the archaeological salvage work. 

 

6. Seeking recognition today – the Kaurna native title claim 

The Kaurna people lodged a native title claim over their traditional lands in 2001, seeking recognition of 

their traditional cultural rights and interests under Australia’s Commonwealth Native Title Act (1993). In 

2013, several Kaurna Elders gave evidence before the Federal Court at locations “on country” about their 

traditional cultural and spiritual connections to the land.  

One of these locations was at the cemetery and reburial site above the Onkaparinga River adjacent to the 

Seaford rail line, where they gave evidence about the survival and continued existence of their cultural 

identity and cultural heritage despite all of the changes that have occurred in the Kaurna lands since the 

colonisation of South Australia and the beginning of the City of Adelaide in 1837. 

The other location “on country” for which Kaurna Elders gave native title evidence to the Federal Court of 

Australia about their continuing cultural identity and cultural landscape was at the historic band rotunda in 

Elder Park, on the bank of the Karra Wirra Parri (the River of the Red Gum forest – fig. 5).  

In Kaurna mythology, the deep, permanent pools of the city-centre reaches of the river mirror the dark 

patches of the Milky Way in the night sky. The Milky Way is the river (Yura, the Rainbow Serpent), and the 

surrounding stars are the campfires of their ancestors (Wodliparri - the river of huts - Teichelmann & 

Schürmann 1840: 57, 62). In the heart of the modern city of Adelaide, the Kaurna cultural landscape 

endures, often in hidden and unexpected places across the landscape, and even in their interpretation of the 

night sky above. 
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Figure 1: The three Kaurna Aboriginal sacred Rivers which encompass the City of Adelaide, and the 

distribution of known prehistoric village-mound and cemetery sites. (Russell Pilbeam, ACHM GIS). 
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Figure 2: Alexander SCHRAMM, Australia, 1813-1864. An Aboriginal encampment, near the Adelaide 

foothills (1854, Adelaide - oil on canvas, 89.0 x 132.0 cm). South Australian Government Grant 1976, Art 

Gallery of South Australia, Adelaide. 

 

Figure 3: Archaeological salvage excavations of the disturbed portion of the Greenfields prehistoric village 

mound site, Adelaide 1992. (Photo: Neale Draper). 
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Figure 4: ACHM archaeologists and Kaurna heirtage workers conducting rescue excavations of traditional 

butials from the Seaford Rail Corridor adjacent to the Onkaparinga River (Nangkiparri), Adelaide 2012. 

(Photo: Clive Taylor). 

 

Figure 5: Preparing for the Federal court of australia to hear Native Title evidence from Kaurna Elders 

regarding their cutural connections to country at Elder Park Rotunda on the banks of the River Torrens 

(Karra Wirra Parri), Adelaide, South australia in 2013. (Photo: Neale Draper
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Abstract 

The Roman site of Tróia (Portugal) has been mentioned in literature since the 16
th
 c. and was first excavated 

in the 18
th
 c. From then on many have been visiting the site, although only in recent years was it prepared to 

receive visitors, with pathways and interpretation panels, part of an enhancement project developed by a 

private company, Troia Resort. The aim of this paper is to try to understand how the surrounding populations 

are relating to the archaeological site. How have the closest visitors been using and looking at this site for the 

last centuries? How does it serve their interests?  

 

Keywords: Tróia; Setúbal; Enhancement; Conservation; Cultural Heritage 

 

 

1. Introduction 

The Roman Ruins of Tróia are a National Monument since 1910 (Decree 16/06/1910). They are the remains 

of a Roman settlement built and occupied from the 1
st
 c. up at least the 6

th
 c. in the peninsula of Tróia (fig. 1), 

which would be an island at the time, possibly that of Achale referred in this area by Rufus Avienus in Ora 

Maritima (v. 182-184)
1
. Its singularity is the large concentration of fish-salting workshops composing the 

largest production centre of fish products known in the Roman Empire, taking advantage of the natural 

resources of fish and salt, for which the region is still known. 

The Roman Ruins of Tróia are a large site that spreads along 1,5km and its real limits are yet to be 

determined. Still, as suggested by Article 6 of the Venice Charter
2
, the surrounding area is protected by 

national legislation. Its Special Zone of Protection (Zona Especial de Protecção - ZEP) and non aedificandi 

area (Diário do Governo, 2ª Série, Nº 155, 02/07/1968) were established in 1968 and their boundaries were 

redefined in 1992 (Portaria nº 40/92, 22/01/1992). After geophysical surveys and archaeological soundings 

the limits of the non aedificandi area were redefined in 2009 excluding an area with no archaeological 

vestiges (Portaria 1170/2009, 5/11/2009).  

The site is part of a touristic resort, so in this area there are many tourists, especially in the Summer, as this 

area is well known for its natural environment, especially for its beaches. The local community, assuming 

this term as the group of people living in this place, is practically nonexistent, as few people inhabit Tróia. 

  

2. The tight connection between both shores of the Sado estuary 

This National Monument is located in the council of Grândola, yet its stronger ties are with the city of 

Setúbal, just 4km across the Sado river and with 121,185 inhabitants, according to the Census of 2011.  

The connection between both shores of the Sado estuary was soon established
3
, as the Roman settlement in 

Tróia could not have existed without the resources from the northern shore, where the Roman city of 

Caetobriga, today the modern city of Setúbal, was located. When the Romans settled themselves on the 

island, sand would be the sole component of the area and everything had to be brought from food supplies to 

construction materials. The main types of stone are easily identifiable from the mountains across the river 

(Arrábida Mountains) and the ceramics (bricks and tiles, as well as amphorae and common wares) were 

produced in a number of kilns identified on the same northern shore, where clay deposits exist
4
. 

                                                           
1 (Alarcão, 2004). 
2 « The conservation of a monument implies preserving a setting which is not out of scale. » 
3 (Cardoso, 2014, 13). 
4 (Mayet, Schmitt and Silva, 1996). 
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Both areas are also linked in terms of investigation, as for years the toponym Caetobriga, a Roman city 

mentioned in the Antonini Itinerarium, was thought to be at Tróia. As a matter of fact, in the first written 

references the vestiges found in Tróia, this name was immediately associated with the site
5
 and only in 1799, 

in the diary of José de Cornide
6
 was that correlation first questioned. It was the discoveries of Roman 

vestiges in Setúbal in the 20
th
 c. and recently that gave consistency to the identification of this city with the 

Roman city of Caetobriga.  

After the first written reference to the Roman vestiges on the banks of the river published in 1561 by Gaspar 

Barreiros
7
 many scholars mentioned the Roman ruins of Tróia in their diaries of voyages (for instance: João 

Baptista Lavanha
8
 and Félix Lichnowsky

9
). So did Hans Christian Andersen, the famous Danish writer, who 

was taken to the ruins by the O’Neill family, a wealthy family from Setúbal, in 1866
10

.  

At the end of the 19
th
 c. /beginning of the 20

th
 c., Setúbal was the destination for “vigeliatura” (“the time 

away from the usual address for resting”
11

) but at the same time the canned fish industry was rapidly 

developing and both could not co-exist. Eventually the production of canned fish took over the development 

of the city, to the point that in 1912 there were 42 factories in the city of Setúbal
12

. 

In this early period, it is noteworthy the dedication of a generation of doctors, priests, writers and councilors 

to the investigations of the Roman vestiges in Tróia
13
. In this environment where “preserving memories 

(was) fundamental to (perceived) national identities”
14

 a society was founded in 1849 to promote the study of 

this heritage, few years after the foundation of the British Archaeological Association. 

It was the private archaeological society, Sociedade Arqueológica Lusitana, created in Setúbal, sponsored by 

the Duch of Palmela (another neighboring town on the north bank of the river) and having as members many 

notable men from Setúbal, among which were Annibal Alvares da Silva, Sebastião Pedroso Gamitto or Jorge 

Torlades O’Neill. 

It’s secretary was João Carlos de Almeida Carvalho (1817-1897), the councilor of Setúbal, born in this city 

and founder of the local newspaper O Setubalense. Manuel da Gama Xaro (1800-1870), the “first collector 

of antiquities of his time”, as referred to by João Carlos de Almeida Carvalho
15

 was a priest who published 

some of the findings in a journal of the time (Archivo Pittoresco). 

Another founder was Domingos Garcia Peres (1812-1902), a doctor, who also accompanied Hans Christian 

Andersen in his visit to Portugal. He was reported to have found two marble capitals and two stone mills in 

Tróia, in 1849
16

. 

It was the interest and investment of these notable men from Setúbal that promoted the investigations in the 

site of Tróia. Yet, not adequately supported by the institutions from Lisbon and without the financial support 

it needed, the Society only developed 3 campaigns of excavation in 1850; 1850/1851 and 1855/1856. 

Years later, after the archaeological society was extinguished, António Inácio Marques da Costa (1857-

1933), at military service in Setúbal, was interested in the site just across the river. He described the different 

areas of the site and it is thanks to him that we a drawing of of a chi-rho decorating the early Christian 

basilica (fig. 2). He published several articles about the site in the national journal of archaeology (O 

Arqueólogo Português) in 1898, 1929 and 1933, including the first plant of the Roman ruins. He also 

corresponded about Tróia with José Leite de Vasconcelos, the first director of the Portuguese Ethnographic 

Museum in Lisbon, which later became the National Museum of Archaeology
17

.  

Arronches Junqueiro (1868-1940) was another contemporary scholar from Setúbal who was also very 

interested in the findings in Tróia. He collected some artifacts from the site which he published and exhibited 

at Setúbal
18

. 

                                                           
5 (Barreiros, 1561) and (Resende, 1593). 
6 (Abascal and Cebrián 2009). 
7 (Barreiros, 1561). 
8 (João Baptista Lavanha, 1622). 
9 (Félix Lichnowsky, 1844). 
10 (Andersen, 2003). 
11 (Gato, 2010, 7). 
12 (Faria, 1950, 21). 
13 (Martins, 2014, 205). 
14 (Martins, 2013, 32). 
15 (Carvalho, 1968, 66). 
16  (Arquivo de Setúbal 67/25). 
17 Other scholars took part on the investigations of the Roman Ruins of Tróia which were not related to the city of Setúbal, namely 

several directors of the National Museum of Archaeology (Lisbon), but this was not the aim of this brief paper. 
18 (Junqueiro 1900). 
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Yet, the relationship between Tróia and Setúbal can be anticipated by a religious approximation. Since at 

least 1482, according to a document that refers the existence of a hermit in Tróia
19

, a small church exists on 

top of a quadrangular Roman podium very close to the Roman early Christian basilica, which has been dated 

to the end of the 4
th
 c./beginnings of 5

th
 c.

20
, revealing one of the earliest expressions of Christianity in the 

region. To this day there is an annual religious festivity organized by the fishermen of Setúbal in the Roman 

site centered in this church dedicated to Our Lady of the Rosary of Tróia. Every year, on a variable date in 

August, a celebration with several processions is organized, where citizens from Setúbal, mostly fishermen, 

and from the villages next to Tróia (Comporta, Carrasqueira, Carvalhal), honour Our Lady of Tróia seeking 

her protection in the sea.  

This religious celebration that lasts for three days, begins in Setúbal, in the church of São Sebastião, travels 

in procession to Tróia by boat and returns to Setúbal three days later in the same way. 

 

3. The connection nowadays 

In the district of Setúbal there are several museums and other entities that have collections from Tróia, 

namely Museu de Setúbal, Museu de Arqueologia e Etnografia do Distrito de Setúbal, Câmara Municipal de 

Grândola and Museu Municipal de Santiago do Cacém and several households have their own collections of 

recovered materials, as these have been very easy to collect on the shoreline of the Sado river, since there is a 

heacy erosion of Roman vestiges due to the tides. And often fishermen collect Roman amphorae in their 

fishnets. 

Besides the contact of these collections, which keep the surrounding populations in touch with the 

archaeological site, there is an effort to promote this contact in early ages and schools from the district are 

invited to bring their students to visit the Roman Ruins of Tróia. 

Throughout the centuries the site had never been officially opened to the public, so people would simply 

come and wander around the ruins. The enhancement project sponsored by Troia Resort, the touristic 

enterprise owner and responsible for the protection of the ruins at Tróia, installed a visiting circuit which 

nowadays allows a scheduled opening of the site. Since March 2011, the site has had 18168 visitors until 

September 2014. 

In 2014, a small survey was conducted trying to examine the relationship between the surrounding 

population and the Roman Ruins of Tróia. Most of the answers were not from people living in Setúbal (19 

out of 44) which were actually the main target of this enquiry. 

All of those living in Setúbal considered the Roman Ruins of Tróia were important for the region. It is 

noteworthy that when questioned ‘why’, two of the enquired answered “Because it demonstrates a part of the 

history of the city of Setúbal”, while most of them mentioned its touristic importance which is tightly 

connected to the growth of the region in this sector. 

People from Setúbal have been bringing visitors to the site for a long time, as was the case of the O’Neill 

family, back in 1866. In general, people from the surrounding areas, particularly Setúbal, have been 

considering the importance of this site as an attraction of the region. 

Although much effort to promote the Roman Ruins through the media or by activities connecting the 

population to the site has been made, a lot of people from the vicinity are not aware of the existence of such 

ruins in the peninsula of Tróia. Yet the promotion of this archaeological site cannot be done without the 

support of the surrounding population. 

  

4. Conclusions 

As it has been noted there are several connections between the surrounding population and the Roman Ruins 

of Tróia. These can be considered a testimony of an early exploitation of the natural characteristics of the 

region, which was then largely developed in the city of Setúbal in end of the 19
th
 c. /beginning of the 20

th
 c., 

besides still being a place of annual religious devotion for the surrounding population. 

While at least in the beginning of the 19
th
 c., as commented by Carl Israel Ruders

21
, people would sell the 

findings from this archaeological site, nowadays the protection and study of this site is being promoted. 

Besides the excavations, study of materials and other related works, the archaeologists of the team of the 

                                                           
19 (Azevedo, 1987, 259-265). 
20 (Maciel 1996). 
21 « Dentro de alguns miseráveis casebres reconstruídos mostram-nos velhas moedas romanas de prata e cobre, que, de tempos a 

tempos, se encontram na praia. Sem dúvida devem aparecer, com frequência, nestes sítios, conhecedores deste género de coisas, 

porque os seus habitantes sabem vender caro os seus achados.» (Ruders, 1981, 406). 
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Troia Resort guide tours to the site and promote sessions in schools raising awareness for the protection of 

the site.  

Although there has not been financial support from the national institutions, nor is there a strong local 

community, and the site is more frequently visited in the Summer period, we believe that this archaeological 

site can be valuable for the development of the region, not only in terms of tourism but also in scientific 

development and non-formal education, and that the people in the region must be integrated in the protection 

and enhancement of the site. This alliance is important to bring together a population who always embraced 

the Peninsula of Tróia as her own, connecting people with their own past and making sure the site will be 

protected in the future. 

It is the aim of the enhancement project to establish the Roman Ruins of Tróia as a unique space of 

knowledge, cultural use and ultimately of Human Value and this starts by opening doors to its neighbors. 
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Figure 1: The location of the Roman Ruins of Tróia and its surrounding settlements. 

 

Figure 2: Drawing by António Inácio marques da Costa, published in 1933.
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Trade  routes  have  been  the  bloodstream  of  human  existence  in  many  areas  since  the beginning of 

human culture. The area of the Middle East is particularly marked by them. Trade routes played a crucial 

role in this region from the Neolithic, throughout the Bronze and Iron Ages, to the Roman period and the 

Middle Ages, becoming the basis of economy and the main source of prosperity. They were the source of 

strength for many peoples, sometimes becoming also the source of conflict. Ancient trade routes themselves 

along with their environment, traditions and customs are also a major source of intangible heritage. Trade 

routes and their surroundings require special research approach, protection and care, including the 

preservation of traditions and the memory about their unique role. 

 

 

All researchers dealing with the human past know perfectly that in ancient times important inventions, 

religious beliefs and cults, artistic styles, fashions, languages and social customs, as well as certain goods 

and raw materials, were transmitted by people or groups of people moving between different areas, from one 

place to another. In most cases people were moving to conduct business activities. A special role in this 

exchange was reserved for large centers, often of a capital character. These great centers of political power 

and culture never functioned in isolation from each other. Contacts, exchange of ideas and economic links 

have played a significant role, in the Middle East especially, since ancient times. Their footprints in the form 

of caravan routes, shelters, wells, orientation marks, settlements and trading factories are often overlooked 

and not given adequate position in conservation and research programs. These aspects are usually given little 

attention by researchers focused on famous places such as ancient Egyptian cities or Levantine and 

Transjordanian centers with their settlements and cemeteries. Meanwhile, traces of contact between the 

groups or even cross-cultural relations, as well as artefacts found in their context, seem to be an invaluable 

source of knowledge about human development, cultural change and diffusion of technological ideas and 

behaviours. Discussing selected examples of important routes known from ancient sources (e.g. trans-

levantinian Via Maris as well as Kings Highway in Jordan or Horus Way in Egypt) and their role in the 

studies on the Middle Eastern civilizations, we should also notice their conservational context, emphasize 

their value, and develop new research methods and approaches.  

It seems quite obvious that interregional trade contacts played a major role in the cross-cultural, religious, 

and artistic exchange between the most important centers of civilization both in Europe and Asia during the 

early historical and antique periods. Some of these trade routes remained in use for many centuries. It is 

enough to mention that during the first century A.D., merchants, diplomats and travelers could cross the 

known ancient world from Britain and Spain in the west to China and Japan in the east. The trade routes 

which functioned at that time served perfectly to transfer raw materials, foodstuffs, as well as luxury goods 

from areas with surpluses to others where they were in short supply. It was very important that some areas of 

the world had a monopoly on some materials or goods at that time. China, for example, supplied West Asia 

and Mediterranean kingdoms with silk, whereas spices were principally transported from the southern part of 

Asia. These goods were transported over very long distances, by animal caravans or by seagoing ships. This 

transport activity focused along the special Silk and Spice Routes. The mentioned routes were also the main 

arteries of contact between the ancient empires of the Old World. Another important trade route, known from 

the written sources as the Incense Route, was strictly controlled by the Arab tribes. They were supplying 

frankincense and myrrh using camel caravans from South Arabia to the Mediterranean world (see e.g. 

Lindsay 2006; Rawlinson, Hugh 2001). 

Huge centers, mentioned above, lying along these routes grew rich. Their citizens were providing many 

services to merchants while the cities themselves were acting as international marketplaces. Some of them, 

like Palmyra or Petra, located on the edges of the Syrian Desert, developed mainly as centers of support for 

merchant caravans. Their owners and citizens were also organizing trade routes and guaranteeing their 

safety. These well-known cities became cultural and artistic centers, too. This could have happened because 

people of different ethnic and cultural traditions could meet there and exchange opinions and ideas. Some of 
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the trends, especially in art, were very influent and became highly popular. Such a situation may be 

observed,  for  example,  with  regard  to  sculptural  styles  clearly  visible  over  vast  area influenced by 

Hellenistic art, popularized by the Romans. 

Some luxury goods were available only on the areas with specific climate conditions. Frankincense and 

myrrh, highly prized fragrances in antiquity, could only be obtained from trees growing  in  the southern part  

of Arabia,  Ethiopia,  and  Somalia.  This  is  why  Arab merchants brought  these goods to  Roman towns by 

means of camel caravans along the Incense Route. The Incense Route originally started at Shabwah in 

kingdom of South Arabia, and ended at Gaza - a sea port north of the Sinai Peninsula on the Mediterranean 

Sea coast. This two methods of transportation -  the camel caravan routes across the deserts of Arabia and the 

ports along the coast of South Arabia, became a part of a powerful trade network. It covered most of the 

region which Greco-Roman geographers of thas time referred to as Arabia Felix. Arabian merchants were 

also using the Incense Route to transport spices, gold, ivory, pearls, precious stones as well as textiles. All 

those goods arrived at local ports from distant areas of Africa, India, and the Far East. The ancient 

geographer Strabo described the very busy desert routes comparing them to military activities. The Incense 

Route was also described by Pliny the Elder who noticed that the way led about 100 miles inland from the 

Red Sea coast. According to his account the route consisted of sixty-five stages adjusted to the daily  

distance that  camels  could  cover.  Such a distribution of route  phases  brought numerous benefits both for 

the Nabataeans and for South Arabian tribes. Their cities and trade factories were  flourishing,  even  if they 

did  not  benefit  directly  from goods which were obviously destined for other lands lying beyond the 

Arabian Peninsula (O'Leary, De Lacy 2001; Machowski 2007). 

One of the oldest known and described by many sources trade routes of the Middle East  seems  to  be  the  

Way  of  Horus.  Studies  on  its  course  and  functioning  have  been conducted continuously,  and the road  

itself  became  an issue of intensive dispute among Egyptologists (Oren 1982, 1987). It is more than likely 

that the trade route running from the Nile  Delta,  the  Sinai  Peninsula  and  the  Levantine  coast  of  the  

Mediterranean  Sea  to Damascus, and further combined with others trails and roads, was in use at least from 

the Bronze Age. It seems very probable that the Way of Horus was the most important route linking Egypt 

with the northern empires of Syria, Anatolia and Mesopotamia. A significant problem is related with the 

identification of this road in its western parts with a military route called "The Great Horus Route". This 

soldiers' road was depicted in the battle relief of King Seti I located in the Karnak Temple. According to this 

source, there were 12 fortresses and military compounds on the way. However, archaeologists have 

discovered only 4 fortresses thus far - two at Qantrah Sharq (Eastern Qantarah) at Tell Habouh and Tell Al-

Borg; the third in Bir Al-Abd; the fourth in the Kharoub area near Al-Arish. The largest one was found at 

Tell Habouh which had previously been the old Pharaonic Fortress of Tharou, probably the first to have been 

built on the great military route. The fortress consists of a station prepared for the Egyptian army, the 

barracks of the soldiers and the houses of the officers as well as the stable. There also was an economically 

active group in the same area, suggesting that it played a significant commercial function. The site was also 

probably a customs zone where taxes were  collected  before  the goods could  reach  the  Nile Delta.  The  

most  significant discoveries  were  made  by  American  scientists  in  Tell  el-Borg  (see  e.g.  Gardiner  

1920; Hoffmeier 2011). It was a collection of blue-coloured pottery dating back to the 18th Dynasty. The 

discovered jars which date back to the so-called Amarna period, indicate that strong economic relations must 

have linked Upper Egypt with the Tharou area. Jars of this type were at that time famous as containers for 

exporting the best wine. This seems to be an indication that this area had been a resting station for caravans 

transporting commercial goods. It is important to notice that among the discoveries in Tell el-Borg was a 

cemetery containing rectangular graves built of mud-bricks. The graves were filled with pottery imported 

from Palestine, Syria and Cyprus, which is indicative of serious commercial relations between Egypt and 

Ancient Near-Eastern areas. Therefore, it is very probable that the Horus route was both a military and 

commercial route, and of a very old tradition. Numerous discoveries as well as the route itself indicate that 

there had been a long-term commercial exchange between Egypt and the Mediterranean cities. 

The later route, called The Way of the Sea, seems to be better explored. It was the principal coastal road and 

the one most often chosen by people traveling between Mesopotamia and Egypt (Johnston  2005; ). The 

reasons for this situation were simple - it was close to water, food, and towns, and avoided the highlands. It 

is worth mentioning that the control over the Way of the Sea was not in one hand. Various groups controlled 

the road trough time. At first it fell under the influence of the Egyptian monarchy (and was probably called 

the Way of Horus in ancient sources), then under the Philistine power (called the Way of the Land of the 

Philistines in the Bible), and finally under the Roman empire (who called it Via Maris). There were probably 

three main sites of strategic importance along the Way of the Sea: Gezer in the southern part of the road in 
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the area contested by the Egyptians and later the Philistines; Megiddo in the central section, probably 

protecting the fertile Jezreel Valley, and Hazor in the northern part, where the road forked in the direction of 

the Phoenician cities in the northwest and to the northeast, toward Damascus (Dorsey 1991). 

No doubt, one of the most famous Middle Eastern roads seems to be The King’s Highway. It was a trade 

route of crucial importance for the ancient Middle East. It started in Egypt, and then the road continued 

across the Sinai Peninsula to the city and harbor of Aqaba. From this place it turned northward crossing the 

Jordan river, leading to Damascus and the river Euphrates. The origins of the road's name remain unclear. 

However, the term appears often in historical records - the meaning might have originally been very simple, 

like "royal road" or just a "principal route", with no relation to particular king or monarchy (Machowski 

2007). The trade activity which was organized along the King's Highway was very important for a large 

number of ancient states. Edom, Moab, Ammon, and many other Aramaic polities  

relied  to  a  large  extent  on  the  King's  Highway  for  trade  and  commercial  operations. Describing  this 

road  we  have to  mention  several important  centers:  beginning  from the Egyptian city of Heliopolis, 

Clysma (modern Suez), Egyptian forts of Nekhl and Themed in the Sinai desert and further, already outside 

Egypt - Eilat and Aqaba. From there the Highway turned northward through the Wadi Arabah, passing Petra 

and Ma'an, going to Udruh, Sela, and Shaubak. It passed also through Kerak and the ancient land of Moab to 

Madaba, Rabbah Ammon/Philadelphia (modern capital of Jordan - Amman), Gerasa, Bosra, Damascus, and 

Tadmor. It ended at Resafa on the upper Euphrates. The history of the King's Highway was also connected 

with many wars and conflicts e.g. between the Israelites and the kingdoms of the trans-Jordanian highlands 

during the period of the Kingdom of Israel (and its sister- kingdom, the Kingdom of Judah). Many of those 

conflicts were probably at least in part fought for the control of the route. The archeological works which are 

just starting in the area of Sela site and micro-region (southern Jordan) may throw some light on this issue in 

the next few  years.  During  the  Nabatean  period,  the  importance  of  this  road  was  even  higher. 

Nabataean  merchants  and  travelers  were  using  it  to  transport  luxury  goods  such  as frankincense and 

spices from southern Arabia (Zayadine 1990). During the Roman period, the King's Highway was rebuilt and 

modernized by emperor Trajan and got a new name - Via Traiana Nova. The Romans included the King’s 

Highway into their imperial road system, using it especially as a way of transport through the Arab deserts 

(Bowersock 1983). The road was so important that it remained operational even when the area was traded off 

between Byzantines,  Arabs,  Persians,  and  Muslims  during  the  first  seven  centuries  of  the  1
st
 

millennium AD. In later times the King's Highway was also used as an important pilgrimage route for 

Christians travelers, as it passed numerous places important in Christianity, such as Mount Nebo and al-

Maghtas (called "the Baptism Site") on the Jordan River. On the other hand, Muslims used this route as the 

main Hajj road to Mecca until the Ottoman Turks built the new one - Tariq al-Bint in the early 16th century, 

developing an alternate route tradition. In the beginning of the 2nd  millennium the crusaders fortified the 

highway. Their beautiful castles are still the landmarks of the modern Jordanian landscape. Today, the old 

route is called Tariq es-Sultani (Way of the Sultan). Contemporary traffic uses new, desert highways. 

Numerous research works in different locations of these trade routes are in progress and many teams from 

around the world are currently examining the remains of archaeological monuments and conducting 

preservation activities, especially in large, famous centers (e.g. excavation in the Nile Delta - see Chłodnicki, 

Ciałowicz, Mączyńska 2012; excavations at Tel Erani  in  Israel  -  see  Dębowska-Ludwin,  Rosińska-Balik,  

Czarnowicz,  Ochał-Czarnowicz 2014). 

However,  the  lack  of  an  overall  discussion  and  consistent  frameworks  for  these policies, instrumental 

in carrying out coordinated action, is noticeable. As we may see from this brief presentation, trade routes of 

the Middle East are an invaluable source of knowledge about the past of this region, whose development was 

strongly associated with trade and owed much to the contacts between various groups living there over 

centuries. 

Elements of these phenomena make up a huge part of the heritage of both material and immaterial nature 

which should be protected for future generations. We have to remember that ancient road builders and users 

left traces along all the routes, from the Bronze Age settlements, dolmens, Iron Age fortresses to the Roman 

milestones and  crusader castles and watchtowers. Even today small villages of the modern states of Egypt, 

Jordan, Israel, Syria or Turkey mark their path. 

Questions  about  research,  conservation and  use  of  trade routes  as an  element  of development  and 

regional promotion, remain  very important  issue. In today's world,  the Middle East and North Africa are 

obviously regions ridden with problems. There is a constant set of political and social risks, religious clashes, 

civil unrests and conflicts between particular countries. They significantly affect scientific research and 

development of tourism, and of course pose a direct threat to monuments and other elements of material and 
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non-material heritage. On the other hand, the technological development and general civilizational progress 

is beneficial for heritage protection, but to be honest, this applies mainly to large, famous centers. At the 

same time smaller sites, routes itself but also caravan stops, orientation marks etc.  are  often  destroyed  and  

forgotten.  Unfortunately  also  the  landscape  itself,  which constitutes an important element of the whole 

system and should contribute to both research and promotion, undergoes slow degradation. Especially in the 

current, unstable situation, the need for a professional (and accepted by both scientists and conservators) 

system of analysis and protection of trade routes in the Middle East, is clearly noticeable. It should include 

the following elements:  

 

Research methods 

- archaeological analysis, encompassing not only particular sites located on the roads but also the traces of 

roads itself, stops and rest areas, water sources, orientation marks etc. 

- conservation analysis including climatic and other factors influencing the preservation and conservation of 

the objects 

- landscape analysis which should help to determine the precise courses, rest areas, landmarks etc. 

- ethnographic   analysis   determining   the   traditions   and   methods   of   traveling, transportation (which 

are very often in use till today) and their counterparts in the past 

- environmental analysis  determining  the  floral and  faunal picture of the  region  in ancient times, the 

presence of watercourses, water resources as well as climate or vegetation 

- analysis of written sources describing the role of trade routes, methods of their use and products which 

were transported, etc. 

- analysis of art  masterpieces (e.g. paintings), in which elements related with trade activities, routes, 

caravans etc. are depicted 

 

Protection methods 

- protection of the original urban systems, containing objects related with trade routes and commercial 

activities 

- conservation of less attractive but important elements of trade routes and traditions such as orientation 

marks, rest stations, caravan stops etc. 

- special care - including conservation treatment - for buildings especially related to trade (often still in use) 

and travel traditions such as marketplaces, storerooms etc. 

- training programs for new teams of researchers and conservators, who in future may proceed large projects 

related with research, conservation and revitalization of routes, historical centers and other objects 

 

Elements related to the trade routes, possible to use in the protection and dissemination of knowledge 

activities, promotion of the regions and economic development  

- preparing tourist trails - hiking, biking, sightseeing as well as more advanced tourist programs 

- educational programs, incorporating and activating local communities 

- development of traditional crafts, reconstruction of techniques and products 

- increasing the awareness of local communities - particularly difficult to achieve in the Middle Eastern, 

especially in the current political situation, but absolutely necessary 

- activity of landscape architects leading to revitalization of particular areas and sites, designing educational 

and environmental trails, bicycle and hiking routes etc. 

- construction of viewing points, rest platforms etc. 

It should be absolutely clear for all of us that trade routes were the communication links of the ancient world. 

All new inventions, elements of cults and beliefs, architectonic and artistic styles, languages, and social 

customs, as well as many goods and raw materials, were carried by people moving between countries on 

business or looking for new products. The educational development of local Middle Eastern communities 

must become a crucial element of future research projects. People living in the vicinity of trade routes should 

realize the value of their cultural achievements, traditions, crafts and feel the need to care and positively use 

this unique heritage of mankind. 
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Abstract 

The archaeological site of Petra, located in the southern part of Jordan, is an internationally renowned 

cultural heritage and was inscribed as a UNESCO World Cultural Heritage Site in 1985. The site is also 

important to Jordan as a tourist attraction, attracting approximately 750,000 tourists each year. However, 

there is no museum within or around the archaeological site of Petra aside from an extremely small-scale 

exhibition facility pretending to be a museum on the west side of Qasr al-Bint. For that reason, there is a 

need and strong demand for a new museum facility for the appropriate preservation and exhibition of 

precious objects excavated or discovered in the archaeological site of Petra, while also promoting a better 

understanding of the site as cultural heritage and providing a point that will attract visitors to the Petra 

region. To avoid concerns about scenery and the actual historical site, since this site is located within the 

proposed Buffer Zone of Petra immediately outside the boundary line of the Petra Archaeological Park. 

Therefore, an Initial Heritage Impact Assessment was implemented prior to deciding on this project.  

The value of cultural heritage as tourist attractions has been increasing progressively in recent years, and 

there is renewed recognition of the need for continuous development, yet at the same time the appropriate 

protection and application of cultural heritage is also extremely important. From this perspective, too, the 

implementation of an Initial Heritage Impact Assessment is both necessary and essential prior to reaching a 

decision on the Petra museum construction project. 

To determine impacts, we conducted the survey in order to clarify the specified scenery-related problems and 

the impact that the planned construction site could have on the historical site. The following three survey 

objectives were established in order to achieve the purpose of this survey. 

(a) To specify impact on the proposed site for construction of the museum regarding focusing on the 

specified scenery-related problems and the impact on the historical site. 

(b) To specify causes of negative impact if impact is deemed likely to occur. 

(c) To propose a mitigation plan for reduction of negative impact if deemed likely to occur.  

We conducted the archaeological heritage survey and the landscape survey. As a result, to construct the 

museum in proposed area, it is evaluated and identified that there is no or limited impact on the landscape, 

vicinal cultural heritage, and the Outstanding Universal Value of Petra.  

In this paper, we will examine a heritage impact assessment, new tool for cultural heritage management 

methodology, with a case of construction of Petra Museum. Our assessment did not only mitigate negative 

impact by human-made new construction, but harmonized and even enhanced cultural significance, 

especially the Outstanding Universal Value of Petra. With using several international decisions’ idea and 

guidelines, we assessed the impact with flexible ideas and visual images. We will recommend not only 

mitigate impact on archaeological heritage, landscape, and the Outstanding Universal Value, but also 

encourage protection and understanding of cultural heritage in the site .It is expected that the results of this 

Assessment will contribute to the major goal of ensuring continuous development as well as appropriate 

protection and application of this cultural heritage.  

 

Keywords: Petra; Museum; Initial Heritage Impact Assessment; World Heritage; Sustainable Development 
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1. Introduction 

The archaeological site of Petra, located in the southern part of Jordan, is an internationally renowned 

cultural heritage and was inscribed as a UNESCO World Cultural Heritage Site in 1985. The site is also 

important to Jordan as a tourist attraction, attracting approximately 750,000 tourists each year. However, 

there is no museum within or around the archaeological site of Petra aside from an extremely small-scale 

exhibition facility pretending to be a museum on the west side of Qasr al-Bint. For that reason, there is a 

need and strong demand for a new museum facility for the appropriate preservation and exhibition of 

precious objects excavated or discovered in the archaeological site of Petra, while also promoting a better 

understanding of the site as cultural heritage and providing a point that will attract visitors to the Petra 

region. As a result of discussions between the Japan International Cooperation Agency (hereinafter referred 

to as “JICA”) and the Jordanian Government and Jordan’s Petra Development and Tourism Region 

Authority (hereinafter referred to as “PDTRA”), a plot of land adjacent to the existing Visitor Centre 

(hereinafter referred to as “VC”) at the entrance to the archaeological site of Petra has been agreed on as the 

primary candidate site for construction of a museum. To avoid concerns about scenery and the actual 

historical site, since this site is located within the proposed Buffer Zone of Petra immediately outside the 

boundary line of the Petra Archaeological Park. Therefore, an Initial Heritage Impact Assessment was 

implemented prior to deciding on this project.  

Before conducting the survey, we examined some UNESCO discussions referring to heritage impact 

assessments, several heritage impact assessment guidelines including ICOMOS’s ‘Guidance on Heritage 

Impact Assessments for Cultural World Heritage Properties’ in 2011, and some heritage impact assessment 

cases. At the point of the survey, we take a position that the survey area is outside of the World Heritage site, 

although the area possibly will be include in the buffer zone. For this reason, we understand our survey is 

pre-heritage impact assessment, so we named the survey as “initial” heritage impact assessment.  

The value of cultural heritage as tourist attractions has been increasing progressively in recent years, and 

there is renewed recognition of the need for continuous development, yet at the same time the appropriate 

protection and application of cultural heritage is also extremely important. From this perspective, too, the 

implementation of an Initial Heritage Impact Assessment is both necessary and essential prior to reaching a 

decision on the Petra museum construction project. 

To determine impacts, the authors who were asked by JICA to provide the technical advice, conducted the 

survey in order to clarify the specified scenery-related problems and the impact that the planned construction 

site could have on the historical site in September of 2014.  

 

2. Development Plan (Construction Plan)   
It is assumed that this museum will be a 2-story building with a total floor space of around 2,300m

2 
as of the 

survey conducted time. However, it is possible that these items will change significantly in accordance with 

future exhibition, construction and design plans. It is assumed that the planned construction site for the 

museum will be adjacent to the VC within the proposed Buffer Zone of the World Heritage Site of Petra, to 

the east of the boundary line of Petra Archaeological Park. The Jordanian side is currently making final 

adjustments in discussions regarding the proposed Buffer Zone of the World Heritage Site of Petra, and land 

use inside the Buffer Zone. According to the current draft, the proposed museum site set to be located within 

the proposed Buffer Zone and is classified as a “Special Area for Enhancement and management of PAP.” 

For this reason, there is no problem with construction of a museum on the land (fig. 1) . 

 

3. Survey Outline 

The purpose of this survey is to conduct an Initial Heritage Impact Assessment in order to clarify the 

specified scenery-related problems and the impact that the planned construction site could have on the 

historical site. The following three survey objectives were established in order to achieve the purpose of this 

survey.   

(a) To specify impact on the proposed site for construction of the museum regarding focusing on the 

specified scenery-related problems and the impact on the historical site.   

(b) To specify causes of negative impact if impact is deemed likely to occur.   

(c) To propose a mitigation plan for reduction of negative impact if deemed likely to occur. 

For achieving these purposes, we conducted archaeological heritage survey and landscape survey. 
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4. Archaeological Heritage Survey 

The planned construction site of the Petra Museum is located outside the boundary line of Petra 

Archaeological Park. Unlike potential impact on scenery, the existence of archaeological remains on the 

planned construction site of the Petra Museum will not have any direct impact on the Outstanding Universal 

Value (hereinafter referred to as “OUV”) of the World Heritage Site of Petra. However, since the planned 

construction site is next to the boundary line of the site and will be included in the proposed Buffer Zone, an 

archaeological heritage survey was conducted in order to clarify the potential impact on cultural heritage, 

and archaeological heritage in particular, in the planned construction site.  

The scope of the archaeological heritage survey was established as covering the sloping land extended 

approximately 500 m east and west from the slightly elevated ground approximately 300m north of the 

planned construction site, and this area was deemed to require coverage after considering the archaeological 

and geographical environment. A field survey was conducted in the area around the planned construction 

site, land where remains and objects are scattered was marked on a map, and numbers together with remains’ 

classification, latitude, longitude, altitude, structure, and characteristics, etc. were recorded. Latitude, 

longitude and altitude were measured using handy-type GPS devices, including measurement error of several 

meters. The archaeological trial excavation of the planned construction site established five 2m x 2m pits for 

trial excavation within the planned construction site, and attempted to confirm the presence or absence of 

remains, objects and fragments. 

From the survey of the surrounding area, looking at the surrounding historical structural remains, aside from 

kiln remains and scattered earthenware fragments located on the top of a deep sedimentary layer, all of the 

structural remains are either remains constructed under the bedrock or remains comprising stones 

immediately on top of the bedrock. The bedrock is excellent and the remains that are highly likely to be 

found on the planned construction site are underground tombs and water supply system. The planned 

construction site is close to the bottom of a valley and has low elevation, so it is unlikely that cisterns will be 

found. Regarding the finding from the trial excavation. despite the fact that the proposed for the museum 

location is situated in an area rich with archaeological remains which destroyed by urban expansion water 

channels the area was obviously of agricultural use in the ancient period and results of the archaeological 

survey and excavations clearly demonstrate that the area lacks any archaeological remains. No architectural 

nor pottery shreds were found (fig. 2). 

At the end, from the perspective of the OUV, when Petra was inscribed as a World Heritage Site, it was 

deemed as conforming to the three criteria (i), (iii) and (iv). Even if there is a review of the value of the 

World Heritage Site of Petra, the planned museum construction site is located in the proposed Buffer Zone of 

Petra, so it is thought that there will be no or very limited impact of any kind on the value of Petra as a World 

Heritage Site. In addition, as a mitigation measurements for reduction of negative impact on archaeological 

heritage, the structural remains that are happened to be found on the planned construction site are 

underground tombs and water supply system. Even taking into consideration the scale of structural remains 

in the surrounding area, these underground tombs and water supply system will not exceed several meters 

squared, so remains may be preserved in their original position by changing the infrastructure of the building 

even if structural remains are detected during construction. It is desirable to plan to mitigate impact on 

archaeological heritage by planning exhibition of the actual preserved structural remains, etc. 

 

5. Landscape Survey 

The general purpose of a scenery-related environmental assessment is to assess whether or not a building 

constructed in a natural environment already accommodating specified buildings would cause further harm 

to the scenery of the region. This is referred to as a “Preventive Environmental Assessment.” However, with 

regards to natural scenery when planning construction buildings, etc. in a natural environment, not only must 

destruction of the environment be prevented, but it is also essential that the greatest effort possible be made 

to create an environment that is superior to the present environment. This is referred to as a “Creative 

Environmental Assessment.” Therefore, the purpose of the Scenery Survey is, after understanding the natural 

environment of Petra, to avoid causing damage to this natural environment with newly constructed buildings 

and at the same time to build a museum that improves on the present scenery.  

The scope of the survey with simulation of environmental assessments, combining 3D models of blueprints 

on photographs of the local area, covers the foreground within approximately 200 m from the planned 

construction site and the middle distance within approximately 1km. In the field survey, the site and its 

surrounding area were photographed (with photographed sites recorded using a GPS logger), buildings and 

arbor in the area around the site were measured (using laser rangefinders), and photographs were also taken 
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for use as textures on blueprints. Aside from materials collected in the field survey, some materials from a 

visit to Petra in September 2012 are also used, and blueprints (design instructions, plans and CAD 

perspective drawings) have been drawn up for a museum design that is appropriate for the local scenery. In 

addition, scenery assessments are conducted with simulations combining blueprints of CAD perspective 

drawings on photographs of the local area taken from various foreground and middle distance perspectives. 

Four museum blueprints were drawn up taking into consideration the environment of this proposed Buffer 

Zone of the World Heritage Site of Petra. Field surveys were also conducted with photographs of the current 

situation around the site taken from 13 important perspectives (some of which were combined as panoramas) 

between approximately 30m and 800m from the outer wall surface of the blueprints. CAD perspective 

drawings from 13 perspectives were also created for each of the four museum blueprints, with environmental 

compatibility and creativity considered through a total of 92 composite photographs. The following ten items 

are put forth as items to be given consideration when construction a museum in Petra. Consideration must be 

given to the following items both in Preventive and Creative Environmental Assessments, and each 

consideration was reflected to the blueprints. (a) Stone (use of local stone materials and traditional stone 

stacking construction methods) (b) Raising Trees and Plants (growing new flowers and arbour, and 

protecting existing arbour) (c) Design of External Appearance to Blend in with Natural Scenery of the 

Region (d) Water (e) Reference form Symbolizing the Culture of Petra (f) How Petra Museum Ought to 

Look (g) Courtyard as a Pleasure Garden (h) Arrangement Plan (i) Cultural Exchange between Japan and 

Jordan (j) Consideration of Commercial Activities (fig. 3).    

The results of the simulation show that in terms of a Preventive Environmental Assessment it is difficult to 

say that the present scenery would be harmed, and it can be said that if the relevant items are taken into 

consideration when carrying out construction, any negative impact on the scenery would be extremely small. 

Furthermore, in terms of the Creative Environmental Assessment, there is potential for Petra’s natural 

scenery to be presented in a more appealing manner with use as a cultural monument, so a positive impact on 

the scenery can be expected. It may seem very likely that the construction of a site museum in a scale and 

design proposed above would more or less affect the landscape of Wadi Musa as a proposed buffer zone. It 

can be, however, said that no one would consider such an impact to be totally negative, if any option would 

be taken, against all aspects of OUV including the integrity and authenticity, the requirement of protection 

and management, as well as the justification of three applied criteria, (i), (iii) and (iv), none of which does 

not concern with a less scale modification of the landscape which lie outside the property area as a whole.    

 

6. Conclusions 

This assessment was an opportunity for both a cooperation agency and cultural heritage specialists to 

consider and propose the effective and appropriate international cooperation in cultural heritage through new 

challenging task. Also, this is a chance for archaeology to get involved in to cultural heritage protection and 

presentation. In terms of the views of necessity of sustainable development and enforcing a value to cultural 

heritage as tourism resources, the implementation of the assessment was essential before designing the 

museum. It is expected that the results of this assessment will contribute to the major goal of ensuring 

continuous development as well as appropriate protection and application of this cultural heritage.  
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Figure 1: The construction site. 

 

Figure 2: Distribution map of the structural remains. 
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Figure 3: An example of the simulations combining four blueprints of CAD perspective drawings on 

photographs of the local area taken from about 90m to the museum, from the roof floor of Petra Moon Hotel 

on the east side of the site.

Blueprint 3: Single-story building with standardized walls. 

 

Blueprint 4: Single-story building with complex curved walls. 

 

Blueprint 1: Partly two-story building with walls referencing tomb 

elevations. 

 

Blueprint 2: Partly two-story building with simple curved walls. 
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Abstract 

This paper focuses on the process of listing 20th century military landscapes by discussing different 

scenarios and their consequences. Governmental heritage authorities’ interest is ambiguous and their 

interpretation of landscape values differs from the local authorities. Should military landscapes be defined 

differently? A new method for the interpretation of military landscapes affected by modern industrialised 

warfare, so-called conflict landscapes, will provide new insights into the matter and lead to a better process 

for preserving areas and military objects. 
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Introduction 

Northern Norway, especially Troms county, became strategically and militarily important during the second 

half of the 20th century (Gjeseth, 2013). The military use of the area has created a landscape of many values. 

It is something of a palimpsest, with material evidence from World War II (WWII) occupation, the Cold War 

period and traces of fifty years of military exercises by NATO forces. The Cold War installations are now 

closed and the landscape is currently in a transformational process where all physical remains play an 

important role, which gives the landscape an ambiguous status of meaning. Most of the defensive 

installations are well preserved, but neither the objects nor the landscape are protected by law. In the past, 

similar historical military landscapes have been left to deteriorate in natural decay. We will discuss the 

decision making process required to document, protect, maintain and manage these military landscapes to be 

able to communicate its history to future generations. 

There are several stakeholders involved, private and business landowners such as Statskog (SK), local 

authorities such as the County Council of Troms (FK) and several municipalities and governmental 

authorities, such as the Norwegian Defence Estates Agency (NDEA) and the Directorate for Cultural 

Heritage (RA)
1
. They have different views concerning the value and interpretation of natural and military 

landscapes, its ownership, the legal responsibilities and the costs of maintenance. 

There is, however, another value that has not been discussed extensively during the listing process; the 

identity of the landscape and its significance for the inhabitants. It is important to understand the intrinsic 

meaning of the landscape and evaluate the consequences of any action. The main focus of the discussions 

must be how to evaluate a landscape in transition. 

 

Historical background for the Lyngen- and Frøy defence line 

At a latitude of 70°N the width of Norway is very small, circa 55km, from the area where the Finnish and 

Swedish borders meet in the east to the Lyngen fjord in the west (figg. 1, 2). This is an arctic area consisting 

of deep fjords and valleys with some spectacular mountain scenery. The region forms a natural barrier 

against the north and east, and creates an optimal defence line. The area was strategically important during 

the retreat of the German occupation forces at the end of WWII. During the Cold War period it was 

considered a tactical area, where a potential Soviet invasion could be stopped. Northern Norway has never 

been a region of any military importance (Gjeseth 2013). This changed at the end of the 19th century due to 

the construction of the Kiruna-Narvik railroad line (1898-1902) linking ore mines in North-Sweden to the 

ice-free harbour of Narvik in Norway. The region became one of strategic importance, and there was some 

military activity. Two defence lines were constructed here, only forty-five years apart, the Lyngen defence 

line during WWII, and the Frøy defence line during the Cold War period. 

                                                           
1 Statskog is a State-owned Enterprise, Norway’s largest landowner, that manages 61,000 km2 public land. 
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In 1944, the German’s northerly front against the Soviet Union, the Litza front near Murmansk, collapsed, 

and 200,000 German soldiers withdrew from Finland into Norway. The German 6th Mountain Division built 

a defence line from the Swedish/Finnish border along the mountain to the town of Skibotn in the Lyngen 

fjord at the Atlantic Ocean to ensure the German withdrawal and delay a potential Soviet advance. The 

fortifications were constructed using a standard type, not built of concrete, a scarce material at that period of 

time, but in timber and with the use of local stone, slate, and corrugated iron plates (figg. 3, 4). 

Soviet prisoners of war were forced to carry out the construction work, and several concentration camps 

were established along this defence line. Germans officers claimed to have had some 10,000 prisoners at 

their disposal. The hard climate and brutal working conditions caused high losses among the POWs. 

The Lyngen defence line was left as it stood at the end of the war and because of the cold and dry climate 

many of the military complexes are fairly well preserved
2
. Local and governmental stakeholders have no 

plans to remove the remaining sections and at the same time there are no specific plans to protect them as an 

entity with tangible cultural heritage values. 

When Norway became a member of the NATO military alliance in 1949, northern Norway turned out to be 

strategically significant for NATO’s forward defence, especially as a military airbase near the Russian border 

and a tactical north flank (Dalmo, 2013). Due to the heavy militarisation of the Kola Peninsula in the Soviet 

Union at the end of the 1970s, the Lyngen region was strategically reconsidered as an area from which to 

defend the country. This resulted in a new defence line, named Frøy (1981-1996), located in the same area as 

the Lyngen defence line, with over three hundred infantry installations. This Frøy defence line is an old 

fashioned “tactic defence line”, built in a period where “mobile defence” was regarded as having greater 

military impact. 

 

The process of listing military complexes and landscape 

The local authorities consider military complexes as an entity and therefore want to protect all such remains, 

including the landscape. The governmental authorities, on the other hand, propose preserving a handful of 

objects that will represent only the main types of military installations, without the landscape. These 

opposing approaches show the ambiguity of a military landscape and the different values and interpretations 

of the natural versus the military landscape, and they have consequences for the legal protection, goals and 

expectations of the stakeholders involved. 

The end of the Cold War period resulted in a comprehensive restructuring of the Norwegian defence 

strategy. The Frøy line was closed in 2006, because it was no longer believed to be of use, and the process of 

returning the land to its original owners started. The Ministry of Defence owns the Cold War complexes of 

the Frøy line, but the land they stand on is privately owned. 

An assessment process to list some objects from the Frøy defence line was started by the NDEA in 2008. 

Their designation is partly based on general cultural heritage guidelines, and partly on their geographical 

position, so as to facilitate public access. The selected objects consist of a commando bunker, two shelters, 

two machinegun bunkers and nine blasting chambers. Neither the landscape nor objects from the Lyngen line 

are considered in this selection. 

This selection represents the last generation of static infantry fortifications, and has great significance and 

cultural value, not only regionally but also nationally and internationally. The local authorities agree, but 

would like to see the landscape is included in the selection, and all military traces from seventy years of 

military activity. 

In one paradox, the local population would like to take care of the landscape, but at the same time most 

landowners do not want to take responsibility for the military objects and demand their destruction. The local 

population feels that with such destruction the natural landscape will be violated for the third time: first the 

militarisation by the German occupation forces, then by the Norwegian army during the Cold War period and 

currently by the demilitarization efforts of the NDEA. The collective history of the local inhabitants would 

be erased if these complexes are destroyed. 

 

 

Possible scenarios for taking care of a military landscape 

The current discussion among the stakeholders is about whether and/or how to add the military landscape to 

the objects already proposed. Its geographical location and the economic and legal consequences have been 

                                                           
2 Currently the location of the remains is being mapped and an inventory will be made within the project “War memory landscape 

1940-1995”by Troms County Council. 
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disputed, and in the cultural assessment, landscape understanding and the relationship between landscape and 

cultural heritage were barely addressed. 

Five scenarios for preserving the military landscape and its values are proposed in this paper, for a broader 

and more efficient listing procedure. The scenarios are ranked by decreasing level of preservation, from 

complete safeguard (I) to total destruction (V): 

 

I. Listing a military landscape with the military complexes by applying the Cultural Heritage Act. 

II. Listing a selection of military objects and their immediate surroundings by applying the Cultural Heritage 

Act. 

III. Regulating a military landscape with a substantial part of the military complexes by the Planning and 

Building Act. 

IV. Defining a military landscape as historically significant and applying rules and procedures for 

management and maintenance. 

V. Documentation of the history of the military complexes before total destruction. 

 

The various understanding of the stakeholders, or even a lack of understanding for the concept of a military 

landscape is summarised in a table (fig. 5). When a stakeholder supports a scenario it will be marked with 

yes (Y), and a no (N) when they disagree with the proposed scenario. 

 

Conflict landscape: a new interpretation of the landscape 

A contradiction is evident in the way the local and governmental authorities interpret the military landscape 

through, respectively, an emotional relationship that determines the identity of the local inhabitants and an 

instrumental relationship that is used as a means to achieve various goals, such as the provision of military 

targets. 

Another problem is the lack of interest in landscapes and material culture associated with war, occupation 

and military training, and especially in 20th century warfare, shown by cultural authorities. As a result, 

thinking and theorising about the concept of landscape as connected with modern warfare is often neglected, 

to the advantage of landscapes connected with rural or urban medieval and prehistoric activities such as 

farming, trade, industry etc. 

Since the 1990s, the NDEA has been in charge of the process of sealing off military complexes and 

landscapes. A new listing category was needed, in addition to the two categories already in use by the 

Directorate for Cultural Heritage: Grade I and II. The new NDEA category, “military historical landscape”, 

makes it possible to grade the values of military landscapes. The category does not have legal status, under 

the Cultural Heritage Act, but it is a clause that has consequences for the securing and future management of 

sites. Having been in use for over twenty years now, it has proved to be a problematic definition, as it can 

easily be misinterpreted. Both the NDEA and the Directorate of Cultural Heritage recognise this inherent 

weakness (figg. 6, 7). 

There is another criteria for the assessment of military landscapes. It considers all areas where war or 

military activity has taken place in general, and does not differ between warfare in, for example, the 12th or 

the 20th century
3
. Modern industrialised warfare is, however, both qualitatively and quantitatively different 

from earlier types of warfare. Over the last 10 to 15 years, a new field of study dealing with landscapes 

affected by modern industrialised warfare, so called ‘conflict landscapes’, has emerged. It encompasses 

different disciplines including archaeology, architecture, geography and history. Twentieth century warfare 

transforms landscapes in different ways than did earlier conflicts. “The character of modern technological 

warfare is such that it simultaneously creates and destroys more than any previous kind of conflict” 

(Saunders 2004). A consequence of this is that the transformation of the landscape, and the relationship 

between landscape and the military material culture, must be seen and treated in another way. 

Conflict landscapes are not limited to battle zones or the front lines, but include landscapes that have been 

transformed and changed in relation to wars located far away (Saunders, 2010). For instance, in the 1950s 

the Norwegian army started to build bunkers in the valley of Skibotn due to the Korean War, a war that was, 

seen from a Norwegian point of view, fought on the other side of the world. 

                                                           
3 For more information see, Bull, N., D. Panton, et al. (2000). "Vimy declaration for the conservation of battlefield terrain." Retrieved 

27 july 2014, 2014, from http://www.veterans.gc.ca/eng/remembrance/memorials/overseas/first-worldwar/ 

france/vimy/declaration. 
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Landscapes used for preparing and training for modern warfare may also be characterised as conflict 

landscapes. In the Lyngen area military training during the Cold War has left hundreds of different traces. 

The area was also restricted in an intangible way, with places not permitted to the local population and areas 

where taking photos was forbidden. 

Modern industrialised warfare may be characterised as more total and global than earlier forms of war 

(Hobson 2005). It affects people far from the front lines, and it involves the population in the war effort in a 

way unknown in earlier times. The totality and the transformative power of modern war also affects the 

relationship between the landscape and material remains. Bunkers are dug or blasted into the terrain, 

camouflaged to look like nature. The boundary between nature and culture is blurred, they blend into what 

we call the conflict landscape (figg. 8, 9). 

A landscape with embedded military remains connects to other places, and becomes, as in this case, local 

traces of international political, economic, ideological and military conditions, conditions far beyond the 

previous scope of the local population. The remains of prison camps, the roads between them and the 

Lyngen-line defence complexes, are literally carved into the landscape. They are the physical traces of war 

crimes, and now a part of that landscape. 

There is a paradox in the view that parts of this landscape shaped by modern warfare may be seen as a huge 

archaeological site. The Frøy defence line is sound documented and described through text, photography, 

drawings, maps and so on, that can be found in archives. The textual and photographic record of the Lyngen 

defence line is scarce, however. The Lyngen line was established under somewhat chaotic conditions, as 

noted by the investigations after the war made by the War Crime Commission. The investigations are in fact 

a kind of archaeological survey. Photographs by the Norwegian photographer Bjørn Winsnes, who was 

working for the commission, illustrate this very well and are a good example of the importance of modern 

material culture
4
. 

If we want to understand the military way of thinking, of the efforts that were needed to construct roads and 

military complexes in this particular mountainous landscape, then we need to look at the material remains 

and the landscape as an entity, and the result of being a landscape of conflict. 

 

Conclusion 

The physical remains of the twentieth century military heritage in Norway are a challenge. They cannot be 

categorised into a classic cultural heritage category as defined by the Cultural Heritage Act. The way we 

interpret landscapes that are connected with modern warfare will affect our decision making process and 

their future management. It is important to explore and understand what such landscapes in fact are and the 

relations they are a party of, and not to reduce the problem to a discussion on economics and juridical factors 

concerning the future management. It will also change the way we experience nature and history together 

and will affect the way we will communicate the history of the landscape and its inhabitants to future 

generations. 
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Figure 1 - Map of Scandinavia with the study area. 

Figure 2 – Map of the Lyngen area. 

 

 
Figure 3 – The Lyngen line was built in 1944 by the German occupation forces and consists 

of hundreds of shelters. 

Figure 4 – A conflict landscape with remains from military activities in the natural landscape. 

 

  
Figure 6 – Frøy line was built between 1981 till 1996 and consists of 299 military complexes. 

Figure 7 – The military complexes of the Frøy line are very well camouflaged in the terrain. 
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Figure 8 – A Lyngen shelter made out of local stone, timber and corrugated iron plates. In the background a 

ventilation outlet from the Frøy line. 

Figure 9 – A well-preserved shelter from 1944 due to the dry arctic climate. 

 
 

Figure 5 – Scenarios for the process of listing military complexes and landscapes.
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Abstract 

Considering the day to day necessity of the management and protection of World Heritage sites, this 

document presents an example of the management assessment and planning process of the archaeological 

site of Panamá Viejo. The site was inscribed in the World Heritage list in 2003 as an extension of the historic 

district of Panamá. It is administered by Patronato Panamá Viejo and its actions were guided by a Master 

Plan. In the last couple of years, the Master Plan has been reviewed and updated until this year, when a new 

management plan is being designed. In the document below, there is a review of the whole process.  

  

Keywords: Archaeological Site; Management Plan; World Heritage; Cultural 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Inclusion of sites on the World heritage list is an important step but it does not ensure their protection, 

conservation or transmission to future generations. Despite the best efforts of countries, many World 

Heritage sites remain under pressure. That is why UNESCO is stressing about the importance of 

management of World Heritage sites (UNESCO, 2008: 8). 

Since 1997, the State Party nominating the site is responsible for implementing effective management 

activities at a World Heritage property, which are developed in a management plan (UNESCO, 2013: Art. 

117). To explain the concept, a management plan is a long term public document that is created through 

interdisciplinary collaboration and a participatory process, whose objective is to preserve the values of the 

place that it was created for. It is a tool for protection and includes different interrelated projects and 

becomes a commitment for the people working in that site. This process should include a survey 

(documentation), definition (assessment), analysis (diagnosis) and strategy (program or plan). It is a cyclic 

process, and therefore needs periodic evaluation and monitoring (Demas, 2001: 13; Fielden and Jokilehto, 

1998: 14).  

But, why a management plan is essential to the sustainability of heritage sites? Besides being mandatory for 

the inscription on the World heritage list (UNESCO, 2013: Art. 132), it is a tool that helps maintain the 

values of the property, facilitates making decisions and anticipates and manages change. According to 

IUCN: “If there is no general Management Plan, preservation, development and use activities in a park will 

occur in a haphazard basis, often in response to political pressures with little consideration as to the 

implications for the future. The result is likely to be lost opportunities and irreversible damage to park 

resources and values” (IUCN, 2003: 9). 

Nowadays, there is a great amount of documentation about management plans for cultural and natural 

heritage sites that serve as reference for the development of a new plan. Such as: the works of Fielden and 

Jokilehto (1998); IUCN (2003); Ringbeck (2008); English Heritage (from 2006 to 2012); ICCROM (2012); 

among others, including all the ICOMOS and UNESCO publications. 

The purpose of this article is to present the design process of the new management plan for the 

archaeological site of Panamá Viejo, part of the World Heritage property reference 790bis, ‘archaeological 

site of Panamá Viejo and historic district of Panamá’. This site includes two different areas (the 

archaeological and the historic district) related by history, located at opposite parts of Panamá city, under 

different management. Panamá Viejo is the first Spanish city founded in the Pacific side of America. Its 

management plan was designed in 1999 and implemented through a 10 year period. It came to be appropriate 

to have it reviewed, analyzed and to think about the future steps to follow. 
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2. History of the site and its management 

Panamá Viejo (Old Panamá) was founded by Pedro Arias de Avila in 1519, in what was then a small coastal 

native village that grew to become a strategic point of interest in the region (Patronato Panamá Viejo, 2006: 

8). Designed according to the instructions of the King of Spain, Panamá Viejo was built incorporating new 

urban theories, comprising of wider geometric streets, which were a development from the existing medieval 

cities. The design was adapted to the conditions of the terrain and Panamá was located at the mouth of a 

river, with a central square in which the cathedral was built. Panamá, at that time, had a total surface of 

approximately 50 Hectares and around 8000 residents (Patronato Panamá Viejo, 2006: 33, 95). 

The city continued to prosper and influence interchange in the region until 1671 when Henry Morgan and his 

pirate army attacked and plundered Old Panamá (Patronato Panamá Viejo, 2006: 63). Panamá Viejo was 

reduced to ruins and parts of the city were used as a source of cut stone quarry for the building of the new 

settlement located in Ancón. The site was abandoned “… for over three centuries. This permitted valuable 

remains of the colonial past and the pre-Hispanic era to be preserved” (Patronato Panamá Viejo, 2006: 8, 

68-73). 

During the 18th century through the end of the 19th century, Panamá Viejo maintained its abandoned site 

status, but became interesting for foreign visitors who gave fantastic and romantic descriptions (Patronato 

Panamá Viejo, 2006: 73).  

It was not until 1912 that Old Panamá was designated as the first ‘Public Monument’ of the Republic of 

Panamá. During this period and in the following 30 years of the 20th century, the capital continued to grow 

(Patronato Panamá Viejo, 2006: 80). By the last part of the 20
th
 century, the modern city surrounded the 

archaeological site, and its development represents one of the most alarming issues to deal with.  

Throughout the 20th century the archaeological site of Panamá Viejo has been managed by different 

institutions and many architectural interventions have been introduced, most intending to ‘beautify’ the ruins 

(Patronato Panamá Viejo, 2006: 80) until the Patronato Panamá Viejo was founded in 1995. The institution 

describes itself as: “...a non-profit, mixed organization [public private partnership] that has the mission of 

preserving the monumental complex. It handles multiple tasks including a program of archaeological 

research, a maintenance program of the historic ruins, projects for the recovery of the monuments for their 

public use, and a plan for disseminating the conclusions of the researchers and the results of the 

architectural work” (Patronato Panamá Viejo, 2006: 81). 

In 1997, there was a first attempt to include the archaeological site of Panamá Viejo in the World Heritage 

List with the Historic district of Panamá, but the recommendation was not to incorporate it because of the 

lack of a management system, among other things. By 1999, a document entitled ‘Plan Maestro de la puesta 

en valor del conjunto monumental de Panamá Viejo’ or ‘Master plan for the revaluation of the monumental 

complex of Panamá Viejo’, prepared by Law Environmental Caribe, came to be the guideline for the 

administration of the site.  

Thanks to these measures taken, these ruins exist as an example of early colonial urbanism. In 2003 the site 

was inscribed as a World Heritage property as an extension of the Historic District of Panamá, with a surface 

of approximately 28 Hectares (UNESCO, 2003). The World Heritage Committee decided to register it 

because of the interchange of human values that occurred there (criterion ii), because of the significant stages 

in human history (criterion iv) and for the associated events, traditions and beliefs that took place in the site 

(criterion vi). 

The archaeological site of Panamá Viejo combines layers of human development through different periods of 

history of the American continent. The remains of pre-Hispanic and colonial periods, and a distinct urban 

pattern have been well kept due to the abandonment of the city for more than three centuries. It is an 

archaeological site in the middle of a growing and modern metropolis. An interesting overlay of elements, 

that mixes the urban and the coastal landscapes with the archaeological ruins to create an outstanding 

panorama (see image 1).  

 

3. The Master Plan 

According to the terms of reference for the Master Plan, the original idea was to perceive the site as a 

monumental urban complex, and the document was conceived as a tool for land use, that also included 

possible projects and management tools, hence the name Master Plan.  

The Master Plan specifies the steps and general methods to be followed with the overall aim of transforming 

the site into an archaeological park. The philosophy of preservation is to respect Panamá Viejo’s historic 

trajectory doing the minimum or only the critically necessary works. No reconstructions are to be proposed 
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because the ruin is a reflection of the site’s past is a crucial characteristic of its outstanding universal value 

(Patronato Panamá Viejo 2006: 80; Law Environmental Caribe 1999: 160). 

Its objectives are to enhance the values of the site, to do a diagnostic study of the site and its surroundings, to 

propose actions and specific programs for the future development of the site. It also consists of the 

following: introduction, preliminary information (survey), diagnosis (definition and analysis), the Master 

Plan (strategy), bibliography and glossary of terms. The strategy includes the 10 sub plans for the 

archaeological site: projects, archaeology, conservation, environment, research, management, diffusion, 

tourism, protection and resources.  

 

4. The assessment or revision 

In the last decade, the Master Plan was reinforced by a ‘Sustainable development Plan’ (Inversiones Urbanas 

Internacional, 2006) and it was reviewed as part of a Master’s degree project (Arroyo, 2010). Recently, the 

international nonprofit Herity gave a preliminary evaluation of the site, in order to measure its quality 

(Herity, 2013). Furthermore, following the recommendations from UNESCO, the State party developed a 

management plan for the World Heritage sites of Panamá (Ezquiaga Arquitectura, Sociedad y Territorio SL, 

2013). These reports present valuable information for the improvement of the new management plan for the 

archaeological site of Panamá Viejo. In all of the cases, the methods for these assessments were similar, but 

with different outcomes. This study focuses on the 2009 review, and its goals were: 

o Understand if the values of the archaeological site of Panamá Viejo are being preserved with the 

help of the Master Plan. 

o Determine the percentage of the work done and issue a hypothesis as to why there’s a proportion of 

the plan that has not been accomplished. 

o Decipher the interrelations between the projects (which projects are more important in terms of the 

relationships to other projects). 

o Discover the parts of the plan that have been omitted. 

o Provide new actions to fulfill the Master Plan and include the missing elements into the scheme. 

To fulfill these goals, the methodology used is explained below. To evaluate the Master Plan of Panamá 

Viejo a point of comparison was needed. Bibliography and other management plans were used to parallel 

with and gave information about the missing elements of the plan. Furthermore, an ex post evaluation of the 

Master Plan was made, this means, an evaluation conducted after completion of an intervention (UK 

Evaluation Society, 2008). This part was complemented with the use of tools such as a checklist with the 

percentage of the work done on each project, an interrelation matrix to know the relationships between each 

project and a questionnaire asking if the site has maintained the values and achieved the purpose of the 

Master Plan. 

The people involved were the staff from Patronato Panamá Viejo and professionals who worked on the plan, 

which means it was a self-assessment. This process had the benefit of costing less and, particularly if written 

into a management plan, of being seen as a regular and useful part of on-going assessment and adaptation of 

management, and ensures that staff think about their own performance, rather than relying on external 

facilitators to do this. As such, the results of evaluations carried out by staff may be more readily applied at 

the site, than those carried out externally. The negative aspects of self-assessment are that the results may 

lack credibility, especially if there are any controversial issues. The personnel and stakeholders may have 

limited experience of assessment techniques and, if fully employed, will have little time unless the 

assessment is written into their work schedules (UNESCO, 2008: 15). 

It is important to stress that all the information was compared with the data obtained from the Sustainable 

development Plan. This plan starts with an evaluation of the Master Plan and complements the original with 

different projects in order to make the site sustainable (Inversiones Urbanas Internacional, 2006).  

The analysis of the results is presented below. This study shows that the values have been preserved thanks 

to the philosophy of the Master Plan to maintain the image of the ruin and respect Panamá Viejo’s historic 

trajectory. However, it is an underdeveloped subject. There seems to be a lack of knowledge about why 

Panamá Viejo has been designated a World Heritage site, or why this place is important. This problem has 

been specifically noted in the Panamanian public, and even in some of the staff, not at the managerial or 

technical level but at a labour level. It is not considered specific of the site and can be found in Panamá and 

other countries as well. 

This evaluation concurs that about 48.45% of the actions in the management plan for the revaluation of the 

monumental complex of Panamá Viejo are completed. That means that almost half of the plan has been 

accomplished in the last 10 years, with minimum participation of the local government. 
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Therefore, the assessment conducts to the hypothesis that the earlier approach of the institution was to work 

with the more ‘visible’ aspects (hard projects) of the Master Plan, like projects and conservation. Moreover, 

the evaluation indicates that the majority of the infrastructure needed to develop the archaeological site is 

done or in planning process.  

To emphasize this idea, some of the projects that have less percentage of work done are: donations from the 

State, internal work regulations, new organizational chart for the institution, tourist circuits, and local 

tourism, outside tourism and promotion mechanisms from the Tourism sub plan. Practically all of the 

mentioned projects are ‘non-visible’ (soft projects). 

The missing elements of the Master Plan seem to be ‘non-visible’ (soft projects) as well: the values of the 

site, education, diffusion, a better way to handle the information from the research, how to implement the 

strategies to preserve the site and preparation for risks and monitoring, among others. 

With the infrastructure built, it is the moment for this institution to work with these ‘non-visible’ or soft 

projects that the Master Plan mentions. 

 

5. Terms of reference for the new management plan 

Given this results, an a way of maintaining the spirit of the Master Plan should be using this document as a 

tool to create terms of reference for a new management plan that reinforces the values of the archaeological 

site of Panamá Viejo, so people can understand why and how it has to be preserved for future generations 

and feel it as their own heritage. The research has to be a permanent objective and all the information has to 

be disseminated to the public. The new plan has to be focused on education and diffusion, starting with the 

nearby communities that can help to create awareness, preserve the site and benefit from its proximity. In 

addition, this new plan needs to be monitored every 3 to 5 years. This cannot be done if the local government 

is not involved in every step of the process. 

For the conception of the terms of reference for the new management plan, there is a lot of information that 

has been collected from the different reports and reviews about the site
1
. Additionally, it is important to take 

into account all of the changes that the site has underwent during the last few years. Just to mention, the 

decree of Law 16 of 2007 that delineates the site and creates a buffer zone; and the relocation of vía 

Cincuentenario:a highway that divided the site in two until 2013-. As mentioned earlier, because of the rapid 

growth and development of the city, there probably will be more changes. For these, Panamá Viejo has to be 

prepared and prioritize which will be the strategies and actions that need to be accomplished in the next years 

to come.   

A draft vision of the site was established: that Panamá Viejo should become an archaeological park and 

center of educational, interpretational and cultural activities without losing its ruinous image. According to 

Nalini Takhur
2
 (2010), “an archaeological park can be termed as a definable area, distinguished by heritage 

resources and land related to such resource, and has potential to become an interpretive, educational and 

recreational resource for the public”. Prof. Takhur explains that “this is a way of protecting heritage 

resources that also ensures protection for underground structures until the resources are found to 

excavate them. The integrity and authenticity of the site rests within the entirety of the park itself, which is 

yet to be rediscovered. Though the first priority is the built and archaeological heritage, ecological and 

landscape aspects are not excluded”. For Takhur, “an archaeological park will not preclude recreational 

usage as long as the needs of heritage are not compromised/undermined/destroyed. However, it primarily 

will serve educational and conservation needs. Educational needs are fulfilled by introducing the past to the 

people through innovative and enjoyable ways so that they perceive their city as pluralistic and layered. As 

these layers are unfolded, it can be hoped that people will develop a positive attitude towards the city itself 

and inspire them to become responsibly involved in the heritage management process, leading to true 

participatory resource management”. Applying this concept does not mean necessarily a change in the name 

of the site, but a change in the way the site is managed. Having this concept in mind, the main aims of the 

plan were drafted:  

 Maintain the outstanding universal value of the site. 

 Reinforce and update the Master Plan, taking into account the reviews and plans made to modernize 

it. 

 Explain and disseminate the values of the site, based on research and documentation and using 

interpretation and education as tools. 

                                                           
1 Inversiones Urbanas Internacional, 2006; Arroyo, 2010; Herity, 2013; Ezquiaga Arquitectura, Sociedad y Territorio SL, 2013. 
2 Prof. Thakur first used the expression in 1989 for the Mehrauli archaeological park in Dheli. 
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 Participatory process, made by and for the stakeholders. 

 Anticipate changes and manage all kinds of situations, establishing priorities and developing specific 

actions to solve the problems. 

 Develop systems/methods that improve the internal communication and interdisciplinary work 

within the administration/institution. 

 Provide a monitoring system/method, for every three to five years minimum, that ensures continuity.  

 

6. Designing the plan 

American, Australian, Canadian and English experts
3
 concur that cultural heritage should be managed 

through its values. It is then necessary for a manager of a heritage site to know and to act on the specific 

reasons why the place is of value; because these reasons should form the basis for management decisions 

(Pearson and Sullivan, 2006: 25). These values are known as cultural significance, and the Burra Charter 

(ICOMOS Australia, 1981: Art. 1.2) defines it as: “means aesthetic, historic, scientific, social or spiritual 

value for past, present or future generations. Cultural significance is embodied in the place itself, its fabric, 

setting, use, associations, meanings, records, related places and related objects. Places may have a range of 

values for different individuals or groups”. It is important to stress the values or heritage significance of the 

site or place, because the main objective of a management plan is to maintain those values. Decisions that 

might affect them –negative or positive- have to be considered during the implementation process. 

After clarifying the vision and aims of the new management plan of Panamá Viejo mentioned earlier, the 

next step is to obtain the information from the stakeholders. Usually, the stakeholders are the ones that know 

the site best. It is important to keep in mind their opinion, and analyze the different visions they have, in this 

case, of Panamá Viejo. There will surely be new values added that can increase the cultural significance of 

the archaeological site, especially at a local level. Likewise, they will be aware of the strengths, weaknesses, 

opportunities and threats around the site. For this task, a simple questionnaire was designed with seven 

questions that can be answered in a three line paragraph. The first two analyze the values or what the 

stakeholder thinks is important of the site. The next four inquire about the strengths, weaknesses, 

opportunities and threats. Finally, the last question asks them what they expect of the future of the site. 

Parallel to the survey, four different workshops were planned in order to discuss the results. The stakeholders 

were divided in four groups: the staff of Patronato Panamá Viejo; representations from the community, 

tourism operators and environmental institutions; universities and professionals working in the field of 

preservation of cultural heritage, and finally, the board of directors of the institution.  

 

7. Conclusion 

The results of the first workshop are analyzed below. The questionnaire answered by around 50 persons 

included in the groups mentioned earlier. To make it easier to organize the values of Panamá Viejo explained 

in each questionnaire, a group of general values were chosen from the typologies studied by the Getty 

Conservation Institute (2002: 9) which have been used since the beginning of the 20
th
 century. These were 

organized in a table with the specific values, the World Heritage values, and finally an aim or objective 

related to the value from the list above. The table was discussed at the workshops. 

The general values found in the survey were: cultural, historic, touristic, academic and educational, social, 

natural, aesthetic, urban and architectonic. The most mentioned were the historic and cultural value. Panamá 

Viejo was mentioned as a reference and the first city founded by the Spaniards in the Pacific coast several 

times, but only a few referred to the small fishermen’s village from the pre-Hispanic period. The touristic 

value seems also very important. Furthermore, it is interesting to know that people that live in the 

surrounding districts and work at the site, visualize it as a part of their neighborhood. The least cited were the 

academic, natural and aesthetic value. A curious finding: only one person mentioned directly the 

architectural value of the site, others mentioned it indirectly.           

In relationship with the World Heritage values, criteria ii, iv and vi
4
, used to include Panamá Viejo in the list, 

were used as reference. The cultural, historic and architectonic values are related to these criteria of 

                                                           
3 Such as: Pearson y Sullivan, 2006; Clark, 2001; Getty Conservation Institute, 2002; English Heritage, 2012. 
4 Criteria considered for the archaeological site of Panamá Viejo (UNESCO, 2013: Art. 77): 

ii. exhibit an important interchange of human values, over a span of time or within a cultural area of the world, on developments in 

architecture or technology, monumental arts, town-planning or landscape design; 

iv. be an outstanding example of a type of building, architectural or technological ensemble or landscape which illustrates (a) 

significant stage(s) in human history; 
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outstanding universal value. This does not indicate that the other values are not important. On the contrary, 

they represent the aspects, for which the site has been part of the identity, a national monument and the 

vision of a nation.  

The questions about the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats were mostly about the ‘non visible’ 

aspects mentioned earlier. These too were organized in a table that was discussed in the workshop, where 

clear strategies to work on the opportunities and eliminate the threats were outlined. It is clear that the issues 

that need to be improved are: diffusion and promotion of the site; the social, cultural or public use of the site; 

the touristic infrastructure (street furniture and bathrooms); security; human resources and systematization of 

the work; sustainability; interpretation and education; risks; among others. 

The vision of the site in 10 years, for most of the people who answered, depends on the use of the 

opportunities to the benefit of the site and the elimination of the threats. On the first case, the site will 

succeed and on the second case, the site will lose its values. 

All indicates that the ‘non visible’ aspects of the management are equal or maybe more important than the 

‘visible’ ones. A crucial aspect for Panamá Viejo seems to be the lack of knowledge of the site and its 

values. The diffusion and promotion are imperative to sustain them. The values - or cultural significance - 

are the core of a heritage property, without them it is impossible to understand, educate or interpret it.             
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Image 1: The archaeological site of Panamá Viejo by Félix Durán Ardila. 
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Image 2: Aerial view of the archaeological site of Panamá Viejo from Google Earth edited by the author. 

 

Image 3: First workshop with the staff of Patronato Panamá Viejo (taken by the author).
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Abstract 
The paper presents the case study of the Italian town of Tricarico, where the traditional urban 

structure, in association with elaborate techniques of catching and managing of water and soils, have 

given form to a cultural landscape of great interest. In Tricarico the spaces of urban life and those of 

agricultural production are physically very close and tied by strong links of mutual interdependence. 

The urban landscape of Tricarico is characterised by a structure that has kept its original character, in 

which it is possible to recognise an articulation between public and private spaces typical of the 

Islamic town. The houses and the streets are built and arranged together in such a way that rainwater is 

kept off and driven to the vegetable gardens. 

The landscape close to the inhabited center is characterised by a complex pattern of vegetable gardens, 

orchards and little vineyards. The existence of these cultivated areas is based on a careful management 

of soils by means of dry-stone walls and ingenious techniques of water catching and distribution.  

These systems of water management or soil exploitation find similarities in areas that go from 

Andalusia to the Baleari islands, from North Africa to Sicily, from Palestine to Yemen.  

Some of the traditional knowledge and techniques that have given form to the landscape of Tricarico 

are still used today by those who cultivate the vegetable gardens. By exploiting the local resources and 

using low-impact systems, some maintenance techniques have developed, which have guaranteed the 

conservation of the landscape in its material consistency and the spread of the knowledge to manage it. 

 

Keywords: Rural Landscape; Urban Landscape; Food Production Landscape; Traditional 

Knowledge; Water Supply Traditional Techniques 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Tricarico is a town in the inner southern Italian Basilicata region (fig. 1) where the interaction between 

human activities and natural resources has produced a landscape characterised by a close relationship 

between the inhabited area and the agricultural area that grows just outside of it. Entire generations, 

over the centuries, have shaped the spaces of the city life and those of the agricultural life making each 

other inseparable. In Tricarico the interaction between man and environment has been enriched by the 

contribution of different cultures, amongst which the Muslim one. This culture has left traces that are 

probably recognisable in the place names and in the urban fabric of the quarters Rabata and Saracena 

and in the organisation of some agricultural areas near the historic centre. 

It is likely that most of the “Saracens” who frequented Basilicata between the ninth and eleventh 

centuries came from the muslim settlements in the Apulian cities of Taranto and Bari
1
. Although 

written sources provide proof of a mainly conflictual reality between local people and these 

populations
2
, the legacy in place names, dialects and in both urban and rural spaces organisation seems 

to indicate the existence of even peaceful relations and integration
3
. In several villages of Basilicata, 

for instance, there are quarters whose names recall that of the Maghrebian ribāṭ: beside the Rabata of 

Tricarico, there is also that of the nearby Pietrapertosa
4
 or the Rabatana of Tursi

5
. 

The historic centre of Tricarico is spread over calcareous spur in north-south direction, at an average 

altitude of about 670 m above sea level. The stream Cacarone flows to its west, in a valley that quickly 

                                                           
1 Musca, 1964; Pedio, 1968: 20-1. 
2 Guillou-Holtzmann 1984 in which is contained the text of a document from 1001 that proves of raids made by Muslim 

troops in the territory of Tricarico. 
3 Serra, 1983: 2-3; Biscaglia, 2012: 77-8. 
4 Graziadei 2008: 53-4. 
5 Montesano, 2004: 33-42. 
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narrows and deepens, becoming a sort of deep canyon between the bedrock on which Tricarico stands 

and another hill, also calcarenitic, to the west. 

 

2. The urban landscape 

The urban landscape of Tricarico is characterised by a structure that has kept almost all of its original 

characters. The dwellings present typologies that use at best the geomorphological conditions of the 

site. An example is constituted by the grotto houses, partly dug in the rock and partly built, sometimes 

arranged in fan-like shape around a common space in front of the cave. Over time, and according to 

the demands, these houses were enlarged by means of an horizontal excavation. In other cases, when it 

was impossible to horizontally expand the houses, their development has led to the carrying out of 

three or four stories above the grotto level (fig. 2). 

The urban fabric of the Rabata and Saracena quarters is characterised by a hierarchy of the roads 

reflecting the gradual passage from public spaces of the town to the semi-private or private spaces of 

the small streets. The principal roads are longitudinal to the extension of the town and they are almost 

flat, following the contour lines. The secondary paths depart from the main roads, thus constituting the 

road system of the neighbourhood in an irregular manner. Further in detail, the alleys like capillary 

penetrate the urban fabric. 

Those secondary ramifications are irregular, but usually develop in recurrent shapes. The alleys 

usually have an L or T-shaped layout. The same goes for numerous covered passages delimitating 

residential areas that can be separated from the rest of the urban structure, and which thus constitute 

sub-units in the neighbourhood (fig. 3). These are all typical elements in the Islamic urban planning
6
 to 

be found in the Saracena and Rabata of Tricarico. 

The urban structure of Tricarico is the result of ingenious techniques of water-management. The 

systems of collecting rain waters develops according to a very exact hierarchy that starts from the 

neighborhood, then moves to the quarter and finally to the urban level. The houses of Tricarico were 

constructed so as to leave a tight interstice between one and another, with the function to collect waste 

and rain waters, but also in order to afford the outflow of those coming from the upper areas of the city 

(fig. 4). Following an increasingly more articulated structure, the interstices and the lanes in slope 

gather the water coming from of the houses and the neighborhoods and convoy them onto the main 

roads. Where there is a suitable slope the water runs towards a lower height; where roads are on a flat 

level, some tunnels open under the houses so that water can flow to lower levels. 

In the lower part of the town, roads collect the water coming from the whole town. This water is then 

conveyed to the edges of the urban area by a network of small channels dug in the rock so to convey 

the water towards some cultivated areas located further away from the town. 

 

3. The spaces of agricultural production 

Between the buildings of historic centre and the bottom of the Cacarone valley, three agricultural areas 

develop, each with specific characteristics and organisation. The cultivated areas immediately behind 

the town are bound to dryland farming, while downstream two zones of irrigated crops are located 

(fig. 5). 

Various parts of the site are currently in a very serious state of neglect, due to the abandonment that 

the production areas have suffered in recent decades and some rather invasive interventions that have 

altered the original pattern. 

A first belt of cultivated areas is located close to the outer buildings of the historic centre. These plots 

of land are supported by dry stone walls and are intended for small crops of vegetables, orchards or 

olive tree groves (fig. 6). This cultivated area does not have access to natural water sources and the 

main supply comes from rain waters. Through a network of drains that often become bottlenecks 

between adjacent dwellings or tunnels under them, the water that gathers on the streets and in the 

uncovered areas of the town is at different points conveyed to the stream. In some cases, the cultivated 

areas entirely intercept the runoff water, being located immediately at the outlet of the drains coming 

from the town. Where the bedrock is not covered by soil, outflows of water are sometimes visible. 

Although these microflows are not collected or channelled, they maintain a fairly high level of 

moisture in the soil which remains in the surface layers and is in part retained due to the terrace 

cropping pattern. 

                                                           
6 Guidoni, 1979: 576-8. 
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An important contribution to the water balance of this first group of terraces is also given by the 

masses of dry stone walls. Both the interstices between the stones and the irregularities of the surfaces, 

in fact, retain moisture that is deposited during the night and is then slowly absorbed by the ground. 

The area between the historic centre and the modern Santa Maria quarter is called the “Vallone dei  

Lavandari”, at the bottom of which the stream Cacarone flows. The cultivated areas here use the 

waters of the springs that surround the basin, most of which flow into the stream (fig. 7). The latter, 

for a large part of its track, was channelled into concrete embankments, and then into the sewer 

conduit that has partially exploited the riverbed. The stream, before flowing into the sewer, continues 

to be the main water source for most of the vegetable gardens here located. A diversion system 

consisting of small dams, channels and sluices allows diverting the water and directing it towards two 

artificial channels on both sides of the river bed. The structure of this part of Tricarico’s vegetable 

gardens can be summarised with the stream in the central area and the two main irrigation channels at 

the outer edge of the irrigated area, upstream. The plots are supported by dry stone walls which, as 

well as defining the channelled waterway, also drain the water surplus of the land on either side of it. 

Therefore, a small valley-floor irrigated area is shaped, with cultivated areas on both sides and without 

transverse terracing, in which both the catchment of water for irrigation and drainage of the excess 

take place in the stream. 

The agricultural area of the Orti Saraceni
7
 is located in that part of the valley which is in 

correspondence to the Saracena quarter. The vegetable gardens in this area use mainly the water 

drained from the overlying bedrock and they are arranged in terraces (fig. 8). The Orti Saraceni are 

then related to the type of terraced hillside systems, where the water source is located on the same side 

on which the agricultural area develops
8
. The water used for the irrigation of the Orti Saraceni comes 

from calcareous formations on which the cultivated plots develop. At several points on both sides of 

the valley the aquifer is exposed and the water emerges from the rock, creating weak but steady flows 

throughout the year. Flows of this kind do not guarantee the water circulation and, if not managed in a 

timely manner, will be lost in the ground near the outflow. In places where the water outflows, some 

cisterns were built at the base of the cliff to collect any small amount of liquid that came out and to 

keep it. The cisterns are generally of elongated shape and are positioned at recesses in the sub-vertical 

profile of the calcarenitic bank (fig. 9). Through these structures the water flow can be stored up to 

reaching such quantities as to allow, at a later time, a circulation within the plots and a regular 

irrigation. Sometimes, near some cisterns, caves are excavated, which penetrate a few metres into the 

rocky body, to intercept the saturated levels and so increase the amount of drained water. From the 

cistern an open channel originates, made of stone or tiles, or, at other times, dug directly into the 

ground. 

 

4. Knowledge and practices for the management of agricultural areas  

The water that supplies the irrigation areas of Tricarico’s vegetable gardens is currently far beyond the 

agricultural needs. In view of this abundance, the division of the various plots is simply subject to 

verbal agreements among the farmers. This way, when the vegetable gardens of Lavandari need 

irrigating, the stream flow is diverted towards the channels as needed. After the irrigation procedures, 

the sluice is closed and the water flows back into the stream.  

Regarding the Orti Saraceni, the water of the cisterns whose flow is greater, is distributed to those 

where the flow is lower or is directed towards cisterns in the plots that do not have direct access to the 

sources.  

Water management is only one element in a series of practices, knowledge and skills related to the 

common intangible heritage that, generation after generation, have developed and continue to keep the 

vegetable gardens of Tricarico alive. In the gardens near the houses, in order to ensure a form of 

irrigation even in absence of rainfall, farmers collect rainwater in large containers from which they 

distribute it to the crops during dry periods. Both in the gardens of the Vallone dei Lavandari and in 

the Orti Saraceni, water is distributed to the areas in need of irrigation in a similar way and, once the 

water has reached the plot, a small earthen embankment is modelled with a hoe in the bed of the 

channel. This way, the water is diverted towards the groove in need of irrigation, which is flooded. 

After the groove is filled, the embankment of the channel is removed with a hoe and water is 

addressed, with the same procedures, to another groove, while the former is closed with another 

                                                           
7 This place name was introduced by Pietro Laureano (Laureano, 1988: 109) and is now commonly used. The area is also 

called “orti del Milo” (gardens of the Milo). 
8 Glick-Kirchner, 2000: 283-4. 
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earthen embankment. To allow an efficient circulation of water inside both the grooves and the 

channels, they must retain the suitable slope and must be periodically cleaned from the dropped or 

deposited material. Each farmer takes care of the cleaning and ensures the continued operation of the 

portion of the distribution channel that runs through his property. Fertilising the vegetable gardens soil 

with animal manure before planting is common practice, as well as spreading the ash produced by the 

house chimneys at the base of cultivated plants. Practices of this kind, together with the channels for 

rainwater drainage from the town towards certain cultivated areas, are signs of a link between urban 

and agricultural areas. The existence of exchange dynamics between the two areas is made evident by 

the fact that the products of all the agricultural areas are intended for self-consumption by the growers 

themselves or for a local market only. The vegetable gardens are thus one of the food sources of 

Tricarico. This relationship must have been even stronger in a not so distant past, when broader areas 

of the vegetable gardens were cultivated, or when the manure to fertilise the plots came from the 

numerous stables in the town
9
. In addition, before the implementation of sewage, both solid and liquid 

organic waste coming from the urban area contributed to the creation of humus and the fertility of the 

cultivated land. 

The organisation and management systems of agricultural areas and the techniques for the exploitation 

of water resources of Tricarico are comparable with the production areas of very large geographic 

regions. 

With regard to collection systems and water management, cisterns and caves dug in the Orti Saraceni 

seem to refer to devices with similar functions and structures. The functions of collecting and storing 

flows which would not circulate within the plots in natural conditions, could be put in relation with 

those of a kind of cistern built for the same purpose in different irrigated areas in Yemen and Al-

Andalus
10

. The function of this device, called ma’jil
11

 in Yemeni Arabic, is to store water and make it 

available at a later time in such quantity and power as to cover the irrigation area, which is exactly 

what happens in Tricarico. 

The practice of digging caves within a rocky body, in order to follow the aquifer and drain a greater 

amount of water, is rather common and examples of it are found in the digging and progressive 

deepening of draining caves, until they turn into tunnels, in terraced areas in the mountains of Judea
12

. 

The small caves in the Orti Saraceni are dug for the same purpose of renewing or extending the flow. 

 

5. Conclusions 

Beside compact and labyrinthine urban fabrics, so common in the urban islamic culture, most of the 

management systems of agricultural areas and water similar to those described above originate in the 

Near East, and have been refined and exported to the west thanks to Islam
13

.  

If a large part of the army sent by the Caliph 'Umar to the conquest of North Africa was made up of 

farmers from Yemen, the presence of elements of Yemeni origin in the 'Ifrīqiya and in southern Italy 

does not surprise. The same emir of Bari, Sawdān al-Māwrī, would probably be from the region of the 

Tihāma, as many members of the aghlabide army
14

. These circumstances may suggest opportunities of 

contacts between knowledge systems and common matrices among some of the ways of organising the 

vegetable gardens of Tricarico and agricultural areas and water management techniques used in  the 

Arabian Peninsula. 

However, the lack of documented sources and the lack of archaeological investigations demand a 

certain prudence when interpreting both the urban structure and the farming areas. 

A derivation of the agricultural systems from Islamic and, later, Christian Spain, as was the case for 

North Africa and the Americas, cannot be ruled out. In this process, the various groups of Jews from 

Spain, settled in Tricarico during the fifteenth century
15

, may have played a role. 

The case study is an interesting example of interaction between urban historical landscape and rural 

landscape. Both the urban and agricultural spaces of Tricarico are the result of a complex system of 

knowledge, practices and social structures that, over the centuries, have transformed the human 

demands and the natural resources into cultural heritage.  

                                                           
9 De Martino: 651. 
10 Kirchner, 2003: 151. 
11 Robin-Dridi, 2004: 101-4. 
12 Ron, 1985: 153. 
13 Glick, 1970: 175-6. 
14 Di Branco, 2011:7. 
15 Colafemmina, 1983: 111, 113. 
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As in many historic centres of the Mediterranean area, the relationship between inhabited areas and the 

farming landscape is very close and the progressive abandonment of the farming areas corresponded to 

a migration towards the bigger cities
16

. Even though many houses of the historic centre became 

uninhabited, and large portions of the vegetable gardens are currently in a state of neglect, their 

character is still perfectly recognisable. The way these buildings and these farming areas would 

function has been passed on to the newer generations, though adapted and transformed. 

The conservation of the urban landscape can only evolve together with that of the rural landscape and 

they both cannot be separated from the knowledge and the preservation of the immaterial heritage  that 

they are based upon.  
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Figure 1 – The Basilicata Region and Tricarico. Figure 2 – Houses partially dug in the rock. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 – Neighbourhood in the Rabata quarter. Figure 4 – An interstice between two houses.  
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Figure 5 – The historic centre of Tricarico                       Figure 6 – Vegetable gardens adjacent to the  

historic centre.                                                                  and the three agricultural areas.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7 – Vegetable gardens.                                          Figure 8 – The Orti Saraceni and 

in the “Vallone dei Lavandari”                                         the Saracena and Rabata quarters               

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9 – A cistern in the Orti Saraceni.
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Abstract 

The representative image of Madrid has been traditionally characterized by its so-called West 

“Cornice”. The  Royal Palace  and the  nearby Convent of  San Francisco are  its  most prominent 

elements. The Convent occupied a vast extension before its confiscation. Today a large undefined empty 

space surrounds its remaining church. Several controversial projects have been proposed to regenerate 

the area and provide continuity to the Cornice. This research assesses the evolution of the landscape 

around the Convent by comparing and reviewing cartography, representations and past urban projects. 
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The Cornice and its landscape 

The  relationship  between  cities  and  their  rivers  is  commonly  in  the  origin  of  their iconography. 

The image of European capitals has commonly been associated to an ideal elevated built profile 

surrounded by wide copious rivers that reinforce their strategic position. Through History, Madrid has 

also demanded a symbolic representation in accordance with its condition as a capital. However, its 

River Manzanares is poor and irregular. It flows at the lower part of an abrupt escarpment, cut by a 

series of streams (fig. 1). In a high terrace above it, the strategically located defensive fortress of the 

Alcazar -that later became the Royal Palace- occupied the most prominent position. Extending North 

and South, other monumental constructions followed, such as the Convent of San Francisco el Grande. 

This continuous high silhouette is the so-named Madrid Cornice. Painters, writers and travelers made it 

an emblem of the Spanish capital. The lack of urbanization around the river basin until the 20th Century 

has preserved its baroque image (fig. 2). Today it is a protected landscape with referential buildings and 

historic gardens and sites strongly associated to the memory and development of Madrid. Despite 

isolated additions and the recent entire transformation of the river banks into public gardens, the historic 

part of the Cornice still maintains its iconic character as a cultural landscape. 

 

The Origin of the Convent 

According to a debatable tradition, in 1217 Saint Francis founded a convent outside the small compact  

walled  Hispano-Islamic  town  of  Madrid.  This  Convent  -later  known  as  San Francisco el Grande- 

promoted activity around it in a semi-rural extensive environment of one or two-floor housing. 

Monarchy not only entrusted the Franciscan order with authority on the area but it also gained other 

favors, such as the custody and safeguarding of the Middle-East Holy Territories after the Crusades. The 

Convent became headquarters of the Franciscans in Spain  and  it  was  also  commissioned  with  the  

evangelization  of  the  American  colonies. Despite the activity generated, the Convent surroundings 

remained autonomous and isolated, even  after  the  arrival  of  the  Court  to  Madrid  in  1561  and  the  

extension  of  new  walls 

attempting to incorporate it to the town. The area was limited west and southwards by the escarpment of 

the River, while a steep uneven route westwards, the Segovia Street, separated it from the main central 

town. Despite later interventions to improve communications, the area always remained lonely and 

segregated.  

The 1656 Plan of Teixeira shows  the isolated and secluded character of the Convent, despite its de  

facto incorporation to the existing urban fabric (fig. 3). It had an irregular layout of rooms  around  

several  courtyards  displayed  on  terraces  slightly  down  westwards.  To  the North, a vast walled 

orchard provided food to the Convent. Despite its vast extension, the construction was, according to 

chronicles, rustic and not artistically significant. Throughout time, the edification continued spreading 

irregularly at its rear side. 
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Transformations in the 18th Century 

At the beginning of new century, there was a dynastic change in the Spanish Crown. The Bourbons, 

French in origin, brought modernity and innovation to a monarchy in decadence. Reforms also affected 

architecture. A new modernized baroque was the style adopted for the new constructions in Madrid, 

particularly in the new Royal Palace, commissioned to Italian architects  after  the  old  Alcazar  was  

damaged  by  fire.  Two  ways  of  understandings architecture faced each other: on the one hand, a 

European rational austere classical-baroque and, on the other, a traditional poorer decorative baroque 

associated to the previous dynasty. Following this tendency and showing the close links between the 

Convent and the Crown, most of the obsolete Convent constructions were demolished to erect new ones 

in accordance with the new aesthetics. Between 1761 and 1784 a large basilica and other Convent 

rooms were erected. The layout of the modest rooms kept irregular, although the cloister was somehow 

more ambitious
1
. However, the new basilica was large and monumental, with a geometrically precise 

centralized layout covered by a striking 33-metre-diameter dome
2
 (fig. 4). Its stunning cupola became 

soon a new landmark in the Madrid silhouette, outstanding over early-baroque profile of pinnacles and 

spires of the old city. Goya already incorporated its emphatic form in the enchanting 1788 painting of 

La Pradera de San Isidro (fig. 5). 

 

The reforms of Jose I Bonaparte 

During the reign of Jose I Bonaparte (1808-1813), brother of Napoleon, there were many proposals to 

modernize the congested centre of baroque Madrid, trying to exercise the same urban principles already 

applied in Paris. The aim was to transform the capital modifying its irregular and compact provincial 

housing landscape. The new regime brought revolutionary values that needed to be reflected in a more 

modern, dignified and enlarged city. French Revolution aesthetics imported rationalism and the need of 

monumentality, things of which Madrid lacked. There were confiscations of both ecclesial properties 

and private buildings to open new rectilinear streets and to erect large constructions for the central 

administration. The Convent dependencies were occupied and transformed first into barracks and 

eventually into a hospital, and there were plans to convert the basilica into the new seat for Parliament. 

Although the Royal Palace was considered a noble construction coherent with the aspirations of the 

king, the idea of open great spaces around it to provide scenic views and safety to the Court inspired 

new urban plans
3
. Silvestre Pérez (1767-1825) -the “enlightened” erudite architect that probably best 

reflected the political and formal programme of José I- was in charge of making an innovative urban 

plan in the area. His aim was to connect spatially both the basilica, converted into the house of 

Parliament, and the Royal Palace. Its 1810 project attempted to integrate executive and legislative 

powers implementing the image of a strongly centralized state by means of the formal display of a series 

of monumental open spaces along a main North-South axis (fig. 6). This also sought to solve the 

traditional isolation of the San Francisco area. As in other Napoleonic constructions throughout Europe, 

alternating enlarged and reduced squares flanked by porticoes with the general outlay of a neoclassical 

ensemble would give an idea of imperial grandeur based on a Classical Roman Imperial style
4
. With a 

similar intention, the viaduct proposed by Silvestre Pérez to save the deep gully of the Segovia Street 

reminds Roman bridges and aqueducts. The plan reoriented the basilica layout, turning its main axis 90º 

to look at the exedra shaped space projected for the front of the new main façade and narthex. It also 

aimed to provide uniformity and regularity to the Madrid Cornice. It defined a monumental court image 

as a “Roman forum or a modern acropolis” that propagandistically would strengthen the Napoleonic 

regime
5
. This new architectural frame for the Palace would reinforce the importance of the Head State 

in an upgraded capital of a newly reformed centralized country. Nothing of this magnificent theatrical 

project was implemented, with the exception of some demolitions South and West of the Royal Palace. 

                                                           
1 Ponz (1763) quoted that the Convent was formed by ten patios with the same inherited irregular organization, being the 

cloister the largest with a surface of 44.5x30 m.   
2 The Classical centralized plan was a cult reference to Orient and the Holy Territories in the Middle East of which this 

Convent was patron and protector.  
3 French urban theories promoted the aperture of large avenues and open spaces to mobilize troops and thus have a better 

control of popular revolutions.   
4 The creation of large squares to exalt political power was characteristic of Napoleonic interventions in Paris and in places 

such as Milan or Naples.   
5 (Sambricio, 1986).   
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Following the inspiring ideas of Silvestre Pérez, the first iron viaduct was erected in 1874, thus saving 

the heights between the Segovia Street and the Convent. This infrastructure tried to overcome the 

secular loneliness of the area of San Francisco and its gradual degradation
6
. 

 

Projects during the 1st half of 20th Century 

Between 1908 and 1909, it commenced the construction of a new street over the viaduct, connecting the 

Royal Palace and the basilica. In addition, the lands surrounding the viaduct were urbanized and a 

garden today known as Las Vistillas was made in the empty platform of the Cornice, North to the 

Convent and close to the Segovia Street. It basically consisted of a gardened vantage point with views of 

the nearby sierras. It soon became a favorite place for enjoyment and expansion of the congested 

historic centre. 

The opening of the new avenue centered a long debate on how to promote the area by means of different 

urban proposals. Some of them considered the possibility of a total demolition of the existing housing 

and its re-urbanization for residential purposes, including the land left by the confiscated Convent, 

which would be definitely demolished in 1931. In 1930 there was an international competition for a new 

general urban planning of Madrid and its modernization within the context of functionalism and rational 

architecture and urbanism. The competition aimed to address the issues of mobility and use of new 

terrains. Modern urban hygienist theories promoted the opening of accesses through historic areas in 

order to revitalize them and  relieve  incipient  traffic  problems.  To  implement  these  theories  it  was  

proposed  to continue the avenue finishing in front of the basilica to create the first ring-road of Madrid. 

Reports made at the time showed the convenience of demolishing the 17th  and 18th  Century housing 

due to their bad hygienic conditions. One of the competition participants, the avant- garde architect and 

planner Secundino Zuazo, suggested the continuation of the said avenue and the entire reconversion of 

the area by means of open residential blocks oriented following the topography of the Cornice. 

Although there were no considerations to preserve the existing urban fabric and its most significant 

references, there was a respect for the Cornice landscape within the parameters of Modernism (fig. 7). 

 

Interventions during the 2nd half of 20th Century 

No such integral plans were undertaken; thought the opening of the avenue continuation was finally 

accomplished in 1961. Pre-existences and previous uses were disregarded. The avenue was 

superimposed on the existing urban fabric. Only those parts directly affected were altered and the rest 

was ignored. Both the plot pertaining to the Convent and the expropriation process itself left much 

abandoned terrain. No other factors were considered beyond the general need of a ring-road. Blocks 

were cut diagonally into useless plots of lands. The occupation of the empty spaces was slow, which 

converted the area in a broken uninhabited sector progressively under degradation, especially compared 

to other rising districts. The avenues  segmented  the  neighborhood  and  limited  the  development  of  

the  remaining southwest sector strangled between the ring-road and the escarpment of the Cornice. The 

fragmentation of the urban tissue resulted in the seclusion and loneliness of monuments and other 

historic references. As a result, the back part of the Convent, the basilica itself, the nearby old churches, 

palaces and hospital, as well as the recently-created garden of Las Vistillas became increasingly 

segregated pieces in a puzzle of elements. When discussing the need of opening large avenues, Zuazo 

had already warned of the risk of “disarticulating urban sectors that were slowly formed”
7
. 

In 1982, there was a new try to reconfigure the area. A strategic urban international competition 

promoted by local authorities had different well-defined aims: to encourage rehabilitation  of  existing  

housing,  the  construction  of  new  residential  buildings  and  the erection of new public-use buildings, 

like libraries, markets and schools
8
. The sustainability of the revitalization process would be based on 

bringing new population to the area and, hence, favoring a gentrification process. The occupation of the 

empty lands was made following inherited alignments and traditional architectural typologies. The plans 

and designs turned out to be not very ambitious as the plot of the Convent and the fragmented terrains of 

the Cornice were ignored and remained vague and undefined. Although the overall effect was positive 

since occupancy augmented, landscape concerns were secondary. The strategic plan perceived the 

                                                           
6 Regarding the condition of the adjoining spaces of the basilica, the writer and chronicler Mesonero Romanos wrote in 1889: 

“… it was pathetic that, such a poetic place previously occupied by an orchard, a hermitage and a fountain, had turned into such 

a miserable and dirty wasteland”. (Mesonero Romanos, 1931) 
7 (Zuazo, 2003).  
8 This approach followed other successful plans implemented in Spain and the rest of Europe, such as the International 

Building Exhibition (IBA) in Berlin (1979-87).   
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problem exclusively from a social and economic point of view. The neighborhood was still in need of an 

image to unify and characterize it while reconfiguring the pregnant profile of the Cornice. 

 

The latest attempts 

In 2005, there was another non-accomplished endeavour to improve and regenerate the area. Local 

authorities together with the Madrid Archbishopric made a plan for urban renewal ascribing it mainly to 

religious uses
9
. The plan was to increase significantly the constructed surface, though most of it would 

be underground taking advantage of the strong level differences. Edification ratio would augment but in 

turn new parking areas for public use 

would be created. The intervention intended to linearly connect the lands of the Convent, the nearby 

Seminary -the former Osuna Palace- and the unused grounds at the southern side. The treatment was 

apparently green to sustain the idea of a verdant plinth linking the main ancient buildings, thus showing 

some concern about the image of the Madrid Cornice (fig. 8). There was, however, a frontal opposition 

against the project both from public opinion and the neighbors, who considered the plan as a 

privatization of a municipal terrain largely enjoyed by vicinity. As a result, the project was temporary 

frozen and the lands maintain today its situation of abandonment. 

Local authorities sponsored the creation of a dahlia garden in 2007 over the ruins of the primitive  

Convent  cloister.  This  was  the  immediate  solution  given  to  the  unoccupied denatured remains, 

thus avoiding their maintenance and restoration. The present elevated garden level reminds us of the 

existence of the buildings structures underneath the same. Westwards and behind the basilica, 

occupying the lower terraces of the ancient plot of the Convent, another plain modern public park 

known as La Cornisa was created. These have been the only implemented recent ventures to give some 

meaning to the grounds. At present there is no plan for the area. 

 

Urban changes through cartography 

The comparison of the historic plans of the area of San Francisco in different periods shows the   

continuous   permanence   of   its   urban   structure   (fig.   9).   Only   punctual   spatial transformations 

can be noticed, especially with the opening of avenues, in contrast with the stable shape of the nearby 

housing blocks. It also shows a general lack of definition of the external borders of the sector, precisely 

where the city walls used to enclose it until 1868. At these limits new modern residential blocks have 

been erected facing rectilinear modern avenues, with their rear parts surrounding the grounds of the 

Convent. These constructions have isolated even more the area at its south and west sides, due to their 

scale and dimensions and the fact they are impassable. 

Confiscation laws, which were positive in other situations, had a debatable result in the particular case 

of the Convent. At present, only the central basilica remains, whereas the space left by the rest of 

dependences has not been properly absorbed by the urban fabric. Its complex location together with 

poor interventions enclosing the left empty spaces has converted the area into a denatured, vague and 

desolate terrain. It only maintains the chilled historic value of its monuments and its central location 

within the city, while it denotes a visible lack of identity, in spite of its traditionally well-defined 

character. Its potential today for urban integration is limited. This proves the need to adopt more radical 

and open-minded approaches in which all spatial and social demands should be taken into account. 

 

Reconstructing a cultural landscape 

A cultural landscape is a territory shaped by human activity that bears symbolic, social, environmental 

and artistic values. It is a result of the interaction between humankind and natural  environment. 

Accordingly,  historic  urban  areas  that  project  affectivity  on  its citizenship can be considered as 

such. The Madrid Cornice is a perfect example of what the World Heritage Convention categorizes as 

an “organically evolved landscape” because it reflects the process of evolution in its form and 

component features. 

Under this perspective, the area of San Francisco should be treated as an intrinsic part of the cultural  

landscape  that  has  traditionally  best defined  the  image  of  Madrid. It requires a broader 

understanding of its empty undefined spaces, especially after the latest intervening projects. The space is 

capable of fulfilling multiple needs, all of which should be considered in  any  comprehensive analysis. 

Historical  and functional  issues  must  also  be  taken  into account,  together  with  the  said  cultural  

landscape  issue. And  always  preserving  public interest. 

                                                           
9 The project was popularly called the “mini-Vatican”, because it intended to be a small city for the private facilities of the 

Catholic Church. 
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New equipment and uses should be incorporated to the area, which could entail increasing its permitted 

building ratio. Original constructions should respect, as far as possible, the footprint of the ancient 

Convent and the existing urban disposition. At the same time, these new structures must perform both as 

supporting constructions for the lateral pressures of the basilica and as a covering for the large blank 

walls that surround it. Just like the former cloister used to do. 

It is also necessary to provide visual and functional fluidity to the confined space. Today, the grounds 

are a sort of cul-de-sac, secluded and marginal. The connection of the long band that goes from the 

gardens of las Vistillas southwards, crossing the lands of the Convent is fundamental to gain continuity 

as a green corridor. From there broad scenic views could be enjoyed. Some transversal insertions to the 

corridor would be essential to gain accessibility and in order to connect the area to the recently-

renovated and gardened banks of the River Manzanares
10

. 

The Madrid Cornice landscape is very visible from a long distance. Its formal structure has been drawn 

up throughout time by means of sinuous horizontal stripes, in which lines of vegetation were inserted 

into buildings. The lower stepped built bands give the idea of a long podium linking the monumental 

buildings above it, while their profiles define a continuous silhouette. Any intervention in the built space 

should consider this typological structure. New horizontal building masses would perform as a plinth for 

the basilica and its striking cupola, adopting a similar scale than the surrounding constructions. Their 

formality has to be subsidiary to the monuments and harmonize with the rest of pre-existences, with 

certain aesthetic requirements but avoiding the simplistic imitation of picturesque and traditional forms. 

Vegetation with riverside trees could fill the interstitial spaces extending linearly together with 

architecture. 

 

Conclusions 

The study of the attempted and the implemented plans in the area of San Francisco shows the difficulty 

of preserving historic areas and landscapes and the nature and evolution of urban decadence processes. 

Memory is a complex issue when brought to urbanism and landscape, because it is based on the respect 

of historic and natural processes rather than in the material conservation of forms and styles as 

exceptional fragments of the past. A cultural landscape is the  fortunate  consequence  of  combining  

those  processes  with  an  intricate  sophisticated balance. Safeguarding a cultural landscape is the result 

of protecting all those phenomena that are in the origin of its singularity, which can be environmental, 

anthropological, social, geographical, architectural or historical. Accordingly, cultural landscape 

management needs co-ordination and the involvement of experts from different disciplines and the 

integration and unification of all those elements that take part of the same. 
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Figure 1-View of Madrid in 1562 

 

 

 

Figure 2 - Partial view of the Cornice with the Osuna Palace            Figure 3 - The area in the Teixeira Plan 

(1656) and San Francisco (photograph by Charles Clifford, 1856) 

 

Figure 4 - Plan of the basilica Figure 5 - Fragment of La Pradera de San Isidro by Goya (1788)
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Figure 6 - Plan of Silvestre Pérez (1810)                                                Figure 7 - Plan of Secundino Zuazo (1934) 

   

 

 

 

  

Figure 8 - Project of the City Council and Madrid Archbishopric (2005)
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   Figure 9 - Comparison of the morphological evolution of the area 
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Abstract 
This article gives an overview of the relationship between the Italian Regions and landscape in the 

period 1945-2014 based on legislation and the coeval cultural debates. The situations in each Region, 

varying greatly amongst one another, had not been completely resolved as hoped, and despite the 

advanced situations of some Regions, the Italian landscape was heavily damaged even after the 

postwar period.  
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The landscape has been subject to Italian legislation at the national and regional levels. From the 

1950s until today, different concepts and means of managing the landscape have resulted from the 

cultural debate and regional legislation. In the Italian Constitution the “landscape” is among the 

fundamental Principles as an object to be protected by the Republic together with the “artistic and 

historical heritage” (art. 9); instead the “urban planning” was listed amongst the responsibilities 

belonging to the Regions (art. 117)
1
. This division of roles and competences was the result of a dispute 

that was already manifested by the Constitutional Board or Assemblea Costituente and in the cultural 

debate both before and after 1948. For example, in 1947, while the constitutional text was still being 

discussed, Giulio Carlo Argan considered the attribution of exclusive legislative power to the Regions 

regarding urban matters a “serious problem”, since this power intersected with “artistic, monumental 

and landscape planning protection” that had been established as the “most concrete and clear social 

example of contemporary civilization”. Argan was clearly against the so-called “devolution to the 

Regions”
2
. 

The constitutional solution overlapped two laws that were already in effect. The first was the law for 

the protection of “bellezze naturali” (L. 1497/1939), which assigned the task of compiling a list of 

goods of notable public interest to Provincial Commissions and the authority of drafting “country 

landscape plans” (“piani paesistico territoriali”) to the Ministry of National Education. The second was 

the urban planning law (L. 1150/1942), which made the Municipalities responsible for municipality 

and intermunicipality planning. It also established different instruments relative to urban and exurb 

planning. The combination of these two laws raised the landscape to a conceptual level superior to that 

of urban planning due to the obligatory submission of “regulatory plans” (“piani regolatori”) and plans 

for the “expanding of residential areas” to the Ministry of National Education (Ministero 

dell’Educazione Nazionale) for approval (art. 12, L. 1497/1939). Urban planning included the task of 

“guaranteeing that the traditional characteristics be respected in building, renovation and expansion of 

the city” to “favor de-urbanization” and to “curb the tendency to urbanize”
3
. The constitutional text 

was therefore based on the premise of the necessity to limit an increase in building and to make urban 

planning dependent on landscape planning.  

However, soon after this rather “restrictive” urban planning concept, a more “extensive” one emerged. 

At the Istituto Nazionale di Urbanistica (INU) Convention of 1952, “regional planning” was intended 

as urban planning over a vast area
4
, also taking into consideration the landscape

5
. To this aim some 

directive committees were established in Piedmont, Lombardy, Veneto and Campania to work on 

regional plans. During the INU Convention, a session entitled Defense of the landscape in regional 

                                                           
1
 (Settis, 2010); (Settis, 2012).  

2
 (Argan, 1947). 

3
 Senato del Regno, XXX Legislatura, I della Camera dei Fasci e delle Corporazioni, Commissione dei lavori pubblici e delle 

comunicazioni, 52° Riunione, martedì 21 luglio 1942, p. 582. 
4 (La pianificazione regionale, 1953). 
5 «May landscape planning turn into the regional plans and may they count where they become truly operative»; the 

«identification of the landscape plans in the same regional plans» was established (Piccinato, 1953, p. 244 and 242).  
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planning was devoted to problematic issues regarding the Italian landscape
6
. In this occasion talks on 

specific regional situations presented statistical data on various themes (demographics, settlements, 

productive activities, infrastructures, natural resources), but not specifically related to the landscape
7
. 

The national urban planning was assigned to the Urbanistic Division of the Ministry of Public Works 

(Ministero dei Lavori Pubblici) and was then to be articulated at the regional level in order to include 

various sectors (also landscape). The landscape was therefore understood as a specific sector, whose 

legislation, once elaborated by the Ministry of Public Education (Ministero della Pubblica Istruzione), 

was to be joined with all the others under the supervision of Ministry of Public Works. Urban planning 

was hereby delineated as a general discipline that encompassed other more specific spheres, also 

landscape one. 

A parallel intellectual debate agreed, in some cases, with this “extensive” concept of urban planning. 

Carlo Ludovico Ragghianti openly declared that “art, if taken to its most extensive meaning, should 

include urban planning and the visual spectacle, architecture and its decorative arts, painting and 

cinema”
8
, placing urban planning at the top “as art, that is not only a set of rules for organizing the 

people”
9
. In the early 1950s, much attention was still paid to the urban issue, the abnormal growth of 

residential areas and the congestion of the metropolis; concerning the landscape, the only issue 

covered was the uncontrolled overdevelopment of the coasts.  

The Soprintendenze, local branches of the national Ministero per i beni e le attività culturali, protected 

the landscape by means of restrictions (vincoli) and so-called “territorial country planning” (“piani 

paesistico territoriali”) ex lege 1497/1939. While from 1945 to 1970, numerous restrictions regarding 

the landscape were enacted (Fig. 1)
10

, but only five “landscape planning” proposals were approved 

(Genova-Nervi; Appia Antica; Caffarella; Gabicce Mare and Sperlonga)
11

.  

At the legislative level, the situation would not change until the 1970s, but the cultural debate 

proceeded in pushing the landscape issue forward. After the failure to enact a new general law on 

urban planning, particularly focusing against abusive urban speculation (1963), the landslide in 

Agrigento and the overflowing of the Arno River in 1966 pushed the landscape issue to the forefront. 

The so-called legge ponte (L. 765/1967) and law 865/1967, containing the National Economic 

Program for the years 1966-1970, were both direct effects of the growing awareness regarding the 

destruction of the territory
12

. Thus a conviction of the inefficiency of the highly bureaucratic and 

centralizing State was formed on one hand, along with the awareness of the decomposition of the 

territory on the other. In light of the non-fulfillment by the Ministries and the inefficiency of the 

national policies, the necessity of having an authority closer to the territorial demands emerged. 

Giuseppe Samonà
13

 had already called attention to the need of planning on the supra-municipal level 

                                                           
6 Population growth and relative urban concentration; speculation on buildable land; the for knowledge and respect, but also 

to make the land livable and to modify the landscape (Pane, 1953, pp. 89-97); the lack of importance for rural areas and a 

rush of publicity (Lugli, 1953, pp. 97-101); the nullity of the sanctions and scarce comprehension of the citizens; the lack of 

means of the Ministry; the need to insert the goods in the landscape plans and regional coordination plans of the provincial 

Commissions (Rondelli, 1953, pp. 107-113); the interpretation of the territorial plan for “deurbanization” (Cuccia, 1953, pp. 

121-129); the appointment of the task of elaborating the regional planning to the State as part of a future national socio-

economic plan (ibidem). 
7 Only the report presented by the Liguria Region makes explicit referent to the cultural heritage, though merely in function 

of the development of tourism, while it complains about the «archaic» condition of the urban plan and denounces the 

hydrogeological instability and coastal erosion (Fuselli, 1953, pp. 373-387). 
8 (Ragghianti, 1952). 
9 (Ragghianti, 1955, p. 256). In 1954 he incisively promotes the creation of a Board of Inquiry on urban planning and art in 

Italy or Commissione d’inchiesta sull’urbanistica e l’arte in Italia, by collecting numerous signatures in support of this 

initiative and testimony of scandals through the peninsula. The Board was presided over by Vittorio Marangone from 1956 to 

1958. (Carlo Ludovico Ragghianti. Il valore del patrimonio culturale, 2010); (Pallottino, 1987). 
10 Data obtained from http://sitap.beniculturali.it/. SITAP is a web-gis system of the General Direction for the landscape, fine 

arts, architecture and contemporary arts (or Direzione generale per il paesaggio, le belle arti, l'architettura e l'arte 

contemporanee) for managing, consulting and sharing of information regarding the areas restricted by the laws in force 

relative to landscape protection.  
11 Data obtained from http://sitap.beniculturali.it/ with a search conducted with the words «piano paesistico» («landscape 

plan») in the period 1945-1970 in the text of the decree title.  
12 This is one of the few programmatic and multi-year measures approved by the Republic; the provision calls for the need 

for organization of the national territory on a regional basis in order to achieve «wider democratic participation in the 

program» on the one hand, and the need for the approval of a «new urban planning law» (art. 27). The Regions are explicitly 

indicated as a «means for decentralizing the public administration». 

13 An engineer from Palermo active for many years at the Istituto universitario di Architettura di Venezia; winner of the 

Olivetti Prize for architecture and urban planning in 1958; important member of INU.  

http://sitap.beniculturali.it/
http://sitap.beniculturali.it/
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in 1959 (defined as district or comprensoriale or as regional) with the conviction that “the Region in 

Italy should be the middle ground between the State and the Municipality”
14

. Giuseppe Campos 

Venuti in 1967 requested a planning intermediate level between national and local levels and called 

for the establishment of the Regions to carry out this task
15

. In 1975 Cederna drew a totally negative 

picture of the state’s actions: “our hopes therefore will therefore find answer in the regional 

decentralization”
16

. On the other hand, at the local level, politicians and technicians favorable to 

regional organization had already begun working to support decentralization to the Regions, even 

before their official creation.   

In the 1970s the doubling of legislative decrees and those related to the transfer of power (L. 281/1970 

and D.P.R. 3/1972; L. 382/1975 and D.P.R. 616/1977) gave the Regions “systematic” administrative 

functions related to their jurisdiction according to the constitutional art. 117, but the creation of the 

Ministero per i beni e le attività culturali (D.L. 657/1974 then L. 5/1975) came about in the middle of 

this process and was interpreted by many as a constraint to administration decentralization. After the 

first wave of power transfer (1970-1972), which was very disappointing to the “regionalists”, thanks to 

the following D.P.R. 616/1977 the Regions were able to obtain greater jurisdiction. In the meantime, 

not only were a series of Regional Statutes approved, but the newly born Regions already started to 

legislate on issues in their jurisdiction. Some Regions were soon able to establish general regulations 

for their territory: Lombardy (L.R. 51/1975), Emilia Romagna (L.R. 47/1978), Tuscany,
17

 Marche 

(L.R. 8/1972; L.R. 35/1975), Umbria (L.R. 40/75; L.R. 52/1983) and Lazio (L.R. 8/1974; L.R. 30/74; 

L.R. 34/74; L.R. 32/1975; L.R. 72/1975)
18

. Although there was a general interest showed by the 

regional level towards country planning, and though it was the duty of the Regions to carry out 

landscape planning since 1977, as of 1984, with the publication of the “Galasso decree” (D.M. 

21/9/1984), it was made known that “only ten landscape plans” existed regarding all of the national 

territory. The Ministry, once it revealed the non-fulfillment of the Regions, obliged the Regions to 

carry out landscape planning. Even this legislation, though coercive, did not bring about the desired 

effect. Let’s look at two different situations: Piedmont and Calabria.  

In Piedmont, country planning was quickly put into action covering an extensive areas. Since 1944 the 

first steps were made creating Piedmont urban planning
19

, but in the period 1949-1952 it was put on 

hold giving way to postwar reconstruction. After the transfer of administrative functions the Piedmont 

approved its own rules for area planning (L.R. 43/1975) and the regional urban planning law (L.R. 

56/1977, Tutela e uso del suolo, the so called Astengo law) that brought about the drafting of the 

Regional Development Plan and the Regional Territory Plan
20

. In the early 1990s, in Piedmont there 

were still very few territorial plans for extensive areas, mountain communities and intermunicipality 

associations enacted. In 1989 a new urban planning law was enacted (L.R. 20/1989). The Regional 

Territorial Plan, still an “unused law” in 1993, was approved in 1997
21

; however, the real landscape 

plan was approved only in 2009
22

. This example shows that even the most advanced Regions, such as 

Piedmont, despite great effort and a large number of drafted legislation, have only just recently 

approved a landscape plan.  

Calabria drew up legislation to protect the coasts early on (L.R. 14/1973) but it was delayed for 17 

years pending a regional urban plan. In 1981, the majority of Calabrian Municipalities had no general 

regulatory plan; in fact, in this same year, a law was passed making it compulsory (L.R. 15/1981). 

However, this law became operative only in 1986. In the meantime, the Municipalities were given the 

power to hand out authorizations according to law 1497/1939. Over the years, urban law proposals 

were buried
23

 and documents were drafted that were never turned into law
24

. After the Galasso law, the 

                                                           
14 (Samonà, 1959, p. 209).  
15 (Campos Venuti, 1967, pp. 178-188) stressed that «the concept that the political world had of urban planning in 1947 did 

not go beyond that of the local level» (p. 179). 
16 (Cederna, 1975, p. 87).  
17 In 1972 the document Orientamenti di politica urbanistica transitoria was drafted then approved as the Resolution of the 

Board in 1973.  
18 On Tuscany (Parigi, 1993); on Marche (Oliva, 1993); on Umbria (Venti, 1993); on Lazio (Capannelli, Storto, 1993). 
19 (Astengo, 1953). 
20 The drafting of a socio-economic and territorial plan was expected as part of each of the 15 sub-regional districts that 

followed the approval of the framework of the plan and then the first generation of the Municipality General Regulatory 

Plans or Piani Regolatori Generali Comunali (1985). 
21 (Minucci, 1993, in part. p. 181). 
22 D.G.R. n. 53-11975 of August 4, 2009. 
23 P.d.L. n. 219/3 as an initiative of the Regional Committee of September 16, 1983.  
24 In 1983, Universities were given the task of elaborating a District Territorial Plan, completed in 1985.    
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Calabria entrusted IRI ITALSTAT with drafting the Regional Landscape Plan. In 1990 it was decided 

to unify the Coordination of the Territorial Plan with the Landscape Plan (D.G.R. 54/1990)
25

, and a 

general law was approved (L.R. 23/1990) that finally provided information regarding regional as well 

as landscape planning. In this way another research topic was entrusted to the Universities, who 

delivered their results for a Regional Territorial Plan five years later in 1995. However, in July 1996 

the Region blocked the approval of the Plan, and in 1997 the Ministry took over this duty since the 

Region defaulted. As of 2002, Calabria possesses only a proposal of Landscape Plan for a part of the 

regional territory (Northern Ionian Cosentine). Although landscape planning was made obligatory by 

the Codice dei beni culturali e del paesaggio (2004), as of 2012 it has yet to be enacted
26

.  

Recent comparative data on soil use relative to Piedmont and Calabria are not comforting
27

. A less 

worrying fact for Piedmont, and more so for Calabria, is the sprawl index, which serves as an indicator 

as to how the territory is being overused. While for a city such as Turin, the municipal urban 

dispersion index is rather low (43), for other cities such as Catanzaro or Reggio Calabria the indices 

are much higher at 90 and 69, respectively, and therefore corresponding to unorganized soil use
28

. One 

can conclude that the general stalemate regarding landscape planning, also at the regional level
29

, 

continued until the approval of the Codice dei beni culturali e del paesaggio (D.Lgs. 42 on May 1, 

2004). After the release of the text, and especially after the changes made in 2008 to the Third Part 

relative to landscape goods (D.Lgs. 63/2008), although the Regions opposed, the creation of a new 

generation of landscape planning acts accelerated
30

. In conclusion, the Code accelerated the landscape 

planning and reestablished it as a priority respect to urban planning. However, this is not enough to 

effectively improve its protection. In July 2014, extremely alarming data was provided by Ispra: over a 

three-year period (2009-2012), 8 sq. meters per second of soil were being used up.
31
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Figure 1: 1890 restrictions (“vincoli”) were approved between 1939 and 1970 distributed accordingly: 

24 in the years 1945-50; 211 in the years 1950-1955; 423 in the years 1955-60; 503 in the years 1960-

65and 722 for the years 1965-70. 
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Résumé 
Cette présentation a pour objectif de retracer la trajectoire du discours de l´organisme national de 

protection du patrimoine, Institut National du Patrimoine Historique e Artistique – IPHAN, relatif à 

l´approche patrimoniale du paysage, ainsi que ses rapports avec la ville de Rio de Janeiro et sites 

brésiliens inscrits sur la Liste du patrimoine mondial. 

 

Mots-clés : Patrimoine, Politique, Paysage, Paysage culturel, Gestion 

 

 

Création de l'institution et de la normative 
La protection du patrimoine culturel au Brésil a été établie par le Décret-Loi nº 25 du 30 

novembre 1937. Basé sur les concepts internationaux de préservation du patrimoine de l´époque, ce 

Décret-Loi reste, tout au long d´une période de plus de 76 ans, un document complet, consistant et 

actuel en ce qui concerne les différents aspects du patrimoine culturel brésilien. 

Dans l'article 1, deuxième paragraphe, le Décret-Loi nº 25/1937 assimile les biens culturels matériels 

aux monuments naturels et établit les sites et paysages qu´il fallait conserver et protéger par leurs 

caractéristiques remarquables, dotées par la nature ou par l´action humaine. Etant donné que ces biens 

doivent  être inscris  dans  le  Livre  de  Classement  (catégories):  Archéologique,  Ethnographique 

et Paysager. Les autres catégories de Livres sont: Historique, les Beaux-Arts et Arts Appliqués. 

 

Paysage - les premières classement 
Selon l'analyse de Rafael W. Ribeiro, la trajectoire de l'IPHAN entre les années 1930-1960, dans le 

Livre des Classement Archéologique, Ethnographique et Paysager, nous pouvons identifier quatre 

groupes distincts par catégorie: le classement de jardins et de biens liés à l'aménagement paysager; 

classement des ensembles architecturaux; classement des monuments encadrés par les éléments 

naturels; outre le classement des zones dont le paysage a été jugé pertinent pour la population 

résidente (RIBEIRO, 2007, p. 72). 

Les premières évaluations ont eu lieu en 1938, à partir d'une sélection existante. En ce qui concerne le 

premier groupe, les jardins, on peut citer le classement: de la Promenade Publique et les Jardins 

Botaniques, ce qui est scientifique, la seconde inscrite dans ce livre de classement, le 30 mai 1938, à 

la fois dans la ville de Rio de Janeiro. En même temps, le classement de jardin de Saint-Jean de 

l'Hôpital Dieu à Cachoeira à Bahia se produit. 

Nous constatons également que parmi les marchandises classées en 1938, sont les collines de la ville 

de Rio de Janeiro, dont la protection dû à des mesures hygiénistes, mesures proposées dans le dix- 

neuvième siècle et faites à l`époque. Ces mesures touchent, en particulier, les collines guidées et 

façonnées la ville, cependant, ont été inscrits dans les Livres de classement Historique et des Beaux- 

Arts. Autres sites chargés d'une importance historique pour le pays sont également inscrites dans le 

Livre Historique comme le Colline Guararapes (Hill) à Pernambuco, proposé en 1954, inscrits en 

1961, qui deviendra Guararapes Park. Le Monte Pascoal, emblème de la découverte du pays, inscrite 

au Livre Historique en 1968, a ensuite été incorporé dans le classement de la municipalité de Porto 

Seguro - Bahia, en 1974, puis inscrit dans le Livre des Archéologique, Ethnographique et Paysager. 

En ce qui concerne le deuxième groupe identifié, les ensembles, on peut citer le classement de 

l'ensemble architectural de l'île de Boa Viagem, à Niterói dans l`Etat de Rio de Janeiro, le 30 mai 1938, 

également inscrit dans le Livre des Beaux-Arts, dans ce cas, nous voyons la nécessité de préserver non 

seulement l'ensemble architectural, ainsi que le site géographique. Ce puis, deux ans plus tard, il a été 

inscrit dans le Livre Historique. Dans  le  même  cadre,  on  peut  citer  le  classement  de  tout  

l`ensemble  architectural  et  urbain Carapicuíba,  à  São  Paulo,  le  13  mai  1940,  qui  est  un  

règlement  jésuite  de caractéristiques vernaculaires, a été inclus dans le Livre Archéologiques, 
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Ethnographiques et Paysager. L´ensemble architectural et urbaine Congonhas, Minas Gerais, classé 

depuis 1938, sont inscrits dans le Livre des Archéologique, Ethnographique et Paysager en 1941 

comme une continuation du sanctuaire de Bom Jesus do Matozinho. L'intérêt l'IPHAN était de 

préserver l`ensemble en y associant les chapelles du Chemin, dans ce cas, il a été jugé essentiel à 

l'intégration harmonieuse avec l'ensemble architectural et sculptural du sanctuaire de Bom Jesus et du 

panorama de la Sierra. Par la suite, cette perception a été réaffirmée par l`inscription de l`ensemble 

architectural et de sculpture dans la Liste du Patrimoine Mondial / UNESCO en 1895, comme un bien 

culturel. Dans le discours institutionnel le paysage figurait comme une partie intégrante et 

indissociable du monument. 

D'autre part, signale Ribeiro, le premier ensemble à avoir l'adjectif «paysager» dans son titre serait le 

Pilier de Goiás, inscrit le 20 Mars 1954, inscrit dans le Livre des Beaux-Arts et le Livre Historique. 

Nous avons vérifié des stratégies de valorisation du paysage environnant, compte tenu de son 

emplacement au pied d'une montagne (RIBEIRO, 2007, p. 82). 

Dans le troisième groupe identifié sont le Collège de Caraça et le Sanctuaire de Notre-Dame de la 

Miséricorde, à la fois dans le Minas Gerais, dont les monuments sont le paysage environnant et 

considérée comme une partie intégrante et inséparable de celle-ci. 

Depuis 1957, certains ensembles architecturaux et paysagers doivent être classées dans le Livre de 

classement Archéologique, Ethnographique et Paysager. La première ville, complexe architectural, a 

entrer dans ce livre, outre le Livre des Beaux-Arts en 1958, était Parati, sa situation géographique 

particulière et l'amphithéâtre des montagnes encadrant l'ensemble architectural et urbain justifie 

l'inscription. Dans la même année, il y eu lieu le classement de l´ensemble urbain et paysager de 

Vassouras,  que  dans  le  Livre  de Tombe  Archéologique,  Ethnographique  et  Paysager,  cet  acte 

a également représenté un changement dans la trajectoire du classement de jeu baroque et aussi, 

les arbres existants. Ce processus s'est avéré dans une certaine mesure, une préoccupation qui irait au-

delà d'une approche traditionnelle de la ville. 

Salvador est un autre exemple d`ensemble architectural et urbain, qui a présenté sa proposition sur les 

vallées de la forêt, la mer et la roche, proposé le 1952 et enregistrée seulement en 1959 dans le Livre 

Archéologique,  Ethnographique  et  Paysager.  Le  dossier  de  nomination  à  la  Liste  du  

Patrimoine Mondial / UNESCO, comme bien culturel, considère la structure urbaine et la valeur 

historique pertinentes, en 1985, même si les éléments du paysage ont été inscrits dans la proposition. 

Dans ce même sens, on peut voir la discussion soulevée par classement de l`ensemble des collines 

d'Olinda, envisagées depuis 1938 classé en 1968, et inclut dans les deux Livres des Beaux-Arts et, 

Archéologie, Ethnographie et Paysager. Ce processus d'inscription a été prolongée en raison de la 

volonté manifeste de préserver autant ces caractéristiques de l'architecture et de l'urbanisme, 

ses aspects naturels, et ceux liés à l`importance historique. Les experts comprennent que même en 

ayant un patrimoine architectural inestimable dans les collines, l'intégration avec la mer a été 

essentielle à la compréhension  du  site.  Le  centre  historique  a  été  inscrit  sur  la  Liste  du  

Patrimoine  Mondial  / UNESCO, en 1982, dans la catégorie des biens culturels, en rassemblant 

dans leurs bâtiments les étapes importantes de l'histoire du Brésil et de l`Amérique Latine. 

Diamantina, inscrit dans le Livre de Tombo des Beaux-Arts en 1938, en plus de ses caractéristiques 

architecturales et urbaines typiques des villes de la période coloniale, de classement du centre 

historique, a également souligné la valeur exceptionnelle de leur relation avec la Sierra de Cristaux, 

formant une des belles régions les plus significative de Minas Gerais. Dans la description du centre 

historique sur la Liste du Patrimoine Mondial / UNESCO en 1999, ces attributs étaient évidents, 

cependant, inclus en tant que bien culturel.  

Considérant le quatrième groupe identifié par Ribeiro, on peut citer le processus de préservation du 

paysage fixé au sommet de la Sierra Curral à Belo Horizonte / MG. Le processus serait ouvert en 

1958, en raison de la menace d'une action de l'exploitation minière. Toutefois, il a fait 

l'enregistrement d'une superficie étendue de 2 km, à droite et à gauche, de l'avenue Afonso Pena, l'axe 

routier principal. Dans ce cas, la sierra a été évaluée par leur représentation aux résidents de la ville 

de Belo Horizonte, la valeur du panorama, l'identité associée à la vision de la ville, a été enregistrée 

en l'an 1960, dans le Livre de Tombo Archéologique, Ethnographique et Paysager (RIBEIRO, 2007, 

p. 88). A cette époque, la valeur du paysage a été associé à des paysages dont le processus 

dans lequel l'histoire de l'homme interagit avec les processus naturels, modifient l'environnement tout 

en laissant des traces inscrites dans le territoire de la formation elle-même, comme s'il s'agissait d'un 

document de soutien de la vie. 
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La construction du système de paysage à Rio de Janeiro 
Parque do Flamengo, créé à partir d'une intervention urbaine a été remarqué par l'excellence de 

son design architectural et du paysage urbain. Le projet d'aménagement paysager a marqué le début 

d'une forme de conception créé par le architecte Roberto Burle Marx. Même avant la conclusion 

de ses travaux il a été écrit dans le Livre Archéologique, Ethnographique et Paysager en 1965 et fait 

partie des éléments de structure du paysage culturel du Patrimoine Mondial Rio de Janeiro, reconnus 

en 2012. Non seulement par le contexte mais aussi par la valeur de la préservation de la zone 

reboisée, qui comprend dans son prolongement le riche patrimoine culturel bâti, le parc national 

de Tijuca et ses forêts de protection ont été inscrits dans le Livre Archéologique, Ethnographique et 

Paysager, en 1967, et est devenue trois des cinq éléments structurels de ce paysage culturel. 

Par la suite, en 1973, il y a eu la nécessité de classer séparément, à Rio de Janeiro, le Colline de Pão 

de Açucar, Urca, Babylone, Cara de Cão et les falaises du Corcovado, Dois Irmãos et Pedra da 

Gavea, dans le discours institutionnel tels éléments naturels ont balisé et défini le paysage de Rio, qui 

dépasse de loin son profil impressionnant, une valeur régionale pour se constituer le patrimoine 

paysager exceptionnel du pays, mais reconnue à tout moment et par tous les visiteurs comme 

particulièrement doué par la nature, sont trouvés inscrit dans le Livre des Archéologique, 

Ethnographique et Paysager. Depuis les années 1970, l'importance sur la conservation des 

ambiances des bâtiments classés, y compris ses dimensions historiques et socioculturelles est 

mis en évidence dans IPHAN avec la systématisation des "études" d´environnement des biens 

classés. La ville de Rio de Janeiro a été protagoniste dans ce processus puisque la croissance 

urbaine et l'intégration verticale ont commencé à interférer dans la préservation de son vaste 

patrimoine paysager. 

L'élaboration d'une législation pour la protection de ces biens déclares patrimoine conjointement 

avec la municipalité a contribué à la préservation d'éléments du paysage mentionnées. 

 

La valeur paysager à l'échelle territoriale 
Parmi d'autres exemples des classements où l`idée de la conservation du paysage se présente on peut 

citer les cas mentionnés ci-dessus de Porto Seguro et Parati. L'ensemble de Parati inscrit dans le Livre 

des Beaux-Arts et le Livre Archéologique, Ethnographique et Paysager, en 1958, ne’anmoins, avec sa 

nomination comme un Monument National en 1964, la municipalité, en sa totalité, a été inscrite 

dans les deux livres, en 1974. Dans la même Porto Seguro a eu son ensemble déclaré monument 

national en 1973, et classé en 1974, dans les mêmes livres. La Côte de la Découverte, dans la 

municipalité de Porto Seguro - Bahia, qui comprenait une partie de la forêt atlantique, compose la 

liste du patrimoine mondial ainsi que bien naturel, en 1999. 

Parati, en 2008, a présenté au Centre du Patrimoine Mondial la candidature du Paysage Culturel 

composé   par   de   biens   en   série:   le   complexe   architectural,   en   soulignant   les   aspects 

geomorphologiques; la route de l'or pour son importance historique pour le pays et l`humanité et pour 

propulser la révolution industrielle; le fort défenseur perpétuel, ce qui représente le système de défense 

de la région de la baie et, l'amphithéâtre des montagnes qui encadre le tout avec sa forêt atlantique et 

de sa valeur géologique considérable. Toutefois finalement a été analysé comme itinéraire culturel 

pour manque de typologie afin de promouvoir une analyse de l'élection elle-même. (Figure 1)  

 

Morphologie et paysage 
Ce  serait,  alors,  à  partir  des  années  1980  que  les  complexes  urbains  seraient  inscrits,  

plus explicitement dans le Livre des classements Archéologique, Ethnographique et Paysager. Avant 

on indiquait la ville historique par la valeur artistique de l'ensemble, par ses monuments et sa valeur 

environnementale, par les nouvelles formes de valorisation proposées à l'époque, d'où l'intérêt de 

que la ville est avant tout la reconnaissance de la valeur de témoignage du passé, du tissu urbain et sa 

morphologie. Reconstruire les différentes histoires des villes, pas seulement des monuments et des 

tissus bâtis, mais de la société et des cultures qui les ont produits, et de permettre la reconnaissance 

des éléments de qualité dignes de conservation. 

Des villes historiques inscrites dans le Livre de classement des Beaux-Arts en 1938, seulement Ouro 

Preto, a été renumérotée en Livre Historique et le Livre Archéologique, Ethnographique et 

Paysager, en 1986, probablement par l'émergence de préservation de l'environnement des collines de 

la vallée où il se trouve. 
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Ce changement apporterait des chocs violents sur la gestion de ces ensembles, permettant notamment 

l'intégration de nouvelles valeurs, d’acteurs et d'autres domaines. Comme dans le cas de classement 

de l'ensemble urbain de Brasília en 1990. 

 

L'accent mis sur le patrimoine naturel 
La période pendant laquelle Aloisio Magalhães occupe la présidence de l'Institut, de 1979 à 1982, on 

note une ouverture significative à ces actions, avec la création de la Coordination du Patrimoine 

Naturel, laquelle a cherché d`établir les “Lignes directrices pour l'analyse et la classification du 

patrimoine naturel” où on peut apercevoir une préoccupation avec une part de responsabilité de 

l'IPHAN en ce qui concerne la conservation de ces biens. Parmi ses contributions, on peut citer la 

classification suivante en "sites naturels", comprenait les domaines représentant des caractéristiques 

typiques de la nature brésilienne; parmi celles de grande singularité; paysages exceptionnels pour la 

beauté scénique; important en ce qui concerne l'habitat des espèces menacées de la flore et de la 

faune; et les sites d'intérêt scientifique. 

D'autre part, parmi les “sites modifié par l'homme" on trouve ceux qui ont un intérêt archéologique; 

ceux  du  patrimoine  naturel  en  milieu  urbain;  les  alentours  des  zones  naturelles  près  des 

agglomérations urbaines; et ceux d`intérêt historique, social, littéraire, artistique, religieux, légendaire 

ou émotionnel. Enfin, il se fit remarquer dans ce document la préoccupation concernant la 

“responsabilité juridique et administrative pour un environnement écologiquement équilibré, pour la 

préservation et la restauration des processus écologiques essentiels, pour la diversité biologique et 

l'intégrité du patrimoine génétique" (Ribeiro, 2007, p. 106). 

 

Le sceau de le paysage culturel 
L' Institut National de Patrimoine Historique et Artistique crée le sceau du paysage culturel brésilien, 

par l'ordonnance n° 127 du 30 Avril 2009, définissant, dans son article 1º Paysage Culturel Brésilien 

“comme une partie particulière du territoire national, représentant le processus de l'interaction de 

l'homme avec l'environnement naturel, à laquelle la vie et les sciences humaines ont imprimés des 

marques ou des valeurs attribuées". 

Propose dans son texte la création de l'instrument de protection appelé Chancela, ce qui implique 

l'intégration des agents impliqués dans la gestion de la propriété. Dans l'article 2º, l'ordonnance 

stipule que le joint ait comme but "tenir compte de l'intérêt public et de contribuer à la préservation 

du patrimoine culturel, en complétant et en intégrant des instruments de promotion et de protection 

existants, en termes prévus dans la Constitution", permettant un lien entre la chancela et les autres 

instruments utilisés dans la planification et la gestion de la conservation des biens culturels. 

 

Le paysage culturel de Rio de Janeiro  
Rio de Janeiro est caractérisé par un paysage culturel complexe, produit par l'échange entre les 

différentes cultures associés à un site naturel marqué par son originalité. La ville se distingue sur la 

scène nationale en possédant une des plus grandes listes de pays protégés en termes culturels et des 

espaces naturels. L`inscription des “Paysages Cariocas: entre la Montagne et la Mer” comme un site 

du Patrimoine Mondial, une série de “zones / paysages" de la ville de Rio de Janeiro, a été faite à 

partir d'une lecture renouvelée comprenant le patrimoine, compte tenu de la forte présence des 

éléments de la nature en milieu urbain, en la définissant comme un exemple de ville où les 

éléments naturels et bâtis offrent une qualité environnementale et sociale. 

Le processus de construction de cette application a impliqué un grand nombre d'agents et a contribué 

à la  révision  de  la  législation  en  matière  de  planification  municipale.  Étant  donné  le  

compromis technique  qui  s'est  établit  concernant  le  paysage,  avec  le  maintien  d'une  relation  

ville-nature équilibrée, la Mairie inclut, en 2011, la notion de paysage dans le plan directeur de la 

ville de Rio de Janeiro, en soulignant entre les principes de la politique urbaine “l'amélioration et la 

protection de l'environnement, du paysage et du patrimoine naturel et culturel dans le processus de 

développement de la ville." 

Le Plan de Gestion a représenté un défi pour le gestionnaire du pays, ainsi que pour la Convention. En 

tenant compte que la Culture et la Nature dans le paysage doivent devenir des éléments de gestion 

de la ville et de la pensée d'une manière intégrée, et si appropriées et gérés correctement, devraient 

servir de moteur important pour la pratique de la citoyenneté et du développement durable. 
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Conclusion 
A  partir  de  la  trajectoire  décrite  ci-dessus,  nous  nous  rendons  compte  que  l'urgence  et  le 

développement de la notion de paysage culturel cherche à surmonter l'antagonisme entre les 

catégories de patrimoine culturel et naturel, cependant, on a pas encore trouvé dans la Convention du 

Patrimoine Mondial une typologie qui regroupe les systèmes culturels territoriales avec toute sa 

complexité. 
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Figure 1 – Parati/Rio de Janeiro, 1996. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 2 – Rio de Janeiro/RJ, 2009. 
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Abstract 

During the last few years a rapid development of West Pomeranian small towns can be observed. The 

analysis of the chosen examples shows that the propelling force for the positive transformations are, 

among the other things, the possibilities of acquiring resources for investments and renovations from 

European Union’s funds, as well as new planning documents, introduced on the basis of European 

directive.  Properly directed, cohesive with European Union’s development policies, the revitalization 

processes are oriented to launching capitals enabling modernization and economic development. They 

gradually release the potential aggregated in the small towns of West Pomeranian Voivodeship. The 

results of these transformations are becoming more apparent and create a positive picture of these 

small towns’ spaces. With proper implementation of the strategic documents created on the basis of 

European regulations, the small towns of Western Pomerania have a chance of gaining stability 

between the urbanized and natural environment. The article depicts the influence that applying new 

planning documents has on the requirements connected to planning the development of small towns. 

The issue is elaborated in thematic areas connected with the spatial consequences  of introducing The 

Local Revitalization Programs and with broader access to the European Union’s funds, exemplified by 

chosen towns of Western Pomerania. 

  

Keywords: Local Planning; Town Revitalization; Local Revitalization Program; European Union’s 

Funds; Small Towns; Western Pomerania; Sustainable Development; Town Development 

 

 

1. Characteristics of small towns 

The problem of sustainable development of small towns demands a number of various analyses. 

Undertaking research on spatial transformations appearing within a group of small towns, we have to 

take into consideration, that results of the research will never fully answer scientific problems in the 

scale of entire country or region. Each town is different and has its own characteristics standing for 

individual character. 

The city has to be understood as a specific system consisting of specific elements with different 

relations appearing between them
1
. Cities are considered centers, where development takes place more 

dynamically than on other areas. The cities play a role of stimulator of growth for the areas directly 

linked. Cities have different characteristics from rural areas. From a point of view of spatial structure, 

they differ by higher population indicators, concentration of services, urban density, concentration of 

capital and lack of agricultural functions. The described above characteristics refer to functional 

sphere of cities. 

From administrative point of view, the city is a settlement given with land law and a premises for such 

status are described above characteristics divided into four groups: social infrastructure, technical 

infrastructure, urban structure and building parameters
2
. Polish towns were chartered mainly in the 

period of Middle Ages. The characteristics of any small town mainly derive from its definition. 

Construction of this definition is not a simple matter, because even the “town” itself is problematic.  

Sławomir Gzell in his work “Phenomena of small towns” defines small town as a legible in plan, 

spatially consistent grouping of limited number of buildings located on limited area with small group 

of people served by those buildings, as well as interaction between these elements and within them. 

The commonly appearing notion of “small” refers also each time to different social group up to 30.000 

                                                           
1 G. Gorzelak: Miasto jako przedmiot badań ekonomii. in: Miasto jako przedmiot badań naukowych w początkach XXI 

wieku. Editor: B. Jałowiecki, Wydawnictwo Naukowe Scholar, Warsaw 2008, p. 89.  
2 Legal act on self-management from the 8th March 1990 – full text. 
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inhabitants
3
. Small towns in Poland, apart from physical extent, have number of typical features 

differentiating them from villages and bigger urban structures. Their development and prosperity have 

been always connected. Apart from changing times, those features are still actual. Sometimes, 

dependently on actual situation, perception of those features changes, but the essence remains the 

same. Presently values represented by those features are unique assets. The set of features called by 

Sławomir Gzell phenomena of small town consists of: 

- small, limited size – human scale (1000 – 2000 inhabitants) 

- spatial legibility – legible plan and urban composition elements 

- mainly clearly marked and traced border of town 

- strong landscape conditions, landscape awareness, connection with landscape dominant 

- influence of urban growth driving force on appearance of town – connection with agriculture 

- some kind of spatial chaos – urban composition as a resultant of many forces of similar type 

- heritage spatial structure 

- evolutional type of transformation – continuity of life because of social bonds 

- influence of individual activities in scale of entire town  

- limited mobility: priority to pedestrian movement 

- clear definition of private property 

The surprising fact is, that majority of these features respond to human aspirations and challenges of 

sustainable development. Among many existing definitions, it is hard to find universal and appropriate 

for all spheres of science. This is why the size of towns is mainly defined on the basis of statistical 

criteria – number of inhabitants. However one can use other criteria of specification, for example total 

area, functional structure, the most appropriate still remains demographic criteria. Towns up to 20.000 

inhabitants. The lower limit is not set up, but it is enough that the settlement is chartered.
4
 

   

2. Small towns of West Pomerania (fig. 1) 

West Pomerania is a region located in north-western Poland, agreed area including West Pomeranian 

Voivodeship of 22.902 sq. km, the area significantly smaller than historical West Pomerania.
5
 West 

Pomeranian Voivodeship is a part of region surrounding Baltic See, which in fact is treated as internal 

sea of European Union. The voivodeship has 114 municipalities including: 11 urban municipalities, 52 

rural-urban municipalities and 51 rural municipalities. Cultural landscape of West Pomeranian 

voivodeship is a physical proof for rich history of these areas and effect or German, Polish and 

Scandinavian influences, as well as result of post-war resettlements – Lithuanian, Belarusian and 

Ukrainian. In connection to landscape values, it stands for touristic attractiveness of the voivodeship. 

Natural conditions of West Pomerania significantly influenced development of settlement structure, 

type and localization of industry, and maritime economy development, rural development and spatial 

disposition and character of recreational services, sanatoria, leisure. The settlement structure consists 

of 64 towns, 3171 villages and many other. West Pomeranian towns are characterized by unique 

localization features. They are located in specific non-random places, precisely selected. The towns 

are located at riversides, lakesides or in proximity to seaside – it comes from primitive character of 

settlements occupied with river transportation and fishing. Presently, relation between town and water 

indicates spatial and touristic attractiveness. The other common feature of towns within the region is 

their Middle Age origins. 

 

3. Small towns against spatial planning 

The small towns are 75% of total number of cities in Poland. Due to political transformation, their 

status in the 90’s has diminished. The fall of big agricultural companies and manufacturing industry 

has led to diminished significance of small towns in total settlement structure of Poland. Just the 

accession of Poland to European Union and adopting common policy of sustainable development 

based on regional development has raised growth of small towns once again. Analyzing problem of 

small town development it cannot we cannot pass over guidelines included in Chart of Leipzig on 

                                                           
3 S. Gzell Fenomen małomiejskości, Institute of Town Planning and Spatial Planning, Technical University of Warsaw, 

TUW, Warsaw 1987. 
4 Z. Paszkowski, Przyszłość małych miast w Polsce z perspektywy Pomorza Zachodniego, in: Rewitalizacja 

średniowiecznych małych miast Pomorza Zachodniego, edited by Z. Paszkowski, Szczecin 2014. 
5 there 
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“Sustainable European Cities” – 2007. The document includes arrangements for urban policy being at 

the same time certain vision of urban development in the coming years. The most important aspects 

undertaken in the Chart referred to: use of integrated development, increase of energetic efficiency, 

quality of public spaces, investment in human capital – to strengthen local labor market.
6
 Poland has 

hierarchical planning system consisting of: three main levels of planning: national, regional and local. 

The legal act of planning and spatial arrangement stipulates existence of two documents as a basis for 

municipality to lead spatial policy and economy. These are: Study of conditions and directions of 

spatial planning in the municipality, and Local Plan of Spatial Development.
7
 Analysis shows, that 

100% rural-urban municipalities of West Pomeranian voivodeship is covered by compulsory Study, 

but areas covered by LLSD are still in scarce. Accession of Poland to EU and access to European 

Funds for revitalization have forced towns to develop less or more consistent Local Programs of 

Revitalization (LPR) as programmed planning documents essential for acquisition financing from 

Local Operational Program. Newly created documents at local level have already pointed out demand 

for legislation changes in sphere of revitalization processes. National authorities notice this deficit and 

establishment of new planning documents at national level is in progress. In March 2014, Ministry of 

Infrastructure and Development presented project of National Urban Policy. Within the framework of 

new National Revitalization Plan, there has been new draft data presented: Guidelines of NRP. It 

presents concept of plan formulated in the MID being initial point for work on the final document, 

which is planned to be enacted in Parliament on the turn of 2014 / 2015. (fig. 2) 

 

4. Financing urban development with structural Funds of European Union 

In the very moment of accession to European Union, Poland was granted with financial help to 

support activities in economic sphere. These activities are going to contribute to increase of economic 

and social coherence with other UE countries. The Article 8 of European Regulation from 2006 on 

European Fund for Regional Development states, that in case of operations focused on sustainable 

development of rural areas, the EFRR should support common, integrated and sustainable strategies 

towards limitation of high concentration of economic, ecological and social problems within urban 

areas.
8
 In the period of 2004 – 2006 problem of degraded urban, post-industrial and post-military areas 

was one of the operations of 3rd Priority – Local Development within Integrated Operational Regional 

Program (ZPORR)
9
. It was innovative operation ahead of its times within EU countries. Formal 

revitalization projects in EU countries were earlier subject of Common Initiative URBAN I and 

URBAN II. Poland has become precursor among UE countries, where revitalization has become one 

of the main priorities in Structural Funds. Value of capital for this initiative has reached 96 million 

Euro. 

Next programming period of 2007-2013 has brought expected increase of capital on revitalization. In 

this period management of regional operational programs has been fully moved to responsibility of 

local governments. Earlier ZPORR was managed at national level. Sixteen new regional operational 

programs (RPO) have appeared – one for each voivodeship. On the area of West Pomerania it was 

Regional Operational Program of West Pomerania Voivodeship (RPOZW) for years 2007-2013 with 

priority axis 5 – tourism, culture and revitalization.(fig. 3) The level of funding from EFRR was at 

8.97%, which is 74 935 655 euro.
10

 66% of those funds was assigned to revitalization. The maximum 

level of funding has increased as well. Presently it is 85% of qualified costs against 75% before. 

ZPORR and RPO are programs, which open possibilities not only for Polish municipalities to achieve 

funds for qualitative revitalization and urban development, but also EU’s intention was to initiate 

structural changes in Polish legal planning system, functioning of administration, develop social 

participation and to help in creation of modern forms of public-private cooperation.  

                                                           
6 Ewolucja potencjału rozwojowego małego miasta z uwagi na uwarunkowania regionalne – case of Barlinek, in: Odnowa 

krajobrazu miejskiego - ULAR 7. Przyszłość miast średniej wielkości, Technical University of Silesia, Gliwice 2013.  
7 P. Śleszyński, T. Komorowski, A. Deręgowska, B. Zielińska, Analiza stanu i uwarunkowań prac planistycznych w gminach 

w roku 2012, Ministry of Infrastructure and Development, Polish Academy of Sciences Institute of Geography and Spatial 

Planning, Warsaw 2014. 
8 Regulation (WE) 1080/2006 of European Parliament and Council from 5th July 2006 on European Fund for Regional 

Development. 
9 Integrated Operational Program of Regional Development 2004-2006, Ministry of Economy, Labour and Social Policy, 

Warsaw 2004. 
10 Regional Operational Program of West Pomeranian Voivodeship for 2007-2013. 
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Within those activities it is possible to realize complex (integrated) projects on city revitalization – 

exclusively within Plans / Programs of Local Development or Local Programs of Revitalization or 

equal programs facilitating identification of integrated revitalization programs covering more than two 

directly connected enterprises. Within the RPOZW was developed Guidelines for Preparation of Local 

Programs of Revitalization. These guidelines specify extend of LPR as a basis for achieving support 

from Action 5.5 Revitalization and Action 6.6 Revitalization on metropolitan area RPOWZ for years 

2007-2013. The purpose of both actions is economic and social stimulation of degraded areas through 

creation of complex revitalization projects supported by dotation and instruments of financial 

infrastructure within Common Initiative JESSICA (Joint European Support for Sustainable Investment 

in City Areas).
11

 In these documents have to be specified limits of revitalized area with appropriate 

justification. The purpose or revitalization is improvement in quality of life of inhabitants, economic 

growth, restoration of spatial order, improvement of natural environment and adaptation of new 

functions for existing needs.  

The EFRR funds available in RPOWZ were assigned to support of revitalization processes and were 

divided within two categories of initiatives: Integrated projects towards revitalization of rural and 

urban areas, and Housing Infrastructure. In West Pomerania, Integrated Plan for Development of 

Urban Areas is identified with Local Revitalization Programs. For these processes in years 2007-2013 

sum of 49 624 295 EUR was assigned. 

The carried out demographic analysis of selected towns shows, that small towns are not touched by 

problem of shrinking cities. The demographic stabilization is influenced by continuous development 

of small centers and support from European Union Funds. 

 

5. Measures characterizing changes in spatial development in selected small towns 

The research was carried out on six towns located within rural-urban municipalities. Each of selected 

centers has following features: under 20.000 inhabitants, chartered, located in West Pomeranian 

Voivodeship – it makes them to be representatives of group of small towns of West Pomerania. For 

the purpose of analysis of transformation processes in these towns, measurements in demographic, 

social and spatial were selected. 

 

Table 1. Characteristics of analyzed towns – statistical data from GUS (2012-2013)   

Town 
Area in km

2 

 

Number of 

inhabitants 

Area covered by 

Local Plans of 

Spatial 

Development 

LPSD in % 

(2012) 

Date of introduction 

of LPR 

Barlinek 17 14240 2% 2010 
12

 

Chojna 12 7303 0% 2012
13

 

Choszczno 10 15758 1% 2008
14

 

Pyrzyce 39 12880 1% -
15

 

Nowe Warpno 25 1231 0% 2008*
16

 

Trzebiatów 10 
10229 

15% 2006
17

 

                                                           
11 Guidelins for preparation of Local Programs of Revitalization, Regional Operational Program of West Pomeranian 

Voivodeship for years 2007-2013., Szczecin 2010. 
12Attachment to regulation no LXII/1069/2010 of Municipality of Barlinek, Local Program of Revitalization – Town of 

Barlinek for years 2010-2020, Barlinek 2010. 
13 Actualization of Local Program of Revitalization of Chojna 2007-2013, Chojna 2012. 
14 Local Program of Revitalization of Choszczno, Choszczno 2008. 
15 In Pyrzyce none of the new planning documents have been introduced so far. 
16 Municipal Program for Heritage Protection in Municipality of Nowe Warpno for years 2008-2012, Szczecin 2008 
17 GOS - Gesellschaft fur Ortesentwicklung und Stadternerung mbH, Local Program of Revitalization of Trzebiatów, 

Trzebiatów 2006. 
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Table 2. Value of European Union projects / 1 inhabitant 

*(1)-  number of projects within RPO WZ (2007-2013), 

  (2) – projects related to spatial development 

In the Table 1 was presented quantitative characteristics of selected six towns and values related to 

planning and spatial investments within these centers. Level of coverage by Local Plans of Spatial 

Development within areas of selected municipalities is very low. The exception among these towns is 

Trzebiatów, where this indicator is at 15%, other towns are at 0-2% level. In 5 analyzed towns were 

introduced new planning documents of Local Plans of Revitalization or equal. Pyrzyce is the only 

town where the documents have not been introduced so far. 

Table 2 presents values of financing from EU RPOZW per 1 inhabitant of municipality. The visible 

improvement is between year 2009 and 2010 due to activation of funds assigned to programming 

period 2007-2013. The table presents also, that over half of investments financed from EFRR. The 

figures (fig.4) present investments related to spatial development and revitalization of degraded areas 

in selected towns. Increase in number of investments in successive programming periods clearly 

shows fast development of small towns in West Pomerania. It is also seen, that EFRR has very 

significant impact on number and size of investments in many spheres of urban space. Properly 

directed spatial policy of small towns supported by financing of EU causes an effect of beautiful 

public spaces (fig. 5
18

, fig.6
19

), sports places touristic and recreational areas(fig. 7
20

), Improvement in 

road and technical infrastructure is visible as well. On the basis of carried out analyzes we can say, 

that development of small towns has significantly become more dynamic in the last programming 

period of 2007-2013. Properly directed, coherent with European directions of development, 

revitalization processes directed towards on social, economic and spatial development co-financed 

from EU funds have important impact. Positive situation and continuous development of small towns 

of West Pomerania assures demographic stabilization (Table 3). The completed demographic analysis 

of selected towns proves, that small towns are not affected by problem of shrinking cities.
21

 

 

Table 3. Changes in demographic structure of selected towns (data from GUS 2013) 

Municipality 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 

Barlinek 14175 14162 14344 14363 14334 14240 

Chojna 7370 7398 7353 7348 7353 7303 

Choszczno 15819 15815 16028 15923 15786 15758 

Pyrzyce 12734 12773 12974 12887 12807 12880 

                                                           
18 Project: Increasing attractiveness of Municipality Nowe Warpno by building Promenade Action: 6.1 Tourism infrastructure 

in the metropolitan area., Stage I: Total value: 1 870 853.82  EU funding: 879 126.91 (50%) , Stage II:  Total Value: 2 993 

205,00 EU funding: 1 000 000 (33.41%). 
19 Barlinek  Park. E. Lasker. Project: Development of Park in the Delta Młynówka, Action: 5.5 Revitalization , Total value: 1 

117 665.62, EU funding: 558 832, 81 (50%). 
20 Project: Tourist - recreational development of the area around the lake Klukom and Mountain City in Choszczno  

(http://online.smartlink.pl/), Action: 5.1 Tourist Infrastructure , Value: 5 205 466.34, EU funding: 2 602 733.17 (50%). 

 

 

Municipality 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 (1) (2)* 

Barlinek 379 1969 1631 2049 1960 13 10 

Chojna  78 552 1191 1240 1374 7 4 

Choszczno 360 963 1403 1729 1958 14 7 

Pyrzyce 474 1266 1311 1733 1905 12 5 

Nowe 

Warpno 

384 1058 7417 7990 10729 12 10 

Trzebiatów 809 5258 6275 6302 6116 21 15 
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Nowe 

Warpno 
1215 1236 1251 1254 1246 1231 

Trzebiatów 10212 10174 10292 10247 10240 10229 

 

 

6. Summary 

Positive development tendencies of small towns deriving from carried out analyzes indicate, that the 

towns have a chance to become very successful in the coming years. Rapid development and free 

potential causes, that they can become great centers of culture, science, production and tourism, as 

well as places for good quality of life and work. Cultural (fig. 8
22

), historical, archeological potentials 

related to spatial structure (markets) of old towns of West Pomerania,(fig. 9
23

) as well as their 

beautiful location at water areas, hills and forests – is explored so far rather minimally. Proper 

preparation of program to explore these potentials in Local Programs of Revitalization should be 

priority for local governments. The important aspect supporting development or towns in this region is 

proximity of Germany and openness of borders with this country. Additionally, symptoms of 

deglomeration trend, migration from big cities to rural areas can be another incentive for small towns 

to keep the development on. 

 

7. Conclusions 

 Accession of Poland to EU and access to European funds for revitalization projects have 

forced small towns to create less or more coherent LPRs as planning documents indispensable 

for accessing funds for operations. 

 European Union facilitates completely new possibilities for financing revitalization. First years 

of using structural funds indicate, that implementation of integrated development projects in 

Polish conditions is possible in different spheres according to demands of planners. 

 The fact, that revitalization of degraded areas has become one of priorities of last 

programming period of RPO ZW, has caused that many interesting investments have appeared 

on such areas. 
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22 Project: Renovation and modernization of Cultural Center in Pyrzyce (photo: www.rmf24.pl). 

Action: 5.2 Development of culture - the protection and preservation of cultural heritage, Value: 8 022 506.30, EU funding 4 

012 022.73 (50%). 
23 Conservation of Cultural Heritage through renovation of the historic Town Hall in Nowe Warpno (photo: www.gs24.pl) 

Action: 6.2 Increase the attractiveness of the arts in the metropolitan area ,Total value: 1 490 759.59 EU funding: 804 861.44 

(75%). 
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Figure 1: The structure of the number of inhabitants in small towns in the region of West Pomerania 

(GUS 2013). 

 

 
Figure 3: Main determinants of local development. Retrieved from S. Flejterski, I JaŸwiñski, R. 

Klóska: The concept of estimating the socio-economic development of local self-government units. 
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Figure 2: Change in the total area covered by Local Plans of Spatial Development in 2009-2012 (GUS 

2014). 

Figure 4: Diagrams of investments in one of the examined cities (Barlinek) in different periods of 

time. Investments made with a financial contribution from the funds of the European Union are 

highlighted in red. 
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Figure 5: Promenade in Nowe Warpno.              Figure 6: Barlinek Park. E. Lasker. 

    

Figure 7: Public space in Choszczno.               Figure 8: Cultural Center in Pyrzyce. 

 

Figure 9: The City Hall in Nowe Warpno.
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Abstract 
The Polish legislation does not define ‘landscape’, but in terms of legal works functions in two 

concepts: natural and cultural. In spite of the fact that it is treated as an outcome of interaction 

between the two notions, it is their actual legal separation in Poland that results in contradictory 

guidelines ruling out the holistic approach. The key landscape policy instrument should be spatial 

planning. However, as part of the political transformation taking place in Poland after 1989, a 

national-scale centralised spatial planning system was abandoned. This lead to the present situation, 

in which spatial policy is practically non-existent. 

 

Keywords: Landscape Policy; Landscape Protection; Landscape of Poland; Legal Instruments 

 

 

Introduction 

The currently conducted,  intense work on the so-called 'landscape bill' has encouraged the author to 

attempt a comment on the present landscape policy in Poland. The analysis involved the  currently 

valid  legal  provisions  as  well  as  proposals  to  the  bill  put  forward  by the Chancellery of the 

President of Poland
1
. 

The Polish legislation  does  not  define  ‘landscape’  (definition  from  European  Landscape 

Convention), it only stipulates what 'landscape value'
2
. The multitude of definitions provided in 

scientific publications indicates how broad the interdisciplinary scope and the diversity of fields 

concerned with the landscape is, and how strenuous a task it is to fit the term into a precise 

framework
3
. 

The environment protection law provides a definition of ‘environment’ – as an all components of 

nature, this including those modified as a result of human activity, such as the landscape (Art. 3)
4
, etc. 

Hence landscape, also cultural landscape (as it is a result of human activity), may be legally 

understood part of the environment. 

According  to  the  European  Landscape  Convention  (ELC),  ratified  by  Poland  in  2006, 

'landscape' functions in two main concepts: natural and cultural (Art. 1a). In spite of the fact that it is 

treated as an outcome of interaction between the two notions, it is their actual legal separation IN 

Poland that results in contradictory guidelines ruling out the holistic approach and sparking conflicts 

between groups representing different aims, visions or interests. In fact, no coherent landscape policy 

may persevere without institutions that could help implement it. 

The ELC is still being implemented, and most landscape experts agree that the present Polish 

legislation does not offer the possibility to employ a landscape policy in Poland
5
. 

 

Legal instruments of landscape protection 

The protection of landscape in Poland is effected with 14 different legal constructions. Out of these, 

the landscape protection as stipulated in the environment protection act, covers mostly ‘natural 

landscape parks’, ‘protected landscape areas’ and ‘landscape-nature complexes’. In the Act on 

protection and preservation of historical monuments this mainly pertains to the notion of ‘cultural 

park’. 

                                                           
1 (Projekt ustawy o zmianie niektórych ustaw, 2014). 
2 (The Act of 16 April 2004). 
3 (Myga-Piątek, 2012).  
4 (Notice of the Marshal of the Sejm of 26 August 2013). 
5 (Myczkowski, 2009). 
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The nature protection forms cover a significant area of the country (approx. 30% in total), and they are 

established in quite an effective manner from the procedural point of view, even if the available legal 

provisions offer very little means for real protection of landscape qualities. The forms based on 

prohibitions selected from a list defined in the act do not ensure proper functioning or secure 

landscape against real threats that stem from complex processes. In practice, it is possible to abolish 

felling a tree in a “natural landscape park”, but it may be impossible to prevent erection of a house or 

fence in middle of a vista. Regulations based on prohibitions do not enable us to shape the landscape, 

the architectural characteristics, colour scheme or range of materials recommended. 

The burden of protecting cultural landscape, being mainly an anthropogenic creation, finds its 

reflection in the procedure for establishing ‘cultural parks’. The act on protection of historical 

monuments does not mention any list of prohibitions, it does however stipulate a most complex 

procedure, which yielded only 24 cultural parks between 2004-2013. The key obstacle being the 

obligation to prepare a protection plan and commence preparing  a zoning plan within 3 months after 

establishment of a park. In the author' opinion, a wrongly constructed procedure, the unrealistic 

deadlines and strong opposition from local communities  blocks about 70% of initiatives that are the 

first-of-the-kind attempt at active shaping and management of landscape heritage rather than passive 

protection solely. 

Moreover, in Poland after communism, the social perception of all protection forms is very negative, 

and all forms of area protection, in particular those containing the word 'park' in their name, are seen 

as a blow to the regional investments. 

The highest level of policy planning document in Poland – ‘National Spatial Development Concept’
6
 

as the main instrument of policy recognizes spacial planning. However, as part of the political 

transformation taking place after 1989 – fall of communism, a national-scale centralised spatial 

planning system was abandoned, resulting in the introduction of culturally and environmentally de-

contextualised procedure ‘development decisions’ that defined the architectural elements without 

consideration of its surroundings. This lead to the present situation, in which spatial policy in Poland is 

practically non-existent
7
. 

Inspires hope to introduce in 2013 the issues of landscape and cultural landscape of the records of ‘the 

National Spatial Development Concept 2030’, but the lack of factual interrelations between the 

national, regional and local planning is worrying. This stems from the lack of an effective mechanism 

for transferring provisions of higher level plans to ‘local zoning plans’ (LZP), or primarily from the 

general lack of valid zoning plans. The role of the ‘Study of the Conditions and Directions of Spatial 

Development of a Commune’ (SCDSD) as the key and obligatory document defining the policy of 

commune development is incomprehensible, as it is not used in issuing any administrative decisions 

concerning local zoning. 

The restrictions stemming from establishment of protection forms are only taken into account in local 

zoning plans and development conditions decisions when they concern areas that are already under 

legal care, while the most dramatic transformations usually involve degraded landscape that requires 

intense recultivation and revalorisation – this is where the involvement of conservation and nature 

protection authorities is not obligatory. Spatial planning is short- termed, narrowed down to small 

areas, relies on designers whose sole appointment criterion is the fee they want and not the idea or 

experience they have, decisions often taken under heavy pressure from investors. This lead to chaos, in 

which zoning plans on neighbouring lands stipulate contradictory regulations concerning the same 

landscape. 

Landscape is a system where no process may be restricted by administrative boundaries. Noteworthy 

is the fact that actual management of space in areas defined in a Study as free of any development 

(green areas) only fall under regulations concerning individual development conditions and area 

management decisions, and not local zoning plans (It should be noted that the obligation to prepare 

zoning plans concerns only one of the legal form of landscape protection, i.e., ‘cultural parks’, and 

this is the reason why the plans are not validated). 

                                                           
6 (Koncepcja Przestrzennego Zagospodarowania Kraju, 2013). 
7 (Notice of the Marshal of the Sejm of 24 April 2012).  
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The current state of legal regulations finds its consequence in the deterioration of landscape resources, 

which can be seen all around us. The uncontrolled and haphazard development of areas characterised 

by valuable landscape and still unattended areas, the stratification and partial liquidation of the 

Warsaw aerating green wedges, the partial development of the gorges and river valley in Lublin, the 

aggressive architecture devoid of any regional context overbearing historical town arrangements, or 

the omnipresent appallingly lurid advertising signs that block views and endow Polish cities with the 

characteristics of a funfair. These are just but a few examples of the processes that have a devastating 

effect on the landscape. 

In Poland, which is unprecedented in Europe, there is no authority solely responsible for spatial 

development or landscape management. Hence the transformation of landscape takes place 

spontaneously, and is a result of a number of factors and processes, which fail to provide a 

comprehensive picture of the problem, as they do not analyse all the influences in a coherent manner. 

Assuming the spatial planning systems functioned properly, we still cannot be certain as to the 

improvement of the manner the landscape policy is conducted. This is mainly due to the fact that 

evaluation and conscious shaping of cultural landscape for the purposes of planning documents have 

no grounds in Polish legislation, as it is the case with the natural environment. 

Specialist documentation on cultural landscape is rare, takes the form of a study and covers different 

scopes, it is also based on diversified methodology and only sporadically made public. Normally, if 

such study is prepared, it is done from a very concrete point of view: wind farms, high voltage mains, 

ski lift facilities. So, this kind of reports are not comprehensive in their nature, but rather concern only 

one harmful aspect – the most frequently discussed problems relate to the view. As it has been 

mentioned before, there is no legal obligation to prepare any study or report on shaping the cultural 

landscape, and the only exception to this rule is the cultural park protection plan, which is drawn up 

only sporadically, though. 

 

Projected legal developments 

‘A bill on amending some acts with the purpose of fostering landscape protection tools’ was published 

in May 2013
8
. It was prepared by the initiative of the President of the Republic of Poland. The bill was 

an outcome of several years of expert work and public debate on improving the current state and 

catering for the possibilities of sustainable development of the Polish landscape policy
9
. 

The bill in question introduces a definition of ‘landscape’ to the Environment Law and a new 

definition of ‘cultural landscape’ to the Historical Monuments Protection and Management Act
10

. It 

provides: ‘cultural landscape – space as perceived by humans and containing, natural and man-made 

components, historically shaped as a result of human activity’. 

Yet another new definition draws the reader’s attention in the bill. It is the ‘priority landscape – 

landscape that is valuable and must be preserved’. Landscape protection with high landscape value 

already has its legal protection means: cultural parks, protected landscape areas, nature- landscape 

complexes and landscape parks. The problem of contemporary landscape shaping lays in the areas of 

large potential, that are crucial for the cultural identity of a region (post- mining areas, post-industrial, 

post-military), yet degraded. They should have the priority in rehabilitation  –    in  conscious,  long-

term  management  of  the modification  process  (ELC recommendations). The mistakes in the spatial 

planning system that have been widely criticized are repeated. 

A new proposal document 'landscape audit', which is to pre-select priority landscapes for 

voivodeship-level protection, performed every 20 years, will be subject to sole opinion (not 

acknowledgement) of a voivideship historical monuments conservator, as far as the substantial scope 

of the cultural values (and historical) are concerned; this means the exclusion of the voivodeship town 

planning and architectural commission and other specialised entities responsible for cultural landscape 

protection and spatial order  from the process. 

While, such voivodeship town planning and architectural commission opinion will only be issued in 

case of new document proposition called 'urban planning landscape protection rules', which is to 

serve as local law, even though it is to be prepared at the higher voivodeship level. 

                                                           
8 (Projekt ustawy o zmianie niektórych ustaw, 2014). 
9 (Palubska, 2013). 
10 (The Act of 23 July 2003).  
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The fact that landscape protection has been almost entirely withdrawn from local zoning plans (LZP) 

is worrying. Since preparation of new 'urban planning landscape protection rules', which in practice 

serves cause the LDP will not be prepared in these areas. Shaping priority landscapes will then in 

reality be implemented through   issuing development conditions decisions for individual plots of land 

– which on many occasions has been criticized and should be used only for infill development. 

It also seems inappropriate to reduce the view qualities of landscape to one exposed element, or its 

dominant feature, which in the bill has been given a clearly negative connotation. It would seem that 

the bill authors are weary of the influence of power plants and high voltage posts on areas. But in a 

harmonious landscape, such constructions are not the only landmarks. What is even more, a landmark 

is only one of the components of landscape, which often is a positive characteristic in well-shaped 

urban and rural environments. 

Another concern is the unchanging avoidance of legislative responsibility for active landscape 

protection, which is seen by greater effort now being made in terms of promotion, management and 

sustainable landscape maintenance instruments, which are deemed crucially important in the spatial 

and landscape policy (Art. 3, ELC). 

On a final note, as far as the implementation of the ELC provisions on social participation and 

landscape management in the spirit of sustainable development is concerned – there are no solutions 

offered by either the present or proposed legislation to deal with these issues. The proposed 'landscape 

audit' and 'town planning protection rules' practically ignore the matter. 

 

Conclusions 

The above analysis allows to conclude that landscape policy in Poland is non-existent. There are no 

instruments that would enable defining landscape qualities and endowing them with the appropriate 

social and economic role. Statutory obligation to prepare landscape reports could finally lead to 

defining the methodology to be used for identification, assessment, protection and management of 

resources. 

Perhaps, following the footsteps of international experience, an act strictly devoted to the issue of 

landscape should be created, rather than extension of the existing acts in an attempt to provide interim 

countermeasures – as it is now proposed in the initiative by the Chancellery of the President of Poland. 

Even more so in a situation in which intensive works are conducted on the revision of existing laws 

mentioned in the article. 

On the other hand, on a local scale, the number of initiatives improving the public space is growing. 

Supporting such local initiatives, creating publicity for good practice may in fact bring more 

advantages than statutory prohibitions. Shaping the social awareness and propagating landscape 

management models is presently one of the crucial challenges to be faced by landscape policy in 

Poland. 
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Abstract 

Valparaíso, UNESCO World Heritage Site (July 2
nd

, 2003), is a port city  which has shaped  its own 

identity and  cultural landscape through a process extending over 500 years. Throughout this historic 

construction, the coastal border expresses itself genuinely as a landscape of modernity.   

Hence the proposal of indicators relevant to the measurement of the state of preservation and the 

development of the coastal border.  These indicators bear direct relation with the current/historic uses 

of the property, the social engagement of its inhabitants, the surrounding facilities, and the ecological 

relationships between natural and cultural resources. 

  

Keywords:  Landscape; Urban Planning; Architecture; Heritage Conservation 

 

 

1. The landscape of  urban shorelines: a post-modern approach 

In our contemporary urban/architectural culture, the arrival of new approaches aims to offer a 

comprehensive explanation to such phenomena as urban planning and development  as well as the 

complex dimensions taken on by architecture within this field, especially with regards to the 

identification and appreciation of a cultural and social identity.  In this respect, the landscape unveils 

itself as a concept and a technique, allowing an integrative understanding of the processes that man has 

developed systematically within his physical and natural environment and the value conferred to the 

construction of a place (genius loci). 

In fact, such landscape can be conceived of as a series of successive collective transformations and as 

the  cultural projections that the social groups exert over a given geographical space (Nogué, 2007, 11) 

These materialize both in the form of physical and tectonic realizations as well as images and 

conceptual representations that gradually transpire in the art and in the immaterial realities of the 

mind. 

The landscape thus  behaves as a system consisting of at least three levels (Rodríguez, 1998,23): a 

geosystem, pertaining to the environment and the ecology of natural resources; a sociosystem, related 

to the production systems and the mechanisms of power within society; and a cultural system closely 

linked to the collective identity and its domains of representativeness. 

From a historical-environmental standpoint, the landscape of Valparaíso city projects itself not as a 

static heritage asset but as a sufficiently adaptable and dynamic process to face  the diversity of 

contemporary cultural schemata , a confrontation that translates into persistent interpretations and 

reformulations of foreign architectural models blended with local expressions largely shaped by 

geographic, climatic, material, and socioeconomic factors. 

Figure 1: Scenic view of UNESCO site which highlights the dock-facilities in the urban border located 

in the Western side of the city. Photograph, 2010. 

(Source: Collection of the Center for Contemporary Urban Development Studies. DUOC Valparaiso) 

 

Equally worth-mentioning is the function that the landscape grants to architecture, forcing it to act 

within a domain of active interdisciplinarity and creativity on the basis on the  territory configuration 

and cultural reality.  The landscape function of architecture finds justification in the search for new 

                                                           
1 This article is the result of a Doctoral Research Project entitled "Invention and transformation of the modern landscape in 

the coastal urban border in the central zone of Chile. Role played by the State and Public Works: 1830-1930". Joint Doctoral 

Program: Universidad Politécnica de Madrid-Universidad de Chile. 
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environmental equilibria with a conscious effort for memory recreation (MONTANER, 2008)  a fact  

manifested in the refurbishment of pre-existing architecture (industrial and naval facilities, fluvial 

axes, piers, harbour systems) and the design of new infrastructure in tune with the predetermined 

patterns of the landscape. 

As Roger (2007, 21) points out,  the landscape configuration is primarily an aesthetic, artistic and 

ethical action reflected in two interdependent operations which he refers to as “artealization” One is 

direct and physical, acting directly on  the setting the individual adapts; in other words, an in situ 

operation. The second one   is indirect, occurring through the transforming and interpretative action of 

one’s mind, i.e. in visu, and whose profound subjectivity makes it susceptible to ongoing cultural 

patterns and enriching periodic feedback of the in-situ constructions. The landscapes of urban 

shorelines  are prolifically documented with pictorial images capturing the setting, the maritime life, 

and the daily working routine on the shore (loading/unloading operations, shipping traffic, etc). 

Figure 2: The shipwreck of Arethusa, by Charles Wood Taylor (oil on canvas), 1826. Landscape 

representation of the western coastal border in Valparaiso and  the inclement natural forces. 

(Source: Fine Arts National Museum, Chile). 

 

The port’s landscape, manifested in the land-water-inhabitant relation, becomes a market of 

consumerist and disposable images disseminated by the media,  the tourist and commercial discourse.  

In most cases,  the information yielded  distantiates from the original source: the place itself. One way 

to prevent this  post-modern distortion is through “the re-assembly of the landscape in its aesthetic 

dimension and underlying values, an ambivalent mirror  of our relationship with space, nature and the 

world” (Minca, 2008: 227).    

In terms of heritage conservation, the concept of cultural landscape, adopted by the UNESCO World 

Heritage Convention in 1992 
2
,  is defined as distinct geographical areas or properties “represent[ing] 

the combined work of nature and of man and are illustrative of the evolution of human society and 

settlement over time, under the influence of the physical constraints and/or opportunities presented by 

their natural environment and of successive social, economic and cultural forces, both external and 

internal” (UNESCO, World Heritage Center, 2008)  However, the  implementation of this concept at 

the level of specific conservation measures  is far from having yielded a consistent theoretical frame 

and successful experience. 

Figure 3: Map showing the coastal strip and the Historic Area Valparaíso - UNESCO (2003). 

(Source: prepared by the author). 

 

2. Historic situation of Valparaíso urban shoreline 

No doubt, the industrialisation processes and transport developments during the second half of the 

19th century are the hallmark of Valparaíso as the country’s most important seaport, undergoing 

substantial improvement until the  1930’s. In 1852 the railway connecting Valparaíso and Santiago 

begins to be built. These unprecedented  advances will radically transform the urban configuration of 

space and form. The railroad layout significantly shapes the north-east side of the city, especially 

through the construction of  Barón’s railway wagon manufacturing factory  and its workers’ dwellings. 

The system of industrial capitalism brings about the modernisation of the transportation system, the 

growth of port facilities, the need for more factory facilities, the search for  more land (in view of 

population growth), and the creation of pedestrian and commercial areas especially suited for the 

emerging bourgeois banking system. 

By 1886, in an attempt to improve port facilities, the government begins a land-filling process  which, 

together with the new infrastructure, will determine the look and feel of the harbor’s waterfront.  In 

1909,  the Port Commission Law [Comisión de Obras Portuarias] is enacted. Subsequently, intensive 

improvement operations on the urban coastal borden come to a halt in 1928-1930. Significantly 

important is the role of the government in the consolidation of the port development as well as the 

pioneering work of foreign and Chilean professionals in the field of hydraulics engineering (Ferrada, 

                                                           
2  In 1992 the World Heritage Convention became the first international legal instrument for the recognition and protection of 

cultural landscapes. In the development of its 16th meeting, the first World Heritage Committe adopted guidelines as to the 

inclusion of these landscapes in the World Heritage List. 
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2009, 38). The  working port is now a strategic tool for national and international growth which  

benefits, directly/indirectly, other coastal towns within the country. 

In a context of global industrialisation, the vision of engineering has a lasting impact on Latin 

America.  Valparaíso does not escape this influence. The current port facility gives birth to a  new 

modern city  whose image begins to consolidate in 1928-30. The concepts of rationality, transport 

efficiency, city connectivity, loading/unloading systems begin to figure gradually, but prominently, in 

the government’s discourse. Emphasis is placed on the sanitary developments of the 19th Century 

(drainage, street leveling, water service, etc). 

Figure 4: Sequence with the historical evolution of the coastline and the city of Valparaiso (Source: 

prepared by the author). 

Figure 5: Perspective of coastal border and customs’ warehouses, Las Habas area in the western side 

of the city. Clearing and levelling works were conducted on Artilleria hill in order to generate 

available surface for customs and dock-related activities. (Source: From my own archives). 

 

3. Current situation: isolation of the landscape spirit  from the urban shoreline 

An equally important matter is the gradual isolation of the shoreline from the rest of the urban territory 

during the 19th century, a fact that finds explanation in the dramatic changes in transport and 

technology brought about by the Industrial Revolution. Between 1830 and 1930, despite the 

consolidation of the port facilities, a number of irregularities evidence the isolation of the coastal 

border from  the surrounding city areas. This  isolation is intensified by the 20th century  with the 

implementation of newer technologies in industry and transport. 

Currently, such  alienating trend  has been paradoxically characterised  by a government policy to 

detach the working port from commerce, tourism, or culture-related activities. Another factor 

threatening the harbour’s identity is the series of inadequate interventions occurring with the 

introduction of the conservation paradigm in the  1990s  and its subsequent consolidation in 2003 with  

the UNESCO World Heritage Site declaration. 

As a result of a worldwide trend, the city’s coastal area has become the subject of  intensive planning 

pertaining to the development, maintenance and expansion of port facilities with standardisation 

projects intended to diminish the historic role of this commercially important seaport. In South 

America no more than twenty harbours satisfy the market needs of the entire continent (doubling its 

surface area). Out of these harbours, three are Chilean: Valparaíso, San Antonio and Antofagasta. The 

first two are strategically located in the central region of Valparaíso which acts as a bioceanic corridor 

linking the Pacific Ocean to Asia (Mastrantonio, 2009, 23). 

 Since the introduction of the Preservation Coastal Border Plan [Plan de Recuperación del Borde 

Costero de Valparaíso] in 1990, a government’s initiative negotiated by seaport administrations, a new 

freeway pass leading directly to the port has been built in order to avoid congestion in downtown 

streets.  A similar innovation in the Barón area will result in a mega development project consisting of 

malls, cultural centers, offices and apartment buildings. The fact the city’s harbour requires, 

paradoxically, more space for its daily operations has sparked proposals for the construction of two 

new working sites and the failed attempt to demolish four state-run warehouses, some of the few 

remains of development works of the 19th century. 

The evident mismatch between the appreciation of the urban coastal landscape and the heritage 

preservation tools can only be explained in light of the poor understanding of ecological and 

environmental matters in relation to  the sustainable growth of the urban territory (adequate use of 

finite resources), a fundamental approach to the  critical, interpretative  view of the landscape and the 

resources of the territory (Ferrada, 2009, 83). 

Figure 6: Precluded at the end of the 19th century with numerous studies and projects, the 

construction of the breakwater was finally completed in 1929. Photograph, 2009. (Source: From my 

own archives) 

 

4. Towards the establishment of guidelines for preservation and development 

The current state of urban coastal landscape calls for the elaboration of classical policies of landscape 

appreciation and which should include a number of variables accounting for the ongoing processes of  

adaptability and change, particularly in relation to the intense physical and mental anthropisation of 

the natural resources throughout history. 
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Adequate appreciation, conservation, management, and planning of this type of landscape, as well as 

the establishment of guidelines for its monitoring over time, must be based on a frame of technical 

operations supported by a system of four interrelated components: an environmental system, a cultural 

system, a social system, and an economic system. These will ensure sustainability in the active 

dynamics that reproduces itself historically from its society. 

Figure 7: Map showing the system of landscape units of the city of Valparaiso, organized into 

geographic historical support. (Source: prepared by the author). 

 

Indicators for the preservation and development of the landscape in the coastal urban border: 

a) Level of impact of uses and activities: the aim at this level is to assess the degree of the 

impact upon the dynamics of the landscape system, taking as a basis the examination of the 

correspondence between historic and current activities in relation to the changes to be incorporated. 

b) Level of functionality, accessibility and interpretation: this level stresses the assessment of 

the correspondence and complementation between the border functions and those generated in the city 

and the region in order to maintain adequate transportation, pedestrian and visual accessibility from 

and to the border, either from the city or from the waterfront. Amongst the main descriptors we can 

mention transportation systems, the measurement of visual cones, identification of salient images as 

perceived by inhabitants from and to the urban border, degree of pedestrian use of the different access 

points and their main areas.  

c) Level of social involvement in processes of use, perception and appreciation of the coastal 

border: one aim is to determine the extent to which the inhabitants are able to create a landscape 

through their actions and their involvement with the activities it fosters, and also their capacity to 

critically interact in decision-making related to changes and improvements (e.g. plans, programs, 

projects). 

d) Level of impact and quality of physical interventions in the border and its surroundings: 

this indicator focuses on the spatial, formal, volumetric, perceptive, and visual treatment of the urban 

border, taking into account urban, architectural, and aesthetic patterns which characterize the 

landscape to be preserved. On the one hand, this level considers assessment of scope and quality of 

interventions seeking preservation and rehabilitation of existing supports (relevant architectures, dock, 

industrial and shipping equipment). On the other, assessment also considers advantages or 

disadvantages of new works and/or urbanizing initiatives as to their impact upon the configuration of 

the landscape (as seen in water and urban fronts).   

e) Level of “artealization” of coastal urban border: this level aims at the assessment of the bi-

univocal degree of activity between concrete and intangible factors that, as a whole, shape the heritage 

dimension of the border. The main objective is to identify, document, and make known the outcomes 

that the border generates in cultural and artistic fields (visual arts, music, literature, performances in 

public areas, etc.) under the assumption that these expressions, in turn, enrich an understanding of the 

heritage dimension of the border. In this perspective, it is important to broaden the conceptual tools 

under which the appreciation of the landscape takes place in order to incorporate aural, tactile, and 

olfactory elements.  

f) Ecological level of use and reemployment of natural and cultural resources: 

This level seeks to assess the balance regarding the use of the existing capacity from natural and 

environmental resources (water, air, biotic and abiotic factors) and cultural resources in order to 

potentiate an adequate anthropization sustainable for the dynamic, unitary, and comprehensive quality 

of the urban border landscape. 

 

5. The landscape of the coastal urban border of Valparaíso: towards a definition of its heritage 

value and projections. 

In the context of the UNESCO Nomination granted to the city of Valparaíso in July of 2003, which 

declared its Historic Quarter as World Cultural Heritage, the protection of the coastal urban border 

along with its dock-industrial facilities becomes a matter of utmost priority and concern.  

In this light — and according to the Operative Guide that translates the objectives set forth by the 

World Convention of Cultural and Natural Heritage, approved by UNESCO in 1972 — the 

Nomination of Valparaíso is fully explained in Consideration II of the Convention which deems as 

valuable and exemplary those cities that represent “an exceptional testimony of the earliest stage of 
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globalization at the end of the 19th century”, emphasizing the importance of the nominated site as 

“seaport historical area”. This definition clearly reflects the condition of Valparaíso and the 

remarkable quality of its urban and coastal landscape.  

The historic and urban evolution of Valparaíso — from the colonial period to the industrial 

modernization in the 19th century — emphatically determines that the commercial use of the docks 

(e.g. customs, warehouses) greatly contributed to the new urban settlements essential for the 

development of the city. 

In order to properly protect the coastal border it is necessary to activate technical measures and 

planning strategies in institutional and public areas. In this sense, the participation of the community is 

key to rising awareness about the preservation of this heritage under the assumption that the landscape 

is a social construction that members of a group create through time, culturally transforming, 

improving, and interpreting the natural surroundings.  

In other words, rather than just preserving the actual expressions of the process (facilities, 

architectures, city layout), we must pay attention to their underlying dynamics. Without a doubt,  the 

appreciation of heritage and identity must be rooted in historical, urban, social, cultural, and economic 

factors that guarantee the vitality of relations of the internal system and an integrative unit of its 

components. The sustainability of these actions engages the natural insertion  of the individual who 

inhabits, interprets, modifies, and perceives the urban coastal border.  According to the historically 

documented process, the internal dynamics is shaped by the mobility of the commercial, industrial, 

and port  activities taking place on the coastal border and by the functioning of the city as a territorial 

unit. 
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Figure 1: Scenic view of UNESCO site which 

highlights the dock-facilities in the urban border 

located in the Western side of the city. 

Photograph, 2010. 

(Source: Collection of the Center for 

Contemporary Urban Development Studies. 

DUOC Valparaiso) 

 

 
 

Figure 2: The shipwreck of Arethusa, by Charles 

Wood Taylor (oil on canvas), 1826. 

Landscape representation of the western coastal 

border in Valparaiso  and  the inclement natural 

forces. 

(Source: Fine Arts National Museum, Chile). 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Map showing the coastal strip and the 

Historic Area Valparaíso - UNESCO (2003). 

(Source: prepared by the author). 

 

 
 

Figure 4: Sequence with the historical evolution 

of the coastline and the city of Valparaiso 

(Source: prepared by the author). 
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Figure 5: Perspective of coastal border and 

customs' warehouses, Las Habas area 

in the western side of the city.  Clearing and 

levelling works were conducted on 

Artilleria hill in order to generate available 

surface for customs and dock-related activities. 

(Source: From my own archives). 

 
 

Figure 6: Precluded at the end of the 19th century 

with numerous studies and projects,  

the construction of the breakwater was finally 

completed in 1929.  

Photograph, 2009. (Source: From my own archives) 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 7: Map showing the system of landscape units of the city of Valparaiso, organized into 

geographic historical support. (Source: prepared by the author). 
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Abstract 

In the United States, heritage management compliance is carried out following a reactive, site-by-site, 

project-by-project approach, which is costly, time consuming, and does not necessarily lead to the best 

preservation outcomes. To address this problem, we proposed a proactive, programmatic compliance 

approach for an Air Force Range in the southwestern United States that relied on sampling techniques 

and archaeological modeling to predict site location, significance, and vulnerability. We argue that this 

approach makes better use of available data and is better-suited than approaches reacting to ad hoc 

development in advancing research and supporting long-term heritage planning and management.  

   

Keywords: Predictive Modeling; Cultural Landscape; Significance; American Southwest 

 

 

1. Heritage Resource Compliance in the United States 

In the United States, federal agencies are obligated under Sections 106 and 110 of the National 

Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) of 1966, as amended, to identify heritage resources significant to 

the national heritage and to take appropriate steps toward preserving and protecting those resources. 

The purpose of the Section 106 process is to accommodate historic-preservation concerns with the 

needs of federal actions, termed “undertakings” (Code of Federal Regulations, Title 36, Part 800).The 

Section 106 process requires agencies to take into account the effects of proposed undertakings on 

historic properties listed in or eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP), to 

consult with stakeholders, and to provide the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation an 

opportunity to comment on an agency’s undertakings. Section 110 requires agencies to establish a 

program for identifying, evaluating, and nominating historic properties to the NRHP and to assume 

responsibility for the historic properties located on lands under their jurisdiction. 

By definition, a historic property is a resource that is listed or has been determined eligible for listing 

in the NRHP. These include “any prehistoric or historic district, site, building, structure, or object” that 

meets one or more of four criteria for inclusion in the NRHP (16 U.S. Code § 470[a]). These criteria 

are: (1) association with events of broad historical importance; (2) association with significant figures 

of history; (3) represents a masterpiece or distinctive type; or (4) contains or is likely to yield material 

or information of scientific importance. In most cases, archaeological sites are evaluated in terms of 

Criterion 4, although all four criteria can be considered in the evaluation. In addition, to be considered 

significant, the property must retain its historical integrity. Traditional cultural places (TCPs) can also 

be recognized as historic properties under Section 106 when they “(a) are rooted in [a] community’s 

history, and (b) are important in maintaining the continuing cultural identity of the community” 

(Parker and King 1998:1). Federal agencies must consider adverse effects to historic properties that 

could result from a federal undertaking but do not need to consider heritage resources determined not 

eligible for listing on the NRHP.  

Many federal agencies in the United States have focused heritage management investigations on 

finding historic resources, or inventory efforts. Substantially less effort has been placed in evaluating 

the significance and integrity of heritage resources or in developing approaches that support 

archaeological research and long-term preservation initiatives. A recent estimate for completing 

inventory and evaluation efforts for the Department of Defense (DoD) would require several centuries 

to carry out, at a cost of billions of today’s dollars (Green et al. 2012). But this is a small amount of 

the total bill; DoD manages less than 8 million hectares of the roughly 260 million hectares owned by 

the US government.  

All US federal agencies currently use a largely ad hoc and reactive, project-by-project approach to 

inventory and evaluation. For the most part, agencies only survey and evaluate a parcel of land when it 
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is under imminent threat of land disturbance; a “just-in-time” approach to cultural resource 

compliance. Although attractive to managers because it delays costs as long as possible, this approach 

is inefficient, fails to make use of prior knowledge to guide planning decisions, and leaves tens of 

thousands of heritage resources vulnerable to impacts through neglect. Further, a just-in-time approach 

does little to advance archaeological research and fails to achieve the goals of long-term preservation 

planning, as it preserves an uneven and biased sample of heritage resources for future research and 

public enjoyment.   

 

2. Heritage Resource Investigations on the Barry M. Goldwater Range East, Arizona 

Over the past two decades, the 56th Range Management Office (56 RMO) has inventoried more than 

80,000 hectares of land most likely to be affected by military activities on the 425,000 hectare Barry 

M. Goldwater Range (BMGR) East in the western Papaguería of southern Arizona (fig. 1). The 56 

RMO has also consulted with Native American tribes and conducted surveys to identify TCPs. These 

efforts have resulted in the identification of more than 1,300 archaeological sites, more than 10,000 

isolated finds, and numerous TCPs. Eligibility recommendations were made during the surveys based 

on surface observations. However, in the absence of some form of systematic subsurface probing, such 

as the excavation of test pits, these recommendations are preliminary and lack formal determinations 

by government regulators. This process essentially separates intact sites, which could be determined 

eligible, from heavily disturbed sites, which are clearly not eligible. Because only a few sites are so 

disturbed that they can be eliminated at this phase based solely on surface observation, the vast 

majority of sites enter a second phase of consideration in which the 56 RMO, in consultation with the 

Arizona State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO), must determine the NRHP eligibility.   

The standard approach for the 56 RMO to evaluating identified resources would be to test each 

property to determine whether intact subsurface deposits exist and whether each individual property 

that may be affected by an undertaking has the potential to answer current research questions or to 

address gaps in our knowledge. This approach tends to be costly and time-consuming, Assuming a 

minimal cost of $10,000 per site, the evaluation of 1,300 resources would cost about $13 million and 

require years of effort. As importantly, such an approach fails to make effective use of prior 

knowledge, and unless there is a mechanism to synthesize the results, the archaeological evaluation 

program will do little to advance our knowledge of the archaeological record or cultural landscapes. 

An alternative approach is to model the information potential and cultural significance of identified 

resources using data collected during identification efforts and to test and evaluate a representative 

sample of those resources to refine and validate the model. The model could then be used to sort 

resources into significance categories based on their potential for yielding important scientific 

information and their potential significance as traditional cultural properties. Those categories could 

then be used to decide on treatment options for properties likely to be impacted by an undertaking and 

to address long-term management goals aimed at supporting research, preservation, and access to 

resource values. The advantages of such an approach are that it (1) provides for more effective, 

transparent, and programmatic long-range planning and information management; (2) leverages prior 

knowledge in support of preservation; (3) focuses scarce heritage funding on the most important 

resources; and (4) places greater attention on the importance of TCPs and stakeholder concerns 

(Sebastian 2009). 

Statistical Research, Inc. developed for the 56 RMO a programmatic compliance program along the 

lines described above. The centerpiece of the program is a research design and heritage management 

plan for evaluating and considering effects to historic properties on the BMGR East and developing a 

management approach that could support long-term preservation outcomes for their Historic 

Resources Management (HRM) program (Heilen and Vanderpot 2013). Through the development of 

historic contexts, indigenous perspectives, research questions, and analytical strategies, the research 

design provides a framework for investigating and interpreting the diverse cultural, educational, 

aesthetic, and economic values of heritage resources of the western Papaguería according to a cultural 

landscape perspective. In this approach, the BMGR East is not a sample universe within which an 

arbitrary sample of archaeological sites are found and evaluated, but part of a physiographic region 

that conforms to a cultural unit that modified and was modified by human behavior. The research 

design focuses less on sites as universes of analysis (i.e., research questions tailored to individual 

resources) and more as units of analysis (i.e., parts of complex behavioral sets distributed unevenly 

across space). Cultural landscapes become a critical element of evaluating, interpreting, and treating 
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historic properties on the BMGR East and allow us to explore and to incorporate in our research the 

distribution and significance of the entire range of heritage resources—including sites, isolated finds, 

and TCPs.  

 

3. Simulating Significance: The Draft Significance Model 

With the research design in hand, we developed a preliminary significance model for the BMGR East 

using Priority One sites, or sites that are in imminent danger of being impacted by military activities 

and for which a treatment plan is being developed. To build the model, we compiled information on 

site type, potential for subsurface deposits, condition, NRHP eligibility, temporal affiliation, and 

artifact and feature types and counts for the 86 Priority One sites under consideration using survey 

reports and the BMGR East heritage resource database (ACDC 2.0). The compiled data were then 

evaluated, standardized, and systematically filtered in order to sort sites into a series of significance 

rankings corresponding to the information potential of a site and the presence of features of high 

traditional cultural significance; that is, those that are likely to be especially important to Native 

American stakeholders (Sebastian 2009).  

The resulting model integrated information on site characteristics to place sites into significance 

rankings, with one being the highest rank and seven being the lowest rank. Sites ranked highest 

according to the model were those with features of high traditional cultural significance (e.g., 

petroglyphs, geoglyphs, and rock cairns) or with a large and diverse artifact assemblage and very high 

potential for subsurface deposits. Ranked somewhat lower were sites having a combination of high or 

very high surface and subsurface potential and/or containing a rare temporal component (such as an 

Early Archaic [9500 to 3500 B.C.] or Protohistoric [A.D. 1500-1800] component). The lowest 

rankings were assigned to sites that had comparatively low potential for surface and subsurface 

deposits and that did not contain any features of high traditional cultural significance or a rare 

temporal component.  

Overall, 28 percent of sites were assigned high ranks (1-3) based on the presence of features of high 

traditional cultural significance, rare temporal components, and/or exceptional research potential. 

Twenty-one percent of sites were ranked 4 or 5 based on having moderate research potential. The 

remaining 51 percent of sites were considered to be of low research potential (ranks 6 or 7). 

Interestingly, heritage resources clustered in space according to significance ranking, allowing 

identification of hotspots where some of the most- or least- significant sites are concentrated. This 

suggests that some spatial clusters of sites could potentially be managed together as units, in addition 

to being managed according to significance category and condition. 

Importantly, the resulting model was successful in assigning the lowest ranks (6 or 7) to Priority One 

sites that were previously recommended not eligible in preliminary assessments, with the majority of 

these being assigned the lowest significance rank of 7. Moreover, 46 percent of sites that had been 

recommended as eligible during site inventory had, in the resulting model, a low significance rank 

similar to those considered not eligible. By contrast, the model gives a high ranking to only about half 

the sites—those with a higher research potential and/or with high traditional cultural significance.  

Why are some seemingly similar sites judged of little research or cultural importance and others 

judged of greater importance? The answer is “context.” Each site is fitted into a cultural landscape 

based on its characteristics, its position in the landscape with relation to environmental resources, and 

its location vis-à-vis other sites of the same and differing site type. The behaviors manifested at a 

particular site are viewed in relation to how humans perceived and adapted to a given region. Based on 

these considerations we must weigh whether further investigations at a site can contribute to a better 

understanding of human adaption and cultural processes in a region. If the research potential is 

sufficient, the site is determined eligible. The modeling results allow us to hone in on those 

archaeological resources most likely to contribute to our understanding of the past. The modeling 

process provides a transparent and systematic approach that grades significance according to relevant 

categories representing how sites should be managed, rather than evaluates the significance of sites 

only in binary sense, that is whether they are eligible or not eligible for listing in the NRHP. 

Following Sebastian (2009), the results of the significance model led us to recommend a series of 

management strategies that reflect where management efforts of different kinds are likely to be best 

placed on the basis of significance rank and site condition (table 1). Among the management options 

recommended for different site categories were strategies of avoidance, pursuit of nondestructive 

research questions, intensive documentation and/or collection, testing, data recovery, and creative 
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mitigation efforts, such as creation of archaeological reserves or pursuit of specialized studies with a 

potential to advance heritage resource interpretation. Through this approach, we can help focus scarce 

compliance dollars on those resources most important to descendant communities and most likely to 

advance our knowledge of the past. 

Based on the results of this preliminary effort, we recommended that the draft model be refined as part 

of the treatment plan for Priority One sites by testing a representative sample of sites to determine 

their eligibility and to gain additional information on integrity, geomorphic context, and vulnerability 

(fig. 2). We also recommended the development of a series of additional models: (1) an archaeological 

sensitivity model predicting the location of key property types (including TCPs); (2) an impact model 

that predicts where impacts of different kinds are most likely to occur, their potential severity, and 

their potential effect on different kinds of historic properties; and (3) a geoarchaeological model 

predicting where buried cultural deposits are likely. Together, these models could provide an 

integrated set of planning tools that help to fulfill both legal obligations and long-term goals of the 

preservation program and provide management options relevant to particular resource types and 

conditions. 

  

4. Conclusions 

Globally, heritage management is predicated on sound knowledge about the location, value, and 

vulnerability of heritage resources, data that are critical to making informed planning decisions. 

Information technologies play an increasingly important role in managing and analyzing such data to 

achieve the best preservation outcomes. For large government landholding agencies in the United 

States, it is often the case that many sites have been identified, but few have been evaluated for 

significance, with evaluations typically conducted on an ad hoc site-by-site, project-by-project 

approach. Identification and evaluation efforts focus on those areas of the landscape immediately 

under consideration for disturbance and pay limited attention to other areas that are critical to 

understanding the role and importance of sites within a cultural landscape. This standard approach to 

management is narrowly-focused, costly, and time-consuming and leaves large numbers of sites and 

traditional cultural places understudied and vulnerable to neglect. If all resources are considered equally 

in evaluating or testing sites or resolving effects, scarce dollars are spread too thinly, with most of the effort 

spent on common and redundant properties with limited heritage value. Little knowledge is gained about 

rare property types, important research questions are not addressed, and only minimal effort is expended on 

ensuring the protection of important historic properties.  

In this paper, we presented a novel management strategy developed for a US Air Force Range in the 

American Southwest faced with this pervasive problem. The approach uses a combination of modeling 

approaches to predict the location, significance, and integrity of sites according to a holistic, cultural 

landscape perspective and places recorded sites into a series of management categories defined 

according to resource values, research potential, impact threats, and management options. Rather than 

considering sites individually, the approach examines sites within the universe of heritage resources 

and advocates for creative mitigation strategies and the establishment of archaeological preserves to 

resolve effects. As a result, proactive and programmatic decisions can be made that balance a broad 

understanding of resource values and significance with community concerns and the military mission 

while ensuring the long-term preservation of heritage resources. 
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Figure 1: Map of the BMGR East and surrounding area. 

 

Significan

ce Rank 

Interpretation 

 

Management Strategy for Eligible Resources 

poor condition 

fair, fair to good, or good 

condition 

1 
sites with features of 

high traditional 

cultural potential 

emphasize avoidance; 

pursuit of non-destructive 

research questions to 

interpret and contextualize 

resources; creative 

mitigation 

emphasize avoidance; pursuit of 

non-destructive research 

questions to further interpret and 

contextualize resources; creative 

mitigation; establish preserves 

2 
sites of exceptional 

research significance 

intensive 

documentation/collection; 

test for subsurface deposits 

intensive data recovery in APE, 

establish reserves outside APE 

for future research 

3 

sites with rare 

components and/or 

high research 

potential 

intensive 

documentation/collection; 

test for subsurface deposits 

intensive data recovery in APE, 

establish reserves outside APE 

for future research 

4 
sites with moderate-

to-high research 

potential 

intensive 

documentation/collection; 

test for subsurface deposits 

intensive data recovery in APE, 

establish reserves outside APE 

for future research 

5 
sites with moderate 

research potential 

establish reserves outside 

APE; narrowly focused 

data collection; creative 

mitigation efforts  

limited data recovery/sampling; 

establish reserves outside APE 

for future research 
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6 
sites with low-to-

moderate research 

potential 

establish reserves outside 

APE; narrowly focused 

data collection; creative 

mitigation efforts  

limited data recovery/sampling; 

establish reserves outside APE 

for future research 

7 
sites with low 

research potential 

establish reserves outside 

APE; narrowly focused 

data collection; creative 

mitigation efforts  

limited data recovery/sampling; 

establish reserves outside APE 

for future research 

Table 1: Potential Management Strategies for Heritage Resources, by Significance Rank and 

Condition. 

 

Figure 2: Flowchart illustrating the proposed management approach.
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Résumé 

Pour le paysagiste Michel Corajoud, le paysage, c’est l’endroit où le ciel et la terre se touchent.   

L’horizon détermine à lui seul un paysage. Il relie les éléments, mais tout aussi bien les sépare et en 

désignant une limite, il invite à considérer l’illimité. Il est le trait d’union entre le corps du 

contemplateur  et ce qui l’environne. Les géologues proposent une approche similaire du mot dans la 

mesure où est appelé horizon géologique chaque couche qui compose le sol. L’une des couches peut 

alors être considérée comme horizon repère et c’est à partir de celui-ci, dûment répertorié, que les 

géologues déterminent l’ancienneté relative des couches au-dessus et au-dessous. Une vue en coupe et 

en couleur permet de visualiser les différentes strates du sol. C’est une représentation que l’on peut 

également appliquer à la toile du peintre, car la toile au mur est l’expression verticale d’une illusion 

horizontale. Tant dans l’art du paysage selon Corajoud, que dans le domaine géologique, l’horizon 

prend de l’épaisseur et se voit reconnaître une existence concrète.  

Le Mélanésien se repère face à un horizon plus complexe caractérisé par le troisième élément qu’est 

l’océan. Si la frange côtière joue un rôle particulier entre terre et mer, l’espace mer–ciel ne fait qu’un 

et l’horizon mélanésien n’est ni borné, ni délimitant, car la mer est un portail toujours ouvert qui peut 

être emprunté dans un sens et dans l’autre, dont  les entrées et sorties infinies furent empruntées par de 

lointains parents venus à la conquête du Pacifique sud il y a quelques milliers d’années. L’horizon 

n’est jamais perçu comme clôturant.  

Une autre infime épaisseur, essentielle à la compréhension du monde océanien, située entre la terre et 

la mer, fait partie du spectre. Il s’agit du liseré de quelques dizaines de mètres comprenant la plage et 

le platier qui définit la frange côtière, lieu magique réservé aux initiés, théâtre d’évènements 

extraordinaires et associé à de nombreuses représentations picturales où narratives. Les mythes 

véhiculés par les contes donnent la clé de l’explication mélanésienne du monde : la terre est une 

totalité sacrée dont les hommes sont une composante parmi d’autres.  

L’espace horizontal s’organise en couches successives dans le plan, celui-ci pouvant être une toile de 

peintre. Dans ce contexte, la représentation de la mer peut se dédoubler, présentant une partie soumise 

à la réverbération et une autre partie, clairement délimitée, laissant entrevoir la vie sous-marine avec 

ses anémones de mer posées sur le fond marin et ses poissons multicolores évoluant parmi les algues 

et les coraux. Les peintres distinguent entre le plan opaque de la mer sur lequel l’œil glisse et la 

représentation de l’aquarium, qui propose une parfaite transparence des fonds marins. L’œil 

mélanésien sait en effet, par expérience, de quoi sont faits ces fonds et le peintre ne manque pas de le 

rappeler au contemplateur : la terre, la frange côtière, l’aquarium, la mer et le ciel constitue le spectre 

du paysage ilien ordinaire. 

Ma communication visera à montrer combien chacune des strates composant le paysage est 

fonctionnelle, comment ces épaisseurs s’articulent pour élaborer un ensemble structuré et cohérent et 

pourquoi cette représentation présente dans les contes de la tradition et les peintures de la modernité 

définit culturellement l’âme océanienne.  

 

Mots-clefs : Paysage ; Horizon ; Mélanésie ; Conte ; Peinture   

 

 

Mon propos s’élabore autour de la notion d’horizon-paysage en tant qu’image, tel qu’il est figuré dans 

les toiles et présenté dans les contes qui les sous-tendent, au sein du monde mélanésien. L’art de 

raconter des images et celui de peindre les mots nécessitent une redéfinition en contexte. En quoi la 

vision, la perception et la représentation de l’horizon-paysage du Mélanésien varient-elles par rapport 
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aux critères occidentaux traditionnels ? Il est vrai que la notion d’horizon est plus complexe en milieu 

insulaire, car à l’opposition terre/ciel traditionnelle se rajoute la dimension marine. Celle-ci comporte 

nécessairement la notion de littoral, frontière inquiétante, lieu magique où rôdent les esprits, concept 

primordial de la pensée mélanésienne. Le chemin ne s’arrête pas à la terre : il transcende l’horizon, se 

prolongeant de la terre à la mer et de la mer à la terre, traçant une route aléatoire qui reste 

constamment à redéfinir, car la mer, contrairement à la terre, n’en garde jamais la mémoire. Fig.1 

 

1. L’horizon-paysage en exemple 

Une toile acrylique polychrome d’Oscar Towa, l’un des représentants les plus constants et les plus 

caractéristiques des peintres de rue de Port Moresby, met en scène quatre personnages. Au premier 

plan, deux demi-faces parées encadrent la toile dans la largeur, contemplant le spectateur. Légèrement 

en retrait, deux figures de profil rétrécissent encore le champ visuel du contemplateur. Au fond, dans 

l’échappée, la tombée du jour se décline en ocres, vermillon et carmin se répandant à profusion dans 

toute la scène, posant l’arrière-plan féérique. Au cœur de cet espace flamboyant se dessine en 

miniature le cliché romantique de l’île flanquée de son palmier ; une pirogue à balancier se présente au 

loin, voile sous le vent, dérivant sereinement. La présence d’une silhouette humaine à l’avant joue en 

faveur d’un accostage imminent. La représentation de l’esquif louvoyant,  se présentant trois-quarts 

face avec son vigie en figure de proue, est l’indice d’une approche prudente et raisonnée.  

Dans un contexte ilien et en dépit des apparences, le regard de chacune des quatre figures est porté 

vers l’océan, car celui-ci se déploie autour des personnages sur 360 degrés. En réalité, ceux-ci  scrutent 

tous les quatre l’espace marin, le regard porté sur la pirogue entrante, y compris les deux figures qui 

nous font face et qui semblent s’en détourner résolument. Le support toile permet aisément la 

réalisation de ce trompe l’œil. En outre, la cible visuelle virtuelle des quatre personnages s’affiche 

pour le contemplateur en image réelle sur le fond de l’écran.     

Celui-ci participe au jeu de miroirs, car son œil a saisi le regard de l’autre : celui des l’insulaires qui 

jaugent la pirogue et celui, plus diffus, du voyageur scrutant l’île avant d’y échouer son embarcation. 

Le regard indicible que l’homme à la pirogue oppose aux îliens figés sur la frange côtière prend sens 

dès lors que le contemplateur accepte les règles du jeu : l’intrus se présente face à ses hôtes, dont la 

survie dépend de l’évaluation précise des risques potentiels. Le fait que les îliens soient parés montre 

qu’ils se sont préparés à toute éventualité en termes de danse ou de guerre, selon le mode sur lequel 

sera décliné l’accueil de l’arrivant et de ses suivants, en fonction d’un signe amical ou d’un geste 

perçu comme offensant.   

Dans ces jeux de miroir, l’observateur omniscient porte son œil sur l’autre, mais voit finalement sa 

propre image se perdre et se refléter dans les fondus enchaînés du ciel et de la mer et dans les feux du 

couchant. La ligne d’horizon passe au niveau de l’œil de chacun des quatre personnages principaux et 

recoupe également l’îlot et la pirogue, dégageant par là même toute la thématique du tableau.   

 

2. Le cadre géographique 

Les grands navigateurs partis d’Asie il y a environ 4 000 ans en quête d’horizons nouveaux, ont 

recherché dans l’immensité du Pacifique les terres susceptibles de les accueillir. C’est ainsi que, par 

vagues successives, les peuples Lapita se sont dispersés au gré des îles rencontrées. En franchissant le 

détroit de Torres, ils ont touché la Papouasie-Nouvelle-Guinée, puis l’archipel des îles Salomon, avec 

la Nouvelle-Irlande, la Nouvelle-Bretagne, Bougainville, les îles Salomon, les Nouvelles Hébrides 

(Vanuatu depuis l’indépendance du condominium franco-britannique en 1980), la Nouvelle-Calédonie 

et les îles Fidji, cet ensemble constituant la Mélanésie traditionnelle. De leur île, ils ont vu apparaître 

l’homme blanc dans leur horizon. Ils ont vu croiser ou aborder Quiros, Tasman, Cook, Lapérouse, 

Dumont d’Urville et, si la vie de ces peuples confrontés aux valeurs occidentales a été altérée, ils ont 

néanmoins conservé une façon de percevoir le monde qui leur est propre. 

Nous disposons de traces en surface nous permettant d’appréhender la pensée et l’expression de ces 

peuples. Dans le domaine archéologique, les affleurements de poteries Lapita épousent parfaitement la 

carte de la Mélanésie traditionnelle. Les nombreux pétroglyphes qui jonchent la plupart de ces 

territoires semblent également correspondre à l’activité d’artistes appartenant à la même civilisation. 

D’autres marqueurs sont constitués par les contes, qui recèlent l’âme des peuples, ainsi que par les 

représentations qu’offrent les peintres non ou peu formatés au travers des œuvres contemporaines 

qu’ils produisent. Chez ces peintres et conteurs, on retrouve des schémas caractéristiques fédérateurs 
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qui sont autant de marqueurs psychiques d’une civilisation unique qui aurait conquis cette grande 

partie de l’espace marin.  

 

3. Les expressions artistiques 

L’art et la peinture s’expriment en vertu du contexte social et culturel dans lesquels ils se développent. 

En Mélanésie, des peintres et sculpteurs reproduisent les schémas ancestraux dans les villages. Ce sont 

des ruraux dont la fonction est de perpétuer la tradition et dont le rôle est essentiel, car ils transmettent 

des signes qui ont valeur mémorielle. Chaque œuvre produite a sa raison d’être : un rite de fertilité, un 

deuil, un mariage, une circoncision, une initiation. Ces artistes œuvrent dans le cadre du samting tru, 

c'est-à-dire de la relation authentique qui lie l’artiste à son œuvre et à son monde. La pièce est 

façonnée à la faveur d’un évènement défini, au cours de laquelle elle est portée, exhibée et par là-

même, ritualisée. La cérémonie passée, cette pièce n’a plus de raison d’être et, à l’instar de la plupart 

des masques ou parures, elle entre dans l’oubli et dépérit, car elle a perdu sa force, son mana, aux yeux 

du papou. Le New Art est un phénomène urbain et le New Artist est urbanisé ; il est centré sur 

l’évènement et l’actualité et il rend compte du moment présent. 

Dans la plupart des cas, comme à Port Vila pour le Vanuatu et à Port Moresby pour la Papouasie 

Nouvelle-Guinée, ces artistes vivent dans la capitale, mais vont régulièrement se ressourcer dans leur 

village car, dans le monde mélanésien, l’homme coupé de sa terre et de son village d’origine n’a guère 

de statut et de crédit. Cependant, la principale préoccupation de ces artistes demeure la vente de leurs 

œuvres et ils produisent parfois à la demande des touristes, étrangers pour la plupart. Ils façonnent le 

monde selon les lois du marché et s’inscrivent alors dans le cadre du satin nating. Il est évident que les 

peintres de rues ont compris que leurs ventes dépendaient de leur capacité à s’adapter aux demandes 

extérieures, mais il n’en reste pas moins que la notion d’authenticité artistique telle que la conçoit le 

monde occidental ne se décline pas sur le même mode dans le monde mélanésien. 

 

4. Le conte raconte le paysage 

Les contes méritent également une redéfinition. La typologie du conte mélanésien ne correspond guère 

aux schémas canoniques de Bettleheim dans sa Psychanalyse des contes de fées. Le conte mélanésien 

peut présenter des incohérences spatio-temporelles. Le jeu des déictiques y est souvent brouillé. 

L’ordre initial n’est pas obligatoirement rétabli et, si la conclusion clichée existe, la conclusion 

moralisatrice est exceptionnelle. Les contes ne présentent pas nécessairement de chute et l’histoire 

peut rester suspendue. Les personnes, les animaux, les végétaux, les pierres ne connaissent ni règne ni 

frontière et se transforment facilement l’un en l’autre. Dans ces contes, la magie est non seulement 

ordinaire, mais naturelle.  

Le conte n’a pas pour objet d’offrir une belle histoire. Il porte le sceau du village auquel il appartient. 

Raconter le conte, c’est raconter le paysage, transmettre des signes, des marques, des lieux, des noms, 

d’où l’importance du mot. Par conséquent, ce sont les éléments sémiotiques, toponymiques, 

onomastiques, et d’affiliation véhiculés qui donnent tout leur sens à ces contes, et non la morale qui 

les ponctue parfois. Le paysage est fonctionnel. C’est un actant de premier rang. 

Suivant la logique gouvernant la distinction entre l’authentique et le factice, le conte retransmis depuis 

des générations, raconté  au sein du village par les aînés aux enfants et aux jeunes gens et destiné à 

entretenir la mémoire du clan ou de la tribu, est de l’ordre du samting tru. Que l’on accepte de le 

raconter à un touriste ou un chercheur pour répondre à sa demande d’enregistrement et celui-ci entre 

alors dans le domaine du samting nating. 

 

5. La frange côtière structurante 

L’espace horizontal s’organise en couches successives dans le plan de la toile du peintre. Cinq 

strates principales peuvent être distinguées : la terre, la frange côtière, l’aquarium, la mer et le ciel. 

Dans cet univers singulier, où la fille du soleil, qui n’avait jamais vu d’homme, tombe enceinte d’un 

jeune garçon rencontré alors que son père était parti à la chasse et où la lune descend du ciel avec des 

cordes pour dévorer des enfants attirés avec des bananes, l’horizon est bien plus qu’illusion d’optique 

ou simple vue de l’esprit : c’est un être vivant qui vit sa vie d’horizon, de paysage vivant, comme 

d’autres êtres vivants vivent leur vie de casoar, d’oiseau de paradis, d’hibiscus ou de pierre magique.  
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Le rôle de la frange côtière comme actant dans le spectre de l’horizon apparaît dans ce conte que 

Charles Illouz pose en prologue dans son ouvrage intitulé De Chair et de pierre
1
. Le mythe de la 

Danseuse aveugle se joue à l’île de Maré au large de la Nouvelle-Calédonie, sur la frange côtière, où 

tombent les censures et les sanctions, dans un conte traditionnel : 

 Les deux époux vont faire leurs champs dans le ciel. Le soir venu, ils redescendent vers leur 

maison. L’épouse dit alors : Fais-nous griller quelque chose. J’irai ensuite pêcher un peu au 

flambeau. 

-D’accord ! dit le mari.  

Elle va alors confectionner une grosse torche et revient auprès de son mari 

Et bien, cette grillade, est-elle cuite ? 

-Oui, mangeons ! 

Après quoi, elle déclare : je vais pêcher à la torche. 

-D’accord, dit le mari. 

Arrivée au rivage, elle enflamme la torche, puis arrache ses yeux et avance ainsi vers la mer. 

Elle se met alors à danser en renversant la tête en arrière et en longeant la plage jusqu’à son 

extrémité. Elle danse ainsi tête renversée, se repose un peu, puis reprend sa danse tête 

renversée. Bientôt, elle entend le chant du coq. Oh, il va faire jour ! pense-t-elle. Elle va alors 

reprendre ses yeux et les remet à leur place. C’est ainsi qu’elle remonte vers l’intérieur des 

terres, rejoint son mari et se couche près de lui. Au matin, celui-ci demande : Comment s’est 

passée ta pêche à la torche ? 

-Rien ! répond-elle.  

Les voilà qui s’élancent à nouveau dans le ciel pour cultiver leurs champs. Ils cultivent 

jusqu’au soir et redescendent vers leur demeure. Ils font griller quelque nourriture, puis la 

femme dit encore : Je vais retourner pêcher à la torche. 

 

Un soir cependant, le mari décide de la suivre pour savoir pourquoi sa pêche n’est pas productive. Il 

arrive près de la mer, s’installe sur une hauteur et aperçoit sa femme, en contrebas, en train de danser 

tête renversée. L’époux va ramasser les yeux et les lance dans la mer où un poisson picot les avale. Il 

s’en retourne ensuite chez lui.  

Le coq commence à chanter, annonçant l’heure du départ pour l’épouse, qui s’en va rechercher 

aussitôt ses yeux mais ne peut que constater que ceux-ci ont disparu. Les faits relatés par le conteur 

sont simples : le jardin suspendu à la voûte céleste reçoit la visite diurne du couple qui, leur labeur 

terminé, redescend sur terre pour manger et dormir. Sur la scène magique du bord de mer, la danseuse 

aveugle accomplit d’irrépressibles pas de danse nocturne, arpentant toute la longueur de la plage dans 

un sens et dans l’autre selon un parcours bien défini, entrecoupé de pauses structurantes. La 

chorégraphie est parfaitement réglée et l’errance le long de la frange est étalonnée. Les pauses 

rappellent l’affiliation de la danseuse au ciel et interpellent l’auditeur. L’universalité des concepts 

fondamentaux mis en œuvre, la profusion de mots connotés et la singularité de la chorégraphie 

conduisent à pressentir une profusion de sens. En Nengone, la langue de Maré, épouser une jeune fille 

se dit « lui couper le pied », car la femme doit s’occuper de la case et de la terre cultivable qui lui est 

associée et en ce sens, elle est attachée au sol
2
.   

La frange littorale est l’élément fondamental du paysage des tribus côtières. Celui-ci constitue une 

frontière angoissante car il est fréquenté par des créatures à la fois marines et terrestres et par des 

esprits qui peuvent se montrer hostiles. C’est précisément cette bordure que fréquente la danseuse 

aveugle. Celle-ci vit sa vie de labeur dans le ciel et elle utilise le temps perdu du sommeil pour vivre 

sa vie dans les étoiles du rêve, constituer son mythe, vivre sa vie intérieure et exorciser ses rêves sur la 

frange. A son horizon diurne qui la voit se déplacer dans le plan du champ qu’elle cultive, elle oppose, 

les yeux tournés vers le ciel, la verticalité de son horizon nocturne. Ses déplacements latéraux au 

niveau du littoral ne servent qu’à donner de l’épaisseur à l’appel du champ des étoiles. 

 

 

                                                           
1 Illouz, Charles, De chair et de pierre, Essai de mythologie kanak, Editions de la Maison des sciences de l’homme, Paris : 

2000 . 
2 En anglais,  husband  renvoie étymologiquement à bound to the house,  évoquant  un ancrage différent. 
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6. Horizon, paysage côtier et angoisse 

Charles Illouz évoque la relation sémantique qui lie l’épouse à la terre cultivable
3
. Quand la terre 

cultivable est labourée, l’épouse devient mère. La femme au pied coupé doit non seulement rester 

attachée à sa terre, mais elle a également vocation à la faire fructifier, de la même façon qu’elle a généré 

son enfant et qu’il lui faudra veiller à ce qu’il ait de quoi subsister. La mère et la terre sont appelés à 

produire de concert.   

Dans le cadre de son étude sur la culture des Yafar de Papouasie-Nouvelle-Guinée, Bernard Juillerat, 

reprenant à son compte dans L’Avènement du père les deux notions angoisse de séparation - angoisse 

d’intrusion introduites par ailleurs par André Green, y adjoint une troisième forme d’angoisse, celle 

liée à l’inclusion, ou incorporation du Sujet par l’autre.  Rapporté à la notion d’horizon, cette 

distinction nous amène à considérer l’angoisse de séparation comme celle liée au départ de la frange 

originelle. Pour diverses raisons, il convient de quitter la terre mère pour se laisser dériver dans 

l’océan Pacifique avec l’espoir de toucher une île généreuse. Le départ en pirogue fait partie d’un 

processus irréversible : on ne dérive que dans un sens et si l’arrivée quelque part est aléatoire, la 

rupture, elle, est définitive. Une fois perdues de vu les côtes et saisis par les courants, on ne revient 

plus, car si ces marins étaient tous capables de remonter le vent en louvoyant, cette manœuvre n’était 

possible que sur des distances relativement réduites.  

 

7. L’angoisse d’intrusion intervient dès lors que la terre aléatoire est atteinte. Il faut pénétrer l’espace 

terrestre, tenter de le conquérir et de l’assagir ou s’y fondre. L’angoisse d’intrusion correspond à 

l’angoisse de l’arrivée, car le navigateur arrivant du néant est la cible du regard de l’autre. C’est ce 

moment précis qu’a saisi Oscar Towa, dans l’œuvre polychrome dont il a été question en prologue. 

Le lien entre départ et arrivée ne peut être définitivement scellé qu’avec la conquête de la frange 

côtière, témoin des drames liés aux abordages malencontreux, mais également des accueils 

bienveillants à l’adresse des héros qui avaient su conquérir l’immensité de l’océan. L’idée d’inclusion 

se pose dès lors que le nouveau-venu, missionnaire, marchand ou aventurier, plante sa croix, établit 

son comptoir ou bâtit sa maison de bois et que se noue la rencontre avec l’autre. Le missionnaire pose 

sa vision du monde spirituel, le marchand impose sa conception du commerce et l’aventurier tente de 

faire fortune le plus rapidement possible. S’ils y parviennent, ce sont des conquérants  et l’opération 

d’inclusion de l’autre commence. Dans le cas inverse, c’est qu’ils auront eux-mêmes été vaincu par les 

maladies, les fièvres, les flèches ou dévorés par les crocodiles ou les hommes, punition capitale 

infligée par la frange inhospitalière, et c’est elle qui les aura phagocytés. On se souviendra que dans 

Robinson Crusoë, les anthropophages viennent de la mer s’établir sur la plage pour accomplir leur 

festin de chair humaine. La transformation ultime sur la frange est l’anéantissement de l’autre par la 

manducation, qui, tout en glorifiant l’éradication, consacre la victoire absolue de l’anthropophage. 

 

8. L’horizon route 

Dans Le Territoire enchanté
4
, Joël Bonnemaison explique que : 

 

La culture mélanésienne repose sur le culte des ancêtres, la célébration rituelle des forces de la 

nature et l’existence de grands cycles mythiques cosmogoniques liés à l’action de «  héros 

culturels » qui mirent en forme le monde lors du grand temps des origines. Un grand espace 

fut alors créé, réceptacle des magies et des pouvoirs, avec lequel les vivants communiquent 

par le chemin des morts. Cet espace mélanésien est produit par des géo symboles, c'est-à-dire 

des lieux culturels porteurs d’identité et chargés de sens et de mémoire.  

 

C’est ainsi que « les droits sur le territoire, le concept de frontière, la relation au voyage, s’expliquent 

par cette relation au sacré et à cet espace culturel. » La frange côtière scelle ces trois pactes. Le chemin 

des morts est également celui qu’empruntent les vivants. Le commencement, le Temps du rêve des 

aborigènes, correspond au  Grand temps en Océanie, lui-même étroitement associé au Grand espace, 

géographie mystique qui s’incarne dans les lieux et les itinéraires. A l’origine, la « terre » était une 

substance cosmique amorphe que des êtres surnaturels vinrent modeler. C’est ainsi qu’apparurent les 

                                                           
3 Zine signifie à la fois « la terre fertile cultivable » et « l’épouse venant des maternels. »  
4 Bonnemaison, Joël, Le Territoire Enchanté, Croyances et Territorialités en Mélanésie, Paris, 1992. 
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plantes, les animaux, la nuit, les montagnes, les caps, le soleil, la lune. Les aventures de ces héros 

remplissent les récits mythiques dont les villages possèdent des variantes ou des parties. Ces mythes 

donnent la clé de l’explication mélanésienne du monde : la terre est une totalité sacrée dont les 

hommes sont une composante parmi d’autres. Ceux-ci, grâce au mythe et à la magie, restent en 

relation plus ou moins directe avec les héros culturels du temps des origines. Il n’y a pas de rupture 

entre les vivants et les morts et des lieux propices à l’échange avec les ancêtres permettent d’établir la 

relation, et parmi ceux-ci, la frange côtière. C’est là que se côtoient les créatures mal définies, mi 

terrestres mi marines, le dugong, la tortue, le plature, le crocodile, le requin, et les esprits des morts, 

présents dans les créatures citées. 

 

9. Les horizons-paysages mélanésiens 

Dans les représentations picturales, la danse des horizons ouvre des espaces infinis.  

Création 3 (Fig. 2) 

Création 3, œuvre du Ni-vanuatan Sioom, représente de plain-pied un palmier luxuriant, tête dans le 

ciel, dont la racine marine figure un serpent marin. L’espace terre est réduit à la dimension symbolique 

d’un petit amas rocheux. Le mythe de la création du palmier serpent est véhiculé par un conte 

populaire illustrant l’origine commune des trois règnes, animal, végétal et minéral. La toile de fond 

présente la fusion parfaite du  ciel, de la terre et de la mer en un bleu fédérateur aux nuances 

significatives : bleu du fond de la mer, celui de la frange, celui de l’océan, celui de l’horizon noir et 

des sphères occultes, enfin celui du ciel. 

L’Ancêtre (Fig. 3) 

Dans L’Ancêtre, autre œuvre de la période bleue, Sioom représente l’univers de la frange côtière sous 

la forme de tortues et de serpents avec, dans la partie inférieure, le fond rocheux de la mer, mais offre 

également une autre vision du fond s’élevant sur la droite et la gauche de la toile, proposant ainsi une 

triple perspective des fonds marins, dans sa normalité horizontale mais également dans une verticalité 

surprenante et vertigineuse, à la mesure de l’océan, qui met discrètement en valeur, bien que régnant 

sur toute la toile, une figure centrale. En effet, celle-ci ne se révèle pas au premier regard, mais on ne 

tarde pas à reconnaître dans cet ensemble apparemment disparate la présence toute puissante d’un 

crâne d’ancêtre, veillant sur le monde vivant, fondu dans les horizons-paysages multiples.  

 La Truie volante (Fig. 4) 

L’horizon-paysage peut également être inversé, comme chez Oscar Towa dans The Flying Sow, où la 

truie radieuse parcourt le ciel, bilum à la patte, observée d’en bas dans les frondaisons par les oiseaux 

de paradis curieux, semblant guetter le moment où la truie féconde déposera son bébé chez un couple 

en attente d’un enfant. Le bilum est un accessoire essentiel de la vie mélanésienne : il s’agit d’un 

simple  sac en fibres tressées dans lequel on met tout ce qui est transportable : les noix de coco, 

ananas, poissons pêchés et le gibier, toutes autres victuailles mais aussi du petit bois pour le feu ou 

encore le bébé. Il représente symboliquement l’utérus, là où s’effectuent les transformations magiques 

de la fertilité, ou le cocon.  

The Island (Fig. 5) 

Dans une miniature intitulée The Island, le Papou Mathew présente une féerie de créatures 

enchevêtrées : poissons, insectes, tortues, serpents, oiseaux et esprits s’agitant dans un bouillon de 

culture. Entourant l’utérus pour le préserver des agressions du monde extérieur se trouve l’horizon, 

d’un bleu pastel rassurant. Cet ensemble génésique est bordé aux confins de la toile par des 

agglomérats de minuscules représentations figurant des œufs de corail et de poissons symbolisant la 

fécondité et la fertilité.  

Within the Horizon’s Belly (Fig. 6) 

Within the Horizon’s Belly du Papou Hauré offre une vision interne de l’océan matrice. On aperçoit 

toutes les créatures que la mer abrite en son sein. Au sommet de la création, occupant l’espace en 

filigrane, règne le dieu requin, géniteur primordial qui, aspirant à lui toute la création, devient lui-

même horizon centripète, à l’instar du contemplateur invité à partager sa vision du monde, le conviant 

dans la ligne d’horizon en inversant le sens et la portée de la vision naturelle des choses. 

 

 

 

10. Conclusion 
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De même que la narration met en œuvre un processus de visualisation, l’image-paysage déclenche 

invariablement des processus de pensée qui conduisent à l’acte de parole, qui en est la réalisation. 

L’oralité fut jusqu’à très récemment la seule façon de conserver les histoires véhiculées au fil des 

siècles et de perpétuer la connaissance. Il était nécessaire que les contes soient racontés et répétés, que 

les figures et schémas soit reproduits avec constance et régularité, pour que perdure la trace 

mémorielle. Toute rupture dans la chaine orale ou picturale est extrêmement dommageable et peut être 

définitive. Si la parole est fluctuante, la pierre contraignante et le bois périssable, il existe assez de 

constantes entre contes et peintures pour démontrer que l’horizon-paysage mélanésien îlien est plus 

complexe que l’horizon-paysage tel qu’il est vécu sur le continent. La simple rencontre entre le ciel et 

la terre évoquée par Corajoud, si typique de bien des civilisations occidentales devient dans les 

cultures mélanésiennes une forme de partage entre la terre, le ciel et la mer, chacun des éléments 

prenant possession à des degrés divers de la trame du conte ou de la toile du peintre. L’espace oral et 

pictural s’expriment au travers d’une vision paysagiste complexe offrant des perspectives infinies 

quand, tête renversée, dansent les horizons du bout du monde. 
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Figure 1: Oscar TOWA, Port Moresby, Papouasie-Nouvelle-Guinée, 2003. Landscape. Acrylique 

polychrome sur toile, 90 cm x 65. 

 
Figure 2: Jérôme Sioom, Port-Vila, Vanuatu, 2007. Création 3.  Acrylique polychrome sur toile, 100 cm x 

200. 
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Figure 3: Jérôme Sioom, Port-Vila, Vanuatu, 2007. L’Ancêtre paysage. Acrylique polychrome sur toile, 100 

cm x 100.  

 
Figure 4: Oscar Towa. Port Moresby, Papouasie-Nouvelle-Guinée, 2010. The Flying Sow. Acrylique sur 

toile, 100 cm x 120.  

 
Figure 5: Elepove Mathews. Port Moresby, Papouasie-Nouvelle-Guinée, 2007. An Island Countryside.  

Acrylique sur toile, 40 cm x 30. 

 
Figure 6: Michael Haure. Port Moresby, Papouasie-Nouvelle-Guinée, 2010. Within the Horizon’s Belly.  

Acrylique sur toile, 210 cm x 80.
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Abstract 
Roads built by engineers from the 18th century onwards form an essential part of our heritage but are 

currently considered on a very infrequent basis. These infrastructures represent one of the main turning 

points in the development of the transport system and serve to gain a better understanding of the 

historic construction of many landscapes and their current arrangement and operation. The aim of this 

contribution is to insist on the need to consider historic roads and their landscapes from a heritage 

point of view and to establish some of the distinguishing features of these assets. 

  
Keywords: Engineered Road; Landscape; Historic Corridor; Heritage 

 

 

1. Introduction: Roads as invariables of Human Landscapes 
The term landscape refers to a particularly complex concept. Its meaning has varied with time and, 

even today, may be interpreted in different ways according to the context or field of study in which it 

is used. Among the many interpretations, landscapes can be considered as an artefact, as an historic 

construction or the resulting accumulation of different human intervention on a possible natural 

medium
1
. Following this approach, the landscape may, in itself, considered as valuable cultural 

heritage
2
. 

However, in many cases, the reading of landscapes entails great difficulties. The sheer amount of 

elements accumulated over the land from prehistoric times to the present day makes it extremely 

complicated to reconstruct the logic that have given rise to these landscapes. 

For this reason, various methods have been proposed to simplify this task and to recognize certain 

common elements to all landscapes
3
. The essential characteristic of these elements, should be their 

invariability over both time and space. In the words of John Brinckerhoff Jackson: “Every landscapes, 

no matter how exotic, also contains elements which we at once recognize and understand (…) it 

reassures us that however strange the landscape may appear to be, it is not entirely alien and is related 

to every other landscape. Human nature satisfies its needs in many ways, but the needs are everywhere 

essentially the same”
4
. There are currently various line of thought that have proposed a classification 

of these invariables and where these coincide in one of their elements and, namely, roads or paths
5
. 

As far as roads are concerned, the period from 1750 to the present has been particularly relevant. This 

has been a period characterized by major turning points, such as the adoption of technical methods in 

the construction of these infrastructures following the consolidation of the first civil engineering 

colleges and institutions, the publication of the first guides on road design, their loss of currency on 

the advent of the railway and their resurgence on the appearance of the motor car and the ensuing 

adaptation of the network to their successive needs. 

It was precisely the roads built throughout the 18th century that defined the transport corridors that 

were subsequently consolidated on being employed by more modern linear infrastructure, such as 

                                                           
1 (Meinig, 1979; Brunetta and Voghera, 2008). 
2 (Taylor and Lennon, 2011; Aplin, 2007). 
3 (Scazzosi, 2002). 
4 (Jackson, 1984). 
5 (Jackson, 1984; Menéndez de Luarca and Soria, 1994). 
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railways, motorways or high-speed trains. These then forming the so-named historic transportation 

corridors as defined by literature since the 1990’s
6
. 

One of the characteristics of the roads built over the last two centuries is that as opposed to the 

stability that characterized older roads, these infrastructures have been subject to intense and rapid 

transformation and for this reason the landscapes configured by these roads are extremely dynamic. 

These landscapes being the result of the dense cluster of different road networks set within corridors 

defined during the 18th century. The analysis of these landscapes is further compounded by the fact 

that this arrangement has generally entailed the modification or even destruction of earlier layers and 

tracks. To this extent, the earliest engineered roads of the historic transport corridors have been very 

much transformed by the ensuing construction of more modern routes over the same
7
. For this reason, 

it is a particularly complex task today to identify the traces of road landscapes that may provide 

information on times gone by.  

The vulnerability and neglect of these infrastructures, together with their invaluable historical and 

documental value, makes it essential to define with some degree of urgency strategies to identify and 

protect this heritage. 

 

2. Heritage appreciation of Engineered Roads 
The incorporation of public works as heritage assets has tended to be restricted to specific monuments 

or structures. This is the case of bridges and viaducts, railway stations, dams or lighthouses. As a 

result, the majority of inventories or proposals and strategies to recover public works have purely 

considered those of a nodal nature.  

On the other hand, the growing interest in the consideration of ever-larger heritage sites, has recently 

led to the consideration of new types of assets by international organizations and to the search for 

methods to identify, manage and protect these assets. In this respect, and as is well known, various 

new categories have been defined by UNESCO over recent years, as is the case of the heritage canals 

or cultural routes, established in 2005. 

These categories undoubtedly serve to promote a better awareness and appreciation of the heritage of 

public works but, on occasions, the conceptual disputes that have arisen with respect to their definition 

has made it difficult to establish a correct approach with respect to the identification and 

characterization of these types of assets.  

By way of example we may refer to those cultural routes, previously defined in the first meeting of 

experts held under the auspices of UNESCO in 1994 as physically determined historic transport 

routes, that have on occasions been signposted and marked to allow the recognition of those routes 

that while not having any physically defined identity, mark the passing of certain historic individuals 

or events.  

It is somewhat symptomatic that, as opposed to the wide range of assets that, at a conceptual level, 

may be considered as cultural routes- canals, railways, roads and, in short, historic transport corridors, 

this category is in fact restricted in practice to lineal infrastructures that are not as “commonplace” as 

those mentioned. It would appear that the historic events that have occurred throughout these cultural 

routes have to correspond to remarkable or noteworthy incidents in history, and in disregard of the 

guidelines established in the International Conference held in Mexico in 1999, there has been a 

complete oversight with respect to those events associated with the “simple” function of transport or 

movement. In other words, it has been held that the intangible heritage associated with those roads 

built over the last centuries does not have sufficient relevance and cannot then be considered as 

cultural routes in the strict sense of the term.   

Far greater consideration is still seen to be given to the age of the asset and this is particularly the case 

of roads, this being demonstrated by the fact that all the roads recognised by international institutions 

date back to before the 16th century. In fact, and as opposed to that occurring in the case of other 

lineal infrastructure such as railways or canals — this is the case of the Canal de Midi or the 

Semmering Railway —, where both their technical or documental aspects are taken into consideration, 

roads included in the UNESCO World Heritage List do not respond to any engineering project or any 

                                                           
6 (Tagger, 1993; Liebs, 1993; Cliver, 1994). 
7 (Marriott 1998, 2004; Ruiz et al., 2014). 
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specific designer, but are, instead, the result of consolidation over a long period of time through their 

very use.  

However, as opposed to the situation described above, we may make reference to the growing 

attention that has been given to the heritage of historic roads. Authors such as Lay
8
, Hubbard

9
 or 

Guigueneo
10

 have provided a lucid approach to the heritage dimension of these infrastructures and 

international conferences such as the Australia ICOMOS conference Corrugations: the Romance and 

Reality of Historic Roads — held in 2006 —, have also tackled the problem of historic roads from a 

heritage perspective. Recent works such as those by Quatermaine, Trinder and Turner on the Holyhead 

Road
11

, Raitz on the National Road
12

 or Rodríguez, Ruiz and Coronado on the Valencia Road
13

 have 

similarly insisted on the need for heritage appraisal of specific road routes.  

Finally, and with respect to the policies concerning the appraisal and recovery of historic roads, 

reference may be made to a number of initiatives set up in various countries and particularly in the 

United States. The work of organizations and bodies such as the National Park Service through the 

National Register of Historic Places, the American Society of Civil Engineers through the National or 

International Historic Civil Engineering Landmark Program, or the Federal Highway Administration 

through the Scenic Byway Program has helped to convert some of the more emblematic examples of 

early 20th century American roads — such as the first parkways or the Columbia River Highway — 

into frequent destinations and highly valued infrastructures.  

 

3. Distinguishing Features of Engineered Roads Heritage 
Methodologies established to identify sections of historic roads

14
 has revealed that the identification 

and preservation of engineered roads entails challenges that are very different to the recovery of 

historic buildings or monuments. The main differences between one and the other lying in the 

difference in scale and the acute dimensional function of the historic roads. 

With regards to the first of these aspects, the fact that roads occupy large tracts of landscape and create 

specifically linear forms, makes it necessary, from an archaeological point of view, to consider these 

infrastructures as a group of elements of very different nature. This approach will then allow the 

conservation of minor objects or works that, at the outset, may appear less valuable but which give 

sense and coherence to the infrastructure as a whole. 

In this respect, the archaeological interpretation of any road has to allow the joint identification of the 

geometrical alignment of the infrastructure (fig. 1) — both in plan and elevation —, the cross-section 

of the road (fig. 2) — characterised by both the width of the road, the required earth movements and 

the road surface —, structures (fig.3) — and, more specifically, bridges and minor drainage works 

such as drains, ditches and culverts — auxiliary elements (fig. 4) — such as signalling and roadside 

protection and retaining structures — and buildings related to the road (fig. 5). 

With regards to the second of these aspects, the fact that roads dating as far back as the 18th century 

are still in operation today, has required a gradual transformation of road corridors and their 

landscapes. 

In most of the historic transport corridors, the modern infrastructure is set on top of the old and where 

only their geometry remains, and where this is the arrangement followed by the modern-day 

motorways and highways. On those sections where it has been necessary to modify part of the original 

arrangement, whether on account of their geometrical characteristics — as commonly occurred in 

areas of complicated terrain or those having to pass through certain types of landforms — or 

functional characteristics — essentially roads running through town centres —, the old road sections 

will coexist with the new roads. These routes, still recognizable on the land, make it possible to 

reconstruct and, subsequently, understand with greater precision the different types of landscape 

constructed by the road over the last two centuries and their current operation. It is important to 

mention that in these sections, and as a result of the need to control and restrict access, motorways and 

                                                           
8 (Lay, 2006). 
9 (Hubbard, 2008). 
10 (Guigueneo, 2008). 
11 (Quatermaine et al., 2003). 
12 (Raitz, ed., 1996). 
13 (Rodríguez et al., 2009). 
14 (Ruiz et al., 2014). 
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highways are supported by earlier routes via connections and junctions in order to provide access to 

the territory and to serve local traffic. In this way the earlier 18th century routes, that served an 

essential role at national level in their day, have since been relegated to an even more secondary role 

and on certain occasions have lost their original function altogether.  

However, experience has shown that both those sections of landscape corridors that conserve more 

intact roads and those that include roads that have been subject to successive interventions offer the 

possibility to appreciate different arrangements that document the evolution of road landscapes over 

the last two centuries. 

In this respect, in these sections can be appreciated that, as opposed to the earlier roads where the 

identity of the route corresponded to that of the landscape itself, the current motorways are detached 

from its surrounding by bridges spanning over valleys and tunnels passing through abrupt mountain 

massifs (fig. 6).  

At present, and as a result of the need to allow higher automobile speeds and the improvement of 

technology, roads have become an external element, independent and separated from its landscape. In 

fact, road users have completely lost all geographical references along the way. What was once a 

particular landmark on the journey — such as, mountain pass, cross rivers, ... — now becomes a 

repetition of the same stretch of motorway: the same width, the same signs and markers, ...  

Likewise, the activities and uses provided by roads have changed extremely over the last two 

centuries. As an example, it can be mentioned the change of those activities related directly with the 

road user: the old inns which were built during the 18th and 19th century become obsolete with the 

appearance of motor car. Likewise, several workshops or gas stations built over the first decades of the 

20th century — especially along thoroughfares —, were subsequently abandoned on being too far 

removed from the new sections of roads — the roadside services have been currently polarised to 

junctions or intersections — or on account that the services provided were no longer provided by 

travellers. Even though, some of these building keep in use today for local traffic offering new 

services — such as roadside restaurants or motels —, a large number of these buildings have been 

abandoned and, unfortunately, are tending to disappear. 

 

4. Conclusions 
In order to understand landscape as a historic construction, it is necessary to consider a dynamic 

reality, in constant evolution, in which the role of engineers, as designers of territory, takes on 

particular relevance: “A narrow and pedantic taxonomy has persuaded us that there is little or nothing 

in common between what used to be called civil engineering and garden or landscape architecture, but 

in fact from an historical perspective their more successful accomplishments are identical in results. 

The two professions may work for different patrons, but they both reorganize space for human needs, 

both produce works of art in the truest sense of the term” (Jackson, 1984). 

Any interventions made on the landscape should have the least damaging effect on that that has gone 

before. This objective requires that all intervention projects are preceded by a thorough analysis of the 

landscape, through exacting mapping and historic work in order to establish not only their physical or 

environmental traits — this being something that is readily assumed today — but also their symbolic 

and cultural values. 

In the same way that cities are a reflection of the urban layout and the arrangement of streets or 

buildings of bygone times, the road corridors, particularly with respect to the sections where historic 

engineered roads still remain more intact, may provide valuable information with regards to 

developments in the design and construction of roads over the last two centuries and the reasons 

behind the transformations that have contributed to the historic construction of their landscapes. 

However, it is still the case that even though the heritage consideration of linear infrastructure should 

be very much present in any intervention that might lead to its transformation or loss, a large 

percentage of road heritage continues to disappear as a result of ill-advised refurbishment or 

remodelling works. 

In view of the great wealth of this heritage it is subsequently necessary to overcome considerations 

and analysis of a purely academic nature and to raise public awareness and gain the implication of the 

authorities in the protection and execution of specific plans, within feasible budgets, to recover 
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sections of historic roads of particular value as the starting point or catalyst for programmes for the 

more complete recovery of this heritage. 
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Figure 1: Example of road alignment. 

 

 
Figure 2: Examples of road surfaces. 

 

 
Figure 3: Examples of bridges and drainage works. 
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Figure 4: Examples of auxiliary elements. 

 

 
Figure 5: Examples of buildings related to roads. 

Figure 6: Example of the gradual separation of roadways from the physical medium. As opposed to the old roads where the 

route was conditioned by the terrain, modern-day motorways are formed by external elements independent from the physical 

medium.
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Abstract 

As one of the most famous ancient capitals in human history, Xi’an’s prolific history has been 

integrated with its creative experience of urban landscape since its very beginning 2,000 years ago. 

Throughout the long history the tradition of Chinese landscape formed and matured, embodying and 

continuously developing Chinese wisdom indispensable for planning practice nowadays. To interpret 

this treasure, the article defines three levels of historical experiences of urban landscape creation. The 

first, also fundamental level is ‘from outside to inside’, normally featured as landscape that combines 

nature and man made features. In the article this is defined as ‘First Landscape’. The second enhanced 

level, Second Landscape, is ‘from inside to outside’, which is a long-term landscape re-discovering, 

revisiting and re-defined process after the city was built. The third level is to synchronize First 

Landscape and Second Landscape through enhancing human experience in core areas and key 

architecture. At last, the author reviewed the last sixty years’ urbanization in china briefly, to 

demonstrate the necessity and significance to regain the lost landscape experience. 

 

Keywords: Landscape; Urban Plan; Heritage; Urbanization 

 

 

In ancient China, planning city with landscape had been a continuous tradition. The searching, 

observing and choosing of natural environment were even more important than the creation of man 

made structures. In another word, man made structures were built to connect nature and man made 

environments. It reveals the Chinese philosophy of how to understand the relationship between human 

and nature. As a matter of fact, the landscape experiences of traditional Chinese urban plan have 

interpreted the theme: “Heritage and Landscape as human value” perfectly. 

 

1. The Key Points of River and Mountain Landscape in Chinese Cities  

The highly integrated landscape system of China traditionally called River and Mountain Landscape is 

a dynamic process with constant exploration and development. It has been developed with urban plan 

practices based on Chinese culture, and improved gradually with residents’ experience. Through study 

of urban landscape design cases in ancient China, three significant features have been identified. First, 

the exploration of River and Mountain Landscape prior to the establishment of the city. Second, re-

discovering landscape afterwards. Third, re-inventing core areas and key architecture. 

First Landscape: the Exploration of River and Mountain Landscape Chinese urban plan always 

began with careful study of landscape. The man made environment was envisioned only after the 

searching and observation of rivers and mountains in large scale. Since river and mountain were 

invited into the built environment, the “from outside to inside” landscape structure was formed 

consequently. This landscape structure contains the artistic tradition of urban planning: “searching for 

the fortuitous beauty of the mountain and river, dotted by artificiality”. It emphasizes the inner order 

of natural environment and establishes the particular relationship between city and landscape. It’s thus 

named “First Landscape”. Chinese urban planners are landscape masters first. Urban planning can 

only start after understanding “first landscape ”. In fact, the “First Landscape” had always been the 

foundation and the artistic source for urban planning. Ancient Chinese urban plans showed great 

mailto:xyjzhu@126.com
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concern for landscape, such as Luoyang and Guilin. Luoyang palace located on the axis, connecting 

Yi-ch’üeh and the highest peak of Mang Mountain. The river and mountain were “borrowed” into city, 

resulting in combination of the human and nature (fig. 1). 

Second Landscape: the Rediscovering of River and Mountain Landscape The search for river and 

mountain landscape has been the eternal inspiration in oriental cities. After the city’s establishment, 

residents began re-discovering the landscape from inside to outside, to further connect city and its 

landscape. This is “Second Landscape”. For example, the famous landscape “Yin Ding Guan Shan” in 

Beijing was not planned ahead. Out of expectation, residents found a unique beauty of West Mountain 

on a specific spot of Yinding bridge, where the mountain merged with Shicha Lake in the west. As the 

old saying goes: “look at the mountain from the waterside in the city, a beautiful scroll reveals”
1
.  

Synchronization: Core Area and Key Architecture When the landscape frame was formed, several 

core areas and key architectures, just like the “acupoint” applied in Traditional Chinese Medicine, 

would be presented to allow people to perceive the urban landscape. These areas or architecture are 

“windows” of the city. Thus，the planning and construction of these areas and architecture were 

highly cared by planners and residents. As urban landscape’s integral parts, these became local 

identity, critical to the cultural context. The classical method in Chinese painting: “to leave the blank 

is also drawing” emphases on the blanks in between. Similarly, traditional urban plan focused on 

space amongst man made and nature.  

River and mountain is the eternal theme in urban landscape design. The vivid characteristic of each 

city was formed, and the city found its roots in its own land. This was the fundamental philosophy of 

Chinese urban planning. To invite nature into city is not only the pursuit for beauty, but also the 

important way to realize the idea of harmony between heaven and human. Most importantly, in 

Chinese people’s mind, rivers and mountains could mound one’s temperament, and cultivate urban 

culture.  

 

2. The Creation of River and Mountain Landscape in Xi’an 

2.1. Brief Introduction to Xi’an 

Xi’an was called Chang’an in ancient China, which locates in the middle of Guanzhong Plain in 

Shaanxi province. Thirteen dynasties had founded capital in Xi’an, especially in Qin, Han, Sui and 

Tang dynasties, which were critical periods for Chinese landscape architecture. Thus, Xi’an had 

accumulated great experiences of urban landscape design and practice, allowing it to be a strong 

representation of the ideal Chinese urban landscape plan.                                                                           

The Terrain Guanzhong plain, where Xi’an locates, is the origin of Chinese civilization, and is also a 

land full of legendary history and culture. Guanzhong is shielded by mountains in the north, south, and 

west, with yellow river running through toward the east. Four passes
2
 were set up at strategic points in 

four directions. The name “Guanzhong” literally means “in the middle of four passes”. It is considered 

as the large scale environment of Xi’an, which is the dwelling guarded by four passes, embraced by 

rivers and mountains.   

The Mountains and Rivers Several main mountains and hills surround Xi’an: Tsinling Mountain lies 

20 kilometers away in the south, Lishan Hill is 30 kilometers in the east, 60 kilometers in the north lies 

Cuo-e Hill, and Jiuzong Hill 80 kilometers away. In addition, numbers of loess tablelands, and eight 

rivers, namely: Wei, Jing, Feng, Lao, Yu, Hao, Chan, Ba, surround the city. These natural resources 

are the canvas of Xi’an urban plan, and among all, Tsinling Mountain lays the most significant 

influence. 

2.2. The Build of the “First Landscape” in Xi’an 

There has been a long history of landscape design and practice in Xi’an, since the build of Lingzhao 

Water Garden in Chou dynasty. E-Pang palace, which built in Qin dynasty, is the first landscape case 

documented in history. The view from the palace connected directly to the Tsinling Mountain, so-

called “taking the peaks of southern mountain as twin watch tower”. That means to plan the natural 

environment as a part of city consciously, which influenced urban plan in later ages greatly. Two 

                                                           
1. Ying Lian, etc. 1788. Review on a Collection of Past Events (Wuying Hall block-printed edition), Vol. 54, The Record of 

the tour in Yanjing. Beijing. 

2. Four passes in Guanzhong are Hangu Pass in east, Dasan Pass in west, Wu Pass in south, Xiao Pass in north, the area in the 

four passes are called Guanzhong. 
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examples demonstrate how “First Landscape” was designed and put into practice in ancient Xi’an. 

They are Chang’an (Han) and Daxing (Sui). 

The Experience of Chang’an in Han dynasty Han Changan urban plan looked for the connection 

with nature consciously at the beginning of the plan, it could be understood from the build of core 

areas and key architecture. The pivotal royal architecture: Weiyang Palace, located on the top of 

Longshou tableland, occupying a commanding position, dominating the four directions. What’s more 

important in the layout of the city plan was that three gates opened on each side of the city walls, the 

middle gates in east and south walls connected to surrounding environment closely: Qingming Gate 

faced the main peak of Lishan Hill, An Gate led to Ziwu Valley in Tsinling Mountain. Subsequently, 

the axis of An gate and Ziwu valley became an important corridor of the city development, many key 

architectures were set along this axis later on (fig. 2). 

The Inherited and Re-creation in Sui Dynasty 800 years later, after the build of Chang’an city in 

Han dynasty, a new capital was established to its southeast, which was the predecessor of Tang 

Changan, named: Daxing. Daxing city was planned by YUWEN Kai
3
, one of the most famous Chinese 

planners in the history. The plan of the city inherited the relationship with Tsinling Mountain 

established Han Dynasty, moved the central axis of Han Chang’an to the east, as a result, the axis 

point to Shibie Valley directly. Meanwhile, six slopes lay across the planning construction area, were 

investigated carefully by YUWEN Kai. Considering the cultural implication and functional zoning, he 

set different architectures in each slope. For example, temples and Taoist abbeys were built along the 

city central axis, symmetrically on the fifth slope, which is more important than the other five 

according to “I Ching” (fig. 3). This is the famous “six slopes of Chang’an” in Chinese urban plan 

history. Furthermore, YUWEN Kai was an extraordinary landscape designer as well. Based on the 

physical features, he dug Qujiang lake in the southeast of the city, built pagoda in southwest area. 

These significant architectures, such as temples, pagodas in the core area, became the key places 

where people could appreciate the urban landscape. Luoyang city mentioned above, was planned by 

YUWEN Kai as well. Undoubtedly, YUWEN Kai, as the person who assembled the characteristics of 

Chinese urban plan, was one of the greatest planners in ancient China, none of his work was not the 

integration of landscape and city. It’s worth mentioning that Chinese urban planner mainly came from 

a special social stratum: Scholar-officials, who were inheritors and protectors of Chinese culture and 

art. Their ideas and philosophy, which they stuck to, had contributed greatly to the creation and 

promotion of river and mountain landscape.  

2.3. The Re-discovery of the “Second Landscape” in Xi’an 

During more than 2,000 years’ capital history, although each dynasty had contributed to the creation 

of “Second Landscape”, the greatest accomplishment was achieved in Tang Dynasty. The river and 

mountain landscape were re-discovered based on the urban plan frame done in Sui dynasty. There 

were three major achievements in Tang dynasty: the status enhancement of Leyou tableland, the 

construction of the Big Wild Goose Pagoda and the Hanyuan HalI, finally, the landscape practice in 

micro-scale. 

The Status Enhancement of Leyou Tableland Leyou tableland was not in the public eye in Sui 

dynasty. However, since the social status of scholars improved gradually, they became the main power 

in urban planning and landscape design. They played an important role in the status enhancement of 

Leyou tableland. Leyou tableland was the highest area of Tang Chang’an, people came here to 

overlook the capital city, to appreciate the surrounding landscape. Because of its magnificent view, 

Leyou tableland became a resort for scholars to write poems and to express their emotions. Through 

these poems, a cultural relationship was built up between surrounding landscape and Leyou tableland, 

a new urban landscape had been formed. Take leyou tableland and Zhao Mausoleum as an example, 

the landscape was described in the poetry wrote by Du Mu, “to overlook Zhao Mausoleum from Leyou 

tableland”. This magnificent landscape could still be seen in the beginning of last century, according 

to Japanese scholar’s field study notes
4
. Zhao Mausoleum locates in the Jiuzong Mountain, which is 

80 kilometers to Chang’an, it shows how large the scale is, in the creation of urban landscape (fig. 4).  

Urban landscape is dynamic, new landscape can be discovered and improved in same city during 

different period. “Landscape as cultural habitat” asks people to discover and create new landscape 

                                                           
3. YUWEN Kai, planer in Sui dynasty, born in Xiazhou (Jingbian county in Shannxi now), was in charge of the planning of 

Daxing city in Sui dynasty, which was recorded in <Sui Shu> Vol.68. 
4. Adachi Kiroku. 2003. The Research of Relics in Changan. Xi’an: Sanqin Press. ISBN: 7-80628-671-3. p. 262. 

http://baike.baidu.com/view/20171.htm
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from their cultural roots. If without poetic landscape mind, no cultural dwelling could be sustained, no 

matter how beautiful the landscape were. 

The Construction of the Big Wild Goose Pagoda and the Hanyuan HalI The Big Wild Goose 

Pagoda and the Hanyuan HalI were two important architectures in Tang dynasty. They were on the 

north-south axis, leading to Nanwutai Hill and Niubei Hill in the south. Although there’s no solid 

evidence to prove the plan was done purposely, the studies of field investigation reports and 

documents demonstrated a splendor landscape axis was form by these two architectures. Such as the 

poem “Step on the road of dragon tail, view the blue of Zhongnan Mountain” wrote by BAI Juyi, and 

also, LU Zonghui wrote in <Climbed on Cien Pagoda in Chang’an> : “the empyrean palace appears, 

endless river and mountain revealed themselves. Stepping on the pagoda, to escape from the 

earthliness”, Which may depicted the scenery on the pagoda: to look the Daming Palace in the north, 

to view the Wei River in the north and Tsinling Mountain in the south. In these poems, the newly 

formed landscape inherited by generations, even today, the beautiful landscape can still be seen in fair 

weather (fig. 5). 

Besides the two aspects mentioned above, the third point was the effort to create connections between 

the micro-scale construction and the landscape outside the city. Small-scale landscape such as gardens, 

had prospered inside the city during Tang dynasty. Among the seemingly rigid man made frame, a 

hidden landscape order, which was designed to fuse in nature, had rooted and grown in the city. The 

poem wrote by WANG Jian “the house of Pingyang rests on the side of Tsinling Mountain, the light 

clouds of southern mountain are enclosed inside the door”, and in the poem wrote by HAN Yu “ to 

view the mountain in the east-hall”, and so on. Many landscape of residential house were recorded and 

depicted in ancient poems. 

In addition, as an ancient capital city, Xi’an has accumulated a great experience of regional landscape 

plan, especially in Guanzhong area. After exploring, creating, improving, and managing continually, 

the landscape of this area formed as a whole, which was far lager than the scale of a city, such as the 

images painted in the “eight landscapes of Guanzhong”. This regional landscape structure stands for 

the different features of cultural landscape between east and west, which is worth further research. 

 

3. The Lost Experience and Reflection 

Prior to the 1990s, the River and Mountain Landscape in and outside Xi’an could still be identified. 

However, along with the constant urban sprawl, the original urban landscape was destructed. The 

landscape experience accumulated in thousands year almost disappeared in fast urbanization.  

The Neglect of “First Landscape” in the Build of New Areas In 2012, the urban built area enlarged 

thirty times compared with the area in 1949. From 1949 (13 square kilometers) to 1990 (135 square 

kilometers), the urban built area enlarged ten times in fifty years. The area doubled from 1991 to 2007 

(261 square kilometers) within 18 years
5
. Then, it only took five years, the urban built area enlarged to 

359 square kilometers, which was thirty times of 1949’s. In the process of fast development, the 

original landscape order has been destroyed, new built areas didn’t concern about the local landscape 

features, which resulted in the disorder of local landscape structure. The landscape tradition of 

thousands years was abandoned by economic oriented urban plan, the art of urban order is declining, 

the river and mountain landscape culture is threatened by extinction, more attention should be paid in 

the future (fig. 6). 

The Lost of Second Landscape The lost of “Second Landscape” is more serious than the lost of 

“First Landscape” in contemporary China. Emphasizing on river and mountain landscape does not 

need to present it everywhere, but to discover new core areas with the opportunity created by the 

reasonable plan. The problems now are not because of the planning techniques, but the values of it. It 

will be harmful if the city does not adjust its value to go back to the track of organizing delight human 

dwelling. Only in this way, the landscape order can be re-built, the harmony of nature and city, human 

and nature will be regained. 

The Disconnection of Heritage and Landscape Although it’s important to preserve physical 

heritage, the protection of dynamic landscape is critical as well, which carries the living experience of 

people who live in the city. Considering the features of historical Chinese cities, the surrounding 

landscape of river and mountain are as valuable as heritage. However the protection usually focuses on 

the preservation of physical heritage, the surrounding landscape has been neglected. In Xi’an, the 

                                                           
5. 2010. Urban Construction Statistic Yearbook of China. Beijing: China Planning Press. ISBN: 9787802423848. 

http://baike.baidu.com/view/20171.htm
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landscape corridors between the historical architecture and Tsinling Mountain, such as bell tower, 

drum tower, south gate, almost disappeared. Some historical cultural environment, such as Leyou 

tableland, although was not conserved as heritage area, still contains important cultural and landscape 

values. However, due to the commercial real estate development, the high-rise buildings have been 

nibbling away this historical landscape, only Qinglong Temple has been protected as a landscape spot 

(fig. 7). 

 

4. Conclusion  

In China, some cities might have lost their physical heritage already, but the experiences to deal with 

man made structure in nature environment of each city have been accumulated for thousand years, it’s 

not contradicted to contemporary urban plan. What’s more, the experience will enrich the modern life 

and enhance the local identity. Just as the theme of the conference “Heritage and Landscape as human 

value”, to conserve, inherit, and carry forward these urban landscape experiences should be top 

priorities in China now. Only when the vivid landscape experiences are regained, the close 

relationship between human and nature, human and history won’t be flooded by the fast urbanization.  
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Figure 2: The Relationship between River and Mountain of Chang’an city of the Han Dynasty. 

 

 

 
Figure 3: The Six Slopes in Daxing City (Xianning County Annals). 
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Figure 4: The View Corridor between Leyou Tableland and Jiuzong Hill in Chang’an city of the Tang Dynasty. 
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Figure 5: The Urban-nature axes in Chang’an city of the Sui and Tang dynasties. 
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Figure 6: The contrast of Xi’an in 1960 (above) and today (below). 

 
Figure 7: The East View on the highest place of the Leyou Tableland today. 
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Abstract 

Rebanks (2010) identified four kinds of motivation for listing: (i) ‘Celebration’ of heritage value, (ii) 

‘SOS’ saving of heritage, (iii) ‘Quality Logo/Branding’ and (iv) ‘Place Making’ tool. The critical 

lesson that emerged was that how stakeholders perceive heritage status matters. This paper explores 

the implications for a proposed World Heritage nomination of the Mount Lofty Ranges Agricultural 

Landscape in South Australia, which has a core ambition to underpin the working, evolving 

(agri)cultural landscape values by delivering real and lasting socioeconomic and environmental 

benefits, regardless of the ultimate outcome of the nomination. 

 

Keywords: Landscape Planning; Regional Development 

 

 

1. Introduction 

This paper explores the implications of Rebanks analysis of 878 World Heritage Sites for a proposed 

WHS nomination of the Mount Lofty Ranges (agri)cultural landscape, which spans the world-

renowned Barossa Valley, Adelaide Hills and McLaren Vale wine regions. The landscape 

encompasses a visually appealing mosaic of cultivated and pastoral areas, timber plantations, and 

new and old native forests punctuated with colonial settlements and transport routes (figg. 1, 4).  

The paper draws on the findings of the project’s feasibility study “Exploring UNESCO World 

Heritage Site Listing for the Mount Lofty Ranges Agrarian Landscape” (Johnston et al., 2012). 

While the case for Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) of the Mount Lofty Ranges (agri)cultural 

landscape is based on the historic heritage values associated with a ground-breaking 19th century 

model of colonisation developed by Edward Gibbon Wakefield, John Stuart Mill, Jeremy Bentham 

and members of the British-based “National Colonization Society”, other values, such as aesthetics, 

ecology, Aboriginal culture and agricultural production help build the case for nomination.  

The potential World Heritage area is yet-to-be- defined but could stretch from the Barossa Valley in 

the north, to the Fleurieu Peninsula in the south, a distance of around 180 kilometres. The property 

may eventually encompass one contiguous area, or it may be defined as a series of exemplary 

cellular sites. In line with the World Heritage Resource Manual (UNESCO 2011), the final nature of 

the property and its boundaries will be based on the determination of OUV and the selection of the 

criteria to be addressed.  

 

2. Context of the proposed Mount Lofty Ranges World Heritage nomination 

The high quality (agri)cultural landscapes of the Mount Lofty Ranges are the product of a distinct 

economic, social, cultural and agricultural system under threat. In a framework of uncertainty and 

global change (climate change, demographic growth and economic uncertainty) these rural systems 

are especially vulnerable to physical impacts (drought, rising temperatures and water salination), 
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economic volatility and the pressures of urban expansion. The project feasibility study and related 

economic impact report (EconSearch, 2012) called attention to the diverse contributions agriculture 

makes to the cultural, social and environmental life of the region, not simply the economy. Evidence 

suggests that these contributions are not well understood, seldom analysed in the context of the 

region’s development and rarely reflected in local planning and development policy or land 

management practice. 

The Mount Lofty Ranges World Heritage Bid (the “bid”) is using best practice models to pursue 

WHS listing as (i) an integrated landscape planning tool, and (ii) as a stimulus for socioeconomic 

development. The proposed nomination aims to develop an enhanced identity for the region and to 

engender a program of research and actions to fundamentally influence its future economic 

trajectory.  

It might be argued that existing policies, such as the protection of primary production areas in 

regional planning policy, and the recent introduction of “character preservation” legislation to restrict 

land division in the region are sufficient mechanisms to turn around the significant ongoing trends of 

agricultural land loss. It could also be argued that an investment program on its own would produce 

significant benefit. The feasibility study’s economic impact projections however demonstrate that 

even relatively small percentage shifts in the agriculture value chain, or in visitor spending that might 

be attributed to WHS listing can return significant added value.  

Critically, Rebanks suggests that any new WHS will be most effective if it has a very clear strategy 

that identifies the desired outcomes, and the role and function of pursuing and attaining WHS listing 

in delivering them. By setting clear socioeconomic and environmental objectives, the Mount Lofty 

Ranges nomination is putting in place the tools to monitor and evaluate those objectives in the 

context of a WHS strategic management framework involving local communities. 

 

3. Implementation of the project plan 

Six regional councils are collaborating with a regional development body and cross-disciplinary 

university research teams to complete Stage 1, which is to nominate for National Heritage listing while 

preparing for World Heritage nomination. The bid’s feasibility study identified two stages in the 

nomination process, and the project plan for Stage 1 will be updated and implemented in an iterative 

process.  

Establishment of the governance structure  

The current challenge for those engaging in the nomination process is to (i) identify what kind of 

WHS (in terms of the definition of values, motive, actions and delivery mechanisms) will be the 

most desirable and beneficial, and (ii) build the case for National Heritage listing and World Heritage 

listing around the corresponding sets of criteria.  

The partner Councils have entered into a Memorandum of Understanding that provides for a formal 

governance structure based on the World Heritage Resource Manual. The governance structure 

encompasses a Project Steering Group made up of the Chief Executive Officers and Mayors of the 

partnership councils, a Project Management Group made up of stakeholder representatives, and six 

advisory groups made up of locals and experts who are providing advice on the heritage, economics, 

landscape, community, Aboriginal and site management aspects of the bid (fig. 2). A part-time project 

manager has been appointed to implement the project plan.  

Implementation of the engagement strategy 

According to Australian government policy, the first step to World Heritage listing is to have the 

proposed site accepted onto the National Heritage list (Stage 1). The purpose of the engagement 
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strategy during this stage is to engage with a diverse group of stakeholders and members of the 

involved communities in order to identify the common values, potential benefits and challenges of 

listing the landscape on the National Heritage List, while also engaging to prepare for World Heritage 

nomination.  

Consultation during the feasibility study stage included local, regional and national government 

agencies, primary producers, food and drink manufacturers, tourism businesses and representative 

industry bodies. That preliminary consultation identified strong interest and support for the project, 

although it also identified a number of concerns. The main conclusion of the consultation however, 

was that seeking World Heritage listing would be a no-lose proposition, whether or not it succeeds.  

The Stage 1 engagement strategy is based on the International Association of Public Participation 

(IAP2) engagement spectrum, which aims to manage community expectations by identifying and 

clarifying the level of engagement (which ranges from “informing” to “empowering” participants). 

Based on the high level of complexity of the Mount Lofty Ranges project, the strategy recommends 

that engagement with communities and stakeholders occur at a minimum at the “involve” level of the 

spectrum. This means working together to understand all needs and concerns, and giving those 

involved the ability to influence decisions. The strategy also proposes linking the world heritage bid 

into relevant existing engagement processes across the region, and into ongoing state and local 

government community engagement processes such as the annual regional development body’s 

“regional road map” consultation processes, and regular natural resource management engagement 

processes. The bid is also seeking involvement through a variety of engagement tools and techniques 

and will be informed by university research involving the latest Geographical Information Systems 

(GIS). 

Funding and sponsorship 

From its conception, the Mount Lofty Ranges bid has followed a “ground up” approach. Inspired by 

university research in landscape planning and agricultural economics, and initiated at the community 

level, the bid is jointly funded by the six Council partners who have committed funding over three 

years to engage a part-time co-ordinator to manage Stage 1 of the bid process. Further funds are being 

sourced to implement ongoing stakeholder and public engagement, communications, and the research 

and documentation required for National Heritage nomination. 

Year 1 of Stage 1 attracted cash sponsorship from public, private and university sectors for visiting 

experts and associated educational and industry lectures and events. Additionally a significant amount 

of in-kind contribution and expertise is being provided by the bid partners and related advisory groups 

made up of local stakeholders and interested experts. The funding of the necessary supporting projects 

and supporting studies will be sourced through an ongoing combination of the public, private and 

university sectors, and the establishment of a not-for-profit foundation or similar public fundraising 

mechanism. The involvement of stakeholders in these initiatives will in turn complement and enhance 

the planning and engagement tools already being employed to create a shared vision for the future of 

the landscape across all sectors. 

4. Pursuing World Heritage nomination as an integrated landscape planning tool 

The bid is bringing together numerous partners, agencies and community groups that are already 

involved in landscape planning and landscape management throughout the Mount Lofty Ranges wine 

and agricultural regions who are facing similar challenges in terms of agricultural planning, tourism, 

recreation and environmental policy.  

Contemporary theory puts community ownership and responsibility at the centre of natural resource 

management. It also advocates taking a “landscape approach” which transcends land and water 
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boundaries, and which integrates the management of agricultural production with environmental 

conservation. The Mount Lofty Ranges Bid is reinforcing these policy directions across government 

agencies and other bodies, while involving the community in their formation. In this way, the pursuit 

of the bid is seen as a “no regrets” policy, as the mere prospect of nomination is already influencing 

the way site is managed and protected. 

In this context the bid is exploring the function of Geographical Information Systems (GIS) and geo-

based software as tools to manage and organize a collaborative and holistic approach to the 

identification, future management and promotion of the natural and cultural assets and values of the 

(agri)cultural landscape and proposed World Heritage site. 

 

5. Pursuing World Heritage nomination as a regional development tool 

The bid’s feasibility study concluded that WHS designation could stimulate higher economic growth 

in the region by boosting producers’ global competitiveness (e.g., branding opportunities), supporting 

continued development of high-value primary production, and attracting investment. 

Extensive analysis of direct benefits-to-costs in the study’s economic impact report showed strong 

potential returns for low-, medium- and high-growth scenarios if WHS listing is achieved (taking note 

of uncertainties in generating such estimates), and real benefits even if it is not. By placing high value 

on character- and heritage-conserving innovation, the process off mounting the bid could help create a 

more resilient development path for the Mount Lofty Ranges region, and help reverse trends of 

agricultural land loss. The study confirmed that existing zoning and legislation would not ensure the 

economic viability necessary to retain the region’s rural character and valued (agri)cultural landscapes 

in the long term.  

A key role of the Economic Advisory Group (EAG) is to create a framework for quantitative 

measurement of economic impact based on the understanding that developing and maintaining a 

comprehensive set of quantitative economic data could be useful for the bid’s capacity to deliver 

economic outcomes. According to Rebanks (p. 36): 

 

“… those sites that go through a detailed process of consultation and strategy development 

looking at what WHS status will mean for their communities and economy tend to be the sites 

that go onto to deliver these impacts.” 

 

The EAG has identified the need for baseline data to track the performance of the economies of (i) the 

individual local government areas (LGA)s; (ii) the Mount Lofty Ranges region as a whole; and (iii) the 

rest of South Australia (reflecting, for the most part, the economy of the Adelaide Central Business 

District). The aim is to generate indicators (jobs, unemployment, visitor expenditure) and update them 

over time using data from a range of mainly published sources such the Australian Bureau of 

Statistics, the Australian Tax Office and Tourism Research Australia. As well as published data, the 

EAG has determined to monitor businesses in the region likely to benefit from WHS designation and 

visitor centres. This type of primary data collection requires early identification of the businesses and 

visitor centres and identification of the data related to visitor numbers and expenditure, along with 

questionnaire design and the development of a process to collect, collate and record the data. 

Acknowledging that WHS designation rarely delivers the impacts by itself, and that it is difficult to 

tease out the degree of impact that WHS status has achieved, the EAG suggests establishing a detailed 

and agreed baseline of the economic performance of the region. This will facilitate the task of using 
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the data and teasing out the WHS impact and enable the quantitative economic data collection to make 

a positive contribution to the bid outcomes.  

Additionally the EAG suggests using the list of twelve potential opportunities for benefit identified by 

Rebanks as the reference point for tracking other socio-economic benefits that might arise from WHS 

inscription (fig. 3). 

The final framework for measuring the socio-economic impact of (i) pursuing WHS listing and (ii) 

successfully attaining listing is still being developed and will likely include the tracking of other 

potential benefits including the attraction of talent to the region and the generation of global 

partnerships and collaborative research in areas such as agriculture, tourism and wellbeing. 

 

6. Conclusion 

The Mount Lofty Ranges bid is using the identification of best practice models to pursue WHS listing 

as a landscape planning tool for the region, and as a stimulus for regional development. The pursuit of 

WHS designation based on South Australia’s unique planning history and agricultural heritage aims to 

develop an enhanced identity for the region that will influence its economic, cultural and 

environmental trajectories regardless of the outcome of the nomination. While listing is not a 

guaranteed panacea to all the challenges facing the region, it does offer the potential of being a “rising 

tide that lifts all boats”. The choices being made are quite profound, and have the potential to build on 

175 years of colonisation history, and some 40,000 years of Aboriginal heritage, to shape the 

landscape for generations to come. 
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Figure 1: Painting of the Mount Lofty Ranges agricultural landscape by Dorritt Black,  

The Olive Plantation, 1946, reproduced courtesy of the Art Gallery of South Australia. 
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Figure 2: Mount Lofty Ranges World Heritage Bid governance structure. 
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Source: Rebanks, 2010 

Figure 3: Contributing framework for measuring socioeconomic benefit of World Heritage Site 

designation. 

 

Figure 4: The Mount Lofty Ranges landscape encompasses a visually appealing mosaic of cultivated 

and pastoral areas, timber plantations, and new and old native forests punctuated with colonial 

settlements and transport routes. 
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Abstract  

This paper concerns in the “Great Burkhan Khaldun Mountain and its Surrounding Sacred Landscape” 

as an example for the fact that the culture and cultural heritage play an important role in the 

sustainable development. Cultural landscape, the sacred landscape in particular, and its value, 

significance and contribution to the sustainable development will be discussed in this paper. 

 

 

The concept of sustainable development does not regard the development as only a modernization 

process or economic growth, aims a holistic development approach that involves also environmental, 

socio-cultural and economic dimensions. In general, the socio-cultural dimension depend upon a social 

culture and cultural heritage, especially intangible cultural heritage (ICH) which provides nations, 

communities and groups with a sense of identity and community. It is possible to say that identity, 

community or lifestyle are living tradition and can be secured best by national language and cultural 

traditions. This shows a great importance of culture and cultural traditions in creating and maintaining 

sustainable development of given society. As Irina Bokova, Director-General of UNESCO, stressed 

out in a debate on culture and development that culture can foster participation and craft more 

balanced and meaningful development model for the people and by the people. (UNGA, 2014) 

Any national cultural heritage, particularly intangible cultural heritage should be seen as evidence of a 

“creative industry” and a source of unique creative and energetic effort. It is a source for unique 

features and creative minds. In another words, the cultural heritage is vital and important for progress 

and sustainable development of a given society. The increased attention to culture in the UN system 

under UNESCO’s leadership is fully appreciated worldwide.  

One of the most significant impacts of The Nara Document on authenticity, in my opinion, is that after 

its appearance it has been given more attention to the importance of Intangible cultural heritage 

aspects to our notions of cultural heritage, protection of heritage, cultural diversity and sustainable 

development and interconnection of the development and culture. 

In the Nara Document it is stressed out that “Heritage properties must be considered and judged within 

the cultural contexts to which they belong”. This Declaration opens new way for world societies 

specially for Asian countries including Mongolia, in safeguarding cultural heritage, elaborations of 

management plans and Cultural heritage impact assessment of cultural landscapes. 

In most Asian societies western methodological approach based on the material or physical substance 

of a heritage needs to be renewed with the abstract and spiritual concepts that mostly characterize 

Asian region. Following the Nara Document have been adopted several UNESCO conventions 

concerning intangible cultural heritage and cultural diversity which have great impact on the 

development of the concepts on interconnection of cultural heritage and sustainable development. 

mailto:urtnasan_norov@yahoo.com
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As a result of this new concept, the Cultural Heritage impact Assessment (CHIA) activities have 

started to be considered and carried out in cases of development projects as infrastructure works and 

mining industries in order to safeguard “Unique sense of place” and their settings. In other words, 

CHIA includes new criteria concerning the assessment of intangible cultural heritage values of the 

given areas and landscapes. 

In case of Mongolia, the new provisions were added on the ICH and the Cultural landscape in to 

existing “Law on the protection of cultural heritage”. For example were added new provisions on the 

“cultural heritage landscape” and “cultural heritage impact assessment” according to such assessment 

should be done before starting any development project, in order to identify threats to tangible and 

intangible heritages and find ways to mitigate impacts to them and sustain local development. 

Mongolia is experiencing significant economic development, spurred in large part by the mining 

industry in Gobi which is likely to continue for the foreseeable future. One of many cases is the 

mining project in Umnugovi province at the largest undeveloped Copper-gold ore deposit in the world. 

The challenge for this project is enormous. The majority of people in this area are nomadic herders 

who migrate seasonally. It is need to operate in way that does not devastate the rich local culture and 

heritage and sustainable development. 

Also, recently, the significance of cultural landscape concept has been incorporated in to the 

sustainable development of modern society. In the UNESCO World Heritage Document, there is a 

definition of “Cultural Landscape”: the “cultural landscape … represent the “combined works of 

nature and man”. They are illustrative of the evolution of human society and settlement over time, 

under the influence of the physical constraints and/or opportunities presented by their natural 

environment and successive social, economic and cultural forces’…” (Operational Guidelines for the 

implementation of the WHC, 2008, Paris, p. 85) The landscapes have been shaped by the interactions 

of people and by traditional patterns of land use and associated intangible heritage element and 

spiritual values. 

Nomadic cultural landscape is most important and fruitful manifestation of cultural landscape created 

by indigenous nomadic people. Sacred nomadic cultural landscapes are deeply rooted in particular 

combination of natural values and tangible and intangible cultural expressions of the site which belong 

to the given social groups and constitute their life style and specific approaches towards nature and 

environment. Unfortunately in long period of history prevailing philosophy considered nomadic 

culture as ‘’barbaric’’ or ‘’no culture’’ and rejected it outright. But recently the world attitude toward 

nomadic cultures has changed due to a UNESCO fundamental principles of and ideas on cultural 

diversity. The world had become to understand the unique nature of the nomadic civilization its 

diversity and worthy contributions to the exchange of human culture between the West and East, and 

between nomadic and sedentary civilizations. 

We have chosen the sacred cultural landscape titled “Great Burkhan Khaldun Mountain and its 

Surrounding Sacred Landscape” as a case example of the significance of rural nomadic cultural 

landscape. 

 

Great Burkhan  Khaldun and its Surrounding Nomadic Cultural Landscape (fig. 1) 

“Great Burkhan Khaldun Mountain and its surrounding sacred landscapes” are located in the region of 

the Khentii Mountains in northeastern Mongolia. This cultural landscape preserves elements of 

authentic pastoral management and demonstrate how an evolving cultural landscape has been 

preserved through traditions of seasonal nomadism and sustainable land-use encouraged by shamanic 

and Buddhist-inspired respect for nature.  
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These are outstanding examples of very unique traditional land use which is deeply associated with 

nomadic pastoralism and culture. This landscape preserves some of the last surviving evidence of a 

traditional pastoral management of grasslands involving mixed flocks in seasonal transhumance. 

Living practices of this land use are rooted in a profound understanding of the interdependence of 

human wellbeing and the mother land.  

The climate in this area is intensely continental and uncompromising. Summer temperatures in the 

Steppe region, reach 40
o 

C, and drop to -25 to -35
o 

C in the winter. These extreme temperatures 

combined with almost continuous strong winds and a short growing season, makes this a severe and 

inhospitable environment highly unsuited to the development of sedentary agriculture. The climate 

dominates everything but despite this, nature and man have become highly adapted to life in this area, 

in ways which are markedly different from other areas of the world.   

The main skills and traditions of natural pasture are based on the system of transhumance, first 

developed over 4,000 years ago by nomadic people in the territory of today’s Mongolia. 

As happened thousands of years ago, today individual family or groups of families of nomads still 

move according to the four seasons
1
. This nomadic practice of transhumance serves several purposes 

and has a series of benefits to both nature and to the nomads. (fig. 2) 

 

 It is a sustainable land use, because it provides an effective means of fattening of animals 

without damaging the overall quality of any specific environment or area though excessive 

over-grazing by livestock. In the Steppe zones, for instance in the nominated areas, nomads 

normally winter in one place for a period of three months. During the remaining months, they 

may regularly move about five or six times in search of suitable pasture.   

 Along with these traditions of transhumance, nomads have over the centuries developed 

highly effective husbandry techniques to care for the five kinds of animals they stock and 

herd namely their sheep, goats, horses, cattle and camels. Dictated by the four seasons and 

need for pasture, once again they have developed sophisticated methods for the breeding, 

selecting, taming, and training their animals. Nomadic people have developed their own 

knowledge understanding and unique and often alternative ways of medication and the 

healing of humans and their animals.  

 Nomadic or pastoral animal husbandry is a type of live biological factory that is converting 

pasture plants, water and minerals into meat, milk wool, cashmere, skin and hides. Herders 

are the managers and workers of this unique factory. They have created and experienced 

specific skills and knowledge for nature friendly and waste-less processing technology of 

animal raw products, manufacturing their animal harnesses, clothing, and their unique 

housing – ger (Mongolian traditional dwelling), its articles and for many other necessary 

items. (fig. 3) 

 The legacy that nomadic pastoralism and the traditional lifestyle of Mongolian nomadic 

people has created and which continues today has been the defining factor which has shaped 

the distinctive character of this area. Nomadic people have life style rules, norms and social 

traditions which reflect their intimate relationship with the earth and dependency on nature 

coupled with a deep seated sense of national spiritual values. Nomadic people live in 

accordance with a unique and inherited heritage of folk knowledge of the universe and 

                                                           
1 D. Tseveendorj., Nomadism and stock-breading in Mongolia.,In the: Mongoliin archeologiin sudalgaa (Archaeological 

Study in Mongolia), Volume III, Ulaanbaatar, 2004; p. 48. 
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planets, the influences of the lunar calendar, and an intimate understanding of the harshness 

and opportunities that environment in which they live imposes on them. The social practices 

of the nomadic people are continually shaped by the conditions of nomadic life. 

 

Nomadic herders still live in gers, make and use traditional items and objects such as camel and ox 

cart, harnesses for riding horse or camel and loading equipment. Food-stuffs made from the production 

of animals raised by nomads are unique and ecologically hygienic. In addition to it, skin, hide, wood, 

wool and cashmere are inexhaustible sources of Mongolian traditional art and craftsmanship showing 

a potential to produce many local brands. 

Herders and local people in this region still practice unique nomadic cultural rituals and festivals such 

as National Naadam Festival (three manly sports), celebration of Tsagaan Sar (the lunar month 

celebration), worshiping of sacred sites, new ger (traditional dwelling) warming feasts, wedding 

ceremonies and so on. Among them, also, there are broadly performed such household rituals and 

customs related to nomadic pastoralism as wool beating, felt making, milking mares, branding horses 

and many others. Various religious practices and rites including mountain worshiping traditions are 

being revived for recent years. This landscape has considerable sacred and historical value: it was here 

that Chinggis Khan began the unification of Mongolia’s people and lands. Burkhan Khaldun was 

designated a state and imperial sacred mountain by Chinggis.  

Rich intangible cultural heritage of indigenous people from this region includes Mongolian native 

language itself, and its associated oral elements: proverbs, riddles, ritual poems, tea-libation recitations 

as well as praise songs, various types of charms, eulogies and so on. Among these people are very 

popular such traditional folk performing arts as ritual songs, long songs, Khoomei (over tone singing), 

Isgeree (whistling), playing Morin khuur music (horse headed fiddle), folk dancing art and as well as 

many interesting traditional Games. 

Many different types of traditional crafts belong to these herder people. There are rich crafts of riding 

and loading equipment, crafts of making ger items and its ornaments, hide, leather and woolen brand 

crafts, gold, silver and metal works, the carving of wood and bone, the making of national gowns, 

boots, wrestling tights and jackets and crafts of making various musical instruments. 

In case of the “Great Burkhan Khaldun” sacred landscape, the significant traditional nomadic culture 

and sacred cultural landscape in sustainable development of modern nomadic people living within and 

around the given area are as follow: 

 Burkhan Khaldun and its Surrounding Landscape is vivid example of how an evolving sacred 

cultural landscape has been reserved through the traditional sustainable land-use practices of 

nomadic pastoralism, encouraged by the shamanic (fig-4), Buddhist and indigenous 

worshiping tradition and spiritual relationship to and respect for nature and sacred sites.  

 Nomadic culture and worshiping tradition of nomads reflect a profound understanding of the 

interdependence of human well-being and land used.  

 The quality and diversity of the area’s biodiversity and cultural diversity will be protected 

through a new approach of interaction of natural and cultural (tangible and intangible) values 

of the site and new management system. 

 Therefore this sacred landscape is vital for the livelihood of the local people and a basis of 

sustainable development of the area. 

 In all these cases, the communities and community-based civil organizations, NGOs play 

significant roles in the creation and development of sustainable societies through safeguarding 

and promoting traditional cultural heritage and land-use practices.  
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Complex Cultural Heritage Sites at Bayangol river  

5. Khirgisuur                       6.  Deerstone  

        

 

7. Uglugchiin Kherem (Wall)                         8. Baldan Bereeven Monastery 

   

9. Yamantaka                         10. Khangal Lake, Bayan Baraat Khairkhan 

         
 

Descriptions 

1. “Great Burkhan Khaldun and its surrounding sacred landscape” includes three component parts: “The Sacred Burkhan 

Khaldun Mountain”, “The Sacred Mt. Binder and its associated cultural landscape” and “The Baldan Bereeven Monastery 

and its sacred surroundings”.  

2. The basis of nomadic or pasture animal husbandry is the natural pasture. The main method of using natural pasture 

through transhumance developed over 4000 years ago in Mongolia. Even today, nomads move according to the four seasons 

by individual family or groups of families. 

3. Mongolian nomads have developed effective methods for breeding, selecting, taming, and training of animals—

particularly for the development of animals for riding and transport. The nomads had developed their own rules, norms and 

social tradition and values according to nomadic life style and national spiritual values. 

4. Shamanism is one of the oldest forms of spiritual belief in Mongolia. 
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5. There are many cultural, archaeological and worship vestiges dated from Paleolithic period through the bronze, iron ages, 

and successive historical periods. 

6. Cultural, archaeological and worship vestiges include  the Stone aged archaeological sites of Rashaan Khad, the huge 

number of burial and ceremonial sites, deer stones and rock arts which are scattered within and around the properties.  

7. The Uglugchiin kherem (wall) extends for 3000 m and measures 2.7-5.2 m in height. The Mongolian archaeologist 

Kh.Perlee dated the wall to the Kidan period on the basis of the many ceramic pieces found in its vicinity (Perlee 1957, 

p.13). In that time it apparently served as a military fortification.  

8. Baldan Bereeven Monastery is situated in the deep valley of the Baruun Jargalant river, surrounded by several 

picturesque sacred mountains such as Monkh Olziit, Arvan Gurvan Sansar, Bayan Baraat, Bayan Khangai —all within the 

Khentii Mountain range.  

9. In Mongolian Buddhism Yamantaka ("Yama-Death")—also called Yama or Yamarāja—is both regarded with horror as 

the prime mover of the cycle of death and rebirth and revered as a guardian of spiritual practice.  

10. The site is located in Kherntii Province. The Sorogt spring flows into Khangal Lake. The River of Khangal flows out of 

Khangal Lake, which merges with Bayangol River and further flows into Khurkh River. The site is highly venerated due to 

having been worshipped with shamanic rituals since early times.  
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Abstract 

Climatic change poses a threat to the built environment and urban landscapes, especially those of 

historical importance which are considered particularly vulnerable. In Athens-Greece, the degradation 

of the thermal  environment  may endanger landscapes and buildings within the historic centre of the 

city. In this paper, the elements of an action plan for increasing the resilience of the historic city of 

Athens to climate change are provided. The plan attempts to integrate climate change factors in the 

management of the building stock and of the landscape, in the historic center of the city. 

 

 

1. Cities and climate change 

Several publications have been made regarding the state of the environment in cities, especially in light 

of new challenges such as climate change (1,2,3,4,5,6). In particular the  International Council for Local 

Environmental Initiatives (ICLEI) speaks about the urgent need to build resilient cities to climate 

change. IPCC (5), also refers to the impacts of climate change to cities, mostly in terms of the increase 

of temperature, as well as of the occurrence of tropical days and heat waves. The European Environment 

Agency (EEA) in its publication on the impacts of climate change (6), also refers to the impact of 

climate change in the European continent and correlates the increase of heat waves in Europe and the 

spatial and temporal enhancement of thermal heat islands in several European cities, to the urbanization 

trend in Europe (90% of the population is expected to live in cities by 2020). 

 

2. The quest for resilient cities 

A resilient city is low risk to natural and man-made disasters. It reduces its vulnerability by building on 

its capacity to respond to climate change challenges, disasters and economic shocks (ICLEI, 2013). In a 

first view resilience is regarded as the ability of systems to return to their stable equilibrium point after 

disruption, whereas in the second view resilience is the capacity of a system to adapt and adjust to 

changing internal or external processes (Cartalis, 2014). An examination of climate change adaptation 

and mitigation plans for the historic centers of cities, demonstrates clearly the differences between the 

two views. In the first view (equilibrium), the city needs to be designed and planned so as to avoid 

reaching a terminal point. In the second view (non-equilibrium), the city needs to define multiple 

(internal) states and secure that the interaction of processes will facilitate their stability.  

In practical terms, a city which promotes the non-equilibrium view for its re-design and planning, 

accepts that city processes are dynamic, interdependent and interactive. Such approach facilitates the 

definition of internal stable states for each of the processes as well as the preconditions to be met so as 

the terminal points of each stable state not to be reached. In the event that a terminal point is reached, 

the effort to ameliorate the situation is carried not only by adjustments or adaptation within the disrupted 

process but within other processes as well. In such a case, the city operates as a ― living  organism‖,  

with its components dynamically influencing each other as well as controlling the final state of the city. 

 

3. Cities, Climate and Resilience 

Climate change resilience plans need to describe the three – fold relationship between climate  change  

and  cities:  1/  Cities  are  major  contributors  to  CO2   emissions  2/ Climate change poses key threats 

to urban infrastructure and quality of life and 3/ How cities grow and operate matters for energy demand 

and thus for greenhouse gas emissions. The understanding of the elements and factors which control this 

relationship is considered essential for developing climate change resilient cities as well as for 

supporting sustainable urban planning. 

In particular, plans for resilient cities to climate change demand up-to-date and area- wide information 

on the characteristics and development of the urban system, both regionally and locally. Key 

information in this context is the detailed assessment of such urban parameters as a) land use/land cover 
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changes, including changes in urban green b) local wind circulation patterns c) air temperature and land 

surface temperatures and d) presence and strength of the Urban Heat Island and heat waves. 

 

4. The historic centre of Athens 

The historical centre of Athens can be divided into three areas (fig. 1): 

1) The  archaeological  area,  the  green  belt  of  the  city,  is  a  concentration  of monuments of 

classical Greece situated inside an extended pedestrian area which links parks, green areas and 

archaeological sites. 

2) The ancient quarters, nearly all pedestrianized, have been well preserved and are full   of   

exceptional   samples   of   Greek,   Roman,   Byzantine   and   Neoclassical architecture. 

3) The Modern Area of the historical centre has been the institutional, commercial and vital centre of the 

capital for the last two centuries. 

In this paper, the climate change resilience plan refers to area 3 above.  

 

5. Cities’ overheating – the case of the historic centre of Athens 

Athens, including its historic centre, has experienced significantly higher occurrence of heat waves (T 

greater to 37 deg Celcius) in the last two decades. In addition, the historic centre of Athens  is  

experiencing the heat  island  phenomenon, i.e. higher ambient and surface temperatures as compared to 

other areas of the city as well as its suburbs. This is attributed to the increased urban density, the 

excessive urban cover, the production of anthropogenic heat and the poor building stock. Figure 2 

demonstrates the presence of heat island in the center of Athens (analysis of ASTER satellite image in 

the thermal infrared, at resolution of 90 meters), whereas Figure 3 reflects the distribution of land 

surface temperature in the center of Athens. 

Increased  urban  temperatures  have  serious  impact  on  the energy consumption  of buildings used for 

cooling purposes. For each degree of temperature rise, the corresponding increase of the peak electricity 

load is between 0,45 % to 4,6 %. This is equivalent to an additional electricity penalty of about 21 

(±10,4) W per degree of temperature increase and per person, (30). At the same time, it is found that the 

actual increase of the electricity demand per degree of temperature increase varies between 

0,5 % to 8,5 %. 

The overall analysis has shown that the average increase of the cooling load induced by the urban heat 

island is close to 13 %, (31). The exact cooling penalty is a function of many design and operational 

characteristics of the considered buildings and for sure, the average figure reported previously, may 

change when additional studies are carried out and reported. 

 

6. Climate change resilience plan for the historic centre of Athens 

The climate change resilience plan for the historic centre of Athens  needs to address such  challenges  

as:  heavy  traffic,  high  ambient  and  surface  temperatures,  poor building stock in terms of its 

capacity to reflect solar radiation, spatial inhomogeneity in terms of the building stock and the urban 

density and varying wind speeds both spatially as well as a function of  buildings’ height. To this end 

the plan should use mitigation techniques in order to reduce the heat surplus. This can be done by 

increasing  the  albedo  and  the  thermal  emissivity  of  surfaces,  by  decreasing  the sensible and latent 

heat produced, by dissipating urban heat to an environmental sink of lower temperature and by 

enhancing the air flow in zones of low wind speed. The plan includes more specifically the use of: 

a)  cool/reflective  materials  to  decrease  the  surface  temperature  of  the  urban fabric, 

b)  additional urban green in cities and buildings (e.g. green roofs), 

c)  heat sinks like the ground or the water to dissipate the excess urban heat, 

d)  urban ventilation techniques to enhance the air flow in cities and promote passive ventilative 

cooling.  

In particular, the use of cool/reflective materials in building roofs is the more promising technology as is 

has been found  that they reduce surface temperatures up to 10 K. The possible energy benefits depend 

highly on the characteristics of the building and or the region, however, the maximum indoor 

temperature during the summer period may be reduced by 1 K to 5 K. The possible reduction of the 

cooling load in air conditioned buildings may vary between 10 to 40 % as a function of the building and 

local climate characteristics. As it concerns the possible contribution of reflective roofs on the scale of 

the historic center of the city of Athens, detailed model calculations performed  by the University of 
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Athens have shown that a reduction of a) the maximum ambient temperature up to 1,5 K and b) of roof 

temperature to 10K, is feasible (39). 

The use of reflective materials in pavements (cool pavements) increase surface albedo and  result  in  the  

decrease  the  surface  and  ambient  temperature  and  in  the improvement of  thermal comfort in open 

spaces.   In particular analysis has shown that cool pavements can reduce the average ambient 

temperature up to 1,0 K (fig. 4) and the maximum ambient temperature up to 3,5 K  (44).  Analysis’ 

results have been verified as the extensive use of reflective tiles in an urban park in Athens has resulted 

in the decrease of the maximum summer ambient temperature by 2 K. Figure 5 shows the distribution of 

the ambient temperature in the considered zone under the same climatic conditions, before and after the 

application of the reflective pavements (44, 45). 

Green roofs are fully or partially covered by vegetation and plants growing in a medium   over  a  

waterproof  membrane.   Green   roofs   present   many  important advantages like: decreased energy 

consumption, better management of the rain water, better air quality and noise management, etc, (45).  

When the albedo of the cool roofs is higher than 0,7 then the mitigation potential of cool roofs is always 

higher.  Green roofs may present a higher or similar mitigation potential than the cool roofs when the 

latent heat losses are higher than 400 W per square meter. 

Urban trees provide solar protection and decreased ambient temperatures mainly because of the 

evapotranspiration mechanism.   At the same time, urban trees and parks filter pollutants mask noise and 

prevent erosion. It is noted that the impact of green areas (such as small urban parks), as developed in 

the historic center of Athens, to temperature may vary as a function of the characteristics of the park and 

the properties of the surrounding zones. The reported night time cool island developed inside parks vary 

between 0,5 to 10 K, while the corresponding day time cool island vary between 0,3 K to 7 K, (47). A 

statistically significant relation between the nocturnal and daytime cool island in a park and the 

corresponding urban density shows that the higher the urban density in a place the higher the cooling 

island of an urban park. 

The climatic impact of urban parks in the surrounding zones depends highly on the size of the park, the 

density of the urban areas around it, the anthropogenic heat  

generated and the specific weather conditions. In many cases, the impact of a park is reduced just in 

some meters. In general, it is accepted that under average conditions, the thermal impact of a park is 

extended between 300 to 400 meters. 

Evaporative techniques using injection of very small water droplets is a well-known technique widely 

used in dry climates.  The use of the ground for heat dissipation is considered in many case studies as 

well. This is achieved through the use of earth to air heat exchangers buried at a certain depth, and 

where the ambient air is circulated and cooled. 

 

Conclusions 

A climate change mitigation plan for the historic centre of a city cannot be exhausted in white roofs and 

extra trees. A thorough analysis of the terrain and the respective microclimatic patterns is required, 

along with an assessment of the potential impacts of climate change to the prevailing environmental 

conditions. The capacity of the building stock to be retrofitted should also be taken into consideration in 

conjunction with existing legislation for the protection of the architectural character of buildings in 

historic centres. Adding green spaces reduces the urban heat island effect through evaporative cooling 

and by creating shade. But adding parkland to historic centres is rarely practical, especially in areas 

where real estate prices are high. Green roofs and cool pavement/walls   may be more feasible in space-

limited urban areas and may counteract heat-island effects. 
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Figure 1- Athens Historical Centre. 
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Figure 2 – Heat island in the centre of Athens (reddish colours). Color scale in deg Celcius. 

 

 
Figure 3 – Land surface temperature in central Athens (deg Kelvin), courtesy. National 

Observatory of Athens) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4 – Average 

ambient temperature 

decrease as a function of 

the increase of albedo of 

the built environment. 
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Figure 5 - Temperature in a park without cool pavement (left image) and with cool pavement 

(right image). 
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Abstract 
A Native American Cemetery with 10,000-year-old remains and the historic Black Residence co- inhabit 

a multidimensional cultural landscape. The case study is emblematic of an integrated conceptual 

framework for understanding a range of values present within a landscape, and the dynamics at play 

between these values. The discussion elaborates on the effectiveness of the unique tools used to identify 

subterranean cultural resources; the consultation with Native Americans and archaeologists; the 

subterranean resources during the construction phase and the Plan that monitors the heritage landscape. 

 

Keywords: Identification; Management of Cultural Landscapes; Native American Heritage Site; 

Historical Human Remains Detection Canine; Archaeological Parks; Archaeology and Landscape 

 

 

Introduction 
A sanctified Native American Cemetery with remains dating back at least 10,000 years and the historic 

William Black Residence, owned since 1967 by the University of California San Diego (UCSD) and used 

as the Chancellor’s residence, co-inhabit a multidimensional cultural landscape. This case study is 

emblematic of an integrated conceptual framework for understanding the potential range of values that 

might be present within a landscape, and the potential dynamics at play between these values. In La Jolla, 

California, local Native American Kumeyaay tribal bands, as well as local historical preservation 

societies, were concerned regarding the impending UCSD construction of a new Chancellor's residence. 

The new residence was proposed to replace the historical residence which was built on the site of a Native 

American burial ground, prior to contemporary state and federal environmental protection laws, and 

would have required the demolition of the historical William Black Residence as well as severely 

impacting the sanctified cemetery. The various groups united and proceeded to get local, state and 

national historical designation recognition for all aspects of the resource. As a result of their efforts, the 7-

acre multiple component resource became recognized for its built architectural heritage, its subsurface 

archaeological heritage and its Native American cultural heritage. 

The coastal community of La Jolla was founded in 1870. By1886, this length of rugged Pacific coastal 

cliffs and mesas soon became known as a resort village as well as an artists’ enclave. The majority of 

suburban development in La Jolla was largely a postwar phenomenon. During the 1950s and 1960s, 

several new subdivisions and housing developments were created. Most were upscale subdivisions 

featuring architect-designed custom homes. Development of the new UCSD general campus during the 

1960s heavily influenced the remaining development. The once bucolic and sparsely populated landscape 

was rapidly developed. Architect William Lumpkins designed the 1951 residence, renamed by UCSD as 

the University House, for William and Ruth Black in a Pueblo Revival style based on Native American 

Pueblo architecture found in the American Southwest. William Lumpkins was a prolific artist and 

architect and is believed to have designed more than 2,000 buildings throughout New Mexico and in the 

La Jolla area. The University House, an 11,000 square foot sprawling one-story design, is considered one 

of his masterpieces (fig. 1). 

The archaeological site, SDM-W-12, was recorded in the 1920s by the San Diego Museum of Man 

(SDMM) as containing two locations of archaeological materials, Locus A and Locus B, with a 

continuous six foot deep stratified archaeological deposit. Archaeologists have long known that local 

mesas are rich in cultural deposits and archaeological sites. Since 1929, at least 29 inhumations have been 

removed from the locus of the site. The original 11 inhumations were found because they were noticeably 

washing out of the bluff face. Numerous human burials were removed from Locus A and Locus B prior to 

contemporary state and federal laws. Locus B has been largely destroyed or buried by the construction of 

a large private home offsite and adjacent to the University House. Locus A still exists as an 

archaeological deposit, potentially with intact inhumantion burials dating back at least 10,000 years, 

mailto:istiegler@isarchitecture.com
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primarily within the University House property, surrounding and below the historical residence. 

Additional recorded components of Locus A extend to other surrounding properties. 

The tribal cultural value of the landscape includes panoramic ocean views, sensitive biological resources 

and the extensive burial ground with numerous intact inhumantions. The first occupants in the La Jolla 

area ceremonially buried their dead on these bluff tops overlooking the Pacific Ocean and developed an 

interconnected landscape that continues to hold deep meaning and value to modern Native American 

groups. This landscape evokes an intangible essence of place that the first peoples recognized and 

continues to be recognized by modern visitors (fig. 2). Due to early agricultural practices by settlers at the 

site many of these early burials were disturbed, spreading and reburying millions of fragmented 

inhumanation and cremation remains. Construction of the original Black’s Residence and prior 

archaeological studies have further impacted the cultural deposit. This visual and buried landscape, which 

still contains the essence of the people that once lived here, needed an unconventional approach. The 

creative and sensitive approach resolved rehabilitation issues for the historical residence while 

maintaining the essence of the place for current and future generations. 

 

Establishment of Community Advisory Group 
In 2004, the University House was assessed by UCSD for structural and seismic code compliance; the 

building was found to have code and seismic deficiencies that posed a safety hazard and was vacated. 

Based on four years of the community activist’s work from 2004 to 2008, UCSD changed the 

methodology of the project from demolition, excavation and new construction to Rehabilitation of the 

University House and in situ preservation of the Sanctified Native American Burial Cemetery. The 

changed methodology was based on historic and cultural resource concerns asserted by Native 

Americans. Beginning in June 2008, UCSD began working closely with community stakeholders, 

planning to rehabilitate the University House facility, minimize resource disturbances, and promote 

sustainable development. These discussions with community stakeholders led to the establishment of the 

University House Advisory Group. It was the responsibility of the Advisory Group to vigorously study 

issues with the support of the executive architect and consultants and then make informed 

recommendations related to the project. Central to the groups review was resolving the seismic and code 

problems and respecting the values of Native Americans and the Kumeyaay Nation, who have patrimony 

to the project area. The involvement and participation of many community partners, including 

representatives from the La Jolla Historical Society, Save Our Heritage Organisation, Native American, 

Kumeyaay representatives, and other interested individuals has been critical to informing the process. 

 

National Register Recognition of Tribal, Historic and Archaeoligical Values 
The National Register of Historic Places recognition of the values of each interested community was 

crucial in defining what was to be conserved and how, so that all levels of the local heritage could have a 

continued relevance for all three communities: Cultural resources for this project are categorized as 

tribal, historical or archaeological. Tribal cultural resources are artifacts and places of special cultural 

value to tribal peoples, including ancestral human remains and associated grave goods. Archaeological 

resources (generally located below ground surface) were divided into pre-historic and historical time 

periods. Prehistoric archaeological resources are dated before the onset of the Spanish Colonial period 

(1769-1848). An historical or built environment resource (generally located above ground) is any 

building, structure, or object that is at least 45 years of age and that is, or may be, significant 

architecturally or culturally in local, state or national history. 

 

Nondestructive Testing and Documentation 
Due to the dynamics of the site, a multi-disciplinary methodology was employed to identify and protect 

all the resources. Archaeologists used noninvasive ground penetrating radar (GPR) to identify anomolies. 

To further aid in that venture, the Native American community advocated for the use of other noninvasive 

search tools to locate ancestral human remains. Historical Human Remains Detection (HHRD) canines, 

trained to alert on specific scents associated with historic and prehistoric burials, were utilized. Together 

the two methods assisted in creating a better understanding of the landscape’s subterranean complexities 

without disturbing any soil. 

At the request of the Native Americans preliminary studies were undertaken by the archaeologists, to 

gather information about previous work conducted at this archaeological resource that encompasses most 

of the property. These included research on previous studies, documents about the neighboring residence, 
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research at the SDMM, an archaeological survey, and a GPR study.
1
 During this study, no subsurface 

cultural exploration was done, and the ground surface was not disturbed by any of the research or survey 

methods. Forty-three anomalies were found as a result of the GPR study with 36 of these having 

characteristics that could indicate human burials or other buried archaeological features. The HHRD 

canine is the newest in the evolution of detection canines. Its training and certification make it a unique 

resource available for the purpose of assisting in the search for historical and prehistoric graves. As a 

body decomposes in the ground, the “grave soil” contains a unique chemical signature that gives off a 

specific scent which the canines recognize as human remains. The canines are trained to alert their 

handler when a scent is detected (fig. 3). The locations where the canines alert may be disturbed, 

“scattered” burials intermixed with the grave soil, or actual intact remains
2
.
 
The chemical signature has 

been found to be more pronounced over intact burials. The efficacy of the canines was tested at a 

local burial ground where specific grave locations were known and after a near perfect alert rate the 

HHRD canines were validated and implemented during the preliminary design process at the University 

House. On two separate occasions, once in January 2007 and again in November 2011, the canines were 

used in an effort to identify potential inhumations. The canines’ identification of a scent location were 

confirmed when intact remains were encountered (fig. 4). Following the Preservation Plan the 

subterainian utilities were redirected. Together the GPR and more effectively the HHRD canines became 

a collaborative noninvasive identification process of prehistoric remains which shaped the residential 

rehabilitation. “The [HHRD] canine handlers use a 1-3 designation to rate the alerts the canines give at 

each location. This is based on experience and the canines’ behavior when they work the burial and 

perform the trained alert indication. 

 

1. Scent alert = undecided on exact location, disturbed / scattered 

2. Committed = holds alert, took time to locate main source of scent 

3. Strongly Committed = committed to a specific location, will repeat alert on same location 

 

The alert quality key has been developed over several years by observing the canines’ typical reaction to 

different kinds of known locations of remains, for example scattered remains from a burial or intact burial 

at a cemetery. The canine is taught a specific alert / indication when they locate the imprinted scent. They 

are taught to get as close as they can to the strongest scent. In some cases the strongest scent location may 

be a crack in the ground or a rodent hole next to the burial
3
.”

 
On the November 2011 site visit, the 

canines had six level 3 “strongly committed” alerts and 11 level 
2
 “committed” alerts. The reports are 

augmented with specific commentary such as “Rhea (the canine) alerted in 2 locations along the cliff but 

indicated the scent was coming from the bank and not from the ground at her feet.”
4

 

 

Design Process and Preservation Plan 

The project was designed to minimize impacts to the tribal aspect and archaeological deposits that 

comprise the Native American sanctified cemetery and sacred site. A Preservation Plan was prepared by 

qualified technical consultants in coordination with the Advisory Group to safeguard the historic 

structure, archaeological deposit and be respectful to the tribal cultural resources during construction. The 

Preservation Plan was prepared in consultation with the relevant stakeholders to ensure continued 

consideration of the multitude of concerns, and was completed prior to the start of construction. The 

Preservation Plan is supplemental to additional mitigation commitments contained in the certified project 

Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program prepared pursuant to state environmental law. The 

Preservation Plan included the following elements: 1) Commitments by UCSD / Conditions of Approval, 

2) Methodological Approach, 3) Implementation of the Methods and 4) Reporting of Finds. 

 

 
1 (Berryman, 1993). 

2 (Sinead, 2011). 

3 (Sinead, 2011). 

4 (Sinead, 2011)
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Design Solutions and Maintenance and Operation Plan 
The cultural sensitivity of the landscape took precedence when formulating designs and infrastructure 

improvements. Design decisions were made in consensus with the community partners and reflect what 

was determined as the most appropriate solutions for the design and for Kumeyaay cultural values. The 

project minimized disruption to the site, causing ground disturbance only where absolutely necessary to 

rehabilitate the residence and stabilize the failing coastal bluff. The project was designed to avoid areas 

where tribal cultural resources or archeological resources were most likely to be located and if such 

resources were discovered during construction, steps would be taken to preserve the resources in place 

and reorient utility excavation corridors to avoid disturbance to the resources. The means, methods, 

equipment and timeframe were all evaluated for their impact to the cultural landscape and resources. 

The Executive Architect in close consultation with the Kumeyaay Nation, a member of the Kwaaymii 

Band,  and archaeologists, created a design that could accommodate new subterranean utility lines for 

sewer, water, fire suppression, gas, electrical, cable and telephone services. The new utilities were placed 

above the cultural layer within a new soil fill area containing a concrete trench. To negate future 

confusion between the cultural layer and the new soil fill, a geotextile barrier was placed over the 

cultural layer prior to the placement of fill soil. The concrete trench with steel cover plates has the added 

benefit of 

permitting future access to the utilities for repairs or improvements (fig. 5). The new trench and soil fill 

area almost negated the need for any sub-surface excavation in the cultural deposit layer. The noted 

exception was at the sub-surface utilities connection points in the public-right- of-way. However, as an 

additional protective measure, the majority of the minimal subsurface disturbance would occur only in 

previously disturbed locations and archaeologists would excavate these locations in the event cultural 

deposits were encountered. 

Additional project elements designed to minimize disruption to the cultural landscape included the 

placement of 40 foot high pier-supported retaining wall away from the bluff face and associated cultural 

deposits, which would prevent disturbance to known sensitive areas of the archaeological site. The pier 

wall would be primarily backfilled with the soil removed from the excavation for the pier wall supports, 

with the remainder to be backfilled with imported, sterile fill material as necessary. As a further 

protective measure the pier foundations were pre-dug by archaeologists prior to mechanical boring (fig. 

6). The design confined the rehabilitation within the residence’s existing footprint. The roof and site 

surface drainage was directed away from the bluff edge to minimize further erosion of the cultural layer. 

The drainage was redirected to an on-site bio-swale detention basin. The basin was carefully sculpted in 

new soil fill, and once again placed upon a geotextile barrier over the cultural layer. The landscape was 

substantially retained as-is with limited new plantings associated with the proposed landscape plan. The 

new native-like landscape was installed primarily using soil liners and/or placed in areas of fill dirt above 

the cultural layer. These and other avoidance measures would preserve the essence of sacredness 

ascribed to the landscape. 

UCSD’s commitment to preserving the Sanctified Native American Burial Site and the Historic 

Residence will be carried on long-term with the implementation of the Maintenance and Operation Plan. 

In coordination with the Advisory Group and primary design professionals, the plan was written as the 

culminating document to the multi-stepped process for the rehabilitation of the University House and 

landscape. The Maintenance and Operation plan was prepared with recommendations and procedures in 

accordance with the United States Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Historic Preservation 

Treatments and Guidelines. The ongoing operations, maintenance, and repair of the grounds, residence 

and landscaping is designed to assure that the preservation intent behind the rehabilitation is 

carried forward on the property. This document is organized discussing 1) the implementation of the 

care, 2) a preservation-based approach to maintenance and repair, 3) the specifics of the building and 

then 4) the specific care of the landscape. Within the building and the landscape sections, the discussion 

starts with the general and moves to the specific. The purpose of the plan is to insure that all current and 

future employees and residents are aware of the significance of the site as a Sanctified Native American 

cemetery and sacred landscape, and aware of the special care needed when working anywhere on the 

landscape (fig. 7). 
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Figure 1 – The William and Ruth Black residence, an 11,000 square foot sprawling one-story design in 

the Pueblo Revival style, is considered one of William Lumpkin’s masterpieces. Photo: UCSD 

Collection, 1951. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 – The first occupants in the La Jolla area ceremonially buried their dead on these bluff tops 

overlooking the Pacific Ocean and developed an interconnected landscape that continues to hold deep 

meaning and value to modern Native American groups. Photo:  IS Architecture, 2008.
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Figure 3 – The canines are trained to alert their 

handler when a scent is detected. Photo:  Carmen 

Lucas, 2007. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5  The concrete trench with steel cover 

plates has the added benefit of permitting future 

access to the utilities for repairs or improvements. 

Photo: IS Architecture, 2013. 

Figure 4 – The canines’ identification of a scent 

location were confirmed when intact remains were 

encountered. Photo:  Carmen Lucas, 2012. 

 

 
Figure 6 – As a  protective measure, the pier 

foundations were pre-dug by archaeologists prior 

to mechanical boring. Photo:  IS Architecture, 

2012.
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Figure 7 – All current and future employees and residents are aware of the significance of the site as a 

Sanctified Native American cemetery and sacred landscape, and aware of the special care needed when 

working anywhere on the landscape. Photo: Larny J. Mack, 2013. 
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Abstract 

Landscape Character Assessment is applied to define and describe 12 landscape character types/areas of 

Suzhou with 5 definitive and 6 descriptive indicators through literature review, monitoring, mapping and 

cluster analysis. Meanwhile, cultural landscape elements that constitute the landscape structures are 

classified into 7 function and 3 form types, and documentation sheets are made for characteristic elements 

including features, typology, distributions, forms and functions etc. The research outcomes could work as a 

reference and handbook for landscape architecture practices based on regional characters in Suzhou. 

 

Keywords: Landscape Architecture; Regional Characters; Landscape Character Assessment; Cultural 

Landscape Element; Suzhou 

 

 

1. Cultural Landscapes in Suzhou, YRD Region  

1.1. Cultural Landscapes: Grand Canal, Classic Gardens and Canal Towns 

Suzhou is located in Yangtze River Delta region (YRD region), which is one of the most densely populated 

and urbanized regions in China and one of six megalopolises in the world.
1
 This region lies mainly in alluvial 

plain which has a long history of intensive and mixed land use since ancient times, while it faces the risk of 

flooding, high tides and typhoons every year. Since the geographical context and cultural resources are 

retained, YRD region as the modern pattern of ancient Jiangnan region (with most influential regional 

culture) has abundant cultural landscapes, whose forms have been alerted and shaped by natives during the 

pursuit of functions by adapting to regional characters, and then typical landscape structures came into shape.  

Canal system, as the most dominant landscape element, has influenced the holistic structures of cultural 

landscapes in YRD region. Thus, this research begins with the typology study of canal systems in urban and 

rural areas within YRD region, and then selects Suzhou as the case study for its most typical and diverse 

canal systems.  

Urban Suzhou, as a cultural and commercial center along the Grand Canal (UNESCO World Heritage Site, 

2014) since ancient time, is famous for its classical gardens (UNESCO World Heritage Site, 1997), silk 

industry and double gridded canal and road system. While rural areas has fascinating canal towns and a rich 

history of intensive rice and fish farming with sophisticated irrigation system of canals, waterways and lakes, 

which has been used simultaneously for flood control and water transportation.  

1.2. Landscape Hazards 

However, under the impact of intensive urban sprawl, industrialization, tourism and climate change, the 

existence and quality of these valuable cultural landscapes are in hazards. People nowadays construct 

straightforward motorways across fields, fill canals to increase build-up areas, pull down vernacular 

settlements to build homogeneous residential areas. Cultural landscapes in Suzhou have undergone a loss of 

diversity, coherence and identity, and it is impossible to appreciate and experience fragmentized and chaotic 

urban or rural landscapes at all. The original cultural landscape structures are gradually dissolved and broken 

down over the past decades, while natives have certain ignorance about all this landscape transformation in 

their “ordinary, everyday built environments”.
2
 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
1 (Gottmann,1976). 
2 (Groth,1997), p. 1. 

tel:17656518193
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2. Characterization of Cultural Landscapes 

2.1. Landscape Character Assessment (LCA)   

2.1.1. The Methodology of LCA 

Landscape Character Assessment is defined as “the tool that is used to help us to understand, and articulate, 

the character of the landscape. It helps us identify the features that give a locality its ‘sense of place’ and 

pinpoints what makes it different from neighboring areas”.
3
  

The methodology of LCA has been applied widely in different regions of England and Scotland since 

1990s,
4
 and also developed by landscape researchers in other European countries. LCA was introduced to 

Chinese research field in 2006, 
5
 but it remains unconcerned. Until now only several articles have been 

published to give a brief review of this methodology and no further application is made in research project 

about a specific Chinese region. Thus, this research attempts to do an exploratory work by applying localized 

LCA in YRD region.  

2.1.2. LCA Research of YRD Region 

It is difficult to use LCA to define and describe Landscape Character Types/Areas
6
 of YRD region in such a 

completely different cultural context. Firstly, there are no open GIS based maps of geology, landform, 

drainage or land use for the desk study stage. Secondly, the scales of city, region and nation are significantly 

different by comparing to England and Scotland. Thirdly, it is almost impossible to define the ever-changing 

boundaries of landscape character areas in varied scales as the urbanized areas are expanding in an incredible 

speed. Moreover, because of the dense population and intensive and mixed land use, the landscape structures 

or systems are much more complicated and mixed than in England or Scotland, where normally has only one 

simple type in a fixed area with distinctive landscape structure.   

Therefore, this research starts with localizing the methodology of LCA for identifying, classifying, mapping 

and describing landscape character types/areas of YRD region in three scales (regional, city and site scales). 

2.2. Identifying, Classifying and Mapping Landscape Character Types/Areas of Suzhou 

By referring to the definitive indicators
7
 in technical handbook of Worcestershire Landscape Character 

Assessment, 5 specific definitive indicators in 3 categories are selected and applied to define landscape 

character types/areas of Suzhou in city scale (tab. 1):  

Natural indicators: topography  

Both natural and cultural indicators: tree cover character and water system pattern 

Cultural indicators: settlement pattern and dominate land use  

12 distinctive landscape character types/areas within Suzhou are identified and classified. As mentioned 

above, it is impossible to draw the accurate and concrete boundary of each area, only their current rough 

distributions are drawn (fig. 1).
8
 Furthermore, by zooming in from city scale to site scale, typical sections of 

12 landscape character areas are mapped by adding layers of visible and dominate cultural landscape 

elements (fig. 1). 
9
 

2.3. Describing Landscape Characters Types /Areas 

Through literature review, monitoring and cluster analysis, 12 landscape character types/areas are described 

with 6 specific descriptive indicators
10

: field boundaries, enclosure pattern, tree cover pattern, characteristic 

cultural landscape elements, characteristics features and spatial character (structure). All descriptions of 

these 11 definitive and descriptive indicators for 12 landscape character types/areas are recorded in a 

documentation table. Type/Area 1 Historic Urban Districts (historic urban landscape), Type/Area 2 Hu-Dang 

Polder Area
11

 -dispersed lake and organic polder area (rural landscape) and Type/Area 3 Jing-Bang System 

Polder Area
12

-fishery in fragmented polder area (rural landscape) are shown with all details (tab.1). 

2.4. Classifying Cultural Landscape Elements 

                                                           
3 Landscape Character Assessment: Guidance for England and Scotland, 2002. 
4 (Swanwick, 2002)  
5 LCA was introduced to Chinese research field by translating the article Landscape Character Assessment in Britain 

(英国景观特征评估) by Swanwick in 2006. 
6 Landscape Character Assessment: Guidance for England and Scotland, 2002 
7 The origianal definitive indicators in Worcestershire Landscape Character Assessment  include: 3 physiographic indictors geology, 

topography and soils;3 cultural indicators, tree cover character, settlement pattern and land use. 
8  The basic map is from database江苏省1:25万地理背景空间数据, 地球系统科学数据共享平台-长三角分平台, 2012. 

9  Figure 1 is drawn by auther through observatation of Googel Map and 天地图 in 2014. 
10 The original descriptive indicators in Worcestershire Landscape Character Assessment include: field boundaries, enclosure pattern, 

tree cover pattern, characteristic features, spatial character and indicative ground vegetation. 
11

 The name Hu-Dang Polder (湖荡圩田) refers to 水乡生态与江南社会, 2013 
12 The name Jing-Bang System Polder (泾浜体系圩田) refers to 水乡生态与江南社会, 2013. 
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Simultaneously, through literature review of German researches on the topic of historic cultural landscape 

elements in state-level regions
13

 and field survey in YRD region, cultural landscape elements that constitute 

the landscape structures are classified into 7 clusters of function types: water use and hydraulic engineering, 

agriculture and fishery, forestry, settlement, religion, funeral and memorial site, industry and mining, 

transportation;
14

 and 3 clusters of form types: single, linear and spatially continuous elements.
15

 And based 

on the classification, documentation sheets are made as a database including features, typology, distributions, 

historic/current/future forms and functions of characteristic cultural landscape elements.
16

 

 

3. Protections through Use-Landscape Architecture Based on Regional Characters  

3.1. The Position of Landscape Architecture in Cultural Landscape Protection 

According to the European Council of Landscape Architecture Schools (ECLAS), Landscape Architecture 

“is the discipline concerned with mankind’s conscious shaping of his external environment. It involves 

planning, design and management of the landscape to create, maintain, protect and enhance places so as to be 

both functional, beautiful and sustainable (in every sense of the word), and appropriate to diverse human and 

ecological needs”.
17

 The European Landscape Convention (ELC) defines Landscape Protection as “actions to 

conserve and maintain the significant or characteristic features of a landscape, justified by its heritage value 

derived from its natural configuration and/ or from human activity”.
18

   

It means landscape architecture is a profession that protects and maintains the landscape quality while at the 

same time fulfill diverse functions in a sustainable way. And landscape architecture practices tend to protect 

through use instead of traditional archaeological way of protection. Therefore, landscape architecture as a 

new approach could find its position in cultural landscape protection especially in developing countries like 

China where modern infrastructures are expanding rapidly and archaeological way of protection is 

unpractical in an entire region.   

3.2. Strategies and Guidelines for Landscape Management and Development   

The objective of this research is to figure out how regional characters influenced cultural landscapes in the 

past, and how modern landscape architecture should respond to regional characters in future. Consequently, 

this research explores further the possibility of protecting and maintaining qualities of characteristic cultural 

landscape elements in Suzhou while at the same time integrating them into modern landscape design and 

planning practices as green and blue infrastructure which will provide compressed urban and rural spaces 

with multifunction of rain water management, biodiversity, sustainable food and energy production and 

recreation etc.  

The research outcomes include the distribution map of 12 Landscape Characters Types/Areas of Suzhou and 

12 corresponding maps of typical sections in site scale with more details, the documentation table with 

landscape character description, and classification lists and documentation sheets of cultural landscape 

elements. 

These results could function as a reference and handbook for landscape architects who deal with specific 

cultural landscape elements in a design or planning project or attempt to establish strategies and guidelines 

for landscape management and development in Suzhou. Beyond this, this research may probably raise 

concerns about ever-changing and vanishing ordinary, everyday built environments in Suzhou which are 

ignored by local people nowadays and could be appreciated in future. 

Therefore, landscape architecture based on regional characters could work as a practical operational 

approach, mediating the conflicts between historical and modern infrastructures, conservation practice and 

future development. 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
13 German researches on the topic of historic cultural landscape elements (Kulturhistorische Landschaftselemente) have been finished 

in states of Brandenburg, Sachsen, Bayern, Thüringen etc.  
14 7 function types listed above are a result of literature review and summery of historic cultural landscape elements classifications of 

Sachsen, Bayern and Thüringen regions and localized to YRD region by field survey.  
15 The names of 3 form types refer to Kulturhistorische Landschaftselemente in Brandenburg and are translated from Einzelelemente, 

Linear wirksame Elemente and Flächige oder räumlich zusammenhängende Elemente. 
16 The items in documentation sheets are a result of literature review and summery of description items of historic cultural landscape 

elements of Brandenburg, Sachsen, Bayern and Thüringen regions and localized to YRD region by field survey.  
17 See ECLAS official website http://www.eclas.org/landscape-architecture-european-dimension.php. 
18 European Landscape Convention, 2000, Chapter I.  
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Figure 1 - Landscape Characters Types / Areas of Suzhou (author, 2014, base:地球系统科学数据共享平台-

长三角分平台, 2012; Googel Map, 2014; 天地图, 2014). 
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Abstract 
Tokaj-Hegyalja, the leading wine region of Hungary has been inscribed on the world heritage list. The values 

of the wine region have to be maintained, and the landscape needs a kind of restoration. Studying the 

traditional land use and architecture helps to rehabilitate and restore the vineyards and old buildings, and to 

design new ones fitting into the landscape.    

  

Keywords: World Heritage; Cultural Landscape; Buildings in Protected Landscape; Architecture of 
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1. Introduction 

Tokaj-Hegyalja became the leading wine region of Hungary in the 16
th
 century, when the Southern parts of 

the country – with some famous wine regions – had been occupied by the Ottoman Empire. The most well-

known and celebrated products of Tokaj were the natural sweet wines, especially the aszú wine produced by 

a special technology using shrivelled grape infected by the so-called “noble rot” of botrytis. Tokaj wines 

became popular among the aristocracy, even in the royal courts of Europe in the 17
th
 and 18

th
 century, and 

the slogan used even nowadays  - Tokaj wine is the “wines of kings and king of wines” – was declared by 

the French king, Louis XIV. The territory was declared as a so-called “closed wine region” in the early 18
th
 

century, (the same time as Chianti and Alto Duoro). After prosperous centuries there was a long period of 

decline in the 20
th
 century. In spite of this the technology of producing wines of exceptional quality, the 

traditional land use and the rich architectural heritage could be saved, thus the region deserved to be 

inscribed on the World Heritage list in 2002.  

The challenge today is to restore the fame and position of these wines on the market, to develop the region 

and save the values. This complex political, economic task and the conservation practice can mutually 

support one another by restoring the successful land use, by rehabilitating old buildings, and by constructing 

buildings taking into account lessons learned from the old, traditional ones.  

 

2. Landscape 

An important book, the Tokaj-Hegyalja Album was published by the Wine Growing Society in 1867. The 

fine, detailed illustrations of the book can still be used today very well, as they show authentically the 

landscape and the buildings of 150 years ago. 

The wine-region lies at the common boundary of the Great Hungarian Plain and the Zemplén Hills. This very 

area consists of several “layers or strips” of landscape. (image 1) Of course, the strip of vineyards is the most 

important area of the region, but other parts have their own, important role as well.  

South of the vineyards is the large area of the plain used for arable crop production. The strip of land 

between the plain and hills is a low, damp area with the rivers of Bodrog and Tisza and the lowland often 

flooded. The rivers determine the location of settlements above them, and the main communication lines. 

The most characteristic type of settlement is the field or market town, a type halfway between villages and 

towns. The town of Tokaj, the commercial centre of the region was built at the confluence of the two rivers, 

the ferrying point of the road connecting Transylvania and Poland for many centuries. There are two routes 

parallel the river Bodrog: the traditional commercial road through the settlements, with 200 years old stone 

bridges and the new road from the first half of the 20
th
 century. Both of them are flanked by rows of trees – 

partly to be renewed. The plain and the wetland have a special role in viniculture as well providing the 

requisite microclimate for autumn mists, which are important providing the botrytis infection berries for the 

famous sweet wines, the aszú. 

Hills and forests are above the vineyards. The mountains protect the slopes from the cold North winds. 

Forests provide even nowadays the timber of oak for the barrels for the ripening and aging the wines. 
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The best wine-growing territories are between the altitude of 120 and 240 metres, in the middle parts of the 

slopes. Unfortunately during the 20
th
 century vineyards “slipped” downwards. Almost horizontal plantings 

can make easier the cultivation of the vineyards, especially when using machines, but it was harmful for the 

quality of wine and even for the appearance of the landscape. Traditional and characteristic orchards, the 

plum, quince and other fruit trees disappeared from the lower parts of the slopes, and the upper parts have 

been spoiled by abandoned areas. Nowadays less and less abandoned vineyards can be seen due to the new 

plantations, replantation by the new wineries even on the steeper slopes. Replantation means a kind of 

restoration of the landscape. Important, partly disappeared elements of the landscape, like field ways, hedges 

and the traditional terraces, as well as stone walls are to be rebuilt. 

Local stones are used not only for terraces, but stone has been a very important building material for many 

centuries, used from the most modest vernacular buildings to the most sophisticated historic architecture. 

Traditional small size quarries are a natural part of the landscape, like the old millstone quarry above 

Sárospatak. Unfortunately, in the last decades stones have been used for other purposes in large quantities, 

too, and the new quarries have caused much harm to the landscape. The activity of quarries has to be 

restricted, and the abandoned quarries have to be re-cultivated. 

 

3. Buildings of viniculture           

In other wine regions of Hungary the vineyards are full of small buildings, press-houses and cellars for 

producing and storing the wines, but the Tokaj region is different. Producing Tokaj wines is a more 

complicated, sophisticated, longer procedure, and wines have to be aged for a much longer time. Thus 

storing the wine is much more important, and the wines are much more valuable than in other regions. In the 

Tokaj region wines are stored mainly in long, deep cellars cut into the soil, in tuff rocks. There are no 

buildings on the territory of smaller vineyards: most of the so-called wine-houses and cellars are close to the 

residential houses, either attached to them, or standing at the edge of the settlements. In some cases there are 

long rows, contributing to complete settlements of cellars. The usual appearance of a cellar is a simple gable 

with the door for entering under the ground, sometimes in the form of a classical aedicule. Most of them are 

rather small, but the larger estates have more imposing cellar entrances. From the point of view of the 

landscape the large wine-houses are more important, built by owners of large vineyards, especially by those 

living remote from the wine region. These wine-houses have long roofs parallel to the slope, and they were 

built in the vineyards at the lowest part of the slope. Usually even a cellar, sometimes a whole labyrinth of 

tunnels opens in them. Simplicity, wide, comfortable proportions are the characteristics of the traditional 

buildings on the area. Local materials, stones, pitched roofs with simple tiles were used everywhere. In spite 

of simple forms these wine-houses dominated the landscape. These wine-houses and the larger type of cellar 

porches became an inspiration for the architecture of new wineries built in the last two decades.   

After 1990 new wineries were created by the privatization of parts of the old, huge, state owned winery. This 

process was successful not only from the point of economy and viniculture, but from the conservator’s 

aspect. These new firms are of the traditional size, which means they need the traditional setting and size of 

vineyards and buildings. The ideas of the new owners of wineries - the “chateau system” - could harmonize 

well with the local traditions. The new buildings have to be contemporary ones in technology, in wine 

making, in architecture, but they have to be traditional in setting, size and proportions to save and improve 

the landscape. The owners and leaders of the new wineries could be persuaded to produce as high quality 

architecture as the quality of their wines. There are several good examples of this new architecture using the 

traditions more or less transcribed, in a more or less abstract way. 

The so-called Yellow Wine-house belongs to the Disznókő Winery. It was built in the middle of the 19
th
 

century as a combination of a large, but simple wine-house and a large cellar porch composed as a classical 

pedimented building. It was converted into a restaurant about 30 years ago. The new buildings of the winery 

in the vicinity were inspired by this old, listed wine-house. The proportions, the scale, the pitch of the roof 

and the colour came from the Yellow Wine-house. The facades of the four wings use the usual form of the 

porch of the cellar. The ensemble, the winery with the vineyards, stone walls, and with the restored pavilions 

creates the entrance to the whole region for the majority of visitors coming from the predominant direction. 

(architect: Dezső Ekler; image 2)  

The ensemble of Hétszőlő Winery, built on the slopes of the Tokaj Hill among old and replanted vineyards 

reflects not only on the architecture and materials of local large cellars, but of other buildings of agricultural 

purpose as well as carved wooden ornaments. (architect: Csaba Bodonyi)  

The Dereszla Winery has almost two hundred years old cellar porches in front of the cellars, which run for 

many hundreds of metres. The new buildings use this type of architecture, a little simplified. The new 
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architectural masses of the winery, office, shop and tasting room are similar to the old ones creating an 

ensemble of high quality architecture. (architect: Csaba Nagy) 

On the territory belonging to the Patrícius Winery some ugly, small week-end houses were standing. The 

first task of the new company was to buy and demolish these. For their new purpose an old wine-house has 

been converted. By these actions the landscape has been improved a lot, but on the other hand looking 

thoroughly the new building, the porch is not original; as a matter of fact it is a fake part of the building. 

(architect: Ferenc Salamin) 

Béres Winery consists of two main architectural masses. One contains the functions of the production, the 

other the residential and touristic functions. The first one derives from the traditional form of the cellar, the 

other one that of the wine-house. At the junction of the two parts there is a roofed terrace, a transcribed 

version of the form of shelters used for harvesting in formerer times.  The whole ensemble uses traditional 

proportions, local building materials, abstracted old architectural forms. (architect: Tamás Pintér, Kata 

Csaba; image 3)   

The Törley Company has a winery on a smaller scale. Their building has a traditional wine-house setting, but 

it uses the traditional forms in a very abstract, contemporary way. (architect: Péter Sugár)  

The same way of thinking appears in the architecture of the ensemble of Oremus Winery in Tolcsva. In this 

case the winery was built in a long-abandoned garden of a manor house in a settlement, in the vicinity of the 

listed church and of cellars. This winery is a large scale industrial building. In spite of this it can fit into the 

context by transposing the local traditions. Additive composition, use of local stones, sensitively designed 

details and the quality of architecture helps the building to find its place in the settlement. Some parts of the 

building recall the old shelters and the row of cellars. By the way of cladding – a kind of ornament - the 

facades the large building appears a nice ensemble of smaller parts. (architect: Péter Sugár; image 4) 

All these achievements of the last years depended on more or less personal decisions of the stakeholders of 

the region because of the lack of efficient regulations, except in the immediate surroundings of listed 

buildings. Two years ago the whole territory was listed as a cultural landscape, and this year the new 

management plan is being produced in order to maintain and restore the values of the landscape, to help 

control new buildings. As a consequence of our recent World Heritage Act this plan will be the first in the 

hierarchy of plans that means all the master plans and other more detailed plans will be produced in harmony 

with the new management plan. At the same time all the new designs to be built on the site should be 

presented for a jury of architects to receive the recommendations and opinions of experts. 

 

4. Conclusions 

The region has unique natural resources. Developing the site we have to learn the way people have used 

these resources for centuries, in order to preserve, restore and create the harmony of traditional and 

contemporary life. Hopefully, the new wineries mentioned above, as pilot projects, can be used as good 

examples for the new controlling means and for further developments of the region. 
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Image 1: View of the landscape from the vineyards of the Tokaj Hill.  

Image 2: View of the Tokaj Hill with Disznókő vineyard and winery, Mezőzombor.  

   

Image 3: Béres Winery among old and replanted vineyards, Erdőbénye.  

Image 4: The building of Oremus Winery, Tolcsva. 
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Abstract 

In many western Countries aesthetic values are a justification for protecting natural and cultural landscapes. 

However, a systematic approach to scenic beauty is still missing in the field of landscape planning. Shifting 

the focus from scenic-perceptive landscape assessment to implementation methods within spatial planning 

regulation systems is a urgent need, which calls for collaboration at international level. As a contribution to 

this, an Italian case study is illustrated, the Piedmont Region’s Guidelines for the analysis, protection and 

enhancement of the landscape scenic characters. 

  
Keywords: Scenic Landscape; Landscape Planning; Landscape Protection 

 

 

1. Landscape scenic beauty: a old-fashioned issue, but still a challenge for conservation policies 

Landscape is, essentially, perception: a territory “as perceived by people”
1
. In western Countries, the 

landscape idea emerged in the aesthetics discourse
2
, and the visual dimension has still a fundamental role in 

its appreciation. In fact, the landscape scene expresses and make perceivable other material and immaterial 

dimensions, such as natural processes, or historic and cultural ones. As a matter of fact, scenic beauty is a 

justification for landscape protection in many western Countries. The designation categories for protected 

assets reveal the value assigned to aesthetics: for example, Panoramic Beauties in Italy, Areas of Outstanding 

Natural Beauty in England, Natural Monuments in Germany, Remarkable Viewpoints in France, National 

Landmarks and Wild and Scenic Rivers in the USA. 

In these Countries, the legislative framework on the issue has been established around the beginning of the 

XX century, thus it reflects the dominant cultural paradigm, notably the appreciation of natural sceneries. In 

fact, protection of landscape and protection of nature were strongly interlocked in that period. More recently, 

scenic beauty still plays a role on the definition of designation categories by international bodies, such as 

UNESCO and IUCN. See, for example, the definition of Protected Landscapes by IUCN, to classify areas 

with “significant ecological, biological, cultural and scenic value”, not to mention UNESCO’s Cultural 

Landscapes and Historic Urban Landscapes.  

Being that landscape scenic beauty has been protected at national and international level for more than a 

century, one might expect that methods and tools for implementing its conservation were fully developed. 

Indeed, scenic beauty remains difficult to define and to protect by means of specific measures. Obviously, 

the aesthetic value depends on people’s perception, that may change in time and in different social groups. 

Moreover, the landscape scene is subject to dynamics which are faster and faster, much more than a century 

ago. As a matter of fact (as a consequence?), the majority of studies in the field of landscape scenery deal 

with assessment, while the topic is seldom dealt with in spatial planning literature and practice. Experts in 

environmental psychology and sociology, geographers, landscape professionals and planners, and, more 

recently, experts in environment assessment and economic methods of evaluation, have produced theories on 

landscape preferences, carried out experiments at various scales of observation and in different geographic 

contexts, testing assessment methods based on social inquiries or on experts’ judgments
3
. Despite the 

relevance of cultural factors in determining social perception, methods of landscape assessment can be quite 

easily discussed and transferred from country to country, as a consequence, the literature on the subject is 

abundant and international, and several journals are devoted to this issue. 

On the contrary, the variety of institutional and legislative frameworks according to which landscape policies 

are implemented hinders a systematic study of planning and regulation systems from an international 

perspective. For example, the protection of belvedere is stated both in Italian legislation and in French one, 

                                                           
1 (CoE, 2000). 
2 (Cosgrove, 1984; Berque et al. 1994). 
3 A review of approaches in Daniel 2001, Ode et al. 2010, Cassatella 2011. 
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but the way how to protect a viewpoint depends on different procedures, subjects, and interconnections with 

the legislative systems on cultural heritage, spatial planning, and so on. As a consequence, it’s difficult to 

make comparisons and to identify good practices which may be applied in other contexts. The European 

Landscape Convention (CoE, 2000) gave a strong impulse to the harmonisation of landscape policies and to 

international studies in the continent, but the process is still underway (it is to mention that landscape and 

spatial planning remain autonomous competences of each European Country).  Again, methods for landscape 

character assessment seem to have spread on the continent
4
, while spatial planning measures to protect and 

manage landscape heritage have never been systematized. In particular, in planning literature, measures and 

techniques regarding scenic quality are seldom considered. This lack of a systematic approach severely limits 

the capacity of public administrations to protect landscape resources. 

 

2. Towards a review of methods and tools: building up a picture frame 

Despite the lack of general theories and methods, a number of examples demonstrate that scenery can be 

subject to regulation, planning and management. The examples range from scenery management in protected 

areas, urban design codes, landscape planning regulations, to guidelines for historic assets, management 

plans of WHL’s HUL, and so on. 

The following list identifies a number of fields and topics that may be useful for further studies: 

 Designation categories of protected landscapes in national legislations, with specific attention to 

landscape beauty
5
; 

 Scenery management in the context of nature park planning. In particular, the manuals and 

experiences of the US National Park Service, and Bureau of Land Management; 

 Cultural heritage protection. For example, recent guidelines issued by English Heritage that deal with 

the visual relationships between historic assets and their surroundings
6
; Management Plans of World 

Heritage Sites, which implement the recent UNESCO Recommendation on the Historic Urban 

Landscape (2011); 

 Townscape appraisal and town development regulations. Many western cities (among which Paris, 

London, New York) have adopted sophisticated rules for protecting their skyline or for creating 

impressive new ones
7
; geographic information systems techniques for controlling the visual effects 

of urban development, notably the rise of high buildings; 

 Visual Impact Assessment methods, in the context of Environmental and Landscape Impact
8
; 

 Protection and enhancement of Scenic routes; guidelines for interventions on existing routes or for 

designing of new transport lines; 

 Design codes and standard requirements, in particular for designated areas and assets; 

 Landscape plans. 

The overview set out above shows that scenic features can be a subject of consideration in many kinds of 

spatial planning instruments, dealing with different landscape characters (natural, rural and urban), scales 

(regional, local, site-specific), normative and design approaches (guidelines, strategic plans, statutory plans, 

regulations). Nevertheless, more scientific evidence of their application within the regulatory system and 

implementation measures is needed. 

In order to contribute to this research perspective, the next section illustrates a case study, which deals with 

how to protect landscape designated assets in the wider context of landscape planning, going beyond the 

boundaries of conservation areas, tackling how to foster a stronger connection between landscape planning at 

regional level and local planning regulative measures.  

3. Dealing with scenic landscape from a spatial-planning perspective: a working example 

This section illustrates a worked example of a set of rules for the preservation of scenic assets, related to an 

Italian regional landscape plan: the Piedmont Region’s “Guidelines for the analysis, protection and 

enhancement of the landscape scenic characters” (MiBACT et al. 2014). Inspired by an international review 

of practices, the Guidelines focus on those visual characteristics which can be subject to planning control in 

                                                           
4 See the recent Thirteenth Council of Europe Meeting of the Workshops for the implementation of the European Landscape 

Convention on “Territories of the future: landscape identification and assessment, an exercise in democracy” (Cetinje, Montenegro, 

2-3 October 2013). 
5 Obviously, part of this work has been separately done in each Country, see, for example, Selman and Swanwick (2010) about UK. 
6 (English Heritage 2011). 
7 (Cassatella, 2012). 
8 A wide and updated review in Churchward et al., 2013. 
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the Italian context. It is to say that the first and fundamental step has been the definition of a set of potential 

regulation measures, instead of a set of landscape categories of assets. On the contrary, reversing the usual 

process has helped to define the field of attention of the guidelines. 

In Italy, protection of landscape by national laws dates back to the beginning of the XX century (when they 

use categories such as “pictures of nature” [quadri della natura], and “panoramic beauties” [bellezze 

panoramiche]). However, for a long time the legal principles were translated into protection acts, which 

imply control over development by National Authority, without any kind of land-use plans or specific 

requirements. A recent law (the Cultural Heritage and Landscape 2004) states that protective designation acts 

must associate the description and appraisal of landscape assets with regulative measures and requirements 

(that is, limitations on its use and transformation). The consequent process of “ruling” (which also applies to 

the thousands already designated landscapes) is still underway, in connection with the formation of new 

statutory regional landscape plans, which cover the entire territory of each Region. This process entails 

collaboration between Regional Authorities in charge of landscape planning, and the Regional Departments 

of the Ministry for Cultural Heritage and Activities and Tourism (MiBACT), in charge of landscape 

protection.  

Italian landscape plans usually pay limited attention to scenic features, instead merely considering designated 

scenic roads and views, and restricting building activity to narrow buffer zones. Sometimes, aesthetic and 

cultural values are explored in the analyses, but they are not subject to planning measures. 

The Piedmont Region Landscape Plan (Regione Piemonte 2009), drawn up with the technical support of the 

Politecnico di Torino, introduced a wider-than-usual set of categories of scenic features, namely: viewing 

places (belvedere, panoramic routes, and others), scenic features (such as landmarks, skylines and pro-files, 

and others), visual relations and areas with specific characters, and visual detriments (tab. 1). These 

categories are applied to natural, rural or urban landscape, with appropriate specifications. The scenic 

features have been mapped at the regional scale (1/100,000), and dealt with systematically by the plan’s 

regulatory system. A crucial aspect is that the same measures can and must be applied to any similar scenic 

feature in the landscape, whether it is a designated asset or not. In this way, the scenic character of a 

landscape can be planned and managed as a whole, beyond the boundaries of conservation areas.  

Due to their scale, the regional planning measures in question are mostly guidelines, directives, and 

requirements that more detailed indications be provided by local statutory plans. In order to help the 

implementation of such measures at the local scale, the MiBACT Regional Department of Piedmont 

commissioned the Politecnico di Torino to conduct a further study on landscape scenic assets, which outlined 

the Guidelines for the analysis, protection and enhancement of the landscape scenic characters (G-SCL)
9
. In 

particular, the study focuses on the protection of designated landscapes (which require prescriptive 

regulations); the application of regional directives in local planning; the visual assessment in occasion of 

procedures regarding interventions on conservation areas and assets. Nevertheless, as will be explained 

below, the G-SCL  are also intended to be used for spatial planning purposes in relation to the ordinary 

landscape. 

The G-SCL provides: a glossary; criteria for identification and representation (including GIS-based analysis 

of viewshed and visual sensitivity); planning measure proposals and impact assessment criteria, using 

worked examples and illustrations of Piedmont landscapes (fig. 2). In doing so, the G-SCL serves both 

regional and local authorities (and, of course, professionals) with a shared language and method. The 

approach is pragmatic. As the history of landscape planning in Italy shows that applicable regulations are 

few in number and recurrent, drawing up a list of potential legislative guidelines has helped define the field 

of focus. Therefore, when it is appropriate to give different legislative guidelines, the G-SCL distinguish 

different scenery categories in the glossary. 

Regional authorities may use the suggested standard measures in the process of defining the requirements for 

each designated landscape asset, while municipalities may use the same ones in their overall local plans, 

dealing with features which are protected or not, if necessary in a “softer” manner, e.g. as design guidelines. 

The main challenge is to involve local authorities in a process of awareness-raising with regard to landscape 

scenic values, leading to a specific focus in their statutory plans, which cover their entire area, instead of 

merely relying on prescriptive restrictions imposed by national and regional authorities. Local communities 

in Italy are frequently aware that landscape beauty enhances their quality of life and can be an economic 

resource. However, they lack an awareness of the technical measures that need to be taken in order to protect 

and enhance their scenery. The G-SCL aims to provide a set of tools for this purpose. 

                                                           
9 (MiBACT et al., 2014). 
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Special attention is paid to guiding the identification of visual relationships between viewing places and 

observed scenic features (such as landmarks or skylines), in order to avoid a fragmented panorama of 

“points” and “lines”, and to underline the syntactic sequences of the landscape. The visual relations connect 

outstanding features with their surroundings (the ordinary landscape), and go beyond the administrative 

boundaries of conservation areas (fig. 3). For example, it is argued that the visual cones towards a protected 

landmark should be protected too, as well as the viewshed of a protected vantage point (although this is not 

explicitly stated in protective acts). In the context of Italian legislation, such form of indirect protection is a 

difficult task. The mapping of such intangible relations is a significant initial step towards effectively taking 

them into consideration. Maps of scenic character and visual sensitivity covering the overall territory 

contribute to planning decisions (for example, regarding the location of potential visual detractors, or land-

use transformations) (fig. 4). Finally, they contribute to the assessment of proposed developments by 

establishing assessment points which are not dependent on the individual case study, but on the overall 

scenery. For example: if a new high building is proposed, it is possible to know whether it would be visible 

from selected existing viewpoints, and whether it affects actual landmarks. Moreover, the impact of visual 

detractors can be evaluated in the planning process, when the debate may concern their location, and not just 

their design. 

The technical process is fundamental in order to gather and provide correct information to decision makers. 

Items produced by this process, such as cartographic representations, are designed to facilitate the debate 

between stakeholders. The G-SCL approach is expert-based, but public opinion may be taken into 

consideration during the assessment process. It is the responsibility of the authorities to involve local people 

in a public debate, in order to establish the significance of, or (preferably) identify, a scenic resource. 

 

4. Conclusions, or how to start 

The process of scenery analysis and assessment is a technical contribution to public debate and decision-

making, as it enhances the information and its transparency. Scenery analysis and assessment aids 

understanding and management of potential conflicts regarding landscape resources (as well as synergies 

between them), thus fostering landscape policies, notably landscape protection. But, once the objectives of 

such policies regarding scenic quality have been identified, their effective implementation in the regulatory 

planning system remains a challenge.  

The case study of the Piedmont Guidelines shows how a systematic consideration of scenic features might be 

introduced to spatial planning, in a trans-scale process linking regional and local planning, outstanding and 

ordinary places, and natural and cultural assets. The G-SCL proposes basic categories, which correspond to 

specific requirements and which can be integrated with spatial planning tools, such as landscape plans, urban 

development plans and park plans, and also criteria for landscape assessment procedures. Most of all, before 

defining the taxonomy of landscape scenic resources, in order to avoid a purely academic exercise, the G-

SCL adopted a spatial planning approach, focusing on the set of applicable rules. 

Many other case studies may contribute to a systematization of the issue, which have been based on a 

monitoring activity (probably carried out by landscape indicators
10

), in order to gain more evidence of the 

effectiveness of planning measures. It is to mention that international bodies such as UNESCO and IUCN are 

focusing on management and monitoring instruments (see, for example, the recent initiative of the Green 

List, which is based on best practices of management). As a consequence, the natural and cultural landscapes 

which are under their aegis maybe good case studies in an international perspective.  

In conclusion, future research should concentrate on the clear gap between knowledge and action by shifting 

the focus from scenic-perceptive landscape assessment methods to implementation methods within spatial 

planning regulation systems. Specifically, in the European context, an international overview of regulatory 

systems could contribute to the harmonisation of landscape policies (thus implementing the European 

Landscape Convention). 

The variety of institutional and legislative frameworks hinders a systematic study of planning and regulation 

systems from an international perspective. To carry out an international overview of these issues using 

significant local cases for in-depth examination and discussion, a research perspective is urgently needed, 

requiring international cooperation. In fact, a structured overview of protection categories and legislation, 

assessment methods (including participatory approaches), sectoral plans and other forms of regulation at a 

local level that concentrate on scenic-perceptive issues would be relevant to landscape, park, regional and 

                                                           
10 (Cassatella and Peano, 2011). 
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local planning, and for the assessment and establishment of control procedures regarding both natural and 

cultural heritage.  
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Category Sub-categories Assessing criteria and/or planning 

requirements 

Viewing places  Viewpoint; equipped viewpoint; 

indoor vantage points (providing 

public access) 

Accessibility, maintenance, protection 

of the view cone (ban on building, 

maximum building envelope, tree-

cutting, etc.) 

 Panoramic route Protection of the viewshed (as above) 

 Paths and minor routes Maintenance of material and sensorial 

characters, improving public access 

 Axial line Protection of the view cone, 

continuity, design standards for lateral 

screens (alignments, height 

requirements, etc.) 

Scenic features Landmarks (at regional/local scale; 

built/natural; isolated) 

Protection of the view cones which 

consent the appreciation of a 

landmark from viewing places; 

protection of prominence effect, 

avoiding competition (volumetric 

proportions, height, backdrop effects, 

etc.) in the zone of visual influence 

 Natural profile; skyline Integrity 

 Other elements (tree lines and 

hedgerows; built/natural screens; 

areas with specific characters, such 

as textures) 

Conservation, design codes and/or 

standards on materials, colours, etc. 

Visual relations, 

views and 

panoramas 

Inter-visibility; focal view; Axial 

line; viewing corridor/opening; 

enclosure 

Building control (envelope, maximum 

height, screening effects), vegetation-

cutting   

 Viewshed [of a viewing place] 

(foreground; middle ground; 

second ground; background) 

Visual impact assessment (avoiding 

obstruction and intrusion; proportions 

of building, texture effect, lightness, 

etc.)  

 Zone of visual influence [of a 

landmark] 

(see Landmarks) 

Visual detriments 

and degraded areas 

Visual detriments (punctual, linear, 

areal; high-distance visibility) 

Elimination, remodeling, mitigation 

 Alteration (intrusion; obstruction; 

disorder; de-connotation)  

Requalification, mitigation 

Table 1: Planning issues related to scenic character and features, synthesis from the Guidelines for the 

analysis, protection and enhancement of the landscape scenic characters (MiBACT et al. 2014). 
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Figure  2: Guidelines for an historical urban landscape (Turin, Italy): identification of landmarks, skylines, 

built screens (on the left), examples of intervention to be avoided (on the right) (source: MiBACT et al. 

2014). The case study is Turin (Italy). 

 

 

Figure 3: Map of landscape scenic character of Po riverside in Turin. Visual relations between viewing 

places and scenic features are the main content (MiBACT et al. 2014). 
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Figure 4: Viewshed analysis is a useful tool for controlling visual relations on a cartographic basis, making 

comparisons with the maps of spatial planning tools (MiBACT et al. 2014). 
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Abstract 
The paper presents the process of re-discovering the historical cultural values of the Slender West Lake, from 

the most recent conducted pilot research project on historic urban landscape in China: the Research of 

Cultural Landscapes: the Slender West Lake（瘦西湖）in Yangzhou
1.
 The purpose of the research is to 

recall the historical cultural confidence back to the city through identifying the historical landscape power 

and wisdom, to contribute to shape the direction and structure of urban development for future.  

 
Keywords: Historic Urban Landscape; Cultural Identity; Conservation; Development  
 
 
1. Background 
The UNESCO’s Recommendation on the Historic Urban Landscape defines the historic urban landscape as 

the result of a historic layering of cultural and natural values and attributes. Historic urban landscape, 

constructed by social groups involving cultural, economic and political processes through history, deposits 

the tangible and intangible dimensions of heritage values. All these contribute to city’s singularity, its genius 

loci, and the specificity of the urban experience. 
In ancient China, driven by sophisticated philosophical ideas, to respond nature and build harmonious 

relationships with nature, physically and spiritually, had been key practice in urban construction throughout 

the last two and half millennia history. Consequently, many noted ancient cities are labeled by their historical 

landscapes instead of the city itself. The Slender West Lake（瘦西湖）in the glories ancient Yangzhou (扬州) 

with 2,500-year history is one of such cultural and social constructed treasures.  
Tied up with social, political, economic, cultural and natural contexts, the lake evidenced the history of 

chaos, devastated wars and splendid glories of the city. Layering of the memories and symbolic meanings 

were deposited in the lake, and it evidenced the power of the lake landscape that had been the most standing 

spiritual and cultural pillar of the ancient city. However, such historic power and wisdom has been 

continually weakened and under threats in today’s rapid urbanization and globalization. The disconnections 

between new urban development and historical settings are erasing historical urban fabrics and cultural 

identities. Historic memories associated with the lake are being forgotten and the city is facing the crisis of 

losing cultural confidence in this once glories place. UNESCO’s new recommendation of Historic Urban 

Landscape is used as a holistic approach in this research.  
 
 
2. Historic Yangzhou: a Symphony of War and Peace 
Located at the crossroad of the Grand Canal and Yangtze River and as the historical origin of the Grand 

Canal, the historic city Yangzhou was the geographic and military throat between the North and the South in 

China. Over 2,500 years of history and tightly connected with the Grand Canal, Yangzhou had been an 

influential historic city with great military importance. The city itself is a symphony of war and peace, full of 

devastating wars and splendid glories, strong heartquake of life and death. 
With strategic military importance, together with rich salt, copper and grain resources, close to the cultural 

circle of the highly developed Chinese Southern Yangzi area, the city formed its leading position in culture, 

                                                           
1 The project “Research on cultural landscape values on the Slender West Lake” was funded by “The World Heritage nomination 

office of the Grand Canal and the Sender West Lake” in 2010, led by Tongji University. The author is the team leader of this 

project. Slender West Lake Project Team: Team Members: Wang Xinlei, Zhu lili, Deng Fei, Luo Kai, Li Wenmin, Yang Chen, 

Song Yanxia, Linyun, Chen Mengdan, Shao Jing, Li Chen, Xu Jinshu, Chen Qing, Yang Xi, Miao Lingyan, Wu Jinfeng, Huang 

Junbiao, Shi Jingjing, Zhang Yijia, Mafang, Xu Wubing.  
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politics and economy in the past. However, its glorious history declined while the downfall of the Grand 

Canal in the mid-18th century, following the rise of marine shipping, the shift of Yellow River’s route, the 

management crisis of the Grand Canal and the devastating wars. From then on, how to get back to historic 

leading position and confidence has long been a worry for Yangzhou.  
 
3. Historical Construction of Cultural Identities of Yangzhou: the Power of Landscape 
Historic Urban Landscape approach has been used in research to explore the history of city Yangzhou. 

Research found the historical leading cultural position of Yangzhou was not achieved in one day; instead, it 

had been a long political and social constructed process and landscape exerted great power. The historical 

cultural identity of Yangzhou includes a layering of values and dimensions, which includes the canal culture, 

salt merchant culture, scholar culture, religious culture, war culture, political imperial culture and civic 

culture in general (Wang, 2013). However, all these cultures condensed into its landscape ‘The Slender West 

Lake”.  
With 2,500 year history, Yangzhou is a city of ‘general history’ because of its well protected underground 

archaeological evidence of city construction but with little visible historic evidence throughout chaotic wars. 

Among all those heritage manifestations in Yangzhou, the Slender West Lake is the most visible witness and 

has been continuously used. From the pilot research, the Slender West Lake is pieces of the city moat 

developed from different dynasties that had functioned as military defense (fig. 1). It also overlapped with 

the initial origins of the ancient Grand Canal and with the city 2,500 years ago. As the essence of this city, it 

is a well-known Scenic and Historic Interest Area which is characterised by linear waterways and exquisite 

beauty of landscape. The involving history of the Slender Lake recorded the history of the city. 
The Icon of the Grand Canal 
The oldest part of the Slender Lake (Part C) is overlapped with the ancient canal Han Gou (邗沟) constructed 

in 487 BC, which was the origin of the World Heritage Grand Canal (Luo, 2013). Since then, the intimate 

relationship with the Grand Canal had never been changed. The Grand Canal, as the largest and most 

extensive civil engineering project in the world prior to the Industrial Revolution, “it formed the backbone of 

the Empire’s inland communication system, transporting grain and strategic raw materials, and supplying 

rice to feed the population” by 7th century A.D (Sui Dynasty 隋朝) and later “played an important role in 

ensuring the country’s economic prosperity and stability and continues today as a major means of internal 

communication” (UNESCO, 2014). Such historical importance founded Yangzhou’s leading position of 

prosperity economy, canal related multi- civic culture. In the World Heritage Grand Canal nomination 

process, Yangzhou was the leading city in the nomination group composed by the 35 cities through which the 

Grand Canal flows. It is the place where the north and the south meet.  
An Image of Extravagant city 
The Slender West Lake evolved with the rise and decline clearly illustrated in Figure 2. As the city moats, the 

Slender West Lake witnessed the prosperity and humiliations. Named as a famous canal city, the trade of salt, 

copper and grain resources, especially the appointed monopoly salt trade, brought enormous wealth to 

ancient Yangzhou. A salt merchants group formed, initially based on commerce and economy, but rapidly 

developed extended its influence into culture and politics since the Tang Dynasty. 
In the Qing Dynasty, the power of the salt merchants reached the peak and played a pivotal role in the city, 

also in the country. Meantime, the landscape of the Slender West Lake was in full bloom. The Slender West 

Lake gathered the most luxury and the finest garden-villas community along the waterline to meet lavish life 

style. Garden design and construction skills were applied and the most expensive materials were collected 

and used. Enormous entertainment activities occurred in such exquisite scenery the lake. It represented the 

most symbolic image of this extravagant city. 
A Blighted City Suffering Wars 
The repeat of rise and decline had been the destiny of this canal city. The Slender West Lake is an invisible 

relict landscape. Uncovering its beautiful surface, landscape was darkened by the worst suffering of the wars 

in history. The lake moat landscape reflects the change of shapes of ancient city Yangzhou in 2,500 years, 

expanded in peace time and shrank in war time. Its origin Han Gou (邗沟) was for the ambitious purpose of 

military supply preparation to head the north and embedded military nature. Such origin strongly tied up the 

city, the war and the moat landscape together. Under the water of the Slender West Lake, there is silent 

archaeological remains evidenced the historical fierce wars.  
A Master Piece of Chinese Classical Gardening: a Symphony of Life  
The peak time of the Slender West Lake was later than World Heritage Cultural Landscape the West Lake in 

Hangzhou and the Classical Gardens of Suzhou. It came from the essence of those two landscapes and made 
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a breakthrough and surpassing in gardening skills. Chinese gardening skill for small and narrow space were 

mutually used in big public space. Subtle landforms were created in a very narrow moat space and the length 

was used for the endless sense, the poetic emptiness of Chinese natural aesthetics. It was also a collective 

work by multiple social groups. The Slender West Lake was an open garden where emperors, scholars, 

citizens, officials, the successful, the failures and the religious, were gathering. It was a space and place for 

entertainment, living, healing and for historical recalling. Its narrow moat had been widen by a layering of 

values in poetry, novels, paintings, legends, operas, gardens and architecture which finally led this artificial 

military defense into a romantic, elegant, exquisite and enjoyable worldly living space (fig. 3). This is a 

powerful representation of the spirit of Yangzhou: the great tenacity and pursuit of beautiful life.  
From above historical exploration, a clear culture map has been represented. The Slender West Lake is not 

only a 2.5 kilometre-long linear waterway. There are historical spiritual and cultural identities of the city 

embedded in its narrow shape. There are much deeper meanings behind enjoyable scenery. 
 
4. The Lost Identity 
However, such historical meanings are blurred and being forgotten in visionary scenery today. What is 

worrying is not only the loss of essence landscape destroyed in historical wars, but also the historical 

confidence. Once a historical city lost its most precious confidence, it lost its way for future. At this moment, 

Yangzhou has such worries. During today’s rapid urbanization process, Yangzhou is keen to find its location 

in regional and national level, trying to get back its historical position, but has not found its way yet.  
Although new city Yangzhou is developing very fast, the land context, water context and human context are 

not continuing. The value system is not interpreted and not fully understood. The Slender West Lake was 

widened for further landscape construction. It seems only a problem of form. But essential it is a problem of 

understanding. What a moat should be widened? It reflects the lack of understanding that the nature of the 

Slender West Lake is a moat landscape and the history of the lake is not understood, then let alone a layering 

of multi-meanings and values embedded in the lake.  
Today the lake is protected and full of visitors but not so many citizens. This landscape seems more 

important for the outsiders as a tourism destination rather than the pride of the citizen. The spiritual 

relationship between the lake and the local people, the history and the life, has been interrupted.    
Today’s urban development, underpinned by the power of capital, is keen to copy those ‘successful’ and 

‘famous’ landscape to have ‘new fresh face’ to show the progress. This results in ‘thousands of cities with 

same face’, from urban structure to forms. Such development not only caused ecological impact on local 

natural system, but also weakened local cultural confidence and erased local history. Ultimately, we will fail 

to trace back where we are from and who we are. 
Historic urban landscape also provides a compromise for the conflicts between urban heritage conservation 

and development. Heritage conservation maximizes the opportunity to learn and benefit from past wisdom 

for future use. Methodologically, it could work closely with the Historic Urban Landscape.  
 
5. Re-discovering of Landscape Values: the New Development Engine for the City 
The research evidenced that Landscapes are not only something directly in front of our eyes; rather, they are 

representations from our mind and of the society. Landscape is culturally and socially constructed over time 

and space. Their meanings can hardly be perceived and understood until appropriate interpretation is in 

place. At this point of view, Historic Urban Landscape approach arrives just at the right time for China in is 

rapid urbanization period. The provided holistic approach to link the old and the new, conservation and 

development, nature, culture and society, is what sustainable urban development needs. Its context-based 

dynamic perspective is especially attractive for developing countries.  
The Slender West Lake is a cultural icon of the city of Yangzhou, in a highly symbolic form. It demonstrated 

the landscape’s power to transcend time and space. As an organic part of the city moat and initial part of the 

ancient Grand Canal, the Lake played an important role in military defense, economic shipping, daily life 

and cultural activity throughout history. In this war-torn city, the culture of the Slender West Lake strongly 

and accurately reflected the character of the city and represented a symbol of war and peace.  
The constant cultural construction of the Slender West Lake over 2,500 years, presented an extravagant, 

romantic and dissolute culture, hedonism and secular culture, represented the wealth that this city always 

had, the pursuit of beautiful life in suffering wars and the philosophical consciousness of the meaning of life. 

It also evidenced that landscape was a place to heal the soul. Such identified character of the Slender West 

Lake was constructed by the glorious and solemn history of Yangzhou, which is unique and becomes the 

city’s identity. Such understanding will greatly benefit to shape the direction of new development. With the 
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historic wisdom, landscape could be a new vision for pursuit and an inclusive approach to integrate 

contested values. Also, the activation of tangible and intangible landscape contexts will contribute to be the 

new engine for development. 
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Figure 1: Illustrated Map of Ancient City Yangzhou and the Slender West Lake. 
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Figure 2: Sketch Maps of the Changes of Ancient City Yangzhou and the Forming of the Slender West Lake 

(Based on Research Report 1: The Dynastic History Research of the Slender West Lake). 

 

 

Figure 3: One of the 24 Ancient Landscape Views of the Slender West Lake: Xiang Yun Ci Hai (Painting, 

Qing Dynasty).
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Résumé 

L’article tente de comprendre les diverses transformations des processus urbains et architecturaux de la ville 

de Midelt qui, à l’origine, était un gros bourg fondé par la colonisation en 1917. Il s’agit de retracer les 

processus de sa configuration urbaine selon deux angles de lecture. Le premier aborde la ville comme objet 

d’histoire urbaine en appréhendant son paysage urbain par les séquences, les perspectives et les lieux, et sous 

deux  entrées, à savoir le cadre bâti et les espaces libres. Le second  examine une société, qui par le rapport 

qu’elle a entretenu avec l’espace environnant, a produit, marqué le paysage,  transformé ou conservé les 

structures plus anciennes, par conséquent  qui a généré de l’urbain. 

 

Mots-clefs : Paysage urbain ; Mémoire d’une ville ;  Lecture morphologique ;  Carte mentale 

 

 

1. Introduction 

En Europe, l’urbanisation – qui s’est déroulée au long du XIXe siècle – était liée à l’industrialisation et à la 

croissance économique. Elle a donné lieu à une structure urbaine relativement équilibrée: il y a assez peu de 

disparité entre les villes principales et les villes secondaires. A l’inverse, dans les pays en développement, 

l’urbanisation se traduit souvent par un grossissement d’une ou deux villes principales au détriment des villes 

moyennes. Ce processus qui a démarré au début du XXe siècle concerne également l’Afrique du Nord qui a 

connu une explosion urbaine fulgurante, phénomène engendré par la colonisation et les mutations 

démographiques. Au Maroc, même si le système urbain s’est structuré depuis les années soixante-dix, il reste  

déséquilibré en raison des différents changements significatifs qui ont affecté tous les échelons de la 

hiérarchie urbaine
1
. En plus, le  Maroc a un système urbain « polycéphale » en raison de la montée des 

métropoles régionales qui prennent une place significative dans l’organisation territoriale
2
. 

Ce phénomène s’explique en grande partie par le passé de ces grandes villes : Casablanca, Rabat, Tanger, …. 

Elles  sont souvent d’anciens comptoirs coloniaux et elles ont ainsi bénéficié les premières des acquis du 

colonisateur en matière de santé, d’éducation, d’équipements ; elles ont également concentré les services et 

les marchés, et donc les opportunités d’emploi. Ces grandes villes  ont fait l’objet de plusieurs études et 

recherches urbaines mais les petites et moyennes villes sont délaissées, parfois ignorées. 

Aujourd’hui les petites villes sont de deux types très différents : les premières sont celles qui naissent et 

croissent à l’ombre de grandes villes dont elles accompagnent et favorisent la croissance lorsque le territoire 

de la principale commune est saturé. Les secondes sont celles qui, restées isolées, ont joué, de tous temps, un 

rôle de petites capitales. C’est le cas de la ville de Midelt qui, à l’origine,  est un gros bourg fondé par la 

colonisation en 1917 dans la vallée de l’oued Outat; les grandes étapes de son urbanisation sont encore 

lisibles. En fait, la ville a connu plusieurs événements au cours de son histoire qui ont façonné sa structure 

urbaine ; elle  est considérée comme le produit des populations qui l’habitent, qui ont marqué 

l’environnement urbain et qui en ont forgé l’identité. Son évolution est issue de structures héritées du passé 

et de l’action des acteurs et des groupes sociaux qui ont le pouvoir de la transformer. Ceci s’est répercuté 

ainsi sur son paysage urbain. 

La prise en compte du paysage comme un des paramètres indispensables de la nouvelle programmation 

urbaine oblige élus et professionnels de la ville à réviser leur savoir-faire, et les incite à évoluer. Les notions 

d’espace public, de patrimoine, de mixité urbaine (en réaction contre les phénomènes d’exclusion) éveillent 

                                                           
1 L’ensemble urbain marocain apparaît bien hiérarchisé : trois villes de plus d’un million d’habitants (Casablanca, Rabat-Salé et 

Fès) ; une douzaine de grandes villes de plus de 500 000 habitants dont les capitales régionales sont Marrakech, Meknès, Tanger, 

Agadir et Oujda; des villes moyennes gravitant autour des grands centres ; une quarantaine de petites villes et de nombreux centres 

locaux.   
2 V. ROUSSEAU, « Analogies et disparités du fait urbain au Maghreb », Intergéo Bulletin, 2/2001.  

mailto:kelharrouni@gmail.com
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l’intérêt de la population. Toutes ces mutations sont étroitement liées à une volonté d’un travail plus concerté 

sur la ville entre usagers, habitants, élus et  aménageurs.  

Le choix de la ville de Midelt comme support de cette contribution est dû à la problématique de son paysage 

urbain ; c’est un cas qui illustre et représente la problématique d’un certain nombre de  petites et moyennes 

villes  qui ont généralement les mêmes problèmes de développement urbain. Par ailleurs, Midelt  reste le 

carrefour d’une région riche par son histoire et son patrimoine culturel et populaire. Avec une population 

actuelle estimée à environ 55 000 habitants et une superficie légale totale de 1 100 hectares,  Midelt est par 

excellence une ville moyenne.  

L’article tente de comprendre les diverses transformations des processus urbains de cette petite ville, 

comment et par qui, elle a été pensée, construite et habitée. Il s’agit de retracer les processus de sa 

configuration urbaine selon deux angles de lecture. Le premier aborde la ville comme objet d’histoire 

urbaine en appréhendant son paysage urbain par les séquences, les perspectives et les lieux, et sous deux  

entrées, à savoir l’alignement et l’implantation du cadre bâti. Le second  examine une société, qui par le 

rapport qu’elle a entretenu avec l’espace environnant, a produit, marqué le paysage,  transformé ou conservé 

les structures plus anciennes, par conséquent  qui a généré de l’urbain. 

Toutes ces démarches traduisent la nécessité de repartir d’une analyse lucide de la production de l’espace 

dans notre société afin de mieux connaître le phénomène urbain d’une petite ville, sa formation et sa 

transformation.  

 

2. Le paysage urbain de Midelt : essai d’analyse globale 

La ville de Midelt, construite au début du siècle dernier sur le plateau de la Haute Moulouya, est plus proche 

du haut Atlas pré-oriental que du moyen Atlas, à une altitude de 1 510 m. Cette situation géographique a joué  

un rôle très important dans le façonnement de l’histoire de cette ville, et continue encore aujourd’hui à être 

responsable des conditions de son développement. Le climat, aride et sec, montagneux de type continental, 

très froid l’hiver et très sec l’été, a forcément agit sur l’environnement et le paysage urbain de la ville. Les 

vents dominants proviennent du sud-ouest et de l’est à cause de la situation de la ville dans un  couloir de 

vents entre le moyen et le haut Atlas; ces vents soufflent souvent à une vitesse dépassant 100 km à l’heure. 

Ce constat a valu à Midelt le surnom de “bled rih”, le pays du vent. La pluviométrie est faible et le plateau a 

connu une bonne dizaine d’années de sécheresse et  Midelt se retrouva avec un nouveau sobriquet : “bled 

shih ou rih”, pays de l’armoise blanche et du vent.  Mais en fait, ces mots  remontent à quatre siècles comme 

le signale l’historienne Amina Aouchar, dans son ouvrage, Colonisation et campagne berbère au Maroc
3
 . 

  

3. Les transformations de Midelt sous le Protectorat 

La connaissance historique du phénomène urbain permet de réintégrer au sein de la ville tous les plis de la 

connaissance du passé. C’est ainsi que la lecture historique permet de comprendre la forme urbaine actuelle 

dans ce qu’elle exprime de son héritage historique, de retrouver des filiations avec les formes anciennes. 

L’une des structurations de l’espace régional juste après l’instauration du Protectorat était d’ériger la Haute 

Moulouya en division administrative et militaire, et de la doter d’une capitale, Midelt, chef-lieu de toute la 

région. Ainsi sur une butte dénudée appelée “Midelt” sur la rive droite de l’Outat, les militaires français ont 

construit leur caserne stratégique. A partir de ce noyau, Midelt s’est développée d’abord en construisant 

l’église en 1925 (fig. 1): « son architecture, sa situation et ses fonctions montraient qu’on lui assignait pour 

mission de veiller sur la communauté étrangère, chrétienne, de la nouvelle agglomération »
4
 

 

 
Figure 1 : L’église dans les années trente et aujourd’hui. 

                                                           
3 A. AOUCHAR, Colonisation et campagne berbère au Maroc, Afrique Orient, 2002, p. 11. 
4 A. AOUCHAR, op. cité,  p. 118. 
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A partir des années trente, une place centrale du village se développa en empiétant sur une partie du territoire 

du Ksar environnant Athma-Moussa, appelé également Kasbah des juifs (fig. 2). L’installation du Bureau du 

Cercle à proximité de cette place et en bordure de la caserne, donna au centre de l’agglomération, un 

caractère de « Place Administrative » (fig. 3). 

 

 
Figure 2 : Ksar Athma-Moussa, 1930, appelé également Kasbah des juifs. 

 

 
Figure 3 : Camp militaire et Bureau de contrôle, 1930. Aujourd’hui, Siège de Caïdat. 

 

Ensuite, se développa autour de la route nationale traversant la ville, un quartier résidentiel européen habité 

par des Français, fonctionnaires, employés, commerçants qui construisirent des maisons en pierre de taille, 

aux toits en pente, recouverts de tuiles rouges (figg. 4, 5). Un autre quartier à la fois de commerce et 

d’habitations modestes se développa au nord de la Place Administrative par des étrangers et des marocains 

drainés par la colonisation, qui  édifièrent des maisons basses à terrasses, à un ou deux étages, construites en 

pisé. 

 

 

 
Figure 4 : Camp militaire et maisons d’officiers et de fonctionnaires français (1930).  
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Figure 5 : Tissu colonial (maisons  en pierre de taille aux toits en pente) et Tissu d’habitat juif.  

 

Un troisième quartier plus pauvre se développa entre la route nationale et celle d’Aouli
5
 ; il groupa les juifs 

dans le Mellah (fig. 5) qui étaient originaires du Tafilalt ou du Sud-Est et qui furent peu à peu rejoints par les 

juifs des Ksour environnants.  

Ainsi, Midelt vivait dans une prospérité et exerçait sur les populations des environs une attraction qui se 

renforçait par les deux mines d’Aouli et de Mibladen, par une typologie d’agglomération plus ou moins 

marquée par le modèle colonial, avec des rues larges du quartier français, l’usage, dès les années trente, de 

l’électricité et de l’eau courante. La ségrégation spatiale était particulièrement prononcée, et de là on avait  

glissé vers une ségrégation sociale avec un bâti très diversifié caractérisé par des spécificités architecturales 

hétérogènes qui tenaient à chaque culture. 

En 1936, la population étrangère représentait le quart de la population de Midelt qui était de 2 386 habitants 

(667 étrangers et 1 719 marocains dont la moitié était composée de juifs)
6
. Elle tripla en 24 ans entre 1936 et 

1960, passant de 2 386 à 6 504 habitants
7
 . 

 

4. Midelt après l’indépendance 

Après l’indépendance, comme dans toutes les villes du Maroc, la population de Midelt a connu une 

croissance spectaculaire qu’elle n’avait jamais vue auparavant. Entre 1960 et 1971, elle est passée de 6504 à 

15 879 habitants et a atteint en 1982 : 24 578 habitants, puis 38 986 habitants en 1994. Au dernier 

recensement de 2004, le nombre d’habitants était de 44 731. Cette croissance est essentiellement le résultat 

de l’immigration qu’a connue la ville grâce à sa fonction minière mais aussi grâce à la politique de l’Etat qui 

a choisi dans son premier plan de développement économique du Royaume, la promotion administrative des 

centres issus du colonialisme ainsi que  leur dotation en équipements et services publics. 

A partir des années 60 et 70, la ville a connu de grandes extensions et le développement urbain a été des plus 

spectaculaires. Néanmoins, ce développement a connu une régression pendant les années 80 due à plusieurs 

facteurs. D’abord la fermeture des mines qui était la conséquence de la chute des cours mondiaux du minerai 

de plomb, ensuite le déplacement des militaires privant le centre d’une masse salariale très importante et 

enfin la vague de sécheresse qui a envahi le pays au début des années 80. 

Les années 90, par contre, ont vu s’amorcer à nouveau le développement urbain, mais toujours sous forme 

d’habitat économique auto construit dans sa quasi-totalité. 

Ainsi, sous les conditions géographiques, historiques, sociales et économiques, la ville de Midelt présente 

des structures urbaines qui peuvent se regrouper en quatre types : le tissu traditionnel qui regroupe 

l’ensemble des ksour ; le tissus colonial,  actuellement appelé  Quartier Administratif ; le tissu d’habitat juif 

(Quartier Mellah) et le tissu postcolonial,  qui est généralement de l’habitat économique (fig. 6). 

 

                                                           
5 Aouli (1926) et Mibladen (1936), deux agglomérations  minières situées respectivement à 25 Km et 13 Km du village. 
6 D’après Protectorat de la République française au Maroc, Service du travail et des questions sociales, résultats statistiques du 

recensement de la population de la zone française de l’Empire Chérifien effectué le 8/03/1936, Rabat. 
7 D’après le Recensement démographique de juin 1960, Population légale du Maroc, Royaume du Maroc. 
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Figure 6 : Structure générale: les différents tissus urbains de Midelt, depuis les années 90. 

 

L’habitat est plus important dans les petites et moyennes villes (notamment Midelt) dépassant 40% de la 

surface urbanisable ; les petites et moyennes villes, y compris Midelt,  sont également les moins dotées 

d’infrastructures, d’équipements et de zones d’activités. Le commerce et l’administration sont les premiers 

pourvoyeurs d’emploi au niveau de Midelt avec respectivement 24% et 23% des actifs y sont occupés. 

Viennent ensuite les branches BTP avec 15%, les Services  avec 14% et l’Industrie avec 9,5%. Les 

composantes du plan d’aménagement
8
 de la ville de Midelt sont dominées par l’habitat à hauteur de 40%, 

suivie de la voirie à 27 %, ensuite les zones non aedificandi à 24 %, les équipements publics et les zones 

industrielles couvrent respectivement 8% et 1%. 

 

5. La morphologie de l’espace sensible 

A l’analyse historique et morphologique des tracés urbains s’ajoute un autre mode de lecture mettant au 

premier plan la dimension visuelle de la perception de l’espace urbain, notamment la représentation mentale
9
 

de la ville de Midelt chez ses habitants.  Près de 65% de personnes interrogées
10

  pensent que Midelt est une  

ville moyenne et 31% pensent qu’elle est une petite ville. 8% des personnes interrogées ont apporté des 

éléments de réponse  brefs et négatifs pour la description de la ville : «c’est l’enfer, c’est comme une tombe 

où il n’y a que du vent ; ville fantôme ». Par ailleurs, environ 8% se sont exprimées sur la gloire passée de 

Midelt : « on l’appelait la petite Paris ; la ville du vent et de la nostalgie ; elle avait un rôle économique 

important grâce à ses mines ; c’est la deuxième ville équipée en électricité après Casablanca ; … ». En plus, 

chaque personne interrogée a élaboré dans sa tête une « carte mentale » qui représente les lieux de son 

environnement spatial. L’analyse des représentations urbaines (situation de Midelt et le circuit résidence-

travail) a mis en valeur le rôle de l’imaginaire spatial, intermédiaire indispensable entre la structure de la 

ville et les pratiques spatiales des habitants.  

En général, les dessins sont faits à partir des éléments les plus évidents de la structure de l’espace : la route 

nationale traversant la ville, le centre, quelques équipements administratifs (fig. 7). 

 

                                                           
8 Au niveau de la planification et gestion urbaine, un plan d’aménagement a été lancé en 1986 et homologué en 1995. Un nouveau  

plan d’aménagement a été lancé en 1997 et homologué récemment en 2004. Une étude du nouveau plan d’aménagement est en cours 

de réalisation (2014).   
9 K. LYNCH, L’image de la cité, Ed. Dunod, 1976. La carte mentale d’un lieu est l’image, la représentation qu’un individu se fait 

d’un lieu. Si l’on demande aux usagers de l’espace urbain d’en faire une représentation, on obtient ainsi des dessins plus ou moins 

précis et imagés, qui donnent une bonne indication de la façon dont cet espace est ressenti, de la lisibilité de cet espace.  
10 49% de la population de l’échantillon interrogé ont plus de 30 ans et 46% ont un niveau d’instruction supérieur. 
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Figure 7 : Exemples de cartes mentales par les habitants: circuit résidence-travail et centre de la ville. 

 

Dans les dessins de la carte de Midelt, plus de 2/3 des personnes interrogées ont positionné dans leurs cartes 

des quartiers, les voies principales avec la route nationale traversant le centre ville; plus de 30% des dessins 

comportent ce centre  et les équipements publics. Alors que dans les dessins du circuit résidence-travail,  

20% de l’échantillon se sont repérés dans leurs dessins par des équipements et des services publics. 

Pour l’analyse du paysage urbain de Midelt, une délimitation de la zone d’étude a été faite en tenant compte 

des spécificités spatiales et structurelles de la ville, et en se référant aux repères et aux éléments les plus 

marquants de la carte mentale chez les habitants, notamment le centre et la route nationale. La zone d’étude
11

 

ainsi délimitée est divisée en trois parties A, B et C (fig. 8), qui représentent la majorité des tissus urbains et 

regroupent toutes les composantes de l’espace sur le plan historique, fonctionnel et typologique.     

 

 
Figure 8 : Zone d’étude délimitée. 

 

- La première partie (A), située à l’est, est une zone résidentielle d’habitat économique. Elle fait partie du 

tissu apparu après l’indépendance. 

- La deuxième partie (B) est une zone administrative englobant une partie du quartier administratif. C’est un 

tissu de villas, traversé par la route nationale. On peut également diviser cette zone en deux sous parties 

séparées par la route ; la première constitue une partie du tissu colonial qui est un quartier de villas 

construites par les français pour leurs officiers. Les voies sont bien tracées et le tissu est ordonné et planifié. 

La deuxième sous partie appartient au tissu qui est apparu après l’indépendance. C’est un ensemble de 

bâtiments administratifs et de villas occupées en majorité par des administrations. On y trouve également une 

école, un centre de santé et un foyer féminin. 

- Enfin la troisième partie (C) est le centre-ville où se réunissent les commerces et les services. C’est un tissu 

qui englobe une partie du Mellah et qui abrite aussi des administrations et d’autres équipements comme la 

gare routière et le centre culturel. C’est un tissu qui date également de la période coloniale et qui contient 

même une ancienne caserne militaire. Les constructions constituent un ensemble d’habitat économique, de 

boutiques, de centre commerciaux et d’équipements. 

Les îlots dans un tissu homogène présentent des caractéristiques d’irrégularité, d’hétérogénéité et de 

discontinuité, exprimant ainsi un désordre urbain. Il en est de même pour les façades qui présentent une 

découpe du ciel irrégulière, une hétérogénéité dans les matériaux de construction y compris les enduits, les 

                                                           
11 A. AIT SEDDIK, « Pour une amélioration du paysage urbain de Midelt », mémoire de fin d’études, ENA., Rabat, 2003. 
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revêtements ainsi qu’une différenciation d’ouvertures au niveau de leurs formes et leurs dimensions. Toutes 

ces caractéristiques d’îlots et de façades des masses construites sont le résultat d’un processus de production 

et de transformation qui met en relation plusieurs facteurs d’ordre historique, socio-économique et 

réglementaire. 

Les éléments particuliers qui se distinguent fortement dans le paysage urbain de Midelt et qui ont une 

certaine valeur historique se trouvent dans la partie (B)  et (C), notamment l’église, le centre culturel qui 

assurait initialement la fonction du tribunal, le siège du Caïdat de Midelt qui servait initialement  de Bureau 

des Affaires Indigènes ou Bureau du Cercle et enfin la mosquée, la première de la ville qui a été construite 

par les musulmans du quartier qui regroupait des algériens et des marocains issus d’autres provinces. 

En considérant la zone d’étude qui a été délimitée en fonction d’une structuration issue de la représentation 

mentale de la ville de la part de ses habitants ainsi que par une organisation et disposition issue du 

développement du tissu à travers l’histoire, on y distingue l’organisation suivante: des séquences, deux 

principaux  nœuds et trois  lieux notamment le centre ville où se réunit un ensemble de fonctions urbaines lui 

donnant son importance et sa signification, la place sur laquelle donnent le siège de la Caïdat et le centre 

culturel, une grande place  qui se présente comme un grand trottoir abritant les principaux équipements 

publics.                     

 

6. Conclusion 

A travers l’analyse des différentes composantes du paysage urbain de Midelt, nous pouvons constater 

l’absence de toute harmonie ou logique de composition. Le paysage urbain tel qu’il se présente ne répond à 

aucune règle pensée de composition, ne respecte aucune loi d’organisation et d’ordonnancement  et n’est que 

le résultat de tous les facteurs historiques, humains et réglementaires qui ont conditionné sa production. Seuls 

quelques fragments du tissu urbain hérités de la période du protectorat peuvent sembler, par rapport à toute la 

ville,  réguliers et planifiés ; ils jouent un rôle toujours dominant et structurent l’organisation urbaine actuelle 

de la ville. Mais le fait urbain, les changements depuis l’indépendance, l’apparition d’autres fragments de la 

ville, la dégradation de l’existant font que le patrimoine urbain colonial présente les mêmes caractéristiques 

de désordre urbain que le reste des tissus. 

Par ailleurs, et compte tenu du statut des terrains privés occupés par des constructions, aucune action n’a pu 

avoir lieu. D’où le redéploiement constaté dans les nouvelles implantations des équipements structurants à 

l’entrée de la ville pour conforter le nouveau statut de la Province de Midelt. Cette extension urbaine ouvre la 

voie à plusieurs opportunités, aussi bien pour l’Etat dans la programmation d’autres équipements sur des 

terrains domaniaux, que pour les particuliers au vu de l’offre abondante des terrains privés dans les zones 

d’extension. Cependant, la configuration accidentée de quelques terrains et l’existence du risque 

d’inondations peuvent  limiter cette action. 

L’absence d’une vision globale de la ville de Midelt, traduit l’absence d’une politique urbaine  et marque 

assez fortement son processus d’urbanisation. Par exemple au niveau de la planification des équipements 

communaux de la ville, le plan d’aménagement est loin de traduire l’importance de la dimension 

planification locale et le plan de développement économique et social ne reflète pas la réalité économique de 

la ville ; en outre, ils n’ont jamais constitué de réels instruments de décentralisation mais des outils de 

déconcentration.  

Enfin, il faudrait opter pour une véritable décentralisation qui ne devra pas être seulement administrative 

mais surtout économique, sociale et culturelle de manière à rééquilibrer le territoire  et réduire 

progressivement l’écart entre les grandes villes et les moyennes et petites villes.  
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Abstract 

Heritage landscape catalogues main contribution is the creation of territorial ordering plans, the preservation 

of cultural and natural goods, as well as the rising of social awareness towards historical and environmental 

values. These catalogues are generated through a multi-platform that contains heritage information geo-

referenced. However, these catalogues are not a plain inventory of elements, spaces and standards, but a 

valuable tool that mediate the knowledge of the territorial past and present; to state what kind of landscapes 

we want and how we will be able to create them. 
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Introduction 

Human beings have left evidence of their presence in most of the planet, from those which are almost 

imperceptible interventions on the natural environment, such as a path, to the creation of complex territorial 

organizations, such as cities. From their function, utility and profitability of each intervention on the 

environment, a variety of landscapes have been formed: forms, colors, temperatures, happenings, sensations 

and emotions with endless meanings give the territory a unique nature, a genius luci with an exceptional 

patrimonial value. 

Heritage landscapes are places where it is possible to read different social processes along time, but also 

there can be stated plans for its valuation, protection or conservation, and strategies can be created that might 

allow the generation of new meanings, new functions and uses that are capable of response to the different 

necessities of the people living there. We must say that in these heritage landscapes there is an imprinted 

past in which we can write, from the present, a future towards their preservation having a prospective vision 

related to the cultural, environmental and economic development. 

In general, when we think about a heritage landscape, we make the pictures in our minds of panoramic views 

of the country, a mountain, a mountain, a garden, a city or the beach without any person. But we never think 

about the fact that every single vital experience of our lives has happened and is happening right now, 

immersed within a landscape of one kind or another. No matter the preferences we have, human life goes by 

framed by a certain geography, full order, and unique spatial consistencies and submerged in a universe of 

cultural and natural goods, of personal and collective memories. In other words, heritage landscapes are not 

just the scene or the backdrop but they are part of the drama; they are not passive or static but active and 

dynamic and in permanent change. It is not a contemplation object but a place of action. According to 

William J. Thomas Mitchell (in Landscape and Power), landscape must be thought of not as a noun but as a 

verb, i.e. more than what “it is” or “means”, what it  does, as an agent of cultural power that  flows between 

the visual appropriation of places, and the construction of identities
1
. 

On the other hand, Japanese philosopher Tetsuro Watsuji, in his famous text Climate and culture: A 

philosophical study, says that everyday human experiences are developed within different landscapes which, 

according to him, are the paradigms of the cultural forms. He states that “we not just carry a story, but also 

environments, territories, places and landscapes in which we leave the traces of our existence.”
2
 

So, to have a better understanding of the so called heritage landscapes, we must look at and identify the 

territories where they are placed in two ways: on one hand, as the place that presents a determined 

environment and different ways to satisfy the various needs that allow the continuity of the human race and, 

on the other hand, the values, meanings and identity necessities of those who inhabit the place, making of it a 

landscape. Now, these elements organize a cultural lattice that confers the landscapes their cultural and/or 

natural value. 

                                                           
1 (Mitchell, 2002, p. 14). 
2 (Watsuji, 2006, p. 24.). 
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Heritage landscapes catalogues 

In 2000, in the European Agreement on Landscape, all the member countries signed the Florence Charter, 

which basically states the lineaments to make territorial ordering projects, landscape catalogues, as well as 

the writing of landscape charters. In the particular case of landscape catalogues it has been established the 

objective of their public use in order to have a role in the decision making related to landscapes.
3
 

It is clear that the Florence Charter does not reach Latin America, however, it is from this initiative  that  we  

propose  the  elaboration  of  the  catalogues  of  heritage  landscapes, incorporating some of the guidelines 

that contribute to the development of governmental plans in the evaluation processes of the landscape and 

environmental quality. These kind of catalogues will also give information as well as orientation to the 

researches of the matter, will contribute to the creation of awareness in  the decision makers  community 

offering information as well as guidance on landscape to professionals, contributing  to the creation of an 

awareness towards management, conservation and preservation of heritage landscapes. There  are  some  

previous  experiences  about  the  elaboration  of  landscape  catalogues,  in European or Anglo-Saxon 

countries, as part of their national development plans related to the study of their territory.  However, the 

main difference between those projects and this is the fact that we are only cataloguing those landscapes 

considered as patrimonial. It must be said that there is no precise methodology to deal with heritage 

landscapes and their diversit y, although there is some on the creation of historical landscapes catalogues in 

countries such as England, France, Spain, and Slovenia.
4
 

Catalogues of patrimonial heritage are a new tool which main function is the identification of landscape 

units
5
 that are intended to create protected areas or patrimonial reserves along the elaboration of heritage 

landscape charters or local, national or international documents related to the management oriented to their 

preservation. It must be pointed out that that these patrimonial reserves come from an integrative vision of 

landscape, where natural as cultural components are taken as a whole and never in an isolated manner. 

Landscape units are areas which figuration and configuration are the result of a dynamic integration of 

natural factors (such as the elevation, hydrology, flora and fauna) and human beings (their economic 

activities or their historical heritage). In this sense, the units in the catalogue must be delimited as a social 

product; it is, from the cultural projection of a society in a determined space, taking into account the spiritual, 

material, ideological and symbolical dimensions
6
. 

On the other side, heritage landscape declarations are instruments of agreement and mediation between the 

different agents involved on a landscape intervention, and it is from these declarations where management is 

promoted through strategies that are according to the interests of these agents and according to the catalogue. 

We can say that the declaration is the guide and the tool of territorial arbitration that must be used to create a 

common framework to facilitate the understanding and consensus among all the parts involved in the 

managements of landscapes
7
. 

Finally, it must be said that heritage landscapes catalogues are not just inventories of elements, spaces, and 

values, but most and mainly they are instruments that allow us to know how our context is according to the 

social, environmental, economic, cultural and aesthetical dynamics. Dynamics from the past and present 

from which it is determined what kind of landscapes we want and how we can have them. It is clear that 

these catalogues give information of great interest since they contribute to the definition and applying of new 

politics on landscapes with a heritage value. 

 

Heritage Landscape Catalogues in Puebla, México 
At the Seminar Research and Management of Landscapes and Heritage, from the Benemérita Universidad 

Autónoma de Puebla (México) we have a research Project of cataloguing of heritage landscapes that is 

intended to be the first step to the creation of an Atlas of the Heritage Landscapes of Puebla State. To the 

accomplishment of this project we have structured a cataloguing program from a selection of categories of 

the cultural and natural heritage more significant. 

                                                           
3 (Watsuji, 2006, p. 24.). 
4 (Farina, 2006). 
5 The landscape unit designates a concrete territorial area which has all the pre-established conditions to be identified and delimited. 

Landscape units are articulated in hierarchical system formed by different levels, in which each unit is part of a bigger one located on 

a higher level. Its surroundings can also be decomposed in different smaller units and of a hierarchical inferior level. (Pintó, 2010, p. 

85). 
6 (Nogué and Sala, 2008, p.  407) 
7 (Cortina, 2011) 
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The category for the first catalogue is related to industrial landscapes with a patrimonial value, since these 

have had little attention on the part of the conservation politics, even though they have been a fundamental 

element in the state’s history. 

The in situ recognition, valuation and analysis of each unit of landscape are fundamental for the creation of 

the Heritage Landscape Catalogues of the State of Puebla. It is also fundamental the use of digital 

technology with instruments of location and visualization of the landscape units on cartographical maps that 

will allow us identify clearly the structure of the territory. At the same time, geographical, cultural and 

historical research of the chosen landscapes is also important. 

It is important to mention that besides their contribution to the protection of their tangible and intangible 

goods, these catalogues are also classification and characterization instruments of the territorial units that 

conform those patrimonial landscapes. Thus the minimum content of a catalogue must be: the geographical 

values present in each unit, the processes from the past that have or had had an impact in their present 
configuration, their special delimitation, the human activities that take or have taken place in there and its 
relationship to the environment. This Industrial Landscape Catalogue is defined by the territorial units 
characterized by the five main elements of this patrimonial category that are found in the State of Puebla: 
textile factories, flour mills, railway stations, sugar factories and hydroelectric plants. From these, each unit 
is registered in the catalogue in a data base that makes use of different digital and satellite resources. 
It has been created a System of Geographical Historical, and Cultural Information (SIG by its initials in 

Spanish), which is a multiplatform system of relational database application, FileMaker Pro 12, that 

combines the virtual photographic database from Google Earth and Google Maps, which geographical 

information from the Mexican territory is taken from the INEGI, the national institute of statistics and 

geography. At the same time, this system is integrated by different views that are used separately but that at 

the same time concentrates and organize the input of data. 

Our catalogue of Heritage Industrial Landscapes is structured in such a way that we can visualize from the 

same window, with a series of interfaces, each unit of landscape, from which it can be accessed to all the 

geographical, environmental, patrimonial and historical information. At the same time, the user can access to 

the images and documents related to the material goods that characterize each unit. As an example for this 

presentation we have a complete register of a landscape unit included in the catalogue, in the heading of 

textile factory. 

This Unit is registered as IT41 and it is referred to as Metepec. In images 1 and 2 it can be seen on the 

Google Earth and Google Maps servers its location mark on the territory, its geodesic data (latitude and 

longitude), its altitude, the area where it is located (urban or rural), its heading, foundation year of the 

factory, postal address, State, Municipio, and geographical zone. It is important to mention that the server 

maps that are visualized on the screen are active on every function. 

In this same register it is possible to access to more information through the buttons or interfaces. In the case 

of the data named as Entorno Ambiental (Environment),( fig. 3), there can be found a series of options that 

have to do with the use of land, type of land, types of pollutant (according to its industrial activities), and type 

of machinery used in this heading. 

At the same time, besides the architectural description, there is the option of Estado de conservación (State 

of conservation), (fig. 4), where it can be found if it is good, damaged, in ruins or nonexistent. 

On the catalogue’s Estadística (Statistics) interface (fig. 5), there are four links to the institutional server of 

INEGI (National Institute of Statistics and Geography). The first three allow the user to make a search of the 

information related to population, economic development, and geography, as well as finding the statistical 

official data related to the registered landscape. The fourth link allows the access to Mexico’s Digital Map, 

where there is the most advanced information on geology, hydrology, pedology, or cadastre about Mexico. 

On the other part, on the Historia (History) interface (fig. 6), there is the general information of all the most 

significant elements of the registered unit, in this case the ex-textile factory of Metepec. There the user can 

visualize images of the present state of the buildings located in the unit (fig. 7), and also of Historical 

Documents, such as plans, old photographs and/or written documents, (fig. 8). 

Finally, it is important to say that all the interfaces have options to send a register via e-mail, make a search 

or print a register from the selection of previous view (fig. 9). All the register information is concentrated in 

the latter. 
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Conclusion 
As a final reflection, it is important to say that catalogues of heritage landscape are a rich source of 

information that will permit researchers have at hand in a sole source all the data from the different 

landscapes with historical and patrimonial importance. This will allow a more complete view of the 

functioning of these landscapes; of the relationships that exist among all the elements that define them; from 

the natural surroundings to the social processes; from the economic activities to the cultural ones, having the 

whole picture. In this sense, researchers will have the possibility to create and/or propose plans of 

conservation and preservation more adequate to the necessities of each place and its population, taking into 

account all the pieces that are at play. 

It should be clear that the benefits of this will be reflected on society, which will create and/or reinforce its 

territorial identity, preserve its cultural and natural goods, not isolatedly but as a whole, generating a 

sustainable development. This idea emerges as an answer facing all the homogenizer processes of 

globalization. Studying and ordering landscape and its preservation must be the paradigm that faces the de-

territorialization, seen this as the loss of territorial identity. Our main objective is that this catalogue 

becomes a useful instrument for social cohesion and the capacity to think for a better world for everyone. 
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Abstract 

The Grand Canal (China) originally started from a moat of Yangzhou City. For nearly 2,500 years, the 

existence of the moat waterways has been an epic textbook of the comprehensive history of the city. The 

paper describes the research used to build a framework of conservation for the Yangzhou Moats Historical 

Landscape, based on the Historical Urban Landscape (HUL) approach and recommendations, because of 

critical urbanization in China. The paper explains three chains of logic; the landscape value carrier system to 

meet heritage regulation objectives, authenticity and integrity to meet the heritage administration method, 

and assessing sustainability of the landscape carrier to meet the implementation of conservation. The paper 

concludes with a discussion on the feasibility of the framework in terms of planning regulations, the range of 

administration, and participation in conservation. 

Keywords: Cultural Landscape; Historic Urban Landscape; Conservation Approach; Yangzhou Moats 

Water Landscape; Public Participation 

 

 

1. From Evolving Cultural Landscapes to Historic Urban Landscape Classification  

For 2500 years, the Yangzhou Moats waterway grew from a single canal (古邗沟) to a holistic waterway 

network that covered nearly 22.5 km
2
 in the center of the city of Yangzhou. Called the Moats System, the 

entire morphology pattern was formed by the evolving city walls. The Moats System combines the value of 

historical, regional, economic, cultural, aesthetic, and social livelihood aspects. Over time the function of the 

System shifts back and forth from canal to city defensive moats, to water supply infrastructure to urban 

scenic landscape, or multiple concurrent functions. From 487 B.C to 1912 A.D, the City of Yangzhou 

experienced 16 dynasties, and 4 periods of time in its evolution. This evolution represented a symbiosis with 

the regeneration of the city throughout history; witnessed as glory then destitution of the city, time and time 

again. The waterway landscape was like the soul of the city, described in poems of the Tang Dynasty as ‘a 

city full of mist and fantasy’. 

Based on cultural landscape theories, the research reviewed the co-evolution of the natural environment and 

human society in order to illustrate the evolving process and cultural dynamics that generated this cultural 

landscape. From the view of the natural environment, the Yangtze River shoreline and its estuary coastline 

which has moved to the south and east, has had a decisive influence on the territory available for expansion 

of the city. The moving estuary coastline also influenced the extension of the Grand Canal. In contrast, the 

fixed existence of Shugang Hill continues to locate the settlement of the city just at the hill site and below it. 

From the perspective of society, the economic linkage with the Yangtze River formed by Grand Canal has 

always been the essential dynamic of the city evolution. Inspired by a map of Ming Dynasty
1
 (image 1), a 

certain sense the vitality of the city Yangzhou derived from the interaction between human society and the 

physical landscape pattern is evident. From this, the research developed six categories of historical cultural 

landscapes formed by human activities. The following categories are considered to represent and integrate 

the whole Yangzhou Historical Moats Landscape System: 

A. Shipping and trading canal landscape, inside and outside the city - canal economic activity 

B. Ancient city wall and moats landscape – city defensive activity and infrastructure building 

C. The Slender West Lake water gardens and scenic landscape from city to Shugang Hill - culture elite and 

religious activity 

D. Water streets within the city - market and city life activity 

E. Rural water field landscape on moat in the countryside - agriculture and rural life  

F. Waterfront performing landscape – entertainment activities from folk to elite culture 

                                                           
1 Ming Dynasty, 1572 – 1620 AD. 
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Each category is an aggregate of features and includes significant tangible and intangible cultural landscape 

value carriers.
 
Therefore the complexity and richness of this historic urban landscape has been identified. 

 

2. A HUL Authenticity and Integrity Discussion 

Although we can trace back the history of the moats waterway landscape from ancient books and materials, 

inevitably, as an evolving urban landscape, most parts of the waterway branches have lost their historic
2
 

landscape character during the last hundred years through neglect; regardless of the impact of wars and urban 

renewal. This observation was reinforced by the responses of 200 interviewees which indicated that, except 

for a few parts that have been preserved or restored, the historic quality of place was barely discernible now. 

Considering this, defining the authenticity and integrity became a challenging problem requiring a way to 

think outside the “physical conservation box”. According to the understanding of HUL authenticity by 

Gustavo Aroaz (2008) and integrity by Jukka Jokilehto (2013), the evolution dynamics of the HUL ought to 

be the basis of discussion. So in the research, five questions from different aspects were raised; 

i.  Is the hydrological and spatial relation between the moats waterway system and the natural setting 

still existing?  

There are two great component parts of the natural setting of the city Yangzhou, one is Yangtze River that 

formed the hydrological canal pattern; the other is Shugang Hill forming the geographic base for the 

settlement pattern (image 2). Over the last 100 years, the hydrological connection with Yangtze River 

continued to evolve; as well several significant conservancy projects were undertaken to enhance the 

connection. In contrast, although the built-environment of Yangzhou has changed significantly during the 

contemporary era of urbanization, the topographic pattern of Shugang Hill and the alluvial plain below 

remain; particularly because Shugang Hill has been a historical Buddhist place thus protecting the massif. 

The Yangzhou Shanshui context (山水文脉) suggests “the city ought to be located on axis with Shugang 

Hill and maintain the livelihood with canals”
 3
.
 
 

ii. Has the waterway network reached the suburban and rural areas and does it influence the whole region of 

Yangzhou? 

Historically, Yangzhou once was famed as the ‘City on Boats’. From the canal port to city center, then to the 

suburb and rural areas, the waterway was the most convenient system to explore one’s way of living, 

resulting in prosperous waterway transportation. Roads and cars have replaced the waterway transportation 

mode, nevertheless the water conservancy system as a whole is still functioning and the efficiency has even 

been enhanced during the last hundred years. The satellite image showed clearly that the moat network runs 

throughout the urban and suburban areas resulting in a dramatic artificial form (image 3).  

iii. To what extent have the authentic historic moats landscape spaces and elements and (most 

important) the sense of the place been lost? 

After 1912, rivers and moats in the Yangzhou region have been subject to continuous narrowing due to silt to 

the extent that the total area has been halved, yet the pattern of the space and function of the network has 

basically remained. After 1949, the city walls were knocked down and several waterways were filled to 

become roads. As well, numerous historic bridges across rivers were removed. During the Cultural 

Revolution, many temples on the banks of the rivers were destroyed, together with other significant cultural 

buildings and celebrity gardens. Since 1978, a series of urbanization projects of river and canal regulation 

have been undertaken, thus erasing much of the historic imprinting of the waterway landscape. Although the 

Slender West Lake water gardens area has been restored later, according to the interview result (200 

samples)
5
, the historic sense of most moats waterway landscape is excessively low; except for 4 branches out 

of 13 where the historic sense was seen as fair.  

iv. How does the quality of contemporary development projects represent and connect with the historic spirit 

of the place?  

From 1949- 2009, the restoration of Slender West Lake was undertaken, eventually turning it into a popular 

scenic area. There is nevertheless some concern about whether the scenic gardens and architecture have been 

restored precisely; despite, as a whole waterway area from the historic city center to Shugang Hill, 

representing the essence of the Shanshui landscape pattern. The restoration and regeneration of other parts of 

the waterways, like the Old Canal, raise similar concerns. There are also some business projects along the 

waterways which combine historic elements into new designs in an attempt to connect to the sense of 

history. Thus the blank spaces could also be opportunities for creativity to enhance the spirit of the place.  

                                                           
2 Here the historic refers to the time period from 486 BC to 1912 AD, before the founding of the Republic of China (ROC).  
3 Original text: 鲍照Bao Zhao (415-470 AD), “轴以昆冈，拖以漕渠”-《芜城赋》. 
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v. What kind of conservation planning about the Yangzhou historic moat waterway landscape has been 

considered in the overall urban-planning and management?   

Based on the experience of the city Yangzhou’s development in the recent century, it is possible to develop a 

coherent relationship between the historic moats waterway network and urban renewal. In the latest City 

Overall Planning (2012-2020), there were proposals related to the management and planning of the historic 

waterways in three planning areas; Water System Planning, Green Space System Planning and Historic City 

Conservation Planning. The City Plan clearly recognizes that multiple functions of the moat waterway 

landscape are integrated together, suggesting the dynamic of the land use pattern is going to continue in the 

future planning.  

 

3. The Conservation Framework Assumption 

Generally speaking, the value of moats waterway landscape as a holistic conservation object in the city has 

been realized. However there are certain limitations in the current administration method which raise 

questions about the sustainability of the landscape and its components. Accordingly, we propose three steps 

to convey our strategy to achieve conservation of the moats waterway landscape.  

Step1. Comprehensive resource mapping to redefine the value range 

To address the loss of numerous aspects of the heritage of moats waterway landscape over the last century, 

as well as to identify and protect the yet to be identified heritage, comprehensive mapping needs to be 

undertaken. As well, based on the landscape categories derived from the evolution process from natural to 

cultural and with tangible and intangible value carriers, an integral historic landscape information system is 

built up (chart 1). This system includes more carriers than the existing heritage listed in the local government 

administration and would be a breakthrough for conservation of a range of historic urban landscapes, thus 

including more opportunities for renaissance of more value carriers that have been previously neglected or 

destroyed.      

Step 2. Existing condition evaluation to monitor the maintenance  

Along with the historic information, the existing condition and form of each carrier is recorded and 

classified. Mapping is also taken to locate carriers geographically for further evaluation and administration 

(images 3-7). For each carrier and aggregate, qualitative evaluation of the existing condition is the necessary 

step to assess sustainability and determine conservation priorities. Evaluative factors are determined and 

given scores from 1-5 for the extent from low to high: 

Factor a - the quality of ecological environment  

Factor b - the continuity of historical function  

Factor c - the condition of physical scale integrity  

Factor d - the importance of historic cultural meaning   

For example, the environment capacity could be evaluate by Factor a and b; the vulnerability could be 

evaluate by Factor b and c, the heritage significance could be evaluate by Factor b, c and d, and with the 

consideration of all above, the priority of conservation action for each carrier and aggregate could be 

reasoned out.   

Step 3. Conservation plan proposal to sustain the value 

Based on the evaluation, the conservation proposal of each aggregate waterway should have its own 

relevance. There are four methods for different inherited conditions:  

A. Preservation Proposal - For historical moat landscapes that maintain inherited pattern and carriers 

well, to preserve the origin state, and take the site and surrounding built-environment into 

conservation consideration; 

B. Proposal Restoration - For historical moat landscapes that have strong cultural significance but are 

extremely vulnerable, to restore/recover the historic format to meet the social requirement; 

C. Proposal Representation - For general historical moats that maintain physical integrity but lack 

inherited historic carriers, undertake integrated design with the water bank space and surrounding 

built environment to represent the historic and cultural information; 

D. Proposal Comprehensive Design - For historical moats that have fallen into oblivion, to discover the 

historical memories and elements, undertake integrated design with the surrounding contemporary 

built environment to represent the information and essence of the history and culture. 

There are 4 moat waterways categorized into Proposal A, 5 categorized into Proposal B, 6 categorized into 

Proposal C, and 5 categorized into Proposal D. 

Step 4. Cultural Route and Landscape Character Zone 
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As history and culture accumulate in the moat waterways, there are four representative cultural routes that 

can be undertaken in spaces that interpret different stories about the city.  

1) The moats on the Shugang Hill represent the city and moat format before the end of Han Dynasty 

(486BC-457AD), called Guangling town at that time, and reached the remarkable city defensive 

infrastructure system in Song Dynasty half century later (image 4).   

2) The waterways from the foot of Shugang Hill run through Slender West Lake all the way to the Old South 

City Gate represent the highest level of urban scenic landscape sequence in the history of China (image 5).   

3) On the east side of the city, the Old Canal undergoes right-angled bends three times. This represents the 

most prosperous canal economic corridor on the Grand Canal since Tang Dynasty (image 6).   

4) In the city center, the water streets, small piers and markets represent the land use pattern and life style 

formed by waterway networks that continually existed in this city.      

Combined with their cultural essence, the waterway network is categorized into linear landscape character 

zones to give guidelines for the future conservation.  

 

4. Conclusion and discussion on feasibility of the framework 

There are two main breakthroughs in the research; first, the amount of historic information accumulated in 

2,500 years is huge, and the cultural landscape methods provided a principle way of seeing types of human 

actions and their landscape achievements. Second, the HUL approach provided a comprehensive view of 

conservation that helped systematize the framework to meet the current management paradigm in China.  

Hence from the current local conservation implementation perspective two actions are required; first, the 

planning regulation requires revision to provide a more refined plan with a larger range of value carriers with 

each given legal verification and detailed guidelines for its method of conservation. Second, to avoid the 

mistakes that happened in the past, several related administration authorities will be needed, such as a 

Planning Bureau, a Conservancy Bureau, and a Cultural Relics Bureau etc. These administration authorities 

will need to function under a cooperative paradigm with integrated responsibilities which respect the holistic 

and dynamic nature of the moats waterway historic urban landscape. 

In the end, public participation is required to ensure the nature of the landscape continues to be a public 

place. This will not only elicit strong support from the community in the decision-making process, ranging 

from the demonstration of values to planning consultation and finally to the supervision of the historic site 

maintenance, but of high importance, it also provides opportunities to give incremental social value to the 

landscape.  
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Image 1: Ming Dynasty (1572-1620 AD) Yangzhou City Map  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chart 1: Yangzhou Historical Moats Landscape Integral Value Carrier Information System 

 

 
Image 2: Network of the Moat Waterway Connection with Natural Setting . 

 

 

 

扬州城濠水系历史景观信息体系 

Yangzhou Historical Moats Landscape Integral Value Carrier Information System 

 

I-地形地貌 

Topography 

I-A蜀冈地形地貌 

Shugang Hills  

I-B冈下古城地形地貌    

Alluvial Plain 

I-C水系与地貌关联节点  

Cultural related nodes 

II-水系河道 

Waterways 

II-A水系历史断代及基础功能 

Historic Waterways  

II-B运河经济相关载体 

Canal Economic landscape 

II-C城濠及相关载体 

City Wall and Moat Landscape 

III-重点历史 

水系景观段 

Significant  

Landscapes  

III-A蜀冈山水类 

Shanshui Scenic Landscape 

III-B 寺院庭苑类 

Riverside Temples and Yards 

III-C水上园林类 

Riverside Water Garden  

III-D 水路街市类 

Water Street Landscape 

  

III-E花涧村舍类 

Rural Moat Water Field and Village 

  

III-F滨水演艺类 

Waterfront Performing Art 

Landscape 
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